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PREFACE
Many developing countries in Africa struggling
to increase food production face a dilenima in the
form of limited essential physical resources, such
as land, water, nutrients and energy, and lack of
proper technologies. This situation is exacerbated
by
high
population-growth
rates, whichtomakes it
even
more
crallengirig for governments
achieve
the elusive goal of alleviating
poverty and
suffering,
The background to the Kenyan situation is well
presented
in the opening speech by the Minister
for Agriculture
and Livestock Development, and
in the keynote address by the Permanent Secretary, Mini try of Finance and Planning, and need
therefore not he repeated here. It is nevertheless
worth while stressing that Kcnya is a land-short
country in terms of arabic land (20 per cent). The
other 80 per cent is either semi-arid, receiving
scanty and ,rratic rainfall, or arid desert. Arid
and semi-arid lands (ASALs) received proninencc during the 1979- 83 National l)evelopment Plan in response to the plan theme of
poverty alleviation. In particular, semii-arid lands
have come under increasing pre ;sure as a result
of population migration from the crowded highpotenatial areas. Migrant populations have
brought witl- them farming technologies developed ior the well endowed high-potcntial
areas bu! inappropriate to their ness settlements
Inevitably this hias led to recurrent crop failure,
hunger, and suffering, which can only be alleViated by costly famine-relief operations. Fven
iore serious is the problenm of rapid r,-t's rcc
degradation in this fragile environment, leadin
to declining productivity and possible evenal
permanent barrenness,

deficit areas. The initial thrust was to be in the
Machakos and Kitui )istricts of Eastern Pro
vince-populous parts of the country where crop
failures and famine are virtually endenic.
the first positive action taken was the gradual
strengthening
of Katumani Research Station by
the Ministry of Agriculture, culminating
in its
elevation
in status to the National Dryland Farm
ing
Research
Station (NDFRS)
in 1980, with
responsibility for planning and co-ordinating
dryland-research activities throughout Kenya.
Financial constraints made initial programme
development slow. In 1979, however, technical
assistance was secured from UNDP/FAO and
Project Document No. KEN/74/017 entitled
'Dryland Farming Research arid Development"
was endorsed by the Kenya Government and the
donor agencies. At an earlier date UNDP/FAO
and the Kenya Government had signed a Project
Agreement (KEN/74/016)-"'The Kenya Ser
g)u ni and Millet l)evelopment Project'--'a major
objective of which was to develop sorghums and
millets for the dylands of' Eastern Province.
Though administratively separale, this project
was complementary to KEN/ 74/017.

In 1974 EAAFO'; twenty years' involvement
in the study ofthe effects of changing land use or'
tie hydrological cycle in East African high.
rainfall catchment areas was concluded. Although
ns were mooted to initiate similar studies in
dr land areas, they' were abandoned for lack of
Iunds
and manpower. A less ambitious alterna
tive approach capable of being accommodated
within the parsimonious budget was therefore
sought to tackle the most urgent problems of
This was conveniently
The needs of the higher-potential areas of drylands.
by revision
in 1975 of tie East African Food done
Crops Research
Kenya have to a significant extent been met
Project (No. 618-110-10-657), sponsored by
through research and the appl cation of new iUSAID
in collaboration with the former EAAFRO.
technologies. Seni-arid lands have, however,
Unfortinately, the East African Community
not receive(] stifficient research attention and
collapsed and he USAID Regional Office in
thereforc traditionai production systems have
Arusha abolished befire the revision was com
benefited little or nothing from research-tested
pleted and a new project formulated. Undaunted,
innovations. This gap became acutely apparent
the exercisc continued as bilateral negotiations
during the early and nid-1970s, when man'v parts
between the USAID and the Kenya Government,
of Kenya experienced a series of poor years for
the result of which .vas the formulation in 1979 of
rainfall, coinciding with population migrations
Project No. 615-0180 entitled -Dr-%land Cropping
from high-potential to marginal rainfall areas. It
Systems Research Project" and based at KARl,
was during this period that research scientists in
Muguga. Siecial care was taken at the project
the Ministry of Agriculture and ihe former East
design level to ensure complementarity and col
African Agricultural and ForestryN Research
laboration between KEN/74/017 arid 615-0180.
Organization (EAAFRO) began to give serious
The approach was typically multidisciplinary,
thought to strengthening research in rainfallinvolving both expatriate and Kenyan scientists.
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The broad research objei:tives were as follows:
a. to develop smallholder farm systems that will
make efficient use of soil, water, and human
resources;
b. to increase agriculturml production by developing suitable crop varieties, plant-protection
technologies, and cropping systems that will
minimize the risk ofc'.op failures;
c. to improve livestock production systerrs that
can be integrated int) the farming syst m;
d. to make available wenev,er posshible inproved
seed for bulk prodiction anid distribition to
farmers;
c. to foster linkages 'retwcen recearch and cxtension by carryin,; out %erification rials of
experimental resuits under real farn situations;
f. to ,ssist in the etallishment of an ins itutional
structure tor long.trm planning and'development of the agric.iltural potential ot the dryland areas.

These proceedings do not reflect the entire
etforts launched during the fourth five-year plan
.o upgrade the standard of life in the arid and
seni-arid areas. Many agencies were involved in
this task. They included bilateral and multilateral
agencies. the University of Nairobi, and many
non-governmental organizations. It would have
been impossible to convene a symposium in
volving all of these agencies, sonic of which have
made notable contributions. Even these proceed
ings do not fully report the results obtained by all
tefi participating project scientists, due to
financial and time limitations. A number of pre
sentations have had to be abstracted, not because
they diu not meet the required standard but
because the editors felt that the subject matter
needed more time to polish up. The presentations
aff ',:ted will be accorded priority in the regular
issue's of this journal.
The mo,,t difficlt part of this preface is the
suniling lip of' achieverients. This challenge is
made even more diffictdt because of the short
dtnation of the projects. Nevertheless. the
summarries and conclusions at the ,'j"of' each
presrtnation should give the reader a L. appreci
atiohn of' the magnitude arid complexity of the
1)rmrblrICs to be surmounted in the dryland farm
ing areas.
l3v far ihe most important limiting factor is
'0hcr--inadequatc and errat c rainfall. These
areas have a low biological production ceiling.
Theretre, well researched weather-directed
cropping systems should form lie basis for stable
food-crop production. The first technical session
of' this sYrposiunm deals with this exciting and
basic crrvironniental problem. Given the dr.land
cnvironrnient in which food must be produced, the
farmer should have access, to scientifically proven
raintall probabilities and expectations. These
projects have attempted to define thcse basic
elements and p, oposc alternative farming
systeiis that farner can adopt according to
-uathcr
prospcts.

It was obvious at im early stage thatlan ective co-ordinating nachinery was nec,:i+ssary to
facilitate team work between project arid local
scientists. At a hih,r level a Telch4ical Coordinating Committee
'ICC). cisistiiag of the
Directors of Agriculture, Livestock Development
and KARl, and local representatives of the donor
agencies (FAO. UNDP and USAID), was estahfished to provide policy gilidelines. Another
imprortant function of the TCC war s to ensirre
harmonious working relations between participating scientists of diverse nationalities and
backgrounds. The technical leadership of the project was the responsibility of a small committee
consisting of the Project Leaders of the donor
agencies and tire Director , of KARl and th
National Dryland Farming Rcsearc. Station.
Katurnani. More important were the regular joint
meetings of the research personnel from the two
projects, which were held alternately at KARI,
Muguga, and the Katumani Research Station. It
was at one such meeting, held on 29 September
1982, that the idea of conrening a Symposium on
Dryland Farming Research towards the latter
Tailor-madc ctr ) varieties to suit these drvland
part of 1983 was conceived. This crucial decision areas arc crucial t tIr achievement of the goai of
took into consideration the fact that the two donor povcrty alleviation. These projects have made an
projects were due to end early in 1984. Past initial contribution by developing a short-matur
experience with other projects had shown that irig variety Of gre'en gram (KVR 26). arid there
only scattered and incoherent records of whiat are irrications of many riumre food-crop species
had been achieved were left behind for the beri.- and varieties to stit this environrient. The short
fit of future work. The purpose of this symposiuni loatutring pigeorripCa developed by the faculty Of
was therefore to bring together the results agricultrc of' Nairobi University is a good
achieved during the rather short lifetime (4- 5 example f what can be achieved. Smallholder
years) of the two projects in a form easily avail- farmers in the areas under study depend heavily
able for reference,
on livestock as a source of income and as an aid
vii
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to crop production. Unfortunately, this aspect of
research received less attention than was expected. This is an area that requires intensified
research and development wor.,
It would be presumptuuus to claim that the
projects have adequately satisfied all their objectives. In a modest way, the projects succeeded in
identifying real-life problems through their preextension and verification trials. The objective of
sensitizing field officers in dryland areas to the
farmers' problems was in part achieved through
seminars organized by the project research
personnel. The success of training Kenyans in
dryland-farming methodology is recognized in
the Minister's opening speech.
Partial successes achieved by the projects
deserve mention. The ambitious objective of
helping to establish a strong national nucleus for
dryland-farming research has been to a large
extent disappointing, especially with the departure and scaling down of foreign technica l
assistance in support of dryland-farining research. There is a felt need for a strong national
institutional structure to address the problems of
these difficult areas on a long-term basis.
Fortunately or unfortunately, the proceedings
:f this Symposium are published at a time when
most parts of Kenya are experiencing a drought
Dt a severity not recorded for manv decades.
These research projects were not designed to find
solutions to such exceptional weather conditions.
Their main focus was on areas with normally
scanty and erratic rainfall capable of sustaining
some food-crop production. It must be accepted
that severe droughts have occurred in the past
and will recur in future as a natural phenomenon.
Scientific research alone cannot provide solutions
to food security under such conditions. There
needs therefore, to be a comprehensive and
forward-looking
the
foodweather
effects of suchnational
policy to
cushion
inclement
conditions
on food security,
Modern published scientific works -re idrcly
the result of a single itntellect. Often they involve
a mixture of individuals with different attitudes
and aptitudes. The proceedings of this Symposium owe their success to dozens of dedicated
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scientists and policy-makers. most of whom have
been mentioned in the keynote speeches. At the
risk of pre-empting acknowledgements by guest
speakers elsewhere in these proceedings, the
USAID project deserves special mention for
defraying the cost of sponsoring the symposium
and the publication of these proceedings. Much
of the co-ordinating responsibility was shouldered
by Dr B. W. Ngundo, assisted by Ms P. Pen
ninkhoff, Dr S. Tessema, and Dr B. H. Waite.
Miss Lucy M. Ndurya provided valuable secre
tarial services for the co-ordinator.
Special mention is also due to Mr D. M. Thairu,
National Project Co-ordinator, Dryland Farming
Research, FAO, Nairobi; to Mr P. K. Kusewa,
Director, National Dryland Farming Station,
Katumani; and to Dr W. A. Faught, Project
Leader, USAID/KARI, Muguga, who almost
earned themselves unpopular names for exerting
excessive pressure on their scientists to p'-oduce
manuscripts in time for the Symposium.
The technical sessions were ably and volun
tarily chaired by Dr C. L. Coulson, Department of
Crop Science, Faculty of Agriculture, Nairobi
[Iniversity; Dr D. B. Thomas, Acting chairman,
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Nairobi
Univcrsity; Dr .I. D. Wachira, Deputy Director,
Animal Production Department, KARl, Moguga;
)r M. P. collinson, CIMMYT, Nairobi; and Mr
C. N. Kihata, Senior Entomologist, National
Agricultural laboratories, Nairobi. Messrs D. K.
Nluthoka, A. M. Marini, and F. M. Ndambuki,
all fron NARS,
r
Kitle, were competent rap
porteurs for various sessions and their contrihu
tOns are appreciated.
The cost of this symposium was minimized
through the generous offer of the excellent facili
ties of ILRAD by the Director General, Dr R.
Gray. to whom our thanks go.
These proceedings are published with the
technical
editorial assistance of Mr Brian
ing, Nthawe
Hock
Typesetting,
Nairobi.
B. N. Majisu
Director, KARl
Muguga
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OPENING SESSION

OPENING SFEECH
lion. W. 0. Ornoo. M.P.
MinisterforAgriculture andLivestock Devefopment
Honourable Guests, Ladies and 'entlemen:
nations. What has happened is that research
Two weeks ago, I had the opportunity to meet efforts have been directed at problems in high
some of you at Kisumu on the occasion of the
potential areas, with negligible attention directed
official opening
of a conference on sugar-research
officiaetobeenngltogetherfecosteeffective-because
to marginal-rainfall areas. The results have not
priorities. It is my pleasure, once again, to be yet been altogether cost-effective because
here to address this assembly of research scienmigrant farmers have carried inappropriate
tists and-Farming
to officially
open with
your an
Symposium
Dryla
developed
high-potential
c Research,
areas,
Emphasis oil
on technologies,
to the low-rainfall
areas, for
with
disastrous results
the Kenyan Experience.
From this analysis of a variety of physical and
biological data, coupled with further analyses of
rainfall data, soil characteristics, soil-water
halance, and of vegetation types and description,
it has been established that only 12%/o of Kenya
comprises high potential land. The rest of the
country consists of mainly dry land, of which
5.5
is of medium potential and the rest Iow
potential.

in terms of crop failures and degradation of the
fragile ecosystem. The position is fast changing,
with substantial resources now being directed
into the arid and semi-arid areas to meet the
special needs of the poor subsistence farmers
mnd pastoralists living in these areas.

TheKena Gverntct
fllyrecgnies nd
appreciates the role of scientific research in
natioi;al development. This positir n was clearly
articulated in thle IFourth National Developmenta

At this point, Mr. Chairman, let me pay a
particularly glowing tribute to our agricultural
research scientists. Over the last 20 year of our
Independence we have made major break
throughs in the development of high-yielding
hybrid maize, suited to all ecological zones.
Research in coffee and tea has also been a
success story. In the area of livestock, major
breakthroughs have been recorded in the areas
of disease control and up-grading of the in
digenous breeds, hence the success of the
Kenan dryidst
hee mates areta
Kenyan dair7 industry. These matters are a
source
to the Government.
of pride, not only to my Ministry, but also

Plan for the period 1979 to 1983, and I would like
to elaborate by quoting the opening sentence of
the section on science and technology policy:
The productivity of the nation and the incomeearning opportunities associated with it
depend crucially on the application of modern
scientific knowledge to the identification and
generation of improved technologies, and the
use of the technologies in the prodection
process,
Arising from that policy statement, an elaborate research institutional framework has emerged. and it is my wish that this framework should
be supportive of our production efforts.
In saying this, Mr. Chairman, I do not iniend to
imply that priod to 1979 Kenya was lagging
behind in scientific research. This is not so. I am
a v'are that our achievements in the scientific
research fields compare very favourably with
what has been achieved by some developed

In recognition of the vital role the research
scientist is playing in the implementation of our
national food policy, more and more resources
will continue to be placed -it his disposal, parti
cularly as we nave io dryland-farming research.
I this respect, let me say that our record has
been good, as a nation. l:n 1970, ninety-nine per
cent of the Government expenditure on all
research and development was invested in agri
cultural research. By 1970 the share was seventy
four per cent, seemingly small in relative terms,
but increased substantially in absolute terms.
This support will be continued and maintained at
thee levels, and in turn I expect that you will
continue with the same vigour as we enter the
dryland phase of our research.
Turning to the researcher himself, I would like
to inform you that a scheme of service for re
search scientists is at an advanced stage of pre

It is, therefore, clear that land for arable
agriculture is extremely limited, and this makes
the theme of this symposium very relevant to us
all, and particularly to my Ministry.
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paration. This has been confirmed with the Director of Personnel M~nagement. The idea is to
build up a strong national scientific research
capability to be supplemented through our usual
co-operation ani collaboration with friendly
governments nd international organizations
At this point, Mr. Chairman, let m say that I
am aware that agricultural research takes a iong
time to yield results. I appeal to the several donor
agencies co-operating with us to be with us as we
await these resuhL. !n particular, I am aware that
two donors are patiently assisting us in the dryland farming research project.

SPECIAL ISSUE

addition to training thirteen scientists. Again we
are most grateful.
I also take this opportunity to thank all you
foreign scientists worki:ig side by side with our
lotaJ scientists both at Katumani aid at Muguga
in the project. We ve!ry much value this co
operation.
Cinally, I wish to commend our research
officers, wherever they are, for their dedication,
patience, and commitment. This is the only way
we can attain and sustain a state of self-suffici
ency. My Ministry will continue to support your
efforts.

The USAID project to cover the period 197Q to
1984 will cost nearly ninety million Kenya
shillings, most of which has already been rok'de
available to Kenya. In addition, twenty senior
research scientists will have been trained at
various levels. We are very grateful for thi-:
assistance.

With these few remarks, Ladies and Gentle
men, it is now my pleasure to declare this sympo
sium opcn, a,.d to wish you very fruitful delibera
tions.
ank you

Similarly, UNDP/FAO have contributed over
forty million Kenya shillings in the project, in

Nairobi
14 Novemb-r, 1983
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inevitably had an adverse effect on world trade
and hence unn the economic fortunes of de
veloping countries like Kenya. The depressed
state of demand in industrial countries meant
continuing weakness on world commodity
markets and the terms of trade of non-oil develop
ing countries remained at about 20 per cent
below the 1977- 79 average.
Tile improvement in the Kenyan economy recorded in 1981, when the GDP is estimated to
have grown by 5.5 per cent, was not sustained in
1982; provisional data indicate 1982 rates of 3.3
per cent, which implies a slight fall in per capita
income. The major contribution to the growth of
GDP comes from agriculture. Kenya's land re
sources are, however, limited and there is much
unfulfilled demand for land. While there appears
to be plenty of land, with 27 persons per square
kilometre (according to the 1979 population
census; about 33 persons in 1983), there are some
districts with very high population densities: 2)4
persons per square kilometre in Kakamega and
395 in Kisii in 1979. With 80 per cent of the
land-base arid or semi-arid, there is little addi
tional good-quality agricultural land available for
those wanting it. Therefore, with an annual
population growth of around 3.8 per cent, there
will be increasing pressure for land and the land
most available is in the fragile arid and semi-arid
areas.

Gentlemen:
It is a great pleasure for me to be here and to
have the opportunity to deliver the keynote
address for your symposium on Dryland-Farming
Research. It is not likely that I can tell you much
that you do not already know about the importance that the arid and semi-arid lands have for
Kenya, for the welfare of its people, and for its
future development potential. That these lands
accour.t for 80 per cent of Kenya's land area, 20
per cent of its people, 35 I.er cent of the cattle,
and over two-thirds of the sheep and goats of the
country is generally well known. Just as important, but not so frequently mentioned, is the role
these lands play as part of the major watershed
of Kenya; therefore, the management and use of
these lands greatly affects the extent and severity
of droughts and floods and the rate of erosion and
siltation of streams, rivers, and irrigation dams
and reservoirs. The importance of these areas
and of dryland-farming research is well stated in
the announcement of this symposium. Yoktr
invitation to address this symposium suggested
that I give special attention to the role of research
for dryland farming in the planning of tile
development of Kenya. This I shall try to do. In
making these remarks, h,,'wever, I am aware that
I am addressing - 3roup that is made up largely
of plant and animal scientists, whose goals,
objectives, and time-frame may be somewha,!t
different from those often held by development
planners and policy makers.

In addition to satisfying people's desire for
land, there is the need for additional land to
increase food and export crop production. Again,
the major part of any increase in crop-land will
have to come from the arid and seni-arid areas
now under pasture. Only minor amount can be
added from irrigation and drainage schemes.
Therefore, as more and more of the semi-arid
lands are used for crop production, it is important
that we learn how to manage these fragile lands
to safeguard their limited productive capacity
and to prevent undue erosion from occurring. At
the same time, the output from these areas must
be sufficient to provide a decent level of living for
those occupying these lands.

I asume th ththe reason for my being asked to
address the symposium is
i give
you this
different point of view. Bef.re commenting on
research per se, I would like to briefly sketch out
some aspects of the economic situaton for you to
kcep in mind when evaluating the worth of your
research results and also when planning future
research. Relative to the rest of the woild, Kenya
is a poor country, and, in common with most
other African countries, its economy has been
experiencing considerable difficulties in the past
few years, largely as a iesul; of unfavourable
developme.ats in the world economy. The international recession that already characterized
1980-81, deepened further in 1982, and the
economic slowdown in the advanced economies

I hav e already referred to the high rate of
population growth, which accentuates two other
S
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situations that need to be considered: unemployment and the need for new jobs, and the need for
an assured supply of food to meet the needs of a
rapidly growing population. The recent cropproduction shortfalls in 1979 and 1980 highlighted the importance of food security,
For sustained development of our country we
must give priority to our domestic resources. This
concerns financial, physical, human, and natural
resources. While this symposium is concerned
primarily with the use of natural resources, the
availability ofth. Tfinancial
eyharecuuserenresources
h e vy d paffects
en enchow
on
they, are used. The current heavy dependence on
external financial resources for developm ent
cannot be continued, and further development
must be based to a much greater extent on the
utilization of domestic resources. This will have
to come about in many ways, but reduction in the
use of external resources will be achieved mainly
through a reduction in expenditure.
It is also well to recognize that development
projects must be carried out in the face of declining external financial assistance, and that a
decreasing share of the Government budget will
go to these projects. Since it is difficult to curtail
the provision of essential Government services iii
the face of a rapidly growing population, the
main impact of cuts in expenditure will fall more
heavily on development expenditures. For
science arid technology reearch activities we
had, in the current plan target, an expenditure
equivalent to one percent of GDP. I ant afraid
that except for the agriculture sector %-here your
activities fall this was not realized.
Another aspect relative to the mobilizati-n of
domestic resources is the need to improve the
productivity of domestic resources. In the
private sector, land is a major under-utilized
resource, for reasons such as absent landlords,
disputed title deeds, speculative holdings of
land, and lack of satisfactory access to markets
and input supplies. These problems are to be
tackled as a matter of urgent priority, especially
since there is a large unsatisfied demand for
Kenyan agricultural products both at home and
abroad.
The policy of developing arid and seni-arid
lands will be intensified during the coming plan
period. This brings me to the question of the kind
of research needed to develop arid and semi-arid
lands and to intensify their use. Before attempting this, I would like to state some broad objectives for the next plan. These are:
i. increased agricultural output, especially food
6

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
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proouction and commodities for export;
job creation;
adequate income levels for small farmers;
conseration of natural resources; and
the achievement of the above in as short a
time as possible.

The results of your dryland agricultural re
search should contribute to achieving these
goals; if they do not, then your research is not
contributing to development as expected.
Development
implies
increasingof thearid
and from
semi-arid
output
lands
these lands,
and this canl best be done with the Lise of im
an d
nat cly,
im

proved technology. Unfortunately, improved
technology does not exist at the present time for
much of the arid and semi-arid areas. It must,
therefore, he produced, and for this, research is
required. But development of improved techno
goal.
fogy through
Improved
research
is not the
finaladopted,
answer or
technology,
unless
is
worthless, and therefore the ease or difficulty of
getting research findings (improved technology)
adopted is an important aspe.ct to consider when
developing a programme o, research.
Mal
digree a little to conmnt on this
important, but all too often ignored, aspect. I
woul suggest that for all practical purposes,
improved technology does not exist until and un
less farmers are aware of it. Furthermore, I
\would suggest that it should not be referred to as
improved technology unless farmers are able to
adopt it and it results in higher incomes than
would be received from the use of conventional
practices. Higher yields under experimental
conditions are not sufficient evidence for me to
consider that research has developed an im
proved practice.
Unhtil farniers are aware of the practices re
quircd to get higher yields and can obtain the
required inputs and apply the practice on their
ta is. with the results Iha: both yields and
incomes increase, I would not consider that an
improved practice exists. This, of course, means
that there ilist be close co-operation between
research and extension personnel, and that in
designing research, consideration must be given
to such things as the availability of inputs, the
ability of farmers to understand how to incor
porate the new practice into their farming
,ystems, the money ,equired to parchase needed
inputs, the risk of failure, and many more such
aspects.
In this regard, I am
reminded of the early
research that was done at the International Rice
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4. the availability of markets in which to sell the
Research Institute (IRRI) !o the Philippines. In
increased output, togetherwith price stability;
their search for ways to increase rice yields,
and
and
farmers
of
interests
researchers ignored tile
fact that farmers ha~c less control than
5. tile
rice plani. so
concentrated on how to modify tile
as researchers have o;er production and,
you
years,
that it would produce more. After a few
therefore, farmers ae subject to greater
they were successful and the Green Revolutior
risks; furthermore, farn'.:.rs must bear all the
was born. Technology was developed for greatly
risks and may not be able to afford even
increasing rice yields, but many farmers chose
partial failure.
not to adopt it. Were these farmers stupid,
backward, ignorant, resistant to change, and
If you are still with me, some of you may be
many of the other terms often applied to tradi:hinking that while there may be truth in wh .t I
tional farmers? I believe not, and IRRI researcham saying, it is not completely relevant to your
ers likewise realized aftr a lime fh.t their initial
research because there is so little known ,oout
orientation was wrong. They recognized that
dryland farming in the arid and semi-arid lands
their
instead of expecting farmers to change
that basic research is first needed in order to
new
a
of
requirements
the
meet
to
pracices
develop improved practices that will result in
to
high-yielding rice %ariety, it made more sense
higher yields and incomes. As I look at the titles
required
that
varieties
high-yielding
new
develop
research papers to be discussed in the
of tile
as few changes as possible from those that tradisessions, it appears that much of the
technical
the
became
this
So
using.
were
tional farmers
category of basic
farmework in which much of the research at tile research might fall in the
a set of
produced
have
not
ma.v
and
research
aim
The
done.
being
now
is
International Centres
can
farmers
that
practices
output-increasing
is to develop technologies that require as few
incomes.
their
increasing
of
wvay
a
as
adopt
possible.
as
farmers
of
changes on the part
I amn in sympathy with the interest in and need
You might wish to reflect on your own research
t rbasic research. Let me quote from a report on
approach to see whether it is the farmers who will
Science and Technology for Development by the
have to adapt or whether your research is aimed
National Council for Science and Technology.
at minimizing the changes farmers will have to
report notes that all research is important
The
technology.
improved
the
adopting
iii
make
not be subdivided, but that research
should
and
Obviously, some things must change or there
number of purposes. In relation to
a
serve
does
is
there
but
practice,
improved
no
would be
research is sometimes classified
purposes,
these
a difference in approach between being indifferThe Council defined basic
applied.
and
basic
as
required
changes
of
kinds
of
ent to the number
is concerned with the
which
that
as
research
and in trying to keep changes to a minimum,
production of scientific facts and principles.
Applied research was defined as that research
I would also like to suggesit that farmers are
which is concerned with the application of scienti
tfllan
more interested in increasing thir incomes
tic facts and principles. The Council concluded
in inteasing outptt, and I think rightfully so.
that the primary distinction between the two
go
things
Fortunately, in most cases, these two
types of research is that basic research produces
together-but not always. Mistakes have been
knowledge and applied research produces know
made because this difference has not been
how or technology. They sugges" that the re
recognized. I hope none of von has lost sight of
sources available for basic research be of the
this most important aspect and thai you take into
order of 5 per cent of gross national research and
account the economic implications of your redevelopment expenditures.
search. Some of the factors to be considered in
this regard are:
is to
One substitute for doing basic researchiso
research
su te or
Oe
will not be able to get as
fact that farmers
1. the
other
high yields as you do under experimental andin
countries. This is not only appropriate but
highroields aodiiondr
for countries like Kenva.
controlledcessar
-f
2. the ease or difficulty with which farmers can
Unfortunately, low-income countries like
get the correct kind and amount of inputs oii
Kenya, with high population growth rates,
time and the likelihood of their applying them
shortage of foreign exchange, and inadequate
correctly;
agricultural and food production, have neither
3. the amount of money required to adopt the
the time nor the money to afford mach basic
practice and the availability of credit for
agricultural research, particularly when much of
purchasing the required inputs;
7
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it can be borrowed from International Research
Centres and other countries. We cannot consider
four to five years a short period of time, even
though this may be a short time relative to the
time required for much basic research. The
situation in Kenya at present is such that big
increases in (say) ten years are not as desirable
(worth as much) as smaller increases in the next
two to four years. In other words, what Kenya
needs now is research that produces results in
the short term, even though these results may
be less dramatic than what could be produced
from longer-term research. This is not shortsighted planning but a correct decision based on
the expected present value of the likely benefits
from basic as compared to applied or adaptive
research.
My next comment relates to the conflict among
some of the goals and objectives I referred to
earlier. I am parti-ularly thinking of the difficulty
of emphasizing small farms and at tile same time
having units of sufficient size to be able to apply
proper conservation measures and still earn adequate levels of income. There is no conflict
among these objectives for the better farming
areas; they are complementary and mutually
supporting-the attainment of one adds to the
achievement of the others. This is probably not
tht situation in the fragile envir)nment of' tile
arid and semi-arid areas; at least not for ilie
range livestock-management practices curremln
being used. Therefore, land division arid the
creation of small farms in the arid and semi-arid
areas raise the fillovwing kinds ot'questions: What
is the minimum siz.e farm needed to provide adequate income? Is livestock production viable in
a small-farm setting? What happens to ranges
and wild animals if these areas are subdivided
into separate livestock units and/or small f"arms?
Can the watershed be protected and serious
erosion prevented? These are important qucstions.
Decisions are now, being made on how land is
used in the arid and semi-arid areas, and the
impact of some of these decisions is irreversible,
at least for a considerable period of time. I)oes
your research provide useful information that
decision-makers can use in arriving at correct
answers to these questions?
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of the ranges arid whether this can be done with
domestic livestock and in the context of sub
division into small farms.
Information is needed to determine appropriate
types of farming for the arid and semi-arid lands.
Kenya needs increased food production and it is
natural to look to existing pasture- and range.
lands as a place to grow additional tood crops.
This, however, can only be done at the loss of
some livestock production. Do we know what the
relative costs and benefits are from using these
lands for crop production rather than for the pro
duction of livestock?
Such information is essential, and if data are
not forthcoming from your research, then deci
sions will have to be made on the basis of esti
mates and guesses. A final comment on an area
of extreme importance,
and that concerns
present and future livestock production, water
shed protection, erosion, arid a host of related
conservation concerns. I am now referring to
range-management practices. I alluded earlier
to the much greater carrying capacity of our
ranges in former :,'ears. Why the deterioration
and in sonic areas desertification of formerly
quite productive land? I have heard much about
overgrazing, rest periods, too many cattle, rota
tion grazing, et,. in relation to this problem. Has
"My of your research suggested how to manage
ih, range to reverse the deterioration and to
increase livestock production?
When one finishes preparing an address such
is this, one wonders whether one has addressed
the issues that were intended to be covered. I
have spoken to you today as a policymaker
and tried to point out the kind of information
required for policy purposes and the kind of data
arid information needed by farmers to help them
in their decision-making process. I also tried to
poict out the limiting features of the current
environment in which you must carry out your
research.I commend you for your interest in doing
research on the arid and semi-arid lands. This is
a difficult area and many people will take for
granted any success you might have hut complain
in the absence of positive results. I again con
mend you for your efforts in trying to understand
how to make the dryland areas more productive
while at the same time ensuring that they are not
destroyed in the process, as has occurred in the
past. I recognize the importance of these lands to
the future of Kenya-they are both part of the
cause and the solution to the number and severity
of droughts and floods, to the erosion and silting

I referred earlier to the apparent suitability
of the arid and semi-arid lands range-livestock
production. One reason for this statement is the
fact that several dccades ago these ranges
supported huge herds of wild animals. The
challenge is how to restore the carrying capacity
8
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of rivers, to the preservation of wildlife, and to
the health and welfare of a large part of the
Kenya population.

9

I wish you a most productive and useful
symposium and again thank you for inviting me
to address you.

FARMING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT:
THE PLANNED FAO APPROACH
tl. Kutirti *
INTRODUCTION
be incorporated into tileFarming Systems
DurinJg the last
ten
years
development
adm
Development
Programme.
Council of FAO
Durng he asttenyers
eveopmnt dmi-haoe
commendced
to the The
Director-General
the
for
strators have recognized the requirement
multidisciplinarv co-operation if more efficient establishment of this activity as a separate elc
and more productive agricultural development is ment and emphasized thc paramount importance
multidisciplinary co-operation to improve tie
to be achieved. This recognition has rapidly
impact of development programmes. It is antici
evolved into the concept of a farming-systems
thatrecommendation
the FAO Conference
will accept
the
approach for research. Simultaneously, a greater pated
Counmcil's
anid endorse
the eleawareness has evolved that development pro- Ccil
t during the November 1983 session.
grammes and their implementation roust be
formulated and exvcuted with the full participaFor those of us dedicated to development, a
tion of the local people in general and the farmers major task now is to define clearly what a farm
in particular. This principle was formalized and ing-svste-ms development approach is and what
given highest-priority endorsement by partici- the roles therein aro for farm management and
pants in the World Conference on Agrarian Re- the traditional agiicultural sciences. It is ap
form and Rural Development (WCARRD) held parent, from the WCARRD principles, that
in July 1979 in Rome. FAO's Advisory Committee
'arimers must be tilede .lato leaders of the
on Agriculture (COAG), at its 1974 meeting, re- farming-systems development approach. Re
commended that rural development planning scarchers, including farm management, must
should be done "from the bottom up" simultane- function as a team to support and improve their
ously with "top-down" planning. The World performance.
Conference, by its recommendation for people's
As the farming-systems development ap
participation, has further strengthened this con
proach evolves, it is to be hoped that both
cept.
administrators and other scientists involved in
An increasing number of requests are being development programmes will come to view farm
received by FAO to formulate and implemept
management as a major linkage discipline. The
projects using a farming-systems approach to power of the discipline to search for more effici
development. These result from the COAG and cnt ways and means to combine inputs, adjust
WCARRD recommendations and the recognition
costs by exploring the use of alternative practices,
of improvements in agricultural productivity identifY policy and institutional changes required
achieved through multidiscipiinary co-operation
to facilitate the adoption of productive techno
in research for crop and livestock systems.
logy, etc. can provide a major impetus to develop
In response to these demands, and in accordance with ad,,isory-body recommendations, the
Director-General of FAO has proposed a separate
element entitled "Farming Systems Development" in the 1984/85 Programme of Work and
Budget. The purpose of the new element is to
strengthen multidisciplinarv action within both
FAO and member countries, in the search for
solutions to the large complex of problems
constraining agricultural development. Major
emphasis will be directed to the problems of the
small farmer and the rural poor. The guiding
principles which vere established by WCARRD,
designed to benefit this group, specifically, are to

ment. Yet few of these benefits can be obtained
unless all scientists collaborate on a multi
disciplinary basis to solve tie problems confront
ing farmers.
In this paper we first define the concept of
a farming system and distinguish between Farm
ing Systtms Research (FSR) and Farming
Systems Development (FSD). We then elaborate
the FSR concept and review, with particular
attention to KEN/74/017, the types of research
usually undertaken in an FSR programme. Con
sideration is given to thc various approaches
used for selecting technical problems to be re
searched by tile
FSR approach, and the possibi

*FAO,Rome
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lity of a more formalized approach reviewed. We
then outline FAO's approach to FSD and emphasize its foundations in the total development of
a community rather than in concern with single
activities. In concluding, we summarize the
status of the FSR approach in the current project
and make some suggestions about how it call be
strengthened. It is hoped that this paper will
provide a stimulus for discassion which will lead
to further review ard development of an effective

lities and "income-and the processes-off
farm, crop, and livestock-by which tie house
hold uses inputs to produce outputs. Exogenous
factors are defined as those human factors which
affect the farming household and technical
factors which affect the production-possibility
set. By opting not to complicate the diagram by
illustration of the many linkages between the
farming system and other systems, the essential
interdependencies are highlighted.
Thef/irining household, which, depending on

FSR programme at Katumani.

local tradition, may comprise a nuclear family, an
extended family, or even a group of families, is
at the centre of the farming system. Of all the
In spite of the impression one might gain front conipoi-ts, it alone has tie capacity to decide
the spate of recent literature, the farming system actively the ratios in which the various inputs are
is not a new concept. By definition farmers have to be tsed, and on which of the members of the
always operated within a system, and it is production-possibility set, to produce that
inconceivable that they did i not consider the combittion of' outputs which will ntaximize
interactions of various parts of tie system, at attainment of personal goals. When making and
least informally, whlen nianaging their faris. implementing these decisions the household
Also, as Gilbert and his colleagues noted it I )80, decision-makers need to recognize the various
there are many similarities between FSR and interactions if they are to limit tie probability of
farnimanagement researclt as practised during unwanted side effects.
the early part of tie century. Tie current etiphaThe outlnls From these processes may be
sis ol farming systeitts is nothing more than an
'|thor diret or irdirect. Tte direet outputs car
income" d either in kind
he corsdi ed as
attempt to formalize tlire processes that have
in feed
or cab 1 i
u co siteie)
i
research for etany
agricultural
characterized
years, and to provide afcatalyst by wvhich the
utaysb'sne)rahlisnoefed
y earsandmtoyproeitra chtalrstcn
hich
harte- back ilito the farnting household as consumption,
objectives of niany researchers cart be tariorsavings, or investment iii subsequent production.
tzetl.
'The suslairability of the cycle, through its
IION 0
lFSCRIM
SYSTFM

'JOAL FARMING
AT

General Definition

capacity
to generate
sufficient
to satisfy
each of : these
hotsehold
needs, income
is critical
to the

A systert is defined as any set of' components
(or elements) that are interrelated and initeract
amiong themselves Although some aut hors
prefer to reserve tle ternts for those components
having a human element, all components ii at
system nay be classified as either endogenous,
that is, both affecting and being affected by the
system, or exogenous, that is, only affecting tile
system. Furthermore, each component within a
system may also be regarded as a system inits
Own right, and conversely any systeri riay be
regarded as a component of a ttiich larger
system. This has implications for FSR, as will
tecome evident later.

developnment process. New techriologies which
cannot provide this level of income are unlikely
tolbe adopted. The indirect outputs from proauc
lion riay tie either positive or negative, arid these
are rtodifiers of the production-possihilities set.
Indirect outputs, which may take such forms as
erosion control/proilotion or soil degradation/
inmprovement, will have a lorger-teri irmpact on
the comlosition of the prodiction-possibility set,
and o ill thus eventually affect the sustairtability
of the
fariing systcni.
lovo1
, filctors i11ll10nCing the farming
L'ohl can c sunairci
ls
cormunity
luousc'lold can be surmmtarized as coimmntity
structures, norms and beliefs, the impact of
external institutions, and others. While the
difference between endogenous and exogenous
factors is very clear, it may be difficult to classify
tie factors ini practice. Sonic decisions may at
first sight appear to be made by the frut deci
sion-miaker. yet on closer inspection they' may be
so modified by exogenous factors that they are
also exogenous. Such complex relationships need

Thie Farming Systemt
The components of the farming system are
shown in the attached diagram. The endogenious
components identified as parts of the farming
system are the farming household together with
its farm, the various inputs arid autputs-land,
capital, labour, management, production possibiII
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to be understood by development workers
involved with farming systems. Moreover, it
must be recognized that the set of exogenous
factors will change as development proceeds.
Commuiity structures, norms, and beliefs cal
take many forms. For example, many farming
operations are traditionally undertaken bv
specific members of The household, or may be
allocated to hired labour, whether or not household labour is available. Also in many areas the
timing of social occasions has become fi ed in
slack periods during the traditional farming
calendar, so that operations associated with
improved farming systems may be constrained
by the events. This type of factor must be considered as part of the farming system, arid
a part for which adjustments are likely to be very
difficult,
External factors such as t'ie supply of inlportant inputs-credit, seeds, fertili,:wr, livestock
concenrtra~s,
etc.-andmarkers for,,tput often
restrict the farming
system. There has been some
argmerit about the extent to which FSR
should
become involved in thee issues. However, ISy
are an important part ot the farming systems
Related to external factors is the physical environment in which the farming system is located.
Factors such as tire distance front the nearest
town , the local road network, anid populalt ionl
density niay have an impact both directly on the
farming systeni and indirectly through the impact
on external factors.

SPECIAL ISSUE

either the local community or the region. This
larger system comprises various different pro
duction systems, both farming and non-farming,
markets for the supply of inputs and sale of out
puts, general services to the area, etc. Farming
sysems are frequently closely lioked to the
regional system, and dei olopment of the farming
system will have ramifications in other areas
wlhich should be fully understood. Unfortunately,
this is rarely the case.
Differentiation between Farming Systems
Research and Farming Systems Development
FSR is research, as defined in the next section,
into possible development strategies available to
a farm household, such research being conducted
within the concept of a farming system outlined
above. Thus, FSR must take cognizance of the
niany interrelationships existing in the system.
However, it is essentially research. FSD is a
much broader concept, which can and should
involve FSR as a component. FSD may
consider
not only the improvement of existing
farming
stems, but also a conplete shift to new aid
niore intensive systems if ta scantbom
viable using present enterprise mixes even when
Ihey are totally improved. The FSD concept may
even go is far as promoting expansion of non
fiarm employment opportunities to achieve
viability for very small holders, thereby making
this group part-time farmers. Thus FSD should
rel-,c to an entire area, rather than a limited
niumber of farms within the area, and it should
include a development/investment
plan for
implementation of the FSR findings.

The technical clments of the farming systen
are represented by the combination of physical
and biological factors that determine the produc.
tion-possibilities set, that is, the range of potenAthough s sple to concepitualize as two
tial crop and livestock activities from which the
distinct stages, FSR and FSD may, in practice,
household can select. The physical iactois
bec,,me virtually indistinguishable.
Where
includewhich
soil, water, solar radiation, teniperature,
technologies being researched are cleariy
etc.,
together deteritie the agro-ecosuperior to traditional technologies,
farmers in
logical zone. Biological factors are crop aid lie
surrotnding a rea who can view the benefits
animal physiology, genetics, resistance to pest
are as litely to adopt them as the participating
and disease attacks, etc., which determine- the
farmers. This may make the problem of monitor
crops and livestock that can be produced in an
ing the inipact of new technologies very difficult,
agro-ecological zone. Traditional research fils
and will certainly result in the work moving
concentrated on either modification of the agrorapidly into the development phase.
ecological zone or the biological factors to extend
the production-possibilities set.
THECONCEPT OF FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH
The Farming System as atConiponent of
a Larger System

Definilion of FSR
Various researchers have attempted to produce
at concise
definition of FSR and
most have been
unsuccessful. Stated most broadly, FSR might be
defined as research undertaken within the pre
viously defined concept of a farming system.

The farming system is just one endogenious
component of a much larger system which,
depending on circumstances, may be defined as
12
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More concisely, Dillon and Anderson specify that
the research:
i. views the whole farnm as a system;
a recognition of and
emphasis on the interdependencies and interrelationships that exist among elements of
the farm system, and between these elements
and the farm system's environment; and
iii. is aimed at enhancing the efficacy of farming
systems through the better focusing of agricultural research so as to facilitate the
generation, testing, and adoption of improved
technology.'
ii. is conducted with

In common with many others, this deinition
does not judge the potential relative contributions of "on-farm" or 'on-station" research or
demonstration and unit farms to FSR objectivesHowever, there is considerable support, and
justification, for the argument that FSR should be
conducted predominantly "on-farm".

I)VII
) OI',II-Nt

I I IR'.*AO AI'PRt(
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cent of farms controlled by women, the), must be
included in the on-farm programme and, if
possible, female researcl.ers should be included
in tic FSR team.
Considcration o/ hotus,'hohl ohjctives. By
working directly with t'arn households, FSR
recognizes the many objectrcs (goals), other
than profit maximization, of the family. For areas
with an uncertain climate food security is likely to
be very important.
Conmunit'v structure and gouls. Even if not
explicitly recognized, on-farm research soon
becomes aware of lie impact of community struc
lure and goals ott what a household considers
feasible and acceptable. This may provide real
constraints on the adoption of labour-saving
technologies or even incorporation of certain
,ctivities into tlhe farming system.
Household and commtunitY resources. FSR will

operate within the framework of available house
hold and community resources, acknowledging
the extent to which sharing is possible, and the
role of .onmunal resources. Solutions of prob
lells associated with these resources, e.g. ero

Stages in FSR
FRS has been con,,entionally divided into four
stages:
i. the descriptive or diagnostic stage, where
existing farming systems are evaluated;
ii. the design stage, where a range of potential

sion of grazing land, may be very different if the
resour.e is owned by ilie community rather than
by households.
'he pool ft" knowildgc of the socitY. BY
working closely with farmers, FSR can tap the
pool of local knowledge and avoid "rciveming
th: ,vheel'. This can provide a valuable starting
point front which to develop tle programnme.
Particular examples ott which the Kaluiilanri
project can build arc the predominancie of crop
mixes, different types of crop mixes in different

strategies are identified;

iii. the festing stage, where a few promising
strategies are evaluated on farmers' fields:
and
iv. the extension stage, where all attempt is
made to disseminate successful technologies
over a broader area, and to identify potential
problems.
The extension stage is not a part of FSD but
rather an essential precursor to it. FSD will be
facilitated by success in the extension stage of
FSR. All of'these stages in FSR should be undertaken in collaboration with farmers to the maximuni extent possible.
A!tributes of FSR

areas, and the basic approach to livestock
production.
Locality spec'icit.
FSR should be based on
ho
"ogeneous
lo
"calitivs
defined by linatactors
id agro-cofogIcal
f This
is will
i ycumatchb
and
agro-ecological ,/ones-.
focuis ariel!
tion oti relatively few development options, hut
may also icquire spcc;fication of several, fairl]
snitall localities. Failur to be sufficiently specific
1taY result in too indiscriminate tes'.ing of
pos~ilfle technologies. For Katunani. the site
reports to date suggest that the researtLi area
contains at least three distinct agro-ccclogical
zones.

The inherent nature of FSR provides ;t with
certain important attributes which are frequently
missing from conventional research. No,; t
important are recognition of:
Household member roles. FSR should, and
usually does, take into account the roles of
vaiious household members and the impact
research will have on those roles. At Katumani,
one of the major items to be considered is the role
of women as farm decision-makers. With 50 per

D',tanicund iterative natur'. FSR starts fron
the farmers' current situation and attempts
systematically to improve oti it. Improvements
will almost inevitably be marginal, but in aggre
gate can be very significant. By working with the
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farmer FSR ensures that each stage is compatible
with his needs and ability.
biregrative and tnuhidisciplinary'process. Unlike conventional research, FSR seeks solutions
which are acceptable to farmers and are frequently a compromise between results produced
by different disciplines. To be most effectively
achieved this implies a multidisciplinary approach to research. A problem well suited to this
of fertilizer in crop mixes
use
approach
rather thanisinthe
pure
stands.
Non-technical improvec'fens. Although it is
often discounted (luring the initial stages, FSR
must ultimately consider the extent to which the
farming system is constrained by the availability
of inl)uts, markets for produce, etc. These miy
be more important than technical problems and
will need to be researched.
Cotnplemeniarit'v. FSR is niot a substitute for
conventional research but completientarv to it,
providing a link between conventional reseirchers and farmers. Information should be passet
both ways to facilitate development.
Components Ty'vpicall\ Researched in ali FSR
Prograime

I'WI(IAL ISSEI

for example the KEN/74/017 programmes in
pigeonpea,
maize,
and
sorghum/millet
although it mas involve scientists from many
disciplines in the seatch for improved varieties.
fower, Of equal importance iS (he need for
(hese scieritists to work with crop mixes where
these are the predominant form of production.
Crop varieties which perfori well when grown
separately may not be as impressive under the
mprmises required by amixturc ofcrops.
Lie
,' T-., titr with forage crops, pasture,
livestock have received little attention. Some
international and national organizations are nmv
heginning work and this area has vast scolie.
The potential for work in the livestock sector caii
he iIicaslred to soellctXtC

lb

the difference%

htIMecn dCvelopin~g and (l'VC.'lol)c( countitries.
Ilo\cver. caution is required. FSR \worker, niust
base their research ott the Currcl rcsources
available to farners and their objectives inl keep
ing livestock, and then l)rocced to impreo\c
systemiaticall..'. Livestock are imlortit!

in seitti

arid farming, ad culd and douhtless will be
come niuch more impo tant. hut progress needs
to be ni:lde gradutlly.
lrodtction-po.xsihihti(.s .s 'i. Work ill ithis area

is generally undertaken "on-station
part of

and ais I
conventional research. h-SR uan. and
does,
c'ontribite to exteitdin. the range of production
lpissihilities. Researchers ini an PSiR programtime
',houd take care that this does not become their
u lt it rolw ott tie prog.raitnuiC will stiffer.

Reference to th), strtuctiir- of thn latino ng
systeni as shown in the diagrain on page Iq highlights nine nmajon' COmp)oIeitts. Most ftarnlilsystenis research to dfate-tcluting that KtN
74, 017--has concentrated oi research into ile (l
these coinpoients. We therefooc review each
separately before discussing their intcgt'autiomi
into the FSR franmework.
0fil/arm twticitiv,,. Rescarci ill this area is

lIadh, calwl. I tor, al Iiangeent.These
uaiqr ctrti)MCnlts hdve all Cen researched bioth
in littllv and in cnmbination. Relearch ot

restricted to the studies of economists

laid Mia incIide stuci sOCio-ecotuiimic aspects as
owncrship and tenure. through to the technical
Ioblens of' crosion croll rol and scil t-gradation.
(apiital Juay be broadll Ictfinit a,, farm capital,
hich will iil u(te storagt
facilities, machiter\,
and ii.uplicints. Roseirch il th.'sc areas--for
example on the inlpr0Ved st(toauz<+ crib, multiItimpose imiplenent, and punch plantr-needs
to be conduI[iced within an interdisciplinary
fiantle\orkl . Liabollr lsC and mlalnagentMni
l
t are also
aic Lasconsidered peripheral to FSR. except for
that undertaken hy ( conontists.

and obter
social scientists wh\oare predoniniaitl\ interested
in issues stclCh as labour displacement by new
agricultural technologies. Attention it) the more
positive aspects of off-farii activitie,, such its [ie
promotion of labour-intensive local indtinstries
arid development of support industries for
improved farming systems, could encuumrage
development.

Crops. The major area for FSR to date has 'iec
crops, arid annual crops in particular. This is
understandable to the extent that annual crops
represent a system which can be both researched
and changed fairly rapidly. Breeding programmes involve cycles which can be completed
at least once, and often two or three times, per
year, so that progress is rapid. This type of programme is often oriented towards single crops-

Forining householdL. The farnting household
and the dtecisions it takes cal provide much
research for economists, especially vhere the'
want to understand the dlecision -makuing process.
Unfortunately. stuch work is largely restricted
to explaining why nesv technologies are not
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FSR or conventional research? FSR is fre
quently regarded as a substitute for conventional
research. To some extent this will be true where
research resources are limiting. Yet really, as
e.e have already stated, FSR is a complement to
conventional research, providing a link between
the traditional scientist and the farmer. Whcrc
are limiting, and it may be neesary to
reduce those allocated to other areas, the intro
te rateito
1euetoealctdt
dction of an FSR programme can only be justi
tfied
if there is a net gain to the farming corn
reunity. Such gains we would expect to be always
obtainable. In addition, where resources are
limiting we would hope that miany conventional
researchers would be prepared to be involved in
FSR at the same time as continuing their tradi
work. Tthis should benefit both activities.

adopted rather than defining technologies that
will be adopted.
lntegrtion of Component Research
ponent research, the form in which most FSR i
undertaken, improved technologies need to be
fully evaluated when tested on farmers' fields.
not constitute FSR
process does
E~cn then
unlesn
the the
rieseroches,
do not cnstue
tR
unlresnt theresearhers whomilesu od
represent tle various disciplines involved.
analyse the results within the context of the total
farming system, determining how the system
works and tilelevels of inputs and outpts
before and after the new introduction. Important
questions to be mNwrcdtional
-Were there any changes in total farm labour
requirtne
and
seastMal
retwiee tits,
tl,
ad
easoinal distribution,
ndistitin,
between the old farming sysem and the
moditied one being tstedl
-Were there any changes inthe labour requitements for different household members?
household members satisfy the labour
-(out1(
requireulent or was there ,Inecd to hire
addiio
l labour? If so, is there an ,aleluat
labour market ?
--Wet? there MNy chaugts illCapital requireI-lere thr?
aither
-- Does the technology require an iput which is
lit readily available, arid, if so, can it be Inadte

available?

iil: FAO At'PROACH

"On-firm" or "on-slation'" research? Some
advocates of FSR would suggest that it can only
be carried out "on-farm". Yet because of tile
Many complex issues involved 'n systern design,
and the likely existence of several potential
systems, there is considerable justification for
systenis design and initial screening to be under
t
aken "on-station".
where
tie control.
researcherSuch
is
usually
able to impose
tighter
activities, however, should not be carried ott
aithe expense of "on-farni" research or in
such aI
mantier that thle [SRI worker shifts back to
S
file conventional comnmodity and discipline
oieneocd
0ritatiOns.

R
of d
fmn.s
ration /tunit frm in FSR.
[cl;oliltratioin farnis can be either located oii
station or w;eted from existing farms, depend
i'ig on circtmstances, and attempt to demon
strate what farmers in an area could achieve
qien tile
current state of (rcsearchers') know
ledge. The unit farm is by definition "on-staWhen aswcrini thes questions tht rt- lion", and is an attempt to siniulate what farmers
s e a rcher m u~
s t t atk
einto a cco u nt tL~e
fa ct ; th a t th e
ar ac u l y d i g F o t le K u n n p j c ,
ESi cRprogam
s il pr hab lv11(1 in5(1rs-c I
t l doinmg. For tie Kat iiianii projelt,
FSR programnme \\ill
probably not involve .adop- Bakhlitri and his colleagues have stated the objec
tion of tile new technology in tile iiaxiii
tiii rve of the unit farm as "to simulate as closely as
possible area, and that it will certainly only
ossibletheconditionsol'avermicfarm".
involve adoption by a ,cr few farmers. Wider
adoption mayv intl uenae the answiers to soim of
Demonstrationi farnis can.,
unlder certain
the above questions.
circumstances, provide a valuable input to a
faurming-s vsteis programmie, although their use
is likely to be after the research stage. To be
FSR as a Part ot thle Research Processetetcdiiitriiiansmuttsthva
effective, demonstration farmis must first have a
When considered as a single conmponaent, the
iro'en technology, or group of technologies, to
structure and potential inportanc of FSR arc
denionstrate. This somnds trivial, but all too fre
fairly easy to appreciate. Yet as soon as an FSR
qucutly relatively untried technologies are
programme is implemented it becomes a corn- located ontdeiionstration farms and credibility
ponriet of a much broader research system. In
is lost. Second, tile
demonstration farn must be
this section we briefly discuss some of these located so that it is readily accessible to the
issues.
farmer audience. No one shotuld expect then to
-Were

there

;uiifticilent

.l.a ttgcsin1

iotal farlniii

output and inconle to make the iechnology
attractive to farmers?
-Were
there any beneficial or detrimetntal
effects on the land? If there were detrictai
l
effects, %\,hatcan be done to alleviate them?
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travel a long distance to view it. Third, the
technologies shown should he ones which the
farmers in tie area can adopt. High-levei techiologies may fascinate researchers but are irrelevant to farmers operating low-input/low-output
systems.

5I'tktIA[ ISSUE

of research and on-farm experiments, bit must
also operate within a framuework which is svm
pathetic to researchers' needs and has their full
support.
M akig ISR c c/AI. TI he t11ctiye the FSR

prograrinie must he capable of* relating to its
The main contrast of the unit farm (with the clients and providing
them with useful informa
demonstration farm) is that it is operated pretion. Data collection is valuable anId should le
dominantly for the benefit of researchers.
undertaken, but only to the extent that it helps in
Although the unit farm is intended to simulate exccitiarn of the above ohbjectives,
anid can he
reality there are many areas in which this is rot rapidly analysed rising readily
available re
achieved, arid several in which there is io way sources. The FSR programme must
therefore
reality can be achieved. Specific examples of the
have close links to tie farmers, which may
former situation at Katuniani relate no the level of include suitable field locations to
which farmirrs
mechanization used and the availability of other can relate. Rt-searchers should have
the ability lo
resources. These were clearly far supcrior to the ct)Ullllillitiatc with farlnlers, .hich
%
(!es riot ifiply
average farm. Also building of tile fields before
that they need to hold higher degrees, and should
the farn started gave the unit farm a substaital
be able to call upoi lie knowledge of their more
advantage. It would have been more interesting
specialized LA leagues. FSH relics first and lore
to have attempted a solution to this )rollen after
most on this interdisciplinary co(opcl'atiol of
the project had been started. Exaniples of tile research scientists with farmers.
latter situiatiiti include the entire holusehidhl
Once FSR workers believe they
can be effective
component, where is would be difficult, if not
they ntu>,t establish ard riraittaiti credibility
with
imposs'ble, toteaymexpect
the
labourers
au
their
lcal
i oes
i f ao rr pr o uct t m, art i ul a l the- lhoc
a l fa rbii
m ing coanuiiuti
m mu n it y. T h iibi
s will wire qu
uire
families tu rely nit fartit product ionitw.i nlar,ol
terpdslto
f eaieysml
rbts
during droughts. Also the nutrition ,of draft liveIh rlaoid solitint
o
of simpos roiires,
stock is likely to be better than nornmal.
folloped lprobicis. ts.
oi
uins
complex
This rrequires
special ttemo
allen
Overall, we consider that denionstratiotn and lttion to the selection ofappropriale problemts.
unit farns can have a role in :SR but they should
not be promoted at the expense of ot-farm
SItIt(t ING TII1 FCIIN(At IPRt)I.lIMS t)
research.

Organization ol

lIt:
cca/1rch-.tation pt'rswminel.

WIT IIIN ItIll. F.Sl

Gilbert and his eoleague., view the orgaiiization
of an FSR prograuntie in a re~careh station as a
matter of establishing a philosophv of research
rather thai a separate adininistrative unit. Dillo
and Anderson suggest a slightly inoic ornial
approach, icluding'establish ent of an FSR coi

ordinating unit. Where FSR tpiograiies hi,'
bieeni established
ti)st contnron approacth has
been
to establish the
a depar
t)lnt However, sine

( l)Nt' LPl
Selection of an appropriate set of problems to
be re',erched within thie FSR concept is critical
I(, tle success of tire programme. BY "appro
piate'' we itean prebletits that:

research stations are usually departmntalied
on a disciplinary basis, problems are experi
c'ned. The FSR unit will inevitably involve
researchers from all discipline-based depart
mients as well as its own specific staff. Prohlernis
of allegiance rta.y arise. Alternatively, to reorient
the entire station to a programme basis may be
difficult, since researchers will often feel greater
allegiance to their own discipline.

-- are relevant
the target
aarittersl
--can I be expected to be solved with a reasoiably
high degree of certainty;and
-- at Ile expectd to viuld solutins which
are
Ptabkl
by a I ".e niitber of farmers iii the
Lu
lalCl'
Although differing it (etail between various
programmes, the current approacl to identifying
prolenis for FSR can ie divided into two Coii
ponents. The first is problem identification,
where a large unber of problems which :he
farnmer faces are identified, and the second is the
ran
of these into some order of priority so
hatking
thle sub-set
for research can he selected.

If ir FSR programme is to be established
within a research station, an
acceptable
withnsatio,
aresarcia aceptblet soluition
to this problem Must be found. It will probably
involve an FSR co-ordinator with overall control

Problem identfication. Various approaches,
16
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ranging from discussions with participant
farmers, through various types of surveys to
meetings confined to groups of scientists, have
been used to identify FSR problems.
Local meetings with farmers have considerable
appeal, since they relate, or at least appear to
relate, to the potential beneficiaries fron research. Caution is required, however, as itis
quite normal for these meetings to be attended
only by the better farmers, average and lessthan-average farmers feeling that the, will be
unable to contribute.

-Does investigation of this problem require that
another problem should be evaluated?
-What isthe likely cost of the research each
year of its duration?
-How should success be defined, and what
would be the benefits from succcss?
-If successful, what is the likely adopilion
pattern?
-What are the likely secondary costs and bene
fits?
Although formal mechanisms could be sug
gested for evaluating these questions, they are
normally resolved by group discussions. In
efficiencies may appear and some groups may
have a greater impact than they should. Agree
uent has to rely predominantly on the integrity of
individual team members.

Landless labourers are also unlikely to be represented in these meetings, as, in certain
comnunities, will women, whether as farmers or
as household nmenibers. FSR which ignores the
needs of these groups may produce s-cially unacceptable solutions to problems or may define
problems which do riot really exist. Additional
problems
with meetings
to
language difficulties,
and themay
needbe to related
prime the

The Kenya/FAQ Experience
Farmof the
surveys
the first
phase
projectundertaken
should haveduring
been completed

audience with introductory comments to stimttlate discussion. Such comments can easily beconic the final recommendations at the meeting,

and analysed be bre the project document was
formulated. This means that the design of the
project was inherently weak. The survey findings

even where they are not really considered
appropriate. Yet where meetings are carefully
co-ordinated they can prove useful.
The simplest types of surveys to use for problem identification are informal reconnaissance or
exploratory surveys. Bensten has suggested an
approach which requires visits to the villages
involved in the study' and the elicitation of relevant facts by reference to village records, village
heads, key farmers, and any other important
person in the village who might be able to provide information. No attempt is mwde to obtain
a random sample. Hildebrand favoured the use
of a sondeo, consisting of a six- to teti-day reconnaissance survey undertaken by the FSR team.
Implicit in the sondeo approach is the need for
FSR workers to interact not only with the farming
systems with which. they will be associating
but also with each other,

would have provided pertinent information for
determining research priorities and for identi
fying complementary inputs front other projects.
Future similar projects should therefore be
designed along the following lines:
a rapid but carefully planned pre-survey of
the target area, which would provide suffi
cient information for identifying the variety of
farming systems existing in the region and
at least the important and itotrediately
obvious problems confronting the farmers in
each farming system;
ii. development
of research programmes
tailored to the identified problems;
iii. simultaneously with (ii) above, using the
information from the pre-survey as a basis for
selecting sample farmers for each farming
system for in-depth study and analysis
similar to that conducted for this project;
iv. ntodification/adjustment of research pro
grammes to locus fully on identitied priority
problems/constraints.

Mote formal surveys may' range from short
questionnaires answered by a relatively large
number of households through to very complex
questionnaires posed to a smaller group. However, if these are to be of value they must be
antalysed rapidly.

THE FARMING SYSTEMS DEVE-OPMENT
APPIROACII BEING CONSIDERED BY FAQ
FSR programmes at international
and national
agricultural research institutes have developed
several ciep and livestock systems. Some of these
have spread over large areas as a result of out
reach programmes operating in collaboration

Ranking ofproblems. Once sufficient problems
have been identified, researchers must rank
them in order of priority. Some of the critical
issues to evaluate are:
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with local expertise. From the results to dare it
is evident that the scope of FSR will be limited by
resorrce availability and the economic/political
system witHin which the FSR programme oper
ates.
Within the FSD approach being proposed by
FAO, FSR results will be implemcnted on
selected farms. During tie implementation
period, all difficulties of implementation, risk
factors, management weaknesse:;, etc. will be
studied and attempts made to rectify these for
sub:equent years. Simultaneously, the adecuaey
of institutional and agricultural policies will be
studied to determine adjustments required if
large-scale investment follow-up is to be niade.
Once the most productive and viable sysi,_is
are identified, phased investment pror
s
will Le prepared for progressively larger areas.
The results and experience will be used to train
a development cadre who can design iriproved
systems with farmers and continue development
programmes.
Thle FSD approach will also) hc ,rncernledl with
identifying those situations where inrprovenoents
to existing farming systems are insufficient It
ensure viability, even when totally il,:-,
FSD ill then consider a shitf
1a
intensive systems, if such are
re'_.nt
eniplo'
rural
of
po.isibly the expansion
opportunities which will ensure viabilit, ci tire
farming household, although pt..ha ps as parttime farmers.

Characteristics of the FSD Approach

SPiCIAI. IS:,Ui

local nanufacturing industries. The successful
FSD approach will ensure that rural life becomes
an attractive alternative to urban migration.
Multi-agency. FSD requires farm-deelopment
Mdiae::.FDrqie
amd\eomn
programmes to become an integral
part of a
much larger multidisciplinary development
programme. The systems approach should
opcrate at :ll levels, up to and including the
national level, on the understanding that it can
be tised to solve many problems. Ministries and
individual departments, together with aid
atgcncie., should be encouraged to participate so
that th, r.,etefficient use can be made of
development resources. This approcach will have
the advantage of generating a single data base
lo- development purposes and a co-ordinated
progrme oaction.
Nationa, and local sel/relianc . Most develop
ing countries have untapped resource.i in the
form of students attending univers.,,s an ] other
institutions, high-school graduat,,,
lai-mers,
and local community leaders. (;ive:, .c.)trage
nent. ani training as required, these groups can
proe the icuipetus for the S) approach. To
\ks'ailabl at the
) ducviopocetresocs
lveiopment resources availabl ati the local
level, to be aliowed sufficient flexibility in the
eveloment strategies, and
intoenjudgetl on the basisofresutsatievead
to w judged on the basis of results achieved.
()tsi(I experts should be used inli' when local
u_'
ipertisc is unavailable.
i
I
Ihonto-up. FSI) is locality-specific and starts
from inrproving the tarner's situation. FSD will
achievc development by releience to the body of
FSR re soults where applicable, but may need to
coclifv these to accommodate Specific situations.

Based on ruralareas. During the past 30 yearrs
many countries have empbasized development of,
non-agricultural
ttle modern, urban-based,
sectors. This has attracted the Irost productive

WIRITe deeopiIrt is lightly Controlled 1)
cc'c1rallv
based pLincners, it is unlikely ithat tr
r

members of rural comnrunities to urban areas,

neesscry degree of llesihility can he achieved.

resulting in decreasing land productiIity
poor land use in rural areas. Considerable effort
has been directed in recect :,ears towards
improvements in the agricul ral uector, with
particular emrphasis ionlabour prcducuivitx, Icr

e ideal situation is on w\here local personnel
are charged with a hroad brief for developnent
speCific dcishcccs f'01' them
allowed
bct
selves.
Thereto make
arie (ccr)tlcss iny lxeople withI
s
pIis inherent ability in most developing countries.

many situations this has been contrary to the
perceived needs of farcers.

Household we/l ire. The central objective of
FSD is !oimprove hoisechold welfare, both by
short-run incprove.ncrnts in living standards as

Fle FSD approach recognrizes thcat tre farir
household needs to becom, more productive if
development is to occur, and as tlre household
becomes more productive there will be more
income to spend on consurmer goods and services.
This present:,; opportunities for infrastructural
development, such as communications, schools,
health facilities, and retail torcs, as well as for

a riscll of lie,farming svsterns, and long-run

through incrca:.ed qucality of reimprovements
Sources and shifts to totally new systemls,
Community, wefIare. FSD must also be con
cerned with connuniy welfare The uormmuni
ties currently existing have Iong formed the
fotindations of society, The development ap
18
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pioaches of the past 30 years have had a detrimental effect on these structures, often with
disastrous results. FSD can build on what exists
ensure that all members of the community bene-

fit.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
FSR is not a new discipline. It is a conceptual
approach aimed at making agricultural research
more relevant to farmers. To the extent that
many researchers have always sought this, and
that farmers have a] 'ays planned in a systems

Elements

Factor,

framework, even the concept is not new. The
main difference is that we are now attumpting to
formalize the FSR and FSD conccpts and develop
them into a workable approach to development.
The success of the approach
N going to be
highly dependent on the flexibility of research
workers and their willingness to work in an inter
disciplinary environment. Where researchers are
unwilling to look at problems in a whole-farm
context, following closely the implications of
various potential solutions, FSR programmes are
unlikely to be successful.
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SOME ASPECTS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH IN
KENYA
Francis LeBeau1
It is hardly necessary to call attention to the
important role that research plays in agricultural
development. It suffices to point to some of the
major contributions of research in recent years:
the development of hybrid maize in many parts of
the world, the adaptation of soya beans to a wide
range of environmental conditions, the development of high-yielc,.,: varieties of rice and wheat,
These achievemne!
have had a profound effect
ol the development of agriculture, on the improvement of the living conditions of farmers,
and on overall national economic development in
many areas. The impact of these developments
has been felt most where ecological conditions
are favourable to intensified agricultural produc
tion systems or where the conditions could be
modified by, for example, irrigation, to create
a favourable environment for the application of
high-input/high-output systems of production.
They have found little application, hovwver, in
the extensive areas classified as marginal for
crop production in the arid and semi-arid regions,
which embrace a high percentage of the arable
lands of the world. In certain areas-Australia,
North America, the Sudan-considerable progress has been made in developing a commercial
semi-arid agriculture. However, that of other
semi-arid areas has for the most part remained
traditional and extensive in practice though small
in scale, low in productivity, and generally
providing only a minimal level of subsistence.

The symposium is at lat in part an outgrowth
are
ary-March 1982) which made an interim evalua
tion of two on-going externally assisted projects
dealing with research for the semi-arid regions
of Eastern Province, Kcriva.
The recommendation by the mission stemmed
from the recognition of a need to bring into better
focus the agricultural problems of the semi-arid
areas, and especially issues related to the
importance of those areas in the economy of the
country and of the relative priority given to them
in the planning of development and research and
the allocation of resources.

Research and development in the semi-arid
areas have apparently been unable to find
intermediate Folutions to the question of scale,
Successful commercial production is based on
large-scale (extensive) mechanized operations
which, while not usuolly producing high yields,
do provide a good return to labour. At the
opposite end are the chiefly hand-operated small
farms, practising an extensive system of farming
on a minuscule scale and providing for a bare
subsistence. Neither has research been able to
find solutions leading to intensification in the
semi-arid areas. Where in certain areas of the
world it has been possible through the application of appropriate technology to create intensive

In spite of the high priority given to the semi
arid zones in development plans and in policy
statements by governments, the fact of very
limited commitment of resources was neverthe
less noted. The lack of a well defined plan for
addressing the problems of this zone was noted
and this was viewed as an important impediment
to definition of priority actions to be undertaken
within the areas and also to the definition of
needed resources (human, material, and finan
cial). The evaluation mission also noted that
there were a number of institutional impediments
to effective co-ordination of the research being
undertaken by the two projects as well as
between those and other related projects.

1. Consultant, USAID
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systems of production in small-scale farming
enterprises leading to high levels of productivity
and relatively high standards of living for the
farmers, similar developments in the semi-arid
areas have so far escaped the researcher.
The challenge to the researcher in semi-arid
agriclur e
the resone of sem i ng
agriculture is therefore one of developing
methods of intensifying the production syste on
small-scale farms or of Aevelopn tnts by which
the family farm labour can expand the area which
it can cultivate. These two options are not
mutually exclusive and in all probability solutions
will involve both.
STRUCTURE OFTHE SYMPOSIUM

ASPICTS (F A6RICtJ.iLJRAI. RESI;AR('II IN KENYA

Having participated in this evaluation mission,
I view the realization of tuis symposium with
sonic satisfaction. However, I note the focus is
almost exclusively on technical matters. I would
have hoped that sonic of the issues of organization,
direction,
management,
professional
developv.pnt of personnel, and support would
have been included as well. The developments
which are current!y under way in terms of the
restructuring and perhaps refocusing of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development. especially as this relates to research,
would seem to make discussion of these points
particularly timelv. I will permit myself to deal
b riefl y with so mee of ' the
t se a nn d presearch
p erh a p s so m e
discussion of them will occur as the technical
issues conmc up for discussion,

tional structures which were responsive to the
needs of specific sets of interest groups within
some broader set of economic and political
objectives. In many cases these self-interest
groups became the primary if not the only source
of support for research, receiving also the pri
mary benefits. The result was an imbalance in
the development of research and the benefits
therefrom in which certain elements of society
remained almost totally unaffected.
As African states emerged as independent
nations, the governments have been faced with
the need for restructuring their agricultural

While commenting on the structure of tke
Symposium, I note with a great deal of satisfaction the plan for publication of the proceedings,
including numerous technical papers of high
professional quality which, because of time
limitations, will not be read during the Symposium. These papers record in sonie detail the
many achievements and conclusions fron four
to six years of research by numerous individuals
and teams of individuals, many of whon will
shortly be terminating their involvement in this
programme. The careful recording of findings
and conclusions from research is particularly
important in externally supported projects, which
are
marked by varying degrees of lack of contin uity.

governmental rescarch institutions therefore
becomes broadly one of balancing the research
programmes with development objectives and
prospects and with resource availability. Within
this broad area come many detailed planning and
operational decisions. The exercise of the deci
sion-making process is frequently dispersed
a ntong agencies and departments, making it
difficult to relate decisions with central objectives
or to ensure that actions reflect the decisions
taken.
We have ,-en in Kenya a series f organiza
tional changes in the- research institutions.
tion chang
in es
the
c nitions.
Aorig
the amore
recent ones was institution
the creation for
of
KARl ais
semi-autonomous
agriculture research designed to become
the
unique entity to direct, imnage, and implement
all agriculture research (with the exception
perhaps of that involving certain semi-private
entities). This objective has not been realized.
Rather, tihe impact to date of the creation of
KARI has been to add another structure to
the complex of agriculture-research entities
without improving mechanisms for co-ordination
and collaboration among them or for defining
priorities among possible research underakings
or for allocation of resources. This lack has been
particularly brought to light as the govern
ment finds it is necessary to reduce expenditures,
applying uniform cuts in the budgets of practi
cally all government departments, which in turn
have usually applied uniform reductions in their
operational divisions or units without any selec
tivity to reflect orders of priority.

The failure to record the results of' research
adequately, which is so commonly the case, is
the cause of frequent duplication of work and
inefficient use of resources,

The institutional setting for research consists
of the structares and organizations for defining
the relationship between research, agriculturedevelopment programmes, agricultural policies,
resource-allocation
processes,
and
overall
national policies. It is from these relationships
that research receives direction and obtains
support. It is also front these relationships that
choices are made in terms of how limited resources (resources are always limiting, even in
the most affluent institutions and/or societies)
are to be used.
Agricultural research institutions in Africa
have evolved primarily as a consequence of
economic pressures. Out of this emerged institu-

i e i e institutions
n t o a to
n eserve
e t a broader
l h u h purpose,
nt o a
i.e. the isnational
national
interest
itself a interest,
reflection: although
of the composite
of interacting self-inrerests. The first role of the

The recent restructuring of the Ministries of
Agriculture and Livestock Development, combin
ing them into a single Ministry ofAgriculture and
Livestock Development, and the transfer of KARl
21
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to this new Ministry provide a uniquL opportunity
for structuring a research organization which will
be capable of planning research programmes in
response to development objectives for the
agricu~t'iral section and capable of directing and
implementing that research.

is essential. Since resources are always limit
ing, this implies a very careful determination
of priorities.
4. A management system of finance, personnel,
facilities, procurement and logistics which can
ensure that the elements required for the pro
grammes are in place in a timely fashion.
Gicn the extent of the resources, human and
Research frequently requires a high degree of
material, which are likely to be available for
precision in the timing of operations. Even
agricultural research (excluding that of the
preyision intetions of reredoseves
largely industry-financed specialized institutions)
very brief interruptions of required services
over the next one to two decades, and even it
can have serious
Ensuring
consequences. of a balance
the maintenance
ao
Etween bde
external assistance, it
assuming substantial
between budgetary allocation for personnel
ffiientuseof'IT_
tat
woul tesem mst
would seem that the most efficient use ofe
and operations, and within the personnel
sources would be obtained by a single enti'

cmoethyaac

mnglrfsinl

responsible to the Ministry of Agriculwithin or tueadLvsokDvlpet
ture and Livestock Development.

professional,
amon cadres.
balancepersonnel
component
technical anda support
6. The inclusion in the organization of a plan for

Such an organization would bring ihe currently
dispersed structures operating to a large extent
under independent direction-KARl, the Scientific Research Division, the Livestock Production
Research Division, the National Commodity
Research Stations, other research stations,
Muguga as a research station, the National Seed
Quality Station, the National Agricultural Laboratory, and perhaps other entities-under the
general direction of a central organization.

professional development and advancement of
personnel-training for advanced degrees:
opportunity to participate in specialized train
ing; participation in professional meetings,
conferences, and symposia within and outside
the country; freedom to engage in exchanges
among professionals; the opportunity to write
and publish professional papers. These are
important elements of professional personnel
development. Together with the provision of a
favourable environment for living and work

A central organization under central direction
favourable envire
forlivin anaworkg
should be able to reach decisions more effectively
ing, these things are important in maintaining
are probably as
morale and
high level
e oe aimportant
as to which research programmes should
as of
monetary
compensation, if not
undertaken, bearing in mind the relevance to
mora s
netary censa
if
not
national development objectives and the availmore so, in retaining scientists in research
ability of resources, human, material and financareers.
cial.
7. Assuring by means of strong central direction
that decisions involving p-ogrammes
and pro
Such an organization could be tailored to be
jects to be undertaken respect a number of
responsive to some of the principal requirements
general principles:
of an effective research institution:
i. the problem to be studied must be clearly
I. Strong direction to ensure that programmes
defined-i.e. defined in researchable
and projects undertaken are responsive to
terms;
important problems affecting significant
ii. the problem must be recognized as
segments of the agricultural and livestockimportant in terms of its practical implica
producing populations and to overall national
tions for production and productivity. This
development programmes. Strong direction is
frequently implies the study of existing
also necessary to ensure co-ordination and
production systems for identification of
collaboration among programmes.
important bottlenecks in the system and
2. Strong programme/project leadership for
the definition of researchable problems;
direction and implementation of programmes
iii. research methodology appropriate to the
and projects and for ensuring co-ordination
problems should be avaiiable. Occasional
and collaboration among projects Nithin
ly the problem is defined in terms of
programmes.
an improved or even a new methodology;
3. Ensuring a balance between resources,
iv. there must be a reasonable assurance that
human, material, and financial, and the scope
a positive solution to a problem will lead to
and magnitude of research programmes and
application of the results. In other words,
projects to be undertaken. A certain critical
the problem must be sufficiently broadly
mass of resources for any given undertaking
defined and the scope of the research
22
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sufficiently broad to yield applicable solutions;
v. continuity is important; frequent interruptions because of resource limitations
result in serious loss in efficiency. This
requires a strong commitment to the research programme and long-term resource
planning.

vide for the planning and implementation of
programmes to deal with these problems. This
would suggest that an ecological-zone focus
based on a systems approach might be more
appropriate.
Viewed from the broader de~elopmertal point
of view, the ecological-geograplric-zone approach
would also appear to have considerable merit.

A unique central organization would provide a
much more efficient mechanism for dealing with
external support entities and should ensure as
much as possible that the support is committed
to priority areas. Interaction with the internai
tlands
tional agricultural research centres as well as
institutions
of other countries
with researchwoul
befaciitaed.tion
would be facilitated,

One of the objectives of the Government of
Kenya in its
Ihe crops and livestock sectors in the semi-arid
areas is tile "integration of the arid and semi-arid
into the national economy". The achieve
mert of this objective requires that the popula
Ion move
ov abovecthe
mere subsistence elevelof of
above the meresbst
existence. This means thc need for production of

Co-operative and collaborative work for the
existing specialized research institutions for
coffee, tea, sugar, etc., as well as with the Univn'rsity of Nairobi, should also be enhanced.
It would seem that an important reservoir of
research capability in the Faculty of Agriculture
of the University of Nairobi is not fully utilized
because of lack of funds to support research and
lack of mechanisms for involving the faculty in
the research programmes of the Ministry.

surpluses which cal be exchanged in the national
economy for other commodities. Currently, tile
principal surplus commodity in the seni-arid
areas is livestock or livestock products. Livestock
production, however, rimains at a low level of

ment of interactive systems among crops and
between crops and livestock, and of production
practices which are technically and economically
sound and socially viable. This involves not only
agronomic and animal research but also socioeconomic studies. The single-commodity focus of
research programmes does not adequately pro-

It sitould be possible to achieve a much closer
integration of livestock and crop production for
the mwtual benefit of both enterprises. In tradi
tional practice, integration is limited to the use of
animals for power, some tcedin of crop resi
dues, and some use of manure for soil improve
ment. Livestock production is still largely de

productivity.
The areas produce few crops, other than tie
sulsistence food crops which are largely con
sumed in place. It is not likely that these areas
will become surplus producers of the staple food
crop (maize), because of the overwhelming
comparative advantage in maize production o!"
the high-potential areas. There appears to be an
ORIENTATION OF tES-A,'
opportunity, however, for expansion of th.e pro
In Kenya, research has traditionally been
duction of other crops-sorghuri, pulses, and
organized and oriented along omnmodity lines.
oil-seed crops. The opportunity for expansion of
This has served the country well avn much of the
sorgihun production will depend to a large extent
currently employed agricultural technology was
on the development of industrial processing for
developed or improved through this approach,
The approach, however, fails to provide a suit- the grain and appropriate marketing arrange
mcnts, which is thus art intportant area for
able mechanism for dealing with a number of
technical problem areas, not to mention that of research in additicn to that geared to production
broader development issues which need to be of the crop. Secondary crops will be increased to
the extent that they fit into a rotation with the
stu 'ed.
liasic grain crops. Increasing the productivity
r uni o auin p ut)viif
c r op
(yie pr
A case in point is that of research in the sem iunit of labour input) of
per
and
hectare
per
(yield
those
In
west.
and
arid areas of both the cast
the staple grain crops, chiefly maize, which is
areas tire principal constraint is water-its
ill make it
availability, use, and management. Although it expec'ed to result from research,
possible to devote a larger cultivated area to
is possible to bring about improvements in those
in greater
arrd result
crops
for
of cash
income.
The outlook
better generation
areas througharea
selectionl
secoindary
beedig oof beterthese
ad breeding
thoug and
selctin
r
Thelss
cash income
crop varieties and livestock types, the solution of gnrasin
rests
the primary problem (how to conserve and make increasing cash income, nevertheless,
heavily oi increasing the production of livestock.
the bcst use of water) remains in the develop-
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pendent upon grazing off natural pastures which
do not provide an adequate level of nutrition,
This would be substantially improved if more
adequate and efficient feeds were avaiablc, and
this means the production of forages as a crop.
Conventional wisdom in Africa generally, and
with few exceptions in Kenya also, is that small
farmers will not grow a crop for feeding to
animals. While it is not likely that grain will be
fed to animals in the foreseeable future, the
possibility !hat farmers will accept the growing
of forage crops for animal feeding, especially
legume forages, which will also improve the soil
producing the traditional grain crops, has not
been given much serious attention.
There is little information as to which forage
species would adapt best to the areas and the
existing farming systems. Even less is known
about the returns which could be obtained from
a hectare of a forage crop fed to animals as compared to the returns obtained from the crops now
produced.
A mnuch more concerted effort is needed to
evaluate a wide range of forage crops (especially
legume species) for possible usefulness as livestock feed and for adaptation in rotation with
other crops. The beneficial effects of legumes oil
subsequent grain and other crops are well known.
Having identified suitable forage legumes, the
economic advantage or disadvantage, taking into
account improved livestock production and the
beneficial effects of forage crops on subsequent
grain crops, will need to be determined. This
entire area of research makes up only a small part
of that which is currently under way and should
be expanded as rapidly as resources will permit.
FOOD ORIENTATION
Agricultural research and development in
developing countries, especially during the past
decade, has been heavily focused on food crops
and food production. The unsatisfactory state of
food production world wide, and especially in
Africa, is the cause of grave concern to the
peoples and their governments, as well as to
those of the developed countries. We are told
that no less than 22 countries in Africa alone are
currently facing serious food shortages. Viewed in
this context, the concentration of development
efforts on food production is understandable,
Viewed in the broader context of economic
development, however, the preoccupation with
food is perhaps obscuring more fundamental
problems. With agriculture as the prime pro24
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ducer of wealth in most countries in Africa, the
economic development of the countries must
inevitably be based on greater productivity and
production in the agriculture sector. Ignoring for
lie moment the questions of comparative advan
tage or the need for foreign exchange, it is
possible to show that a food-based strategy for
agricultural development does not provide a
sound foundation for growth.
A more balanced approach, focusing on overall
agriculture/livestock to include both food and
non-food commodities, and which more effective
ly exploits local and national comparative advan
tagcs, would appear to provide a butter base for
agricultural development.
It should be recognized, however, that where
the majority of farming enterprises are principally
concerned with production of food for sub
sistence, the introduction of non-food crops,
which could advantageously replace food crops,
can be made only after subsistence food require
ments are met. Consequently, broadening the
production base to include non-food elements
must usually be preceded by the improvement of
the basic food-production enterprises, so that
labour or other resources may be applied to other
production options. Unfortunately, however,
and probably for want of viable options, especial
1Yin marginal areas, any excess farm labour
tends to seek off-the-farm employment and the
farming enterprise remains oriented simply to
subsistence.
The objective of research and development in
these areas would seem to be that of finding pro
fitable options which could convert the farm into
a commercial enterprise.
It is believed by many that competition for
resources exists between food and non-food
crops. This is frequently given as a reason for
placing more emphasis on food crops. That this is
probably a false belief was pointed out in a study
by the World Bank of the recent performance of
40 African countries in food and non-food com
modity production. Among the 40 countries
studied there was a high correlation between
performance in the food sector and that in the
non-food sector. Those countries with the best
performance in the non-food sector were generally
good performers in the food sector as well. This
would suggest that the poor performance of the
food sector is jOt the result of competition for
resources but rather of some more fundamental
causes, and that those causes impinge on the
non-food as well as on the food-producing sec
tors.
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POLICY ISSUES
much is said on the issue of'interre'ioal
While,noumg
trade
African ciunrics, the issue

pricing, marketing, etc., which often alter the
natural comparative advantage antllng regions.
The latter is not necessarily fixed, hut is fre

regional silecialiiatiton withii coulltries andiqoeotly related h aailable proditeioi technt
hogy and to politics.
sequent initerregional exchanges has received
littl attention. Although there is an imtportanlt
le-earc'l into tIhe. illi1act of t6li'ie, 01' tile
d glllL.
Ie ,of regional I-p)CCiali/itiol, in crolp and live,changes it) ,.nl)arltive i!(l \
lag,
ailonlg
',itek inOduclit)n ill Kennya. this is tiital Ielalil
rIgions hl" vNiriotus, lM,'lIs o tr01ls and livestock
i, histttrij.'l and dtemogralhic factors and Ih._
prodtuctiott which occ.'ur a', chang s in Ichnol.logy
11101-C tlts
re"p Iitses to diffter'n ctt..hgiCt_'
Iius
;H At'vehl(210
t.'d,a 0)lt;lt1h1lt
ti)l t tof tsallpo) ta+
itlltiti)l".. Ite're \%'()lll*(eC-IItt
h 'Ille t ot
Itril,
itk tiig., C011nIitlli. itiOll,
atnd (olil.'
mtilitv for)" itre
cltIs0ly I'clat lUg the ,igt'i lilttltC " illl'tsrtlcttl'o _e\\tldtl SUCItI t0 Ilte*rit 111oT ; tetll
livestock prtdtictiu
(if different rehgitti. 01C+e ioIb.
lite other. Ihis involves policy issues, c.g. land.
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RESPONSE FARMING:
WEATHER-DIRECTED
CROPPING SYSTEMS

:7 1S

RESPONSE FARMING OF MAIZE AND BEANS AT
KATUMANI, MACHAKOS DISTRICT, KENYA:
RECOMMENDATIONS, YIELD EXPECTATIONS, AND
ECONOMIC BENEFITS
J. an Stewart Iand W. A. Faught 2
INTROI)UCTION TO RESPONSE FARMING
RESEARCH AND PROGRESSTO DAT-

are these: -Despite our inability to predict the
notoriously variable rains in Kenya's senmi-arid
areas, a newly developed analysis of 'effective
permit
production does
for maize
rainfall'
after-the-fact
interpretation
in timle
to their
give

In the latter part of 1980 a newly developed
"ffetiv
-spcifc rainfall
ranfal analysis''
aalyis" was
'effective
crop-specific cro
applied for tile
first time to the 24-year rainfall
record
froni tie Katumani National Irylantd
recorafro
R
eataon.is incl uded 18
Farming Rsearc da
St o Th
inclll
i
e
8
growing seasons due to the bimiodality of' tlie
rainfall pattern there and throughout tle project
area. Each season was analysed with regard to
how well
v Katunani Composite B maize, a 120day maturity Perfrmace
type,
have ue,
performed.
as ateshould
onwatr
~e.exPerformance was rated on water use, i.e. x-

practical advice on farm practices and levels of
inputs. The analysis of the available weather
records-primarily rainfall and evalporation-
when coupled xviih suitable research fiiding.,
whe n
le with suitab l s' f, in ns
coicesning the crops an soils of interest
. Peom)is
lies the
tle flowing:
Perf'or production
c.
eraluation at tie
uiabilitoa
crop
thet plaining
site.
2. Defines the earliest and latest acceptable

pected actual evapotranspiration from gerimta-

dates of onset of' (tle rains for growing tile

tion to maturity, watei adequacy with respect to
maximunm evapotranspiration, and consequent
yield (Stewart, 1980b).

study crop.
3. Quantifies the nitial rainfall which should be
accepted by the farmer as tie siganal to plant

'he analysis revealed that early rainfall events,

his crop.

starting with the date of onset and continuing of

into the season, toretell with increasing accuracy
the seasonal rainfall expectation. Early onset is
correlated with higher rainfall expectations, justiIving higher seeding and initial fertilization rates,
and, when considering more than one crop, ain
increased land allocation to crops with greater
water requirements.

I. Reveals that (late of onset tf'
the rains is eor
related with total seasoi rainfall xpect at il,

aitd with intensities of early-season rains.
Huence. pinpoints ranges t dates properly
termed early, late and too late as regards
planting, and quantifiec< early-season rainfall
anlouit s which indicate %hether a good, fair
or poor season is iii store.

'fle rainfall amount ip to thinning time
correlates sufficiently to categorize the season as
good (A), fair (B) or poor (C), providing a basis
for guiding farmers in adjusting planIt po)ulations
and nitrogen fertilizer amouits. f mid-season
the correlation is very strong, permtitting a
quantitativethe
yield expectations. Stewart and Hash (1982)
quantify maize-yield expectations at Katumani,
and, using
theory, evaluate
mental
yieldBaysian
and financial
benieftts the
from increthis

Application of the above information occurs at
thrce stages:
.Tendatieons
to tarners o date of' piantig,
seeding rates and initial fertilizerapplications.
2. Rainfall totals 50 days after date of onset iii
shrt rains, and 30-40 days into te long
rains
a ri
(l of4
as n t e
ans [ermi caerz
ation
on
i
dere
r anid ndonston
Ihtuinning
toidesired tand
stands,
tin adjustment

preditinetodog
ndinacof

nitrogen

prediction methodology.

dressing.

Conclusions formulated by Stewart and Hash

fertilizer levels

through

side

3. At 75 days into tileseason, or approximately

I. USDA/USAID Agronteteorotogist, ADi/KARI, Muguga
2. USDA/USAID Agricultttral Economist and Team L.ciader. )ryland Cropping Systems Rc!,carch Project, ARD/
KARl. Muguga
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two iontlhs bef'ore harvest, total scason rainfall can be estimated, and predictions t oii/t
+yield provi(do for farters, cco, 1tslI,,
alld
other planners conerned %vt It ttl siipplics."

population to rainfall level, and have quantified
optimal levels fior Katuriani rirrizr;id tile
poljolar NMwei N oia hert,.i bth rlfitororotpl)ed
,111d
iritert1iit't.

Kashashia (I )82), %.ith ,UIetrvisioIi frori t1eC
slitrr"
a;uthiwr, ext'iifS tie analysis Ii ti t;adi 
tiral hcalities em oriisir"
g an ar.a 4t 1.,(00t
km 2 irr Macliakos, Kitiji n;da Kaiir lIistrrct,.
Five

1',1t'.,\
]t ISM :

Itlr,' alit l
orViou"
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illtiW f1r-riiIZtdiilh
if rLii)rrsi -fitrllling ITC'ill
iri(Litir
teslte t,tv'" tCIlst'
1011r
I
i, crOIp)Iirtg
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d titnCd
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records. tipIllt
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city. In other words, "onset' for purposes of crop
production should be based on actual occurrences
in the field, rather than on strict definitions of
meteorological phenomena. The crop will be as

OVERVIEW OF KATUMANI RAINFALL AND
PAN EVAPORATION
The rainfall record begins in October, 1956,
and thus now covers 27 yiars or 54 gro1ing

andthu
coers27
no

ear

or54

rowng

much benefited byt at convective rainstorm as

seasons. The rains are monsoonal in character,
with the short rains approaching from the north
and the long rains from the south. Onset of the
short rains is the latter half of October or November, with peak rainfall in the latter month and
tapering off in Deceminber. Convective rains follow
in January and February, ranging iii different
years from zero to high levels. These have much
to do with the character of the crop growing season. Earliest and latest dates of onset and the
median date by which half of tile seasons begin
are October 16, Novenmer 23, and Novebher 2
respectively,
Gross rainfall in the short-rains maize season
has been as little as 155 mm (1981). and as iiiuch
as 925 mm( 1961 ), with a mean of 359 mimlil.The
1981 season had 27 rain\- days spanning a 68-day
period, whil, the next-driest xeason (1970, 169
amm) had onlv 13 rainy* divs over all 82-day
period. The season of shortest duration was Il
1907, when 212 mm fell mer a 45-day period. By
way 01l"contrast, 1901 had 52 rainy days over a
133-day period.
The long rains (or southern monsoon) arrive ill
March or April, peaking in the latter month.
1-5%
mever, from a cropping standpoint, an acceptable ciilnset in ayv\ell
'
occur with tile convective
rains of February, or oi
iccasioni eveni late

.lanuarv. Sinc Jum'ie is reliably dry-, and thle latter
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by those of the monsooin proper. Based oi the
onset
foregoing, tile earliest, latest and 50,
dales for the long rains have been hanuary 23,
April 16 and March 6 respectively.
Gross raintall in the Sotg-rains season has been
as little as 133 nun in 1 73 and as much as o60
min in 1979, with a niean of 339 inin. To illu
strate the great variation, the standard deviation
is 158 nim; thus only 17 of 27 seasons full within
tire range of 181 to '197 mi, with five belom that
and five above. In tile driest season ( 1973), toicre
were 21 rain- days over a 10-day period, %hIiile
ill 1t)79 there were 52 rainy days over a period (if
116 clays. The shortest duration was i 1960,
when 297 mu fell in 52 days.
Mean annual rainfall over the 27-.year period of'
record keepling haes b1et 7101 non, ranging froni a
high of 1, 121 nmn in 1903 to a low of 430 nun ill
l970. Table I preints nintthlY high, low and
ican rainfall figures. whichl help to clarify the
pattern and illustrate the ,mignitude of the short
term variation.
Evaporative cnditions duing tile growing
+,ieaOn place a lifinitalioi on daily and seasonral
lllmilllm eVapotranspirttion rates. and oll
rloaxinlillni yields of, aize aind beals as w
\ ell as

other t':pes (it'crops groi'.ii inl tile tropics. '[tiere

a minuber of accepted way-s of representing
Jany
(i Mayl is
i
y ryaare
po-tion of, May is oftenl e'd\ Ilso, it behoves
eva.porative conlitions (1Doorenbos and Pritt,
iiaize grower'; to plant as sooni as sufficient rain
1977), but the lreferred method in the present
has comie to germinate the ,eecl and sustavin the
project is to ilasure eC'aporation ft oni a Kenya
young crop thriiugh what is often a 25-day dlry
spell with little or no rain. Stewart and Hash i Stanicard Class A Pan.
(1982) place this amount at 40 mii withini a period
The lost coiinioii problem with evaporation
if a tfew days, starting with 10 February as tie
pall ieasurcmenlis is that the paris and their
earliest acceptable onset date. This still appears
sllrounds are oflen not standard. and this is true
sorkable, except that soiiewhat earlier dates of
in Keiiva. KNail, (1983) has now completedi a
onset are nm accepted provided that very heavy'
irojett-rllat-l d study ill \which lie has developed
rains occur in late Janualry or early FebruarYy.
.han iatorsl
l'r"
which ire used o staidardize
sufficient to restore the soil prftile to field c-apaC\alpiaiol lmealSllrellelltS fi-oiii ll ista-Stl(larc i
TABLF I-KA'ItUMANI NtON't tHY RAINFA I

If-ANS AND 2"-YtR ItF( ()lt

Oct.

No'.

Dec.

Jan.

Fe1).

Mar.

Apr.

Mc-an
Low

38
0

fligh

183

158
27
.187

9)0
12
2t 7

5
0
203

.1.1
0
t77

8o
)
221

141
20
315

.31

Ma,
"
4

IS1

t'lX[tWlitlS mo)

1luu1.

lt1.

.Sue.

Sep.

it
0

5
0
37

I
0
20

8
0
43
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pans. At Katumani, as at virtually all agrometeorological sites in Kenya, the grass surrounding the otherwise standard pan dries to
brosn between rainfall seasons, and sometimes
within very dry seasons. Evaporation rates then
are higher than they would be in the standard
green-grass situation. Kaila's factors include

SPIECIAL ISSU

correction for this problem and, through refer
ence to the rainfall record, have been used to
standardize the now 9-year record from the Katu
mani pan. Monthly high, low and mean evapora
tion rates, adjusted using tie factors, are shown
in Table II.

TABLE Il-KA'IUMANI MONTHtLY EVAPORA tION MEANS* AND 9-YEAR EXTREMES (mm /day

Mean
Low
High
*Adjusted

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

5.8

4.9

4.5
6.7

4.2
5.7

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

4.7

5.7

0.3

t.2

4.0
5.6

4.1
6.9

5.1
7.2

4.4I
7.6

vat ties to corn pen sate for

(Stewart,

analyses

of

9 ,0h) ,:rJ
nine

.Jul.

Aug.

4.9

3.5

3.4

3.)

3.6

4.9

3.9
5.8

3.3
4 .6

2.9
4.3

2.5
3.8

3.0
4.3

4.3
5.3

Sep.

sa

level as the more rigorous procedure needed to
quantify the benefits.
T'o explain, the key feature
of the new rainfall
analysis, whether the rigorous or simplified
Tlrlion, isits link with the farm-level realities of
producing a certain specified crop. The growing

localities

season from germination to physiological maturity

PREDICTION METItO)OtOGY

Katumani

Jun.

sea sort al grass part strro on ds; a fte
r K ai la(I()K31 .,
Kenva Standard Class A Pan.

UNDERLYING CORRELATIONS AND
DEV ELOPMENTOF SIMPIFIED RAINFALL.

(1982)

May

additional

established that correlations exist between
seasonal water adequacy tor maize, i.e.
actual
evapotranspiration expressed as a fraction or
percentage of maximum evapotranspiration
(ET, /ET,, ),and (a) the date of onset, (b) earlyseason rainfall aniount, and (c) mid-season rainfall amount.

fixes the length of the period of interest, but not
the actual dates. These are different for each
season analysed, beginning only when the rains
begin aind the seed is itthe ground. Thus, all the
seasons are aligned side by side and compared,
but with each starting on a different date.

A methodology for utilizing these correlations
in forecasting seasonal rainfall adequacy, and
thereby guiding maize-production practices, was
developed and explained. This type of in-depth
analysis, based on %%ater-balance calculations
covering each season in the record, was essential
for placing this new type of rainfall analysis on a
firm footing. It was also essential as a basis for
makiig a critical evaluation of both yield and
economic benefits from use of the methodology,
The latter remains true in th's paper for the yield
and economic analyses.

If planting is prior to onset. germination is
assumed on the date at which enough rain falls
(or has accumulated) to penetrate to the seed
depth. If waiting for a defined onset before
planting, then the time required to carry out the
planting operation must be considered, and a
germination date assumed. In this case, accumu
tated rainfall (less evaporation losses) in the
future root zone at germination is included in the
season total. Coatrariwise, heavy rainfall beyond
any possibility of being used by the crop in the
latter days of the season is deducted from the
season total.

However, a major simplification is employed
here to show the essential ."orrelations of date of
onset, etc., now related to total season rainfall
per se, rather than to ET /ET,,, .The importance
of this is to illustrate that a very undemanding
analysis, with greatly reduced input required
from research, can result in rainfall prediction
fully as accurate and applicable at the farm

Tables Ill and IV, for the short rains and long
rains respectively, list all the seasons in tie
Katumani record by date of onset, starting with
the earliest. In cach table the listing is divided
into two groupings, with the first termed "early
onset" and the second "late onset". In column
1, Table Ill, the earliest short-rains onset in the
record occurred on 16 October 1982. The 57-year
32
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TABLE II1-SHORT RAINS: RELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL SEASON RAINFALL AND (A) DATE OF ONSET
AND (B) 30-DAY RAINFALL, KATUMANI, 1956TO 1982

Year

Onset
(days after
15 Oct.)

Total I season
rainfall
(mm)

Season 2
category
for maize

30-Day
rainfall
(mm)

Perceived
season
category

3

Categorization
errors

Early onset
1982
1962
1965
1972
1967
1975
1974
1961
1960
1978
1981
1968
1957
1977
14-Year means

1,16 Oct.
2
3
5
6
7
7
7
9
10
10
11
13
18,2 Nov.

466
369
364
431
212
212
240
925
265
595
155
460
560
425
(406)

A
A
A
A
C
C
B
A
B
A
C
A
A
A

172
69
230
202
112
102
181
566
88
124
89
262
164
197
(1893)

A
C
A
A
C
C
A
A
C
A
C
A
A
A

19, 3 Nov.
19
19
19
19
20
21
21
24
25
29
39
39,23 Nov.

236
469
270
240
200
225
240
169
253
250
700
315
290
(281)

B
A
B
B
C
B
B
C
B
B
A
B
B

185
153
152
147
151
156
122
51
205
91
471
163
176
(171)

B
B
B
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
A
B
B

+
-

Late onset
1966
1956
1973
1979
1980
1959
1958
1970
1969
1976
1963
1971
1964
13-Year means

-

1. Rainfall in the final days of the season deleted if in excess of crop requirements.
2. A = 350+ mam; B = 221-349nim;C = 220- mm.
3. Criteria are shown in Table V. Note that they differ for early and late onset.

record from nearby Potha Estate shows this to be
the earliest onset in that entire period. Column
3 shows total rainfall of 466 mm during the 120day season, and column 4 categorizes this as an A
type or good season for maize, defined as 350
in or more rainfall.

The remaining 13 seasons started late, with
onset from 3-23 November. Of these, only two
were A type, while nine were B and two were C.
Average rainfall for all was just 281 mm. Clearly,
early onset in the short rains signifies a higher
probability of rainfall in the upper part of the

Fourteen seasons in Table III are in the earlyonset group, ending with onset on 2 November.
Nine of these were type A, while two were fair or
B seasons (221-349 mm), and three were poor or
C seasons (220 mm or less). Average rainfall in
the 14 seasons was 406 min.

range, and correspondingly, a greater yield of
maize.
Nevertheless, the probability of harvesting at
least a minimally acceptable crop in the short
rains is about the same at Katumani whenever
onset occurs. Therefore, the recommendation to
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TABLE IV-LONG RAINS: RELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL SEASONl RAINFALL AND (A) DATE
OF ONSET
AND (B) EARLY-SEASON RAINFALL, KATUMANI, 1957 TO 1983

Year

Onset
(days after
22 Jan.)

Total season
rainfall
(mm)

Seasonl
category
for maize

Ear!y-season 2
rainfall
(mm)

Perceived 3
season
category

Categorization
errors

Early oi.set
1957
1979
1938
1983
1978
1973
1969
1968
1 S3
1980
1974
1964
1966
1977
1981
1962
16-Year means

1,23 Jan.
2
19
22
26
26
33
35
35
38
38
39
40
43
54
55,18 Mar.

605
660
571
250
447
133
218
522
417
310
451
409
283
513
440
308
(409)

A
A
A
E
A
C
C
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
B

203
265
254
119
181
52
125
287
150
113
237
89
141
209
348
.09
(180)

A
A
A
B
A
C
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
B

170
297
286
14
183
156
291
269
269
400
150
(237)

C
B
B
C
C
C
B
B
B
A
C

65
214
136
116
103
108
218
158
200
238
132
(153)

C
B
B
C
C
C
B
B
B
A
C

Late onset
1972
1960
1959
1965
1976
1961
1970
1982
1971
1967
1975
I I-Year means

19 Mar.
57
60
60
60
60
62
65
68
70
16Apr.

!. A = 350+ mm; B = 221-349mm; C = 220.- mm.
2. 33-day rainfall for early onset; 30-day rainfall for late o-set.
3. Criteria are shown in Table V. Note that they differ for early and late onset.

famers is to plant maize (if desired) every shortrains season without regart to date of onset. It
follows that dry planting, i.e. prior to onset, is
also recommended for those who wish to, and who
feel they can control the commonly experienced
flush of weeds among the newly germinating
crop plants. The alternative is to let onset germinate the weeds then plow them down and plant
the crop. Both systems have advantages, but the
analyses in this paper assume that d:-y planting
will be practised in this season,

when action is due either for thinning the plant
stand (low rainfall) or for augmenting the nitro
gen level by side-dressing (high rainfall). Column
5 of Table III shows the 30-day rainfall season by
season. From these amounts, empirical criteria
have beet selected to permit the maximum
number of seasons to be correctly categorized.
*he perceived season categories may be seen in
column 6, while the criteria used to sort them are
shown in Table V. Note that the criteria for early
seasons differ considerably from those for late
seasons. Finally, column 7 of Table III indicates
errors which would have occurred had this fore
casting method been in use throughout the

Next we wish to know how well the season
category can be forecast after just 30 days of rain
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recorded period. Of the 27 seasons, seven would
have been misjudged, with one A season called
B, four B seasons called C, one B season called
A, and one totally wrong-an A season called C.
On the positive side, 74% would be catego-ized
correctly, 22% off by onecategory, and 4% totally
misjudged.
Table IV for the long rains is set up in the same
way as Table Ill. The extended period of poss!ble
onset stretches from 23 January to 16 April. Early
onset ends on 18 March, and includes 16 of the 27
seasons. Average rainfall in these seasons was
409 mm, very similar to earl, onset in the short
rains. Of the 16 seasons, ten were A, four B, and
two C.
The 11 late-onset seasons a teraged only 237

monsoon. Farmers are concerned about planting
on these rains because a following dry spell is.
likely. These considerations have gone into our
definition of onset, which before 10 February
requires at least 100 mm of rainfall, and from 10
February to 18 March requires 40 mm or more.
On tie other hand, when the rains start late they
tend to be nearly continuous until termination.
This makes
d

dry planting both feasible and

Table IV indicates that forecasting of the long
rains should be quite accurate. The 35 or 30-day
rainfall criteria for the early and late onsets
respectively (see column 6) would have correctly
categorized 25 of the 27 seasons. Errors would be
oneedcdasB
C seasoa predicted as B, and one A season
predicted as B.

mm total rainfall, markedly less than late seasons
in the short rains. Five of these were C seasons,
five B, and only one an A season. This might
have been anticipated fr:mn Table I, which shows
little or no rainfall expccted from June through
September. Thus, duration of the rainy period is
always a potential problem with late onset of the
long raits, even though the Katuniani type maize
is relatively well adapted to survival on stored
soil moisture alone in the latter half of the season.

'Fable V separates out four maize cropping
situations which differ, first by season (short or
long rains), arid then by onset date (early or late).
The number of seasons pertinent to each situa
tion in the past 27 years is shown, arid is broken
down into A, B and C categories as they actually
occurred. Rainfall criteria for predicting season
categories are given, tcgether with resultant
prediction!;. For example, 14 short-rains seasons
started early arid 9 of these fell in category A.
Within 30 days of onset 8 of the 9 experienced
122 nini or more rainfall, anid hence would have
been predicted as A seasons. The ninth season
rad less than 114 mm and would have been
nistakeily IudgedaCseason.
J

Due to the sniall rainfall expectation when
onset of the long rains is late, a recoimnendation
to plant niaize at all is questionable. However,
the farmers in the area are unaware of these
figures, and the majority gamble with miaize
every season regardless of date of onset. Also,
columns 6 and 7 of Table IV show that late seasons are clear as to category injust 30 days from
onset, so that practices can be optimized for the
rainfall conditions with mininial risk. Therefore,
this paper assumes that maize will be planted
every season, and that until 18 March farmers
will wait to identify onset before plowing and
planting, but that oi 19 March they will plant dry
in anticipation of onset.

The four situations, totalling 54 seasons, are
sunmmarized at the bottom of Table V. Of 22 A
seasons, 19 would be judged correctly, two as B
and one as C. Of 20 B seasons, 15 are correctly
judged, with one as A and four as C. Of 12 C
seasons I1are judged correctly and I as B. Al
together, of the 54 seasons, 45 are predicted
correctly, equivalent to 83% or five out of six; two
seasons are up-graded one category (4%); six
seasons are down-graded one category (11%);
arid one season is down-graded two categories
2 ).
n
o

Column 5 of Table IV indicates that early seasons in the long rains are to be categorized at 35
days from onset rather than 30 days. Because the
crop is planted a few days after onset, this still
places categorization at the ideal time for thinning and side-dressing, while utilizing the five
extra days to improve the forecast,

Table VI contains the regression equations
which relate date of enset and early season rain
fall to total seasonal rainfall. The first equation in
the table is a good example of the dichotomy
which cati occur betveen the practical and the
statistical. Speaking first to the latter, the very
low r 2 value of 0.026 indicates that total seasonal
rainfall bears little relationship to date of onset in
the snort rains. The lack of statistical significance
is :-mphasized by the low Student's "t" value
of 0.82.

An additional note about onset of the long
rains: Those seasons shown starting in late
January and most of those in February actually
began with what are locally known as "grass
rains" rather than the true onset of the southern
35
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TABLE V-EARLY-SEASON RAINFALL CRITERIA: THEIR INDICATED I.EVEI.S OF ACCURACY
FOR
CATEGORIZING RAINFALL SEASONS TO GUIDE FARM PRACTICES FOR MAIZE PRODUCTION
AT
KATUM NNI
Predicted season category

Onset period

Season

and dates

No. of

category

seasons

A

B

14

122+

115-121

114-

(8)

t
101

I
1
131

-

C

Prediction
criteria

Short rains

Early onset

(16 Oct.-2 Nov.)

A

9

B

2

C

3

-+

1
0

.

13
Late onset
(3-23 Nov.)

A
B
C

210+

2
9
2

II]

-

0
0

-

--

0

152- 209

151-

30-Day R. mm

30-Dty R, mm

I
161
0

3
121

Long rains
16
Early onset

(23 Jan.-18 Mar.)

148+

(19 Mar.-16 Apr.)

88-

A

10

B

191

4

1

-

0

0

C

2

-

0

141
1

0
Il1

235+

135-- 234

-*

11
Late onset

89-- 147

A

I
5

-+

B
C

5

-+

-*

134-

II
0
00

151

0
[51

A

B

C

0

35-Day R,mn

30-Day R.mm

0

Short and long rains: summary
54
All onset dates

A

22

B

20

C

12

-

1191

2

1

1151

0

-

Yet the same equation shows a slope of -2.93,
meaning that the rainfall expectation is reduced
by 2.93 mm for each day that onset is delayed
beyond 15 October. This is equivalent to a daily
loss in maize grain yield of about 60 kg/ha. In a
practical sense this must be regarded as important.

1

As above

1

4
[111

an extreme high (1963) in the late-onset period.
Despite these anomalies, the date of onset
reveals a great deal about season expectations in
most years.
Table VI shows that rainfall during the first 30
days of the short-rains season is a very strong
indicator of total season rainfall, speaking from
both the statistical and practical viewpoints.
Separate regressions are developed for early and
late onset because, even though the slopes are
nearly the same, the intercepts reflect the
advantage of early onset.
For the long rains Table VI shows a closer
relationship between date of onset and total

Column 3 of Table III shows clearly that the
reduction in rainfall expectation with later onset
is not smooth, but is more like an abrupt shift
from a rather high plateau to a much lower
plateau after 2 November. The picture is further
confused by extreme lows (1981, 1967 and 1975)
and a high (1961) in the early-onset period, and
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TABLE VI-ESSENTIAL CORRECTIONS BETWEEN TOTAL SEASONAL RAINFALL (TSR, mm) AND (A)
DATE OF ONSET AND (B) EARLY-SEASON RAINFALL, WITH SEPARATE REGRESSIONS FOR EARLY AND
LATE-ONSET SEASONS
r2

n

t

TSR, mm = 397 - 2.93 days
TSR, mm = 172 + 1.28 R-30
TSR, mm = 88 + 1.22 R-30

.026
.628
.727

27
14
13

0.82ns
3.94**
5.69**

TSR, mm = 544 - 4.60 days
Date of onset (days after 22 Jan.)
35-Day rainfall (early onset to 18 Mar.) TSR, mm = 167 + 1.34 R-35
(later cnset, 19Mar. on) TSR, mm = 45+ 1.25 R-30

.391
.611
.713

27
16
11

4.00**
4,69**
4.73**

Independent variable

Regression equation

Short rains
Date of onset (days after ISOct.)
30-Day rainfall (early onset to 2 Nov.)
(late onset, 3 Nov. on)
Long rains

1. 120-day maize season

The present management level for production
of food crops in the project area is, with notable
exceptions, rather low. Possibly this reflects
shortage of capital and labour more than knowhow and desire. Be that as it may, fertilizers and
other chemicals are not generally applied, and
weed growth often competes strongly for available nutrients and water.

being the most widely practised, is here termed
"conventional" and forms the basis of compari
son for evaluating new recommendations in this
paper.
The recommendations to be presented and
evaluated derive primarily from agrometeoro
logical research within tile project. However, a
notable exception is the rotation of monocropped
maize and beans in alternate seasons on the same
piece of land, found by the agronomic research
programme to boost soil fertility for maize quite
markedly (Nadar anirl Faught, 1984a). Rotation is
basic to both of the newly recommended manage
ment systems or levels, here termed medium
and high-level management. The latter further
incorporates ihe application of both nitrogen (N)
and phosphorus (P2 O,) in the form of commercial
fertilizer. Amounts specified are drawn from
experiments
agrometeorological-programme
both on the Station and at the farm level. They
are in close agreement with findings from a
7-season series of replicated experiments carried
out by the project agronomist (Nadar and Faught,
1984b).

The great majority of farmers mix or intercrop
maize and beans in the same field. Our studies,
including on-farm trials, indicate distinct yield
advantages from this practice, except in the driest
seasons, when yields fall below those from monocropping. Contributing factors to the yield
advantages of intercropping are nut well claritied,
but several are likely, relating to increased
shading of weeds, increased transpiration rather
than evaporation of limited water, improved
nutrient sharing and warding off of pests and
diseases, etc. This type of crop management,

The other key aspect of the new recommenda
tions, whether aoplying fertilizers or not, is the
adjustment of plant populations (maize in parti
cular) in accordance with the expected rainfall,
i.c. with the suason category perceived 30 or 35
days after onset. Recommended plant popula
tions were determined in three seasons of repli
cated experiments in ranfed conditions, carried
out jointly with the agronomy programme, in
on-farm verification trials, also rainfed (Stewart,
1982), and in a sophisticated "line source"
experiment (Hanks et al., 1974; Stewart et al.,

seasonal rainfall, with a coefficient of variation
(r ) of 0.391 and a Student's "t" value of 4.00,
inJicating significance at the 1% level. The
equations relating early-season rainfall to season
total are remarkably like those for the short rains,
with respect to both early- and iate-onset seasons.
For early onset hn both seasons, the regressions
explain ju.,t above 60% of the variation in total
rainfall, and for late onset, just above 70%. This
correlation is sufficient to achieve the accuracy of
season categorization discussed in connection
with Table V.
PRESENT MANAGEMENT OF FOOD CROPS
AND RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
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1977) at Katumani Station under a wide range of
water supply (sprinkler irrigation) conditions
(Stewart, 1983).

ment levels both call for improved weeds control
over the conventional level, described as "good
control" for medium management and "rigorous

A moce general but equally important aspect of
management is weed control t has not been
studied quantitatively in the present project. but
has been observed at various levels in the onfarm trials. The newly recommended manage-

control" for high-level management. For quick
comparison, all of the foregoing is summarized
in Table VII.
The reader is cautioned that the conventional
management level in Table VII does not repre-

TABLE VII-THREE LEVELS OF FARM MANAGEMENT OBSERVED
OR ESTABLISHED INON-FARM
VERIFICATIONTRIALS, WITH THE HIGHEST LEVEL EQUIVALENT1
TO AND CONFIRMED BY
EXPEIRIMENT-STATION TRIALS
Farm
management
level
High
Medium
Con entional

Maize/bean
crop
rotation

Fertili/er
applied

Yes

N-P2O Adequate
for rainfall
Yes
None
No: intercropped
None

sent today's average management. That would
be somewhat higher, due to the fact that sonit,
farmers have already improved thei! managetuent in the setise of rotating their crops and
practising more stringent weed control- A very
few even apply fertilizers and other chemicals a0,
required. They arc not, however, optimizing
plant populations for acttaIl rait'fall conditions.
This is thought to be new knowledge.
EXPERIMENI-STATION AND ON-FARM
TRIAL RESULTS: DEVLOIMEN' OF WATERPRIODUCTION [UNCTION
Linear relations between crop yield and
evapotranspiration were developed in preceding
research for maize, eats and grain sorghm
(Stewart, 197; Stewart et al., i976), ani ha\c
been reaffirmed in Kenyan conditions (Stewart,
1980a, 1982). Stewart and Hash (1982) utilize
such a water-production
function relationship to
evaluate maize yield expectations in I e forerunner paper to this one. Stewart and K-.shasha
(1984)
ap p lication
b y q u a ntifying
differentb roaden
linear the
functions
for sfertilized
versus
dtifertilized conditions, for three
different
climatic zones, and for adjusted plant
ppulations
over different ranges of effective rainfall,
This paper combines the findings from the
earlier cited line source experiment with those
from tile on-farm verification trials of the 1982
38

Plant
populatio,i
optimized

Weed
control

Yield
levels

Yt s

Rigorous

Yes
Yes

Good
Poor

Equivalent to
research
Above average
Below average

short rains to develop still more hroadiy appli
cable water-production functions for quantitative
yield estimation in farm conditions. Tie new
functions arc for both maize and beans, either
monocropped or intercropped. Rather than being
linear p( r se, tle maize functions are each
composed of several linear segments represent
ing yield expected with optintal plant population
for the particular portion of the effective rainfall
spectrum. In effect, the resulting function is
concave, with slope increasing with increasing
effective rainfall. Such a function recognizes the
benefits
reducing
conditionsof and
population in low rainfall
increasing
it when rainfall is
greater.
In accordance with the three levels of farm
management actually encountered in farr, trials
(Table Vil), three different yic(ld-versus-effective
rainfall functions represent each crop in cacti
cropping system. For the sake of brevity, these
are shown only for the maize and bean mono
crops, respectively in Ftgs. I and 2.
Ie :!ppermost function in Fig. I shows maizeTe e'yectations
e pe r mo s un d er h ig -lev
om a e

yield
under high-level management.
It incorporates optimal plant populations
ranging
from 10,000 plants/ha (10K on the figure)
at low
effective
rainfall, to 50K at high effective rainfall.
The significance
of changing population
may be
better understood by projecting the 50K line
downward from the top to the horizontal axis,
w%,hen it will be seen that about 170 mm of effec

(A Ac44)

(MONOCROPPED MAIZE)

5200-

S5000EXPLANATIONS

SYMBOLS
W50K
>"
z 4000Q13

w
N

High, intermediate and Low levels respectively5
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(A) (B) (C) -

A
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Research-based water-production functions. showing maize yield expectations undcr three levels of management of fertility. weds. etc.. but assuming optimal plant populations in all instances. Data points show actual farm yields and plant populations in verification trials in Machakos District.
short-rains season 1982- 83
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Fig. 2. Research-based water-production functions, showing expected
yields of Mwezi Moja Bean under three levels of management.
Data points show farm
yield* and plant populations found in on-farm verification trials in Machakos
District, short-rains season, 1982-83
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tive rainfall are required to begin grain production. However, at the optimal population of 20K,
this rainfall is sufficient to produce about 700
kg/ha of grain. On the other hand, projecting the
20K line to 400 mm effective rainfall shows
maximum production of 3,000 kg/ha versus
5,200 kg/ha with a plant population of 50K.
Figs. I and 2 also include actual farm trials
with monocropped maize and beans respectively.
The latter functions are simply linear, because a
single plant population of 100,000 plants/ha is
recommended at all rainfall levels. Next to each
farm yield result, in parentheses, is the actual
plant population, e.g. (44) equals 44,000 plants/
ha. Three different symbols are used for the
three levels of management, a triangle fo' high
level, a circle for medium, and an inverted
triangle for low level (termed conventional when
intercropped). Note that the exact placement of
the farm results on the figures with respect to
effective rainfall is a matter of judgement. While
the yields and plant populations represent careful
measurements, the effective rainfa l tor each
case does not. This was a high-rainfall season,
upwards of 400 mm depending on locality, so that
while the range of effective rainfall is known, the
precise placement is only approximate.
Despite the above uncertainty, the farm-trial
results in Figs. I and 2 are still instructive. For
example, they show that some farm yields are
fully equivalent to those from experiment stations-thus, no "magic" is involved in the latter,
but simply an abundance of inputs, labour, and
other crop requirements. This demonstrates the
real relationship between experiment-station
results and farm expectations. They are one and
the same in the best farming circumstances,
Hence, the yield-versus-effective-rainfall functions pictured for high-level farm management
are derived directly from experimental results,
with full recognition that only very few farms are
operating at this level at present.
Continuing with high-level management,
Fig. I shows clearly the yield-reducing effect of
maize plant population being either too low or too
high for the particular rainfall circumstances.
Most of the farm-trial plots otherwise managed at
the high level had suboptimal plant populations,
and therefore yielded well below the possible
level indicated by the function. In Fig. 2, the
same is seen for beans, for which 100,000 plants/
ha are recommended and any level below 70,000/
ha is suboptimal.
At medium and low levels of management
(same farms, different treatments), Figs. I and 2

show similar effects of too low plant numbers,
but in general the actual populations attained by
the farmers conform more closely to the optimal
values indicated by research. Therefore, the
results tend to cluster more closely to the yield
versus-effective-rainfall functions projected for
these management levels.
RECOMMENDED FARM PRACTICES FOR
MAIZE AND BEANS: CORRESPONDING
YIELD EXPECTATIONS AT KATUMANI
The immediate purpose of the water-produc
tion functions in Figs. I and 2 is to evaluate the
yields one could expect from following improved
imedium- or high-level) management practices
at Katumani. Not shown are additional functions
for intercropped maize and beans, which look
similar but, since the crops share the same land,
show lower per-hectare yields. It is the low or
conventional level of management of the inter
crop from which improvements are to be measur
cd. The authars believe that this fairly represents
the current situation for the majority of small
holders in the project area.
However, evaluation of yield expectations from
the fanctions requires first an evaluation of water
or effective rainfall. It will have occurred differ
ently in the short and long rains, in the early- and
late-onset periods of the latter season, and by
definition, in each of the three categories of
seasons. Together this adds up to nine separate
situations for which past effective rainfall is to be
estimated.
Table VIII identifies each of these situations
and shows the actual number of pertinent seasons in the record with their mean total rainfall,
plus the corresponding estimates of effective
rainfall for both crops. Note that effective rainfall
for monocropped beans is less than that for
maize, due to a shorter growing season, but the
figure inshown
for maize may be used for both
crops
the intercrop.
As noted, the recommended plant populations
are actually incorporated into the yield-predicting
functions. The functions further incorporate the
assumption that recommended actions will result
in sufficient soil fertility to attain the indicated
yields.
Fable IX summarizes farm-practice recom
mendations for maize grown during the long
rains under four sets of circumstances. These
include two levels of management and both early
and late onset. The recommendations define
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TABLE VIII-THE 1(ATUMANI 27-YEAR RECORD: MEAN RAINFALL tram). AND ESTIMATED EFFECTIVE
RAINFALL FOR MAIZE, BEANS AND THE INTERCROP IN A, B,AND C CATEGORY SEASONS. BOTH SHORT
AND LONG RAINS, WITH THE LAT-fER DIVIDED INTO EARLY AND LATE ONSET

Estimated mean effective rainfall
Season
category

No. years
occurred

120-day season
mean rainfall

Maize

Beans

11
11
5

471
257
190

370
205
154

303
185
146

10
4
2

471
288
175

370
229
142

303
206
135

1
5
5

382
276
141

302
220
116

242
198
110

Short rains, any onset
A
B
C
Long rains, early onset
A
B
C
Long rains, late onset
A
B
C

TABLE IX-LONG RAINS RESPONSE-FARMING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAIZE (IN A MAIZE-BEAN
ROTATION SYSTEM) AT TWO LEVELS OF FARM MANAGEMENT, KATUMANI AREA

Recommiendations at planting time

Onset date and
corresponding planting
instructions

Early onset (23 Jan.-18 Mar.)
If onset by Feb.:
plant after 100 + nimrain
If onset 10 feb.-18 Mar.:
plant after40+ mm rain

Season category** and recommended
action

Farm
manage.
ment level

Initial
N-P 2 05
(kg/ha)

Seeding
rate
(seeds/ha)

High

20- 20*

60,000

A
B
C

50.000
,10,000
20,0(X)

40
None
None

Medium

None

50,000

A
B
C

40,00(0
20,000
10,000

None
None
None

High

None

50,000

A
B
C
A

40,000
40,000
20.000
30,000

20
20
None
None

Medium

None

40,000

B
C

20,000
10,000

None
None

Late onset (09 Mjar. onward)
plant 19 Mar. belore onset

Perceived
Final maize
seaSon Ipopulation
category
(plants/ha)

*No initial fertilization of maize in seasons following C-category seasons.
**Early onset seasons categorized at 35 days, late at 30 days. Rainfall criteria shown in Table V.
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nitrogen
tkg/ha)
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acceptable ranges of onset dates and corresponding rainfall amounts which should be accepted as
the signal to plant. For each management level
seeding rates are given, and for high-level
management, so is the applied fertilizer rate.

short-rains maize are exactly the same as for
early onset, long rains. This applies both to plant
ing-time and thinning-time recommendations.
Recommendations for beans are simple by
conparison, because, unlike maize, no adjust

1 nirty-five days into early-onset seasons, and
30 days into late ones, a prediction of season
category is made, based on total rainfall as of that
time. The precise criteria for making thes' .udge
ments at Katumani are given in Table V.

ments are to be made to plant population or C~rti
lizer rates to accord with the type of season. A
summary of recommendations for beans follows:

Returning to Table IX, the perceived cat,.gory
of the season leads to final adjustment of ptavt
population and nitrogen fertilizer as applicable.
High rainfall expectations call for higher populations and fertility, and vice versa. Recommendations for maize in the short rains, and for beans in
both seasons, are readily explained with reference to tables already seen.
Short-rains maize, like late-onset long-rains
maize, is recommended for planting every year
on 15 October, prior to onset. And, again similarly, season categorization is done 30 days from
onset. However, all other recommendations for

a. Onset criteria and planting dates are the same
as for maize.
b. The single recommended seeding rate, for
both medium- and high-level management, is
120,000 seeds/ha, to result in 100,000 plants/
ha.
c. Nitrogen fertilizer is only applied for high
level management, always at planting time
at the rate of 20 kg/ha. For late onset, long
rains, phosphorus is added to the nitrogen at
20 kg/ha PO s , thus 20- 20-0.
Tables X, XI and XII show maize- and bean
yield expectations respectively for the short rains,
long rains, early onsct, and long rains, late onset.

TABLE X-SHORT RAINS, ALL DAIES OF ONSET: AVFRA(;E YIEI)S* EXPECT E OF MAIZE AND BEANS
IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF RAINFAL.L SEASONS, ASStUMIN( RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON PFRCEIVED
SEASON CATEGORY ARE FOLIOWEI) AT TREIE L.'ES OF FARM MANAGF: tENT

Actual

Maize

Beans

Action taken

Action taken

category of

season

A

B

C

A

1,815
15801
NA

1,340
525
12751

17051
360
NA

705
13601
NA

705
360
12451

900
[2701
NA

560
220
[1001

14251
220
NA

425
12201
NA

425
220
11501

380
1651
NA

380
65
1151

[320]
165
NA

320
11651
NA

320
165
11201

B

C

High-level management
Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

12,2701
480
NA

Medium-level management
Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

10]
40
NA

[1.-

Conventional nanagement
Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

14401
0
NA

*Table is based on yields from one hectare, divided equally between tnaize and beans, i.e. each figure shown
represents kg/0.S ha.
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TABLE XI-LONG RAINS, EARLY ONSET: AVERAGE YIELD* EXPECTATIONS FOR MAIZF AND BEANS IN

DIFFERENT TYPES OF RAINFALL SEASONS, ASSUMING RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON PERCEIVED
SEASON CATEGORY ARE FOLLOWED ATTHREE LEVELS OF FARM MANAGEMENT

Actual
category of
season

A

Maize

Beans

Action taken

Action taken

B

C

A

B

C

1.815
[8101
0

NA
NA
[2201

17051
[4251
NA

705
NA
215

NA
12151

11,210]
NA
NA

900
[3901
0

NA
NA
[75]

14241
NA
NA

14251
1255]
135

NA
NA
[1351

Conventional management
Good: A
[440]
Fair: B
NA
Poor: C
NA

380
[100]
0

NA
NA
[0]

[3201
NA
NA

320
11901
105

NA
NA
[lost

High-level management
Good: A
[2,270]
Fair: B
NA
Poor: C
NA
Medium-level management
Good: A
Faii. B
Poor: C

*Table is based on yields from one hectare, divided equally between maize and beans, i.e. each figure shown
represents kg/0.5 ha.

Yields are given at all three management levels,
i.e. the high and medium levels for which recommendations have been presented, and the conventional level used as a basis for evaluating
incremental yields and benefits. As noted earlier,
conventional management assumes only intercropping, no fertilizers applied, and weed control
at a low level. However, yields shown embody
the assumption that maize plant populations are
adjusted in accordance with season categorization.
populations
for actions
A, B
and CRecommended
respectively are
30,000, 20,000
and 10,000
pants/haeshrti
rainand e0,000,20ar
os ,00
l
rains), while for late onset, long rains, A and B
actions both call for 20,000 plants a, Awith C
action still at 10,000 plants/ha,
For a brief illustration of how these tables are
set up, let us look at Table X. The actual season
categories are repeated down the left-hand
column for each management level. "Action
taken" across the top implies that the season,
rightly or wrongly, has been categorized that
way. If correct, the yield is bracketed, while
incorrect categorization results in the generally
44

lower yields shown without brackets. NA means
not applicable, deriving from Table V, which
shows that no such categorization would have
occurred in the rainfall record studied.
yildfigures for maize and beans are shown
separately in Table X, ith each figure represent
ing the produce of 0.5 ha. Thns, in eacti manage
ient level it is assumed that one hectare of land
is devoted to maize and beans, divided equally
between correctly
the two crops.
For example,
a good
season
categorized
should produce
maize and bean yields respectively of 2,270 and
705 kg from the hectare of land under high-level
management, as against 440 plus 320 kg under
conventional management. Incremental yields
are ),830 kg of maize and 385 kg
'f beans. But if
incorrectly categorized as a fair (B) season, high
level management yields would fall to 1,815 kg
maize plus 705 kg beans, while conventional
yields would be 380 plus 320 kg. Incremental
yields would then be 1,435 kg maize plus the
same 385 kg beans, since bean yields are not
affected by incorrect categorization. The reduc
tion in maize yield would result primarily from

RESPONSE FARMING OF MAIZE AND 13EANS

TABLE XII-LONG RAINS, LATE ONSET: AVERAGE YIELD* EXPECTATIONS FOR MAIZE AND BEANS IN
DIFFERENT TYPES OF RAINFALL SEASONS, ASSUMING RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON PERCEIVED
SEASON CATEGORY ARE FOLLOWED ATTHREE LEVELS OFFARM MANAGEMENT

Actual

Ma'ze

Beans

Action taken

Action taken

category of

season

A

B

C

A

B

C

NA
1720]
NA

NA
NA
[90]

[480]
NA
NA

NA
[400]
NA

NA
NA
1145]

NA
[3101
NA

NA
NA
1401

[3201
NA
NA

NA
[240]
NA

NA
NA
[851

NA
1801
NA

NA
NA
(0]

[2601
NA
NA

NA
11601
NA

NA
NA
[801

High-level management

Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

[1,500]
NA
NA

Medium-level management

Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

[7201
NA
NA

Conventional management
Good: A
Fair: B
Poor: C

[290]
NA
NA

*Table is basc( on yields thoo one hectare. divided equally between maize and beans. i.e. each figure shown
represents kg/0.5 ha.
omission of tK: 40 kg/ha side-dressed N called
for by action A. Had this good season been still
more incorrectly categorized as poor (C), the
further loss of maize yield would be due mostly
to too low a plant population, broaght about by
thinning to 20,000 plants/ha. Tables Xl and XII
are similar for the early- and late-onset long rains
respectively,
Table XIII summarizes average yields of maize
and beans expected at Katumani at each of the
three levels of management. All 54 seasons have
contributed to the averages, including those
which would have been incorrectly categorized.
The tipper half of the table compares the short
rains to the long rains, with the latter season
divided into early- and late-onset periods.
Expected yields with late onset are much less
than those for early onset. In fact, late-onset
maize yields under conventional management are
unacceptably low. However, they increase to
acceptable levels with improved management.
Average yields for all long-rains seasons are not
shown, but are remarkably close to the shortrains averages, resulting in nearly the same
figures for the overall averages at the bottom of
the table.

The lower half of Table XIII contains yield
figures for the three season categories based on
rainfall amount, without regard to season name
or onset period. Poor seasons are expected to
produce virtually no maize tinder conventional
management, more but still unacceptably low
yields with medium management, and only very
modest yields with high-level management. Even
in fair seasons, maize-yield expectations are very
low with conventional management, but they
increase dramatically with improved manage
ment based on response-farming methodology.
YIELD STABILIZATION AND ENHANCEMFNT: PRIORITIES OFTHE AGROMETEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME
From the inception of the project the main
priorities have been stabilization and enhance
ment of yields of basic food crops. Table XIII
shows that the latter priority is potentially well
met through response farming. Maize and bean
yields should increase to 2.9 and 1.3 times pre
sent (conventional) level-, respectively with
improvement to medium-level management, and
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,TABLE XIII-MAIZE AND BEAN YIELD EXPECTATIONS AVERAGED FOR DIFFERENT SEASONS
AND
CATEGORIES OF SEASONS AT KATUMANI. YIELDS IN KILOGRAMS FROM ONEIHC I:TARI + OF [AND
EITERI INERCROPPFI) WITH CONVENTIONAL MANAGMF-N'T. OR MONOCROPPT:D ANI) ROlATID
WITI MEDIIJM. OR IHIGH-I.EVI-I MANAGEIMEN T

Season or
Category

No. seasons
averaged

Conventional
-+ heits

flhimze

Mediuiri
f Iwart'

nli/tC

Ifigh
lai/C -I+btlls

Se.aOfls bY iarltic atnd ollrel
periot(l
Short rains
Log rains, early
1111rains, late

27
10
II

202 1 220
296 -1261
63 4 133

57) 1 29!1
8.31) 1 346
225 1 177

1,130 f 4?0
282 1 232
hr5
120

1.149 + 479
1.007 -1574
504 1 2ti

Sc',l
,ortl. calrt)2tri/td try rainfall amontl[
(;lood (35)) t 111111
Fair (221 349')1 11)
Ioor(22) I n1)

22
20
12

425 + 317
72 + 169
64 101

All

54

211 f 21-I

.lson,

to 5.7 aid 2.2 times present levels with high-level

5" ) ± 28.1

2.151 I 16095
615 -+ 383
170 1 198
1 153

469

F(ONOMI(IWVAI IAT ION

ni agemilent .
Itpacts ol vielt stabilization, i.e.
ltt tinillet Estinates of costs and relturtts associated wilh
of mitihitiun suibsistettec-le\sel food s'uplfrl
.ach of the actiotns recommtttlettded oi the basis ofr
v f
riseotrafllaoutswecatnae
the farm family itnthe poorest s'asotis, are less
tarl-iasofrailtall a
tmns were calculafed
ttem
obvious. Tables V, X, XI and XII show that conCach type of' Scasoli and Icvcl o management.
velitiotial nialagellieit wotild have resulted i
(r-€s rctttrns were calculaled froti teit yieds
iidicated lrt- each set ol coiditioins, and froln
maize yields of 80 kg,/ha or less inl fully 28 of tle
at sa ser
tidn
prices Iormaize alnd beans established
past54seasons, Mill zeroyield ineight ofttese.
at Kr nva Farmers' Association stires for the
Medium rmartagetilemit should boost 20 of these
I -- y
,
ost
sea.stis mbi(li e 100-,.320 kg/ha ranilge, aver'aging
st1e982_83
fro
F;ittl i'rort
rairts, adjtstcd
iiiiSo
eit'v tr transport cost
225 kg/ha. Sevent others shoutld vield ;it
or utnder
80 kg/ha, while only one ze '. ",.tso wottld
remain. With high-level rmaliaAcrteile ite
seasoti
is still zero. fi'e average 90 kgiha, aid 22 are
increased into ilie 220- 720 kg/ha raig', averaging just over 500 kg/ha. The reader isreminded
that these ar' really half-hectare Yields, with
hcai yields inadditioin.

Snitilnariz tig with regard to stabilization of'
yields, the failure or virtual failure of the maize
Clomtin ten t, tow occurring approximately ole
seasoIti ot of two with conventional mantage.
ltet, .call be reduced to one in seven seaSOllS
using response-farmig techniques at the
nmediun-mattagenenit level, aid still further, to
tile season in ihle, with high-level Iia iagefilefit.
From the standpoint of providiig a basic food
supply, the reconimiended approach illlarge
measure stabilizes as well as enhances yields,

ris to pitts of (eliverY.
.'l
Labour retulitctiCuts fOr each activity were
estimated ftrom reports of faritners parlicipatitg
itt the vcriftcatioi Irials, FAO surveYs Airpr.
extension tri,.!s
ill(Isecotida.y soll'"s. Opprr
luis'y cosls for labour were asstutitd to be KSh.
2.0 pet hour, which approxinates the niintnutt
wage ftor
the area arid is the w:agc at which a
tt linrerifeCasual labourers were eniploved.
Opportunity costs for the use Of OXeli fOr aiid
prcparatiotn nid tioe weedig were calculated at
KSht. 54) per hectare based ol ithe charges for
sucl services reported paid liv some farirllers
participating il tle verificaion trials. Iput costs
for fertilizers and seeds ws'ere estiniated oillhe
basis Of ailOtllts specified illthe recommetda
tions (Table IX and text) and prices at KFA
stores, adjusted for transportation costs. Interest

was calculated at an annual rate of 16 per cent for
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added costs would ihve averaged KSh 669 for
the 54 seasonis, a greater amnoiut than ian*
farmers would be able or willing to risk. How
ever, for this added risk he would have received
anl incremental net return of' KSh. I,480, or a rate
tf return ofl 221 per cent. lhis rate of return

a pe iod of six nmnths for pre-harvest costs and
two months for harvest costs.
Since the [I)taj" objective was to evahuate tile
telat,, ' hltWIAIts Oi aIpvlYig the rconifienda
tions based oil the response-fiarming mcthotdolo',
restlts expected frol applvig thecse rcCoti1CIlitdtiollS llIVh b CvLI eXp'tCS'sCd IS iIl.teIll lItS+,

wotld be likcly to attract

anl

prodtcur

with

access to the added operating capital requircd,
and the matnagerial skills to utilize it effcctiveclv.

from the results givcn by conventional praCtices,
Thes'

Mxii .\-) lii.ANS

)ractices arc those of a 1'11111.Ieproducing

Iiai/iieiwao intcrcrop, with recateel vh
managerial skills. applving no fertilizer, and
providitg only boiit half the about tquir'l for
fully effective weied coiitrl. Hiis iverage yields 'or
the 54 seasons would have been 201 kg of maize

p,'tdcur following meldium-level

,

nmnage

nuent practices would have achieved lo\ser viclus
than the higher-level manager, hut wouid still

have had Vietlds substaotlaily above those of tbr
eomentiotal producer. Inputs f labour would be

and 214 kg of 'hearts per hIctrare (Table XIII). lis
gross returns wotuld have averaged KSh. 1,(0)1
]i Mid hC \wouldl have rtcovere.d oil' 54 per cent
of his total opportulitv cost. AtTr deducting the

midway between tile high-levcl inanagcnmeto and
ctnventional inputs. Seeding rates and final plant
niumbllers would be less than for a hilgh level of
muanageimtnt, since .vithlit additional nitrogen

Utsuial charge for the Use o oxen, lie \otll( hasc

(the

lower plant

nubmhers would easily produce

received ol ,v KSh. 0.-17 pcr hour 'or the 43t)
louis of laltUoir ilMt. C0oiipareil with the Ilminiuuorr \%ag of ,itbot KiSh. 2.0 per hour.

tle possible yield, and with more efficient rIse of'
asiilablC 111oiSture.
lis inurenctnnal vieds would luaie aerigeu

lhe illi ICeni;i costs and retutrls fl'r iiil)r \'ted
u1
getlrlner2uC1
hW
e as'in il ITahh XI\'. FiguIs
ihi lKSh ha, aind dncsc hom production l
1I1th1 llaiiC M id be a s. diidcd e allily as to aireVa.
I:ilinek's ac g1i\''n Icilaraily
M
o each situlituOllt
flolr lftih anl eXlpeticd h.'ld i', given ill "liles
X, XI and XII, biut ire ofinittfd fii'scasonltt'cgiriAlioins ulticll i c
i M\ lCCured
lit the Kaiurnanii
analysis.
IllitThlC X', file' sIun~ltaiizcd rcSilis of
IWiiII
Tab~le
\', the snUMnrieUCl' i1esulsof is
esc'tch irudicaite that ai ol ricer • aupplvinr, a high
ICesl if illMiC'iiaIl skills ald fuOlhuisillrg respiisefailuulig necu1111inniulaiois could blase inicrearsedI
1p-li1cdlie aeaeields ofimrailte
r
his seasonaill
b\ 9 52 kgaulnlidis
bs 255dkg overt ltuust attained
Iy a prFdiic2r 'u01i lilg coi'Cuitii0il poractices. It
ilight also he ro td that bc woluld hase achieved
i iiuairkid
iillr;t.\c
in
sils
tlrthe cOrTllrlilll

378 kg for maize aund 70 kg for '.cans for tic 54
seison period. Althotih lhese yiel-Yids were equal
itooil] .10 per cent aid 27 per curt respectivelv of'
ileil
i -hlvcl
illii/C iild br'all .iClds at'hlIieVCd
nll gtr, his incrinCtlal Cists wOuld hase bWcin
ol\ 2? per ceni
is
uchli, and his operating
capital requircment and risks \\wuld have lbeen
much lower. Iicrillltl
costs would have
useigtd only KSlh. 144, whliich would have
lthis
[oduced an incritntal ret rt urn of KSh. 602.
, lie rate io'l
of retuirn
ii isd c btei 118 per cetI.
life small increase in tolia costs. filue t extla
labour fr wee.-ding anid hirzt'hstirg, would cer

prOLducLr ill ecu of

laiilty be justifie.l hy this ratc of return.
For the l(lig rolil, it al)peal'S dL'sirallt'fro0nt the
staindpoinit of'iiaitional food siipllics. as well as
ihW\\C'lfare 1f tht' farilerl"s il;enxelc'es , to err
colirage is
its
possible to Irio\C toiardt
iopior itf tht pratices r.cuioneiindcd lor high 
levl niiamiagers. The increase in aser'age yields of'
-17-1per cent il maizm ui
I I) per ceit in beans
\ cih0Cc achlicvd t"(11 application if consenii
tional niciliods would niake a irijor contribution
to alleviating the critical food-supplY problem, as
we,!t as drianlaticall iil)r) sing tile ecoomiiC
welfare it iarticipatiig iariii-2rs.

ilt 54 st"asIIls, except tile

single pool eairl\ -onst long-rains season wriligly
catcgtutri/eml as a fair season, thus leasing too)
gireat a plait population iii the field.
llaillillnt
ifthe high-lili iicreintls svotld blase ruireil
hil i roiate his crop
Laid bci Cten iinicroTItpcd
ilaize aild beans each seisoll raihe'r ihan colltiltiously ini 'ritrpping heiin.
It swould also hase' rcquired hint to incur
suibstanlialls highr costs for f'rtilizer-, and to
millakc s bstanltially gieater inputs of lboolr for
\wcedin. and [lr thinnirrg laize to alanppro)riate
ntilber of plants tll cilftuoril with the cair'yseison rainfall prediction (Table IX). These

Ilowvesr, to tfle near future, first priority
milight be given to enciuraging farriers to adopt
the iefethoids rectll filifded fill the ledinilt'-lsel
managers. Thtese utneihod, ir relatively simple
aild ittcxpenrsv, involvi'rg the use t' tihe rota
ion
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TABLE XIV--INCREMENTAL COS'I AND RETURNS FROM MAIZE/BEAN ROTATION
SYSTEM FOR SHORT
AND LONG RAINS BY TYPE OF SEASON, RECOMMENDED ACTION AND LEVEL OF
MANAGEMENT,
KATUMANI 1956- Iq82(KSh./ha)

Actions taken
Type of rains and
level of
management

Good seasons

Fair seasons

Poor seasons

A

B

C

A

B

C

3,774
887
2,887

3,242
669
2.573

2,604
615
1,989

1,311
794
517

1,358
607
751

1,284
598
686

-

776
542
234

1,393
199
1,194

1,057
141
916

600
67
533

242
112
130

464
130
334

396
90
306

--

216
58
158

3,774
861
2,913

3,242
623
2,619


-

-

1,756
579
1,177

-

1,393

1,057

-



611

253
1,140

195
862

-




191
420

Gross returns
Total costs
Net returns

2,377
711
1,666





-

-

1,678
618
1,060

-

b. Medium-level
management
Gross returns

783



-

-

123
660

-




-

B

C

Short rains
a, High-level
management
Grossreturns
Total costs
Net returns
b. Medium-level
management
Gross returns
Total costs
Net returns


-

Long rains-early onset
a. High-level
management
Gross returns
Total costs
Net rtturns
b. Medium-level
management
Gross returns
Total costs
Net returns

376
456
- 80

672

-

94

195

-

123
-29

141
54

504
168

Long rains-late onset
a. High-level
management

Total costs
Net returns

following, increasinlg the rate of planting moderately, improving weeding substantially, and
adjusting plant numbers in accordance with the
amount of rainfall received during the early part
ofthe season. The increase in yields over conven
tional methcds of 188 per cent in maize and 33
per cent in beans would make a significant contribution to a solution to recurrent food problems

-

-

339
375
-36

582



-

71

103
479





20
51

-



and at the same time substantially alleviate the
problem of rural poverty.
CONCLUSIONS
A simplified crop-specific rainfall analysis
based solely on gross rainfall has been developed,
with the capability of correctly predicting five of
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TABLE XV-INCREMENTAL YIELDS, COSTS AND RETURNS FROM ONE HECTARE OF LAND IN A MAIZE/
BEAN ROTATION SYSTEM, BY SEASON,' SEASON CATEGORY 2 AND LEVEL OF MANAGEME.NT,
KATUMANI, 1956- 1982
Season or
category

Maize + beans
(kg/ha)

Gross returns
(KSh./ha)

Total costs
(KSh./:ia)

Net returns
(KSh./ha)

947 + 259
1,310 + a13
441 -1 159
1,726 + 378
573 + 214
164 + 97

2,159
2,830
1,133
3.609
1,500
552

696
728
516
834
612
462

1,463
2,102
617
2,775
88
90

All seasons

952 + 255

2,149

669

90

Medium-level management
Short rains
Long rains, earlv
Long rains, late

368 + 71
543 + 85
162 + 44

736
1,020
368

131
219
67

605
801
301

Good
Fair

705 + 103
210+ 63

Pour

1,299
498

209
126

59 + 19

1,090
372

144

55

378 + 70

746

144

High-level management
Short rains
Long rains, early
Long rains, late
Good (350+ mm)
Fair (221-3J9 m-1
Poor (220- mm)

All seasons

89
602

I. Figures are averages for 27 short-rainF -asons, 16 long rains early, and IIlong rains late, totalling 54 seasons
in all.
2. Averages for 22 good, 20 fair, and 12 poor seasons, 54 in all.

six rainfall seasons as good, fair or poor, in time
to respond with field adjustments of plant
populations and nitrogen-fertilizer rates found in
research to be optimal for the expected range of
rainfall. The new analysis, unlike its predecessor
"effective rainfall analysis" (Stewart and Hash,
1982), does not require extensive additional
research on crop water utilization and consequent
yield responses, yet provides equally valid farmpractice recommendations,.eerhpormepiriyo

In connection with the above, it is demon
strated that the highest level of faral manage
inent is fully as productive as plots on experiment
stations, although few farmers in the project area
command the resou-ces needed to farm at this
level.
TL' present study for Katumani indicates that
response farming is capable of satisfying the
research-programme priority ofr yield stabiliza
yedsaiia
tion, with particular regard to maize,
since beans

Wholly new crop water production finctions,
introduced here for a maize/bean cropping
system under three levels of farm management,
incorporate research-based recommendations
matching plant populations and fertilizer rates to,
in this instaice, effective rainfall expectations.
The latter are still required for absolute value
predictions of yield, and for economic analyses
of expected costs and returns. The new productions are based on rigorous field research at both
the experiment-station and farm levels,

require less water and seldom fail utterly.
Whereas 28 of the past 54 seasons should have
produced maize yields from zero (8 seasons) up
to 80 kg/ha (20 seasons), i.e. essential failure in
half of all seasons under conventional manage
ment, response farming with medium-level
management could reduce this to one failure in
seven seasons, and with high-level manage
ment, to one failure in nine seasons.
As to yield enhancement, the other principal
programme priority, response farming with
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medium management could boost maize and
bean yields respectively to 2.9 and 1.3 times the
conventional level, while high-level managemenit should produce 5.7 and 2.2 times as much
acentol pracice5.7arresponse
as conventional practice.
Economic analysis indicates that the incremental costs of the above medium- and high-level
management procedures would average 144 and
669 KSh./ha respectively, with corresponding
incremental net returns of 602 and 1,480 KSh./
ha, or rates of return of 418 per cent for mediumlevel management and 221 per cent for the high
level.
The much-increased yields and high rates of
return suggested from response tarming make it
appear desirable, from the standpoints of both
national food supplies and farmers' welfare, to
move toward adoption of tilerecommended
practices as rapidly as possible. Considering the
low costs involved hi moving to the medium
management level, this is proposed as the first
step for the near future, to be follow ed in the long
run by adoption of the high-level management
recommendations.
SUMMARY
A simplified crop-specific rainfall analysis
based solely on gross rainfall has been developed,
with the capability of correctly predicting five of
six rainfall seasons as 4ood, fair or poor, in time
to respond with field adjustments of plant
p o pulations and nitrogen fertilizer rates, found in
research to be optimal for the expected range of
rainfall. '[le new analysis, unlike its predecessor
"effective rainfall analysis' (Stewart and Hash,
1982), does iiot require extensive additional
research on crop water utilization and consequent
yield response, yet provides equally valid farm
level guidance.

SPt'I-lAL ISSUI.:

command the needed resources to farm at this
level.
The present study for Katunmani indicates that
farming
satisfying
tile
research programmeis capable
priority ofof yield
stabiliza
tion, with particular regard to maize since beans
require less water and seldom fail utterly.
Whereas 28 of the past 54 seasons should have
produced maize yields from zero (8 seasons) on
up to 80 kg/ha (20), i.e., essential failure in half
of all seasons, under conventional m-anagement,
response farming with medium-level manage
ment could reduce this to one failure iniseven
seasons, and with high-level management, to one
ire in nine seasons.
As to yield enhancement, the other principal
programme priority, response farming with
medium management could boost maize and
bean yields respectively to 2.9 and 1.3 times the
conventional level, while high-level management
should produce 5.7 and 2.2 times as much as
conventional practice.
Economic analysis indicates 'he incremental
costs of the above medillun- a11d high-level
management procedures would average 141 and
069 KSh./ha respectively, with corresponding
incremental net returns of 602 and 1,480 KSh./
ha, thus rates of return of 418 per cent for
medium-level management and 221 per cent for
the high level.
The much increased yields and high rates of
return suggesicd fiom response farming make it
appear desirable, both from the standpoint of
national food supplies and farmers' welfare, to
move toward adoption of the recommended prac.
tices as rapidly as possible. Considering the low
costs involved in moving to the medium manage
"entlevel, this is proposed as the first step for
the near future, to be followed in the long run by
adoption of the high-level management rccom
mendations.

Wholly new crop water production functions,
introduced her- for a maize/bean cropping
system under three levels of farm management,
incorporate research-based recommendations
matching plant populations and fertilizer rates to,
in this instance, effective rainfall expectations.
The latter are still required for absolute value
predictions of yield, and for economic analyses of
expected costs and returns. The new production
functions are based on rigorous fi-lId
research at
both the experiment station and farm levels.
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MATCHING RAINFALL PATTERNS AND MAIZE GROWTH
STAGES UNDER MACHAKOS AREA CONDITIONS
H. M. NadarI
centre co-ordinates 010 35' S and 370 14' E and
lying at an altitude of 1,575 m. The Kampi ya
Mawe substation is located 5 km south-east of
Makueni town in the same district, with centre
co-ordinates 01' 50' S and 37' 40' E, at an alti
tude of 1,125 m. Because of its lower altitude, the
Kampi ya Mawe substation has a mean tempera
a aman tesoil
tat
ture So hige
ture 5*C higher than that at Katumaiji. The soil
in both localities is well drained, dark reddish
brown sandy clay. It is classified as Oxic Paleu
stalf (Chromic Luvisol). It has a relatively low
water-storage capacity and is of medium depth;
the average depth is 120 cm, with total water

INTRODUCTION
From the crop-production point of view, the
Machakos area is classified as one of the lowFrone
the
973 ipotential areas clsiienya.
potential areas of Kenya. From 1954to 1973, rainfall per season ranged between 250 and 400 mm,
which is considered marginal (Dowker, 1961).
The rainfall duration each season was less than
60 days (Harrison, 1970). Under these rainfali
conditions, a 120-day maize composite (Katumani Composite B) is grown each season in most
ofmtherean s aompoted
is to ron prchtaon. ize
of the areas allocated to cro p
n Maz
yields in the area ranged between 240 and 750
of
kg/ha under the conditions of the long rains
exceptionally
1977, when the precipitation was
high (IADP, 1977). It has been suggested that
these low yields were caused by the difference
between the length of the growing season and the
length of the rainy season, and the development
of a quicker maturing maize was proposed
(Marimi, 1978). Dagg (1965) followed the approach of matching water availability to crop
water demand to determine the probability of
success of growing maize at Muguga, near
Nairobi. He concluded that rains which fell
during June, July, and August were critical for
the survival and yield of maize grown in that area
during the long rains. To determine the feasibility
of improving maize production in the Machakos
area, it should be determined first whether or not
the water requirements of the maize growing in
the area can be fulfilled by the rainwater expected
to be avai!hble during the growing season. The
objective of this study was to compare the long-

storage capacity of 100 mm. Maize was planted in
rows 0.75 m apart with 30 cm spacing within the
row at I plant per hill.
For the phenology analysis, a sample of 10
plants was picked randomly from each location.
The samples were drawn from both localities on
the same day. They were brought to the labora
tory for dissection and identification of the
develcpment stage. Samples were drawn every
two days during the first month; after that weekly
sampling was considered satisfactory. Sampling
continued until maturity.
Daily rainfall data for the period 1954 to 1973
were obtained from the Machakos Meteorological
Station and 20-year weekly averages determined.
The number of years wten measurable rains fell
during the weeh were counted and used as a
measure of rain.all probability during that week.
Five mm or more of rain during the week was
considered measurable rainfall. No statistical
analysis wa- used. Total weekly rainfall was also
determined for the season when the study was
taking place.

term average weekly rainfall in the Machakost
area and the major growth stages of Katumani
Composite B, in order to determine the possibility
of improving maize production in the area under
the prevailing rainfall conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The different growth stages of the crop and
accompanying rainfall are presented in Fig. 1.
These stages can be grouped into three major
stages. The first growth stage, GS1, is the vegeta.
tive stage. During this the plant mirestem (the
growing point) is totally devoted to producing the
leaves. GSI of Katumani maize was found to last
28 to 32 days at Katumani but only 21 to 25 days

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Maize (Zea mays L., Katumani Composite B)
was planted for the phenology study at both the
Dryland Farming Research Station at Katumani
and the substation at Kampi ya Mawe. The Katumani station is located 10 km south of Machakos
town, Machakos District, in eastern Kenya, with
1. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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at Kampi \a Mawe. lihe planis evaporanspiralion denand during this stage is very low cornpared to the other growth stages aind ustia.l]\
ranges between 0. 1 and 0.A of pai evaporation.
M aize is Last affected 1 \\ater stress during this
period. As i matter of fact, mild to Ino(dert
drought conditiois dtiring GSI cart hell) cotlitilti
the plant to better tolerate or avoid future waterstress situations occurring during more droughtsensitive grovth stages. This conditioning c-an
develop through in arty phVsical aid or hiochemical changes within the plant itself. It can
develop greater ability to extract water frot the
soil. either hy deepenig its rits tio reach further
down or by increasing tile roots' ability to extract
mrore tightly bound water. Other changes include
increasing the ahiliry of' tie plant cells to mainlain their uirgiur, or inrcreasirig their ahilit\' to
tolerate desic-atioi while maintaining tile plant's
Photosynthetic activity, By tile end of' this slai

Sil

tl't'.
I5SUI

to drought stress. To grow maize successfully,
this 40-day period needs to coincide with the rainy
sasol, When water stress is least prohable.
bilithave
anlet
picture (If m isture avail
abilit aitii deiuae during a gien r
sason
laborious meteorological and soil analyses are
required. but it was found that relatively long
ternl \ eCkl y averages provided reasonably
adequate infm-riation for the purpose of' this
study. Study otof'these av'erages (Fig. 2) showed
that rainfall in the Machakos area is bimodal. The
twmo rainy seasons have roughly equal amounts of
rainfall of almost equal duration. The two rainy
seasons are referred to is file long rains, which
iuall start h the middle of March aid end by
sl
>ual
slart by tile end of'Octoher and end by the
middle of lDeceniber. Th e long rains are lollowed
h five months of almost complete drought, but

the initiation of leaves aind int-rnodes is comiipleted.
The second growth stage, stariing by tile end
of GSI, is tire lioral-initiatior stage, oit GS2. Diiing this stage the plant nleriseinl stolps lea'

the period following the short rains (January and
Febrtlary)
rains. If\c isdeal
frequently
by substantial
with each marked
rainy season
v, neither can pruvide adequate moistureseparate
to fulfil
thc water rectliIrtnerlts uf it 120-day maize crop.
Otn tie olher hand. if we combine the two seainiriati
lild dire t]es all its activitiCs to tilt'
Son, stat-rig with the short rains, we Call have a
initiatiou of the flowers. Rapid expansion (it 7 -rtt
ptential growing season (O-toher to
leaves and extension of initernoudes takes place.
May) ithersptrsed with a trher iof potential
When tassel initiation is alhost complete, ear
drmght lpriods dilfering in their duration and
in, iation is started. It hegins during thc last I0
,, erity. These potential drought periods are: I
days of GS2. GS2 lasts 25 to 30(days tnder Kain1(,2 weeks durnrig )ecenmber; 2 to 3 weeks during
niani conditions, and 20 to 2.1 da's it Kat lrpi -it .antuarv; 3 to
-I weeks during February; I to 3
Mawe. Durig this Iperid etth i
s dinatid lti
\ccks during March: and I to 3 weeks during
saier is very hilt, aid reac-htes its mttaimitu mIv
N y. The drought spells during tIre months of'
the end of this stae. l)rot Lh! strss during iltis
December, laitiar'. February, aid March were
period has a ver\
harnifil elect. It affects tie
-ever
continuous during lt period studied. Itn
p)]tla s overall gro kil It' vreducing rtc rate f, Ic if
mtitlst
sears, good rains fell during .!altriary aind/'
and interneIdc
exparislon.

A

severe drought

during ear initiationcar result in barren plats 0r
tIre foromationi of' verv siall ears. Ear size. seed
number. and yield Iotential arc deternlined
during ear initiation. This period ends witlh silk
ing and pollen shedding. when pollination starts.
The third grmth sage itS3 st-aris with
pollination aid ends \il plnsioltgical mraturity.
It lasted
tions
to 60 O
ardtfor
da,\s
mider
for 5(!40to
Katunani Mawc.
conidays
at Kampira
40 mit desteud
artl- are
This period istiortsc
nmainly
to Katipi>aM
grain filling, and

or Iebruary, breaking tIhe long drought period

inlo shurt, less severe spells.

Fron this rainfall aralvsis it car ie seen that

to significanr rain is to te expected after I June
,,r beforc 21 Octlber. hietweeten these two dates

rain nay fall at artli' time. with tire highest
probability during Novcmber arid April. The
%khole
naith
of Novmer
before the
shott-rains
riaize
crop reachesexpires
tire ear-initiation
ofa''
stage- Ear iniorio
iniriatrr is the sta)
siar of tire 40-day
growth stage of greatest drought sensitivity.
Under tie p)receding rainfall pattern, it is inrpes
sible to have thi, 40-day stage coincide with the
niolth uf Novnircter, which is tile mionth with the
highest rainfall Ilrobahilitv. lin order to assure
nmaximuni water availability during the critical
ear-initiatit stage, it is essential to conserse as
rituich moisture in tile soil as possible to supple

tire first 25 to 30 days of the period have ite
highest water requirements. Water stress during
this periotd will cause reduction in tile number of
mature seeds and yield is CIiSCtieiltly reduced.
Front this analysis it can be seen that there are
about 40 days during tile Katuniani maizegrowing season when the plant is inist sensitive
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merit the more limited December rainfall.
Otte import a.ntllethod ci'watt r c

icclpieicl by the shtirt-railns maize crop. Relay
servaion, n .ti pl'>ilg w,'dd SnlVe such itproblem.

earl, it) the seasorn, is effeclive weed control. As
mtlChnicall ','ced control is lte main nlctho(l

practised in the area, ploughing alter tile
heginning of' the rains and germiinationi olthe first flush
of weeds appears to he the iliOst effective lelod
fIor early weed control. Planting after ploughing
to control the first flush of weeds allows the crop
a chance to devclop in a rclativelv \eed-tree
enrvirrlonmnt until it is strong enough to cohllpltc
with later emerging weeds and able to witlrstarrd
rechanical weeding. Moisture loss (life o inefficielt weeding is iiuch higter than that
cautsed bv delaying planting until alter lit' hrst
lltshft
w,cf, S
lae
h eeri cotllirllhd, iod c'Ill
ite difference hetwcu
success and failure,
'speciallv under limited watt r'sUilY Conditins.
If the crop re(q ires m ore water
%
after the 'nd filtl
the s
rlr-ra irs season (end of D~ecembiher, t~ltete
is a rea'x,,trcl' high probahihity that at leas, it
significant part of its w a tr req tuire mn
ents w ill he
satisfied 1 thLtrains which usually fall during
.t larsy anid/r Febrtrary.

The results Of this study indicate that it is
los,,i)hc tlogrow Iwo successive and successfll
ni/t' cTroi ill
(lletr bVeaeffective weed control

he'fOrT Short-rain, planting and by relay planting
01 the hMig-rain crop.
SUNINIARY

CT determine tir feasibility of tm)roving
vi..t. mai/'e was grown during the long rains (if

1978 at two localities with a difTrnce in eian
triature of ahout S C. or the purpose of
llnchgy anal -wi. G rnwth sa gs w r e linlec
ard Ina'Chled toa 20-year weekly rainfall average .
[litkT l
was) faI,
l' tcd re. illre,
I2 (l20
aYs froni
nnI)I
iIng to l)hMySOiltiCgial niatiurity at Katuniani
atd less thlan 100 clays illa localitv with a higher
1;11t
ferif erafur c (Ka rpi 'a M awe . I lie rop '
mst druht-seiisitive -11-day teriod slarts wilh
he
1' ,gitiiilg it ear initiatin, 35 to .50 days after
planti n. T o alisfym st of ile w a t r eq uir e
ufIot 'lhis lerid it i im pr.ttan Io ccnctlrcl tlne
first flish Of 'eCids
flt'Cliv'ly bi)C'rt' phlantilig for
tite shorl rairns, arnd ti relay plant tile
hii-ratins
(rccjr heCfcl March. By applyl)ving teiles' agcifrr
practiCes ti Iliaize planting ill tile
Machakus aria
it
c.iil he p,.silc r tile a'erage to -atisfy
t1csl
msl
itdi crolp's W\ati neds. ard
ai'rsequetl ltlv
tIl
iLc're~ic plrciluCticln.

During the Icng rails, more flexibility itt the
mifanipulatirng of planting datls is p s ihit. Tco
make tilthighly drcuglt-.tlsitie 'It-dayv perid
oincr
idc Milith tiltl'time of tile ut'seas i cf high rainfall prcchabilitv (tihe niicioithicf April). 111ai/c lceciL
tc0h' phalltLd hcCOrt I March. Fig. I shcws l1C
timting cfcthe maize grcmwlh slage., tlarttcd or 2
March I1978, superimpllccsel i the wut'kly raifill ll -RIT
HlN 'l.
at Katumatni statin from I ,January 1978 ucniil the
end of* tirerainv seasion. Drought s, pvinipciits
in ci
, , rot, Io- areas fl targir a irit . El
Ali.
appeared ill
the lahnts at tilelate Itiilk Stage if
..
A c,
rFor.J.30:.2i% 230.
grcwth. If maize had bee i liarinted 2 weeks
121 ti LA, H.I). 1901). Rainfall rtiahility indrllai/c
earlier. the droutght effTect wotuld have shiwecd cli
ied in Miacck,,. I:. 1r. +Agric.'or.. 28: 134 at tihe
'arly derit stage, which is less sensitie c
I. .
drought. Oil the lther h;ntd, if planting was
1.11
Harrimon. Ni1.N. (1970). Maime inprcverentci illF las
delayed for thret' wt'eks, the dicuight wiould hive'
Atrica. Ini
C. t.. A. Leak,' (cl.), ('ro Impcfrovemnent
ctincided with the pollinatioancitstage. A severe
ccnu
t A'illric. Farnanc th ci
dlrought during pcollintin
ita
cause a total yi'l.,d
1.11
I.\I)(It
ttcd Agricur l)tvtccpiivntlmt Prc
loss, As call he seen'roi Fig. I, in 1978 aliiclt 80
graieL') 1977). Sccrvey inMacfiakc s Area dirriuig
nii cf* rain fell during the last two wceks oif'
177. Nairobi, Ministry cfAg'rictutcire.
Februar.
which slicws that plating
i
15
I I Marinti, A. P. M. (I1978). lie inprucniet of crop
F a w sh
lcdct ivirv inlrIe narginal potential areas oif
Februar was p sible. Th
l
(ily uriblemi tlcistern Kenya. Tecnicical Iepccrt, Dryhind Farmiing
nectld whh tile early plaing of' maize for ile
Ihctarch Statin, Machakos,. Kenya.
long rains would be that the land is usually still
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THE IMPORTANCE OF RESIDUAL MOISTURE RESERVES
FOR INCREASING THE RELIABILITY OF CEREAL YIELDS
IN EAST AFRICA (ABSTRACT)
P. l4'hitemain I
The use of crop sequence and particularly the

[he amount of residual moisture in the profile at

use of a bare fallow in increasing the supplies of
resilud I oistt|:'to s icceCdinlg ,.tops a rC
discussed. Trials conducted at Kattimani over
three Collsecutive seasons showed that it was
possible to obtain a l'ive-fold increase in sorgItm
iO
grain yield after tallow ( 1,720 kg/ha), compared
with a virtually failed crop (320 kg/ha) after
cereals, and intermediate vie;ls after beais (881
kg.'ha) in a season that only provided 201 rim of
rainfall. Grain yields were highly correlated with

planting time. From historical rainfall records,
the frequency of expected response to both full
ant partial lallow inpairs of succcssive seasons is
assessed, and it is sho%%n that on 90% of the
'C'aso
lls whu there would have been a crop
failure (which occurs in one-third of all seasons),
a fallow would have allowed adcquate subsistence
vieId s to have been achieved. The practical
implications of this are discussed in relation to
existing ccological- olle classification.

t. FAO, Pakistan
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RAINFALL CRITERIA TO ENABLE RESPONSE FARMING
THROUGH CROP-BASED CLIMATE ANALYSIS
J. Ian Stewart I anI ).A. R. ha s;ash/,2
INTRODUCTION

In drier areas other crops grown in addition to,
or substituted for. maize and beans include grain
sorghunis and millets as cereals, and cowpeas
and pigeonpeas as legumes.
The fir.t priority of the project, as established
by the Government of Kenya. is development of
In more stable rainfall areas reasonably fixed
cropping systems which will stabilize family food
cropping systems are developed by researchers,
production, albeit at a low level, in low-rainfall
extension advisors and farmers, which are in seasons-thereby averting
or at least minimizing
accord with the level of rainfall, whatever it may
the need for famine-relief programmes.
be. Components of cropping systems, including
The other principal goal is to develop systems
crop types and varieties, planting dates, prac- which utilize all available
water in better rainfall
tices, and levels of inputs differ in different
seasons to produce food and other crops profitably
rainfall regimes.
for the market so as to improve the quality of life
Agriculturists in the semi-arid tropics, certainin the rural areas. Details of project objectives
ly those in East Africa, exist at once in a wide
and operations are described by Stewart and
range of rainfall regimes, for which any fixed
Wangati (loa).
cropping system will be less than optimal most of
tewart and Waiwiti
review
the time. But with no clue to rainfall expectation
Sar't
al
rte
c1980b)
i ew pertinent
iii the coming season, what is the farmer to doagromete orological research in £:ast Africa and
and what should we advise him to do? This has
outline tle approach being takeu in the project.
been the challenge faced since October 1977 by
Briefly, it is to determine, for each major crop of
the USAID-funded Dryland Cropping Systems
interest, how it relates to or responds to its
Research
Project, headqoarteired at the Kenya
environment. Four functional relations between
AgirlResearch
ct,
stitu
te
tua,
Kellnya,
crop
and environment
formulated: (1)crop
Agricultural Research Institute.
suguga, Kenya,
water requirements as are
related to evaporative
and staffed by seven USDA scientists.
conditions of the atmosphere; (2) root-system
Project operations aie in Eastern Province of
ability to extract soil water when the crop is
Kenya, where mean annual rainfall is between
stressed, as related to soil depth and water
500 and 800 mm, occurring in two distinct
holding capacity, and to the approximate crop
seasons. fhesc are commonly termed the "short
water adequacy; (3) maximum yield of the crop
rains" and the "long rains", with peaks in
under optimal conditions, including water
November and April respectively,
supply, as limited by energy-primarily sunshine
Smallholders, for whom cropping is primaurily a and temperature-for growth processes;
and (4)
means
the family and only secondarily
water-production functions, which quantify the
mas ofe feeding
of cashe
a mian on secprily
rate of decline in yield with declining
actual
a source o'cash, are dominant in the project
V1ptaiiriodutolmedwe.
area. Many lack experience in seni-arid condievapotranspiration
due to limited water,
tions, having migrated from higher-rainfall zones
Techniques utilized in determining these and
which are ovcrcrowded. Food preferences and
associated equations and relationships are the
farming practices have tended to migrate with
outgrowth of a long-term research effort by the
them. Two preferred foods arc maize and beans,
senior author and colleagies at the University of
generally intercropped; virtually all farmers grow
California, Davis. Crops studied there include
these crops if' rainfall allows,
maize, beans, grain sorghum, alfalfa, cotton and
The hallmark of crop production in the semiarid tropics is extreme variability in rainfall,
coupled with near total unpredictability. Rainfall
in a season may be very low, moderate or high,
even excessive,

Agrometeorologist, USAID/USDA.
Research Officer, Directorate of Meteorology, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and M.Sc.
candidate, Department of
Meteorology, University of Nairobi, Kenya.
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tomato. Pertinent examples of crop-versusenvironment relationships may besecen in Stewart
and Hagan (1969: alfalfa) Stewart (1972), Stewart
antd Fagan (1973), Stewart et al. (1874: ntlaize),
Stewart el al. (1975:
and grain
8aize
sorgium),
Stewart et a.

(1976: grain sorghum,

I( l
[ RI.II
. ()R

ItSPOINSI
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he accepted by flile farmer as tilesignal to plant
his crop.
4. Reveals that (late of' onset of the rains is
correlated with total season rainfall expectation,
and with intensities ofearly-season rains. llenc:,

alfalfa.

b-eans), and Stewartet al. (1977: maize). Method-

it pinpoints ranges of dates properly

termed

ologics developed are utilized by Doorenbos lnd(1early, late and too late as regards planting, and
quantifies early-season rainfall amounts which
Pruitt (1977) for estimation of crop water requireiiiate that either a good, fair or pool- season is
ments, and by Doorenbos and Kassam (1979) to
slore.
i,,

estinate water-production functions ofcrops.

The

four

Application of ile above information occurs at
hiree stages

critical

crolp-versus-eivironment
relations, when coupled with field records or
nasurements of rainfall, evaporation, soil depth
and water-holding capacity, permit water-balance
calculations to he carried out which simulate
water use (actual evalotran,;piration) throughout

I. The (date of' onset of the
,'econnendait iolls t

farners

rains triggers

ol date (it'
planting,

seeding rates and initial fertilizer applications.
2. Rainfall totals SO days after dte of onset in
the short rains, al .t0--10 lays ito the log
raiiis permit categorization of seasoll type, and
dCterlnine reCCOJIMIinldations
to farmers Oi

the growing season of the studv crop. Waterproduction functions translate the results into
estimates of crop yield.

thiining to desired staids, and on the adjust
of nitroge(n fcrtilizer levels through side
illent

Frere and Popov (1979) descriLe such calcula-

tions and have used them to analyse rainfall
records illTanzania and other countries for til
purpose of establishing drought-warling criteria.
Stewart 1980a) and Stewart ain( Hash (1982)
introduce an "cffCctive rainlkl anialvsis" based
on the crop/'environiniit relations determined in
the present tproject for Katumani Composite
B maize. a highly versatile cultivar bred inlKenya
for the slcii-arid projct area (Stewatt, 1980b).
The initial analvsis was perfo-tmed for each of th
48 seaons in the 24-year i-ainfall record (195-1980) from the Katiuani National Dryland

dressing.
3. At 75 days int llte sLsol(, or apIroxinlatelv
two lonths lfore hiarvest, total season effective
rainfall call b estimalted, and predictions of
maie yield given to farmers, cco1liusts, and
other planners CoiicerT.d vilth
tal
tSupplies.

Despite our inahilit,' to prodict the lotoriouIsly
variable rains in Kenya's semi-arid areas, a
newly dee'loped an;.lysis of "effective rilifall"
for maize production does permit their after-thefact interlretation in time to give practical
on farm practices and levels of' inputs. The
analysis of the available weather records-

The ab
findings
he
confirmed diT'e
practicality
of the concept here terite
resplse farming',
which means manipulation of the cropping
sste l i iccordaice with rainfall predictions
based on the (ate of (.iiSet If te raitts and aCtual
aniiints receivcI in tile-arlY pir (of the .ason.
Farm-level rCCoinlnCllMaiionS for Illiai/c produi
tionl at Katulalli Were issued covcring (a)
dtefining and recogiiziig onset. (b)planting time
il relatiol to onlsct, (C)seC'dic tile ald geo
ry,. (d)initial fertilizer rate, and (el final plant
popuice
l~otllation
and fertilizer rate according to early
rainfall aioulit.
Furthr research \vs then iiatd to tolfirnl

primarily

and, or modify

Farming Rescarch Station, Machakos District,
leading to the f0ll(Mwiig c-nclusions.,

rainfall

and

eValorationmwhen

the above

Stewart
coupled with suitable research findings Coni- I1982a) includes beans and the findings.
intercrop of maize
cerring the crops and soils of interest, accomaid beans in the atialysis and concludes that
plishes the following:

\while intercro pping of these crops yields advan

1. Permits evaluation of the suitabilitv if a
given crop for production at the plantiing site.

tageously in better rainfall : casons. it is decidedly
damaging to overall production \ hl total season
raijnfall
is less than about .125 in1, since modified
to aboul 290 nin (Siewart, 1982c).

2. Defines the earliest and latest acceptable
dates of onset of the rains for growing the study

Slewart ( 9 82a) also quantifies the contribution
offnlitrogetn to water-use efficiency, noting, its

crop.

3. Quantifies the initial rainfall which should

particular importance in low-rainfall conditions.
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lie concludes that each plant must attaini a
certain mass before grain production can begin,
that the critical mass is somewhat greater for
plants grown in infertile soil and that production
of dry matter per unit ot water is less !'or crops on
infertile soil, resulting in a much greater raintall
requirement to begin grain production in infertile
conditions. The addition of 10 kg/ha N resulted
in grain production beginning with 218 trm of
actual evapotranspiration, as against 298 tm
without nitrogen. The experinnt cited was with
a high plant population. approximately 5,'000
plants/ha. Stewart suggests that a reduced
population will partition more wtter (and rnitrients) to cach plant, enabling grain production to
begin at still lower rainfall levels.
Stewart (I 982h) tests tie validity Of the criteria
ofoniset date and early raiifall iamout euiodied

in the 1980 rconinrclendatiotns duriLng te suctceding tour seasons, i.e. the- 198( aiid 1981 short
rains, ind the 1981 alid 1982 long rains. Necessary
nodihecatiois ini the reconieIdaitins, incluling
the incort'oiatiorn of hearis ind the ritic hearto
intercrop, are giveni.
Now the 1982 short riiwii, aid the 198.3 long
rains are essentiall' Ifnished. giving two tirtor
ollroriunitics lorrlftlieuleill Of liedictioncriteria.
and for further tu-farm trials in which leisiols
ott crop i pes, inlut
ll
and lractices have
been iadc inl response to the ate' ot ulsl anid
the amounts of ea.rl\ - -ua;ri rainfall. Sit wari
(1982c, reports tie findings trout these trialS,
which resulted ini conside-rable illpr0vClnel over
the farmers' Pt li uictionusing their iormnal
cropping systerns.
KahMetrhal982)
ptmilics data f'rom the Ken ya
eteoroltogical Dettit
aind frnt tiltl
l
National Master Water Plan (Tippetts-AbettMcCarlhy-Strattin. 1980) to extend tire analysis
to nine additional localities, encoipassiig tl
area of approximately 13,i000 kin- itt Macrhakos,
Kitui anld Kajiado Districts. All ,at tire tow el
localities hive a biimodal raiiffall piatern. hut
nican annual precipitautionl rlanges tron1 ii high tf
1,048 rnim ill Kitui towi to a low of 5014 mini at
Kajiado. Five of these localities, including the
two nentioied, have rainfall records svhich begin
in the 1920 to 1931 perioil, mucih longer than tie
initially analysed record frolt Katiliani, which
begins ill 1095.

SPt'

IAL ISSUIE

of these key findings. Kashasha also shows both
the similarities and the differences in rainfall
be ha VioU
in the different localitics, giving
increased understanding of' distances over which
a given set of rainfall criteria are valid for guid
ance in planning cropping systems.
In this paper a water-prodduction function for
manei is iottoduced which relates grain-yield
el:rectitiols to Cff_+ctive rainfall (synornymous
here with acttul evapotranspiration). Actually,
t\',o families of three curves each show yield
cxpcctations at the sntallholder farm levcl in
thrve diff'rCnt wcather /ones. The difference
htwAeeN fattilics is largely whether or not
commercial fertilier is used.
1o tie together with these liroduCtiot functions,
ily!k sus fr
all tel locations have been re
worked to express effective rainfall expectations
dirctly i ill Un of water rathe thai in "water
adeqIlacy indices"
for miaize. A niininlunl
acceptiable vieil( of
iize is debited, and pro
hailiileC; ialC deteirllint'd of eflccive rainfall
being eqlual to ir' greater than the anount
r'quircd to achieve ite yield at tht differenl
;Ocdiies.
It is shown thailt
probahilities CXpccled
sUCcess rates) decline markedls' with later onset
Of the raisli al all localilies ill tIe long rains and at
five of the I0 localities in the short rains. Thus, at
sorie pa ticiular date it inay lie decided that the
risk of tihrre is unacceptably high and maize
should not he planted if the raii starts that late.
Ihe paper also defines tire higher water require
in
artid thuis lower probabilities of succ,,ss for
the intercrop of' mtaize aind heans. This is a.
[ltilar croppinig svstcrn whiclh produces yield
benietits \'2t1i Witter is adetiuate. Liwer-waterI
I
rltirrmilaind rillet.

irC

lSO
discussed.

The loctus otlre paper tien is oi date-o'-onsct
criteria \ hichiltf
ers car respond to in terms of
sClccing the crol)s It) be grlwi tlhat season, tile
relative, arieas Of ecih, lilt seeding rates to be
elflih,ved, aid ticl initial rate of application if
fertiliters are used. Sp)eciFic criteria ire developed
"or each of ilt tenll study locations and comrpari.
sollS are discussed.
Farl-scasolt raitifall criteria to which f'arn.ers
ilia Nrspoid
,
ivY adjuting pilait populations
Itlhillillg) arid/ or nitrogen rates (side dressing)
are tot its vet fully developed except for the
Katumarlli alaCl These will be left to. a later
paper.

Kashaslia cornfiris il:
seasonal effective
rainfall is correlated with date of onset, and Iore
closely with early-season gross raint'all, and
greatly strengthens the statistical underpinning

o0
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IARMING

THE STUDY AREA
TABLE I-DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES FOR WHICH EFFECTIVE RAINFA.I ANALYSES ARE
COM1tI. TFI)

Station
number
9138000
9038003
9137089
923 S006
9138000
91 -7014

92170003
9237018
9237000
9136039

Rainfall
recrord

Name of locality

Latitude

longitude

lIt)

Kitui Agriculture Office
Mw ingi Mission
Kalumani NDFRS*
lkutha Agriculture Station
Kanziko Hlealth Clinic
Pothia Estate
Simba Rai!wav Station
Kiboko Camllp
Makindht Metcortlogi:a SNt.
Kajiado l)i;'.ric: Office

1V22 ' S
(W55' S
1 35' S
2104' S
'
1058 S
i 34' S
20t)'
212'S
2 17 S
1 50'

38 01' F
38"05' E
37' 14' F
'
3W' 1 1
38'20' F
37'18' 1
'
37
3-".13' F
37 5()' :
3 48' F-

1,177
1,060
1,5-5
732
9It)
I.6'
I Ulo

1

975
1,1)00
173

Mean annual
rainfall (mm)

1920-- 80
1957-80
I1951i- 3
1957-- 80
'157 - 80
I)93l 80
93I 0
1)79 81)
l120- 810
131 81

1,048
783
701
699
89

032
t32
589
5W
504

*1 cttio )tdorginial an;ialvsis: Ste ar (9I 80la): At-al andl lI. (1)81. For |thet :oial: ,C- ',,cKa'hasha (1982).

Table I lisIts
tileten localities for which clite
38"E
39"E
36'E EQUATOR 37'E
live rainfall anal yses have been coml)leted,
,;bowing their geographical positions, elevations,
NAKURU
Ttara ko 9 fiheikuru
sean annual rainfall and the length ,fthe IVCewd.
oEmbu ',
ilgit
fhe ranges inl latitude and longitude are trnt
Y355' t 2"17' sooth at:d 'rom.36'48' to 38' 2('
Na
.or.
meni
Namvaso
il)' :
:ast respectively. The ele,'atiots rante Ie tl
AI
'S
around 1,0(10 t. lot nav he as low as 732 1nor as
- _
high as 1,737 to. Meari atiual rainfall (two
MUUO
NAIROI
seasOlls) is well distributed, being in the 500
599 rnnm ranlge at three localities%, the 0(I0)s inl
o
k
Four localilics, the 700s inl two healities, and
&Voo
tu
PpwTHa
above 1000 mi itl one localitv. lh:re are five
(KAJIADO)S
,crs which,, ensideritng Iussing data,
lotg r
uh
2
1
Aianio
range From 41I to 54 v'('rs io. Ite sltort-ritvs
I IAKINDtJ)
k.0
season and frttl-m ' to 55 years for the long rains.
P
NU
/"4\"
[he five shorter records aiualsed are 20 to 27
J' NatT(0g0
41
Im)p
years for thle short rainis atnd 23 to 2 7 f'or thle
ratill
s.
J -

..

1.__
_

Figure I is aiip ofthe study area showing the
localities of analyses. Katuntani National Dryland
centre
Farnittg Research Station is close to tite rainfall
a 54-ear
of the ra P. otha Estate, v. itl
record, is only a fcw kiholetres away, .d though
stimihal
drier, has rainar behahiour very
similar to that determined froin tie 24-year
record at Kattlmani illthe orlginal analy;is
(Stewart. 1980a). The latter is extended to 27
years inl
this paper,

Fig. 1. Ten locations inMachakos, Kitii, and Kajiado
Districts, Eastern Province, Kenya, for which
"effective rainfall"
analyses are completed.
rin atilvS
a
h
'ftive
Ly...ars tantes are in brackets ane the five
localities with longer-terti rainfall r 'cords (41 -

This raises the question of length of record
required for a meaningful analysis. Initially
Stevart pcrfc;rmed the analysis on 15 years of
data from Katumani, after which nine more years

55 years) are incapital letters. Symbols are
triangles except for the Katumani National Dryland Farming Research Station, where the
initial analsis was made.

.
0 20
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were retrieved from the files and added in. This
made very little change in the results, none of
any practical import. This paper will show the
same for Kashasha's analyses-very little
apparent difference between findings from
20-year and 55-year records. This is not to
suggest that a short record is equal in value to a
long one, nor does it completely answer the question of what the minimum useful record is.
However, it does suggest the possibility of useful
analyses being performed in areas of the third
world for which data are scanty,
AFARM-LEVEL WATER-PRODUCTION FUNCTION
FOR MAIZE
Figure 2 shows maize yield expectations at
different levels of effective rainfall by smallholders in the :tudy area. The crop is Katumani
Composite B Maize, a highly versatile cultivar
bred specifically for the semi-arid study area. In
experiments conducted by the senior author, a
yield of 1,000 kg/ha has been obtained with a
gross rainfall of only 155 mm, while yields up to

SPECIAL ISSUE

-3,000 kg/ha have been obtained under full irriga
tion. The zone of adaptability ranges from the
cool climate of Muguga (2,170 m elevation),
where maturity is 137 days from germination, to
elevations less than 1,000 m where higher
temperatures and sunnier skies shorten maturity
to 100 days or less. In late-season drought condi
tions, a frequent occurrence, maturity c.n be
attained even sooner.
The water-production functions in Figure 2
weather zones. The lower level of technology,
specifically excluding commercial fertilizers, is
represented by the lower family of three curves in
the figure. This shows grain production starting
with 150 mm of effective rainfall, depending on
which of the three weather zones is being con
sidered. The locations analysed in each zone are
shown on the tpper family of curves. For ex
ample, Kitui Agriculture Office is shown on the
uppermost curve indicating relatively mild
evaporative conditions, and hence higher water
use efficiency. Makindu, on the lower curve,
indicates the opposite.

3000

(000)
FERTILIZER
(NPK kg/ha)
60-20-0

40

[] 40-20-0

.0

20-20-0

30

[

a
0000

[

-

PLANT POP
(000/ho)

j 0- 0-0

(2300)
MEDIUM EVAP

LOW

20

--HIGH EVAP

S(1600)

Z

-J
_U

>W

(900)

LU
(Crop failure assumed)
(Limiing nitrogen)

EFFECTIVE RAINFALL (mm)
Fig. 2. Expected farm maize grain yields with practices
adapted to rainfall: Machakos, Kitui, Kajiado Districts
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In the legend it may be seen that the lower
family of curves assumes, as noted, no fertilizer
and a density of 20,000 plants/ha. This fairly well
fits normal practice in the area as revealed by
surveys (Collinson, 1978; Rodewald, 1978;
Rukandemaet al., 1981).
Both famili s of curves in Figure 2 assume that
farm yields aie going to be lower than researchplot yields, regardless of level uf technology.
Yield expectations depicted are reduced by 25%
in the milder weather ?.one, e.g. Katumani,
30% in the intermediate zone, and 35% in the
highest evaporative-rate zone, e.g. Kiboko.
The upper family of curve,, representing a
higher
level of technology,
hgher uperfa
ass.umes
tec
of
urveogy,
an upperrepesetinge
most yield of 3,000 kg/ha, limited not by water
but by nitrogen. This is attained (when water is
available) with the addition of 60 kg/ha N, plus a
basic addition of 20 kg/ha P10 5. The assumption
is that added grain yield per kg fertilizer N will be
35 kg maize at 15.5% moisture content. This
represents approximately 80% efficiency of N
usage, which may be optimistic. The 1982 short
rains offered an excellet opportunity to test
these production functions,
Farmer-operated plots were established on
twelve farms, seven of which included monocropped maize with the farmers' normal practices
being compared directly with practices responding to actual rainfall conditions. The date of or'set

was 16 October, the earliest in the 50+ year rain
fall history of the area. This signalled a high
probability of a good season for maize, and
probable additional benefits from intercropping
maize and beans. Therefore both were planted.
Maize (monocrop) was seeded at 60,000/ha and
fertilized at that time with 20- 20 kg/ha of N and
P205"
Forty days later, on 24 November, rainfall
exceeded 238 mm, the criterion for a good season
if reached within 50 days. Decisions were then
made to leave the high plant population unthinned
and to side dress with 40 kg/ha N, making the
total 60 kg/ha. The farmers, following normal
practice,
aesoni
neither
al fertilized
nor thinned. Results
I
are shown in Table 11.
Table If shows that plant population in the
farmers' own plots were higher than surveys
indicate, ranging from 30 to 38 thousand plants/
ha, averagirg 34,700/ha. Maize yields ranged
from 443 to 2,434 kg/ha, with no apparent rela
tionship to either plant population or rainfall, the
latter being high in all cases. The response
farmed plols, also husbanded by the farmers,
had populations averaging 40,900 plants/ha, and
ranging from 24 to 71 thousand plants/ha.
Every one of the seven farmers benefited
perceptibly from nitrogen fertilization, which was
at the rate of 60 kg/ha N in all cases. The im
provement in yield from applied N ranged from

TABLE Il-FARM YIELDS OF MAIZE IN A GOOD RAINFALL SEASON, COMPARING RESULTS OF
FOLLOWING NORMAL PRACTICES AND PRACTICES ADJUSTED IN RESPONSE TO ACTUt
RAINFALL (MACHAKOS DISTRICT, SHORT RAINS, 1982)

Farmers' normal practice'

Farm plots re,ponding
Io
rainfall events 2

Incrcascd yield due to
nitrogen fertilization
(kg g ain/
(kg/ha)
kg N)

Nitrogen
efficiency 3
(%)

Farmer
designation

Population
('000/ha)

Yield
(kg/ha)

('000/ha)

(kg/ha)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

30.0
31.7
39.3
31.0
38.3
37.7
34.7

443
674
887
1,155
1,165
1,429
2,434

30.0
46.0
46.0
41.0
70.7
24.0
28.7

2,843
1,216
2,208
3,512
2,139
2,703
3,122

2,400
540
1,321
2,357
974
1,274
688

40.0I
9.0
22.0
39.3
16.2
21.2
11.5

91
21
50
90
37
48
26

Mei.n

34.7

1,170

40.9

2,535

1,365

22.75

52

1. Normal practice is neither to use commercial fertilizer nor to thin the stand if rains areweak.
2. When early rains are strong, the recommended response is to leave plant population high and boost N to 60 kg/
ha.
3. 100% efficiency is assumed to result in an increase of 43.75 kg/ha grain at 15.5% H 0 content per kg N.
2
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9 to 40 kg grain per kg N, averaging 22.75.
Considering the normal N content of grain and
stover, and the harvest index of Katumani maize,
this represents approximately 52% efficiency of
nitrogen utilization by the crop. At today's
prices, about 17% efficiency (about 8 kg increased grain yield per kg N) is th- break-even
point for nitrugcn use. In this instance it also
includes the cost of the PeO,, which was applied
at 20 kg/ha.
Returning to Figure 2. the lower family of
curves suggest that farmers should have averaged a little less, 900 kg/ha grain versus tei
1,170 obtained, and our treatment a little more,
3,000kg/ha versus the 2,535 obtained. The plant
populations recommended in Figure 2 (a de"parture from earlier higher recommendations)
were fitted well in the response Plots, but were
considerably higher in the farmers' own plots,
where 20,000/ha were recommended and
34,700 found. However, there is little reason to
believe that this greatly affected the farmers'
yields in this high-rainfall season,
]owzver, there is reason to believe that yields
in our plots with farmers A, F and G might have
be en higher with plant populations of 40,000/ha.
If o, tic average yield would have been closer to
tht 3,000 kg/ha predicted by Figure 2. This is
something for future research to resolve. The
conclusion for the moment is that the waterproduction functions in the figilre, and the recommendations implied therein, are satisfactory
and will be retained for the present.

SPECIAL ISSUE

to the actual date of onset of the rains. As the
regression line shows (Table 111), there is a decline
of 3.86 mm/day in expected effective rainfall as
onset gets later. This represents a daily loss in
potential yield approaching 100 kg/ha of maize
grain.
A horizontal line crosses Figure 3a at the level
of 180 mm effective rainfall, and a second line
at 230 mam. The line at 180 mm conies from the
maize water-production functions in Figure 2,
and represents the actual evapotranspiration
required for the minimum acceptable crop of
maize, whether fertilized or -lot. As one might
imagine, these yield levels have reference to
the subsistence level only. The incremental
yield from fertilizing maize at the minimal level
of 20-20 kg/ha N and P1,0 amounts to about
250 kg/ha, approximately equal in market value
to the fertilizer cost.
The line at 230 mm represents the minimum
level of effective rainfall which justilies inter
cropping of m.ize and beans. A rough i.pproxima
tion of the corr; sponding gross rainfall would be
300 mim. Above this level intercropping is
beneficial in terms of total grain production per
hectare, and below this level it may cause net
yield reductio-ns (Stewart, 1982 a, b, c). From
such information as shown in Figures 2 and 3a,
the probabilities of successfully producing crops
of interest, and at what absolute yield levels, can
be estimated for different rainfall and evapora
lion zones.
In this instance, the regression line in Figure
3a is significant at the 1% level, even though only
15% of the variation in rainfall expectation is
explained by onset date. This is shown in Table
111,where findings from regression analysis are
shown for both seasons at all localities. In the
table one sees that there is no correlation be
tween onset of the short rains and expectations at
certain sites, and very little at most of them.
Where there is none the effective rainfall analysis
still evaluates the suitability of tne site for
different crops, and, because the correlation
increases as the early season passes, pract'L es

HOW DATEOFONSETAFFECTS EFFECTFIVE
RAINFALLEXPECTATIONS
Stewart (1980a) and Stewart and Hash (1982)
find that effective rainfall for maize production
at Katumani is strongly correlated with date o0
onset of the long rains, but only weakly with that
of the short rains. Kashasha (I9hL) finds similar
relationships between "water adequacy index"
expectations for maize and date of onset, particularly of the long rains, at the other nine localities analysed.
These are illustrated in Figures 3a, b, 4a, b,
and Sa, b, for the three different weather zones,
using the long-term rainfall records from the
Kitui Agriculture Office, the K',,,.io Distrit
Office, and the Makindu Meteorological Station.

may still be guided.
Tble IV shows that the probability of success
fully' producing it maize crop at Kitui in the short
rains is 96%, i.e., four complete failures are
expected if one plants every year for 100 years. In
the short rains this probability does not depend
on date of onset, but, as seen in Figure 3a, the
average crop yield will be less with later onset.

Figure 3a is a scatter diagram of the effective
rainfall for maize which occurred at Kitui in each
short rainy season in the record to 1980, related
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Fig. 3 a, b. Relations between date of onset of the rains and amount of effective rainfall for maize production at
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TABLE Ill-REGRESSION OF EFFECTIVE RAINFALL EXPECTATIONS FOR MAIZE, ON DATE OF ONSET OF

THE SHORT AND LONG RAINS (10 LOCALITIES INMACHAKOS, KITUI AND KAJIADO DISTRICIS,
EASTERN PROVINCE, KENYA)
Long rains

Short rains

Locality

Intercept
(mm 15

Slope

C.V.

Oct.)

(mm/day)

R1

Seasons Students
t
(no.)

Intercept
(mm 6

Slope

Feb.)

(mm/day)

C.V.
r2

Seasons Students
(no.)

t

Katumani
Kitui
Potha
Mwingi

334
352
274
260

-2.47
-3.86
-1.12
-0.39

.06
.15
.02
.00

27
50
52
23

1.29ns
2.86**
Loins
0.2Ins

366
414
363
303

-3.37
1.40
-3.46
-2.43

.42
.58
.54
.57

27
51
47
21

4.18l**
8.31"*
7.21"*
5.01"*

Makindu
Ikutha
Kanziko
Simba
Kiboko
Kajiado

291
348
296
344
277
241

- 1.85
-4.20
-3.24
-3.46
-0.27
- 1.35

.06
.25
.11
.13
.00
.07

53
19
21
42
19
28

1.82ns
2.41'
1.53ns
2.44*
0.13ns
1.43ns

296
268
273
283
250
322

-3.04
-2.23
-3.05
-2.51
-1.80
-2.63

.42
.27
.56
.29
.24
.39

46
17
17
46
20
42

5.63**
2.34*
4.33**
4.23*
2.41*
5.11'

*Statistical significance at 5% levcl.
"Statistical significance at 1%level.
ns = Not significant.

Figures 4 a and b show the situations respec
tively for the short and long rainy seasons at
Makindu, where tile mean annual rainfall of 560
mn is only slightly greater than half that at Kitui
(see Table I). The scatter diagram for the short
rains in Figure 4a shows very lit'.le correlation
between rainfall and onset date; hence, the ques
tion is simply overall suitability for maize (and
other crops for which production functions are
or not. Table IV sho that the pro
dtrind)
bability of success with maize is 83,, or roughly
four crops from five attempts. Once again, how
ever, at least on average, crops in seasons
be expected
less.
Table
starting
effective
of 291to yield
mm of
an may
expectation
1Il showslater

Figure 3b represents the long rains at Kitui.
where a strong relationship is seen between
expected rainfall and date of onset. Tile vertical
line on 17 March denotes a rather marked change
in expectations after this date, quantitatively as
well as qualitatively. Table V shows how the
probabilities of getting at least a minimum crop
change on this date and again on 15 April.

Table V shows that if one pla~ited maize every
long rainy season at Kitui, the probability of
success is 81% or 4 crops for five attempts. This
is easily the highest probability among the ten
which fits with Kitui's higher rainfall
localities,
situaeven
inn this
(Table 1). However,
Hweve,
ths favoured
fvoued stua
(Tabe I. een
to
case
this
in
increased,
is
probability
the
tion,
IS October onset, diminishing by 1.85
rainfall forthereafter.
then nlrm/day
17 March,
Mrch th
ison
beore17
100%
nse ifthe
is on oor before
100%, if the onset
falls quickly thereafter. From 18 March to 5
Figure 4b shows that onset of the long rains at
April inclusive, in which period onset occurs in
Makindu, as at all locations, may occur over a
29% of all years, the probability of a maize crop
much longer period than in the short rains, and
is 66%, or two years out of three. Thereafter it
that the correlation with expected rainfall is much
is 18%, or one year out of five. A point to note in
greater. The importance of this may be seen in
Figure 3b is the large inverted triangle at the
Table V, which shows that if one plants maize
right end of the regression line Aith (1) above it.
every long rainy season, the expected success
This indicates that one season in the record had
rate is only 36% or about one season in three.
no onset as defined here for maize production,
This may be contrasted with the 81% success
namely a total of 40 mm of rainfall in a period not
rate at Kitui. However, if onset is on or before 5
exceeding 10 days, with no dry period exceeding
March, whichi happens in 31 % of all seasons, the
one day at a time. This point is not included in the
success rate rises to 8 1 % at Makindu. After that
regression. Figures 4 a, b and 5 a, b contain
date it falls to 16%. Such relationships, essential
,imilar notations.
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MAIZE PRODUCTION AT 10 LOCALITIES IN
TABLE IV-SHORT-RAINS PROBABILITIES FOR SUCCESSFUL*
SEASON IS CONTRASTED WITH
EVERY
(PLANTING
DISTRICTS
KAJIADO
AND
MACHAKOS, KITUI
"WINDOW")
DEFINED
A
IN
EARLY,
OCCURS
ONSET
IF
PLANTING ONLY
100-Year expectations for maize production based on planting:
Every
year

Location

Years of
available
data
(no.)

Crops
Crops Last date Years in
Eff.
window expected
onset
expected
rain
(no.)
(no.)
window
_<180mm (no.)

Katumani
Kitui
Potha
Mwingi
Makindu

27
50
54
23
54

22
48
40
19
45

81
96
74
83
83

Ikutha
Kanziko
Simba
Kiboko
Kajiado

21
21
46
20
41

14
15
34
13
16

67
71
74
65
39

Onset outside window

When onset is in the window
Success
rate
(%)

Years
(no.)

Not applicable, due to high and nearly
equal expected success rate regardless
of date of onset

11 Nov.
8 Nov.
11 Nov.
11 Nov.
23 Oct.

62
76
57
60
22

57
62
s0
45
17

92
81
88
75
78

Crops
expected
(no.)

Success
rate
(%)

Plant
every
season as
desired.

Not applicable

38
24
43
40
78

10
9
24
20
22

Recommended
action

26
37
56
50
28

Plant only
if onset is
inr
window.

if not fertilizing, and above 450 kg/ha at low
*Success, defined here for the subsistence farmer, is any yield above 200 kg/ha
production function suggests success at all effective
rates of fertilizer application. Details may be seen in Figure 2,where the
rainfall levels from 180 mm upward.

X
>

ri

mX

Z

z
0

m

TABLE V-LONG-RAINS PROBABILITIES FOR
SUCCESSFUL MAIZE PRODUCTION AT 10 LOCALITIES
IN
MACHAKOS, KITUI AND KAJIADO DISTRICTS,
(PLANNING EVERY SEASON IS CONTRASTED
WITH
PLANTING ONLY IF ONSET OCCURS EARLY,
IN A DEFINED -WINDOW")

>

100-Year expectations for maize production based
on planting:

Location
Katumani
Kitui

Potha
Mwingi
Makindu
Ikutha
Kanziko
Simba
Kiboko
Kajiado

Every
year
When onset is in the window
Year of
Years
available
eff.
Crops Late date Yenrs in
Crops
Success
data
rain
expected
onset
window
expected
rate
(no.)
Q180 mm (no.)
window
(no.)
(no.)
(%)
27
52

54
24
55
23
23
49
23
45

20
42

31
9
20
8
7
23
8
24

74
81

57
37
36
35
30
47
35
53

18 Mar.
17 Mar.

18 Mar.
27 Mar.
5 Mar.
18 Mar.
S Mar.
2 Mar.
i3Mar.
18 Mar.

59
60

52
37
31
48
43
35
30
47

52
60

48
33
25
35
30
27
22
42

88
100

93
89
81
73
70
77
71
89



Onset ouside window2z
0
Crops
expected

Success
rate
(o)

22

54

Plant
maize

Apr. 5
19
II
Apr. 6in the
2
48
9
63
4
69
11
52
0
57
0
65
20
70
13
53
11

66

only if
onset is
the
defined
window.

Years
(no.)
41
29to

18
19
6
16
0
0
31
19
21

Recom
mended
action
0

WC
>

Kitui OK
untilS
April if
risk is
accept
able.

En

En

C:
hi
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localities, and certainly at tie other localities, can
markedly alter tile picture. Two extreme ex
aniples occur at Ikutha and Kanziko, where all
have produced
seasons inl the record which would hvef
o e d
18 which at
sasons ein
March bt the latter. Within these windows the

ly unknown previously, havc tended to obscure
the boundaries within which different crops are
suited for production.
The driest location analysed, with mean annual
the
rainfall of only 504 mm, is Kajiado, forb.which
5 a and Table IV
relations are shown in Figures
location of the ten
eAt
his ith w ea
shownthat
in the short rains with an overall expectation of
oweer, his
maze.
arvetin
som
or
39%
39% for harvesting some maize. However, this
seasons
those
success rate is doubled to 78% in
which have onset on or before 31 October. After
that the rate drops to 28%.

success rate rises t 73% and
all lccalities the majority
cudpouemiesati
maize start in
could
wnosproduce

70% respectively.
of seasons which
ne
eie
h
the defined onset

Figure 8a shows the behaviour ,of five localities
in the short rains, selected to include the ex
tremes of high and low rainfall, and to show the
differences in correlation with onset. Similarly,
Figure 8b shows the behaviour of tile long rains
at five selccted localities, to make direct compari
sons between the seasons easier. All localities
not shown fit between those in tile figures. In
Ftigrs 8 a and b, its in Figres 0 a and b air 7,
curve denoting
7,
bias
y each ure
dnond the
asterisk
aningurs
dt b
8 is alocated
date by which onset has occurred in at least 50%
i-
of season% in tie record. This includes seasons
without a dcined onset.

at Kajiado are much stronger than the short
rains, and stronger th:r, the long rains at several
localities with higher mean annual rainfall. The
overall probability of a maize harvest is only
53%, but with onset by 18 March this rises to
89% -a crop nine times out of 10. Onset falls i
this "window" in 47% of all seasons. However,
with later onset, the success rate is only 21 0
one harvest in five seasons.

The ran-, are monsoonal in character, with the
i tit, ortht an~d
ith the
'
patterns among the tn stutdy localities vary
eatly from one sort rainy seasoito the next
ong long rainy season T ae n
gr also

Figures 6 a and b and 7 show how the rainfall
expectations of all the localities relate to date of'
onset and to each other in the short rains and
long rains respectively. Coefficients for the
regressions are in Table Ill. Figure Oa, reigr
senting the short rains, is split into those localiof a successful toaize
ties where the probabilities
ith date of offset
little
harvest change veryovferte
tdainfal ons
(altughhamung
may
rainfall
effective
of
amaount
(although
localities
cnsidraby),arid the other
chane
change considerably), at thpreads
where an onset window exists, within which the
probability of success is high, after which i is
low. Table IV gives details of the dates of these
windows and the pertinent probabilities.

troutn
short
onsoonli
rmo dowii
rain moving
sh rains

iaverage, the movement of the short rains appears
more as tuight be expected than the long rains.
Onset is earliest at Kitui, then within five days
both north to Mwingi and simultaneously
mitt-west and south-east to Potha, Katumani
td Kanziko, then clockwise in the next week
through Ikutha, Makindu, Kiboko and Simba,
then slowly west to Kajiado, arriving there 25

Note that Mwingi atid Kiboko show no correlation between rainfall and onset, yet the scatter
diagram (not shown) for Kiboko shows 75%a,
expected success with maize until I I November,
after which it falls to 50%. The 11 November date
coincides well with the dates determined il,nearby locations of Simba, Ikutha and Kanziko.

days after starling in Kitui.
The lotg rains, agaii on average, follow an

Figure 7 confirms that in the long rains, basic
rainfall versus onset behaviour is similar throughout the area, the important difference being the
amount of effective rainfall with onset at any
given date. Table V suggests that of the ten
localities, it is only at Kitui (81%) atid Katurnani
(74%) that one might consider planting maize
every long rainy season without severe penalties.
Y t observance of the onset windows at these

over the next week, and simultanecusly, but
taking II days, south toward Makindu-picking
up first Simba and Kanziko, then Kiboko and
Ikultha, and finally Makindu. Meanwhile the
expected northerly movenent is slowest of all
and Mwingi is reached last, four days after
Makindu, and 23 days after the initial onset at
Katumani.

atlKay
stis
Eil
ad
uttextee
is at Katu
onsetFrom
atong these localities. Eairliest
Katu
Potha.
befoie nearby
II days
nani,
then
is to Kitui (8 days),
movement
mani thte
iado
a
K
to
th
t
mov e
reversing soutI'.-west
through Potha to Kajiado
reversing
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Fig. 6 a, b. Short-rains expectations for effective rainfall to produce maize,
as influenced by the date of onset: 10 localities in Machakos, Kitui and
Kajiado Districts, Eastern
Province, Kenya
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Fig. 7. Long-rains expectations for effectivc rainfall to produce ma,e, as influenced by date of onset: 10 localities
vrloea
in Machakos, Kitui and Dn
Kajiado Distri~ts, Eastern Province,TalTItesrrse
Kenya
6

100 years when the recommendations are fol..
against the mean annual rainfall given in
I. This is dune in Table VI.
TalVIiusrtshefctatheeaiv
TalVIiusrtshefctatheeaiv
suitability of a locality for producing a certain
crop cannot be accurately judged from mean
annual rainfall alone. Nor can it be judged from
average seasonal rainfall, because the seasons do
not
set time periods and therefore cannot
b cover
dqaeydfnduls
h
eodi
eaeutl
eieduls
h
eodi
analysed for actual onset dates suited to the crop
Exceptions are made in the short rains at Katuin question.
mani, Kitui, Potha, Mwingi and Makindu, where
InTbeVth supisovrlcmea
the probability of harvesting at least a minimally
M
acceptable crop is essentially constant for all
wingi, Potha and Makindu. Although it is
onset dates. One important practical implication
second highest in the list in mean annual rainfall,
of this is that planting prior to the onset of the
Mwinigi's maize production potential i less than
rains may be recommended, whereas at the other
that of Potha Estate, which is sixth on the list.
five sites, and all ten sites in the long rains,
The latter locality looks very good in both sea
planting of maize is only recommended following
sons, being in fifth place in the short rains and
onset. An important point here is that the farmer
third in the long rains, as wvell as third overall.
should stand ready to plant immediately followMakindu also has much greater maize production
ingrcogntionfortetpotential than mean rainfall would suggest.
ing
o onet.Ninth
econiton
in rainfall, it rises to fifth in production
It is interesting to range the maize-crop
potential, primarily due to strength in the short
expectations, i.e. numbers of crops harvested in
rains. Kajiado, the driest locality examined, also
ACTIN SGGESED
ND ISCUSIO OFlowed,
COPSTable
ALTENATVE
The last column in Tables IV and Vcontainsour
recommendations concerning the planting of
maize at the ten study localities. Basically, our
conclusion is that maize to feed the family has
a go100
d ()0 chto nce of s cce s in all
localities studied, provided it is only planted
when onset of the rains is early, as detined in the
tables.
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TABLE VI-RELATIONS BETWEEN MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL AND NUMBERS OF MAIZE
CROPS

EXPECTED IN 100 YEARS AT LOCALITIES INMACHAKOS, KITUI AND KAJIAI)O DISTRICTS,
EASTERN PROVINCE, KENYA

No. of maize crops expecte(d in I00 .ears and ranking of'
locations

Annual rainfall
Location

Mean (rn) Ranking*

Short rains
Crops

Long rains

Rank

Crops

Total both seasons

Rank

Crops

Rank

Kitui
Mwingi

1048
783

Katumani
Ixutha
Kanziko
Potha
Simba
Kiboko

( 1)
(2)

96
83

701
699
689
632
632
589

I)
3)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

60
33

4)
7)
6)
5)
8)
9)

150
116

500

17

25

2)
6)
7)
3)
8)
9)

(10)

2)

133
92
92
122
77
67

504

83

2)
5)
0)
3)
8)
(1))

Kajiado

(9)

52
35
30
48
27
22

( )
4)

Makindu

81
57
62
74
50
45

1)
6)

(9)

42

108

(4)

(10)

59

5)

(10)

*All ranking Irom high to low; I is high.

shows surprising potential, in this case during
the long rains. However, it remains in tenth position overall due to extreme weakness inthe short
rains,
Table VI also offers a form of antswer to the
greatly debated question of the relative "reliability"
of the two rainy seasons. Like the farriers
theniselves, at least in Machakos District, the
table would choose in favour of the short rains at
all localities except Kajiado, where the long rains
are clearly more reliable.
Alternative crops for maize are primarily those
with lower water requirements, to be grown in
seasons when onset does not favour maize, and,
equally, to provide food security inseasons when
onset does seem to favour maize. In other words,
other types of crops should be planted every season, at least sufficiently to insure the minimal
food requirenients.
The popular intercrop of maize and bealis is an
alternative system "wtllhigher
a
water reqtrirerient. It is widely planed in the areas where
niaize isgrown, and arguments both pro and con
may be heard about this practice. Experimental
results were alluded to earlier showing increased
production from intercropping when rainfall
exceeds
(approximately)
300levels.
ram, but decreased
production
at loswer rainfall
On-farm trials in the 1982 short rains (vcry
high rainfall) confirm the desirability of inter75

cropping maize and beans in better seasons.
These results, reported by Stewart (1982), show
increased grain yields per hectare of 88% on five
unfertilized f'arm plots and 42% on 10 fertilized
plots. Be ne fits were realized inevery instance.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show thai eftective rainfall
allitotnts above 230 ram, the break-even aiiount
for intercropping, are rather randomly distri
bited. A, a fitst
approximation, then. we may
:issunie that when benefits are gained from inter
cropping maize and beans they will average half
ot" the above figures, i.e. 14% for farmers not
using fertilizers and 21 / for those who do. The
remaining question is what recommendations to
make concerning this practice for the ten locations
anal- sed. Table VII provide; est irmates ofbeefits
or losses to be expec:ed front intercropping
versurs monocropping of maize and bealis at the
jell sttidy localities.
cr, Table VII the first two coltus (umber of
cpl) Ihated ard number df raize crops ex
petted) for each rainfall saon are drawn from
Fables IV ai(d V, and they assume that t
ose
e
cotriiresndatiols (actions suggested) in those
tables are to befollowed. ieftird colurn for
,'ach seaso is the n becer of favourable inter
crops
gxpected, arid
theswith
water
rirerr is greater,
this because
numnber is.
thereqnire
excep
tion of Kajiado in the
short rain.s, always less
than the expected number of niaize crops. Tire
(liflercrice might be termed "trfavourable
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TABLE VII-ESTIMATED LONG-TERM GAINS OR LOSSES IN GRAIN PRODUCTION FROM INTERCROPPING
AS OPPOSED TO MONOCROPPING MAIZE AND BEANS (FERTILIZER EFFECTS ON PERCENTAGE
OR LOSS ALSO SHOWN)

Long rains

Short rains
Expected yields

Crops
Unfert. Fertilized planted
(no.)
(%)
(%)

Location

Maize
(no.)

Intercrop
(no.)

Katumani
Kitui
Potha
Mwingi
Makindu
Ikutha
Kanziko
Simba
Kiboko

100
100
100
100
100
62
76
57
60

81
96
74
83
83
57
62
50
45

59
82
50
57
50
48
46
40

5
23
(- 3)
(- 1)
(-13)
21
9
32
28

22

17

17

44

Kajiado

17

Expected yields

Intel crop benefits

Crops
planted
(no.)

(-12)
3
(-18)
(-17)
(-27)
2
(- 8)
11
8
1!

Maize
(no.)

Intercrop benefits

Intercrop Unfert. Fertilized
(%)
(% )
(%)

59
60
52
37
31
48
43
35
30

52
60
48
33
25
35
30
27
22

44
50
45
16
18
22
17
19
17

47

42

36

22
20
35
(-30)
4
(- 9)
(-18)
1
11
23

2
2
13
(-41)
(- 13)
(--24)
(-31)
(-15)
(- 6)
4

The senior author also believes that small
percentage benefits, say those in the table of
13% or less, do not justify a recomn, ndation for
intercropping for two reasons. First, this analysis
is probably not sufficiently accura,!, although it
is thought to be reasonable. Second, if it were
magnitude would
gains of this ortesottr
exact,
al ocmest
poal long-term
probably fail to compensate for the short-terrm
difficulties resulting from yield losses in dry
seasons. This leaves us with ten situations to
consider wherc expected benefits from inter
cropping range from 20 to 44%.

intercrops", which might or might not be tciAl
failures but which would probably yield lcs,. than
the same area of land equally divided among
monocropped maize and beans.
The principal problem with maize/bean
intercropping is that the lost (or diminished)
crops occur when they are most needed, in tne
ut tere
iskis
hus
easos.
dry seasons. dry
Thus
risk
is ehancd,
enhanced, but
there
may be instances where the benefits in the better
rainfall seasons justify taking the risk. The
average benefits found in farm plots of 44% for
farmers not fertilizing and 21% for those who are
(in favourable seasons) are used to examine this
question through the equations below,

For farmers using fertilizer it is only at Kajiado
during the short rains that expected gains of 21%
are likely to justify intercropping. This is somewhal anomalous because, as seen in Table VI,
Kajiado ranks last in expected number of maize
crops ii, the short rains. This is due to the short
"onset window" in which the probability of a
harvest is high in this locality. However, Figure
5a shows that all the seasons in the window which
would have produced maize would also have

For farmers not using fertilizer
% Long-term benefit from intercropping
(144 X No. intcrcrops)
(No. of maize crops)
For farmers using fertilizer
%ong-term benefit from intercropping

favoured intercropping.
This is true equally at Kajiado for farmers not
still
fertilizing, and the percentage benefit is progreater. Note that the absolute benefit is
eeative
ut
baey moe where ertl
values are as shewn.

(121 X No. intercrops)
(No. of maize crops)
The percentages of long-term yield gain or loss
are shown in Table VII in the final two columns for
each season. There arc a large number of negative percentages where obviously intercropping
should not be recommended. This includes the
majority of sites if using fertilizers and several
sites if not fertilizing.

For farmers not fertilizing in the short rains,
long-term benefits from intecroppinp which
reach into the 20-44% range are indicated at
76
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Kitui, Potha and Kajiado. In these cases intercropping is recommended, but never for the
entire area planted to maize and beans. This
becomes a matter of judgement and the farmer's
individual circumstances, with food security as
the principal consideration.
Crops with a lower water requiremcnt than
growing scamaize generally also have shorter
at say
sorghum,
grain
sons. These would include
100 days, and
to
65
from
mil!ets,
days,
110
90 to
seasons
days. In both rainy
beans, from 70 to 90
in the semi-arid areas of Kenya, a very high
percentage of total season rainfall occurs within
65 days; hence most of the water available to
maize is also available to shorter-term crops.
Since they require less their needs are more
nearly met,and their failure rates are redtLced.
millet (5
Certain crops, for exam-le pa ticni
almost
should
oas)
(70
bean
Tepary
and
das)
never totally fail in the rainfall circumstances
of Eastern Province, Kenya. It would seem
reasonable to suggest that subsistence farmers
in the drier areas should always plant such crops
to assure the family food sup ly. This paper
endeavours to guide them in ways and mean!; of
successfully widening the scope of their fo'd
to givw
production to improve heir nutrition,
of thle
,)Lrt
least
at
pv<!w:.,
they
maize
the
them tho imze thei.
fh
,
atlaslparn,:u
tiema
time, and to improve their scurity, all by learninig to respond to the rains,
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at Kitui to non-existent at Mwingi and Kiboko.
However, except for the latter two sites, effective
rainfall expectations fall with later onset at rates
which range from 1.12 nim/day at Potha to 4.20
mim/day at Ikutha. For farmers not fertilizing,
this represents a loss of yield potential ranging
from 8 to 31 kg/ha of maize for each day the rains
farmers
losses of potential forday.
This
dclay. Comparable
uing fertilizer are 4 to 54 kg/ha per
success
a
of
also results in redced probabilities
otcrop of naize as onset gcos later.

At Katuiani, Kitui, Potha, Mwingi and
Makindu, the fall in maize production probabili
tics with later onset of the short rains may be
igtnorcd, with the overill probability of a crop,
ic., assming one plar(s every seson, ranging
from 74% (Potha) to 96 '%(Kitui). At these sites,
is feasible if
then., dry planting prioi to the rains
desired bv the farmers.
At Ikutha, Kanziko, Simba, Kiboko and
Kajiado, as 'nthe iong rains, the probabilities (if
success with maize are high (75 to 920/4) if onset
occurs in defined .vindows. but low (26 to 56%)
thereafter. Dr' planting of maize is not rc
coninided at these sites.
The pop tar practice of intcreroppingtheiaize
long
and beans should proe advantageous in
lg
t
an etshudpoedvtgosi
run frl farmers who do not fertilize (this is not a
at Kitui
recoinctlation to abandon fertilizer) windows
in both seasons (observing onset
throug;, t this list), Katumani. Potha and
Kajiado i, the long rain:i, and Ikutha. Simba,
CONCLUSIONS
rains.in For
tile
Kajiado
in the
onlyshort
fertilizers,
usingKajiado
fosetfar'mers
ncdte ofIonset
Kiboko and
E. trn
roviceKena,
In
I Eastern Province, Kenya, the date
tilies nly h aadie
armers
f
with
correlated
is significantly
rains rainfall
long
of thesesn
Early onset
for maize.
fective
listed are advised
hort rains. Farmers at sites not
season effetv ranalfrmie-al
their maize ad beans.
monocrop
to
season.
bodes well for a more favourable
crops tolerant of water shortage,
mShorter-term
soeh as grain sorghums, millets and beans. are
sccesfuly' produ'ig mize
Probbiliiesof
sucoagen sorgalmsfamnles n eans.iare
minimum
in the long rains, at or above a defined
for all farmers inl thle semni-arid
10 recommended
700 to 1000/, in
range from
areas at levels designed to assure that basic food
itiallad 1
level, anlysedr
i Machaks,
yield
ylcaltiese,
Kajiado Districts, which range in mean annual
rainfall from 1,048 ;inl at Kitni to as low as 504
mnim at Kaiiado-provided maize is only planted
when onset occurs early within "onsct windows"
defined for each location on the basis of an
'effective rainfall analysis" of the rainfall and
evaporation records. Probabilities thereafter fall
within the range of 0 to 55%, except at Kitui,
where in the middle onset period they arc 66%,
dropping thereafter to 18%.
. he correlation of date of onset with season

requirenents of the family are met.
SUMMARY

effective rainfall in the short rains is generally
less, ranging from highly significant (statistically)

The initial findings were based on production
of maizc, the preferred staple food grain, utilizing

Response farming is based on the finding that
cxpccteo effective rainfall for crop production is
correlated with date of onset of the rains, and still
nmore closely with early season rainfall. For the
first time, East African farmers now have some
knowledge of the current season's effective rain
in time to respond with appro
fall expectation,
piate crops, inpuits and practices.
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the 2 4-year rainfall record at the Katumani
National Dryland Farming Research Station
in
Machakos District. In this bimodal rainiall
pattern, six seasons hlave now gone by since
criteria were established for predicting the
nature of the season at hand. During this time the
criteria have, for the most part, been verified,
and where indicated, modified. Production of
beans and the intet crop of maize and beans have
also been incotipr.ted into tile recomrnendlations
dlopeed,
iment
developed.
Experiment station trials to determine optimal
fertilizer rates and plant populations for three
categories of rainfall season (good, fair and poor)
have been carried out. Farm trials, with operations carried out by the owners, have been
in
place for fourtrias
seasons.
hve
tevrifed
Both station
eficay
o themetod
and farm
trials have verified the efficacy of the method
in terms of more stable and improved crop
yields.
Meanwhile, the existence of the essential
correlations has bcen firmly established
oil a
sound statistical basis through extension
of te
analysis to nine additional localities.
enconipassing an area of 13,000 km 2 in Machakos,
Kitui, and Kajiado Districts. Five of these
have
much longer rainfall records, up to 55 years
or
1It) sea sons. Fighit of t ie Iewhv an
s ed locaIities are drier than Katuniati, alld in sonic
of
these the high risk is at present thought
to preelude maize production.

The

newly analysed localities, some inlclose
proximity and some isolated, show major
differothers.
ences inThis
somehas
ipoeouunrsadgof
cases,
and considerable likeness in
improved our understanding of
the distances over which a given set of
rainfall
criteria prevail. A potentially important finding
is
that "onset windows" are definable for any
given
crop for each location for one or both of the
two
rainfall sas .....
Taking maize as an example, ill all 10 localities
long raills"' and at fiye of these
during the "short rains". prospects for sitccessfully producio-,g a crop are much greater
if onset
occuis by a specified date than if later. Probabilities of success if onset is in the window
(early)
range from 70 to 100%, versus zero to
56% if
later.

during tlie
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ROOTING CHARACTERISTICS OF AND WATER
EXTRACTION BY KATUMANI COMPOSITE B MAIZE UNDER
VARYING MOISTURE REGIMES
J.0.MugahI
INTRODUCTION
The relative distribution of roots with respect
to soil depth plays an important role in the wateruptake patterns of plants (Gardner, 1960). The
common observation that in adequately watered
soils plants normally utilize water nearest the
soil surface first and in deeper layers afterwards
could be interpreted as an indication of different
levels of root effectiveness as well as of different
root densities. Rooting depth and roo! ramification under given agronomic conditions vary with
plants. Miller (1916), in a comparative study of
the rooting characteristics of corn and sorghum,
found that the two crops at the same age had
different rooting patterns. Sorghum at a height of
30.1 cm had a rootin- depth, lateral extent, and
greatest length of a single root of 45.7, 90.3 and
102.9 cnm respectively, whereas similar diinensions for corn at a height of 45.2 cm were 40.0,
82.8 and 97.8 cm respectively. The rooting
depths for tre two crops were not much different
at the end of tile
growing season, but the lateral
extent was always greater for sorghum. Stewart
(1972) observed that sorghum performed better
than maize under limiting water conditions, an
observation which could be attributed, at least
in part, to tile
the two crops. difference in the :ooting patterns of
Information of crop rooting characteristics that
can be related to the capacity to take up water is
still scanty. This is because most quantitative
studies on roots have used weight as a means of
assessing the amount of root in the soil (Hendrickson and Veihmeyer, 1931; Fehrenbacher and
Rust, 1956; Coley and Watson, 1966). It is
generally accepted, however, that the capacity of'
acrop 'o
take up water
is
related
to
thcrp
otaeuat
totalleng
iormore cclosely
oselyrete
ytom
the surtace area or total length of the root system
than to its weiht (Gardner, 1964; Cowon, 1G65).
This paper examines the spatial rooting
patterns of Katumani Composite B maize under
varying moisture regimes, using Newman's
(1965) line intersection method, in which root
length is used to assess the amount of root in the

soil. The paper also relates the rooting character
istics ofthe crop to itsw ater-extraction capability.
MATERIALS AND MET' DS
A field experiment was conducted on tile
Campbell Tract of the University of California,
Davis. The soil is a deep, well-drained and
relatively fertile Yolo Clay loam. Katumani
Composite B maize was planted on 23 May 1980,
following a pre-planting irrigation which raised
tile
soil moisture to field capacity. The plants in
the pIts which were sampled for determination
of' root-lengh density were thinned to 66,700
plan.s per hectare on 9 June. All post-germina
tion irrigations were applied through a line
source sprinkler irrigation system (Hanks et al.,
1974). With this type of irrigation set-op, it was
possible to cefine four different water levels
ranging from maximum near the sprinkler lateral
and decreasing with increasing distance fron the
lateral so that the furthest water level from the
lateral received no water. A neutron probe "ccess
tube was installed in the middle of each plot at
every .ater level and irrigation water monitored
b,; rieans of catch cans supported on these tubes
(Stewart et al., 1977).
Soil-moisture chanes vere monitored weekly
Si- osuec al e ee m nt rd w el
at 30 cm depths through the
access tubes. using a
neutron probe (Gardner and Kirkham, 1952).
These soil-moisture changes were used along
with applied water to calc,late evapotranspira
tion through a water-balance procedure (Stewart
and Mugah, 1979).
Sampling for determinatioi of root-length
densitnws carried
aut23
ion August 1980.
Composite
soil10-25
samples
measuring
2.2 cm
diameter and
cii long
were secured
f' in.a
each of the four water levels. At every water
level, three replicates were secured at 30 cm
intervals down to 270 cm. The cores were then
taken to the laboratory for determiition of bulk
density, after which the roots were separated
from the soil using the procedure described by
Torsell el al., (1968). Briefly, each soil core was

1.Agricultural Research Department, Kenya A;,ricultural Research Institute, MUgirga
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stirred with distilled water and left for the soil to
settle at the bottom of the bcaker, after which
suspended organic matter was decanted onto ,i
60-mesh sieve. The process of stirring and
decanting was repeated until the suspension was
clear.

tlen transferred to a filter paper on a lBuchniler
funnel, and to distribute it uniformly over
a kliown area, a metal cylinder 6 cm high and
12.6 cm in diameter was levelled on the filter
paper so that the area over which the material
spread was restricted to 124.6 cm 2 . The paper was
then placed between two perspcx glasses with the
top glass marked in I cm X 1 cm squares. The
roots were viewed through a binocular microscope
with a magnification of X 10 and their intersec
lions \ ith 20 randomly
lected squares
coutMcd Volumctric rool-length density, i.e., the
length of root per unit volume of soil, was calcu
lated using Newman's (1965) method.

The organic material on the sieve was saturated
with 1od aqutous solution of Congo red, rinsed
with cold water, then saturated with 95% ethanol
and rinsed again. This operation made it possible
to discriminate living roots from (lead organic
miatter, as the former were stained dark pinK to
bright red, whereas the latter remained unstained, light pink or brownish. The material was

Fig. 1. Derivation ofthe equation R

INA
n
2H

Let PQ be the central axis of a portion of root of
length AR, and short enough to be considered
straight (Fig. 1). If MN, ,ith length h, is a side
of one of the squres and lies within the same
plane convex region of area A as PQ, the condi

there is an intersection is given by

tio n fot" PQ an d M N to i n"t
Ci .,c
c t is th a t th e m id 
point, D, of PQ lie within anl area given
by
(AR)h, assuming AR/h to be small; the pro
bability forPQ to intersec~t wiqli ,HN is (.AR)h/A
ifMN is positioned at random with respect to PQ.
Whenlever an intersection between P.Q and MN
occurs, the perpendicular distance of D from
MN<lI/2AR/sin/O/,
where
is the angle between PQ ard MN. Thus
the 0probability
P that

a d s u i gt a
i sa y h r
z~,asmn htDlcayhrwtiA

1/ LRlls'in 01

c = sit) 0

1AR

vt i A

1-"= (AR~h sin 0.
'12 AR
For several root sections intersecting with sides
of'
more ofthan
one square,
total
number
intersections,
N, is the
givenexpected
by
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tage decrease varied with the degree of wetness
of the treatments, being 28.6% at the drie- treat
ment and 93.7% at the wettest treatment. In the
two drier treatments, WLI and WL2, the variations in root-length density between layers were
relatively smaller than those in the wetter treat
ments and the values of Lv were 1 cm/cm or
down to 180 cm, whereas in the wetter
treatments, WL3 and WL4, root-length density
fell below I cm/cm3 between the 120 and 150 cm
depths.

Rearranging the above equation to make R the
subject, R + IINA = total length of root in the
2H
sample.
The volumetric root-length density, Lv, was
calculated froL = IiNAPs, in which Ps = bulk
2HM
mgreater
g mass
a
density and M d average
of soil cores
30cm depth.
0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table IV shows results of an ana!ysis of
variance test which was carried out to test the
significance of variations in Lv at various water
levels and depths. The F values in this table show
that variation of Lv with water levd was signifi
cant at the 1% level, whereas no significant
variation with depth was observed at any of the
water levels. Lv values from the top 30-cm layer
were not included in the analysis, as they were
excessively high in some cases and would have
strongly influenced the tests, giving erroneous
results.

Table I shows laboratory measurements of bulk
density, ?s, number ofroot intersections counted,
N, and average mass of composite soil cores per
30 cm depth, M, while Table II presents the
calculated values of average total root length per
30 cm depth, R, and the corresponding rootlength density, Lv. The spatial distribution of Lv
is shown in Fig. 2. From Table I and Fig. 2 it is
seen that the top 30 cm layer at each water level
had the highest root-length density, which
decreased sharply at the 60 cm layer. The percen82

ROOTING CHARACTERIST ICS OF KATUMANI COMPOSITE
I3MAIZE
TABLE I-LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF BULD
DENSITY, Ps, NUMBER OF ROOT INTERSECTIONS,
N,AND MASS OFCOMPOSITE SOIL CORES, M, AT 30
cm SOIL DEPTHS
WLI

Depth
(cm)
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270

WL2

WLI

WL4

Ps
(cm/cml)

N

M
(g)

Ps
(cm/cml)

N

M
(g)

Ps
(cm/cm')

N

M
(g)

Ps
(cm/cm)

N

M
(g)

1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

62
50
91
67
55
46
26
13
4

70.5
60.9
131.0
116.5
111.0
112.4
99.7
103.3
86.9

1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

143
58
56
74
64
62
16
5
4

57.0
8.3
97.8
97.8
120.0
125.8
127.5
116.2
101.2

1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

222
63
88
106
27
5
5
0
0

65.0
51.6
97.3
104.1
130.5
120.0
109.5
109.1
103.4

1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

639
62
50
31
28
5
0
0
0

67.0
75.9
111.1
63.7
112.6
121.1
98.1
115.7
119.4

TABLE 11-TOTAL ROOT-LENGTH, R, AND THE CORRESPONDING
ROOT-LENGTH DENSITY. Lv, AT 30
cm DEPTHS AS CALCULATED FROM THE FORMULAE
R = fl NA and Lv = IINA Ps
211
WLI
Depth (cm)
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270

WL2

2HM
WL3

WL4

R

Lv

R

Lv

R

Lv

R

Lv

151.6
122.3
222.5
163.8
134.5
112.5
63.4
31.8
9.8

2.8
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.1

349.6
124.7
136.9
180.9
161.4
151.6
39.1
12.2
9.8

8.0
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
0.3
0.1
0.1

542.8
154.0
215.2
259.2
66.0
12.2
12.0
0.0
0.0

10.9
3.0
2.2
2.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

1,562.4
151.6
122.3
75.8
68.5
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

30.3
2.0
1.1
1.2
0.6
0.1
0.0
0.O
0.0

Spatial water extraction patterns at 30 cm
depth intervals at each of the four water levels
are shown in Table IIIand plotted against Lv in
Fig. 3 a, b, c and d for water levels 1, 2, 3 and
respectively. Data from the top 30 cm layer at4
each water level were not included in the figures.
The values of ET in this layer
did not match the
high values ofLv,and were also much lower than
those in the underlying 60 cm layer. The relatively
lower values of ET in the 30 cm layer are typical
of experimental findings at Davis (Stewart,
personal communication) resulting from soil
compaction and subsequent reduction of water
flow towards the roots.
The shapes of the curves shown in Fig. 3 are

TABLE III-SPATIAL WATER-EXTRACTION PAT.
TERNS FOR KATUMANI COMPOSITE B MAIZE

Depth
(cm)

WL4 ET
(mam)

-

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240

33
47
44
40
34
22
7
1

38
51
47
43
34
15
7
1

270

0

_0

-70_0

83

WLI ET WL2 ET WL3 ET
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)

0

7
34
38
29
22
6
7
2

0

_0

6
23
19
13
8
5
2
1

0

_0
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TABLE IV-SUMMARY OF ANOVA TABLE FOR VARIATIONS IN Lv WITH WATER LEVEL AND
DEPTH INTERVALS

D.F.

S.S.

M.S.

F

Water level
Depth
Error

7
3
21

7,106.218
1,304.343
819.906

1,015.174
434.781
39.043

26.001
11.135

Total

31

9,230.468

Source of variation

;

30

3
Root-length density, Lv (cm/cm )
20
3010

ill
.---

for WL1

Lv for WL 2

90
SLv

U120

-KLv

.

for WL 3
Lv for WL4

.

150,
E
.
In

210 i?.1
240,

270
Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of root-length density for Katumani Composite B maize
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ROOTING CHARACTERISTICS OF KATUMANI COMPOSITE 1 MAIZE

fully explicable by times of exposure to moisture
in each layer since the soil was last wetted and
depletion began. In the wettest treatment, the
exposure time was practically uniform at all
depths, due to the relatively more frequent
irrigations, At any one time, a given length of
root had an adequate supply of water in its
vicinity and an increase in root-length density

50

t0.
6
I-.
WU
e'30"
o 0

therefore necessarily resulted in proportionatcly
higher water extraction rates, giving a constant
slope in the Lv versus water-extraction curve;
hence the strong linearity shown in Fig. 3d. In
the drier treatments, the time of exposure varied
from one layer to another. In the driest treatment,
WL1, for instance, the roots in the 60 to 90 cm
layer had been in place during most of the season
and had depleted virtually all the extractable
water in this layer. The amount of moisture in the
vicinity of any length of root was ,mall and
continued to decrease as root-length density
curve
The levelling
Lv versusoffwater-extraction
increased.
at the 60 and 90
cm
therefore
was
1.7 cm/cm
an
depthefhre lvwasg2.0
where Lv was 2.0 and 1.7 cmcrn'
respectively. In the middle 120 to 210 cm layer,

X

S2010.

2.0
1.0
Root-length density, Lv (cm/cm 3 )

0.0

Fip. 3a. Relationship between root-length density, Lv,
ET, for the driest treatand water extraction,
ment WLdepths,
ment, WL 1

the roots had attained a root-length density
i
'. The time of ex
between 0.6 and 1.4 cm/cm
posure to moisture in this layer was shorter than
that in the 60 to 90 cm layer, and the amount of
extractable water was still relatively higher. A
given increase in Lv therefore resulted in a
higher water withdrawal rate; hence the sharp
rise in the Lv versus ET curve at the 210 to 120
cm layer. The time of root exposure to moisture
was shortest in the 240 to 270 cm layer, where
root-length density was also lowest. Water
extraction was therefore low, giving the mild
slope observed at the lowest end of the curve in
Fig. 3a.

50

6t,0
x
e,30,
o0

Eighty-five days after planting, the total root
i g depth for the driest treatments in this experi
ment was approximately the same as that reported
for an adapted maize variety, Pioneer 3773
(Gutierez, 1972), but the average root-length
per layer was always lower for the

"20.
4,

0,,nsity

1 jadapted Katumani Composite B maize. The
total water extracted by Katumani Composite B
maize was 228 mm in the driest treatments,
much lower than the 317 mm reported by Stewart
(1972) for the unirrigated and adapted maize
variety, Pioneer 3775, 87 days after planting.
Soil-moisture extraction patterns found by
Stewart and his colleagues in the USAID/KARI
Dryland Cropping Systems Research Project
indicate that when under stress, Katumani
Composite B maize can extract water down to a

10
X

0

2.0
1:0
Root-length density, Lv (cm/cm 3 )

Fig. 3b. Relationship between root-length density, Lv,
and water extraction, ET, for a dry treatment,
WL 2
85
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40
X
×
30

X

iX

E

X

e'

IlO

1:0

°o

2'.0

Root- length density, Lv (cm/cm

3.0
3)

Fig. 3c. Relationship between root-length density, Lv, and water extraction, ET[, for a wet treatment, WL.1
0
25
22.0

20

depth of 2.0 m in tihe marginal rainfall areas of
x Kenya where the variety is adapted.

/

d SUMMARY
Spatial rooting patterns of Katumani Com
E
W

posite B niai.:e were studied under varying soil
moisture reginies,
using
Newman's densities
(1965) line
intersection
method.
Root-length
at
eh30
cm depth intervals were then related to the

Y.--OX1.
rg 0•Ra

ater-extraction capability of the crop. A strong

linear relationship was found for th

wettest

treatment,
WL4.decreasing
The relationship
became
curvilinear with
soil moisture,
and

'I0
Y :Xwas

strongly curvilinear at the driest treatment,
WrLl0

The total rooting depth for the driest

was approximately the same as that

Sctreatments

a:0
2.0
Root-length density, Lv (¢ml/cm 3 )
Fig. 3d. Relationship betaeen root-length density, Lv,
and water extrticion, ET,for the wettest treatment, WL 4
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reported for an adapted maize variety, pioneer
3773 (Gutierez, 1972) but the average root-legth
density per layer was always lower for the
eunadated Katumani Composite B maize. The
total water extracted by Katumani Composite B
maize in the driest treatments was 228 mm,
which was much lower than the 317 mm reported
by Stewart (1972) for unirrigated Pioneer 3775,
an adapted variety.
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LYSIMETER MEASUREMENTS OF BEAN WATER
REQUIREMENTS VERSUS ESTIMATES BASED ON
CLIMATIC PARAMETERS
J. 0. Alugah.1 F. K. Lenga 21adJ. Ion Stewart 3
INTRODUCTION

formulae. This paper compares estimates of the

Considerabic international scientific effort has
been and is still being direcied towards ways of
determining crop water requirements, i.e.
maximum evapotranspiration or EI'm (Aboukhaled, 1972; Dilly and Sheph ard, 1972; Doorenos
and Pruitt, 1977; etc.). This effort is justified iII

water requirement of Mwezi Moja bean made
using three such formulae with direct lysinietric
measurements from the hydraulic pillow lysi
meter at Muguga. The formulae tested are tie
revised Penman formula, the radiation formula,
and the panr-evaporatioir formula as modifici
iold described by l)oorenbos and P'ruitt (1977).

view of the applicability of ETin in managing

MAITRIAl S AND MINI-TIOl)S
All experiment was conducted from 7 Septem
ber to 30 November 1980 at the Kenya Agricul
arch Institute, Muguga. Mwezi Moja
bean was planted oh aid arolid a 2.74 X 2.74 x
1.83 \i hlydraulic lysiniter cotainilg soil with

irrigated as well as rainfed agriculture (Pereira,
1957; Dagg, 1965; Mtugah, 1981 1. The coln
.union
practice of using 'ater-lialnce relatiollships to
decide when to irrigate and how liuch water to
apply is a major management strategy il irrigated
agriculture as it maximizes net returns (Stewart,
1972). More rece,,i

al plication of' the

waler-

a lextural composition of 52%

clay, 20%

sill,

allance relations , telected crops to anal 'ysis of
rainfall records from selected sites offers a basis
for assessing the suitabilities of the crolps !'.,,
thosc sites, and for guiding farm practices 1o
maximize their yields (Stewart arnd flash, 1982;
Kashasba, 1982). These relationships, whether
used ini an irrigated or a rainfed context, have
FITm as a major component (Stewart and Mu gah,
1979; Mugah, 1981).

28% sad and a p-I of 7.0 (Stewart and Mugah,
1979). The climatic parameters that were nicasir
et Froni planting to harvesting are summarized ill
Table 1, in which the second, third, and fourth

Crop water requirements ii ay be determined

and tlie maximum possible sunshine duration

by direct measurelent using lysinicters (Forsgate vI aL, 1965), rrettrori-scatler techliiiques
(Gardner and Kirkham, 1952), and gravilietric
s ampling, or estimated by predictive methods
based oii climatic and crop parametcrs (.lensen
Ct al., 1969; l)oorenbos and Pruilt, 1977). Tysi
nieters and neutron-scattering equipment are
prohibitively demanding in costs aind skill, factors
which have confined their applicabilit y largely to
research. Gravinietric sampling is tisii:able for
routine determination of crop water requirements
because it is destructive and tinle-colrsuIlling
Climatic parameters, notably wind speed,
temperature, humidity, sunshine duration, and
pan evaporation, can be used to estimate water
requirements through appropriate meteorological

(N). U is the 24-hour wind run at a 2-metre
height. The eleventh cotlumn shows the satura
tion vapour pressure ('s), as calculated from the

collinsil

for Tin, Tdb and Twh show

10-day

averages (f air terperattres and dry-bulb
I eiilleratures respectively. 'The sixthl, seventh
coluins
shwte1-clay iarea
tiveadeighth
humidity
(Rii), hours
of bright sunshine (n),

expression

formulated by Murray (1967). In this expression,

7' is the nieai air teniperattire, Tin, and t, the
base of the Naperian syster of logaiithms, A, b,
aid c are constants with values of 6.107, 17.2964
and 237.30 respectively for 7' greater than 0°C,
and 6.1078, 21.8746 and 265.50 for 7' less than
00C. lit the twelflh column ea is acttdat vapour
pressure as obtainel front psychrometric tables
using Tdb and the corresponding wet-bulb
depression, Tdb-Twb.

1. Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
2. Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
3. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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TABLE I-CLIMATIC PARAMETERS FOR THE PERIOD 7 SEPTEMBER TO 30 NOVEMBER 1980

Days
after
6 Sept.
1980
1- 10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41- 50
51- 60
61- 70
71-80
81- 85

(CC)

Tdb
(IC

Twb
,0 C)

Tdb-Twb
(C)

R.H.
(%

15.3
15.4
15.4
16.5
17.2
16.1
16.0
IS.9
15.7

17.2
18.4
18.4
19.0
20.3
17.8
17.7
17.3
18.3

13.0
13.0
12.7
16.4
15.4
13.9
14.2
14.6
14.5

4.2
5.4
5.7
2.6
4.9
3.9
3.2
2.7
3.8

65
5
55
79
63
68
74
76

Tm

n
(hr
day)

N
(hr
day)

.5
8.6
9.8

12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

10.0
7.1
6.4
t.3

8.9

69

n N

U
(kn.
day)

es
(nib)

ca
(mb)

Ra
(mm
day)

RS
(mm/
day)

0.6
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.7

239
296
325
307
364
358
33 "7
304
3o8

17.4
17.5
17.5
18.8
20.0
18.3
18.2
18.1
17.3

13.3
10.0
9.6
14.9
15.5
12.4
13.5
13.8
12.3

15.2
15.2
15.2
15.4
10.1
15.5
15.4
15.4
15.2

8.4
').1
9.9
8.5
7.6
8.5
77

Rns
(mm/
day)
6.3
6.8
7.4
6.4
2.1
6.4
5.8
5.8
6.8

9.1

Rni
1.7
2.0
2.3
1.5
2.1
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.9
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A was obtained by differentiating eL =
Aeb/(T +r) with respect to temperature as
follows:

in this formula depends on riean humidity and
daytime wind conditions.

dedT -

The procedure for determining A , -Y, and Rs
has already been outiined. The contribution
of c
was incorporated into the above relationship
a graphical relations:hip between A

X d.
dt

,

e

t

+

ButA is a constant, so

h',_s

'

A

0

d-

+through

j

(I

dT

d,
(T

T

Rs and ETO as dcsribed by Doorenbos and
(1977).

0Pruitt

dbT /(, + c)

The Pan-E'aporatOn Formu;a

dT

A x e'
(T+,r) x dhT

bT x d (T+ c)

dT

T
(T -

=/I

xe..

x-

1-

*

0

(.

=, T

-

T)

during the wetter periods from i -. 30 November
(Kaila, 1982). The adjusted valu, was then
multiplied by a pan coefficient, Kp. to include
corrections for humidity, wind and a 200-metre
wi,('ward-side
.f grass
obtain ETO
(Doorenbos and distance
Fruitt, 1977Kaila,to1982).

(T± c"
bT=tT

)

The pan used ii. :Ii,: study was similar to the
U.S.A. Class A pan descibed by Houston (1973),
except that the stud, pan was covered with a Iinch-square wire mesh to avoid losses due to
birds or animals; it was also painted black inside.
To adjust readings from this pan to the U.S.A.
Class A pan evaporation, each alue of 10-day
mean evaporation was multiplied by a factor of
0.98 during tothe
period
thea season
fr 1.05
m 7
Septermber
"Adrier
October,
andof by
factor of

(T=bc 0)2

Numerical vaiues for A were obtained hy substituting fvrA, b, c, and T in the above expressien.
Th'? psychrometric constant.
rwas calculated
from the expression -y
0 1.8 6p, which is due
l
to Brunt (1952), and in which P is the average
station
barometric
pressur-e in P
millibars
the
latent heat
of vaporization.
for 'heandexLpertmental station was 800 mb. L was obtained
from
the relationship L 8595 - 0. T, also due
to
Brunt (1952).
Over the range of temperatures that prevailed
between the planting and harvesting dates,
was invariably 0.53.
The Radiation Formul,
The radiatio i formula developed by Makkink
(1957) was adapted by Doorenbos and Pruitt
(1977) for calculating ET0. The relationship
recommended is:
I-=e(-As)
TAvy7
,
in which all the terms ret-rip the definitions given
earlier, excep* for the adjustment factor, c, which
90

Development o Crop (oIfbicient Curve ind
Determination
o oETra
Maximum crop evapotranspiration, ETm, is
related to E7?C by a crop coefficient, Kc, as
follows:
ETm = Kc X ETO.
c reflects the effect of crop characteristics on
Kc
andec e eff e t o crop
n
te
n
ETin, and stis dependent
upon crop type and
growth stage. K( values for different growth
stages in this study were derived using the
pro
cedure described by Doorenbos ard Pruitt (1977).
The duration of the initial stage was 30 days.
The average recurrence interval f irrigation or
siggificant rain during this sti'ge as 3 days. The
corresponding values ofEc rom Fig. 1 are 0.77,
0.8, and 0."3 respectively, for the Perima n, rad:ation, and pon-veaporation methods. The duration
of the crop-development stag( was 30 days, and
Vc values for this period were obtained by inter
polation between the initial stage and the mid
sfason stage. The value found for the latter was
1.05 for all three formulae, as shown l:elow:
Duration of mid-season stage
= 16 days
Wind (Tabies I and V)
= 0-5m/s
Humidity (Tables I and V)
70% (high)

LYSIMETER MEASUREMENTS OF BEAN WATER REQUIREMENTS
Kc (Table V)
Ducation ofiate-season stage
Wind (Tables I and V)
Humidity

=
=
=
=

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables II and III show numerical values for
each of the components used in calculating ETm

1.05
9 days
0-5 m/s
69%.

Kc at mid-point of the final interval, which lasted
only 9 days, was 0.85 (Table V).

Average
recurrence

TheKc values were plotted and connected with
straight lines as shown in Fig. 2. From this Kc
figure, a crop coefficient was read at the mid- 10
point of every 10-day interval and m ltiplied by
8
the corresponding ETO to obtain Etm for that
interval.
6

interval of
irrigation or
significant
2 day.
2day

4

ETm from Lysimetric Measurements

.

-

-

-



7.-.q_._
7days

7.days

Daily measurements of applied water, AW,
deep percolation DP, and changes in soil water
storage,A SW, obtained from the lysimeter were
used to calculate-ETm through the water-balance
relationship:

daD*
Zdoys

Em

2

AIR

"
,
5
6
7
1
2
1
E To, mmlday, duinq inif'il stage

0 -

ETm = A W - DP ± A SW.

Fig. 1.

The daily ETin rates were then averaged over
successive 10-day intervals.

Average Kc value for initiai crop development
stage as related to level of ElIO aid frequency
of irrigation and/or significant rain (after
Doorcnbos and Pruitt, 1977)

TABLE Il-NUMERICAL VALUES FOR THE COMPONENTS USED IN CALCULATING ETm BY THE
PENMAN METHOD

A

Rn

A

6 Sept 1980

C

A

7

A C7

(rnm/da)

. 0"

flu)

es-ea

1- 10
11-- 20
21- 30
31- 40
41-50
51- 60
61- 70
11-80
81- 85

1
1
1
1

1.12
1.12
1.12
1.19
1.26
1.17
1.16
1.15
1.14

0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53

0.68
0.68
0.68
0.69
0.70
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.68

0.32
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.31
0.31
0.32
0.32

0.92
1.07
1.15
1.10
1.25
1.24
1.18
1.09
1.26

6.1
7.5
7.9
3.9
7.4
5.9
4.7
4.3
5.5

Days after

1
1
1
1
1

4.6
4.8
5.1
4.9
5.5
4.7
4.4
4.4
4.9

tive formulae were rather consistently above
those from the lysimeter during the first 60 days
and generally below during the last 25 days. The
apparent overestimation of ETm by the predic
tive formulae during the initial and crop-develop
ment stages could be attributed i1 part to the fact
that the Kc values used in these formulae were
based on a maximum leaf-area index of 3 or
above, whereas the maximum leaf-area index
actually attained in this experiment was only 1.6.

by the Penman, radiation, and pan-evaporation
formulae. Table IV stimmarizes and compares
the estimates ofETO, Kc, and ETmn by the three
methods for each 10-day period and for the
season as a whole. It also showsETim valu-s from
the lysimeter. Duncan's Multiple-Range and
Least Significant Difference tests showed no
significant d-fferences among the mean ETm
rates. A closer examination of Table IV, however,
reveals that theETmn rates from the three predic91

TABLE 111-NUMBERICAL VALUES FOR THE COMPONENTS USFD IN CAI CUIATING
ETi BY THE
RADIATiON AND PAN-EVAPORATION METHODS
Radiation method

Days after
7 Sept. 1980
--0

Day_RSS-AEpan.
ate

A__

(mm/day)

A

Y

A

_-A-Y

A

m
Pan-evaporation method

>

Epan,
U.S.A.
standard

"
>

Muguga

class A
pan

(mm'day)

(mm'day)

Kp

5.3

5.2

0 .77

>

6.3
6.7
6.1

6.2
0.(
6.0

0.77
0.77
0.81

Z

8 .4

1.12

0 .53

0.68

11-20
21-30
31-40

0.1
9.9
8.5

1.12
1.12
1.19

41-50

0.53
0.53
0.53

10.1

0.68
0.68
0.69

1.26

0.52

0.70

7.1

7.9

77

51-60
61- 70
71-80
81-85

8.5
7.7
7.7
9.1

1.17
1.16
1.15
1.14

0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53

0.69
0.69
0.68
0.o8

5.9
5.3
5.2
6.2

5.5
4.7
4.7
5.3

5.4
5.0
5.0
5.6

f-7

6.2
6.7
5.9

>

0.78

0.77
0.80
0.80
0.76

0
1

TABLE IV-COMPARISON OF E,TIMATES OFETO. Kc ANDETm BY THE
PENMAN. RA DATION AND PAN-EVAPORATION METHODS. ANDOF
Eln ESTIMATES WITH IHOSE OB IAINED FROM LYSIMETRIC
MEASUREMENTS
Penman method
Days
after
7 Sept.
1980

ETO
(mm:
day)

1-10
11- 20
21-30
31-40
41- 50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81- 85
I- 85

5.0
6.0
6.5
4.7
6,3
5.6
4.8
4.5
5.6
5.4

Radiation method

Kc

ETm
(mm/
day)

Cumulative
ETmn
(mm)

ETO
(mm/
day)

0.77
0.77
0.77
0.81
0.90
1.00
1.05
1.03
0.90
0.89

3.9
4.6
5.0
3.8
5.7
5.6
5.0
4.6
5.0
4.8

39
85
135
173
230
286
336
382
407
407

5.0
5.2
5.8
4.5
6.0
4.8
3.9
3.9
5.2
4.9

Pan-evaporation method

Kc

ETm
(mm.'
day)

Cumulative
Elm
(mm)

ETO
(mm/
day)

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.84
0.92
1.10
1.05
1.03
0.90
0.92

4.0
4.2
4.6
2.8
5.5
5.3
4.1
4.0
4.7
4.5

40
82
128
166
221
274
315
355
379
379

4.0
4.8
5.1
4.8
5.9
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.3
4.6

r

L\ tmcter meth.od

Kc

E'rm
(mm/
day)

Cumulatire
ETm
(mm)

ETm
(mm,
day)

Cu-ntuia
tive
ETm
(mm)

0.83
0.83
0.83
0.87
0.94
1.02
1.05
1.03
0.90
0.92

3.3
4.0
4.2
4.2
5.5
4.3
4.2
4.1
3.9
4.2

33
73
115
157
212
255
297
338
358
358

3.1
3.2
-1.4
3.4
5.2
4.3
5.3
5.3
4.0
4.2

31
63
107
141
193
236
289
342
352
362
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TABLE V-CRGP COEFFICIENT (KC) FOR FIELD AND VEGETABLE CROPS FOR DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CROP GROWTH AND PREVAILING CLIMATIC CONDITIONS (AFTER DOORENBOS AND PRUITT, 1977
Humidity
Crop

RHmin

>70%

Rftmin

< 20%

0-5

5-8

0-5

5-8

I
2
3
3
4

Use Fig. 2 by
interpolation
.95

.95

1.00

1.05

.90

.90

.95

1.00

3
4
3
4
3
4

1.05
.25
.95
.85
1.05
.30

1.10
.25
.95
.85
1.10
.30

1.15
.20
1.00
.90
1.15
.25

1.20
.20
1.05
.90
1.20
.25

Wind (m/sec)
Crop stage

All field crops
All field crops
Artichokes
Perennial
clean cultrivated
Barlev

Initial
Top de .

,id-scason
At harvest
or maturity

Beans (green)
Beans l6rv)
Pulses

Kc for Penman
Pan evaporation & raaiation
MuIa-e
formulae

Kc for
frradiationfo
1.0.

formula
0.8.
- Kc for Penman formula
0.6

01

0

10

20

30
Time o ter

4b
plantin.9

5b
(O ays)

6b

70

Fig. 2. Crop coefficient curves for Penman, Raciation aod Pan Evapora ion oi1ethods
This leaf-area index would be expected to be
proportionately lower than that used in the
formulae, both during the initial and cropdevelopment stages. The apparent underestima-

lion by thcse formulae during the mid-season and
matt:'ation stages is most likely due to the rela
tively higher frequency of rainfall during these
two stges.
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Significant rainfall occurred on 14 of the last
25 days of the season, with minor amounts on 7
additional days. This factor must have increased

Ademba, and .1. H. Waweru, for collection and
compilation of lysimeter and meteorological data.

the evaporation component of ETm from the
lysimeter above that from each of the formulae.
The predictive formulae do not consider frequencv of wetting during the main growth period,
due to the assumption of full canopy conditions.
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LYSIMETER EXAMINATION OF THE FIELD-CAPACITY
CONCEPT UNDER FALLOW AND CROPPED CONDITIONS
(ABSTRACT)
J. lan StewartI andJ. 0. Mugah
In February 1977 a hydraulic bolster-type
weighing lysimeter was installed at Muguga in
preparation for the agrometeorological research
programme within the project now known as the
USAID/KARI Drying Cropping Systems Research Project. From 28 July 1978 to I May 1979,
a period of 278 days, the water balance within the
lysimeter was monitored daily.

2

presented are fallow (two periods), rapid leaf
expansion, and maximum canopy development.
The four periods all follow heavy rainfall or
irrigation, with water content well above field
capacity and drainage rapid. Water balances are
then shown first for the few days (3 to 6) required
in each case to return to field capacity, then
separately for the next 10 days.

For the first 145 days the lysimeter and its
surrounds were maintained free of vegetation;
that is, a bare soil or fallow condition obtained,
On 19 December maize was planted in and
around the lysimeter. It reached physiological
maturity 133 days later, on 11 May, where the
record ends. Readings were made each day on a
manometer connected through a hydraulic line to
the bolsters supporting the lysimeter soil tank.
These registered gain or loss of water to the
nearest millimetre. Drainage from the tank was
also measured, as were rainfall, irrigation
depths, and class-A pan evaporation,

The term "effective field capacity" is used to
mean water usefully evapotranspired plus the
total soil water remaining in the profile when
drainage has essentially ceased, that is, been
reduced to 0.1 rmn/day. This amount was found
to be 619 mm when the maize crop was under
going rapid leafing, and 626 mm with maximum
canopy development. It fell to 589 mm in fallow
conditions due to extra (slow ) drainage plus
wasted soil-surface evaporation.
A marked slowing of drainage after wetting the
soil occurred in 3 to 6 days when the profile water

The entire water-balance record is presented
in the paper, with both the bare soil and cropped
periods subdivided into irregular subperiods of I
to 9 days ev .,, when the water content of the
lysimeter soil was clearly increasing or decreasing. Additionally, four selected periods are presented to illustrate how the division of water loss
between evapotranspiration and drainage is
altered by stage of crop growth. Situations

totalled 620 mam. This was taken to be field
capacity. The findings indicate that the field
capacity concept is useful as a practical approach
to soil-water management under cropped condi
tions. It is concluded that, when, being cropped,
the extra loss 'to low drainage is compensated
by utilization of a portion of the excess water in
evapotranspiration before it can be lost to
drainage.

1. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
2. Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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EFFECT OF LEAF-AREA INDEX ON WATER
REQUIREMENTS OF KATUMANI COMPOSITE B MAIZE
I
J.0..Mugah andJ.lan Stewart 2

INTRODUCT'ION
Inadequate soil moisture is often a major

above the compensation point, i.e. the point
at
which the
rate equals the
respiration
ratephotosynthetic
and the leaves
can support
limiting factor in agricultural prodLction iI aIny themselves with metabolites manufactured with
parts of the world, including much of Kenya, in in tien without losing weight. When leaf-area
which approximately 85% of the total land area index exceeds the optimum level, the lower
suffers soil-moisture inadequacy with respect to leaves will be below the compensation point and
erop prodluAon,
This siuatoncals
situation calls far
an
cro prLILtin.Thi
fr .ineither
dry tip or derive metabolites from the
exhaustive invstigation of the factors governir,g
iper lryvtip oerie
metAItes from the
crop water use under conditions of limiting soil upper leaves, Conversely, if [Al is below the
water. One such factor is the leaf-area index ',ptiniu level, the crop will not be able to take
maximum advantage of the net radiation and the
(LAl), defined as the total photosynthetic surface yield
will fall short of the potential. Black (1963)
conducted an experiment with subterranean
The effects of leaf-area index on water use 01f clover, in which lie examined the effect of varying
crops have been recogrized by man" research lcvels of LAl and radiation on dry-matter produc
workers. Tanner and Lemon (19t2), using data lion. Hie observed that as LAI varied from 0 to 9,
from the work of Shaw -- d Fritschen (1960) oni for a given radiation intensity, the growth rate
corn, showed that water use from a short crop rose to a maximum at an optimum value of LAI,
was less than one half that from a tall crop with and as LAI incr ased further, -,he growth rate
a higher leaf-area index. Johns and Lazenby started declining. His results also show that the
(I973 a, 1i observed that water use of irrigated higher the radiation intensity, the higher the
swards r.-as sensitive to the manipulation of leaf- g-rowth rate for a given level of LA I.
area index by defoliation. At a leaf-area index of
ThIfe variation of leaf-area index during the
1, a%
decrease in Aiuwas Tassociatetd ith af grming season Las important implications
for
decrease in water use. Tile sesitivityVOf cultural practices and can serve as a useful guide.
water Ilse to changes in LAI decreased as LAI 'The plantirg date, for example, should
be
increased, and at an LAI of 3 and above, water selected in such a way that the optimum leaf-area
ulse was insensitive to chianges in LAl.
index occurs at a time when climatic conditions
Knowledge of the water require'ments of crops (mainly rainfall and sunshine) are most favour
grown under dryland tarming conditions is a key able for photosynthesi,:. Determination of plant
requirement in any method of predicting the ing dlate by relation to leafarea index is illustrated
crops' performance. Many dry-farming manage- by Watson (1947) for sugar beet and potatoes.
ment strategies take advantage of the fact that
Hardly any attempts to quantify th relation
water requirements of crops are reduced signifi- ships between LAI and crop water requirement,
cantly by reduced plant populations, which i.e. maximum evapotranspiration, ETm, have
reduce radiation interception oer unit land area. been made, yet such quantification is essential
Shaw (1959) observed that early in the growing f)r purposes 'of prediction and offering guidance
season of a maize crop, when leaf-area index was in managenent practices. This paper will there
still low, Rn at the ground surface was close to fore develop, for Katumani Composite B maize,
100% of its value at the top of the canopy. When the sorely needed functional relationships
the crop attained a height of 1.52 m, soil surface between ETn and LAI.
Rn had fallen and was between 60 and 65',, and
at a height of 2.29 iii, had decreased to 14%.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The maximum LAI attained by a crop is not The experiment from which this work is reported
necessarily the optimum, and the latter value was conducted at the University of California,
should be such that the lowest leaves are barely Davis. The soil and climatic characteristics of the
1. Agricultural P- scarch Department. Kenya Agricultural Research Insitute, Muguga
2. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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experimental site are described by Stewart et al.
(1977). Katumani Compsite B maize was planted
on 23 May 1980, three days following a preplanting irrigation of 100 mm. The winter rainspreceding the planting date were heavy and had
fully charged the entire soil profile; the preplanting irrigation replaced any water that had
been lost from the upper soil layers by weeds
and/or evaporation, so that the soil was at field
capacity at the thie of planting.
The seed, were planted at a rate of about
80,000 per hectare. Twenty days after planting,
the plants in the plots in which LAI and ETm
measurements were to be made were thinned to
form a 4 x 4 latin square design with populations
of 16,700, 33,300, 50,000, and 66,700 plants/ha.
Four weeks after planting, a neutron probe
access tube was installed in the middle of each
plot to a depth of 315 cm; soil-moisture changes
were monitored weekly by means of a neutron
probe at 30 cm interals. The access tubes also
supported catch cans for measuring applied
irrigation water (Stewart et al., 1977), which was
used along with the soil-moisture changes to
calculate ET 1 . through a water balance procedure (Stewart and Mugah, 1979). The irrigations were applied through two parallel sprinkler
laterals which were set to give a uniform irrigation depth that would meet the requirements of
7-

SPECIAL ISSUE

the crop at each of the four populations without
draining substantially beyond the root zone, as
this would have invalidated calculation of ETm
through the w-.er-balance relationship. A total
of 204 mm of water was applied in 6 irrigations.
One irrigation was applied every week, im
mediately following a soil-moisture measure
ment.
Leaf-area measurements were made weekly
from 2 to 30 July 1980. A final measurement
was made on 14 August when the experiment
was terminated at the blister kernel stage of
development. 1o determine leaf-area index for
a given population, three plants were randomly
picked from every replicate. The leaves were
removed and fed into an electronic planimeter
which measured the total leaf area for the three
plants, from which an average leaf area per plant
was calculated for that replicate. Green-stem
area was al,.o measured and added, and leaf-area
indices were thei' calculated for each plot and for
each plant-population treatment level. I Ai values
thus obtained were plotted against onie (Fig. !)
so that for each soil-moistare measuriement day,
a LAI value could be selected from the graph to
match the calculated rate of ETm. since LAI and
Fl'm measurements were carried out on different
days of the week.
-
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Fig. 1. Development of leaf area index with time for four population densities of Katumani Composite B maize
grown at the University of California, Davis
30
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Estimates of leaf-area index from germination
to the first day of leaf-area measurement were
obtained from Fig. I by extrapolation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LAI measurements made from 2 July (40th clay
after germination) to 14 August 1980 (83rd day

To develop a functional relationship between

after germination) are shown in Table I, along
with weekly estimates from Fig. I for the 28
May to 2 July period. To determine if the varia
tions in LAI and ETm among the four populations
during the final Iwo weeks of the experiment
were significant, an analysis ofvariance (ANOVA)
test was carried out for each of the parameters.
The results are presented in Table IIl, which
shows a highly significant variation in LAI
(F
3967.57) but no significant variation in
PI!
(F - 1.89). An analysis of variance was also

LAI and ETm, both parameters were first aver-

aged over appropriate day-intervals. The first
interval selected comprised 38 days and covered
the period betweer germination on 23 May to the
first day of soil-moisture n1,.asurements on 30
.lune. Thereafter, -both LAI and ETni wcre
averaged over two-week intervals. A regression
analysis was then run using the LAI and ETn
aver'ages to determine the functional relationship
between the two parameters.

TABLE I-MEASURED AND EXTRAPOLATED VALUES OF IAlFOR FOUR POPULATION DENSITIES OF
KATUMANI COMPOSITE B MAIZE DURING THF (S IAHLISI tMENI, VEGE' ATIVE AND POLLINATION
PIERIOI)S

l)ays from germination

Extrapoted

Measured

Population

(plants/ha)

5

12

10

2(

33

40

47

54

01

08

83

16,700
33,300

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.1
0.2

0.3
0.5

0.5
0.9

0.9
1.7

50,000

1.0
1.8

1.0
2.9

1.9
3.0

0.0

1.9
3.0

0.1

1.9
3.0

0.3

0.8

1.3

66,700

2.4

2.7

0.0

4.2

0.2

1.5

0.4

4.5

1.0

4.5

1.7

3.3

3.7

5.9

6.2

0.2

0.2

carried out for LAI and ETin over the two-week
interval from 15 to 28 July 1980 (days 53 to 66
inclusive after germination). As shown in Table
IV, a highly significant variation was found for
both LAI and ETm, with F values of 670.78 and
274.43 respectively.
From the data presented in Table II, it can be
seen that the minimum level of LAI that resulted
in the maximum daily ETm rate of 9.0 mm/day
was 3.0. As shown in Fig. 1, this minimum
threshold level of ETm was attained on 2 July by
the population with 66,700 plants per hectare,
and approximately on 10 July by the population
with 50,000 plants per hectare. The population
vith 33,300 plants per hectare reached [Al 3 on
the maximum [AI with 16,700
21 July, whereas tmostximmiLAIwithhave0
plants per hectare was 1.9. The maximum wateruse rate for the latter population was 7.9 mam/
day, which fell short of the potential of 9.0 mm/
day.
The pollination stage, which is the most stresssensitive stage for maize, started eight weeks

after planting and lasted 4 weeks for all the
populations. A. ,;hown in Fip. I , the population
vth 6 6,700 plants per hectare started extracting
water at the maximum riac of 9.0 mam/day
approximately 5V2 weeks after planting, i.e. 31/2
weeks before the beginning of the pollination
stage, whereas the population with 50,000 plants
per hectare attained this maximum water-use
rate aplroximately 7 weeks after planting. Had
been limiting, as is usuily the case
soilioi,tre
under dyland farming conditions, the popula
tion witli 66,700 plants per hectare, and to a
lesser event that with 50,000 plants per hectare,
would hive used up a considerable amount of
water froni the soil for vegetative growth by the
time
pollina:'on started, and grain productivity
woulds
would most lily have been impaired. Plants at
33,300 per hectare attained the maximum water
use rate approximately 8 weeks after planting, at
the
beginning
of theinstance
pollination
stage,
and yield
reductions
in this
should
be less
than
those of the two denser populations. As noted,
the lowest population, of 16,700 plants per
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hectare, attained a maximum leaf-area index of
1.9 approximately 9 weeks after plantinp, and
corresponding maximum ETm rate was 7.9
ram/day. Thus a reduction by 37% in LAI below
the threshold required for attaining maximum
ETm resulted in a 12% reduction in the maxi
mum Etm rate.

q

C!
.,
,the
,

o

The maximum leaf-area index of 6.2 attoined
the unadapted Katumani Composite B maize
variety used in this experiment exceeded that
5.5 reported by Acevedo (1975) for an adapted
variety, hybrid Dekalb SL2Z. Acevedo carried out

Mby
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o

his experiment in the same Yolo Clay loam at the
Station of the University of California,
Davis. His population density was 69,800 plants
per hectare, and the treatment that gave the
highest LAI of 5.5 was irrigated with 50 mm of
irrigation water per week. The LAI of 5.5 was
attained 10 weeks after planting, whereas that
6.2 for Katumani Composite B was attained
within nine weeks of planting. Earlier studies with
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Katumani Composite B maize at the Katumani
Dryland Farming Research Station, where the
variety is adapted, show that the highest LAI that
has been attained in this environment is 4, 64.5%
of' that attained at Davis. The common planting
practices by farmers in the marginal rainfall
result in plant populations of less than
plants per hectare (often 20,000 or less),
giving a maximum leaf-area index of approxi
mately 2; this falls short of the LAI of 3 required
maximum water use.

...:practices

From the foregoing results and discussion, it
can be concluded
that bethe
farmers'
can and should
modified
in a planting
manner

,
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o0-.
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that would take maximum advantage of net
radiation and rainfall in a season with an ade
quate water supply, and minimize yield reduc

"

0

tions due to stress in a season with an inadequate
water supply. This can be accomplished for a
given rainfall situation by manipulating the
date so that the most stress-sensitive
stage, i.e. the pollination stage, coincides
with the time of maximum soil-water availability,
from both rainfall and prior soil-water storage. A
high plant population should be established and
maximize yield in high-rainfall seasons.
But if early-season rainfall is low the plant
population should be reduced, effectively reduc
ing the crop water requirement.
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Fig. 2 shows a strongly linear relationship
between LAI and ETm for values of LAI below 3.0
(rl = 0.94). The figure further shows that ETm
is insensitive to changes in LAI above 3.0.
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TABLE III-SUMMARY OF ANOVA TABLE FOR TESTING VARIABILITY OF LAI (lila) AND ETm (Illb)
AMONG TREATMENTS FOR TWO-WEEK INTERVAL INCLUSIVE FROM 29 JULY TO I I AUGUST 1980

(a)
Source
Row
Column
Treatment
Residual
Total

F

D.F.

S.S.

M.S.

3
3
3
6

0.035
0.063
29.360
0.014

0.011
0.021
9.785
0.002

15

29.474

D.F.

S.S.

M.S.

F

3
3
3
6

11.914
5.304
14.106
14.948

3.971
1.768
4.702
2.491

1.59
0.71
1.89

15

46.273

4.81
8.62
3967.57

(b)
Source
Row
Column
Treatment
Residual
Total

TABLE IV-SUMMARY OF ANOVA TABLE FOR TESTING VARIABILITY OF LAi (IVa) AND ETm (IVb)
AMONG TREATMENTS FOR TWO-WEEK INTERVAL BETWEEN 14 AND 28 JULY 1980
(a)
Source
Row
Column
Treatment
Residual
Total

D.F.

S.S.

M.S.

F

3
3
3
6

0.042
0.058
18.510
0.054

0.014
0.019
6.170
1.009

1.55
2.12
676.78

15

18.665

D.F

S.S.

M.S.

3
3
3
6

0.175
0.495
59.000
0.430

0.058
0.165
19.666
0.071

15

60.100

(b)
Source
Row
Column
Treatment
Residual
Total
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F
0.81
2.30
274.43
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/

Y=2.714X+ 0.677
2
r =0.94
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LEAF AREA INDEX
Fig. 2. Relationship between LAI and E1'm for Katumani Composite Bmaize grown at the University of California,
Davis
SUMMARY

support

An experiment was conducted to study the
effect of varying levels of leaf-area index, LA, on
the water requirements, Elm, of Katumani
Composite B3maize. Leaf-area index was varied
by thinning the plants to four different population
dei~sities, of 16,700, 33,300, 50,000 and 66,700
plants per hectare. T'he corresponding maximum.

leafare iniceswer
1., 3., 55 ad 6..

Te

leafare
wer inice
1., 30, ,5 ad 62. ile
maximum Elm rate was 9.0 mm/day and the
minimum threshold level of LA! required to reach

froni thc United States Agency for
International Development (USAID), which was
thle sole donor agency for the project from which
this work is reported.
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TECHNICAL SESSION 1: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairtnaa (Dr C. L. Coulso,): Farming in seniarid areas is faced with a whole range of uncertainties and accompanying risks, thre chief
ones being:
a. uncertainty ofexact date of onset of rainfail;
b. the amount and distribution of rainfall;
c. what crops to grow and what cropping systems
to adopt.
Provided the first two questions c.t Ie detej>
mined with a certain degree of certainty then tie
third problem can be solved. The questions raised
during the discussion session relate to these
basic issues and closely related problems. I
notice that on your gr:iph of maize vield against
evapotran:,piraion the grain vield and total DM
yield lines are parallel-does this indicate that
there is an effect on DM partitioning vith reduced
water?
Dr.1. /. Stewart: When N fertility was adcluat
both DM and grain were produced at aproxi 
iiately 22 kg/ha per mm of water t vapotrans
pired, but with TDM effectively beginning produc-ion at 58 rim ET. while grain began at 218
mm ET, thus requiring each plant to r ach
roughly 69 g 7i)M before oroducing gro inn.With
additional water t e hbvtie crop, it seems all new
photosynthates (or an cquiv,.lentt qu-,ntity) %ere
partitioned to the grain. Therefoir, at 0T 220 mirmi
grain would he a iinUscule portion ofrotal "rDA
while at 378 murn FT, which is about iiuaxinluln,
grain would approximate 50% oi TI)M. This
s'iggests that partitioning ofJUA is ratlic, differCAt ateach \,.tter level.
Air A. Karachi: ('ould we ,se the differences 'ii
physiological water-use ru(luireiieuts fir plant
selection .that
is. selecting F')r drylatid Ilsture
species? Bul additional factors sticl as producli(o
per unit of water used and ability to sur ivc !org
periods without rainfall also require consideration.
AfrJ. K. Ml'uu: Doeu til arrangement el'rOps
in an intercrop affect tie vielId sof( tie var OtS
crops in the intercrop?
Dr Stewart: I believre it (toes. bitt mly experteeice
with different arrangements is limited to a single
replicated experiment in which maize and beans
were placed in alternate rows 75 cn apart, in
the same rows, again spaced at 75 crnu, and in
lternate rows, 37.5 cmi apart. The latter two
arrangements appf ared better, especially for the
niaize, than the first. Observation trials (not
replicated) on farms in Machakos District seem to

support the *inding Wi}at same-row planting on
75 cm rows is superior to alternate row plaiting
cn 75cm rows.
Al, P. L. Wlsaker: How far art: recommendations
tor response farming appropriate from the loca
tion of meteorological data collection upon which
the recommendations are based?
Dr Stvwart: There i,: no set distance I can state
because it is riuchi influenced by terrain features
and all the factors causing the considerable
spatial variability found in rainfall in the semi
arid areas. Mr D. Kashasha's analysis of effec
tive raintfal at nine sites p!us the original KatuMani analysis indicates that in some instances
reconimendationiy can cover rather large areas,
say a circle 50 kil in diameter, while in others
this niglit shrink to a 10 km circle. li ewever, tie
newly' sinrplified analytical procedures will make
it possible to perform individual analysis for
localized areas qnuiikly ad easily.
Air Aim
: Tie presentation shows that farniers
staid to gain if they adopt the me:linti- and high
I.evel management, but .%hat are the reasons why
uitr e rs ihave not adoptcc -or arc not adoipting
them?
I)r Stewart: High-lev?1 rnagenient requires
considerable cash outla--b cyond the reach at
present or most stuallhalders in the semi-arid
r eas. Medium-level management involving
rotation of maize and beans in the study pre
sented, ard improved weeding practices, .re in
fact already practised by perhaps 5 to 10% of the
fartrers. But these area have only been cropped
recc,,'ly andI there is little or no lo-ig-term experi
cnce factor working. Hence the urgent need for
rcsearch to point tire way.
Afr P. White'man: Where early onset permits
sowing high populations, there are still extra
:(dvantages if fariiers have to subsequently thin:
(i) fodder for livestock; arid (ii) extra protection
against stlasi erosion
ver.through the temporarily
. suas rin
,
cover.
ground
uneovered
bothS'ewart:
(If hiis suggestions.
JDr
Mr Whiteman is certainly correct in
Dr t. if. C. Scott: (I) rhe inevitable question
what have yt, to say about the present short
rains season (short rains 1983)? (2) If we arc
going to make practical use of your work we will
have to know more about the different soils. Have
you related the probabilities of the seasons to soil
type and rainfall conservations?
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Dr Stewart: (I) In the areas of Katurmani 50% of
short rainy scasons begin on or before 2 Novenher. Thc laiest recorded is 23 November. So the
ilr:erl'itseason isclearly late but not as yet hope-

sider soil depth and water-holdin!, capciiy.
rainfall amount, durlation, and pattern, and the
,equence of crop wat.r needs throughout the
r'owing season ofthe crop, that is, in each growv

less. (2) Yes, the 'effective rainfall' analysis i,,
hbased on water-halaice cailculations which con-

ing stage.
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TECHNICAL SESSION 2

CROP PRODUCTION AND PLANT
NUTRITION

EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF RHIZOBIUM PHASEOLI
STRAINS ON NODULATION, DRY-MATTER AND GRAIN
YIELD OF TWO BEAN (PHASEOLUS VULGARIS) VARIETIES
J. N. Chui1 and H. M. Nadar'
INTRODUCHION
Bean (Phaseolus iulgaris L.) is one of the most
common legune crops incorporated in different
cropping systems in Kenya. As a legume. it
provides dietary proteirnand contributes to the
maitennceof
oilferiliy. t i imortnt,
maintenance of soil fertility. It is important,
therefore, to investigate ways of improving bean
production. Use of inorganic nitrogen fertilizers
has been shown to improve seed yield and has
prompted the recommendation of their application to beans (Stephens, 1969; Spurling, 1973;
Bazan, 1975). However, inorganic nitrogen has
had contradictory results; it has been reported to
decrease both nodulation and N2 fixation in
legumes (Dart, 1974; Lie, 1974). Also, with the
high prices of inorganic nitrogenous fertilizers
and their limited availability, their application in
the developing countries, ind especially by subsistence farmers generally, is not feasible. Hence
ohere is need for research on the application of
available and cheaper technology to sustain high
legume-food-crop
production. The rhizobia
;noculants, which have been shown to be relatively cheaper when applied to legumes (Singh and
Chowbey, 1971), could offer an alternative to N
fertilizers.

proper rhizobium strains is one of the barriers
to yield increase of legumes on many tropical
soils. Rhizobium strains and host specificities, as
well as environmental factors, could also reduce
the potential yield of legumes (Franco and
Doeir
1977; Graham
and 197S).
Doberiner, 1977; Graham and Hubbell,
These findings warrant research on the corn
tis with various rhizobium strains wi;.-e legumes
aie wi variou hioi
a
z
les
are grown in different ecological zones of Kenya.
This study was conducted to determine the
availability of indigenous rhizobia and to compare
the effectiveness of known rhizobium strains on
two P. vul, aris bean varieties, using a field soil
under greenhouse conditions.
MATERIALS AND MErHODS
A greenhouse experiment was conducted at
the National Agriculture Laboratories, Nairobi,
between October 1982 and January 1983. The
greenhouse temperatures
ranged between
15.3'C (minimum) and 33.8'C (maxinium)
during the growing period.
The soil used was collected from an experi
mental field at the National I)ryland Farming
Research Station, Katumani, Machakos District.
The soil taken was previously occupied by cow
peas (Vigna unguiculata L.). The preceding crop,
before the cowpeas, was beans. The type of soil
was a well drained, dark reddish-brown and
sandy clay, classified as Oxic Paleusialf. The soil
pH was 5.0. Soil was mixed with fine gravel at
the ratio of 2: 1, respectively. The mixture was
then
into plastic pots holding 5.5 kg. Two
ha put
aiteMciMj
n
erwr
bean varieties, Mwczi Moa and Zebra, were
used.
The bean seeds were inoculated with two
rhizobium strains, NU 405 and NU 439, obtained
from the University of Nairobi, and their com
bination 2-NU, and a 3-strain rhizobia mix, 3-NS,

Unfortunately, bean yield response to inoculation
has been variable, ranging from yield decreases
where N is not limiting (Pessanha et al., 1970) to
substantial increases (Habish and Ishag. 1974).
Also, beans have shown no yield response to
inoculation on soils where beans had previously
been grown (MaCartney and Watson, 1966).
Although beans have been found to nodulate
lthough
blan when
hen ben
ty Knoyate
without
inoculation
grownfound
on many
Kenyan
soils, Keya (1975) found that bean rhizobia were
lacking in sonic soils. Using appropriate conimercial inoculants on friable Kikuyu loam soil of
pH 6.2 and lacking bean rhizobia, Keya obtained
good nodulation and increased seed yields of
beans. Munns (1977) stated that the absence of

I. Agronomist, KARl.
2. Agronomist, USAID, Nairobi.
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for Phaseolus vulgaris obtained from the NifTAL
Project, Hawaii. The inoculants were in powdered
peat form and gum arabic was used as the sticker.
A control treatment without inoculant was ineluded. Before planting, pots of soil were watered
and left overnight. Seeds were planted three in a
pot immediately after the inoculant coating was
dry. Two weeks after emergence, seedlings were
thinned to one per pot and phosphorus was
applied in the form of triple superphosphate at
the rate of 110 kg/ha. Plants were watered every
other day.

The control (uninoculated) results indicated that
there were effective indigenous rhizobia in the
soii for nodulating the two bean varieties. At
flower initiation, neither variety responded
significantly to inoculation. However, inoculation
increased the nodule number of Mwezi Moja
beans by 53% on the average and decreased that
of Zebra beans by 12.5%. On the other hand, at
pod-filling Mwezi Moja had a greater response
to indigenous rhizobia than to the inoculation by
22.6%/o, whereas Zebra beans showed a better
response to inoculation (78.7%) than the control.
Datawer
to
a
colectd
diferet
resporded
beansstage,
gowthstaes:inoculants
Moja
Mwezi
It seemed that
in their
stages
earlier
growth
growth
but that
Data were collected at different
ous
in the ear li g ,th sta ge
later,
at flower initiation (32 days), pod-filling (49 days)
and
(88 days). Plants were washed
indigenous
of thematurity
soil, bagged
in plastic bags, and stored in
rhizobia had become more effective in promoting
ofthe sofilbggedfo nodlticon
Shoand
n
;jodulation. A converse response to treatments at
the refrigerator for nodule count. Shoots ad
both growth stages was observed in Zebra beans.
nodules were dried at 65T for 48 hours for dryAt pod-filling, the 2-NU strain increased the
weight determination. At maturity, seeded pod
nodule number of Zebra by 155% above the
dry weight and seed yield expressed as grants
control. These response variations to treatments
per plant were measured,
could he attributed to varietal differences.
A split-plot design was used with the two bean
Graham and Halliday (1977) showed that ability
varieties forming the main plots and four inocuto nodulate varied between determinate and
lant treatments plus a control comprising the five
indeterminate P. vulgarisbean cultivars.
subplots.
had four
andMVP
was
replicated Each
threetreatment
times. T'r,-,
Wangplots
2200
There were negative correlations between seed
replicatedhreaued tatisi!f Wang 2200MVP
yield and nodule number both at flower initiation
computer was used for statistical analysis.
It-r-0.4anatpdflig(=-.4)
= -0.24) and at pod-filling (r = -0.44).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nodulation response of Phaseolus vulgaris
bean varieties to inoculation is shown in Table I.
TABLE I-EFFECT OF VARIETY AND TREATMENT
ON THE NUMBER OF NODULES PER PLANT AT
TWO PLANTGROWTH STAGES

Nodule dry weight at pod-filling (Table IV) was
also negatively correlated with seed yield (r
- -0.61)
but positively correlated with nodule
number (r =- 0.80). These results agree with
the findings of Sartain e a!. (1982), who had
planted beaps at four different locations in El
Salvador.
There were no significnt varietal differences
ont shoot dry weight at pod-filling or maturity
(Table It), although each variety responded to
inoculation differently at both growth stages.

Variety

Treatment

Mwezi Moja NU 405
NU 439
2-NU
3-NS
Control
NU40S
Zebra
NU439
2-NU
3-NS
Control

Flower
initiation

Pod-filling

81.83 at
109.6 a
92.33 a
100.33a
62.80a
75.20a
89.80a
83.00 a
7
2.80a
91. 7 0 a

138.00ab
97.80b
136.50ab
145.00ab
167.00 a
69.23a
102.S0a
142.17a
85.00a
55.80a

Inoculation of Mwezi Moja had produced greater
shoot dry weight than the control at maturity.
The best rhizobium strain, NU 439, increased the
shoot dry weight of Mwezi Moja by 36% more
than the poorest strain, NU 405, and 5.6% more
than the control. Shoot dry weight at pod-filling
showed that only Zebra beans had a significant
response to inoculation; at this growth stage, NU
439 increased shoot dry weight of Zebra by
98.7% over the control. Comparison of the
average dry weight of the seeded pod of the two
bean varieties showed that Zebra had signifi
cantly higher seeded pod dry weight than Mwezi
Moja (Table 11). Although in Mwezi Moja the
inoculation was not significantly different from
the control on seeded pod dry weight, there were

1. Any two means within a variety followed by the same
letter do not differ at the 5%le%el of probability,
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TABLE Il-EFFECT OF VARIETY AND INOCULATION ON SHOOT DRY
WEIGHT AND SEEDED PODS DRY
WEIGHT
Shoot dry wt (g/plant)

Variety

Treatment

at pod-filling

at maturity

NU 405
NU439
2-NU
3-NS
Control
NU 405
NU 439
2-NU
3-NS
Control

7.08 a 1
5.23a
5.6n a
6.23 a
5.32 a
4.35 b
9.28 a
4.21 b
6.96 ab
4.57 b

12.09 b
16.42a
12.48 ab
12.96 ab
15.55 ab
13.25 a
13.41 a
14.26 a
16.91 a
14.40 a

Mwezi Moja

Zebra

Seeded pods dry wt
at maturity

(g/plant)
8.02 b
11.15a
7.75 b
8.56 ab
10.78 ab
9
.37 a
9.37 a
9.51 a
12.40 a
11.33 a

1. Any two means within a variety followed by the same letter do not differ
at the 5%level of probability.
TABLE Ill-EFFECT OF INOCULATION ON TOTAL
DRY MATTER (g/plant)OFTWO BEAN VARIETIES
Variety
Treu',nent

Mwezi M,ja

Zebra

12.70b I
17. 04 a
13.55 b
13.08b
16.7ab

13.65a
14.22a
14.90
a
17 ,67 a
6
.14a

NU-405
NU-439
2-NU
3oNS
Control

1. Any two means within a variety followed by the
same letter do not differ at the 50 /o
level of probabi
lity.
TABLE IV-EFFECT OF INOCULATION ON NODULE
D2Y WEIGHT AT POD-FILLING STAGE AND SEED
YIELD AT MATURITY

Variety

Treatment

Mwezi Moja NU 405
NU 439
2-NU
3-NS
Control
Zebra
NU 405
NU439
2-NU
Control

Nodule
weightdry
(g/plant)

Seed
yield
(/plant)

0.23 a1
0.14 a
0.18a
0.26 a
0.19a
0.08 a
0.19 a
0.16a
0.09 a

6.04 b
8.44 a
5.87b
6.42 b
8.26a
6.90 a
7
.18a
7
.32a
8
.67 a

significant differences among the inoculants. The
NU 439 strain had increased the seeded pod dry
weight of Mwezi Moja beans more than NU 405
and 2-NU had done-by 39% and 44% respec
tively.
Table III illustrates the effect of inoculation on
total dry matter at maturity. No significant
varietal difference was observed. Total dry
matter production of Zebra beans was not signifi
cantly affected by inoculation. With Mwezi Moja,
although the results of inoculation did not differ
significantly from the control, the NU 439 strain
led to significantly higher total dry matter than
the other inoculants-by 37% on average. Except
for one rhizobium strain in each bean variety,
which produced higher total dry matter than the
control, total dry matter decreased by between
11.7 and 20% as a result of inoculation. There
were negative corelations between total dry
matter and both nodule number (r = -0.33) and
nodule dry weight (r = -0.54) at pod-filling.
regard
to nodule dry weight at pod-filling,
theInbean
varieties
did not respond significantly
to
inoculation. However, a comparison of the mean
nodule dry weight of both varieties showed a
significant difference in response to their treat
ments. On the average, Mwezi Moja gave 64%
more nodule dry weight than Zebra (Table IV).
There was no significant linear relationship
between nodule dry weight and seed yield, and
on the average Zebra beans showed 10.5%
greater seed yield than Mwezi Moja. Seed yield
of Zebra was not significantly influenced by
inoculation (Table IV). For Mwezi Moja, three
inoculants out of four significantly lowered seed

1. Any two means within a variety followed by the same
letter do not differ at the 5%level of probability.
IIl
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P. J' Dart (eds.), BNF in FarmingSystems of the
Tropics. 233-243.
181 Keya, S. 0., Balasundaram, V. R., Ssali H. and
C. (1982). Multilocational
Mugane,
responses
of
Phaseolusvulgaris
to inoculation field
in East
Africa.
In P. H. Grah;i:n and S. C. Harris (eds.), BNF
Technologyfor TropicalAgriculture.231- 234.

bean yield was not significantly

191 Lie. T.A. (1974). Environmental effects on nodula
tion and symbiotic nitrogen fixation. In A. Quispel
(cd.), The Biology of Nitrogen Fixation. Amster

affected by inoculation, it was observed that a
small yield increase of between 2 and 5% was

dam, North Holland Publishing Co. 555-582.
[10] MaCartnev, J. C. and Watson, D. R. W. (1966).

Although

caused by the two inoculants. NU 439 and 3-NS,

Beans. Tengeru Report No. 89. Min. Agric. For.

which had shown bean variety preference on

and Wildl. Bull. 20, 1- 28.

some of the other parameters measured. The
data seem to indicate that there could have been

[111 Munns D. N. (1977). Soil acidity and related fac
tors. InJ. M. Vincent (cd.),E.xploitingtheLegume:

bean variety and rhizobia strain specificity, and

Rhizobium Symobiosis in Tropical Agriculture.
University of Hawaii College of Tropical Agricul.

further work should be done to confirm 'his,

ture Miscellaneous Publications. 145, 211-236.

using these two rhizobium strains, NU 439 and
3-NS, on both bean varieties under field condi-

1121 Pessanha, G. G., Franco, A. A.. Dobereiner, J.,
Groszmann, A. and de Souza Britto, D. P. P.
(1970). Corrclacio negativa de nodulacfio corn a
produc;io de feijao (Phaseolusvulgaris L.)em solos
onde o N nao e fator limitante: V Reuniio Latino
americano de Rhizobium. Rio de Janeiro, Instituto
Pesquiza Agropecuaria Centro-Sul. 36- 45.
113) Sartain, J. B., Hubbell, D. H. and Menendez, 0.
(1982). Alternate inoculation methodologies for

tions.
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EFFECT OF PLANTING TIME RELATIVE TO THE
BEGINNING OF THE SHORT RAINS ON EFFICIENCY
OF WEED CONTROL AND MAIZE YIELDS
I
I!. Al. Nadar and TV. A. Faug/hj 2

INTRODUCTION

in seasons of vei y limited rainfall.
This report discusses the effect of planting
time for tile short rains on the efficiency of weed
control and maize yields as influenced by popula
tion, intercropping, and ridging methods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Weeds constitute a constant and important
problem for farmers in the Machakos area,
especially in the short-rains season. The short
rains begin after five dry months, during which
weed seeds are transported to the fields by wind,
as well as by domestic and wild animals which
feed on the crop residues left in the fields after
harvest. Effective weeding would help conserve
moisture for crop use ainii reduce or eliminate
competition from weeds for available nutrients in
the soil. From rainfall analysis and maize phenology studies (Nadar, 1983a) it was found that
during the short-rains seasoii the only way tit
ensure naximum water a,.ailahility for the high
water requirement of the -10-day growth period,
which ustually starts 40 to 50 day's after planting,
was to conserve as much of the soil stored
moisture as possiblc. One important method of
wate coniscrvation, early in the season, is efficient weed control. Chemical weed control is not
vet feasible in the target area, and is not expected
to be widely used in the near future. Weedcontrol chemicals are expensive, water for mixing
the chemicals is not always available, and the
farmers are not trained in the safe use of these
chemicals. Weeds are (ontrolled at present by
mechanical nicanis such as ploughing, hoeitng,
and hand pulling. lPloughing after tile heginning
of the short rains and the germination of the first
flush of weeds appears to hc tile most effective
and at the same ti-ne the cheapest method for
early weed control, because no extra plou(ghitg is
needed for seed-bed prepa ration. Planting after
this process allows the crop a chiaiice to grow ill
a relatively weed-free environment until it is
strong enough to compete with laer-emerging
weeds and can withstand mechanical weeding.
This method of planting is expected to help
conserve moisture, as moisture loss due to inefficient weeding is much higher thin that lost
delaving planting until after controlling the first
Ilush of' weeds. Conserving moisture that would
have been consumed by weeds call make the
difference between success aind failure, especially

lhis experiment was carried out during the
1980/81 short rains at the National Dryland
:arming Research Station, located at Katumani,
10 kil south of Machakos town, Mach akos
District, in the Eastern Province of Kenya. Its
ccittre co-ordinates are 01'35 ' S and 3714 ' E
and it lies at an elevation of 1,575 m. The soil is,
o cll drained, dark reddish-brown sandy clay. It
is hard when dry, friable when moist, and sticky
plastic wheil wet. This soil is classified as Oxic
Palcstalf (Chromic Luvisol). It has a relatively
lo\ water-storage capacity and medium depth.
Average dpth is 120 ci with a total water
storage capacity of 100 mm.
Total rainfall during the short rains of 1980'81
was 185 mm; the rain started on 4 November and
had stopped by 20 December, thus lasting less
than 50 days. From 20 December until harvest no
inIea sirahle rainfall was recorded.
Maize (Yea mnays L., Katumani Composite B)
was planted either as a sole crop or intercropped
with beans (JIascolus vulgaris L., var. Mwezi
Moja). The sole-crop maize was thinned to either
I plant or 2 plants per hill, while tile intercrop
was all thinned to I plant per hill. Beans were
planted at I pla-it per hill between the maize
plants in tile saic row. The planting was in plots
of' 10 rows, 0.60 i apart and 10 ni long. The
spacing between maize plants within the rows
was 0.30 at in all cases, resulting in a spacing of
0. 15 m between a maize plant and a bean next
to it in tile same row. Considering the one-plant
Iper-hill sole crop to be the base population, then
the population would be doubled either by
doubling tile number of plants per hill in the sole
crop system or by adding an equal population of
beans in the intercrop system. Planting before
the beginning of the rains took place on 26

1,2. USAI)/Kenya Agricultiirat Research Institute, Muguga
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October 1980, while the after-rains planting was
performed, after ploughing to control the first
flush of weeds and at the same time preparing
the seed-bed, on 14 November 1980. Ridging and
weeding were performed by hand labour, a
practice generally followed in the area. Tihe
labour inputs are substantially higher than would
be required if oxen and ploughs had been used
for ridging and weeding. The plots were \vetcded
e ithe r o nce o r twice . All plots were weed ed fo r
the first time 15 (lays after germination. The plnts
which received two weedings were weeded fr
the second time three weeks ltter.
The experimental design was 3 x 2 x 2 factorial
within a split plot. The main plots tested lirtle of,
planting and, within them. ridging niethots
(either ridged or non-ridged), populatio, alld
number of weedings were also tested.
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crop. This is an indication that doubling the
population per unit area, either by doubling the
number of plants per hill or b planting an equal
bean population between the maize plants in the
same row, hadl no effect on labour requirements
for weeding, whether the planting was before or
after tie rains.
laboor required
AiR
ridging averaged almost
oI r r i
rtilB R pls a rag ed l. 5
ud
frr ridgirg the HR plots average 27.5g md/ha,
compard with 32 mod/ha for ridging the AR
plt. This is as would he expected, as ridging by
hand is an activity which is not supposed to he
influenced by the lime of pll,,nting. Ridging by
hand is usually done after tIhe crop has ger
ruinated and grown tall enough to withstand
gathering tile
soil arlolund it ill the process of
building the ridges.

Yields "vere determined by har,,.'sting 6 rows
The only significant difference:, were between
8 ii long frtun plot. Maize yields -- re adjusted
the weeding requirements of the AR plots and
to 15.5. nioisture, arid bean yielCls adjusted
those of the BR plots. While weeding the AR
to 14';,. Bean vields were furiher nultiplied plots reqiuiredt. ott the
average. 16.3 rnd/ha for
1* 3.5/1.5 to convert them to tI equiviale'ut
the first weceding and 11.9 ri d /ha for tile second,
for rnaize. This conversion facilitated adding,
the 13R plots required 28.7 and 22 rid/ia respec
averaging statitcally analysing, and coinrivelv. Thre increase ill labour requirements for
paring tire intercrop and sole-crop data. The o ceding the BR plots
front that required for the
calculation of gross fieldl returns was based ol
AR plots averaged 76% in the first weeding and
avarage yields arid on estimated prices of KSh.
85 , inithe second. Despite tire higher labour
1.5 per kilogram for maize and KSh. 3.5 for input, tire BR plots a.t
the encl of the season were
beans. The gross r;rrktet vahies calculated in ihi!.much \ecdier than
the AR plots. This is an
manner were reduced by 10; to approximate
indication that turning the weeds under by
costs and losses incurred innroving crops from
lploughing before planting was a more efficient
tie field to rmarkets and thus provided an estimate
method of richarnical weed control than hoeing
of gross field values. Laborur costs hae,'C
Ibee
tItCr emergence. Coirolling tire first flush of
estimatedl on the basis of the recorded labour
hes ploughing before planting seemed to
by
input in
carrying oit each practice it air average
rivt ciiustd i substaritial reduction in weed
charge of KSh. 16.10 per man-day. Altiouigh lpopulation throughoit
the seasi, especially in

most labour i,provided by tile fantily and nio kash

cost is incurred, the value placed ol tire labour
inputs appears to be a reasonable estiniae of
tie opportlunity Cost of stchlahtuir. It was tile
rminimum cost of labour established for tire
Machakos area and a large nitmber if workers

were enployed at this vigc.
RESULTS AND )ISCtUSSION
The number of' nian-days (nd) of labouir per
hectare used for ridging aid weeding of tire afterrains (AR) and before-rains (BR) planting at tile
different populations and cropping systems is
listed in Table I. Within each planting time, there
were no significant differences in labour req uirements for weeding the plots which were planted
to sole-crop maize at I plant per hill or 2 plants
per hill, or those planted to maize/bean ititer114

the drill, which resulted in easier control of litter

emerging weeds by hoeing and lower labour re
quirnierits than in the case of BR plantings.
Even if there were tit) yield differences between
the two plantings, an average saving of 80% in
labour required for weeding would justify the

adoption of the AR? planting mettrod over BR
planting. Under high rainfall and high soil
fertility conditions, yields realized from the two
planting methods would not be expected to differ,
as long as the weeds were kept tinder control.
The only expected difference would be in the
labrur required to do so.
Rfinffall during the short rains of 1980/81 was
h\ inanirotnt arid short in duration. These condi
tions were not suitable for maize production, but
were more suitable For beans Beans have lower
water requirements tha maize and a shorter

TABLE I-TOTAL LABOUR IN MAN-DAYS (md) PER HECTARE, AND OPPORTUNITY COST IN KENYA SHILLINGS (KSh) PER HECTARE USED IN
WEEDING AND RIDGING ALTERNATIVE PLANTINGS AND CULTURAL PRACTICES DURING SHORT RAINS 1980/81

M
m

Sole-crop maize
Number
Ridging
method

of
weedings

Ridged

I

Ridged

2

I P1/hill

o4

2 Pl/hiil

BR

AR

58.0

43.0

934.0

692.0

-

72.0

57.0

0.792

1.159.0

918.0

-

AR/BR

Maize/bean intercrop

Averages

BR

AR

AR/BR

BR

AR

AR/BR

BR

AR

AR/BR

57.0

45.0

0.789

62.0

62.0

!.000

59.0

50.0

0.847

918.0

724.0

-

998.0

998.0

-

950.0

804.0

77.0

10.0

0.779

77.0

59.0

0.766

1,240.0

996.0

-

1,240.0

950.0

-

Z
md
KSh.

md
KSh.

Non-ridged
Non-ridged

I
2

md

0.741

-

75.3

58.7

0.780

1,213.0

945.0

-

29.0

12.0

0.414

22.0

21.0

0.955

35.0

16.0

0.457

28.7

16.3

KSh.

467.0

225.0

-

354.0

338.0

-

564.0

258.0

-

462.0

274.0

rnd
KS'i.

54.0
869.0

24.0
386.0

0.444

29.0
470.0

0.806

31.0
499.0

-

50.7
816.0

28.0
452.0

0.552

-

62.0
998.0

0.500

-

36.0
5S2.0

65.0

0.769

67.0

52.5

0.784

69.5

60.5

0.871

67.0

54.3

0.810

1,079.0

845.0

-

1,119.0

974.0

1,082.0

875.0

-

41.5

50.0
05.0
18.0

0.435

29.0

25.0

0.862

48.5

23.5

668.0

305.0

-

467.0

404.0

-

781.0

378.0

0.568
-

z

,
-

z

Ridged avge.

md
KSh.

Non-ridged
avge.

md
KSh.

1,047.0

-

-

0.485

39.7

22.0

0.554

-

638.0

363.0

-

-

z
m
rri

[-
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growing season. Because of the rainfall conditions weed competition for moisture affected
maize yields more than it(lid bean yields. As a
result, the effect of time of planting on maize
yields was highly significant, whereas on bean
yields it was not. Planting both sole and intercrop
maize after the beginning of the rains and control
of tilefirst flush of weeds gave significantly
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higher yields than plantings before the rains. In
the intercrop (Table ii), the average maize yield
of AR was 128% higher than that of the maize
component of the BR intercrop, while average
bean yields were only 12',lo higher, which was not
significant. While the overall differences be
tween bean yiel.; were not significant, ridging
and numbcr of weedings had a significant effect

TABLE Il-YIELDS OF INTERCROP MAIZE AND BEANS, BEAN YI-LD EUIVAI ENT OF MAIZE(BEAN
YIELD x 2.4) AND TOTAL YIELDS (kg MAIZE/ha) IN RESPONSE TO TIME OF PLANTING AS AFFECTED BY
RIDGING METHOD AND NUMBER OF WEEDINGS DURING SHORT RAINS 1980/81
Yields (Kg/ha)
Number
of
weedings
I

1
I

2
Avge.
Avge.

BR

Maize equivalent
of bean yield
(kg maize/ha)

AR

Ridging
method

Maize

Beans

Maize

Bears

Ridged
Ridged
Non-ridged
Non-ridged

42
143
48
252

230
124
387

20-1
480
270
150

2A))
392
230
521

93
150

357
25t,

342
210

121

306

27o

ridged
non-ridged

Overall average

483

on bean yield in tle BR plantings. Yields of beans
from the ridged plots were significantly higher
than those from the flat plots, arid plots that were
weeded twice yielded significantly higher than
t
those weeded oniy once. !n
AR plantings, ridging
had no significant effect on hean yield, but the
effect of number of weedings was significant.
These results indicated that, under the lowrainfall conditions of the 1Q80,,81 short-rains
season, the effect of ridging was not directly on
water conservation per se, but was rather an
indirect effect on water conservation by more
efficient weed control. Rainfall intensity during
that season, beyond the first week of November,
was not conducive to water runoff, which could
have been reduced or eliminated by tle ridges
that were constructed by the end of thai month.
This would explain the difference in the effect of
ridging on bean yields in the different plantiag
methods. In AR plantings weeds were efficiently
controlled before planting, giving arl almost
weed-free drill, while the weeds in the drill which
could not be efficiently removed by regular
hoeing were buried in the process of'constructing
116

Total yields (kg nlaize/ha)

IR

AR

BR

AR

AR,/ BR

537

579
1,27()
337
1,155

741
1,395
807
1,36

1.28

289
903

537
)15
537
1.210

2.39
1.18

311
37t)

832
590

726
877

925
746

1.)08
1,087

1.15
1.46

343

714

801

835

1.077

1.29

1127

.10

the ridges. When weeds were efficiently con
trolled either by ploughing before planting in the
AR miethod, or by ridging in the BR method,
yields of beans ere almost equal for the two
planting methods. Maize respottse itn the inter
crop was clifferent from bean response. Maize
was more affected b tihe competition for avail
able water by tile bear component than by
ridging. Higher mai,:e yields were as;sociated
with lower hean yields and vice \ersa. Ott the
other hand. maize yields in ite iotercrop were
significantly affected by both numiber of weed
ings and plattirng tirite.
Comparing these results with those of the
sole crop (Table Ill). it was found that average BR
maize yields intile
intercrop were similar to those
Of thtwo-hlarts-per-hill arrangement in the
sole crop, but substantially lower than those of
tie one-plant arrangement. This is an indication
that increasing plant populatiotn, whether the
extra plants were maize plants or bean plants,
had art adverse effect on maize yields under the
low-rainfall conditions of the 1980/81 short rains.

TABLE 11-SOLE-CROP MAIZE YIELDS AND INTERCROP TOTAL YIELDS AND THEIR
VALUES IN KENYA SHILLINGS (GROSS FIELD RETURNS
(GFR)) IN RESPONSE TO TIME OF PLANTING AS INFLUENCED BY RIDGING METHOD
AND NUMBER OF WEEDINGS DURING SHORT RAINS
1980/81
m

Sole-crop maize
Number
Ridging

of

method

weedings

Ridged

1

Ridged

2

Non-ridged

I

Non-ridged

2

Ridged avge.
Non-ridged ave.

1 P1/hill

2 P1/hill

BR

AR

AR/BR

BR

Yield

380.0

974.0

2.56

GFR

513.0

Yield

1,315.0

303.0

1,255.0

GFR

409.0

1,694.0

Yield

140.0

:,103.0

189.0

1,490.0

GFR

Maize/bean intercrop

Averages

I

__

Yield

158.0

GFR

213.0

797.0

590.0

Yield

342.0

1,115.0

GFR

461.0

1,505.0

Yield

149.0

847.0

GFR

201.0

1,143.0

-

4.14

AR

AR/BR

BR

130.0

839.0

6.45

579.0

741.0

1.28

363.0

175.0

851.0

1,133.0

274.0

513.0

781.0

1,000.0

1.87

1,270.0

-

1,395.0

489.0

1,149.0

1.10

-

1,054.0

!,716.0

1,884.0

1.71

-

1,423.0

-

-

AR

AR/BR

BR

AR

370.0

692.0

-

7.88

12.0

470.0

39.20

337.0

807.0

16.0

3.73

634.0

2.39

--

23.0

-

616.0
832.0
163.0

477.0

465.0

20.70

1,089.0

1,155.0

-

1,071.0

1.18

643.0

-

1,559.0

-

445.0
601.0

811.0

31.0

1,366.0
1,843.0

223.0

202.0

676.0

3.35

272.0

912.0

-

18.0

474.0

26.33

23.0

638.0

-

-

-

3.26
-

5.68
-

793.0

1,094.0

925.0

1,068.0

1.15

490.0

1,248.0

953.0

1.442.0

-

660.0

1,286.0

746.0

1,087.0

1.46

304.0

802.0

1,012.0

1,466.0

-

412.0

1,083.0

AR/BR
2.35

4.87
-

0
>
.
Z

Z

1.82

C,

-

_'

1.94

0

-

2.64

z
rr

-

Z

z

N
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Maize yields at tile lower potpulation were more
Economic interpretations of results from plots
Ihan dotuble those at the higher populatiots. h!
on experimental stations, under conditions that
AR plaitine, naize viclds Were gene
nuc
101rally
(liffer markedly from those prevailing on farms,
higher. They wCrT -4to 5 timcs that o' tile 131?l may be misleading. This is particularly
true for
planting in] tIle sole crops, hut oil*y twice that of estimates involving total costs and returns. How

BR,1
in the interc'rop. This is a1ninldicatiol th;t til
effec of hean .'compe.Ctitiol otl m;iz, \;Is tflore
severe Ihall that hretwcen tile maize plants, at the
same poputlation levels. This is ill agreem ntt with
earlier findintgs that itttercrop <OttpetitiOu was
more severe than intracrop competitito (Nadar,
1982).
Total yields of tile interCrops were betweeti
12% and 080% higher tlall those of soleICrop
maize. ile greatest increases were over the B1
two-plants-iper-lill ptputia:trn. These itc'eas,,
we.re enti'ClV (fle to the relttivl, ligh yields ard
values oftIe heart COmln~elitC, il both 11,R alrl AR

ever. rela!ivt. lenefils can he calculated with
considerable acttracy where only .yields and a
limited number of' variable inputs are involved,
as in the present experiment, where the only
Si~llignficent inpUt-cost itert
varying among
practices being evaluated was labour inputs for
\%ced control.
(ross field returns for all plantings made after
tilte iset of the rails arid emergence of weeds
averaged KSh. 1,184 per hectare, compared with
on average of only KSh. 536 for plantings before
the onset of the rains (able Ill). The variable
cost for labour ( [able 1) averaged KSh. 618 per

plantings.

hectare for AlR, compared with KSh. 80 for BR

In tile nlaize sole-crrp systrnis, tle a(dvartages
plantings. Net returns to other factors of' produc
'
of All plantings over 13R. as represented hy- ti
lalhle I ,V
aiXC'ergCd KSh. 890 iore on AR
maize 'ilds, \were much greater than Itl se ill plots tan (ri 131?
plots, reflecting tile KSh. 648
the ittercrop system. They ranged betwell gttreater field return ard KSh. 242 lower labour
300";,, in the one-plai -ir-hill 1rt1a1'11t1it, arid
Cost per Iectare.
423",,, ill the two-plant ;rr-angement.
,['fect t'
lidgitg increased ;eClds, which resulted in
ridlgillg was si,.ifiClirrt, while that (tf weeIgllg
gross returns trat exceecded retrrns oni tioi
\was not. In solne cases, tIhe ;econd weeding Iad ridged plots bY KSh. 225 per hrectare. tHowever,

a negativu effect ot Yield. [his was the reverst of1
Ie effect Ot ridgitr arid wec(ng itt tile irtererOl)
tnld \,as probal brouiglht abiotit by the differtrn
Oif efficiencyitt xiced 0)otr10l hietwIei the two
crop Svtetis. Siacirig
n
e ween tile plarLts within
the row
Is 0.30 i i the ,,'te crop. while it %x;as
0.15 eil li tihll('i
e
ltI- 1. lI wi rirt- w s l (ti rI
as well as the posSilile
trssi
lof weeCds coee"iet
li V thle heart Iats I Va11ave reSUtlI l rior
1111'(
efficientt first i\\eedin in tile S I-crplO Ihthtl
t
itt the intercrop pitIs. As a resullt. l1v the tint" oft
the secord Veedingu theCre were rirot ityeds h-i
ittercrrli phlts than ill the sl
pIl,.
i.crtop
tl
the soil moisture lost due to tile hoet.ing lt(ss
rt
wats IlsS than what nigh! have been CtirtisuM'd h\
the weeds retmoved floti, the inturcrop ll(t ..,
\%lrereas it was much large[ ill tile soile-crop pits.

lab1our reI'uired fir ridging was mutcteh greater and
tile assrciat-ul Costs exCecded the average (if non
ridged plots liv KSir. 477. The net effect was
returtns t (1t1t' Iacto'rs for the rrtn-ri(tged plots
that exceeded those for tIre ridged plots by KSh.
252 peer hectare.
'It" (i.-, of al SCCt d \vt%rd
ig w as m ore than
lix itcreased field returns when applied to
ISc1)ic
ridgCed or inn-tidled plots plated before the
rains, and also to ridged plots planted after the
rains. Ilowever, net returns wire reduced on tire
ori-ridged after-rains plantings. Overall, a
Sco riId weeding increased labour costs il the
iaerage froi KSh. t2i2 to KSh. 85t. but the
1 ,.rse'I., it ,ields a1t1d t oss field rtttrns rrore
titit ofstl the
tled cost oif lalrtnrl aid lct
rtorns incrc;,std fromr KSh. 11 I to KSI. 132.

From these results it can le concluded that
while yields fr on all plots were extretiel v
Ictrr.
V
naUnett'rt
o hld
ilti
ears, yielded net ret:t(pls
tIle All plantings significilltlv olt-viefded the
,
tinihlv acger than sole-crop taite (Ilts
BR pl
hitigs it all cases. Ott the urtlhcr hand,
KSh. -178 (:oitl.artd to negative KSh. 58). Under
dotibling the maize iopulation tir adding extra
lite contditions prexvailing, one-plant-per-hill
bean poptulationr)i lv intercropping did trot affect
suile-errip milize yielded stblstarrtiallv better
hhour requireen-tts ftr weehing and
retuns
rtidging,
than two plants per hill (a net return of
while it significartl*v redutced Taize yields.
Labour requirements for ridging were almost the
same for both plating methods. whereas those
for weeding were significantly different.

KSh. 122compard with a net loss of KSh. 237).
Itl surntrnmary. the greatest increase in net re
trnrs was (file to planting after the onset of rains
;aidlirst emergence of weeds. Tie better control
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TABLE IV-RETURNS. OTHER FACTORS AND TOTAL SPREADS (AR-BR) IN KENYA SHILLINGS PER HECTARE
OF CROPS PRODUCED UNDER
THE DIFFERENT PLANTING. RIDGING. AND WEFDING METHODS FOR SHORT R..,iNS 1980/81

soIv-crop maize

Number
Ridging

method

I P1 hill

2 '! hill

MLizelbean intercrop

of

weeding,,

PR

Averages
7__

AR

AR-BR

BR

AR

AR-BR

BR

AR

-421
-750
--278
- 656

623
766
1.265
411

1,044
1.526
1.543
1.067

- 743
- 70
-338
- 549

409
-274
292
173

1,152
596
630
722

-- 217
476
-99
561

2
934
831
1,344

-586
-467

700
838

1.286
1.305

-,So-444

t)7
234

874
678

129
231

L937

1,377

AR-BR

BR

AR

AR-BR

219
458
930
783

-461
-381
-239
-215

345
478
797
642

806
859
1,036
857

468
1.088

3j9
1,319

-422
-227

411
720

838
947

417
1,139

575

-399

733

1,082Z
859

778

600

-324

566

890

>
Z

-

Ridged
Ridged
Non-ridged
Non-ridged

1
2
1
2

Ridged avge.
Non-ridged avge.
Average
Average
Overall average

1
2

-350

944

1,294

- 540

- 1703

594

1.297

-"09

-526

769

1.295

-625

-158

-50

151

776

178

>

0
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of weeds a: sociated with this practice appears to tained. Of course, a reversal of the relative prices
have reduced the competition for moisture and would be expected to reverse the relative advan
plant natrients and resulted in increased yields. tages of sole crops and intercrops.
likewise, the better control of weeds, particularly
in :he drill, reduced the labour requirement.
Ridging by hand was not profitable. Although
SUMMARY
increasing
production,to this
the
labour
requirements
the practice
point oi increased
reducing net
*An experiment was conducted during the short
returns, euireen
g also apered toinrains of 1980/81, designed to study the effect on
crease production, but increased the labour weeding efficiency and
final maize yields of dry
requirements only moderately and resulted in a planting before the
start of the rains (BR) as
small increase in net returrs. For sole-crop compared with the effect
of planting after the
maize, a single plant per hill resulted in better beginning of tho rains
and ploughing to prepare
mizur, ainghise lt praill reslthan iett
the seed-be:: and control the first flush of weeds
rturns, in this very low rainfall season, than twoFor
each time of planting,
plants
hill. However,
intercropped
and at
eachitimeaof
planting,
beans per
provided
much better
returns maize
than solithe:theffamts
effects oftimeo(Al).iFor
population, ridging,
and number
of
maize at the relative price. assumed in these -,vcdings were also tested. The results
indicated
cropthat
]abou equired for ridging averaged almost
estimates. The combination providing the highest
t s bu e
for
r
idging
st
returns :nong all those tested was intercrop
the same for BR and AR plantings. Ridging using
maize anki beans, planted after the onset of rains 'and labour was not found profitable.Wline of
and the emergence of weeds, non-ridged, and planting had a significant effect on kabour re
weeded twice. The combination of practices quirements for weeding, with AR planting re
resulting in the greatest loss was sole-crop maize quiring 80% less labour than BR !a' 'ng.
Increasing the plant population per unit area had
with two plants per hill, planted before the rains,
no effect on labour requirements for weeding,
ridged, and weeded only once.
while significantly decreasing maize yields. Total
The absolute costs and returns to be realized yields of the intercrops were up to 630% higher
from these alternatives would probably differ in than those of sole-crop maize. These increases
other seasons from those reported, due to varia- %kcreentirely due to tle relatively high yields and
tions in rainfall, ten-perature, opportunity costs values of the bean component in both BR and AR
for labcur, or prices of products. An ainlysis was
plantings. The advantage of AR ov.r BR plant
made assuming opportunity costs f,,r iabour at
ings as represented bv maize yields averaged
only one-half that used in the analyis described
128% it, the intercrop system, while it was
above, which might more closely approAimate the
between 300% and 423% in the sole-crop system.
opportunity costs of labour for some families in The greatest increase in net returns was due to
the area. In this instance, the same combinations planting after the onset of rains and first emer
of practices yielded the highest and lowest net gence of weeds. The better control of weeds
returns. Likewise, if all yields were assumed to assoliated with this practice appeared to have
incr.:.,se proportionally, the most profitable and reduced the competition for moisture and plant
the least profitable combinations of practices
nutrients, and resulted in higher yields and
would remain the same. However, in a more
decreased labour requirements for subsequent
normal season with more adequate rainfall, ields weedings. fhe combination which provided the
probably would not have inci'eascd propor- highest returns was maize/bean intercrop, AR
tionally. As pointed out in a previuus discussion
planting, non-ridged, and wef-ded twice. In more
(Nadar, 1983b), a population of abrvit 70,000 normal rainy seasons, sole-crop maize might
plants per hectare would provide the highest
produce higher returns, and no yield differences
yield in a relatively good season. Therefore, in a
between AR and BR plantings might be expected.
good season, the yields from the plets of soleHowever, AR planting would still be better than
crop maize with two plants per hill v.ould be
BR becatise it would still require significantly less
expected to increase proportionately more than
labour for keeping weeds under control.
the yields from plots with only one plant/hill, and
the relative returns associated with these prac- REFERENCES
tices might be reversed. Also, in a good season
the yields of maize might be expected to increase
t 11 Nadar, H. M. (1982). Intercrjpping under marginal
rainfall conditions in Kenya. In Intercropping:Pro
proportionally ,mnore than the beans, and thus
ceedingsofthe Second Symposium onhJtercropping
decrease the advantage of #he intercrop over the
in Semi-Arid Areas, held at Morogoro, Tanzania,
sole crop, if the s,.me relativ.f prices were main4- 7August 1980. Ottawa, IDRC. SO-. 55.
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EFFECT OF RELAY PLANTING ON MAIZE YIELD AS
INFLUENCED BY CROPPING SYSTEMS, ROW SPACINGS
AND POPULATIONS
H. M. Nadarl
INTRODUCTION
Relay cropping is planting a new crop while the
maturing crop is still standing in the same piece
of land. This system of planting does not allow for
conventional seed-bed preparation (i.e. plough
ing and disc-ing) b( ';re planting. Although the
objectives are not th, .me, rclay planting is very
similar to minimum or no-tillage systems in that
no seed-bed preparation takes place. The objective of minimum and no-tillage planting is to do
away with seed-bed preparation as a means of'
saving energy and keeping soil disturbance to a
minimum. On the other hand, the main objective
of relay planting is to meet an optimum planting
date which occurs while the land isstill occupied
by a niaturing crop. In such a case, no seed-bed
preparation is possible except for hand hocing
between the standing plants. Maize yield i produced under no-tillage have been found to be
equal to or higher than those produced under
conventional tillage (Kang and Yunusa, 1977;
Legg el al.,1979; Shear and Moschler, 1969).
Under conditions of relatively short rainy scasons, like those prevailing in the Machakos area,
the results ol' studies have indicated that double
cropping resvIts in more graii; production and
more efficient use of annual precipitation and
soil-stored moisture than growing one crop per
year. This double cropping was achieved either
by planting directly after harvesting the previous
crop, utilizing the no-tillage method (Crabtree
and Rupp, 1980; Widstrom and Young, 1980;
Nelson et a/., 1977; Camper et al., 1972) or by
interplanting the second crop within the maturing crop (Chan ei al., 1980; Triplett et al., 1976).
For the MLchakos area it has been suggested that
relay planting of maize before 1 March for the
iong rains would bring the most sensitive growth
stage of the crop to a time where water stress can
be avoided. By following such a practice, most of
the crop's water requirements can be satisfied,
and thus maize production in the area can be
improved (Nadar, 1983).
This report discusses the results of a study
conducted to determine maize yield response to
I.USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Intitute, Muguga
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relay planting and conventional planting as
affected by populaion, row spacing, and crop
ping systems under Katumani conditions.
MATERIAI S AND METHODS
This study was undertaken at the Dryland
Farming Research Station during the long rai,s
of 1978. 'The station is located 10 kin south of
Machakos town, Machakos District, in the
Eastern Province of' Kenya. It has centre co
ordinates tI 35' S and 37' 14' E and lies at an
altitude of 1,575 m. The soil is well drained, dark
reddish-brown sandy clay. It is classified as Oxic
Palcu stall (Chromic Luvisol). It has a relatively
low water-storage capacity ann medium depth.
Ihe average depth is 120 cm, with a total water.
storage capacity of 100 him. The long rains of
1978 started by the middle of February and
ended by nid-May. Total rainfall was 463 mim.
Maize (eain movs L.., Katunimi Composite B)
%a%planted on 2 March 1978. It was either relay
planted within the raturing short-rains maizc
(no-til!), or planted after remo,ing the short-rais;s
crop and preparing the seed-bed by ploughing
and disc-ing (till). The planting was in rows
spaced 0.06, 0.75 or 0.90 ni apart, with 0.30 m
spacing within the row. Maize plants were
thinned to either I or 2 plants per hill. The one
plant-per-hill populations were either grown as
sole crops or intercropped with beans (tJhaseoius
t'lgaris L., vai-. Mvezi Moja). The two-plants
per-hill populations were grown as sole crops
nly'.
A split-plot experimental de';ign was chosen
for testing planting methods. Within the main
plots, a 3 × 3 factorial design wzs used to test row
pacing, population, and cropping systems. Plots
were of 6 rows 0.90 m apart, 8 rows 0.75 m apart,
)r10 rows 0.60 in apart. All plots were 10 m long.
Yields were determined by harvesting 4, 4, and 6
rows 8 in long from the 0.90, 0.75, or 0.60 m row
spacing plots respectively. Maize yields were
adjusted to 15.5% moisture, and bean yields
adjusted to 14%. Bean yields were further con
vcrted to maize-yield equivalent by multiplying

[j.FI:C

bean yields by the bean: maize price ratio at
the time, which was 1.44-9.71. This conversion
allowed the addition of maize and bean harvests
obtained from tie intercrop plots, as well as
making direct comparison and analysis of variance possible.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall response of maize yield to planting
methods was not statistically significant. However, relay-planted maize yielded, on the average,
about 4% less than that planted by the conventional method. Average yield of relay planting
was 5,007 kg/ha while that of conventional planting was 5,213 kg/ha. Response to planting
method seemed to be influenced by row spacings
and cropping systems. In the sole-crop maize
system, either at I or 2 plants per hill, ields
realized from relay-planted maize were con-

O1f R-I.AY I'l ANIIN(; ON MAIZI: YIII.

sistently lower than those from maize planted by
the conventional method, at all row spacings. The
level of yield reductiom varied with the variation
in row spacing and number of plants per hill.
The percentage yield reduction was greater at I
plant per hill than at 2 plants per hill, and also
greater at 75 cm row spacing than at 60 or 90 cm
spating (Tables I and I1). In the intercrop system,
total yields (maize yield + bean yield) of the re
lay plantings were higher than those of the con
ventional plantings, except in the case of the 75
cm row spacing, where the yield of the relay
planted crop was lower than that of a crop
planted by the conventional method (Table Il).
However, yield redu,_'tion caused by the relay
planting in tle intercrop at 75 cm was very much
lower than that in the sole crop. Yield was re
duced by 4% in the intercrop as compared with
17% in the sole crop at I plant per hill and II % in
the two-plants-per-hill sole crop.

TABLE I--YIELDS OF ONE-PLANT-PER-HILL MAIZE SOLE CROP AT THREE DIFFERENT ROW SPACINGS,
AS INFLUENCED BY PLANTING METHOD, TOGETHER WITH PERCENTAGE YIELD DEVIATION OF TH.
RELAY-CROPPING FROM THAT ILANTED CONVENTIONALLY
Yields (kg/ha)
Percentage deviation
of relay

Coventional
planting

Relay
planting

60cm
75 cm
90 cm

4,748
5,248
3,946

4,663
4,337
3,423

2
17
-13

Average

4,646

4,144

-10

Row
spacing

-

--

TABI E Il-YIELDS OF TWO-PLANT-PER-HILL MAIZE SOLE CROP AT TItREE DIFFERENT ROW SPACINGS,
AS INFLUENCED BY PLANTING METHOD, TOGETHER WITIl PERCENTAGE YIELD DEVIATION OF THE
RELAY-CROPPED FROM THAT PLANTED CONVENTIONALLY
Yields (kg/ha)
Percent deviation
of relay

Conventional
planting

RelaN
planting

60cm
75 cm
90cm

5,757
6,657
5,199

5,658
5,983
4,905

- 1
-I 1
- 6

Average

5,861

5,515

-

Row
spacing
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TABLE 11l-YIELDS OF INTERCROPPED MAIZE AND BEANS
AT THREE DIFFERENT ROW SPACINGS,
AS INFLUENCED BY PLANTING METHOD, TOGETHER WIFH
PERCENTAGE DEVIATION OF THE
RELAY-CROPPED FROM THAT PLANTED CONVENTIONALLY

Yields (kg/ha)
Row
spacing

Conventional
planting

Relay
planting

Percent deviation
of relay

5,403

5,772

5,240

5,033

+ 1

60cm
75 cm
90 cm

4,753

Average

5,132

-

5,281
5,362

Although yield differences between planting
methods were not significantly different at the
5% level, the), were too high and consistent to
ignore (Tables I and I1). This is an indication that,
if planted on the same date, conventional planting, after preparing the seed-bed by ploughing
and disc-ing, would be expected to produce
heavier maize yields in the sole-crop systems
than that produced by relay planting within the
previous season's maturing crop, especially at

4

+11
+ C

higher than total yields of conventional plantings.
However, maize yield responses to intercropping
were influenced by row spacings. While maize
yields were not affected by intercropping with
beans at 60 and 90 cm row spacings, yields were
substantially reduced at 75 cm row spacing (Fig.
1). Yield responses to row spacings and number

the 75cm row spacing.

Total yield

Planting by both methods for this study took
place on 2 March. In practice, the short-rains
maize or cowpea crops would not be harvested
before the middle of March. The earliest time to
plant using the conventional
method would be 3
to 7 days after the middle of March, which
gives
the relay-planting method an advantage of 2 to 3
weeks as regards earliness over the conventional
method. A 2 to 3 weeks' delay in the planting
maize beyond 1 March could be expected of
to
cause reduction in maize yields substantially
greater than those caused by relay planting.
Relay planting could have other advantages,
such as the saving of draught power required for
seed-bed preparation before planting by the
con
ventional method. Another advantage could be
that in the relay system the planting could take
place during a period when labour requirements
are at their minimum. When using the relay
planting method, the harvest of the short-rains
crop, which is very labour-demanding, takes
place 2 to 3 weeks after finishing planting for the
long rains.
In the intercrop, total yields were generally
higher than those of a one-plant-per-hill sole
crop, and those of the relay planting were mostly
124

Maize yield only
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2p1ts1/hole
+beans
Fig. 1. Effect of Intercropping with Beans on Maize
Yields and Total Yields During Long Rains 1978

EIFFI'CT O01RELAY ILANTING ON MAIZE YIELD
of plants per hill were significant. Maize yields
(Table IV) increased significantly with the
decrease in row spacings at I plant per hill. At 2
plants per hill, maize planted at 75 cm row

spacing, with about 70,000 plants per hectare,
yielded higher than that planted at 60 or 90 cm
spacings. As intrarow spacing was constant (30
cm), change in row spacings or number of pl3nts

TABLE IV-MAIZE COMBINED YIELD RESULTS OF BOTH P1ANTING MIiTHOI)S (× I (Ykg'ha) AND
POPULATION COUNTS ( x 10'plants/ha) AT DIFFERENT ROW SPACINGS, NUMBER OF PLANTS PER
HILL, AND CROPPING SYSTEMS DURING LONG RAINS 1978
I Plant
Row spacing

Population

I Plant + beans
Yield

Population

60 cm

51.9

4.705"

46.0

75 cm

41.5

c
4 .95

39.8

90 cm

33.4

3 .8 0 1d

36.1

Average

42.3

4.430

40.6

2 Plants

Yield

Population

Yield

5.87a,b
(4.636 + 0.951)
S. 13 6 b,c
(4.195 + 0.942)
4.937b,c
(3.970 + 0.967)

92.4

5.693 a b '

70.7

6.320 a

53.8

5 .0 5 2

5.247

72.3

b

,c

5.688

I. Maize population only; bean population was not counted.
2. Numbers in brackets: first = maize yield; second = bean yield corrected to equivalent maize yield.
3. Letters following yield value indicate that it is significantly different from values followed I,ydifferent letters at
the 10% confidence level, according to the LSD mean comparison test.
3

7.
x

0

0

60 cm population

75 .

I

,

6

ox

xx

0

5-

0

3-

00

1. =Overall regression line

w_2

2.: 90cm
3.
1.

-75

9:2,091

,,

4. : 60

SA

- 0-053X

,,

9

2,950.0030X
1,560 . 0.070X

ii

9

: 4,
1,1146 . 0.016X

",

R2 = 0.53
R2 =.22

R2 : 0.74
R2 : 0.14

---60
7b
do
POPULATION (XI0-3)
Fig. 2. Regression of Maize Yields on Plant Numbers at the Differnt Row Spacings During Long Rains 1978
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per hill would be expected to affect number of
plants per unit area. As a result, it was not possible to separate the effect of row spacing on
maize yield from that of population. Fig. 2 presents the linear regression of maize yields over
population at the different row spacings, While
the R value for the overall regression was 0.53, it
was 0.22, 0.74 and 0.14 for 60 cm, 75 and 90 cm
respectively. This may be an indication that the
effect of the 75 cm row spacings on maize yields
was more than just the direct effect of tile increase inl plant numbers. It may have provided a
better population geometry by changing the
distance relationships between the plants,
Field observations indicated that 60 and 75 cut
row spacings provided better plant arrangements
than 90 cm spacings. '[hey gave faster land
coverage and better light interception. Further
studies on row spacing and plant populatinns
would shed more light on their interactions.
From these results it can be concluded that
under the conditions of tile experiment, within
'oth planting systems, poptlation had a signiticant effect otn maize yields, with 75 cii at 2 plants
per hill producing tile highest yields. Although
intercropping beans with maize caused a decrease
in maize vieIds, the total vield realized from a unit
area was higher than that of one-plant-per-hill
sole-crop maize at all row spacings, and was not
diflferentt t'rom that of 2 pIaits per hi at 60ard 90
ci row spacings. Relay planting can le considered a feasible agronomic practice when it ,
desired to meet optimal planting dales before tie
previous season's crop is ready for harvest. If the
previous season's crop was already harvested,
the conventional method of planting would be
expected to be superior to relay planting and
would result iii better yields, especially under
sole-crei: systeis,
SUMMARY

rains
tl
This s -tdy
was conducted during tie long
of 1978 to test maize yield response -o relay
planting and conventional planting as affected by
population, row spacings, and cropping iystems.
The results indicated that maize response to
planting methods was influenced by row spacing
and cropping systenms. While yields of relay
planted crops were lower than those of crventionally planted crops in the sele-crop systems,
they were mostly higher in the intercrop systems.
Under both plauting systenis, row spacing, like
population, had a significant effect on maize
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yields, with 75 cm row spacing producing the
highest yields. Although intercropping beans
with maize caused a decrease in maize yields,
total yields were generally higher. On the
av-rage, the yield reduction caused by relay
planting was minimal (4%) as compared to the
yield reduction which might be caused by delay
ing planting until after harvest of the short-rains
crops. Relay planting can be considered a
feasible agronomic practice to be employed to
meet the recommended planting dates when the
previous season's crop is not yet ready for
harvest. If the previous season's crop is already
harvested before the recommended planting
date, conventional planting would be expected to
result in higher yields. Studies on planting dates
for the long-rains seasons are needed to quantify
the relative advantages of the two planting
metilods.
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EFFECT OF LEGUMES ON THE YIELD OF ASSOCIATED
AND SUBSEQUENT MAIZE IN INTERCROPPING AND
ROTATION SYSTEMS WITHOUT NITROGEN FERTILIZER
I. Al. NadarIand W. A. Faught2
INTRODUCION

continuous

Maize (Zea mays L.) is the main subsistence
crop in Kenya. Nitrogen is an important nutrient
:equirement for maize production and needs to
be supplied in some fortm to obtain economical
maize production. The omt issi on of fo other
nutrient results in such drasti.c decrease in
growth and yield of laizc as nitrogen. Studies 0
the response of maize to commercial nitrogen
fertilizer (Nadar and Faught, 1983) have clearly
deionstrated the econonmic feasibility of using
such fertilizer to increase yields and net returns
to farmers. Ioivcver, the practical feasibility f'
using this approach to improve lpoductivitv
,
sharply restricted by tile
lack of carlh hr credit to
purchasc the fertilizer, 1te limited availability
ofsupplic, in local trading centres at ia;proIriate
times, and the difficuities of' transporting the
fertilizer to farms where it is to be used. In April
1980, the USAID-funded Dry lani ('roppilg
Systems Research Project developcd agroulonic
practices to improv nimaize production in eastern
Kenya (Nadar et al. 1983). These practices were
[iot fully aliptcd by tilesubsisteiIce farmers il
the area because of the high nitrogen fertilizer
ipuit required for maize podctiotun,

fiOd that total nitrogen itt tile
rotation plots was
increased by 484 pounds per acre, while that in
the continuous maize plots was decreased by
923 pouods per acre. Flemiog ut al. (1981)
reported that na izc f)l lowing clover produced
31 8% miore grain than that following tallow.
Lontbin (1981) foiund that sorghum following
groundncuts yielded consistently higher than
continuous sirghium. Tie beneficial effect of the
legumes Oi the subsuent cereals was mainly
explained by their nutrient contribution to the
,,stenm. Triplett ct al. (1979) found that ncado%%s
Containing an excellent stand of legunies were
Cillbhe of sipplyig .,,, if not all, , die N
niecds of' the cereal crop that followed. tlaldocl,
and Musgrave
1981) estimated the contribu
tim of alfalfa to be equivalent to 134 kg N/ha.
Mitchcll and 'Feel (1977) esinlated the contribu
tion o' hairy vetch (Vioia velosa Roth) and
crinson clover (T'rif/diunt in(arnatum L.) to be
112 kg N/hit. Clegg (1982) reported a contribu
lion equivalent to 70i kg N/ha by soybeatis
(/w'ii' may (.) MCI.) tima soybean-sorghum
rotation system.
Subsitence farmee'. in the stud' aica do tot
usually grow forage crops in the areas reserved

An alternative to commiercial nitrogen fertilizer,
which is practically mut ofthe reach of'subsistnce
farmers, is farmyard mantutre
[he farmyard
manure available to these fariiers is only enough
to fertilize a very small percentage if the areas
they usually plant to maize each scasolt. lTcnce,
viable alt'ernatives to these two sources of
nitrogen need to be identified,

ftor food crops, but rather intercrop their maize
with other grain legumes. ilercropping was
reported to le atnold practice of subsistence
farniecs, especially under rainfed conditions
(.hdha. 1981). Cordero and McCoillum (1979),
Okigbo (1981), and Osiru and Kibera (1981)
"lggested that
intercropping was superior to
sole crops. Singh (1981) reported increases in

Another alternative is rotating of crops, particularly rotations including legumes. Rotations
insects
to control
employed
have been
plant
diseases,
and soil
eronsion,veeds,
as well
h

sorgliini with
vieldil
) to 34
ia
t result
of' ittern
cropping
legles.
Nadar (182)
reported
lr
adang
,
if
bout
192 f
or
eban
.
advantage of' abot 15% for maize/bean
itiercrops.
t,
The beneficial effect of' the associated

improve soil fertility (Battesc and Fuller, 1972).
After a 39-year rotation studly, fays and Th t
cher (1955) found that tile
average maize yield in
a maize-alfalfa rotation was 3.4 times that of'

egoiles as
found to be intuenced by the
spatia a r rageol en t of tie in rcrp con
ts
(Nadar et aL. 1983 Chui. 1982).
This study was undertaken to determine the

I. Research Agronomist, USAIP/USDA.
2. Agricultural Economist. USAID/USDA.
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flaize.

At the end of the study they
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IIA2. Maize followed by maize/cow
pea intercrop.

agronomic and economic feasibility of using the
grain legumes usually grown by the farmers in
the researched area, in either rotation or inter
cropping systems as practical alternatives to
commercial nitrogen fertilizers for aizeains

in th e hort
rainaide/ letropm
in the long
maize
and
sole-crop
rains:

MATERIALS AND METHODS

111.

Maize/bean intercrop followed
by sole-crop maize
1112. Maize/cowpea intercrop followed
by sole-crop maize.

The experimental site was located at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station at
Katumani, 10 km south of Machakos town,
Machakos District, Eastern Province of Kenya,
with centre co-ordinates 01035' S and 37' 14' F
and at an altitude of 1,575 ti. The soil is well
drained, dark reddish-brown, sandy clay. It is
classified as Oxic Paleustalf (Chromic Luvisol).
The average depth was 120 cm with total water
storage capacity of 100 mm. The rainfall is
bimodal with two rainy seasons called short rains
(October to December) and long rains (March to
May). Total rainfall and its distribution are highly
variable. Total rainfall per season during the
duration of this experiment ranged between 175
mm and more than 500 mm (Fig. I).

IIC. Two-season nmize/pigeonpea inter
crop followed by two seasons of sole
crop maize.
Ill. Rotation between sole-cropl mize and sole
crop legunies
IlA. Maize in the short rains and legumes
in the Ir, rains:
IIIAI. Mai:,e followed by beans
ILIA2. Maize followed by cowpeas
IIIA3. Maize followed by tepary beans.
Legumes in the short rains followed by
11113.
maize in the long rains:

Permanent plots were established io the short
rains of 1981/82 for rotating and/or iutercropping maize (Zea tay'. L.., Katu mani Coinposite B) and the grain legumes beans (PltaseoltIs
vulgaris L., var. Mwezi Mja), cowpeas (Vigna
unguicnlata L.. var. Machakos 68), tepary beans
(Phaseolusacutifolius A. Gray), and a two-season
local variety of pigeonpeas (Cajanus catian L.).
The plots were 10 rows 0.6 m apart and 10 m
long. No nitrogen fertilizer or farnyard manure
was used and 17.5 kg P/ha were applied to all
crops each season.

1I181. Beansfollowedlbvmaize
11IB2. Cowpeas followed by niaize.
IIIC. Sole-crop ligeonpeas for two seasons
followed by two seasons of sole-crop
ma,ize.
HID. Sole-crop cowpeas for two seasons
followed by sole-crop naize for one
season.
IV Mai:e and one-season l'A'nic intercropqwd
rl
igeonpea cro
an o-s
ih
IVA. Maize/pigeonpea followed by bean/
tpigconpea
IVB. Maize/pigeonpea followed by cowpea/
pigeolipea.

Seventeen cropping systems were included in
this study. Tiese systems represent as closely as
possible th,-c practised by the farmers or can
be easily adupted by them. They were divided
into four groups as follows:
1. Cotinulouts croppingSsvns

To reduce tile soil nitrogen residue, no nitro
gen fertilizer %'-iasapplied to anv of tile crops
grown du ring the long rains of 1981 (tihe season
preceding the start of tile experiment). The crops
growin during the long rins of 1981 and those
grown du ring the dluration -if the experiment are
listed in Table I for each crcpping system. The
cropping systems were assigned randomly to the
plots. The experimental design wa ca randomized
complete block with three replications. All crops

o
IA. Continuous sole-crop: maize
lB. Continuous intercrop systems:
IBI. Maize/bean intercrop
112. Maize/cowpca intercrop.
II. Roiction bet weent sole-crop inaize'and titaize
legune intercrops

wCre seeded in excess and thinned to final
populations of 55.000 pl/ia for maize and cow
peas and 22.500 pl/ ha for pigeonpeas in both
sole-crop and intercrop systems. For beans, the
population was 110,000 pl/ha inl sole-crop and

IIA. Sole-crop maize in the short rains and
intercrops in the long rains:
IIAI. Maize followed by maize/bean
intcrcrop
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TABLE I-CROPS GROWN DURING LONG RAINS 1981 (BEFOR E THE START OF TIE STUDY) ANTD TIOSE
GROWN DURING THE COURSE OF"itE EXIPEIRIMEFNT, LISTED BY CROPPING SYSTE.M

Crop or combination of crops planted during the seasoin*
Cropping

Long rains

system

1981

Short raitts

1981/82

Long rains

Short rains

Long rains

1982

1982/83

1983

Cp/PP
Cassava
Maize
PP
Cp/PP
Cotton
Cp/PP
Maize

SC
SC
Sc
IC
SC
SC
SC
IC
SC
IC
SC

Maize
M/B
M/cp
Maize
Maize
M/B
M/PP
Maize
Maize
Maize
Bean

SC
ic
Ic
SC
SC
IC
IC
SC
SC
SC
SC

Maize
M/B
M/Cp
MI
M/cp
Maize
M/Pt
Bean
C wpea
Tepary
Maize

Maize

SC

Cowpea

SC

Maize

SC

PP

SC

IIID

Maize

SC

Cowpea

SC

Maize
PP
('twpea

IVA
IVB

Cp/PP
Maize

IC
SC

M/PP
M/PP1)

IC
IC

B/PP
Cp/PP

IA
IBI
1132
IIA I
IIA2
IIBI
IIC
IlIA I

IlIA2
ILIA3
IIIBI
111B2
IIIC

Maize
Maize

Cotton

SC
IC
IC
IC
IC
SC
IC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
('
IC

Maize
MB
MiCp
Maize
Maize
M/B
Maize
Maize
Maize
Maize
Bean
('owpea
Maize

SC
ic
IC
SC
SC
IC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

Maize
MPP
MiT

Maize
M/B
M/Cp
M/B
M/Cp
Maize
Maize
Bacul

SC
IC

IC

SC

Tepary
Maize
Maize
Maize

IC
IC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
IC

Bean
B' PP

SC
IC

IC

Cp/PP

IC

SC

Cowpea

*SC = Sole crop, M = Maize, B = Beans, IC = Intercrop, Cp = Cowpeas, PP = Pigeonpeas, Tepary = Tepary

55,000 in intererop systems. Yields were deter-

the yield response to nitrogen fertilizer levels,

mined by harvesting 6 rows 8 m long from each
plot. Maize yields were adjusted to 15.5%
moisture, while legume yields were adjusted to
14%. The adjusted yields were further adjusted
to variations infinal population counts using the
covariance analysis method,
Data are for the seasons short rains 1981/82,
long rains 1982, and short rains 1982/83. Landequivalent ratios (LERs) were calculated for each
assuiming
a value
of
crop
inthe
1 for anid
the cropping
yields of system
the soleby crops,
except
I fr heyild
o te
olecrps ecet n il
case of maize, where the value of Iwas assigned
to the yields of the continutous sole-crop. Yields of
sole-crop maize inother systems would have LER
were
values different front I if their yields
•
maize.
sole-crop
continuous
of
that
from
different
cropping
Determining one LER value for each
eachacroppi
for
svstermtwouldallowa eaningfone
system would allow atmeaningful procedure for
comparing these systems.

assigning a value of I to the yield corresponding
to 0 N/ha and then determining the LER values
corresponding to other values of N. A continuous
functiotn line was developed (Fig. 2), and the
nutriett contrihbutions of leginmes were quanti
fied by determining the amount of nitrogen
which corresponded to the LER of the maize
proluced inthe cropping s.stIcm.

Analysis of variance and mean comparisons
were applied to total LERs. Partial LERs of maize
were compared to those calculated for the
continuous maize fertilizer trial (Nadar and
Faught, 1983). LERs for the continuous maize
fertilizer trial were calculated by first applying
second-order polynomial regression analysis to
129

(ie basis
comparisonof
of LERs profides
butUsecomparison
of benefits
oro(f
advantages
alternative cropping systems involving a variety
of crops cannot be made dlirectly in terms of
linysical production. Therefore, economic evalua
crops
express
tilns shich
commnon
terms
nilt~productiot
be used. ofseveral
Economic eauch
evaluain
nc
use
plicate
com
tions are complicated for subsistence areas such
sthe Eastern Province of Kenya by the absence
Of reliable market-price information. Volumes of
ol ket
,11d
all crops sold arc very litilitCI
price information is systematically collected.
lItformal observations in trading cenires in the
area indicated that the prices of legunmes general
lYare two to three times the price of maize, and
greatly exceed prices set by the National Cereals
and Produce Board. Even the price of maize
often departs substantially from the minimum
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prices established by the National ('ercals and

Produce Board, but this minimum price for maize
appears to be the best approxination of nar;et
price available, and the most appropriate base for
the economic evaluations. Estinmates of gross
values of returns have been used for thc Cval.,

tion, since labour for harvest, usually provided by
the family, is the only major variable cost.
Prices

of

all

legunes

arc

assuned

to

be

double the price of maize iii estimating gross
values. Systems involving four-season rotation
have not been included ii ihe economic evaluation, since the study period did not encolpass

their full cycle and comparisons with other
systems would by biased. The rotation including
tepary beans has also been oniitted, since it is a
colmletely new crop iii the area and no relative
value, either as a subsistence or a cash crop, has
been established.
Production of" tiletwo-season rotations inrolving tie same legume in alternate seasons
was averaged,

since a farmer following one of

S'T( IAI IS,Llt

syvsterns than cowpes,and intelcropping is more

economical than sole-crop maize (Nadar el ad.,
1983). .cononic anal y'
,isshowed that when
iaic production failed comipletel
ti , leguimes as
iltcrcrops provided Ineodstc rcltrns, and as sole
crops provided gross returns ranging from about

KSh. 2,000 to KSh. 2,500.
'fi results of tie long lailis of 1982 (Table ll)
were influenced by the late sart and ear].\ end of

the rainy season (Fig. I). Maize, cow' ,-a, and
pigeonipea yields were generally low. 'h'ile bean
and teoarv bcat] yields werc not affcetcd because
their growing seasons arc iuch shorter than
those of' t'her crops. Yields of intercrop maize

(1131, 1132, IIAI. IIA2 and 11) \,ere lower than
that of continuous sole-crop niaize (IA). If there
was ,ny beneficial effect To thiC associated
legume, it was confounded by the rainfall condi
tiolts. Under these conditions. eight cropping
systenis produccd total Vielis I ighcr than that
of' continlllous ntize. Only two of these systetnls

rcsutu~td if) actual significant increase if] nmaize

yiels
"

ltoth werc sole-crop rInii/-iegute rota

ould have half his land under
ize
ard half uder the sole-crop or itcro
legune each season. [ ItcuSC
01' tile rOlab~lIC
inaccuracy in prices used io the evaluations,
sensitivil. aitalysis has been done to determine if

citiltous maize fertilizer trial inthe long rains
of 1982 (Fig. 2), it was possible to estimate tile
contribution of cowpeas as equivalent to 12.5 kg

RESULTS AND )ISCISSION

N,ha, \alued at KSh. 136, while beans contribu
tion\was estimated as equi'alent to 80 kg N/ha,
MJl a value of KSh. 872. Gross returns from

those rotaitions

varying relative prices (f' dlie several crops would
affect the 'oncusints of the studs'.

Tile differeiccs between seasons were highly
significant. Rainfall was the major factor in 
flucnrcing these differences. Total and distrihution of the rainfall (Fig. 1)varied greatly from
one season to the other. Although rainfall condi(ions ranged front extrenlely poor to very good,

with acconpanying variations in results,

the

tiol sysiis (111131 ard 111132). When LERs of
hse
t
copard t those
th

cropping systems that included legumes averaged
11; higher than tile returns front continuous
maic. lowever, there was great variation in
returns aniong tileseveral systems. Those It
cludiug beans as a continuous irnllrcrop or as a
slIc crop in a rotation had in ave rage return
52";, above the returns
irom
contilnts niaize.

Those including covlpeas inthe same combina

overall results suggest that the incorporation of
legumes in the cropping system, either as
intercrop or as part of a rotation, generally re

tions had average returns 17%
continuous maize.

obtained from continuous

(iring
rains of'
1982/83. The beneficial
effects the
of short
associated
cowpeas
and pigconlleas

suited in a higher value of production than that
aize production.

Because of tie drought conditions during tle
short rains of 1981/82, there was no maize

harvest ('fable II). The yields of sole-crop beans
and cowpeas were reasonably good. In the intercrop systems, the legume yields wvore very poor
because of the competition between the cornponents for available moisture. The decrease in
intercrop bean yields was between 76 and 78%,
while that in cowpeas was between 94 and 96%.
These results agreed with earlier findings that
under drought conditions beans are better competitors for a ailable moisture in intercrop
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Raitfall

tinditions

were

below those frotm

mire

favourable

were reflected in the maize yields of this scasort
(Table IV). On tile other hand, 'ields of maize

intercropped with beans were 28 antI 4,1'%
lower
t han that of continuous sole-crop ritaize. Total
gross values olall cropping systems wcrc higher
than that of continuous maize, excepk in tie case
of sole-crop beans, tiie value of wxhich was 1,
%
lower. The increase in total LERs ranged between
6% for the continuous maize/bean intercrop
(131) and 109% for maize following heans
(IIIAI). By using the short-rains-1982/83 curve
inFig. 2 and maize partial LERS, it was possible

EFFEC[ 01: LEGIUMES IN INTERCROPS

5501

SHORT RAINS 1982/83

5oo0

4001
E 250
E'

LONG RAINS 1982

z200
rSHORT

RAINS 1981/82

IL

150
-j

U

J100

50

1 23 4123412345123412341234512341234
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NOV
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JAN
FEB
MAR
APR MAY
WEEKS OF THE MONTHS
Fig. 1. Cumulative Weekly Rainfall for Short Rains 1981/82, Long Rains 1982, and Short Rains 1982/83 at Katu
mani Meteorological Station
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TABLE II-YIELDS, LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERs), AND GROSS VALUES
OF CROPS PRODUCED BY
THE DIFFERENT CROPPING SYSTEMS DURING SHORT RAINS 1981/82

Cropping
system

Yields ( x 10' kg/ha
CrppngTotal
Legumes
Maize

IA
IBI
IB2
I1A I
IIA2
IIBI
1112

0.191
0.039
0.208
0.026



0.856
0.726
0.687


IIC
IIIA I
I11A2
IIIA3
IIIBI

111B2
IIIC
IIID
IVA
IVB

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



Partial LERS
Legumes
Maize
0.22
0.06

0.24
0.04

1.0
1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-

LERs

Gross value
KSh. 1

-

0.0
0.22
0.06
0.0
0.0
0.24
0.04
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0

0
596
75
0
0
0
0
?.453
2.081

0.0
0.0

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.949
0
0

0
547
112

0.

-_


0.0
0.0



-

'KSh.
Kenya shilling
SUS 1.00 - KSh. 13.1

TABLE Ill-YIELDS, LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERs), AND GROSS VALUES
OF CROPS PRODUCED BY
THE DIFFERENT CROPPING SYSTEMS DURING THE LONG RAINS 1982

Yields ( x 10' kg/ha)
Cropping
system
IA
IBI
112
IIA 1
IIA2

IIBI
1IB2
lIC

IliA 1
ILIA2
ILIA3
IIIB I

11112
IIIC
IlD
IVA
IVB

Partial LERs

Legumes

Maize

Legumes

Maize

Total
LERs

Gross value
KSh.'


0.713
0.248
0.899
0.249
0.120
2.033
0.694
1.367
0.661
0.725
1.329
0.731

1.852
0.940
0.440
0.451
0.752
1.933
1.736
1.319
-


0.35
0.36
0.44
0.36
0.18
1.0
1.0
1.0


1.0
1.0
0.99
1.08

1.0
0.51
0.24
0.24
0.41
1.04
0.94
0.71


1.0
0.86
0.60
0.68
0.77
1.04
0.94
0.89
1.0

2,b53
3,403
1,342
3,223
1,792
2,770
2,488
2,234
5,827
1,989
3,917
4,958
3,400
1,894
2,078
3,809
2,095

-


3.460
2.373

-

1

KSh. =Kenya shiliing
SUS 1.00= KSh. 13.1
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1.0

1.87
1.28
-

1.0
1.87
1.28
1.0
1.0
0.99
1.08







EFFECT OF LEGUMES IN INTERCROPS

to estimate the legume contributions to the

3"
SHORT

PAIN51.82/53

several

systems

(Table V).

Beans

were

the

highest contributors to the sole-crop rotation
system, while pigeonpeas were the highest
contributors to the intercrop system. The per
centage maize increases in yield and LERs were
higher for the short rains of 1982/33 than those
for the long rains of 1982, while the estimated
legume contributions in terms of nitrogen were
reverse. This was probably because of the
expected higher efficiency of the maize crop in
utilizing nitrogen fertilizer when rainfall condi
tions are favourable. In this season, the relative

o
2
LONG RAINS 19,2
Sthe
_

,
C
..
j
N

benefits from beans and cowpeas in the intercrop
systems were reversed. Value of products from
systems incorporating beans exceeded value
from the continuous maize by 3.,%, while those

Fig. 2. Function Lines of Second-order Polynomial
Regression of Maize Yields on Nitrogen Fertilizer Rates for Results of Continuous Sole-Crop
Maize Fertilizer Studies during Long Rains
1982 and Short Rains 1982/83. Data are Transformed to LER Values with Yield Responses to
Zero Fertilizer Level Given a Value of One.

incorporating cowpeas exceeded continuous
maize by 58%.
For the three seasons a,;a whole (Table VI),
total value of products from systems including
beans or cowpeas as the legume exceeded that
from continuous maize by 43%. For the same
period, returns from systems that included beans
exceeded continuous maize returns by 58%, but
those systems that included cowpeas exceeded
continuous maize by only 29%. Intercropping,
either continuous or as part of a rotation, resulted
in substantially better returns than cont:-uous

Z<

C

20

60

0

ST

160

120

NITROGEN FERTILIZER LEVEL(kg N/ha)

TABLE IV-YIELDS, LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERs), AND GROSS VALUES OF CROPS PRODUCED BY
THE DIFFERENT CROPPING SYSTEMS DURING SHORT RAINS 1982/83

Cropping
systems
IA

IBI
IB2
IIA1
IIA2

IIBI
11B2
IIC
IIIA I
ILIA2
ILIA3
IIIB I
IIIB2

IIIC
IID
IVA
IVB

Yield (X 10'kg/ha)
Legumes
-

Maize

Partial LERs
Legumes

Total

Gross value

Maize

LERs

KSh.1

1.77o

-

1.0

1.0

2,545

0.987
2.053

0.50
0.56

0.56
1.16

1.06
1.62

2.285
3.011

-

1.29
1.70

1.29
1.70

2,635
4,445
3,274

0.600
0.521

1.280
1.986

0.70
0.56

0.72
1.12

1.42
1.68

3,554
4,626

0.854
0.932
-

2.515
3.709
2.913
2.172
2.412
2.893
2.242
2.063

-

1.42
2.09
1.64
1.22
1.36
1.63
1.26
1.16

1.42
2.09
1.64
1.22
1.0
1.0
1.36
1.63
1.26
1.16

3,604
5,315
4,174
3,112
2,447
2,671
3,456
4,146
3,212
2,956

0.426
0.526
-

-

1.0
1.0
-

IKSh. = Kenya shilling
$US 1.00= KSh 13.1
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TABLE V-CONTRIBUTION OF LEGUMES TO THE DIFFERENT
CROPPING SYSTEMS IN TERMS OF
NITROGEN AS kg N/ha AND THEIR MONETARY VALUES
IN
SHILLINGS (ONE KILOGRAM OF
NITROGEN COSTS KSh. 10.9) FOR THE RESULTS OF THE
SHORT RAINS 1982/83 EXPERIMENT
Legume component
Cropping
system
IA
IB1
IIA IIIBI
IDIA
IVA
IB2
IIA
1IB2
Ii1A2
RID
IVB
IIC
IIIC
ILA3
t

Present
reason

Previous
season

Partial LER
of maize

--

Beans


-

-

Beans
Beans & PP
Cowpeas
Cowpeas

Cowpeas



-

Cowpeas
Cowpeas
Cowpeas & PP
Pigeonpeas
Pigeonpeas
Tepary beans

Pigeonpeas
Cowpeas

Cowpeas
Pigeonpeas
-

-

1.0
0.56
1.29
0.72
2.09
1,26
1.16
1.70
1.12
1.64
1.63
1.16
1.42
1.36
1.22

Beans
Beans

Beans

Legume contribution to thle system
kg N/ha

Value (KSh.)

0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
44.0
9.0
5.0
26.0
4.0
24.0
23.0
5.0
15.0
13.0
8.0

.0
0.0
109.0
0.0
479.6
98.1
54.5
283.4
43.6
261.6
250.7
54.5
163.5
141.7
87.2

KSh.
Kenya Shilling
SUS 1.00= KSh. 13.1

TA BLE VI-ESTIMATED VALUES O PRODUCTION PER
HECT ARE FROM ALTERNATIVE CROPPING
SYSTEMS DURING SHORT RAINS 1981/82, LONG RAINS
1982, AND SHORT RAINS 1982/83
Estimated values in Kei~ya shillings
Cropping systems
Continuous sole-crop maize (IA)
Continuous maize/beans inter.
crop (IB1)
Maize/bean intercrop rotated
with sole-crop maize. (Ave. of
IIA I
I11B1)
Maize-bean sole-crop rotation
(Ave. of IIIAI & IIIB1)
Conthiuous maize/cowpea inter
crop (1B2)
Maize/cowpea intercrop rotated
with sole-crop maize (Ave. of
IIA2 & IIB2)
Maize-cowpeas sole-crop rotation
(Ave. of II1A2 & 11IB2)
Average of all cropping systems
including beans
Average of all cropping systems
including cowpeas

L.R. 82

S.R. 82/83

Total

Relative
values
(per cent)

0

2,653

2,545

5,198

100

547

3,403

2,635

6,585

127

298

2,996

3,414

6,708

129

1,227

5.392

3,881

10,500

202

112

1,342

4,445

5,899

113

38

2,140

4,470

6,648

128

1,040

2,695

3,422

7,158

138

719

4,036

3,445

8,200

158

454

2,202

4,046

6,702

129

S.R. 81/821

'S.R, = Short rains
L. R. = Long rains
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EFFECT OF LEGUMES IN INTERCROPS

maize. Intercropping of maize and beans sharply
lowered the yields and returns from the intercrop
maize compared with continuous sole-crop maize,
so that the higher total value of the intercrop was
entirely due to the value of the bean component.
In contrast, intercropping maize and cowpeas in
several instances raised the yields and value of
the intercropped maize above th~ose of the
continuous sole-crop maize. Although intercropping provided better returns than continuous
maize, benefits were substantially less than those
of sole-c,op maize-legume rotations. Average
return for the three seasons from the several
systems incorporating maize-bean intercrop was
28% greater than the average return from
continucs naize, while the comparable average
from solc-c:op maize-bean rotation was 102%
greater. Returns from maize-cowpea intercrops
averaged 23%o greater than the average returns
the increase i
from continuous maize, -while
returij, from sole-crop mnaize-cowpea rotation
atveraged 38%.

be able to absorb such losses in a single year,
ever though the practice would be profitable over
the three-season period.
Shifts it relative values anong the conimodi
ties included in the several systems would cause
h
in the relative benefits ovev continuous
n
'
maize production. An incrcase in the price of
maize from the 1982 minimum to the minimum
for maize planted in 1983 of about 22%, with
legume prices constant, would narrow the rela
live benefits of systems including legumes over
continuous maize. However, all systerrs- in
be more profitable
cludi-ig a legume would still
than continuous maize. Rotations would still
provide greater returns than continuous inter
crops, and the largest returns would still be
obtained from sole-crop nmaize-legume rotation
systems. The maize-bean sole-crop rotation
would continue in the number one position. An
increase in the relative price of maize of 50%
would about eliminate the advantage of con
tinuous maize-legume intercrops, and further

As indicated earlier, a possible alternative
approach to increasing maize yields by including
legumes in the cropping systemn is the application
of commercial nitrogen fertilizer to continuously
cropped maize. For example, continuous maize
yields might have been increased to a level
equalling that of sole-crop raaize following beans
by the application of 80 kg N/ha in the long rains
or 44 kg N/ha in the short rains of 1982. Also,
the continuous maize yields might have been
increased to a level equalling that of sole-crop
maize following cowpcas by applying 12.5 or
24 kg N/ha in the two seasons respectivly.
However, these nitrogen fertilizer applications
would have required cash outlays for fertilizer
alone of KSh. 872 for the bean substitute or KSh.
136 for the cowpea substitute in the long rains,
Comparable figures for the short rains would be
KSh. 480 or KSh. 262. Net returns would be
reduced by equal amounts. Additional costs
would be incurred for applying the fertilizer,
interest on capita: required, and for risk involved,
The benefit in the form of increased returns from
applying fertilizer in a continuous maize system
would be five to six times the cash outlay, but the
same benefits could be attained without this
outlay by adopting the niaize-legume rotation
systems. The risk involved in applying commercial fertilizers becomes particularly significant in seasons such as the short rains of 1931/
82, when such outlays, rather than bringing
l'enefits, would have resulted in an increase in
net losses equalling the cost of applying the
fertilizer. Many subsistence farmers would not

narrow the relative advantage of rotation!;. How
ever, the rotations would still retain a sub
stantial advantage over continuous ntaize, and
the sole-crop maize-bean rotation would still
occupy the number one position. If the minimum
prices established by the National Cereals and
Produce Board for all commodities should pre
vail, the price o"beans would be raised to a level
equal to 2.4 times the price of maize, while the
price of cowpeas would be lowered to 0.90 that
of maize and the price of pigeonpeas would be
eoual to 1.15 times the price of maize. At these
relative price levels, the advantage of intercrops
and rotations including beans would be sub
stantially strengthened and the advantage of
intercrops or rotations including other legumes
would disappear.
SUMMARY

Maize (Zea mays L.), the main subsistence
crop in Kenya, needs to be supplied with nitrogen
in order to obtain economical production. Coin
mercial nitrogen fertilizers are expensive and
becoming out of reach cc subsistence farmers.
This study was undertaken for three seasons
without nitrogen fertilizer on a typical Oxic
Paleustalf soil in Machakos District of eastern
Kenya. The purpose of this study was to deter
mine the possibility of esing the grain legumes,
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) cowpeas (Vigna
unguiculata L.), tepary beans (Phaseolus acuti
folius A. Gray), and pigeonpeas (Cajanus cajan
L.) in either rotation or intercrop systems with
135
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maize, as alternatives to commercial nitrogen
associatcd soybea; (Glyci.e.
max (.) Men'.)
fertilizers.
Sixteen
maize-legume
cropping
intercrop. Master's thesi., Iowa State University.
systems were compared with continuous sole141Clegg, M. D. (1982). Effect of soybean on yield
crop maize and with each other. Results from the
and nitrogen response of subsequent sorghum
long rains of 1982 w'ere generally influenced by
crops in eastern Nebraska. Field Crops Res. 5:
the
start in
and
early end
of the
rain'
season.
33---239.
Thislate
resulted
intercrop
maize
yields lower than
I51Cordero,
A. and McCollunt. R. E. (1979). Yield
that of cottinuous sole-crop maize. Yi
lds of
potential of interplanted annual food crops in
maize follosing cowpeas and beans wiere
the
of
sontheastern U.S.Agron. J. 71 :834--842.
maizea olloig th a ao
beaontin
s se r
i
.g
i
F
e
ning,
A.
A.,
Giddens,
.1.E.
and Beaty, E. R.
ficantly higher than that of continuous sole crop.
(I9l). Corn yields as related tt legtnes atd in
The legume contributions to the rotation s'stens
organic nitrogen. Crop Sci. 21:977-980.
were estimated to be equal to 12.5 kg N/ha for
171Ilaynes, J. L.and Thatcher, 1. E. (1955). Ctop
cowpeas and 80 kg N/ha for beans. If there was
rotatioii and soil nitrogen. SoilSci. Soc. Ant. Proc.
any beneficial effect to the associated legumes in
19:324 --327.
the intereropping systems, itwas confounded by
[81Jodha. N. S. (1981). Intercropping in traditional
the rainfall conditions. When rainfall conditions
farming systems. In Proceedings of the Interna
w,'ere more favourable during tileshtort rains of
tional Workshop on Intercropping, 10 - 13 January
1982/83, LERs and gross values of allLropping
1979, H,'derabad, India. 282- 290. (Available from
systems were higher than that of continuous soleCISAT,Palancheru, A. P.334, India).
crop naize, except inl
the case of sole-crop beans,
191soil
l.ombin,
L. G.(1981).
productivity
and
in theContinuotus
semi-arid cultivation
savannah: The
which wvas. 4% lower. Legume contributions to
irfltteICe of crop roitation. AAron. J. 73:357-363.
sole-crop rotation systems were found to range
101 Mitchell. W. tH.and 'feel. M. R.(1977). Winter
between 8 kg N/ha for tepary beans and 44 kg
annual cover crops for no-tillage corn production.
N/ha for beans. In the intercrop systems, pigeonA gron..1. 69 (4): 569--573.
peas were the highest contributors (15 kg N/ha).
1111Nadar, II. M. (1982). Inirrcropping under marginal
From these results it call he concluded that under
rainfall conditions in Kenya. In Intercropping.
favourable rainfall conditions, the legumes
Proceedings of the Second Symposium on Inter
studied have a beneficial effect on yields and
cropping inSeni-Arid Areas, held at Morogoro,
"l'aniatia, 4- 7 August 1980. It)[e, Ottawa.
returns ofboth associated and subsequent maize.
50
55.
Under of
less-than-adequate
effect
the
legumes can onlyrainfall,
beneficial
he observecd in the
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sole-crop mliegum cae
yield response to different levels of nitrogen and
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improve maize production as well as total crop
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found,
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EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS ON THE YIELD
AND OTHER AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS OF MAIZE
AND LEGUME INTERCROPS
J. N. Chui and' H. M. NadarP
INTRODUCTION
The growing of two or more crop species
simultaneously on the same piece of land is a
common cultural practice that dominates tropical
subsistence agriculture (Willey, 1979). This
practice of intercropping has often shown yield
advantages over monocropping and has other
agronomic values attached to it (Okigbo, 1978;
I.R.R.I., 1974, 1975; Litsingcr and Moody,
1976) which have been demonstrated both by
research and in actual practice. In the maize (Yea
nays L.)-legume system, the usual aim of a
',mall-scale
is to get grain
full production
of tie
maize plus farmer
an additional
yield from
the
intercropped legume. The additional yield
intecroped
egum.
Th
aditioal yeld
depends upon the extent of the interspecific
competition for the available environmental
resources and is normally less than monocrop
potential (Agboola and Faycmi, 1971; Dalal,
1974). Because of the meagre legume yields
obtained from intercropping systems and the
high nutritional value attached to legume crops,
there is interest in improving the legume performance in this system. Also, the alleged beneficial effects of the legume in terms of additional
nitrogen made available to companion cereal
crops needs further investigation, for this might
reduce dependence on chemical nitrogen fertilizers, which are often not available and are always
expensive,
In intercropping systems the intensity of the
interaction between the component crops depends upon the extent of interplant contacts
between individuals of the different components.
A factor of major importance in the performance
of intercrops, therefore, is their spatial arrangement, which affects edaphic interactions and
light penetration into the canopies of both the
taller and shorter components. Hence, a relevant
question is how intimate intercrops should be
(Willey, 1979). Reports have indicated that the
spacing of the taller cereal crop can be adjusted

without reducing its yield while providing a
more favourable environment for the associated
legume. Freyman and Vel.kateswarlu (1977)
reported that using paired 30 cm sorghum
(Sorghum hicolor L. Moench) rows to allow wider
interrow space for intercropped pigeon pea
(Cajanuscaian L. Mill.) improved the yield of the
legume.
Intereropping maize and soybeans (G4'cine
max L. Merr.), using double rather than single
alternating rows of ach species, improved the
atern
w of yield
eachpc
io
the
intercrop rolegume
without es,
affecting
the
performance of the maize relative to mono
cropping (Singh et al., 1973; Mohita and Dc,
1980). But intercroping these spiht; in the
1980) row reduced
ro
pie,.
mp re d to
samle
yiet&' (,!fth
both compared
to
single or double alternating rows, which gave
maize yields similar to those of a nonocrop
ma
ld
s
a
te
a
n
The question of intimacy is also pertinent
where legume contribution to the cereal crop is
desired because mingling of legume and cereal
roots has been said to have beneficial effects
(Trenbath, 1974). Research has revealed that
tropical legumes are capable of excreting nitro
gen during growth (Agboola and Fayemi. 1971),
and non-legume crop yields have been increased
when intercropped with a legume compared to
the ield when monocropped. even when high
levels of nitrogen have been applied (CIAT,
1974).
The main objectives of this work were to find
out whether altering maize spatial arrangements
would reduce th - competition between the inter
crops and consequently improve the yield of an
associated legnme witbout redlh!ing maiLe yield
significantly; assess tie benehcial effects of
legumes on maize: and determine the advantages
of the intercropping system compared to mono
cropping.

I. Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
2. USAID/Kenva Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental sites and soil types
The experiments were conducted in both
tropical and temperate environments. In the
tropics, the experiment was carried out at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station at
Katumani, Kenya, situated at 1'35 ' S and
37014' E at an altitude of 1,575 m. It was conducted during the long rains of 1981. The total
precipitation during the long rains of 1981 was
441 mm. The area has a bimodal rainfall regime
known as the long rains (March-May) and the
short rains (C(ctober-December). The duration of
rainy seasons and amounts of rainfall are variable
and unpredictable. This area is semi-arid. The
soil type is Oxic Paleustalf, a well drained, dark
reddish-brown, sandy clay. The temperate
experiment was conducted in the 1980 and 1981
summer seasons at the Iowa State University,
U.S.A., at 42'2 ' N and 93033 ' W. The soil was
Nicollet sandy clay loam with a pH of 6.0.
Crop species and their combinations

SPECIAL ISSUE

systems (MB). Monocrop maize and soybeans
were planted at 70 X 30cm and 70 X 15 cm row
spacing respectively. Maize plants were grouped,
two or three in a hill at 70 X 60 and 70 X 90 cm
and in wider rows (87 and lOS cn) to alleviate the
shading effect of maize on soybeans.
Planting and management
In the U.S.A., maize and soybeans were
planted heavily on the same row and were
thinned two weeks after seedling emergence.
The maize population remained constant at
48,000 plants/ha in all spatial arrangements. The
nlonocrop :isybean population was 96,000 plants/
ha (S). Two soybean population densities, 48,000
(SI) and ,6,000 (S2) plants/ha, were used in the
inercrop system. Urea fertilizer was the source
of N and was applied 5cm to one side of the plant
rows at two rates, 0 and 135 kg/ha, three weeks
after emergence. Phosphorus and potassium
were broadcast the previous autumn at the rates
of 33 and 66 kg/ha respectively.
In Kenya, maize and beans were also planted
in both sole and intercrop systems. l tercrops
wcre planted in three spatial arrangements, that
is, in the same hole, in the same row, and in
alternate rows at 60 cm row spacing. The maize
population remained the same at 55,000 plants/
ha in both the sole and intercrop systems.
Thinning was done 15 -20 days after planting.
'I\\o bean populations of approximately 55,000
and 110,000 plants/ha were left in the intercrop
and sole-crop systems respectively. Fertilizer in
the form of single superphosphate at the rate of
-10 kg/ha P2 0 5 was applied to both crops im
mediately after thinning. No N fertilizer was
applied. Hand hoeing was the means of weeding
in both ,xperimental sites.

Maize was used as 'he main crop in both
experimental sites. In the U.S.A., a shortstatured maize, Pioneer 3780, was intercropped
with a s, midetcrminate soybean line, A75D29. In
Kenya, a 120-day maize, Katumani Composite
B, was intercropped with an 80-day bean variety,
Mwezi Moja. These crops were planted in both
sole and intercrop systems. There were maize
(M), soybean (S)and bean (B) sole crops planted
at their optimum poptlations. The inhercropping
of maize and
opatwa on the ineerowp
I
of'maze ndso vbeans was on the same row at
either 70, 87 or 105 cm spacings. Intercropped
soybean was either at half optimum (SI) or
optimum (S2) population density. At 87 and 105
cm row spacings, one maize plant alternated with
one soybean plant in spatial arrangements
Experimental Design and Data Collectior
designated 87 x 24S1 and 105 x 20S1. At 70 ti
In ie U.S.A., te experimental design wasa
row spacing, maize was planted otie or mre
split plot replicated three times. Two levels of N
seeds per hill, and soybeans, planted at half or
spli
reliad
0
135 ti ) Tw
of N
optimum population density, werl, distributed
fertilizer, 0 (N,) and 135 (NI ,)kg/ha, character
A block was made up of
mainand
blocks.
ized the twomain
same row.
evenly in theevenlyo
row. Three
Three mutize
miize intrarow
ntrro
soamea
spacings of 30, 60 and 90 cm were used in 70 c inonocrop maize and soybean and five intercrop
1981. The area
1980till
andforeight
rw spacing,
ping systems
spcin, therefIore,
threfreharvested
70 cim At70
row
wasin 7.S6
interrows. Atinterow.
bothin monocrops
and
one maize plant per hill
intei-croppod with SI or
hted
as.
S2 were in spatial arrangements de,.ignated 70 x
intercrops.
30S1 and 70 X 30S2; two maize plants per hill
In Kenya, three spatial arrangements were
intercropped with SI or S2 were designated 70 x
studied in a randomized complete block design,
60S1 and 70 X 60S2; three maize plants per hill
replicated three times. In both sites, the yield
intercropped with SI or S2 were, designated 70 x
was expressed as kg/ha at 15.5% moisture for
90SI and 70 x 90S2. Maize and beans were
maize, 14% for soybeans, and 13% for beans.
planted in 60 cm interrows in sole and intercrop
The data developed included growth and develop
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ment, yield and yield components, and land
equivalent ratios (LER).
Statistical treatment of data was by analysis of
variance. Orthogon,. ..ontrasts were used to test
for mean differences.

Intercropping significantly reduced soybean
growth attributes. That is, the number of leaves
per soybean plant was reduced by 61%, leaf area
index (LAI) by 67%, and phytonass per ml at
seedfill by 78% (Table 1). These findings cor
respond with the observations of others. Natara*.t
Willey (1980) reported that pigeon-pea
LAIi and
was greatly
reduced when it was interplanted

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crop growth and development

with sorghum, and Wiggarns (1934) showed that
soybean dry weight was reduced when it was
grown in combination with maize. N fertilizer did
nol ;nflucnce these variables. Intercropping the
S2 resulted in 7.5% fewer leaves per plant than
the half population density (SI). However, the
S2 had 59% more leaves per ml due to the
population increase, rcsulting in a greater LAI
of 17.5% and phytomass of 12% compared with
SI (Table I). Highly significant linear relation
ships between LAI and phytomass at seedfill in
the two seasons were observed (r' = 0.87 and
r2 = 0.97 for the 1980 and 1981 seasons respec
tively).

These parameters were measured on maize
and soybean monocrops and intercrops plpmcd
on the same row.
The blooming of soybean was not importantly
influenced by either intercropping or N fertilizer.
hrtercropping delayed maize tasselling and silking by up to 2 days, especially at the optimum
population density of the soybean (S2). N fertiliizer hastened tasselling and silking by 2 and 4
days, respectively. Treatments without applied N
showed a greater time difference, up to 6 days,
between tasselling and silking.

TABLE I-EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS ON SOME GROWTH ATFRIBUTES OF SOYBEANS
AVERAGED OVER THE 1980 AND 1981 SEASONS, AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, U.S.A. DATA TAKEN
AT
BEGINNING SEEDFILL STAGE
Cultural
practice
Sole soybean
Intercrop3
70 x 30S1
70 x 60S1
70 x 90S1
87 x 24S1
105 x 20S1
70 x 30S2
70 x 60S2
70 x 90S2
Intercrop mean

Leaves per
plant (number)

Leaf area
index

Phytomass (g/m')

37.0

3.3

.342.9

14.7
16.1
18.4
13.4
11.6
12.0
12.7
16.7
14.5

0.7
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.6
1.3
1.5
1.9
1.1

49.1
56.9
66.1
48.4
40.9
77.7
98.7
137.8
73.9

"The intercrop with S2 represents data of 1981 season alone.

Reduction of intimacy between maize and soybeans by widening intrarows of maize (achieved
by grouping maize plants two or three in a hill)
diminished interspecific competition. This was
revealed by increased soybean leaves per plant
by 27 and 39%, LAI by 38 and 46%, and phyto,
mass by 35 and 77% at S1 and S2 respectively,
where maize plants were planted three to a hill as
against conventional planting of one maize plant
139

per hill at 70 X 30 cm. Widening maize interrows
to 87 or 105 cm did not improve soybean growth
attributes.
Nitrogen fertilizer did not affect the height of
soy1. an monocrop but both the maize monocrop
and intercrops were significantly taller, 33 cm
and 12 cm when N fertilizer was applied. Inter
cropping without N generally did not affect maize

EAST AFRICAN AGRICULT URAL AND FORISTRN JOURNAL

height, but where N was applied intercropping
significantly reduced the height of maize, by 21
cm. The shortest intercrop maize was that where
maize was grouped three to a hill, probably due
to intensification of intraspecific competition.
Intercropping significantly increased length of
soybean stems, by 13 and 22 cm tinder N, and
N,15 respectively. Competition for light obviously
increased soybean internode elongation. There
was a positive relationship between intercrop
soybean height and height of maize (r2 = 0.50)
and the taller the intercrop soybean plants the
more they lodged (r' = 0.80). There was no
lodging in soybean monocrop. The soybeans in
maize grouped three to a hill were the shortest
and least lodged of the intercropped soybeans.
Probably, grouping maize plants, which reduced
interspecific intimacy, resulted in a reduced
shading effect of maize on soybeans.
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111).
The effect of legumes on maize due to the
proximity of the component crops was observed.
Planting maize one, two, or three seeds in a hill
in a soybean intercrop did not reduce maize yield
significantly, although maize-yield reduction
below the monocrop ranged from 7'% to 12% in 5
out of 13 inh-rcrops and from I to I ", in I I out
of 13 intercrops under 0 and 135 kg/ha N, respec
tively (Table I1). Intercropping maize and beans
in alternate rows without applied N fertilizer at
Katumani caused maize-yield reduction of 33%
helow the nionocrop, mainly due to a decrease of
29"/ in average ear weight (Table IV). Other
workers have observed both similar and contrast
ing results. Dalal (1977) found maize yields
reduced by 15 and 17% under 0 and 100 kg/ha
N when intercropped in the same row with soy
bean. Groot (1982) reported a 35% maize
yield reduction when maize was interplanted with
bCalls on alternate rows of 75 cm, hut when maize
was intercropped with soybeans on alternate 45
cm( Dalal, 1977) and 60 cm (Mlohta and De, 1980)
rows, the maize yields were not significantly
reduced.
Although intercropping maize and beans in
alternate rows without N fertilizer showed a
significant depressive effect on maize yield,
planting maize and beans in the same hole and in
alternate holes in the same row indicated bene
ficial effects on maize by increasing maize yield

Seed yield and yield compon fits
Maize
Application of N fertilizer significantly increased the yield of maize intercropped with soybeans, by 91 and 40%, and of maize monocrop by
97 and 49% in 1980 and 1981 respectively (Table
11). This yield increase was attributable to the
increased ear weight (92%), hundred-kernel
weight (26%) and harvest index (19%) (Table

TABLE II-EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS AND N FERTILIZIER ON THE YIELD OF MA!ZE AND
SOYBEANS AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSqITY, U.S.A. (kg/ha)
Maize

Soybeans

1980

Cultural
practice
Sole maize
Sole soybean
Intercrop
70 x 30SI
70 x 60S1
70 x 90SI
87 x 2451
105 x 20S1
70 x 30S2
70 x 60S2
70 x 90S2
Intercrop mean

1981

1980

N0

N 135

N0

N135

4,547

8,944

6.151

9,158

5,252
4,827
4.713
4,236
4,230

9,570
8,508
8,647
8,635
9,137

4,652

8,900

5,824
5,384
6,535
6,239
7,527
5,428
6,353
5,714
6,126

9,083
8,465
8,682
8,920
8,765
8,532
7,840
8,112
8,550
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1981

N0

N135

N0

N 135

2,765

3,545

3,400

3,416

347
420
424
368
327

254
332
407
253
216

377

292

432
549
600
313
2%
575
792
888
556

372
432
521
322
245
419
508
757
447
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TABLE Ill-EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT AND NFERTILIZER ON THE YIELD COMPONENTS OF
MAIZE, AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, U.S.A., 1980
100-kernel wt.

Ear weight

2
(kg/7.56 in )

Harvest Index

(g)

Cultural

practice
Maize
Intercrop
70 x 30S1
70 x 60S1
70 x 90S1
87 x 24S1
105 x 20SI
Intercrop mean

N0

N135

N0

N135

8.2

22.6

28.7

0.43

0.48

8.1
8.1
7.5
8.3
7.8
8.0

23.2
24.5
20.9
21.1
22.7
22.5

27.9
28.7
27.9
28./
28.1
28.3

0.42
0.48
0.48
0.36
0.43
0.43

0.52
0.48
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.50

N0

N 135

4.0
4.6
4.4
3.7
4.3
4.0
4.2

TABLE IV-YIELDS AND YIELD COMPONENTS OF MAIZE AND BEANS INSOLE AND INTERCROP
SYSTEMS WITH NO N FERTILIZER APPLIED DURING LONG RAINS 1981, AT KATUMANI

Bean

Maize

Cropping
system
Sole maize
Sole bean
Intercrop
MB
MB
MB

Spatial
arrangement

Same hill
Same row
Alternate row

Ears/
plant

Ear
wt.
(g)

Yield
(kg.'ha)

0.93

76.0

2730

0.94
0.84
0.86

3,470
2,920
1,820

78.3
79.3
54.0

Pods/
plant

Seeds/
pod

Yield
(kg/ha)

7.51

3.15

1082

5.25
4.63
4.82

2.87
2.53
2.51

361
351
366

by 27 and 7% (Table IV). A similar effect was
observed in the U.S.A. during the 1980 season
where maize alternated with soybeans in the
same row in a 70 X 30 cm spatial arrangement
(Table 11). In this case, the maize yield was significantly increased, by 16 and 7% under 0 and 135
kg/ha N. These results correspond well with the
findings of Singh et a!. (1973). who found that
maize yields were enhanced by 5 to 12% over
nionocrop levels (2,800 to 3,800 kg/ha) by
intercropping with soybean in alternate single
and double rows.

diversity in results and environments tested.
However, there is enough evidence that there
exist maize-legume spatial arrangements by
which, under each environmental condition, it
would be possible to intercrop the two species
and sustain only a small loss in maize yield while
still obtaining the benefits of the additional
legume yield.

Although sonic of these results indicate that
maize may have benefited from legume intercrops, probably in terms of transferred N as was
reported by Agboola and Fayemi (1971), it is
difficult to generalize the effect on yield of maize
in a legume intercropping system because of the

The reduction averaged 87% over the two years
for all spatial arrangements and fertility levels.
Dalal (1977) obtained a 90 and 75% reduction in
soybean yields by intercropping with maize in the
same row and in alternate rows. The yield of full
soybean population density (S2) was generally

Soybeans
Intercropping soybeans with maize signi
ficantly and severely reduced the soybean yields.
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reduced less by intercropping and averaged
about a third more than the half soybean population density (SI). Grouping maize two or three
plants to a hill and ivcreasing soybean population
to S2 improved soybean yields. In the S2 and
maize grouped three to a hill (70 X 90 S2),
soybean yields were significantly greater than in
the ungrouped spatial arrangement (70 X 30 S2),
888 and 757 compared with 575 and 419 kg/ha
under 0 and 135 kg/ha of N respectively (Table
I1).
Grouping maize plants tlw,-e to a hill reduced
intimacy between maize and soybeans planted in
the same row and this probably resulted in
reduced interspecific competition, as was indicated by increased LAI and phytomass at seedfilling (Table I). Application of N fertilizer to tie
intercrops reduced the yield of soybean by 12.0
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and 19.5 in 1980 and 1981. The increastd height
of maize due to N fertilizer, averaging 15 cm,
probably enhanced maize competition, resulting
in curtailed light interception by soybeans,
which, in turn, reduced the potential of soybean
yield. Grouping two or three maize plants to a hill
diminished the competitive effects of fertilized
maize on the soybean intercrop (Table I1).
two-years soybeans
average yield
reduction ofwith
ofThe
87%a
inrtercropp)cd
was associated
161% reduction in
number of leaves,
a 67%
reduction in LAI, and a 78% reduction in dry
matter accumulation at scedfilling. Hence, soy
bean yield reductions caused by intercropping
with maize were clearly related to canopy de
velopment. Competition of maize with soybean
teduticed number of soybean branches bv 90%,
nodes by 56% and pods by 76% (Table V).

TABLE V-EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS ON THE
YIEI) COMPONENTS OF SOYBEANS. AT
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, U.S.A. 1980
Cultural
practice
Sole soybean
Intercrop
70 x 30S1
70 x 60S1
70 x 90SI
87 >124SI
105 x 20S1
Intercrop mean

BranchLcs
per plant

Nodes
per plant

Pods per

11.8

40.8

79.3

0.8
0.9
3.0
0.9
0.5
1.2

16.5
18.4
22.0
17.4
1,4.4
17.7

16.7
19.7
24.5
17.9
15.0
18.8

Soybean seed-yield variation was attributable
largely to number of pods per plant r = 0.76 for
No, 0.96 for Nii ) and hence to seed number.
Because nur.ber of pods per plant was essentially
determined b number of nodes r
0.98 for
both N treatments) and because of the strotng
relationship of sced .yield with phytomass at the
beginning of seedfilling (r2 = 0.88 to 0.98) and
leaf number, which is a function oftnode numer
(r2 = 0.90 and 0.9 both seasons), we concltude
that maize competition in this study reduced
associated sobean yield largely by curtailing
growth. Hence, any manipulation or practice that
facilitates greater growth by soybeans at the
vegetative stages should improve the yield of
that intercrop. Widening intrarow spacing of
maize by grouping two or three plants in a hill
and distributing soybean plants evenly on the
same row did just that. It diminished interspecific competition, probably mostly for light,
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plat

and improved canopy development, increased
LAI by 37 and 46% and phytomass at the begin
ning of seedfilling by 35 and 77% at SI and S2.
Imlproved growth resulted in reduced i dging
and greater seed yield.

Intercropping beans with maize was conducted
inat attempt to find out whether close intimacy
between the component crops would be beneficial
to the cereal crop. The yield of beans that re
suited from different spatial arrangements with
maize is shown in Table IV. The intercropping
systems severely reduced the bean yield, by att
average of 67%. The bean-yield reduction was
mainly due to a decrease in pods per plant,
which ranged from 31 to 38%, and reduced
number of seeds per pod, which ranged from 9 to
20%. Except for the number of pods and seeds,

EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS ON MAIZE YIELD

which were reduced differently, the yield reduction was similar when beans were planted in the
same hole, in alternate holes in the same row, or
in alternate rows with maize. It seems that if tile
farmer's criterion is to get the full yield of the
main crop, then planting maize and beans in the
same hole and alternate holes on the same row
justified the bean-yield sacrifice, since higher
maize grain yields were obtained in these inter
crops than in sole crops. In these two intercropping systems, therefore, the yield of beans,
which averaged 33%, was additional,
Land productivity
One way of evaluating the productivity of intercrop systems relative to monocultures is by
considering the total land productivity. Many
scientists evaluate land productivity by calculating land equivalent ratio (LER) which is the sum
of separate ratios of yields of crop in association
to yields in monoculture. LER is defined as the
relative land area under sole crops required to
produce the yields achieved in intercropping. A
LER greater than unity indicates a better landutilization efficiency by tie intercrop, and the
larger its value the greater the efficiency.
Inbi
maize with soybeans and beans provided greater
LERs than unity (Fig. I and Table VI). Averaged
over the two seasons, the largest LER in maizesoybean intercrops was 1.19 from a 70 x 90 cm
spatial arrangement. In maize-bean intercrops,
the largest LER was 1.65. The largest LER in
maize-soybean intercrops where no N was
applied was 1.34 and where N was applied it was
1.14. The magnitude of LERs was observed,
therefore, to depend upon the spatial arrangement and nitrogen-fertilizer level. lintercropping
maize in different spatial arrangements generally
did not reduce the relative yields (RYs) of maize
s ignifi c a ntly . In t'a'c t, in so nic ca s e s th e ma ize
to
by
RYs were enhanced
he
l).0n
an Tale
(Fg.by I intercropping
0.3
nit abve
Ont thte
Table VI).
and
(Fig.
0).32 above untity
other hand, intercropping soybean and beas ;.i
various spatial arrangemients severely redliced
their RYs. Application of N fertilizer significantly
lowered the RYs of soybeans and tended to
reduce that of' maize, resulting in lower LERs
than where N was not applied. Grouping maize
plants two or three per hill at 70 x 60 cm and
70 x 90 cm respectively, to reduce interspecific
intimacy, and intercropping soybean optinitili
population density (S2) improved the soybean
RYs and finally the LERs, since maize RYs were
not significantly reduced by these intercropping
systems (Fig. 1). Planting beans in alternate rows

(lid not improve the RYs nor, therefore, the
LERs. Widening the interrows of maize to 87 and
105 cm did not improve the RYs of soybeans,
probably because the intensified interspecific
imeraction brought about increased intimacy
between the two species intereropped in the
same row.
However, intercropping systems showed
greater yield advantages (LERs) over mono
cropping. This was because of the insignificant
cases
depression of the maize yield and in some
the actually enhanced maize-grain yields ob
served in association. This intercropping effect
on maize caused the yields obtained from the
intercroppcd legumes to compensate for the yield
depression of maize, and in cases where maize
yield was improved to greater than unity, the
yield of the legume in association was a bonus
in the intercropping systems.
SUMMARYANtCONCLUSIONS
The data at these two locations illustrate the
effects of the interactions between maize and
intercropped soybeans and beans in different
spatial arrangements. The research had assumed
the need for improved intercropped-soybean
yield without diminishing the yield of maize
portantly, and had also attenapten to improve
tteped th beans
of m as i
tantlyi
yield of maize intercropped with beans
I
through the reported beneficial effects of a
legume.
Intercropping maize and soybeans did not
affect maize yield significantly. Planting maize
and beans in the same row increased maize
yields, but planting them in alternate rows
significantly reduced the yield of maize.
Application of nitrogen fertilizer resulted in the
highest ntlize yield, since it was associated with
increased 100-kernel weight, ear weight, and
harvest
o h ansindex.
s was
N s Competition
en ited
nc d by
bbetween
ap lmaize
at nand
il
itit
ication
NN appl
enhanc
soybhtea
oip of' maize growth through the increased
favour
ftmie
hih
ihightt of'tile mtaize.
Intercropping systems reduced the yields of
beans and soybeans significantly. The yield
reduction of legumes%was related to the reduced
growtlt attributes and yield components. Iicreas
ing intimacy of maize and legumes by intercrop
ping them in the same hole or in the same row in
alternate holes enhanced interspecific competi
tion, which was detrimental to the yield of
legumes. Intercropping maize with soybeans in
the same row in wider interrows and with beans
on alternate rows did not improve the yield of the
legumes.
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Effects of maize intrarow spacings (a) and (b) and maize interrow spacings (c) on the total
LERs (El) and RYs. of maize (A) and soybeans (0) in the
1981 season. M, S. SI and S2 are as described in
the Materials and Methods section.
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TABLE VI-EFFECT OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS ON THE RELATIVE YIELDS (RYs) AND TOTAL LAND
EQUIVALENT RATIO (LERs) INSOLE A'D INTERCROP SYSTEMS DURING THE LONG RAINS 1981, AT
KATUMANI
Cropping
system
Sole maize
Sole soybean
Intercrop
MB
MB
MB

Spatial
arrangement

Maize
RYs

Bean
RYs

Total
I.ERs

1.00

1.00
1.00

0.33
0.32
0.34

1.65
1.42
1.01

1.00
Same hill
Same row
Alternate row

1.32
1.10
0.67

However, with regard to the objectives,
grouping maize plants three in a hill in a 70 x 90
em row spacing and distributing soybean platits
evenly in th , same row did not affect maize yield
significantly but provided the legumes with the
best environment. This spatial arrangement
improvcd growth attributes, node number, pod
set and seed yield of the intercropped soybeans,
even where N fertilizer was applied. Planting
an intercrop soybean population equal to that of a
sole crop while grouping maize plants three to
a hill in a 70 X 9U cm row spacing significantly
out-yielded half the soybean population intercropped in a similar spatial arrangement,

by

36%. Grouping two r three maize plants to a hill
reduced the intimacy between the species and
probably this allowed the legume to exploit both
cdaphic and light conditions with less interspecifie competition.
With regard to the second objective, planting

maize and legumes in close proximity was beneficial to maize, although it proved detrimental to

the legumes. Intercropping maize and soybeans
in the same row at 70 x 30 cm and beans in the
same hole and same row at 60 cm rows significantly increased the yield of the intercropped
maize relative to monoculture.
Intercropping showed greater 3ield advantages
than monocropping in terms of total grain yield
per unit area and land use efficiency (LER).
In view of this, it can be concluded that manipulation of plant spatial arrangements, total
component-plant densities and soil fertility levels
could improve the yield of the intercrop legume
without reducing the yield of maize significantly.
Also, some spatial arrangements can sacrifice the
of a legume to some extent while improving
yield
the yield of maize, consequently producing a
greater yield advantage (LER) overall. The maize
145

seed-yield increase where maize-legume proxi
mity was increased was an indication that there
exists a potential intimate intercrop association
that could maximize the yield of the cereal crop.
n our experiment there was probably an advan
tageous underground interaction in the cereal
legume mixtures, since the ningling of legume
and cereal roots has been reported to have bene
ficial effects (Agboola and Fayemi, 1971; Tren
bath, 1974).
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MAIZE YIELD RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZER APPLICATION:
A SEVEN-SEASON STUDY
2
H. M. Nadar and W. A. Faught

INTRODUCTION
Subsistence farmers in eastern Kenya plant
maize, their main staple diet, twice a year.

Average yields realized are usually around 500

kg/ha,
which there
is considered
very low. Wavailable
hen this
study began
was no information
stud
herewasno
bean
nfomatin aailble
on long-term Marii
soil
fertility
studies
the area.
coclued
(975 fom
he inesuts
f a
Marimi (1975) concluded from the results of a
one-season fertility study that the maize cultivar
used in this experiment (Katumani Composite B)
was more responsive to soil-moisture levels than
to applied be
nitrogen.
onta Ttoothr
This
conclusion appears to
fndigsconernngmaize
be contrary to other findings concerning
en-

resoonse to fertilizers, and especially to nitrogen 

fertilizer applications. It is a well documented fact
that maize usually responds positively to nitrogen
fertilizer applications in most areas where it has
been grown (Bandel et al., 1980; Ritchey and
Naderman, 1976). Although increasing nitrogen
rates from 112 to 280 kg/ha had no effect on leaf
area, upon which grain yield was found to be
Cependent, the efficiency of a given leaf area in
producing grain was higher as nitrogen rates
increased (Nunez and Kamprath, 1969). Under
certain unusual soil or other environmental conditions, maize yield response to iiitrogen-fertilizer applications may be masked. Celsligle et al.
(1976) did not obtain any significant maize
yield response to application of nitrogen fertilizer
on a soil which was planted to annual food crops
for the first time. They ascribed their results to
the masking effect of residual soil nutrients
which might have been accumulated during the
period of several years when the land was under
native pasture. Broadbent (1980) suggested that
substantial quantities of residual nitrogen would
reflect over-fertilization and/or insufficient water
supply for the crop during its growing season in
previous years. Shukla (1972) reported that
maize yield was highly correlated with the total
nitrogen content of the soil, and found that maize
did not respond to nitrogen-fertilizer application
on soils with relatively high total nitrogen
(0.32%). In the study area, the frequent occurrence of drought conditions and the use of land

newly introduced to crop production after several
years of native pasture are common features.
Even in seasons when there is no drought, the
rainfall is in some cases barely sufficient for crop
survival, and not enough for efficient utilization
survivahighnd
noveenouf
f r
tilizTi This will
on
of the higher levels
of fertilizers
applied.
usually end up with a nutrient-residue build-up
ua
up Thmoderate
a trtemperatures
in the esoil. The
turesue and lou
low
rainfall do not allow for nutrient degradation or
leaching from the soil. Another explanation for
the results obtained by Marimi (1975) might be
thatothefailureo
Composite B to respond
m to itrnitrogen-fertilizer
Katiian
applications was due to the masking effect of the

already existing soil-nitrogen residue, rather
a neady exiting

re-u.

Time and method of fertilizer application have
been reported to influence the efficiency of its
utilization. Stevenson and Baldwin (1969) found
that under Ontario climatic conditions, spring
fertilizer application produced higher grain viclds
than autumn application, while there was :to
difference between pre-planting and side-dress
ing methods of application. On the other hand,
Rhoads et al. (1978) reported that applying
fertilizers after plant emergence produced about
30% more grain than pre-planting applications.
Belcher and Ragland (1972) found that applying
all the phosphate ferilizer on the soil surface was
equally as effective as banding part of the
phosphate in the rows and applying the re
iainder to the soil surface. Fertilizer efficiency
was reported to be higher when surface-applied
for no-tillage than for conventionally tilled maize
with an equal disked-in applicadon (Legg et al.,
1979; Moschler et al., 1972; Triplett and Van
Doren, 1969). Stewart has suggested that on the
basis of the date of onset of the rains and the per
formance during the first 35 to 50 days of the
season, the quality of a rainy seson can be
predicted with a relatively high rrobability of
success, and that adjustment in fertilizer rate can
be made accordingly. This procedu'e, depernding
on the success of the prediction, may offer an
opportunity of optimizing fertilize-r application

1, 2. USAID/Kcnya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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levels each season. However, it might result in
a sizeable loss iii potential yield in cases of
failure to predict a good rainy season and consequent failure to apply the required amounts of
fertilizer. Also, fertilizer applied later is not
expected to be as efficiently utilized by the plant
as that applici in the early stages of growth.
Maize yield response to nitrogen-fertilizer
application can also be influenced by the nutrient
source. Bandel et al. (1980) reported that maiz,
yields were significantly higher in response to
ammonium nitrate applications than to nitrogen
in urea form.
This stady was conducted for seven successive
seasons to determine the optimum levels of
nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers for maximum
maize production and economic returns under the
soil and rainfall conditions prevailing at Katomani.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental site was located at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station at
Katumani, 10 km south of Machakos town,
Machakos District, Eastern Province of Kenya.
Its centre co-ordinates are 01' 35' S and 370 17'
E and its altitude 1,575 m. The soil is well
drained, dark reddish-brown sandy clay, classifled as Oxic Paleustalf (Chromic Luvisol). The
average depth is 120 cm, with total waterstorage capacity of 100 mm. The rainfall is
bimodal, with two rainy seasons, referred to as
the short rains (October to December) and the
long rains (March to May). Total rainfall and its
distribution are highly variable. Total rainfall per
season during the duration of the study ranged
between less than 200 mm and more than 500
mm (Fig. 1).
Permanent plots were established in the short
rains ci 1979/80 to test the yield responses of a
120-day raize tZr'a mays L , Katumani Com
posite B) to te application of five levels each of
phosphate end nitrogen fertilizers. The phosphate fertil~zer was applied in the form of single
superphosphate at rates of 0, 8.75, 17.5 26 25,
and 35 kg/ha. These levels of application are
equal to 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 kg P2 0 5 /ha. Nitrogen fertilizer was applied in the form of calcium
ammonium nitrate at rates of 0, 26, 52, 78, and
104 kg/ha. Phosphate fertilizer was banded along
the rows, while nitrogen fertilizer was applied at
the base of each plant one week after germination. Fertilizers were applied at the planned rates
regularly each season except for the long rains of
1982. This season followed severe drought condidons during the short rains of 1981/82, which
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resulted in near crop failure. The very low yields
of the short-rains 1981/82 crop suggested that
most of the applied fertilizers were not utilized,
and it was decided to grow the crop in the long
rains 6f' 1982 without any fertilizer application.
Yield results of both seasons were combined to
represent yield responses to one application of
fertilizers. The plots were of 5 rows, 0.60 m apart
and 5 m long. The fertilizer treatments were
assigned randomly to tile plots within each block
at the start of the experiment, and then continued
to occupy the same plot throughout the study.
The experimental design was a 5 X 5 factorial
within a randomized complete block with three
replications. At the time of planting, maize was
seeded in excess and then thinned to a final
population of 55,000 pl/ha. Yields were deter
mined by harvesting 3 rows 3 im long and yields
were adjusted to 15.5% moisture, then further
adjusted to variations in final population counts
using the covariance analysis method.
The analysis of variance was applied to the
yield results of each season as well as to all sea
sons combined. Second-order polynomial re
grcssion of yields on nitrogen application rates
was determined. For economic analysis, the
incremental variable cost and incremental net
benefits were calculated for each fertilizer
combination, by considering the 0--0 treatment
as having a value of zero variable cost and zero
benefits. The treatments will be identified
throughout by two numbers separated by a
hyphen. The first number will represent the
nitrogen fertilizer application level in kilograms
of N per hectare, and the second number the
phosphate fertilizer application level in kilograms
of P20 per hectare. Hence, 0- 20 represents the
treatment where 0 kg N/ha and 20 kg P 20/ha
(8.75 kg P/ha) were applied.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study was initiated to determine the
optimum combination or combinations of nitre
gen and phosphate fertilizers to be applied to a
maize crop to get maximum yields under the
conditions prevailing at Katumani. The economic
fertilizer levels were then to be determined.
These economic levels do not necessarily have to
be those producing maximum yields, but rather
those providing maximum net returns. Maize
yield levels varied significantly from one season
to another. The overall yield averaged 653 kg/ha
for the season with the lowest rainfall (short rains
1981/82) and more than 3,000 kg/ha for the sea
sons with adequate rainfall. This is an indication
that rainfall conditions are the major factors in
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Fig. 1. Weekly rainfall and cumulative seasonal totals at Katumani meteorological station, for the short-rains
seasons of 1970/80, 1980/81, 1981/82, and 1982/83, and for the long-rains seasons of 1980, 1981, and 1982
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fluencing maize yield response to fertilizer
turned out to be a good season, no fertilizer
application. Drought conditions were prevalent
would be needed in the first method, while the
during the shori-rains seasons of 1980/81 and
second method would call for the addition of 40
1981/82. and the amount of rain which fell during
move kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. A corn
the long rains of 1982 was not adequate (Fig. I).
parative economic analysis of the two methods of
During these three seasons yields were extremely
fertilizer use can provide a better basis for choos
low, and the crop was not expected to utilize the
ing one method rather than the other. In the four
higier levels of fertilizer applications, esi)ecialyv
seasons of the study period with adequate rain
of nitrogen. Following each of the two Jrought
fall, seasonal yield averages were above, 3,000
seasons, a test was made with one level of nitrokg/ha. The difference between the seasonal
gen fertilizer application to determine the
averages can be ascribed to the soil-nitrogen
residual effect of the unutilized fertilizer. During
residual effect. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.
the long rains of 1981 and 1982 maize was planted
5.0
following short-rains maize which had received
70 kg N/ha. One-half of the area planted to maize
(luring the long rains received 70 kg N/ha, while
the oilier half did not receive any nitrogen fertili-,2
zer. In the long rains of 1981, maize which (lid
1
not receive any nitrogen yielded an average of
4.0
7
4,289 kg/ha, while that which received 70 kg
N/ha yielded 4,505 kg/ha. In the long rains of
1982 the non-fertilized maize yields averaged
1,928 kg/ha, while maize that had received 70
kg/ha averaged 1,960 kg/ha. In both seasons
there was no significant difference between the
3.0
yields r( the maize which received fertilizer and
",
that which did not, while there was a highly
n
significant difference between seasons. These
4
results indicated that nitrogen fertilizer unutilized S
due to drought conditions is riot subjected to
degradation or leaching in the soil, but stays
, 2.0
almost intact, and could be utili:.ed by a following
W
\5.6
maize crop to produce a yield almost equal to
that of maize which received 70 kg/ha. This is
\
also an indication that applying nitrogen fertilizer
to maize following a drought season will result in
a build-up in the soil of residual nitrogen without
1.0
3
an) benefits to the current maize crop. Also,
continuous application of nitrogen fertilizer each
season, regardless of the rainfall conditions, is
005
20
40
60
80
100
20
not to be considered an economically feasible
NITROGEN FERTILIZER LEVEL (kg Nlha)
practice. One alternative is not to apply fertilizers
Fig. 2. Maize-yield responses to the applied nitrogen.
to a crop grown during the season following a
fertilizer levels for the seasons (1) short rains
drought season. By following such a practice the

soil-nutrient residues would be miintained at
a minimum and crop production levels would not
be reduced. Another alternative would be that
suggested by Stewart, which calls for the pre
planting application of 20-- 20 regardless of the
expected season, which might result in a saving
of 50 kg of nitrogen per hectare ir the case of
a successful prediction of a drought season. In
such a case, in the following season the first
method would call for no fertilizer application,
while the latter would call for the application of
20-20 again. If the season following the drought

1979/80, (2) long rais 1980, (3) short rains

1980/81, (4) long rains 1981, (5) short rains
1981/82, (6)long rains 1982, and (7) sho,'t rains
1982/83
Yields with higher levels of application for the
second and seventh seasons are almost equal,
while yields at zero application for the second
season were more than double those of the
seventh season, which is an indication that the
residual nitrogen in the soil was substantially
reduced over a period of five seasons. Soil
nutrient residues influenced the experimental
150
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Maize-yield response to phosphate-fertilizer
levels was not significant (Table 1).Nevertheless,
there was a constant and positive yield response
to phosphate fertilizer application, especially at
8.75 kg/ha. The only exception was in the short
rains of 1981/82, when zero application yielded
the highest, probably because of the confounding
effect of the severe drought during that season.
When th •yields of boti short rains 1981/82 and
long rains 1982, which received only one fertilizer
application, were combined, the 8.75 kg P/ha
level of application yielded higher than the zero
application. Although not significant, this con
stant and positive trend of maize yield response
to phosphate application is an indication that

results by masking maize yield response to
applied fertilizers. Response to nitrogen fertilizer
was masked in the first season, while that to
phosphate fertilizer continued to be masked
throughout the duration of the study. Drought
conditions affected the results of the study by
confounding maize yield responses to the applied
fertilizers, because of the inhibitory effect of
moisture stress on the overall biological activities
of the plant. As a result, the crop would have a
very low efficiency in utilizing the applied fertilizer, and new nutrient residues would be built up
in the soil. This nutrient residual build-up would,
in turn, confound the results of subsequent seasons.

TABLE I-MAIZE YIELDS ( X 0Ykg/ha) IN RESPONSE TO THE SEVERAl. LEVELS OF PHOSPHATE
APPLICATIONS, AVERAGED OVER ALL NITROGEN APPLICATION LEVELS. PORING THE SEVEN SEASONS
OFTHE FERTILIZER STUDY WITH CONTINUOUS SOLE-CROP MAIZE
Phosphatc fertilizer level (kg/ha)
0

8.75

17.5

20.25

35.0

Avge.

Short rains 1979.'80
Long rains 1980
Short rains 1980/81
Lor,g rains 1981
Short rains 1981/82
Long rains 1982
Short rains 1982/83

3.197
4.060
1.009
2.851
0.710
1.422
2.816

3.539
4.224
1.185
3.336
0.666
1.668
3.382

3.171
4.053
1.266
3.240
0.655
1.578
2.949

3.453
4.234
1.296
3.376
0.499
1.534
3.354

3.276
4.130
1.289
3.288
0.738
1.645
3.096

3.327
4.140
1.210
3.218
0.653
1.569
3.119

Average all seasons

2.295

2.571

2.416

2.535

2.495

2.462

Season

tinder Katumani conditions 8.75 kg P/ha is an
essential nutrient requirement for optimum
maize production. Hookeret al. (1983) found that
the application of 8.75 kg P/ha is required for
optimum maize production and maintenance of
soil phosphate levels at two locations in western
Kansas.

Although fertilizer applications had no signifi
cant effect on maize yields in the short rains of
1979/80, the 52-20 treatment produced the
highest yields. However, maximum net benefit
wa§ obtained with the application of 0-20 (Fig.
3A). No other treatment would have been economically feasible, since all other treatments not
only resulted in lower net benefits, but were also
associated with higher costs and greater risks.
rhe optimum treatment would have increased
net benefits above the no-fertilizer treatment
(control) by KSh. 1,604, with an added cost of
KSh. 412. This resulted in a 389% rate of return
for the risk involved in making the added invest
ment.

The non-significant results of maize yield
response to phosphate-fertilizer applications
allowed the pooiing of the nirogen-fertilizer data
over all phosphate levels. The relationship
ietween maize yields and nitrogen-fertilizer
levels of application seems to be curvilinear (Fig.
2). The degree of correlation between the two
variables varied greatly from one season to
another (Table 1I)and was again influenced by
the rainfall conditions and the level of residual
nitrogen in the soil.

In the long rains of 1980, nitrogen-fertilizer
application had a significant effect on maize
yields. The 52-0 treatment resulted in both
151
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TABLE 11-PREDICTION EQUATIONS AND COEFFICIENTS OF MULTIPLE DETERMINATION
(R) FOR THE
POLYNOMIAL REGRESSIONS OF YIELD (Y) ON NITROGEN FERTILIZER AI'PLICATION LEVELS
(X) DURING
THE SEVEN-SEASON STUDY

Season

Prediction equation

Short rains 1979/80
Long rains 1980
Short rains 1980/81
Long rains 1981
Short rains 1981/82
& long rains 1982
Short rains 1982/83

Y=
Y=
Y=
Y=

3.0342
3.2490
1.3282
2.1485

+
+
+
+

R'

0.02188X
0.03211X
0.000339X
0.05211X

Y = 1.5172 + 0.03805X
Y = BI.5004 + 0.04407X

--

0.000208X'
0.00192X'
0.0000246X'
0.000407X'

- 0.0003144X'
- 0.000169X'
1250

(A)
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Fig. 3. Net benefits realized and incremental variable
costs incurred each season from applying the
different combinations of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers to maize during the seasons
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maximum yields and maximum net benefits (Fig.
3B). The increase in benefits over the control was
KSh. 1,078, with a 136% rate of return on added
cost of KSh. 794. Other economically viable
options for farmers with limited capital resources
would have been 26-0 and 0-20. The rates of
return onl these two treatments would have been
180 and 164% respectively. Certainly, these are
adequate returns for the risks involved in the
small additional outlay required for either of tile
treatments,

SliL(IAL ISSUL

Since little of the fertilizers applied in tile short
rains had been used by the short-rains crop, or
was likely to have been lost before the next
season, it was decided not to apply any fertilizer
ini the long rains and to combine the results of the
two seasons in the analysis. Maximum net bene
fits for the two seasons were derived from the
single 2-40 :pplication (Fig. 3E). Benefits
would have been increased by KSh. 1,395 over
the control and the rate of return on the invest
ment in tie one fertilizer application would have
been were
127%.only
Netslightly
benefits
fromthan
thethe
26-20
treat
lower
maxinum,

The veryT gon
great
ver11 risks involved in applying
commercial fertilizers is vividly illustrated by the
results in the short rains of 1980/81. In that season of very limited rainfall, the application of any
combination of fertilizers would have reduced net
benefits below those obtained with no fertilizer
(Fig. 3C). Nine of the 24 treatments would have
failed to provide gross returns equal to tie variable cost for the treatment and actual net losses
would have occurred. Net benefits on the average
declined consistently and sharply with increased
applications of nitrogen, and consistintly but not
as sharply with increased applications of phos-

ver tie control of KSh. 851 and provided a rate
of) return of 217%( on) the small adlditionail outlay
flr
93
of KSh. 393.
The short-rains season of 1982/83 was a ve'ry'
favourable one. and the residual effects that may
have confused results ill tie preceding seasons
apleared to have brein substantially reduced.
Therefore there was a better response to fertilizer

phates.

than had been experienced ill preceding seasons.

In tile long rains of IT981, tile treatment giving
the highest net benefits was 26-20 (Fig. 31)).
The yield from this treatment was 13% below tile
laxiluni yield, which was obtained from
applying 78-40, but the variable cost was -13'%
below that of the maximum yield treatment.
Application of 26-0 or 0-20 wouldhi agail have
been viable options for some farmers, since they
have substantially lower costs as well as lower
net benefits than the optimum treatment. The
0-20 treatment, at an incremental variable cost
over the control of KSh. 347. would have yielded
ati incremental net benefit of KSh. 619, and a
rate of return of 178%. The 26-f0 treatment had
a slightly higher increniental cost of KSh. 5 11,
but its incremental net benefit of KSh. 1,018
yielded a 199% rate of return. The optinim
treatment, incorporating
both of tile alternatives,
haosi
hall an increniental cost of KSi. 848. an iiremental benefit of KSh. 1,801, and a rate of
return
of'22"u
tratm
Allothr
nt,,w( ,,(11,siderable

(f 212%. All other treatrerrts would hiae yielded
lower net returns andlhad higher costs than tile
three options nited .

Results in the short rains of 1981/82 largely
duplicated those in the short rains of 1980/81. Ill
this very dry season, no treatment would have
produced a net return as great as that from the
control. Again, many of the heavier applications
did not produce gross returns sufficient to cover
even the added cost of applying the fertilizer,
!54

but costs were substantially lower and the rate of
return
would have been 160%. The 0- 20 treat
nient would
have yielded an increase in benelits

Increases in yields ia response to illr heavier
fertilizer applications were more than sufficient
to cover tile costs. Both nlaxirnuin yields and
iraxiniurn net benefits were (ibtained from the
t(4. - 20 treatnent (Fig. 3F). Net benefits were
inkrcased by KSh. 3,298 at a cost of KSh. 2,170.
\ ,lding a return of 152% for the added risk. The
*104--0 and 78 -20 treatments were feasible
alterlnatives but net benefits were sharply lower
and costs oflv slightly less than the opllnilur.
latter two options yielded relurns of 145 and
13
respcctiv'el.. The 26- 20 treatment pro
duced net benefits only nroderatelv lower than
1he 104-0 it(td 78-- 20 'eatleuts, but costs were
substantially lower aind tIre rate orf return was
245";;. The 20--- 0)an 0-- 20 reatritetns would be
feasible options for farners with linited re
sllrces.
Most farmers
who are nt restricted by avail
farinrersewholaresriotfrestri848.labyiavail
able capital or credit and who can absorb con

risk will prefer the combination of
fertilizer that will produce maximum net benefits.
roe ian net
ieits
!tfowever. nanv farners
who have very limnited
capital or credit available and who
cantnot'afford
'he risks of subs-tantial losses in a single season
nay prefer, or be forced to choose, a level of
fertilizer application that is considerably below
that which would return the naximum net bene
tit. The great variation iii the optimuni fertilizer
application froni season to season indicates the
difficulty confronting a farmer in deciding on tile
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bet application for his own situation. In the two
seasons of very limited rainfall, any application of
fertilizer would have reduced net benefits. In the
very favourable season of the short rains of 1982/
83, the application of 104-20 would have produced maximum net benefits.
The application of 52-20 each season would
have produced the maximum net benefits for the
entire period (Fig. 3G). Losses in net benefits of
KSh. 1,242 would have occurred from the application of this treatment in the short rains of 1980/
81, and of KSh. 574 in the short rains of 1981/82.
This latter loss was more than offset in the following season, when no fertilizer was applied and
only residual benefits .ere derived. However, for
the seven seasons as a whole, net benefits would
have averaged KSh. 826 more than the control
and would have yielded a rate of return of 89%.
In contrast, if the maximum optimum application
for the short rains of 1982/83 of 104-20 had
been applied in each of the seven seasons,
incremental net benefits would have averaged
only KSh. 61 more than tie benefits derived from
the control, and the rate of return would have
been 4% for the very subftantia risk iwvolye dv
"

determine tie optimum levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus fertilizer applications for maxinmnu
maize production and economtic returns under the
soil and environmental conditions prevalent at
Katumani. The experimental results indicated
that rainfall conditions are the factors most
influencing maize yield response to fertilizer
applications. Maize yiels varied .ignificantly
ron one season to another inresponse to varia
ions in rainfall conditions. The overall yield
averaged more than 3,000 kg/ha for seasons with
adequate rainfall, and only 653 kg/ha for drought
maize crop
seasons. During drought seasons, tile
did not utilize all tie applied fertilizer and most
tf it was left behind in tile soil after harvest. It
behind
nitrogen fertilizer left
was found that file
in tie soil was not subjected to degradation or
leaching and staved almost intact until it was
utilized by the ullowiig maize crop. These find
to apply
is not innecessary
that it grow~n
suggest
ings
fertilizers
toicrops
thle ra in v sea sonr

following tdrought. By not applying fertilizers
fdowing a drotight, tile soil-nutrient residues
could he maintained at a nininru
and at tire
saue lite crop-pitduction levels would not be
reduced. Soil-nutricnt residues and drought
The 52-0 and 26-20 treatments would be conditions, which caused a new accunlrilalioi of
viable options for farmers with limited cash nutrients in the soil, affected the experimental
resources or who preferred soniewhat owe" results by confounding the response of m aize
risks. Costs would have been 21) or 25% lower vielis to tle applied fertilizers; maize yield
than the optimum, but net benefits vould have rCslonses to applied nitrogen -fertilizer le .els
been reduced only 12 or 23%. For farmers with wCre rmasked in the tirst season. The residual
extremely limited cash and wishing for the effect of nitrogen in the soil was continually
maximum return for a very limited investment,
redoced in the following seasons, except when
the 0-20 treatment would be the preferred new residues were built Lip following a drought
alternative. In all but the two very dry seasons, season. On the other hand, maize yield responses
the application of onl 8.75 kg of P gave a sub- to applied levels of phosphate fertilizer continued
stantial increase over no fertilizer, which may be to be masked throughout tie duration of the
an indication of incomplete removal of residual study. Although yield responses to phosphate
nitrogen. Net benefits averaged KSh. 508 for tile fertilizer levels were not significantly different
seven-season period, and costs averaged only fr-ori the control, there was a constant and posi
KSh. 283, with the rate of return averaging live yield response to phosphate application,
180%.
especially at 8.75 kg/ha. This may be an indica
An increase in the relative price of maize by tion that under Katu mani conditions 8.75 kg P/ha
50% would almost double the rate of return, but was an essential niutrient requirement for opti
Economic analysis
min maize productin.
the same combinations oftapplicatios would
the amecominaion
ofap~icaiots wuld showed that thie application of 52-20 each
continue to be the only econcmically viable sh o w d ha e plic t e maximum20 e t
options to no fertilizer application. A reduction of season wfurld havreprodiced the axidny net
50% in the relative price would reduce net bemie- benefits fir the entire periotdof te study. For
fits of all applications, except for the 0-20 the seven seasons as a whole, net benefits would
treatment, to abotit the level of no fertilizer have averaged KSh. 82( more than the control
anid would have yielded a rate of return of 89%.
application.
The 52-0 and 26-20 treatments would be viable
options for farmers with limited cash resources.
SUMMARY
For farmers with extremely limited finances,
This study was conducted for seven seasons to the 0-20 treatment would be the preferred
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alternative. The positive response to the application of phosphate fertilizer without nitrogen
application may be an indication that the soilnitrogen residue was still high enough to be
mobilized by the addition of the phosphate
fertilizer. An increase of 50% in the relative
price of maize would almost double the rate of
return, but the same combinations of fertilizer
applications would continue to be the only
economically viable options to applying no fertilizer. A reduction of 50% in the relative price
would reduce the net benefits of all applications,
except for the 0-20 treatment, to about the level
of no fertilizer application.
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MAIZE YIELD RESPONSE TO ROW SPACINGS AND
POPULATION DENSITIES UNDER DIFFERENT
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
H. M. Nadar
INTRODUCrlON
Maize yield per unit area of land is highlly
plant geo
dependent upon plant population,
metry, and fertility levels. Average maize yields
produced by the farmers in the Machakos area
are very low. A survey conducted by tile Integrated Agriculture Development Programme
(IADP) in the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture
during the long rains of 1977, when rainfall was
not limiting for maize production, indicated that
average maize yield in the area ranged between
240 and 750 kilograms per hectare. The average
maize population planted by the farmer in the
area was around 20,000 pl/ha. Giesbrecht (1909)
reported that row spacings between 50 and 95 cm
had no significant effect on inaizc yield, wille
increasing the population from 30,000 to 75,000
plants per hectare resulted in a substantial
increase in yield under adequate moisture conditions. Under less than adequate moisture conditions, peak production occurred at 60,000 plants
per hectare. Mannering and Johnson (1967)
reported that soil erosion on fields of' maize"
planted at narrow row spacing (51 cn) was 24%
below that on fields planted on widely spaced rows
(102 cm). Nunez and Kamprath (1969) reported
optimum maize production at 51,750 plants per
hectare. T-ir'Y found no significant effect of row
spacing orn yield except tinder drought conditions, when 53 cm rows gave higher yields than
106 cm rows. Moll and Kamprath (1977) found
that increased population density resulted iii
higher yields. In a previous study, conducted in
the long rains of 1978, it was found that mize
yields increased significantly with decrc.-se in
row spacing at one plant per hill (Nadar, 1983).
At two plants per hill, maize planted at 75 cm row
spacings with about 70,000 plants per hectare
yielded the highest. As population \was not
constant at the different row spacings, it was not
possible to separate the effect of row spacings
frossibl thof puaetilo
fromt that of population.
This report will discuss the results of popnlation studies conducted in three localities in three

seasons to evaluate the effect of population
on maize yields under
and row spacings
ldensities environmental
conditions.
different
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The first phase of this study was undertaken
during the short rans of 1978-79 at both the
l)ryland Farming Research Station at Katumani
and the substation at Kampi ya Mawe. The
Katumani station is located 10 km south of
Machakos town in tile Machakos District of
eastern Kenya, with centre co-ordinates 1'35'S
and 37'14' E and an altitude of 1,575 m. The
Kampi ya Mawe substation is located 5 km south
east of' Makunci town in the sanic Distict, with
centre co-ordinates 1"50' S and 37'40' E at an
ltitude of 1,125 m. Because of its lower altitude,
the Kampi ya Mawc substation has a mean
temperature 5'C 'figher than that at Katumani.
The soil in both localities is well drained dark
reddish-brown, sandy clay. It is classified as
Oxic ialeustalf(ChromicLuvisol).It has relatively
low water-storage capacity and medium depth;
the average depth is 120 cm with a total water
storage capacity of 100 amm. The rainfall (luring
the 1978- 79 short rains in both localities was
relatively high (more than 500 mam) and of even
distribution. Maize (Zea intas L., Katumani
Composite B) was planted on 30 October 1978 in
rows either 0.60, 0.75, or 0.90 m apart ; nd 10 ni
long. The spacing within rows was 0.30 in. At tile
tiic of planting, maize was seeded in excess and
then thinned to either one or two plants per hill.
During the long rains of 1982 and tle short
rains of 1982--83, this study was repeated at
Katumani station only, and was modified in such
a way as to allow the separation of the row
spacing effect from that of population. Within
each row spacing tile population was varied by
varying the spacing within the row. The rainfall
during the long rains of 1982 was low, of short
duraticin and uneven distribution, while that of
the s Tjort rains of 1982-83 was the reverse
(Fig. 1).

1. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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Rainfall weekly totals and cumulative seasonal totals at Katumani meteorological
station for the short
rains seasons of 1978/79 and 1982/83 and long-rains season of 1982
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During the long rains of 1981 the response of
the cultivar Katumani Composite B to population
density under Muguga conditions was compared
with that of a local cultivar widely grown in the
area as well as with an Ernbu hybrid recomrnended for the Muguga environment (H1512).
This experiment was planted at the experimental
farm of the Kenya Agriculture Reseach Institute
at Muguga, 40 km west of Nairobi, with centre
co-ordinates 113 ' S and 36'38 ' E and at an
elevation of 2,085 in, or 490 m higher than the
Katumani station The mean temperature at the
Muguga farm is lower than that at Katumani.
Rainfall was relatively high, almost evenly distributed, and of relativcly long duration (Table I).
TABLE I-MONTHLY RAINFALLTOTALS AND
MEANTEMPFIRATURES ATMUGUGA
METEOROLOGICAL STATION DURING THE YEAR
1981

Month
January

February
March

April
Miy
.une
July
August

September
October
November
December

Rainfall
4i.5
2.3
81.0
4120
212.5
18.1
22.1
39.3
43.0
34.9
32.7
61.9

at 60 and 75 cm row spacing yielded significantly
higher than that planted at 90 cm row spacing,
and two plants per hill yielded significantly
higher than one per hill. There was no significant
difference in yield of maize planted at 60 or 75
cm spacing. Yield was highly correlated with
population and the relationship was almost
linear. The difference between this correlation
relationship and that of the experiment during
the long rains of 1978 may result from the fact
that the maize population in the 60 cm row
spacing was not as high as it was during the long
rains of 1978. The highest population in the short
rains of 1978- 79 was 75,200 plants per hectare,
while it was 92,400 in the long rains of 1978.
Seventy thousand plants per hctcarc probably
represents the optimum population under the
conditions of the experiments and the non-linear
relationship would be expected to show itself
beyond this point. The consistent increase in
yields of maize planted at 60 or 75 cm row
spacings over that planted at 90 cm Low spacing
might be ascribed to either population or to the
change in population geometry caused by the
change in row spacing, or perhaps both. Field

Mean tempera-

observations indicated that 60 and 75 cm row
spacings provided better population geometry
than 90 cm spacing, giving faster ground cover
and better light interception.

II.0

17.7
17.2
I5.8

14.9
When the data from both seasons were combined, which offered 3 times as many data points
as were available from the long-rains 1978
results, and the second-order polynomial regressio, of maize yield on population was determined, it was found that the relationshin between
yield and population was curvilinear, with

13.9
i2.3
13.6
14.5
15.8
15.9
15.7

Each different population was harvested
separately, the pol)ulation count \was convertedl
to plants per"hectare and the yields were converted to tons/ha at 15.5% moisture content.
Both linear and second-order polynomial regressions of yields on population were determined for each row spacing.
RI-SULTSAND DISCUSSION
The results of the row-spacing and number-ofplantits-per-hill studies during the short rains of
1978/79 at both Katunani and Kampi ya Mawe
(Table I1)we,'c similar to those of the previous
study during the long rains of 1978 (Nadar, 1983).
Both row spacing and number of plants per hill
had a significant effect on maize yield, while the
locality effect was not significant. Maize planted
159

relatively igh coefficients of determination (W2 ).
The highest R was that of 75 cin row spacing
(0.691) followed by 90 cm (0.524), while the R2 of
64) cm row spacing was 0.291. Their prediction
"ultits
wet. as follows:
9

0 cm Y =
0.3788 + 0.1668X - 0.0012X2
75 cni Y = 2.3912 + 0.2186X - 0.0013X2 2
6 cm Y = - 2.8431 + 0.2296X - 0.00 15X
The points of deflection of the regression lines
were all beyond the 65,000 plants per hectare
count and were different for each row spacing.
While the point fell between 65 and 70 thousand
plants per hectare for 90 cm spacing, it was
between 75 and 85 thousand plants for the 60
cm spacing and between 80 and 90 thousand for
the 75 cm row spacing (Fig. 2). It was also
observed that the 90 cm row spacing was best for
populations lower than 40,000 plants per hectare.
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TABLE II-YELD RESULTS IN TONS PER HECTARE AND POPULATION COUNTS IN THOUSAND PLANTS
PER HECTARE OF MAIZE ROW-SPACING AND NJM BEI-OF-PLANTS-PEjR-HII.I TRIALS AT KATUMANI
AND KAMPI YA MAWE STATIONS DURING SHORT RAINS 1978/79

Katumani

Kanopi ya Mawe

One plant

Two plants

Oiie plant

'loplants

Average yields

Row
spacing

Pop.

Yields

Pop.

Yields

Pop.

Yields

Pop.

Yields

1PI.
yields

2 Pl.
yields

60 cm
75cm
90 cm

52.0
43.3
41.3

5.472
5.193
4.615

75.2
64.1
53.5

6.391
6.387
5.803

48.t
42.9
33.0

5.320
-1.993
4.490

62.6
52.5
.18.9

6.107
6.158
5.153

5.396h
5.107 'c
4.581'

6.270 a
6.288 a
5.526,

*Letter follos ing yield value indicates tflat it is significarttly different from other values followed by different letters
at tile 10% level ofconlidence according to 1.S) mean comparison test.

7
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Second polynomial regression lines of maize yields on poulations at three row spacings of the experiments
conducted during long rains 1978 and short rains 1978/79 at Katumani and Kampi ya Mawe research
stations

At forty thousand plants per hectare or higher,
75 cm row spacing was best, while 60 cm spacing
was always poorer than 75 cm. It was better than
90 cm only at populations higher than 50,000
plants per hectare. When the homogeneity of
the regression coefficients was tested they were
160

found significantly different, with a calculated F
value of 5.917 with 2 and 114 degrees of freedom.
This study was conducted under favourable
conditions, with the rainfall during both seasons
totalling more than 500 mm. The range of popula

MAIZE YIELD REISPONSE TO ROW SPACINGS AND POP)PUI.AIION DENSITIES

tion was not wide enough to cover both ends of
the population spectrum, as can be seen from the
broken lines in Fig. 2. These lines are an extrapolation of the part of the population spectrum
not covered in the study. During the long rains
of 1982 this study was repeated, using tile same
row spacings but with a wider range of populations at each row spacing. The population range
was from 10,000 plants to more than 130,000
plants per hectare. During this season, total rain
fall was low (245 mm) and the rains were too late
for good maize production (start on 29 March).
The results (Fig. 3) indicated that under the
conditions of the long rains of 1982 at the Katumani station, the maize yield response to population was mainly negative. Only the R2 for the 90
cm yield regression on population was increased
significantly when the second polynomial regression was determined. Both linear and
second-order polynomial prediction equations
and R2 s are listed in Table Ill. It is of interest to
note that while 90 cm row spacing was favourable to low populations under adequate rainfall,
and 75 cm row spacing was favourable to higher
populations, it was the reverse under less than

adequate rainfall. At 90 cm spacing, yields
increased with the increase in population up to
40,000 plants per hectare, where the regression
line reached its point of deflection. Beyond that
point the decrease in yield was much slower than
that of the 60 or 75 cm regression lines. The
regression coefficients were significantly differ
ent, with a calculated F value of 4.792 with 2 and
139 degrees of freedom.
During the short rains of 1982- 83, although
amounts were high, there was virtually no rain
during the six weeks preceding the middle of
February. After this drought period and about
two weeks before the crop reached physiological
maturity, 86 mm of rain fell on 15 February,
followed by an dnusually strong wind. This re
suled in the lodging of most of the maize plants.
The lodged plants did not benefit trom the rains
and had to be harvested prenmaturely, and yields
were lower than expected as compared with those
of previou.; seasons with similar rainfall condi
tions. It was not possible to quantify the yield
losses which may have resulted due to that
weather situation. These yield losses may have

LINEAR REGRESSION
3.0

-

2.5

75 cm

SECOND

POLYNOMIAL

90 cm
75 cm
cm
2.-60
0
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C
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80
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Fig. 3. Li.ear and second-order polynomial regression lines of maize yields on populations at three row spacings
of the study conducted at Katumani Research Station during the long rains of 1982
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TABLE Ill-PREDICTION EQUATIONS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION
(R2 ) OF LINEAR AND SECOND-ORDER POLYNOMIAL REGRESSIONS OF MAIZE YIELDS ON POPULATIONS
FOR THE ROW SPACING BY POPULATION STUDY DURING THE LONG RAINS OF 1982
Linear regression
Row spacing

Prediction equation

90 cm
75 cm
60cm

y = 2.4502 - 0.0132X
y = 2.3145 - 0.0116X
y= 1.9819- 0.007X

Second-order polynomial regression
R

Prediction equation

0.31S
0.333
0.130

been responsible for the relatively low yields and
coefficients of determination (RI). They were
0.231, 0.330, and 0.350 for 90, 75, and 60 cm row
spacings respectively. The prediction equations
are:
90cm Y = 1.124 + 0.0653X 75 cm Y = 1.229 + 0.0698X 60cm Y = 2.333 + 0.0085X -

2

0.000416X2
0.000379X2
0.000056X2

Yields at the 60 cm row spacing continued to
increase with the increase in population, but at
a rate which was much slower than that at 75 or

R

y= 1.5464 + 0.0196X - 0.0003X 2
y 2.6782 - 0.0253X - 0.000IX 2
y= 2.1874- 0.011X + 0.00002X 2

0.438
0.365
0.172

90 cm spacings up to 80 thousand plants per
hectare, where yields started to decrease with the
increase in population, except at 60 cm row
spacing, when they continued to increase (Fig.
4). The 90 cm curve deflected at 80,000 plants per
hectare, while the 75 cr1 curve deflected at
90,000. This was similar to previous results under
favourable rainfall conditions (short rains of
1978- 79). Yields at 75 cm row spacing were
higher than those at 90 cm spacing at all popula
tion levels, and the gap between the two curves
increased with the increase in population counts.

6

5
60ncm

4
75cm

-. 2I

90cm

_w

°oL

O

6'0

d'o
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0
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Fig. 4.

Second-order polynomial regression lines of maize yields on populations at three row spacings of the study
conducted at Katumani Research Station during the short rains of 1982/83
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The results of the studies conducted during the
seasons long rains 1978, short rains 1978- 79,
long r'.ins 1982, and short rains 1982-83 indicated that there was a significant effect of row
spacings on maize yields at any given population
level. The effect of row spacing on yield was
influenced I y population levuis, as welli ,by the
rainfall ronditions. Under favourable rainfall
conditions, and at population levels below
40,000 plants pei hectare, either there was no
difference between yield; of maize planted at
90 or 75 cm spacings, or those planted at 90 cm
yielded higher. At populations higher than
40,000 plants per hectare, maize planted at 75 cm
produced significantly highler yields. Under unfavourable rainfall conditions, maize planted at
75 cm produced higher yield, than that planted at
90 cm when the population was below 40,000
plants per hectare. At populations higher than
40,000 plants per hectare, maize planted at
90 cm spacing yielded higher. Considering the
overall results, it can be concluded that planting
maize at 75 cm row spacing would optimize yields
under almost all rainfall conditions tested. The
optimum population to b, planted at 75 cm row
spacing under favourable rainfall conditions
would be between 70 and 80 thousand plants per
hectare. Under less-than-favourable conditions,
20,000 plants per hectare or less would produce
the highest yields. These findings suggest that
if the quality of tne rainy season could be predicted with a 100% probability of success, rcduc
ing plant population from 70 to 20 thousand
plants per hectare in the season with rainfall
conditions similar to that of the long rains of 1982
would result in an increase in yield of 0.45 tons
per hectare, or an increase of about 30%. If the
prediction of a drought season was wrong, the
expected losses from reducing the population
would be substantial. Under the conditions of the
short rains of 1978- 79, reducing the population
from 70,000 to 20,000 plants per hectare would
have reduced yields from 6,000 kg/ha to 1,500
kg/ha, or a loss of 4,500 kg/ha. Under the conditions of the short rains of 1982-83, the loss would
have been 2,000 kg/ha. Under both rainfall
conditions, maize yields at 20,000 pl/a were
approximately 2,000 kg/ha. Planting maize at
20,000 pl/ha might be one way of stabilizing
yields under a wide range of rainfall conditicns,
but it is doubtful whether it would be economical
in the long run. From the information accumulated during this study, it seems to be more
economical to plant at the higher populations,
even if unfavourable rainfall conditions occurred
50% of the time. In two seasons, one with favour163

able rainfall conditions and the other unfavour
able, we would get 2 + 2 = 4 tons of maize from
one hectare if we planted 20,000 plants per
heclare in both seasons. If we planted 70,000
plants per hecare in both seasons, we would get
5.25 + 1.55 = 6.8 tons with almost the same
farm inputs. That is an increase of 2,800 kg, or an
average of 1,400 kg/ha per season. Another
alternative is predicting the quality of the rainy
season and reducing the population if an un
favourable season is predicted. For the popula
tion-adjustment method to have an advantage
over planting 70,000 plants per hectare each
season, the prediction of the quality of rainfall
has to have a 100% probability of success. Using
the data accumulated from these experiments it
was estimated that if the quality of the rainy
season was predicted successfully 100% of the
time, adjusting the population would give a 9%
advantage over planting constant populations. If
the prediction i'ailed once in six times, the two
systems would have equal production. If the
failure was once every three times, which is more
realistic, planting 70,000 plants per hectare
constantly would yield 11 % higher than the total
production if the populations were adjusted
according to the prediction of the quality of the
rainfall. If the success of the prediction was 50%,
total production from the varied population would
be 31% less than that from the constant popula
tion.
The results of the population study at Muguga
during the long rains of 1981 (Fig. 5) indicated
that the Katumani maize was not a6 pted to
higher-elevation environments, and was out
yielded by both 1-11512 and the local cultivar. The
yield of H1512 exceeded that of Katumani
Composite B by about 700 kg/ha at all population
levels, which indicated hat both cultivars
responded in the same nanner to population
changes and attained their maximum yields at
about 70,000 pl/ha. The local cultivar yielded
higher than both the other two at population
levels between 30 and 50 thousand pl/ha. Above
50,000 pl/ha, the yield of the local cultivar
started to drop sharply, until it reached a level
1,400 kg/ha below that of H1512 and 700 kg/ha
below that of Katumani Composite B at the
80,000 pl/ha level. The local cultivar response
indicated that it was less tolerant of population
pressure than the other two tested cultivars. This
is an indication that each maize cultivar has an
optimum population levei at which its yield will
be highest. This optimum population level may
not be the same for all cultivars, and should be
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Fig. 5. Second-order polynomial regression lines of maize yield on populations of the study conducted a[Muguga
Research Station during the long rains of 1981 with three different cultivars

determined before comparing the yield performanceofdifferentcultivars. These differences
in response to population pressure may have
been due to the populations and environments
under which the original selection of the cultivar
was done. While yields of both Katumani Conposite B and HI512 peaked at 70,000 p/ha, yields
of Katumani Composite B were significantly
lower than those of H1512. Probably because
Katumani Composite B was developed under the
relatively higher temperatures of the Katumani
area, it lacked the ability to tolerate the higher
elevation and colder temperatures of the Muguga
area, while the other two cultivars tested were
more adapted to Muguga conditions at their
optimum populations. It can also be concluded
that there was no significant yield difference
between the local cultivar and HI512 at their
respective optimum populations. Planting the
local cultivar at 45,000 pl/ha and HIS12 at 70,000
pl/ha is expected to result in ahrost equial yields,
The advantage of H1512 over the local cultivar
would show only if both cultivars were planted at
higher levels than 50,000 pl/ha. If both were
planted at populations less than 50,000 pl/ha,
the local cultivar would yield higher. This clearly

indicates that maize-variety selection should be
performed tinder the actual conditions the
selection is meant for, whether for sole cropping,
intercropping, tolerance of population pressure,
or any other adverse environmental condition for
that matter.
SUMMARY
This study was conducted in three localities for
several seasons with different rainfall condi
tions, in order to study the effect of population
densities and row spacings on maize yields as
influenced by the different environments. The
results indicated that there was a significant
effect of row spacings on maize yields at any
given population density. These effects were
influenced by population levels as well as by the
rainfall conditions. It was found that planting
maize at 75 cm ;ow spacing would optimize maize
yields under almost all rainfall conditions tested.
The optimum population to be planted under
favourable rainfall conditions was found to be
around 70,000 plants per hectare. Under less
than-favourable conditions, 20,000 plants or less
would produce the highest yields. Prediction of
164
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the quality of the rainy season and reduction ot
the plant population would help maximize the
farmers' income. Based on the data accumulated
from this study, it was found that there would be
no benefit to be gained from predicting the
quality of the rainy season and reducing the
pcpulations from 70 to 20 thousand plants per
of
hectare except in the ( se of 100% probinbility
one
than
more
failed
success. If the prc:iction
season in ever six, substantial losses would
occur. The results of the study at the Muguga
station showed that each maize cultivar had an
optimum population level and optimum environment at which its performance would be best.
These optimum levels may be different for
different cultivars, and should be determined
before comparing cultivars in yield-performance
studies.
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INTERCROPPING AND INTERCROP COMPONENT
INTERACTION UNDER VARYING RAINFALL CONDITIONS
IN EASTERN KENYA. I:MAIZE/BEAN INTERCROP
tt.M. NadarI
INTRODUCTION
Intercropping is an old practice of subsistence
farmers, especially under rainfed conditions, and
the farmers in the Machakos area of eastern
Kenya are no exception. An economic survey of
the area (M.O.A., 1981) reported that almost all
farmers practised mixed cropping, especially
during the short rains. Intercropping was reported to provide several crops and thus to result
in a balanced diet. It also reduces peak labour
demand and minimizes crop-failure risks (Jodha,
1981). Okigbo (1981) suggested that intercropping reduced the adverse effects of pests,
provided higher returns, and protected soil
against erosion. Research on intercropping pre-.
sents a challenge in the developed countries,
where chemical weed Lontrol and mechanical
harvesting are
f aseri nintegral
gr obThe ms dparts
o ot ofo nfsuccessful
ont i nt r 
farming. These problems do not confront intercropping research in Kenya and art- not likely to
in the near future, since farming in Kenya
depends mainlyon animal power and hand labour,
Many recent reports have indicated the
superiority of intercropping over sole crops.
assoiatd
Francis (1978)
sstes
coppig
povidd
reported
te hghthat
maize-and-bean
associated
cropping
systems
provided
the high.
est net incomes. Singh (1981) reported 8 to 34%
sorghum yield increases in sorghum/legume
intercrop system s over the sole crop. Lim a and
Lapes (1981) reported land equivalent ratios
(LERs) in maize/ban intercrops higher than
those of sole crops at all populations and spatial
arrangements tested. Gardiner and Craker
(1979) found that bean yields were decreased in
maize/bean intercrop, mainly due to reduction in
the number of pods per pant. Crookston and Hill
(1979) found that Minnesota land-use efficiency
was not improved by intercropping.
Several methods have been used to evaluate
intercrop yield advantage!, over sole crops. None
of these methods individually can evaluate all the
factors involved, such as competitive effects,
relative production potentials of the intercrop

components, labour requirements, water- and
nutrient-use efficiency, or social
economic
impacts. All these factors have to and
be taken into
consideration, and this requires a team effort
involving agronomists, crop physiologists, soil
scientists, agricultural economists, and social
scientists. Snaydon and Harris (1981) focused on
below-ground interactions to evaluate plant
competition for water and nutrients. Willey
(1981) used LERs as measures of intercrop yield
advantages and as indicators of competition
effects. LERs provide a basis for comparing
different crops and crop mixes. Hiebsch (1978)
argued that LER was not an accurate technique
for comparing the relative production potentials
of the intercrop and sole-crop systems because it
did not take into account the variations in the
length of the growing seasons of the different
of u g gethe
crople
s. HeI:s
sted th e sues e o fofwv
h att h e ieren
ci a!i'y. an
area/time equivalency ratio (ATER), redefining
yield as quantity/unit area/unit time. Okigbo
(1981) suggested the use of LERs, competition
coefficients, relative yields, calorie equivalents,
and gross returns as indices for selecting efficient
crop mixtures.
The present study was started in the short
rains season of 1978/79
with the object Of Study
ans sero n of 7
th the obe
ot
sole-crop and intercrop systems with different
o l aio p
a
rrop s
le tit h d ifer t
populations, spatial arrangements, and fertility
levels as influenced by the varying rainfll condi
t
prevalent in the study area.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental site was located at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station,
Katumani, 10 km south of Machakos Town, in the
Machakos District of Eastern Province, Kenya.
It has centre co-ordinates 10 35' S and 370 14' E
and an altitude of 1,575 m. The soil was a well
drained, dark reddish-brown sandy clay. It is
classified as Oxic Paleustalf (Chromic Luvisol).
The average depth was 120 cm, with a total
water-storage capacity of 100 mm. The rainfall is
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bimodal, with two rainy seasons known as the
short rains (October to December) and tile
long
rains (March to May). Total rainfall and its
distribution at : highly variable. Total rainfall per
season duri-g the duration of this study ranged
between 175 rum and more than 500 mm (Fig. 1).

rains of 1979/80 and the long rains of 1981, when
intercropping was also tested with no nitrogen
fertilizer. In that case maize received only
phosphate fertilizer at th'- above fates. Fertilizers
were side dressed immediately following thinning
at 10 to 20 days after rnergence.

Maize VZea mays U., Katumani composite B)
and beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L., var. Mwczi
Moja) were planted in plots of either 6, 8 or 10
rows spaced 0.90, 0.75 or 0.60 m apart and 10 m
long, and were either intercropped or planted
separately itssole crops. The intrarow spacings
were 0.30 m for maize in both sole-crop and
intercrop systems. For beans, it was 0.15 in in
both systems except when beans were intersame row with maize, in vhicl
cropped on tile
case the spacing between two bean plants was
0.30 ii and between i a maize plant and a bean
plant next to it 0.15 in.Ten to 15 days after
emergence, plants were thinned to either I or 2
plants per hill.

The experimental design was a randomized
complete block with three replications. Where
other variables were tested, it was a factorial
within the randomized complete block. Maize
yields were adjusted to 15.5% moisture content,
while bean yields were adjusted to 14%. Yields
actual counts of
were then adjusted to variation Iii
population using the covariance method, except
in the case where variation in population was
intentional. Land equivalent ratios were calcu
lated isdescribed by Willey (1981). These LEI~s
were subjected to analysis of variance and ncau
comparisons.

In the short rains of 1978/79 maize and beans
as sole crops were tested at the three row spacings and at I or 2 plants per hill. In the intercrop
systems maize and beans were planted at the
three row spacings at populations equal to those
of I plant per hill sole crop. The maize arrangemerits inthe intercrops were either I plant per
hill, 0.30 ii apart on ecoh row or 2 plants per hill,
0.30 in apart on every other row. B-an arrangeiients in the intercrop systems were 2 plants per
hill, either 0.30 m apart on each row or 0.15 in
apart on rows alternating with the naize rows. In
subsequent seasons intercropping experiments
w-ere planted at 0.75 m row spacing only. During
the short rains of 1978/79 and the long rains of
1979, maize was planted inthe intercrop systems
at half tile two-plant-per-hill sole-crop popuIations, or the maize/bean population relationship
was 0.5:0.5. Tbis population relationship between the intercrop components will be referred
to as substitution (Sub). During the short rains
of 1979/80 the population relationship in th,
intercrop systems was either Suli dir the niaize
was planted at 2 plants per hill on each row (the
same population as in the sole crop) and the
beans
at half tlte
sole-crop population, resulting
in a 1.0:0.5
maize :bean population relationship
in the intercrop syste . This population relation-

Results of the short rains 1978/79 (Table 1)
indicated that under the same environmental and
cultural conditions, when rainfall is not limiting
sole crop maize yields can be increase(] on the
average by 21% by planting 2 plants per hill
instead of 1.The increase ranged between 17%
at 0.6t0 in row spacing and 26% at 0.75 m. These
results are similar to those from maize population
studies (Nadar. 1983). In the same-row intercrop
systems maize and bean yields were significantly
higher than those in tile
alternate-rows system,
except at the 0.60 in row spacing, where there
was no significant difference between yield inthe
two systems.

ship will be referred to as addition (Add). In
subseCtuent seasons intercrops were tested :l
only the Add population relationships,

'rhe fertilizer application rates were 17.5 kg
P/ha for all crops and 70 kg N,'ha for sole-crop
and intercrop maize, except during the short
167
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in both systems the same populations were
planted, and the difference was onI' in the
arrangements. While changing the
spat:
distance between the plant', did not
relh
caus. - .ach difference at the 0.60 ni row spacings
because of the closeness of the rows, it made a
significant difference at the wider row spacings,
which was expressed in the final yields. This is
probably an indication that intracrop competition
is inuch more severe than intercrop competition,
especially at the 0.75 and 0.90 rn row spacings.
Partial LERs of the intercrop components were
calculated as proportions of tie :;ole-crop opti
mum yields. Optimum yields were found to be
which
those of maize planted at 2 plants per hill,
is almost double the riaize population in the
intercrop. This resulted in ibout a 19% increase
in total relative yields of the same-row intercrop
over the sole crop, while the alternate-rows
intercrop had a 7%yield advantage.
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"TABLEI-MAIZE AND BEAN YIELD RESPONSES TO ROW SPACING, NUMBER OF PLANTS/HILL AND
INTERCROPPING AND THEIR RESPECTIVE LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS DURING SHORT RAINS 1978/79

Row
Spacings

Treat

60 cm

75 cm

90 cm

Average

Yield x 10' kg/ha

Yield x 10 kg/ha

Yield x l0 kg/ha

Yield x 101 kg/ha

Maize

ment

Beans

LERs

Maize

Maize 2
pl/hill
6.392
1.00
Maize I
pl/hill
5.472
0.86
Beans 2
pl/hill
2.138
1.00
Beans
pl/hill
1.992
0.93
Maize 4
bean
same
row
4.477
0.992
1.16
Maize +
bean
alter.

Beans

LERs

Maize

Beans

LERs

Maize

Beans

LERs

6.387

-

1.000

5.806

--

1.00

6.195

-

1.00

5.069

-

0.790

4.749

-

0.82

5.097

-

0.82

-

1.788

1.000

-

1.825

1.00

-

1.917

1.00

-

1.938

1.080

-

1.792

0.98

-

1.907

1.00

4.447

0.933

1.180

3.973

0.921

1.19

4.299

0.949

1.18

3.838

0.743

1.101

3.674

0.758

1.05

4.023

0.812

1.06

nate

rows

4.556

0.937

1.15

Actually what was done was that to a given
maize population, a certain population was
added, of either maize or beans. The effegt of the
added population was to reduce yields per
thousand plants of the original population, while
nevertheless ending up in a higher yield per unit
area becIusc of the increase in the number of

plants in that area. Comparing the effect of in
creasing the population by adding extra maize in
the sole crop or adding a population of beans
sheds some light on intra- versus inter-plant
competition and can provide a more accurate
measure of the intercrop advantage. Analysis of
the 75 cm row-spacing results (Table 11) indicated

TABLE II-A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SOURCE OF POPULATION INCREASE ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL MAIZE POPULATION IN THE SOLE.CROP AND SAME-ROW
INTERCROP SYSTEMS AT 75 cm ROW SPACING DURING SHORT RAINS 1978/79

Population x 10'/ha

Treatment
Maize sole-crop
1 pl/hill
Maize sole-crop
2 pl/hill
Intercrop with
beans

Original
population

Added
popi'lation

Relative yields

%
Increase

Source of
added
population

Original
population

Added
population

Tolal

1.00

1.00

1.00

43.5

-

43.5

25.4

58

Maize

0.80

0.46

1.26

42.3

93.0

220

Beans

0.88

0.48

1.36
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that an increase in maize plant population of 58%
1983). When maize and beans were planted in
resulted in decreasing the potential yield of the
the same hill maize yields were 27% higher than
original populations by 20% but ended up in an
those of the sole crop. When the maize and beans
overall relative yield increase of 26%. On the
were 15 cm apart in the same row *he yield
other hand, adding a population of beans equalincrease was only 7%, but when planted in
ling more than 200% of the original maize
alternate rows maize yield was lower than that
population reduced its potential yield by only
of the sole crop. '[his is a clear indication that the
12% and ended up in an increase in relative yield
excreted nitrogen was almost immobile, and that
of 36%. This indicated that the rate of competithe maize could not benefit from it if the site of
tion between individuals of tile same crop is
excretion wais more than IS cm away from the
much higher than that between plants of different
maize plant.
crops, and increasing tile population by interBean response t( popt ation change in the sole
cropping resulted in competition levels about
crop was not significant. It yielded almost the
10% lower than that caused by higher maize
as
ite iiiant.It
ielrristte
per hill.
or be
2 plants
planted
same
hisincliod
Alhouh
populations.poplatons
AIt hou gh thIiis
ruetIhod o,
of Cmprlion
co iiiparist n
A sepIawhen
rate sturd
y of atthleeither
effectI of
an population
to
response
Bean
fc
rsults.
'
the
gavt
yield
tn
cornquantifying
in
seems to be more accurate
owssa cr igs e t.
%*,l ae r
o pui on a tes
petition effect than the LER method, it is nore
pop0lat) 0.0 and 07 m and ais.t0.
laborious and requires the planting of two or
se arrage 
0.w
sp . ings
4i 0.5 ni inltra
more populations of sole-crop inaize each time anii
ntospcing.ITeerane
and
0.1
i
intercrop experim:nt is conducted. LER provided
rieiris resultecd in heain poprulation s ranging
an overall indication of the intercrop performance
between 11.1.5 anrd (138.9 thousand lfla!ts per
which was considered sifficient for tile purpose c
of our study. The results of this study sh,lwcd
hectare. ilearl yields at illese tifferent pc)il.tion
le els wer [lot sign ificantly dtiffrt (lable l).
clearly the superiority of intercroppinlg in tile
Ih decr i sc t
fopcbyatetrrtsr
plans
p
Bean
same row as conlpared to intrcrorepping i
ilncIiesc in beoth
corresponding
;
pty
f
Ir
irrulario
alternate rows. This may be an indication eithe
umbecr of
ilt
and
plalt
er
pods
of
umer
se
ile
ii
plants
of
arrangement
sp-ial
that lite
showed
,tlilation
anl
elaont
1r
oflelgs
esr
n
same-row s, ,tern provided better light iitercep111hropdserlatilp)puaonhwd
between the two
competitionl
reduced
and
lion
crons,ard reduce anrorllllctt
ctil
betwetrut
that tlhlere was no significait correlation between
crops. or that the sarlie-rolw arranlgemniit brOltig
i
l
n
ona l,( 2=(.1)
hl
the maize and bean roots close CnoLighl together
yiel arid pb)telation (
0.01 71, whsile the
for the maize to benefit from the nitrogeni fixed
anorrolat
tion
btween nuhtiear of pys per plant
b-. the beans, or perhaps bolth. Agboola aid
ant population was negative arid hiigly sigrifi
707). lhe prediction equations given
ilttR0
Fa eni reported in 1972 that the three legumes,
cowpea, ralapo, alrd green grani were capable of
I)oplai
i X were:4,30
excreting nitrogen into tile soil. and tile amounts
V1 (yield)
1.4130-- t0.000289X
)', (numbr (if
tfpo
s/p'llar)-I)t). 798t.t01-O' 0 "
excreted by cowpeas were estimatetd to be cqtial
to 6.7 kg N /ha. Beans would be expected to have
These results indicated that, wilin a certain
the same capabilities, and tile effect of excreted
nitrogen would be expected to express itself in
Sigifiea itlv respond to elanges iin polliulatiot
tile same-row intrcrtlpping spatial arrangenitC
more than in tile alternate-row arrangelntl . 'lh
l Call
i
itCtcant the cha ge i
lltll liT oniiO
t by
excreted nitrogen would be expected to he
lanopposit
t
chingt
e
ik h pillnti
r r pots per
localized, and the maximum distance the roots
Ilauti which keeps tlin iotential hean yieldls at
had to travel to benefit from the excreted nitrogen
eot'l corstant
ifigr
Inullal factors are limiting.
would be 15 cm ill the sanle-row arrangenltrit, as
against 60 to 90 cm in the alternuate-"ow arrangeYields of the log-rains 1979 exlperiment (Table
menit. It is suspected that at least part of the
IV) were generally lower and tile intercrop
maize yield difference between the two spi iial
advantage over the sole crop was very low (3%).
arrangements may be caused by the effect of
The decrease in bith maize and hean vields iii
nitrogen excreted by the legume into the soil. Ai
the intercrop was veryv high. This was probably
attempt to quantify the beneficial effect of the
dtlte to the spatial arrangement, which was in
associated beans in different spatial arrangealternate rows, and to tile competition betwee-n
ments under low-fertility conditions indicated
the intercrop components dtc to the long drought
that the rate of beneficial effect was positively
period which occurred during February and early
associated with the proximity of the roots of the
March (Figure 1). The experiment was relay
two intercrop components (Chui and Nadar,
planted on 8 February and no measurable rain
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TABLE III-BEAN HARVEST RESULTS OF POPULATION STUDY DURING SHORT
RAINS 1979 SHOWING POPULATION (THOUSAND PLANTS/
HECTARE), AVERAGE NUMBER OF PODS/PLANT, AVERAGE NUMBER OF SEEDS/POD.
YIELDS (x I0Y kg/ha) AS AFFECTED BY ROW SPACING
AND INTRAROW SPACING
Intrarow spacings
Scm

m
>
>

Z

10cm

15 cm

Averages
C

Row
spacing

Pop.

Pods/
PI.

Sds/
Pod

Yield

30 cm
40 cm
50 cm
60cm
75 cm

638.9
468.8
369.0
286.1
264.4

2.6
3.3
3.7
4.7
5.2

2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
2.8

Ave.

405.4

4.3

2.7

Pop.

Pods/
PI.

Sds/
Pod

Yield

1.235
1.436
1.335
1.310
1.401

338.9
304.2
211.7
175.0
133.3

3.9
4.7
5.7
7.4
9.3

2.8
2.5
3.1
3.1
3.1

1.343

--.2.6

6.2

2.9

Pop.

Pods/
PI.

Sds/
Pod

Yield

1.444
1.371
1.357
1.315
1.371

311.1
206.3
191.7
169.4
114.5

4.8
6.9
7.0
7.8
9.5

2.8
3.3
3.0
3.1
3.6

1.367
1.535
1.407
1.472
1.251

44!.3
326.4
25.7.5
210.2
170.7

1.372

193.6

7.2

3.2

1.406

282.2

Pds/
Pop.
Pl.

Sds/
Fod

Yield

3.8
5.0
5.5
6.6
8.0

2.7
2.8
3.0
3.1
3.2

1.349
1.447
1.366
1.366
1.341

5.8

3.0

.374

CD

C

X

>

TABLE TV-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS OF MAIZE AND BE.A NS
IN BOTH SOLE-CROP AND
INTERCROP SYSTEMS PLANTED DURING LONG RAINS 1979
Yields x I0'kg/ha

Partial LER

Treatment

Maize

Beans

Maize

Beans

Total LER

Sole-crop beans

Sole-crop maize

3.465


0.807

1.00
-


1.00

Maize/bean
intercrops

1.00
1.00

2.135

0.332

0.62

0.41

1.03

M.

370

370KITUI

KITUI

POTHA

350
- \35035
/ KATUMANI
E
r

KAJIADO
i300

300
2

MAKIND

'onset window'
planting maize

M IN

0

50

....

250

25

Kfor

15

. 5%Ostdte()5%Ostdt
~~ ~
~

~

~

~~

ia date ofi

(0)
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FAILED i,,AIZE CROP

15010
)
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-) 50%' Onset date

50%1Onset date
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OCT

15

OCT
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4

NOV
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6

FEB
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FEB
26
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8
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7
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N

m
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TABLE V-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS OF MAIZE AND BEANS INBOTH SOLE-CROP AND
INTERCROP SYSTEMS PLANTED DURING SHORT RAINS 1979/80 WITH AND WITHOUT NITROGEN
FERTILIZER
With nitrogen fertilizer

Maize
population

Yields
x IY/ha

Treament x 10/
ment
ha

Maize

Bean

Maize S.C. 54.9
Bean S.C.
-

5.026
-

M/B Add

53.6

M/B Sub

35.6

With no nitrogen fertilizer

Maize
population

Partial
LERs

Yield

Partial
LERs

x 10'/ha

Maize

Bean

LER

ha

Maize

Bean

Maize

Bean

Total
LERs

1.00
-

1.00

1.00
1.00

36.1

1.106

3.2-57

3.230
-

0.554

1.077

0.65

1.00
--

0.50

1.15

1.00

34.7

1.00
1.00

2.669

2.640

0.554

0.512

0.53

0.50

0.83

1.03

0.48

1.31

-

-

-

-

-

-



fell until the third week of March. The degree of
conditi-s in the intercrop systems. Total rain
the drolght effect on beans was higher than that
fall during that season was less than 200 mm
on maize. Beans are more sensitive to early
(Fig. 2). Yield results (Table VI) indicated that,
drought conditions than maize.
under drought conditions, the two intercrop
During
the
short
rains
of
1979/80
maize
ad
components adversely affected each other. While
beans were intercropped with and withon:
in previous seasons, when rainfall was adequate,
bean
inercrppe
wer
wit
an
witOL,
total LERs were higher than unity, the LER was
nitrogen fertilizer.
Theaditona
results (Table
hith
ow
intie
shr rains
ras of
I I ben
atthemaie
pp t V)
Iat indicated
in i -signi totaLE
ficanlt ly below
tinity dutring
the short
that the maize/bean additionaI population rela1980/81. The maize partial LER was 0.38 and
tionship in the intercrop system was more
that of beans 0.34, a total LER of 0.72.
It can be
beneficial than substitution. The Add yield
concluded that, under drought conditions, the
advantage was 15%, while that of Sub was only
intercrop of maize and beans was 28% less pro
3%. The difference between the two systems was
dtctive than if maize and beans were grown
due to the difference in the partial LERs of the
rnaiz-- component; there was no difference in the
separately
ias
sole crops. becatse of the price
LER of the bean component. Without fertilizer,
although
relationship
maize
of maize
yieldsand
were
beans,
subtaily
it was found
that
eue
although the population relationship in the interaltho
ie
iedere subttiaso reduced
Inthe intercrop under the conditions of the short
crop was addition, the sole-crop maize population
rains season of 1980/81, the maize/bean inter
was lower than that in the fertilized plots. The
yield of sole-crop maize in the non-fertilized plots
crop was ire
economically feasible than sole.
was relatively high, which indicated the presence
co mae On the oer a,
sle bean
of a high level of nitrogen residue in the soil.
would have been more economically feasible than
Maize yield in the low-fertility intercrop was 83%
either sole-crop maize or the maize/bean inter
of the sole crop, which was significantly higher
crop. Because of the shorter growing season of
than that in the fertilized plots for both the Sub
beans and consequent lower water requirements,
and Add population relationships. Intercrop
bean yields were not reduced its much as maize
maize yield in the low-fertility plots was slightly yields in either the sole-crop or the intercrop
higher than that with equal population (M/B Sub)
systems. These results clearly indicate that under
which received 70 kg N/ha. This is an indication
conditions of upredictable rainfall, such as pre
that the associated beans liad a beneficial effect
vail in the Machakos area, maize and bean inter
on maize yield. This beneficial effect substantially
cropping would not be the best practice. It would
reduced the effect of the competition between the
be to the farmer's advantage to grow aize and
intercrop components, resulting in a maize
heans as ,ele crops.
partial LER significantly higher than those in the
high-fertility plots.
SUMMARY
The drought during the short rains of 1980/81
Subsistence farmers in eastern Kenya practise
provided an opportunity to evaluate maize and
intercropping on most of their crop land, but the
bean responses to less than adequate rainfall
yields realized are generally low. To improve
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TABLE VI-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS OF MAIZE AND
BEANS INTHE SOLE-CROP AND
INTERCROP SYSTEMS PLANTED DURING SHORT RAINS 1980/81
Yields x 10' kg/ha

Partial LERs

Treatment

Maize

Beans

Maize

Beans

Total LERs

Sole-crop maize
Sole-crop beans

0.775


0.771

1.09
-


1.00

1.00
1.00

0.259

0.38

0.34

0.72

Maize/beans
intercrops

-

0.293

their production, a study was started in the short.
rains season of 1978/79 at Katumani on a typical
Oxic Paleustalf soil with the objective of evaluating the performance of both maize (Zeatnays L.)
and beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) in sole-crop
and intercrop systems with different populations,
spatial arrangements, and fertility levels as
influenced by the varying rainfall conditioqs
:'cevalent in the study area. The results kn' iis
study indicated that the rate of intracrop competi-

tial bean y~elds at relatively constant values if no
other environmental factors are limiting. These
results clearly indicate that under unpredictable
rainfall conditions, such as prevail in the Macha
kos area, maize and bean intercropping would
not be the best practice. It would be to the
farmers' advantage to grow maize and beans as
sole crops.
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INTERCROPPING AND INTERCROP COMPONENT
INTERACTION UNDER VARYING RAINFALL CONDITIONS
IN EASTERN KENYA. I1: MAIZE/COWPEA INTERCROP
H. M. NadarI
INTRODUCTION
Almost all farmers in the researched area
practise mixed cropping. The results of a study
on maize/bean intereropping indicated that (a)
intercropping on the same row was superior to
that on alternate rows, (b) land equivalent ratios
(LERs) of the intercrops, when the rainfall conditions were adequate, were always more than
unity, while under drought conditions LER values
were less than unity, and (c)within a certain
range of population levels, bean plants do not
significantly respond to changes in plant numbers
(Nadar, 1983a). It was concluded that, under the
radic
nfal
abl conditions
c ndiion of
of the
the sttd~'
unpredictableunpr
rainfall
study
area, it would be to the farmers' advantage to
grow maize and beans as sole crops rather than
in intercrop systems.

results obtained from studies with maize/bean
intercrops (Chui and Nadar, 1983).
This study was started in the short-rains
season of 1979/80 with the objective of studying
the performance of both maize (Zea mays L.) and
cowpeas (Vigna unguiculata L.) in sole-crop and
intercrop systems at different populations and
fertility levels, as influenced by the varying rain
fall conditions prevalent in the study area.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental site, soil type, and rainfall
te e werentlsite
il typeiand
conditions
ere described in
a previous rinal
report
(Nadar, 1983a).
Maize (Zea mays L., Katumani Composite B)
and the Machakos 68 variety or a local variety of
cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L.) were planted in
plots
8 rowsor0.75
ni apart and
10 m long,
as
soleof crops
in intercrop
system':.
The either
intra
roespacings or
03 m for
Th ie a
row spacings were 0.30 m for both maize and
cowpeas inboth sole-crop and intercrop systems.
Maize and cowpeas were always intercropped ir,
the same row, except during the long rains of
1981, when they were intercropped with no
nitrogenarrangements:
fertilizer application
three different
spatial
in the at
same
row 15 cm
apart, or seeds of both crops planted in the same
hole,
lo or planted
lnediin alternate
rows.
lent
ow.IIn the
h same
ae
row arrangement the spacing between two plants
of the same kind was 0.30 m, while
between
plants of different kinds was 0.15 m.that
In alternate
rows
the
soacing
was
0.30
m
ithin the
rw h pcn
a .0mwti
h row,
owtwith

Ci)rdero and McCollum (1979) realzed 20 to
40% increases in total production from intercropping maize with soybeans cr snapbeans.
They related the higher productivity to the longer
leaf-area durations of the intercrop systems,
Remison found that when maize was sown 2 to 4
weeks later than cowpeas, in the same plots,
LERs and total yields were reduced, while when
the
were
later-sown
cropand
totalFayei
yields
and cowpeas
LERs were
notthe
affected.
Agboola
and LEserenort
afcted. Agbas ad nigen
(1972)
reported
that and
under both
cowpeas
sole-crop
fixedconditions.
intercrop
nitrogen
They found also that cowpeas did not benefit the
associated maize, but were found to be an
important
of nitrogen
as cowpeas
green manure;
the amountsource
of nitrogen
fixed by
during
1ek
wasunt
ofnitrgest
fi
be equa to 3 rin
12 w ee ks wa s e s ti m ate dedto be
plants
ual to 35 4 k p, theo plants
the
u a i nthinned
c n t to
n2
. Ten
Te to oper
f f hill
e ntodays
d keep
N/ha when inoculated and growneq under
y after
f e
optimal population
constant.
fifteen
conditions,
emergence plants were thinned to I or 2 plants
per hill. During the short
rains of 1979/80 the
May and Misangu (1982) found that intercrop- population relationships between the intercrop
ping maize and cowpeas or soybeans in the same components were either addition (Add) or sub
hole resulted in consistently larger grain yields stitution (Sub). Add means that the intercrop
than intercropping in alternate holes. They components were planted at their optimum
suggested that these yield advantages may have population in the sole crops, resulting in a 1.0:
occurred through the stimulation of additional
1.0 maize:cowpea population relationship in the
nitrogen fixation or the creation of a better soil intercrop system. Sub means the substitution
environment. These findings ,vt.re similar to for half the maize population of a full population
1.USAID/Kenya Agricultural Institute, Muguga
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of cowpeas or a 0.5: 1.0 maize:
tion relationship in the intercrop
sequent seasons maize/cowpea
only tested at the Add population

cowpea populasystem. In subintercrops were
relationship.

V

.

I

.

Fertilizer application rates were 17.5 kg P/ha
for all crops and 70 kg N/ha for sole-crop and
intercrop maize, except during the short rains of
1979/80 and the long rains of 1981, when inter
cropping was also tested with no nitrogen
fertilizer. In this -',se maize received only
phosphate fertilizer at the above rate. Fertilizers
were side dressed immediately followirg thinning.

09Z
o
Wz

The experimental design was a randomized
complete block with three replications. Maize
yields were adjusted to 15.5% and cowpea yields
to 14% moisture content. Yields were then
further adjusted to variatirns in final population
counts using the covariancu analysis method
(Steel and Torrie, 1976). Land equivalent ratios
(LERs) were calculated as described by Willey
(1981). These LER values were subjected to
analysis of variance and mean comparison tests.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

Yield results of the , hort rains of 1979/80
(Table I) showed that plaiting sole-crop maize at
2 plants per hill res:Ilted in -%25% yield increase
over one-plant-per-hill sole-ci )p maize. This rate
of increase was higher than .hat realiz',d during
the short rains of 1978/79. Results of the maize/
bean intercropping study during that season
(Nadar, 1983a) indicated that under the same
environmental and cultural conditions, when
rainfall was not limiting, sole-crop maize yields
were increased by an average of 21% by planting.
2 plants per hill astead of one. The actual
increase in plant numbers was found tc be fron
53.3 thousand plants per hectare to 67.1 during
the short rains of 1978/79, or 26%. In the short
rains of 1979/80 the increase was 39%, from 35.4

to 49.2 thousand. Also, as the relationships
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between yields and population was found to be
curvilinear (Nadar, 1983b), the yield increase in
response to increases in population would be
expected to be higher at lower populations than
at higher populations. The increase in sole-crop
maize population resulted in a decrease in
average ear weight, but a net increase in total
grain yield of 25% was realized.
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In the intercrop, cowpeas competed strongly
with the maize component. Maize yields in the
intercrop were reduced by 46 to 57%, mainly due
to a severe reduction in average ear weight..
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Actually, the reduction in yield was much higher was 0.68 as compared to
0.54 undei high-fertility
than the reduction in average ear weight. Per- conditions. The partial
LER of the legume
centage of seeds per ear was also reduced. Maize component was 0.48, as
compared to 0.45 under
response to intercrop competition, in this case, high-fertility conditions,
an increase of 0.03,
was the reverse of that in the case of maize/bean which was not significant.
These results were
competition (Nadar, 1983a). This may be due to very similar to those of
maize/bean intercrop
differences between the competitive abilities of studies with and without
nitrogen fertilizer
beans and cowpeas, or possibly this severe (Nadar, 1983a), which
supports the idea that
competitiveness is specific to the cowpea variety beans and cowpeas, and
perhaps other legumes,
used in the s!udv, The local cowpea variety used have a beneficial effect on
the associated maize in
during that season was of the climbing type and a a maize/legume intercrop
system. This beneficial
fast starter. With its long taproot it was expected effect, which can be more
easily detected under
to compete with maize for available moisture, low-fertility conditions,
caused a substantial
This expected effective competition as well as its reduction in the competition
effect and resulted
climbing habit, which caused the lodging of a in a maize partial LER
significantly higher than
large number of maize plants, may have had a that under high-fertility
conditions. On the other
devastating effect on yields of the maize com- hand, the competition
effect of maize on the
ponent in the intercrop system.
cowpea component in the intercrop system was
When maize and the same local variety of cow- essentially the same under both fertility condi
peas were intercropped tinder low-fertility conditions. Reduction in intercrop ccwpea yields was
tiuns, maize yields (Table 11) were higher than around 50% of the sole-crop yield, and can be
those under high-fertility conditions, resulting in accounted for by a similar reduction in average
a total LER of 1.16, or a 16% advantage over th
numher of pods per plant, though there was no
sole crops. The increase in LER was mainly due significant change in number of ,colIs
per pod
to the increase in the maize partial LER, which (Table I1l).

TABLE Il-MAIZE AND COWPEA (LOCOAL VARIETY) YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVAlEN'l
RATIOS (LERS)
GROWN IN BOTH SOLE-CROP AND INTERCROP SYSTEMS WITHOUT NII'ROGEN-FERTIl.IZER
APPLICATION DURING THE SHORT RAINS OF 1979/80

Cropping
system

Yields
(X 102 kg/ha)

Partial LERs

Maize

Cowpeas

Maize

Cowpeas

Total
LERs

Maize SC
Cowpeas Sr

3.230
-

M/Cp. IC

1.462

2.207

1.00
-

0.703

1.00

0.68

1.00
1.00

0.48

1.16

TABLE III-COWPEA HARVEST DAT.% FOR THE SHORT RAINS OF 1979/80 INTERCROPPING
EXPERIMENT
AT KATUMANI,
SHOWING YIELDS, AVERAGE NUMBER OF PLANTS PER PLOT (24 nl't,
AND AVERAGE

NUMBER OF SEEDS PER POD

Treatment

Yields
( x 10 kg/ha)

Ave no. of
plants/plot

Ave. no. of
pods/pl.

Ave. no. of
seeds/pod

Cowpea SC
M/Cp.
/2 M/Cp.

1.436
0.645 (- 55)*
0.643(-55)

157
192 (+ 22)
168(+7)

18.6
7.9 (-58)
8.4(-55)

13.7
13.5
13.7

*Numbers in brackets represent percentage variation from CP values.
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Because of the climbing habit of the local
cowpea variety and its adverse effect on maize
plants, it was replaced by the variety Machakos
68 in subsequent experiments. Machakos 68 was
found to be more adapted to intercropping than
the local variety. It was found that the inhibitory
effect of the maize component on the new variety
was closely similar to that on the local one, while
the
inhibitory
Machakos
on that
the of
maize
component
waseffect
muchofless
severe 68
than
the
local variety.
The experimental results from the long rains
of 1980, when the cowpea component in the intercrop was the variety Machakos 68 (Table IV),
showed that while the partial LER of the cowpea
component was 0.51 (almost equal to that in the
short rains of 1979/80 experiment, when the cowpea component was the local variety), the maize
component partial LER was 0.91 as compared to
0.54, which accounted for most of the difference
between the total LERs of 1.42 and 0.99. By
changing the cowpea variety, a 42% advantage
over the sole crops was realizel as well as a 16%
advantage over the maize/bean intercrop system,
which was superior when the local cowpea variety

was used. These results indicated that different
varieties perform differently under sole-crop and
intercrop conditions. Hence, variety selection
should be done under the actual conditions the
selected variety is meant to be ased for. If the
intentien s to use the variety for intercropping,
the initiai selection should be performed under
intercropping conditions.
The drought during the short rains of 1980/81
provided an excellent opportunity to evaluate the
crop responses, under
both intercrop and sole
crop conditions, to less than adequate rainfall
when competition for moisture would bc a major
factor. During that season, total rainfall was less
than 200 mm, which was far less than adequate
for maize or cowpea production. Yield results for
the short rains of 1980/81 (Table V) showed that,
in the intercrop, the maize-component yield was
less than the sole-crop maize yield by a per
centage not much greater than that under
adequate rainfall conditions. In other words, the
competition effect of the legume component on
maize yield in the intercrop was almost the same
under both adequate and less-than-adequate
rainfall conditions. On the other hand, the cow-

TABLE IV-MAIZE AND COWPEA (MACHAKOS 68) YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERS),
INBOTH SOLE-CROP AND INTERCROP SYSTEMS OF THE STUDY CONDUCTED DURING THE LONG
RAINS OF 1980

Cropping
system
Maize SC
CowpeaSC
M/Cp. IC

Yields
(X UP1kg/ha)

Partial LERs

Maize

Cowpeas

Maize

3.970

1.436
0.730

1.00

0.91

3.614

Cow peas

1.00
0.51

Total
LERs
1.00
1.00
1.42

TABLE V-MAIZE AND COWPEA (MACHAKOS 68) YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERS)
IN
BOTH SOLE-CRO? AND INTERCROP SYSTEMS OF THE EXPERIMENT CONDUCTED DURING THE SHORT
RAINS OF 1980/81
Yields
(X 10' kg/ha)

Partial LERs

Cropping
system

Maize

Cowpeas

Maize

Cowpeas

Total
LERs

Maize SC
Cowpea SC
M/Cp. IC

0.775
0.565

-

0.620
0.170

1.00
0.73

1.00
0.27

1.0
1.0
1.0
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pea component was much more severely affected
by maize competition for moisture, and its yieldswere greatly reduced. The maize partial LER in
the short rains of 1980/81 was 0.73, or about 80%
of that in the long rains of 1980 (0.91). On the
other hand, the cowpea partial LER in the short
rains of 1980/81 was 0.27, or only 52% of that in
the long rains of 1980. This is an indication of the
poor competitiveness of cowpeas for moisture in
a maize/eowpea intercrop system when the rainfall conditions are limiting. Thes
esults were
the opposite of those of maize/L in intercrop,
where beans were the better competitors and the
partial LER of the maize component was greatly
reduced, while that of the bean component was
relatively not affected (Nadar, 1983a).

SPECIAL ISSUE

The results of the experiment in the long rains
of 1981, which was conducted with no nitrogen
fertilizer application at three different spatial
arrangements (Table Vf) further supported the
theory that in tlhe absence of chemical nitrogen
fertilizer, maize can utilize some of the nitrogen
fixed by the associated legume component in an
intercrop system. The amount of fixed nitrogen
which can be utilized by the maize component
may be directly influenced by the proximity of
the maize roots to the nitrogen-fixing sites on the
legume roots. While the highest maize partial
LER was achieved in the maize/cowpea intercrop
system when the two components were 15 cm
apart, it was only achieved in the maize and "ean
intercrop when the comp~onent species were

TABLE VI-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LENS) OF MAIZE AND COWPEAS GROWN AS
SOLE CROPS AND INTERCROPS AT THREE DIFFERENT SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITHOUT
NITROGEN.FERTILIZER APPLICATION DURING THE LONG RAINS OF 1981
Yields

Cropping

(x 10 kg/ha)

system*

Maize

Cowpea

Maize

Maize SC
Cowpeas SC
M/Cp. ICSH
M/Cp. IC1,5
M/Cp. ICAL

2.731
2.735
3.056
2.546

1.306
0.670
0.670
0.670

1.00

Partial LERs
Cowpea

--

1.00
1.12
0.93

1.00
0.51
0.51
0.51

Total
LIRs
1.00
1.0
1.51
1.63
1.44

*SC = sole crop; M = maize; Cp. = cowpeas; ICIl =-intercrop in the sun-e hole; ICIS = intercrop in the same
row with 15cm intrarow spacings; ICAL = inturcrop in alternate rows.
planted in the same hole. Probably the nitrogenfixing sites on the roots of the two legume crops
are different. While the bulk of the nodules are
expected to be close to the crown of the bean
plant, they are expected to be on the secondary
roots of the cowpea plant.
It can be concluded that, in general, the performonce of maize/cowpea intercrop is much
better than that of maize/bean intercrop under
both adequate and less-than-adequate rainfall
conditions. In another study during three seasons
with
different
conditions (Nadar and
Fwuht,
1983)ret rainfall
rfal
fondttintereroppiang
Faught, 1983) it was found that intercropping
maize with ,owpeas without nitrogen fertilizer,
either continuous or as part of a rotation, resulted
in substantially better returns than those from
continuous maize, while intercropping of maize
and beans sharply lowered the yields and returns
from the intercrop maize. The higher total value

of the maize/bean intercrops was entirely due to
the value of the bean component. These findings
support the results cf the present study and lead
to the conclusion that contrary to the recom
mendations concerning the planting of maize and
beans given in Nadar (1983a), it is advantageous
to the farmers in the sttudv area to plant maize
and cowpeas in intercrop systems rather than as
sole crops. It is also recommended to p' nt maize
cowpeas 15 cm apart in the intercrp system,
and
to pr-ovide the best spatial arrangement for the
maizc component to derive the highest possible
benefit from the ambient nitrogen fixed by the
cowpea component.
SUMMARY
A st,:v was started in the short rains of 1979/
80 with the cbjective of improving the intercrop
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production of maize and cowpeas and evaluating
their performance under both sole-crop and intercrop conditions at different populations, spatia!
arrangements, and fertility levels. The results of
this study indicated that although the increase in
sole-crop-maize population resulted in a decrease
in average ear weight, a net increase in total
grain yield of 25% was realized. Different
under
varieties performed differently
cowpea
croppvaieodtiespeford
iferhenatl undr
intercropping conditions. While the partial land
equivalent ri os (LERs) of the two cowpea
varieties used in the study (Machakos 68 and a
local climbing variety) were almost equal, tile
maize partial LER was 0.54 when it was intercropped with the local variety and 0.91 when
intercropped with Machakos 68. This is an
indication that crop varieties intended for intercropping should be selected under intercropping
conditions. When maize was intercropped with
cowpeas without nitrogen fertilizer, maize
partial LER was higher than that under highfertility conditions. The maize partial LER was
highest when maize and cowpeas were planted
0.15 m apart. Probably this spatial arrangement
provided conditions where the maize roots were
closest to the ni irogen-fixing sites on the cowpea
roots. These findings indicate that maize can
benefit from the nitrogen fixed by the associated
legume in an intercrop system at the proper
spatial arranger it and fertility level. The
competition effect of cowpeas on maize in the
intercrop system was found to be similar under
both adequate and less-than-adequate rainfall
conditions. All these findings lead to the conclusion that it is advantageous to the farmers in
the study area to plant maize and cowpeas in
intercrop systems rather than as sole crops. It is
also recommended to plant maize and cowpeas,
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in the intercrop system, in the same row at 0.15
m intrarow spacing between a maize plant and a
cowpea plant.
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TABLE Il-YIELDS AND LERs OF MAIZE, BEANS, AND PIGEONPEAS SOLE CROPS AND INTERCROPS
DURING THE SHORT RAINS OF 1978/79 AND THE LONG RAINS OF 1979 (PARTIAL LER OF MAIZE IN
THE MAIZE/PIGEONPEA INTERCROP IS CALCULATED AS A FRACTIONG' 'HORT-RAINS MAIZE
SOLE CROP)

Short rains 1978

Long rains 1979

Yield (tons/ha)

Treatment

Maize

Maize S.C.

5.982

Beans S.C.

-

Pigeonpeas S.C.

--

Maize/bean
intercrop
Maize/P.P.

3.749

intercrop

5.719

Beans
-

1.477

Yield (tons/ha)

LER

Maize

1.00

3.465

-

1.00
-

0.655
-

-

Beans
-

Pigeonpeas
-

0.807
2.704

-

1.06

2.155

0.322

0.96

-

-

-

2.704

LER

Ave. LER/
Season

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

1.03

1.05

1.00

0.98

TABLE III-COMPARISON BETWEEN LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (IERs) AND MONETARY ADVANTAGES
OF THE INTERCROPS OVER SOLE-CROP MAIZE AND COMBINED SOLE-CROP YIELDS DURING THE
SHORT RAINS OF 1978/79 AND THE LONG RAINS OF 1979, FOR BO'IH MAIZF./IIEANS AND
MAIZE/PIGEONPEA INTERCROPS
Advan!age over
Treatment
Comoined maize/beans SR
Maize SR
Beans SR
Combined maize/beans SR
Maize/pigconpeas
SR & LR 2
Maize SR & LR
Combined rmize and
pigeonpeas SR & LR
Pigeonpeas SR & LR

I

LERs

Net income* (KSh.)

combined sole
crop (%)

1.06
1.00
1.00
0.5 + 0.5

3,869
4,242
2,270
3,256

+ 18.8
4 30.0
-7.2
-

1.60
1.00

6,300
6,097

+49.0
+44.0

+3.3
I

0.5 4 0.5
1.00

4,233
2,370

- 44.0

-31.0
-61.0

Advantage over
maize (%)
-8.8
I
-17.7
-23.0

ISR = Short-rains 1978crop
2SR & LR = Short-rains 1978 + Long-rains 1979 crops
*Adopted from economic analysis by G. E. Rodewald, Agricultural Economist of the project until the end of 1979.

intercrop would have a 3% monetary advantage
over sole-crop maize. Its advantage over combined sole crops was 49%, while that over the
pigeonpea sole crop was 61% (Table I11). "ht
explains why pigeonpeas are almost nc\ i
grown as a sole crop in the study area. While LER
relationships would have stayed the same,
monetary advantages would have b een different
if thc maize/legume price relationships had been
different.
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During 1980, wheii rainfall during the short
rains was less than adequate, yields of intercrop
maize and pigeonpeas were reduced much more
than in 1979, but the yield reduction was much
less than that in the maize/bean intercrc'n (Table
IV). Comparing the competition effects of beans,
cowpeas, and pigenpeas on maize in the inter
crop systems (Table V) showed that the most
competitive intercrop was the local variety of
cowpeas. Cowpeas reduced maize yields by 57%

IN II:R( Rt)l'ING 3: MAIZE/PI(;1EONPA

TABLE IV-YIELDS AND LERSOF MAIZE, BEANS. AND PIGEONPEAS SOLE CROPS AND INTERCROPS AS
ADDITIONS (1.0:0.5) OR SUBSTITUTIONS (0.5:0.5) DURING THE SHORT RAINS OF 1979/80 AND THE
LONG RAINS OF 1980
Short rains 1979/80

Long rains 1980

Treament

Maize

Beans

LERs

Maize

Beans

Maize sole-crop
Beans sole crop
Pigeonpea sole
crop
Maize/beans
Add.
Maize/beans
Sub.
Maize/P.P. Sub.

5.026
-

1.106

1.00
1.00

3.970
-

0.929

-

-

-

-

3.257

0.554

1.15

3.497

2.640
4.137

0.554

1.03
0.80

-

-

LERs

Average
LER per
season

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

0.50

1.22

1.19

Yields ( x 10' kg/ha)

Yields ( x 10' kg/ha)

P. Peas

-

2.478

0.399

-

Not planted during the long rains seasons
0.81
0.81
1.999
-

TABLE V-MAIZE HARVEST DATA FOR THE SHORT RAINS OF 1978.79 AND SHORT RAINS OF 1979/80
OF THE INTERCROPPING EXPERIMENT AT KATUMANI, SHOWING YIELDS. AVERAGE EAR
WEIGHT3 AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF PLANTS PER PLOT (24 ni')

Short Rains 1979

Siiort
Rains 1978

Treatment
Maize
'A Maize'
Maize/beans
'V Maiz'-/beans
Maize/IA P.P.
Maize/P.P.
VAMaize/P.P.
Maize/cowpeas
'/2 Maize/cowpeas

Maize yield
(x 10' kg/ha)

Ave. ear
weight (g)

6.195
5.097
4.299(- 16 ))
5.850(-6)
-

123
141
134(-5)
126(+2)
-

-

-

No. of maize
plts./plot
(24 rI)
ledl
128
115(--10)
157- 2)
-

-

Maize yield
(x 1i0kg/ha)
4.582
3.662
3.257(-29)
3.395(-7)
4.410(-4)
4.229(-8)
3.940(+7)
1.985(-57)
1.976 (-46)

Ave. ear
weight (g)
123
148
80(-35)
1401-5)
123(0)
110(-111
150(+1)
55(-56)
69(-53)

No. of maize
pIts./plot
(24 ml)
118
85
129(l 9)
85(0)
1131-4)
127(+8)
85(0)
126(+7)
87(+2)

z2preceding a crop name indicates that the population planted was meant to equal 'A the optimum population
in the sole-crop system.
b. Numbers in brackets are the % deviation from the sole crop with similar population.

a.

in the MCP system and 46% in the 'AMCP
system, mainly due to a severe reduction in
average ear weight. Actually the reduction in
yield was higher than the reduction in ear weight,
because the percentage of seeds per ear was also
reduced. Cowpea was a fast starter, and with its
strong tap root may have competed effectively
with maize for available moisture at all soil
depths. This effective competition had a devastating effect in 1979, when moisture was a
limiting factor. Maize yield reduction in the MB
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systemwas29%,andcanbeaccountedforby the
reduction in average ear weight (35%). Some
ear-weight reduction was compensated for by an
increase in maize-plant population in the inter
crop. In the VjMB system the reduction in ear
weight was 5% in both seasons and accounted for
most or he yield reduction. These results indicate
that the yield of lower maize populations, as
compared with that of high populations, was not
significanty reduced by bean competition in the
intercrop. The maize/pigeonpea intercrop did not

EAST AFRICAN AGRICULTURAl. AND FORESTRY JOURNAL.

intercrop maize and produce yields equivalent to
80- 100% of the sole crop.
Under drought conditions the partial LER of
maize was not affected, while that of pigeonpeas
was drastically reduced. Because the pigeonpeas
have a long growing season, it was possible to
correct for the severe reduction in intercroppigeonpea yield by planting cowpeas after the
harvest of the intercrop maize. Cowpea yields
compensated for the reduction in pigeonpea
yields. The maize/pigeonpea intercrop was
demonstrated to be the best intercrop system for
the unpredictable rainfall conditions of the study
area. Pigeonpeas had virtually no competition
effect on the maize component under all tested
rainfall conditions, and it was possible to correct
for an expected pigeonpea crop failure due to
inadequate rainfall during the short-rains season
by re-intercropping it with another one-scason
crop during the following long rains. Also, the
study results indicated that, in an intercrop
system, the associated maize component can
benefit from the nitrogen fixed by the pigeonpeas
if the intercrop components are planted at the
proper spatial arrangements and fertility levels.
REFERENCES
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DEVELOPING AN AGRONOMY RESEARCH PROGRAMME
TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF SUBSISTENCE FARMERS:
THE KENYAN EXPERIENCE (ABSTRACT)
H. M. Nadar
Concentrated efforts are needed to develop
technologies suitable for subsistence farmers,
Developing a successful research programme to
cater for the needs of those farmers, is not an
easy process. Many technologies were developed
with the intention of improving farm production
in developing countries, but few of them were
adopted by the farmers. The main idea behind the
planning of the agronomy research programme
was to have it compatible with the farming
systems followed by the farmers it was developed
to serve. We call this the farming-systems approach (FSA), to distinguish it from other research
programmes which do not take into consideration
the overall farming system in the process of planning research. In ouropinion,anv kindof research
can be called applied or adaptive research so long
as its results can directly fit within a known
farming system. FSA is a method of planning any
kind of biological research with the specific
purpose of solving an identified farm-production
problem. The solution to that problem has to be
compatible with the farming system(s) it was
developed to serve. These results should also fit
within that system without disturbing other farm
activities of the system. The first step in develop-

I

ing an FSA-oriented research programme is to
identify the socio-economic status of the target
farmers. This requires the early involvement of
the agricultural economist and social scientist
with the biological scientist in the process of
research planning. All the specialists must be
involved in setting the research priorities, deter
mining the economic and social feasibility of the
research findings, and determining the con
patibility of these findings with the existing
farming systems under actual farm conditions.
Through a successful relationship between the
Agronomist and the Agricultural Economist of
the Dryland Cropping Systems Project, it was
possible to adapt the agronomic research pro
gramme to FSA. Many research results were
subjected to economic analysis and their eco
nomic feasibilities determined. Determination of
the compatibility of new technologies found to be
economically feasible has already started on
several farms in the Machakos area. The results
of those tests, so far, have been very promising
and are discussed elsewhere. It is our hope that
through these studies large and long-lasting
farm-production improvements will be realized in
the near future.

I. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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(Table I). With the increase in gross value of
ntaize averaging only KSh. 144 and the cost of
applying fertilizer totalling KSh. 1,113/ha the
farmer would have suffered a net loss of KSh.
969. On the experimental plots at the Katumani
station in the same season, plots which had been
in continuous maize and had had no fertilizer
applied for four seasons had an average yield of
only 454 kg/ha, while the equivalent yield
associated with fertilizer applications equal to
that on the trial farms was 916 kg/ha. The gain in
gross value would have been KSh. 620, but a net
loss of KSh. 493 would still have occurred,

SI'TCIAI. ISSUF

With the extremely limited rainfall, it was
expected that the yields from tie plots with the
recommended higher populations would be lower
than those of the conventional planting, parti
cularly if the recommended 75 cm row spacing
had been followed. However, the planting with
the higher populations, which averaged 38,000
plants per hectare, had an average yield of 988
kg/ha, while the plantings at a lower level
averaged only 19,000 plants and had an average
yield of' 590 kg/ha. This apparent reversal may
he due to the wider row spacing. One experiment
indicated that in dry years yield response to plant

TABLE I-MAIZE POPULATION AND YIELDS BY CROIPING SYSTEMS ANI) TRFATIF:N I': VIERIFICATION
ON-FARM TRIALS, SHORT RAINS 1)81- 82, MACIAKOS DISTRI("

Not fertilized
Cropping system

Local maize

Fertilized

Katunrani maize

local maize

Katmiinai

aize

Intercrop: Farmers'
method
Population
(thousand)
Yield (kg/ha)

19.0
467.0

19.2
717.0

20.5
586.0

16.5
591.0

33.1
859.0

33.2
900.0

41.0
1,239.0

44.8
956.0

Intercrop: Recom
mended nethod
Population
(thousand)
Yield (kg/ha)

numbers differed significantly between 75 cm
and 90 cm row spacings. The former declined
signifficantly and in a linear manner throughout
its range, but the latter resp:)nse was curvilinear,
increasing from 10,000 to about 35,000 and
falling thereafter,
The average yields from the Katumani and
local seed were almost identical: 791 kg/ha and
788 kg/ha respectively. However, the planting of
Katumani would have increased costs by KSiI.
107/ha and reduced net returns by an equal
amount,
As indicated previously, most of the data for
the long rains of 1982 were lost. However, the
limited data available illustrated the substantial
carry-over effect of fertilizer applied in the preceding season. Because the rainfall and response
to fertilizer were so limited during the short rains
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of 1981-82, no fertilizer was applied during the
long rains. However, the planting receiving
fertilizer in the preceding season had average
yields that exceeded unfertilized plantings by
1,020 kg/ha (Table 11). The increase in gross
returns of KSh. 1,371 would have slightly more
than offset lossca; in the preceding seasons.
Surprisingly, the yields from local-seed planting
exceeded that from the Katumani planting by
358 kg/ha, resulting in a net return for the local
planting ofabout KSh. 575 more than the return
for the Katumani planting.
File short rains of 1982-83 started in nidOctober, reached a total of 172 mimi at the Katu
mani station within 30 days, and ended in late
February with a total effective rainfall for the sea
son of 466 ram. The on-farm trials in that season
were the most successful in the three-season

VERIFICATION TRIALS

TABLE Il-MAIZE AND BEAN YIELDS BY TYPE OF MAIZE SEED PLANTED AND FERTILIZER TREATMENT
IN PRECEDING SEASON: VERIFICATION ON-FARM TRIALS, LONG RAINS 1982, MACItAKOS DISTRICT
(kg/ha)

Not fertilized

Fertilized

preceding season

preceding season

Crop

Local

Katumani

Local

Katumani

Maize
Beans

2,000
301

1,556
276

2,933
409

2,662
351

series, reflecting not only the very good growing
beans in alternate rows, using the farmers' maize
conditions but also refinements in the procedures
seed and applying no fertilizer.
for conducting the trials based on the experience
Yields in the favourable short rains of 1982
of the two preceding seasons. The trials provided
83 more than doubled or tripled those of the very
results for comparing yields and returns from
dry 1981-82 season (Table lil). The recon
fertilized and non-fertilized plots, from local and mended intercropping method, with 28 to 32
Katumani maize, and from plots planted in the
maize
plants
conventional recomened
manner
those planted
w ith the thousand
k more
o e maize
m i eand
a d 184
1 per
4 kg
k hectare,
o e beans
hghe and
b produced
poulaton
a s than
nd dffeentkg
t a 845
h
more
the
recommended higher population and different
conventional intercrop with only 16to20thousand
planting configuration. In addition, sole-crop
plants per hectare. '[ie LER for the recom
maize and beans, planted at a recommended
mended method of intercropping averaged 1.68,
higher rate than conventional plantings, were in
compared with 1.08 for the conventional method.
the trials. Gross returns, costs, and net returns
were calculated in the same manner as that
The response to fertilizer was quite marked in
followed in the preceding seasons. The economic
the 1982- 83 short rains. Overall (sole and inter
results have been expressed as increments from
crop, local and Katumani seed) there was an
those obtained from what is described as the
average increase of 1,570 kg/ha in maize yields
conventional plaating used as the base. These
and 208 kg/ha in beans in response to the fertili
practices included planting intercrop maize and
zer application. The response of Katumani maize

TABLE III-YIELDS OF MAIZE AND BEANS BY CROPPING SYSTEM ANDt TREA MI-NT: VERIFICATION

ON-FARM TRIA LS, SHORT RAINS 1982-- 83 MACHAK

No fertiliter
Cropping system

DISTR(7' (kg/ha)

Fcrilized

Local maize

Katumani maize

Iocal maize

Kattimani maize

1,007
162

1,373
276

2,119
296

2,146
477

1,620
391

1,554
393

3,369
532

3,544
632

1,644
519

3,266

4,152
844

Intercrop: Farmers'
method
Maize
Beans
Intercrop: Recom.

mended method
Maize
Beans
Sole-cray- maize
Sole-crop beans
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fertilized. Comparable net returns range from
KSh. 426/ha to KSh. 3,194. An individual
farmer's choice among these options will depend
on his access to available capital, his managerial
ability, and his willingness to undertake risks.

3500

3000

'A

z

SUM MARY

2500

Experiments conducted under carefully con
trolled conditions may lead to reconienda
tions that farmers, because of various physical or
institutional constraints, are unable to imple
ment. Even if the farmer is able to implement the
recommendations, he may find that results differ

a
S2000a.z

0

substantially from those achieved on the research
station. A number of experiments conducted at
tire National Dryland Farming Research Station
.0
at Katumani show results that promise increased
0
W
0:
iclds and incomes if applied by farniers. Ilow
0
U 1000ever, before incorporating thest fiiding. into re
00
corn lhnrdatioliS to farmers. they nust be verified
0 o
under existing farm conditions to determine if
500they can be applied within the constraints
confronting farmers and to establish the relative
benefits to be derived if they are applied.
1
_._._ 1
. ....
0 A series of on-fari trials was initiated in 1981
2000
1500
50U
1000
11
INCREMqENTAL COSTSAseisoo-frtraswsitaedi
i Machakos District, Kenya, to verify sonic of
the more promising findings of the Dryland
Cropping Systems Research Project. Twelve
Fig. I. Helation of* incrviiiental net returns and inerefarmers-three in each of four clusters-co
mental costs el alternative cropping/trcaoenr
operated. Researchers presented recommenda
coruhinarion verification on-farm trials-short
tions to the farmers, assi;ted in making the fer
rains 1982-- 83, Machakos District
.,1500-

lower costs and/or higher returns-are those
connected by the solid lines on the chart. These
nce bfromthe highest to the lowest and
includie,
including estimates for a sole-crop maize and

tilizer applications, and collected information on
labour inputs and yields. All other activities were
carried out by the farmers in accordance with
their normal schedules. Extremely dry weather
during the first season and unforeseen events
during the second restricted the usefulness; of the

1. recommended intercrop systems; fertilized
and planted with Katumani seed;
2. same as number I except using local seed;
3. sole-crop Katumani maize with high population and fertilized;
4. rotation of sole-crop Katumani maize and
beans fertilized;
5. sole-crop beans fertilized;
6. recommended intercrop with local seed and no
fertilizer;
7. sole-crop Katumani maize not fertilized;
8. sole-crop local maize not fertilized,
Costs of these viable economic options range
from KSh. 122/ha less than the conventional
method for local sole-crop maize not fertilized to
KSh. 1,820/ha more than conventional for the
recommended intercrop with Katumani seed and

data for evaluating the P~pproach or establishing
the relationship of experimental and farm
based findings. However, successful trials were
completed in the third season. Findings indicated
responses to ferlizcr that were similar to,
although lower than, those found in the experi
ments and clearly showed that such treatments
were economically feasible if the operator has
access to the required capital. Use of improved
breeder seed increased yields and net returns.
An alternative rate and pattern of planting a
maize/bean intercrop was found to provide
substantially higher yields and net retlaris than
the method normally followed by farmers.
Verification trials on farms clearly appear to be
a viable approach for testing the applicability of
experimental results. In areas of highly variable
climatic conditions, such as the semi-arid areas
196
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of Kenya, the trials may have to be conducted for
several seasons to obtain reasonably reliable
results

[31 Nadar, H. and Faught, W. A. (1984). Maize yield
response to different nitrogen and phosphorus
fertilizer applications: A seven-seasons study. (In
this volume.)
14] Rukandema, Mwita (1984). Farming systems of
semi-arid eastern Kenya: A comparison. (In this
volume.)
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TECHNICAL SESSION 2: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (Mr D. M. Thairu): Papers presented
in the second session related various crop-

practice in the study are., the timing of planting
tior the short rains would have no relevancy to the

Iusbandry practices to iristfficient rainfall and
nutrients. The questions and issues raiscd relate
to the management of crops such thAt tile limiting
factors are exploited w;th the ut most efficiency.

efficiency of wecd control.

Mr BI. Al. Ikomba: What accounts for the reduction in terms of labour iiptut it,late planting
(planting after the start ofthe rains), especially n
situ ation -,'h ere fa rm ers do not use oxe n as
done in the evr crMiertal plots?
Dr 11. Al. Nadur: Many things account for the
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oi as a tie, hut tile level t'
sen1 pracu.lsd inthe ar-ca. and tltat is wVhy it ws,
rc(ii:tiiin was iliffct,-nt
tt;I ,te criiptig ',vr
not given first prio:'Aty. It certainly has a vahie,
t-rn ththe oither. If i \\a, os,sible it,predict the
and ifit was found to h, a feasible wced-cmtrol
raintall ceditionr a1ccurately early in tIle&easn.
11
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then reducing the population would be beneficial.
Otherwise, planting beans as sole crop and cowpeas and pigeonpeas as intercrops with maize
would be the best possible practice under the tinpredictable rainfall conditions of the area.
MrMarirni: (1) There is increasing evidence that
a double-row arrangement is superior to an
alternate-row arrangement. Is there any reason
why this treatment was not included? (2) There
%%as no indication that maize population was
rcd.v.d in the intercrop, implying that soybean!
bean, were growiup' under greater stress than in
the sole crop of soybean/bean. The method to
correct this would be to impose an equivalent
soybean/bean crop population on intercrop. How
conic this treatment is not included?
Mr Chi: d) Most of the "double-row" spacings
of bean:s reported come from the high-rainfall
areas and the spacings used are usually closer
than the ones found sutab'e in the dryland areas,
as they result in higher bean population. l-H)wever, the reason wh N we did not include this
treatment was to reduce tht number of treatments. Nevert heless, it is planned to iiihid
this "double-row-paittern"
treatment in the
next season. (ii) In the case of the maize population, Idid not want to introluce another v'ariable
of population diffcrences that would have accounoted for tile lower yield. Legume in ercrop.
always experience greater stress than theiir sole
crops bcaUsc the v experience hoh intraspeeific
and interspecific competion for the environmental factors. Concerning the legume [ola-l
tions, I used also tI:at equivalent to sole crops.
lcncc, this treatm ent was also included.
rA- Whiteman: Although only a little moisture is
lost ly preparing the soil after the raii, it is Jl in
the surface, ard coinmonly results in poor
germination, especially with small-seeded crops
that cannot he sown decp. You colld use the fot
to si.luihlatc planiter-whleel effect.
Air C'ho: Maybe, but let's solve the weed
pro lem first,
Air. NdamuhA: In yout- rc
g cxperi 
nir.it N
bukt word wintercralppmiigexpertave
mnt o have worked with the local pigeonpa.to
Uccetlv a slirt-season wearly) pi.geoiipea varictY
has been highly popularized in the area. H
wl
Mrr 'loi": We did not have a chanice to te.st tile
ncw pig onpca varieties ui;der interc 'oppting
conditions, because of the drougH in he short
rains of 1980/81 and 1981/82. They need to be
tested
to find out ho'A' they can fit the recomniendations.
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Mr H. L. Potter: (1) Was soil sterilized to re
move contamination by "native" rhizobia before
inoculation with selected rhizobla? (2) With the
small significant differences and their somewhat
haphazard patterh is it possible that differences
noted were a refle!ion of soil-sample variation in
rhizobia, fertility, etc., rather than simply a re
flection of treatment eifects?
Air Ch,i: 0) Yes. Sterilization was done to part
of the soil for observation purposes, but the data
are not reported here. However, sterilization
proved ineffective and plants nodulated without
inoculation. Also, yellowing and dropping of
leaves at vegetative stage was ol, erved. Pro
bably sterilization had some effect detrimental to
the plants. (2) Although the variations observed
were small due to inoculation, I still feel that they
were due to treatment effects because we ob
served that inoculation had inhibitive effects on
native rhizobia in some aspects and there were
;lso two rhizobium strains which consistently
,-howed better interactions with the two bean
varicties than the native rhizohia.
Alrl.. 0. Ss ,: Could chemical fertilizer be sub
stituted by flarmyard ma.nure as a source of
nitrogen in the dryland farming areas?
)r A. 1t. Nidar: Yes. if the quafit iics available

\
were
enotugh to plw id_'. the requlii'ed amounts of
iltrie'ills.
r Alarimti: Thei-e are claii s that pasture
leuct_'s ar more efficient in fixing N than grain
legunes. It is further claimed that legumes
gro\\ n for seed leave less N in the soil than those
ro n ;nd harvested bfor e c el illing an d
maturity. Were these considerations taken into
account or are they going tI h ,%c
Tiid'red later?
Or Al. II. Nadur: Yes, yonl are iight. But in our
approach to research, we f,rst st111y thn feasibility
of, what the farmer is alrcad ding.
rN
imI then
stidy Ihe pos',ibility f introducing new practices
to hi.
We ftound that the farmeirs ;,] the study
arca do not grow pastiure legune s on the land
reser\ed for crops, and diev dol rvot usually
harvest their grair legume's at the vegetative
give riri.
alaize/grain-lgunie rotatin and itererop
ping study. It was planned to %siidy
the possibility
of, ilitrecropping and/or roi;.ting maize with
foragc legumes such as hairy vetch, but we ran
out offtiie.
I,rK. Nioroge: iov wasthe 'localritaizesee
'ta
d
Dr W. A.
!"¢untght: "Local maize seed" was that
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used by farmers in planting their own fields,
Generally the seed had been selected by the
farmer from a preceding crop, but in some instances it had been obtained from neighbours.
Mr Marim: A suggest ion-could the 1:1I cost
return line be added to improve the readability of
figure?
DrFaught: Yes, itwill be added.

is working on this specific question. A plough
developed by the FAO Mechanization Project
might be suitable, but apparently has not been
tested to date. Verification tr;als were limited to
equipment farmers are currently using. Testing
of the FAO-developed plough or development of
new ploughs appear both feasible and desirable.
4Tr Chui: The test-crop table shows that the
cereal-bean intercrop had less extractable re
DrR. K. Jones: Has there been any evidence of sidiu,] moisture than a cereal crop grown alone.
adopticn of any of the inpreved" practices by
However, the yield of the test crop was higher in
farmers who participated in the verification
the field previously under intercrops than in the
trial?
cereal which had a higher level of extractable
DrFaught: No.
residual moisture. Did you attribute the yield of
the test croi to the lower residual moisture in the
AirM. Thiongo: Labour is usually a very critical
intercrop, or did you hope there was a fertility
factor in farming operations in semi-arid areas, contribution by the legume that had caused the
especially because of the unreliability of the raintest crop to have a higher water-use eficiency?
fall and the short growing seasons. Whcrin- 4M,r Whir'man: The yields of the test crops after
troducing new reconime'idations which require
the cereal/bean and cereal treatments were not
labour (intercropping,
fertilizer significant. Nitrogen was not limiting, as judged
additional
application, extra weeding, etc.) it is important
t. troe
ws no lit fs
judged
that you try to determine the addiional labour by the test-rop plots bing split for nitrogen.
requirements, and in the semi-arid areas of'
he soils naturally mineralize considerable
Kenya women, who perform most of the farm amounts ofnitro.;n ,iach
season.
operations, also have to spend many hours AMr L. Ulsaker: Did you notice a difterence in
daily fetching water and ffiewood. Therefore we sorghum performance between the long and
cannot assume that family labour is unlimited,
short rains that could have been attributed to
especially when you bear in mind that some
temperature differences?
operations like planting must be (lone within a Mr Whiteman: Very definite differences occur.
few days.
Lowland sorghums grown above 1200 in altitude
Dr F,,ughl: When you loo at the approach
in the long rains are seriously affected by dis
followed for designing and implementing the cascs and protracted growth. Also there is a
research programme, you can see that all con- tendency to tiller more under the cooler condi
straints facing the farmers were taken into contions, and early growth is slower in the long rains
sideration in the process of planning the experidue to cooler soil slowing down meristem activity.
ments. The results which seem to be promising
are tested under actual farm conditions to find Mr J. 0. Mugah." What was the total yield
out how they interact with the constraints facing (beans and iorghum) in your treatment involving
beans followed by sorghum, and how do the
the farmers. In other words, the experiments
wee originally
orrsInay designed
desied torducthe
compare with those obtained
were
to reduce thee effect tsoo benefits
t htwsfrtfloefn
hnpatdtfrom the
first fllowed and then planted to
was
that
plot
these constraints,
sorghum ?
Mr Maritni:wereunale
During
the first
season farmers
o ahiee
rcomendd
pantMr Witemoon: Yields of beans were recorded.
were unable to achieve recommended plant
l)ata are not at hand but it was about S00 kg/
populations. In fact, achieved populations were
ha. Final assessment depends on the relative
only
50%.,
One obviousiluOrecommendaton
is value of the grains. But the advantage of beans
to mount
an investigation
a methodology for
toemntng fiestto achieve the recommended
on bare fallow is that the farmer is more likely to
enabling farmers to c ie thre
sibled weed the field if it has a crop than if it is com
population
Didworking
you consider
pletely bare. The advantage of stored
moisture
and if so, is levels.
anybody
on it? this feasible, pceybr.Teavnaeo
trdmitr
d ican
be increased by keeping bean populations
DrFaught: To the best of my knowledge, no one low.
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TECHNICAL SESSION 3

PRESERVATION OF LAND
FOR EFFECTIVE
CROP PRODUCTION

SOIL EROSION: A THREAT TO LAND RESOURCES
2
A. M. KileweI and L. G. Ulsaker

The conservation of agricultural resources,
including soil, water and nutrients, is essential for
maintaining or increasing food production.
However, the selection of a desirable conservation system is difficult because the system must
satisfy several requirements, which include (a)
providing an economic level of crop production,
(b) controlling erosion, (c) controlling runoff, and
(d) limiting movement of nutrients from agricultural land. Furthermore, a system that provides
acceptable erosion control is not necessarily the
besZ for controlling runoff, restricting movement
of nutrients, or crop production, and specific
management practices that comprise a system
vary considerably within methods used for tillage,
crop-residue management and fertilization,

misuse of already cultivated land and the exploita
tion of other land that is even more vulnerable to
erosion.
The problems of soil erosion and the related
solutions are multifaceted and multidisciplinary.
In addition, there are strong linkages between
soil erosion and land-use management and
practices. Hence a large number of government
ministries, agencies, parastatals, anti donor
organizations are working actively to combat soil
and water losses in Kenya. However, in spite of
all these active organizations, the problem of soil
erosion is still getting worse, particularly in the
arid and semi-arid regions. This is probably due
to the absence of analytical or systematic and co
ordinated studies to document the problem, its
consequences, and its potential solutions. The

in Kenya, soil erosion is a pressing agricultural
problem. It presents a major threat to all facets of
land productivity. Each year thousands of hectaves undergo !and-use changes. Forests and
grasslands are continuously being converted to
and pastoral uses, and rural lands
agricultural
are becoming urbanized. Each change in land use
that alters the groun'l cover or grades the land is
catalyst for erosion. These chaiiging
potential
alands
are the sources; of large quantities of sediment that pollute streams fill reservoirs and
s a
res
mentrthatiute steamos.
contribute dust to the atmosphere.

arid and semi-arid regions are characterized by
aggressive climatic conditions and increasing
population, requiring intensification in sub
sistence modes of production and the abandon
ment of traditional forms of conservation. In the
process of settling, clearing, tilling and grazing
the land, the original vegetation cover has been
completely removed or modified over vast areas.
Because of the increased exposure of the soil, the
forces of wind and water have greatly accelerated
soil erosion to above the natural erosion rate.
These arid and semi-arid lands, without adequate
protective measures, are too fragile to be dis

Excessive soil erosion is a by-product of today's
intensive agriculture. It results also from road
and building construction and other intensive
land uses. Continued excessive soil erosion has
serious implications for the quality of life in
Ktenya. If left unchecked, it threatens the basic
elements of life by decreasing the ability of
Kenya land resources to produce the food supply
that Kenyans expect and by degrading the quality
of water and air. The economic and social costs
of soil erosion are enormous and widespread.
With the continuation of present management,
these costs may be expected to be compounded
progressively. Lower agricultural productivity
resulting from soil misuse will lead to scarcity
of low-cost food. This will lead in turn to further

turbed and are really only fit for permanent
forest. Most of them are therefore continually
threatened by accelerated and irreversible land
degradation. Given the immediate severity of the
problem, both short- and long-term actions are
urgently required to insure optimal land use, to
sustain productivity, and to maintain the quality
of land resources. This action is not only required
in those areas of Kenya where food supplies are
marginal and soil erosion has a direct impact
upon human life, but also in the high-potential
areas where erosion and sediment may cause
considerable economic damage to individuals and
society in general. An appreciation and under
standing of tL basic erosion principles is essen
tial in order to develop and implement a compre

INTRODUCTION

1. Soil Physicist, KARl.
2. Soil Physicist, USAID.
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hensive and cost-effective conservation programme. This paper will therefore attempt to
discuss soil erosion by water from two standpoints: (a) quantitative prediction of soil erosion,
and (b) impacts of soil erosion,
QUANTITATIVE PREDICTION OF SOIL LOSS
Soil erosion is related to the effective erosivity
of raindrop impact and runoff acting on the soil,
and the susceptibility of the soil to erosion (Foster
and Meyer, 1977). Quantitative assessment of
soil erosion requires full knowledge of many
factors related to soil properties, land conditions,
and -ainfall characteristics. The universal soil
loss equation, USLE (Wischmeier and Smith,
1965), expresses
the relationship
factors
quantitativ'ely
as follows: between these
A
where, A
R
K
L
S
C
P

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

RKLSCP
average annual soil loss
rainfall erosivity factor
soil erodibility factor
slope-length factor
slope-gradient factor
cropping-management factor
supporting conservation practice
factor.

The factors L, S,C and P serve to modify varioustopographic erodibility elements, and their values
reflect various topographic conditions, cropping
and management options.
The USLE was developed as a method of predicting average annual soil loss from interrill
and rill
erosion. With the factor values available,
cropping and management alternatives can be
determined to reduce the estimated soil loss to
tolerable values for the soil type. As detailed by
Wischmeier (1976), the USLE may properly be
used to: (a) predict average annual soil loss
from a field slope with specific land-use conditions, (b) guide the selection of cropping and
management systems and conservation practices
for specific soils and slopes, (c) predict the
change in soil loss, cropping or conservation
practices on a specific field, (d) determine how
conservation practices may be applied or altered
to allow more intcnsive cultivation, (c) estimate
soil losses from land used for other than agricultural purposes, and (f) provide soil-los.i estimates
for conservationists to use in determining conservation needs. A generation of erosion research, data collection, equation development
and field application of erosion equations preceeded the U LE. Sonic of the factors and techni204
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ques used in the USLE had evolved as early as
1940 (Zingg, 1940). Consequently, the USLE was
both a refinement and a major advance in techno
logy. Research 'or new applications of the USLE
must consider the significance, meaning and
derivation of each of its factors, particularly as
they relate to those conditions of climate, soil,
topography and laid use that differ substantially
from those which produced the original USLE
data base.
ErosiityFactor,R
Th
the erosivity factor R includes the erosivity of
both rainfal and runoff. Effective rainfall er
sivt y at the soil surface depends on canopy and
ground
Runofferosivity
volume cover.
and rate,
which in turndepends
depend ononrunoff
rain
fall, infiltration, ground
cover, surface rough
ness, and runoff flow p ttern as influenced by
soil, cover, management and supporting con
servation practice. The selection of the erosivity
factor R in the USLE was based on regression
analysis of soil-loss data from cultivated con
tinuous fallow plots for f,. conditions. The
erosivity factor R as used in tic U.S. is expressed
as the summationi of the product of total storm
kinetic energy, E, tinics its m-iximum 30-minute
rainfall intensity, I (), sunmmLI for all the storms
rinf nten
sity,
1
act, for
R a storms
e year. The erosivity factor for a specified
-

R=

n
Z (El..)
i=

This product is a measure of the manner in
which energy and intensity are combined in a
storm and defines the combined effect of rain
drop impact and turbulence of runoff to transport
soil partict es from a field. Other erosivity indices
have been used in other parts of the world. These
include KE>25 (Hudson, 1971), p 2i/P = C
(Fournier, 1956; Fournier and Ilenin, 1959), Al
(Lal, 1976 a, b) and Vr 130 (Lombardi, 1979).
Where KE is the kinetic energy, p is the mean
monthly rainfall in the wettest month of the year,
P is the mean annual rainfall, C is the rainfall
coefficient, A is the total rainfall amount, I is
the peak storm intensity, Vr is the volume of
rainfall and 13)is the maximum 30-minute rain
fall intensity. El 15 , Els, Vr lis and Vr Is have also
been used to express the R factor. In these
expressions 115 and 15 are the maximum IS
and 5-minute rainfall intensities. These ex
pressions need to be related to actual soil-loss
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Kenyan (tropical) patterns, which could give
different K values for the same soil located in
the two climates. There is, therefore, an urgent
need to determine accurate K values for Kenyan
soils before the USLE can be used for accurate
prediction of soil loss in Kenya. Ah4hough a start
has been made in this direction by establishing a
soil erosion research facility at tile Katun.'"i
National Dryland Research Station (Ulsaker and
Kilewe, 1983), many more data remain to be
collected. In order to determine K values for
many important agricultural soils in Kenya,
sufficient runoff plots need to be established
soon. However. due to the high cost involved, the
most cost-effective technique for accomplishing
this would be through the use of a rainfall
simulator which can be moved from place to place
throughout the country. K valuer; for all soils are
then selected by comparing soil properties with
those of the bench-mark sils having known K
values.

data before a recommendation on the most
appropriate index for Kenya can be made. The
erosion research facility at Katurmani National
Dryland Research Station 12capable of providing
the required data, as discussed by Ulsaker and
Kilewe (1983).
SoilErodibilityFactor,K
The soil erodibility factor K is a quantitative
description of the inherent erodibility of a particular soil. 1. is defined as the rate of soil loss per
unit erosion index from a unit plot. It reflects the
fact that different soils erode at different rates
when the other factors that affect erosion are the
same. The approach used in the USLE development was to define a base reference, the unit plot
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). A unit plot has
been arbitrarily defined as 22.1 metres long wvith
9
a uniform lengthwise slope of %, in continuous
fallow, and tilled up and down the slope, Values
of L, S, C and P in the USLE are defined as unity
in the unit plot and therefore K = AR - . Con
tinuous fallow was selected for the unit plot
because no cropping system is common to all
agricultural areas and soil loss from any other
plot condition would be influenced by residual
and current crop and management effects that
vary between locations (Wischmeier, 1972).
Soil loss from the unit plot is a reference for high
erosion rates.

The Slope-length Factor, L
The USLE slope length is defined as the
distance from the point of origin of overland low
to the point where either the slope gradient
decreases enough for deposition to begin or the
runoff water enters a well defined channel
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). The L factor is a
measure of the effect of accumulated runoff with

Since K is a measure of soil crodibility from
both raindrop impact and surface runoff, plots
used to de!ermine K must be sufficiently long for
runoff to accumulate at a rate typical of most field
situations. A soil's susceptibility to intetrill
erosion by raindrop impact may not be related to
its susceptibility to erosion by surface runoff (rill
erosion). Two soils may be equally susceptible
to interrill erosion, but have greatly differing
susceptibilities to rill erosion (Meyer, Foster and
Romkens, 1975). The relative erodibilities of two
such soils therefore depend on tile slope length
used to evaluate them (Meyer, DeCoursey and!
Romkens, 1976).

increased slope length on detachment by runoff
and sediment transport capacity of runoff. It is
given by:

Accurate K values have been determined for
most soils in the U.S. soil erodibility nomograph
produced by Wischmeier, Johnson and Cross
(1971). However, EI-Swaify and Dangler (1977)
reported that K values estimated from the USLE
nomograph were significantly in error for several
Hawaiian soils. This is also expected for Kenyan
soils, because the genesis of U.S. soils differs
greatly from that of Kenyan soils. Furthermore,
U.S. rainfall (temperate) patterns differ from

(Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). The increase in
m is the result of increase in rill erosion as the
slope steepness increases. Errors in estimating
field slope length, L, probably counter the need
for precisely relating m to various other factors.
Compared to other factors in the USLE, estimated
soil loss is relatively insensitive to the L factor.
However, consideration should be given to
extremes like steep slopes and soils especially
susceptible to rill erosion.
205

L
Wherc L = slope-length factor
I = actual slope length
I, = length of the unit plot
m = an exponent.
The recommended values for ni range from 0.2
for low-steepness slopes to a constant 0.5 for
slope steepness of 5 % and steeper slopes
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The Slope-steepness Factor,S

Soil-loss Tolerance

The slope-steepness factor of the USLE is a
measure of the effect of slope steepness on
hydraulic forces from raindrop impact and runoff,
and their capacity to detach and transport sediment. It is given by the following expression:

A tolerable soil loss is the maximum long-term
average annual erosion rate that a particular soil
call tolerate withou excessive degradation for
continued crop production. This concept, used
in conjunction with the USLE, is a valuable
too l for identifying erosion problems and select
ing an appropriate erosion-control practice.
Tolerable losses in the U.S. range from 5 to II
tonnes/ha/year (Wischmeier et al., 1978). The
data necessary to formulate soil loss tolerances
and to quantify the causative parameters of
erosional processes in Kenya are scarce. Efforts
are therefore needed to acquire the necessary
data and t,,
evaluate the applicability of existing
technological alternatives for eroion prediction
and control in Kenya. In addition, there is a need
to increase the cadre of technically trained
personnel, to emphasize the socio-economic
aspcts of the problem, and .o enhance the
awareness of leaders and po!icy-makers to the
importance of the problcm.

S = 65.41 sin 2 0 + 4.56 sin 0 + 0.065
where

S - slope-stecpnCss factor
0 = angle of the slope.

The USLE slope-steepness factor should transfer well !o Kenya for slope steepness up to 25%.
liowcver, research is needed to vcrifv the relati ship for steeper slopes.
The Cropping-managemnentFactor, C
The cropping-management factor C represents
the ratio of soil loss from a specific cover-management condition to the soil loss from a unit plot for
the same soil, slope, and rainfall. It includes the
interrelated effects of cover, crop sequence,
cultural practices, residue management and rain
fall distribution. This factor is difficult to determine because of the many cropping and covermanagement systems. Either crops can be grown
continuously or in rotation, residue removed or
left on the field or incorporated into the soil,
and the soil clean tilled, or one of the several
conservation tillage systems may be used.
Cropping and cover management have tile
greatest range of effect on soil erosion. They are
also the most readily managed by the land user
to control erosion. Therefore, accurate evaluations of the C factor for agronomically and
culturally feasible cropping systems , hould be
given great attention irt
transferring the USLE to
Kenya. This is important because farming
systems in Kenya arc different from those in the
U.S., where the factor was developed.
Supporting ConservaotionPractices, P
The supporting conservation factor P in USLE
is the ratio of soil loss with a specific support
practice to the corresponding soil loss with upand down-slope culture. It reflects tile infl uenrce
of practices like contouring, strip cropping,
terraces, and contour furrows used to support
protection provided by crop rotation, canopy
cover, and residue mulches. Standard USLE
values should transfer with minimal problems to
Kenyan situations.
206

IMI'AC S OFSOIL EROSION
Quantitative determination of the extent and
impact of soil erosion by water in Kenya are
sketchy. However, the litdc and scattered
information available indicates that accelerated
erosion is a problem of serious magnitude with
a multitude of detrimental impacts. Some of the
major impacts of erosional processes include loss
of :,oil productivity, loss of plant nutrients, and
water pollution.
I.

Su
offnrodtuctivity

Soil erosion depletes soil productivity. How
ever, the relationship between erosion and pro
ductivity is rot well defined (Lengdale and
Shrader, 1981; Pesek, 1980). When soil erosion is
so severe and the soil is so shallow that complete
denudation occurs, soil productivity is eliminated
inthat the soil itself is lost as a resource. Inthe
niore conimon case of partial erosion, topsoil re
mova; has generally been associated with reduc
tion incrop yield. Accurate estimates of present
and future soil productivity are essential to make
agricultural policy decisions and to plan land use
from th; field scale to the national level. A
glossary of soil-science terms of the Soil Science
Society of America (1975) defined soil produc
tivity as the capacity of a soil, in its normal
environment, to produce a particular plant or
sequence of plants under a specified manage
ment system. A National Committee of the
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USDA, Science and Education Administration,
Agricultural Research (1981) listed the following
ways through which erosion decreases soil
productivity: (a) loss of p!ant-available soil-water
capacity by changing the water-holding characteristics of the root zone or by reducing the depth
of the root zone, (b) loss of plant nutrients, (c)
degradation of the soil structure leading to
increased soil crodibility, surface sealing and
crusting, and (d) non -tnifori removal of soil
within a field. Loss of topsoil nearly always
reduces the inherent productive potential of a
soil. Characteristics of individual soils, however,
can strongly affect the quantitative impact tof soil
ero.,ioi upon productivity. Until the relationship
is adequately developed, selecting martagerilent
strategies to maximize long-term crop production
will be impossible. Wrong decisions cart easily
result i;, serious damage to soil resources and
productivity may approach zero in the severely
eroded areas. In view of this there is an urgent
necd for rescarch to qt antify the effect of eroon
on soil productivity. Such a research prograrnrc
should be geare d to determining the effect of
surface-soil
thickness oni productivity and
whether the productivity of subsoil exposed bY
erosion ceuld hC efficiCItly arnd econoically
restored by thc use of corimercial fertilizer or
farriiyard manure.
Los.s ofPIlti Nttrietts

I

N1) tItSOLRc ES

Also, split application, timed to meet crop naeds,
reduces fertilizer loss from the rooting zone. The
present fertilizer-application practices in Kenya
do not co,,form to these "spoon-feeding" con
cepts. Usually the time, rate and method of
fertilizer application depend more on fertilizer
availability, seasonal ferti!iz,r tuSt, and availabi
lit, of transport and farm labour. As a result,
fertilizer is often applied several weeks ahead or
before the crop needs it and therefore much of it
is lost in runoff or leaching. The energy crisis,
which has increased fertilizer cost and reduced
supplies, requires more efficient fertilizer
application practices. in view of this, there exists
an urgent need for research to improve the
efficiency of fertilizer use in crop production.
Stich research should be geared to a modification
of' the lime, rate, and application practices of
fertilize, .,o that more nutrients are available
when ne,'led by the crop. Research is also
necded to esta;lish the relationships of N and P
concentrations in field soils to concenitrations of
these rictits ill runoff for different soil covet
cropping conditions in order to quantify nutrient
losses iii eroded soil. I his information, used in
conjuiticit with the tuiversal soil loss cqlatlion.
would provide a basis for predicting nutrient
losses associated with runoff from agricultural
land and aid iii sclecting approlpriate cropping
riratlageniet ard ,tpporting conservation prac
ti 'es to reie_'
these losses to acceptable levels.
Again, the runoff rrsearch facility at the Kalurmni National l)tyland R)escarch Station is
capable of providing, all thi retluircid data.

The use of' conniercid fertilizers in KIenya has
increased substantiallv iin the past fCw year,,
becatse of' tile growing demand for fooud attdo
depletion of native soil nuitrients by
,rosion.
Nitrogen (N) aid ]phosphorus (P1)ate the tuajlor lVuut'r I'ouifon
elements of commercial fertilizer essential to
The muajor oft'-silb imlact of soil crosion is on
liornal plant growth. However, mliuch of what
water quality adidl l ihe condition of streams,
happens to theui when : heavy storm occiurs
t-esrvoirs, and lakes. Sedimrent derived from soil
shortly aft.r their application iii sloping lands is
crosion decrc;,scs lte water-storage capacity and
noit very well docutmentt.ed
Lush growth tof'
cxpccfancy of lakes and reservoirs, clogs
vegetation along nattnal \%alcrways and at tle
slTrelat, and drairtagc channeCls, causes deteriora
base of' fertilized slopes is often attri-hbtul to
tiot of' aquatic habitats, muddies recreational
washing of fertilizer into thcse areas.
water, increases water-treatrtiertt costs, damages
gaN
arid
ater-distrihution systems, and carries agricul

Manaemet
pacties

realy iflncettr-al

chaemicals itito water systents.

By

volume,

c
P losses froni fertilized agricultural lard. Timmons, Burwell and -Ilt (1973) found that fosse,
sedimert is the greatest pollutart of surface
Tinons and
(Robinson, 1971;
waters1u97w)ll,
of N arid P were greater when fertilizer was
applied to the soil surface than when mixed into I hlt, 1975).
the soil. Soil cover and seasonal periods have also
The sedirenit aind water components of rutoff
been shown to inlluience N and P1losses (Bll-'dCgrade the quality CS
f' tu'face waters with
well, Timnions and Holt, 1975). The efficiency of
nutricrits that could have been utilized by grow
applied fertilizer is highest when applied just
ing plants. When the concentration of these
before or during the period of greatest crop
nutrient minerals in lakes, rivers and reservoirs
growth (Stanfuord, England and Taylor, 1970).
becomes too high, growth of aquatic plants
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usually becomes excessive. The water may then
become undesirable for domestic and recreational
uses. The chemicals in runoff from agricultural
lands have been blamed as among the prime
contributors to this nutrient enrichment of surface
waters. However, few quantitative data are
available for evaluating the amounts and sources
of the contribution of agriculture to this cutrophication problem. It is true that fertilizers are
being applied
higher productivity
rates to maximize
food
production
or atrestore
otn eroded
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RUNOFF AND SOIL EROSION FOR AN ALFISOL IN KENYA
L. G. Ulsakerl andA. M. Kilewe2
INTRODUCTION
Soil and water conservation problems are
becoming increasingly serious in much of East
Africa, especially in the arid and semi-arid areas
where much of the resulting environmental
degradation is irreversible. This situation is
compounded by lack of research on erosion
factors causing breakdown and transport of soil
in these areas. Such research is requirea to
quantify erosion rates accurately and to develop
effective soil- and water-conservation programmes.
This report describes the results of soil and
water-conservation work conducted by the
USAID-funded
Dryand Cropping Systems
Research Project of the Kenya Agricultural
Research Institute (KARl), Muguga. The field
work was done on an alfisol. The results may be
applicable to other similar soil and climatic
conditions in East Africa.
The objectives of the work were:
1. to determine the magnitude of runoff and
soil loss caused by natural erosive rainstorms under existing cultural practices
associated with the small farmers of the
area;
2. to gain insight into the erosive effects of
rainfall, soil erodibility, land management,
crop cover, and mulches on observed runoff
and soil losses;
3. to evaluate the key parameters of the universal soil-loss equation (USLE) to extrapolate it to East African conditions.
RUNOJFF I'l.OiS: LO('A*l ION, DESIGN AND
INSTAI.LATION
Runoff plot eqi;ipment was designed and
installed at the National Drvland Farming Research Station (NDFRS), Katumani, Eastern
Province, Kenya, during 1980. The installation
will facilitate a long-term research programme
involving measurement of soil erosion and water
runoff, investigation of the causes and nlechan;-

I-Soil Scientist, USDA/OICD Africa Bureau ant KARI
2. Soil PhYsicist, USDA/OIC) Africa Bureau and KARl
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of each, and evaluation of preventive measures.
After several decades of specialized research
on soil erosion and conservation problems, it has
been found that there is no satisfactory substitute
for runoff plots, as they supply basic data which
may be secured only by actual measurement of
the quantities of soil and water lost by erosion
and runoff (Kirkby and Morgan, 1980).
Equipment-design criteria will vary with the
location, soil type, land use, and climate of each
site. Mutchler (1963) has developed the basic
procedures to aid site selection and to determine
equipment design. This account describes
the
factors considered for design, construction and
installation of the Katumani runoff equipment.
Site selection
Geographic Area and Soil Type: The site was
located on a prevailing slope of a major soil
type.
The shallow, reddish-brown, sandy clay soil of
undulating uplands or, which the site is located
was developed on biotite and banded gneisses
and occurs extensively in broadly scattered
patterns throughout Machakos and Kitui Dis
tricts. It is classified as Ferral-chromic Luvisol,
lithic phase, by Mbuvi and van de Weg (1975),
using the FAO-UNESCO system. It corresponds
to a fine, kaolinitic, isothermic Oxic Paleustalf,
suborder Ustalfs, order Alfisols, in the USDA
(1975) Soil Taxonomy System. This soil order
covers the largest area of the seni-arid tropics
(Virmani et al., 1978). It has good internal
drainage, but tends to seal at the surface.
Selected soil characteristics of samples taken at
the site prior to initiation of research are given in
Table I. Details of the physical soil characteristics
of the runoff plot site, identified as field N, arc
described by Kilewe and Ulsaker (1983b) in this
volume. The climate at the Katunani station
(1°35's latitude, 37'14'E longitude, 1,575 ni
above sea level) is semi-arid tropical with a mean
annual temperature of 19.5°C and mean annual
r-,f-,fl1 of 7 09 mm occurring in a bimodal pattern.
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two seasons are referred to as the "long
rains" (LR) and the "short rains" (SR) which
respectively peak in April and November. The
hydrological properties of each rainstorm that
occurred during this study and the onset of each
season are shown in Table XX.
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Topographic Considerations:The plots must
accommodatc statistical comparison, which rethat all plots have comparable slopes,
soils, history, etc., to minimize variables other
than those being studied.
Careful inspection of over 240 hectares on the
station failed to reveal a site with uniform slope,
soil type, and history that was large enough to
accommodate more than 12 plots. A 10% slope
was selected because a considerable proportion
of this soil type occurs on that gradient, as does
of the surrounding cultivated area. The
plots to
arebeonly
10 m long.
The upper terrace
have
removed
to accommodate
longer would
plots.
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This would cause extensive surface-soil discreating unnatural responses to erosive
forces for several seasons. One of the fallow plots
is being extended to 22 m in order to evaluate the
effect of slope length on annual runoff and soil
loss per unit area, but the data collected from this
plot will not represent natural conditions before
1985 long rains.
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Plot width has little relation to soil loss per unit
area on plots cultivated up and downhill, so a
width of 3 m was selected, which will accommodate five 60-cm rows, and is considered adequate
for
most
research
In many ofthcearlier
plots,
rows
were purposes.
planted along
the contour. It
became recognized, however, that contour
field management cannot be simulated in runoff
plots because of complete balking within small
plots and little concentration of row water
1963). Most runoff plots are now
planted up and downhill, and quantitative data
are adjusted for effectiveness of contour farming.
The area was surveyed by the transit-tape
method, from which a topographic map was
made on a 3 in grid with a 0.5 m contour interval,
shown in Fig. 1. It would have been desirable
to overlay a soil map on the topographic map, but
Musuva (1969) reported that the soil map was
lost before it could be reproduced.
The farm manager for the NDFRS, Katumani,
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provided the following history of the site. It was
first cleared and ploughed in 1958. Although not
recorded, it is assumed that the terraces were
constructed at the same time.
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razes, yields, or other agronomic data.

In some instances the specific crop was not
recorded, nor we e the fertilizer-app:icatioi

Grass
Cropped
Grass
Beans
Cropped
Sorhum
Pasture
Mai:'e
Pasture
Cropped
Beans
Runoff equioment installed
Maize

1958 short rains through 1961 long rains
1961 short rains through 1964 long rains
1964 short rains throt,-h 1974 long cains
1974 short rains
1475 long rains through 1975 short rains
1976 Ion- rains
1976 short rains through 1978 long rains
1978 -,hortrain:,
1979 long rains
1979 short rains
1980 long rains
19F0 short rains
1981 long rains

Equipment design

metal strips 2.5 m long X 22 cm wide. They are
easily removed when cultivation of the plots is
necessary. Two matched holes were d: illed in the
ends of each strip so that they can b,-- bolted
together, making them watertight. The down
slope strip is overlapped on the outside of the up
slope strip. They are placed on edge along the
plot boundary and pounded in about 8 cm deep,
enough to prevent piping and tunnelling by
rodents.
The runotf collector was made of sheet metal
rather than concrete so that its level can be

The basic equipment consists of a plot boundary to prevent water and soil from er.tering or
leaving the plot; a collector which serves as a
weir at the end of the plot; a conveyance cha~nel
to handle the flow of soil and water; a sludg tank
to contain the soil sediment and water; a rnultislot
divisor with a precision plate to measure out a
portion of the overflow from the sludge Ionk
accurately; and one or mo.re aliquot tanks to
contain the measured overlow,
Small, removable intertanks are placed directly
below the in-flow spout of the sludge and aliquot
tanks to greatly reduce the time and labour
required to sample and clean up after small
st( rms and improve the accuracy of volume
ineas uremenu,,
This equipment collects the runoff and so1 loss
from the plot and holds it for measurement and
analysis. Size and capacity of the equipment were
determined by the anticipated maximum rate and
amount of runoff and sediment to be sampled.
The storage required fir runoff and soil loss was
estimated by using 100% of the 24-hour duration
rainfall amount expezted once in 100 years.
Mutchler (1963) acknowledges that runoff
rarely equals 100% of the rainfall, but says that it
is safest for figuring the storage capacity required. The maximum ,' iorn rainfall amount
recorded at Katumani between October 1956 and
April 1983 was 102 mm. The soil loss estimate for
an 8%, 60 m slope under continuous maize with
Conortum
/ha/i- (Consortium
14 t/ha/y"
rL~iucas
residue removed
wasemoed
114
for International Deielopment, 1978).
Plot boundaries are 26 gauge galvanized sheet

adjustLd to the level of the plot as erosion occurs.
An end-plate of galvanized steel furnishcs a
stable attachment for the collector and blocks off
the- plot cod. It extends 20 cm below the bottom
of the collector trough. The collector and end
plate reach across the entire 3-m width of the
plots. The collector and end-plate were made
from 26 gauge galvanized sheet metal. The
collcctor, as illustrated in Fig. 2, is 25 cm wide
and forms an efficient channel and allows eas)
cleaning. The 35 cm depth is based on the size
of the conveyance channel needed to carry the
runoff load. The bottom slope is 5%. A 2.5-cm
mesh screen covers the collector trough to help
keep field trash out of the system. A galvanized
sheet-metal cover fits over the top to prevent rain
from entering.
The conveyance channel was designed to
handle a minimum velocity of 0.61 m/s (2 fps) at
about 20% of the largest flow expected, in order
of thse notof flows encountered when installed
at a
g
The largest
t asupercritical
was
estimated toslope.
be 0.0424
cusec. flow
The expected
channel
size was calculated at 15 cm wide by 25 cm deep
using procedures given by Mutchler (1963) and
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Depth = 35 cM

Width = 25 cm

M"-

Bottorn stope = 5 %
NOTE: Height of conveyance channe, M = 25 cm
Fig. 2. Collector trough

allowing for a three-told increase in plot size.
sediment settles out in the sludge tank, so that
Sludge tank storage cap;Acities vary greatly the divisor has to handle only the suspended
with location, soil type, land use, and climatic sediment load. The entrance arrangement to the
conditions. Brakensiek et al. (1979) report that divisor, which insures suspended load mixing,
se6iment rates as high as 112 t/ha have been re- is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The multislot divisor is
one of the best sampling units available for
corded from single runoff events and the bu'k
3
densities
of tihe
trapped
sediment
from careful
quantitative
measurement
of runoff, the
anddivisor
with
641
to 1,602
kg/m
edimentranged om
construction
and installation
641to
,60 kgin. The bulk density of the
surface soil at the Katumani runoff site is 1,520 ratio is accurate to about 1% for a runoff period.
kg/m 3 . Assuming a maximum annual soil loss
The detailed specifications and plans for the
of 114 t/ha and that the sludge can be emptied multislo . divisor that were followed by the
after a storm causing half this loss, tMe required contractor are included in Mutchler (1963).
storage capacity was calculated at 0.14 in 3 . To
ofor capacty
eagealentend st
space f3.To The aliquot tank stores that portion of the
run
alllow for plot enlargement and storage space for off discharged by the centre
slot of the multislot
3
water, a sldge tank with 0.24 m capacity was
designed to be :nade from 25 gauge metal,
divisor and was made of 26 gauge galvanized
1.82 X Vl.76 X 0.60 m, with rounded ends and metal, 1.5 m diamete and 1 m deep, with a
a cover. Two screens arc placed across the flow
storage capacity of 1.325 i 3 . Like the sludge
throuigh the sludge tank to reduce turbulence and tank, it is coated with bitumen, fitted with a drain
incease deposition. The screens also keep trash, piug, and a 72-litre can is set under the inlet to
snkes, etc. from clogging the divisor. 7hey catch small flows.
do not extend to the tank bottom and freeboard is
Covers prevent precipitation from falling
allowed at the top to insure flow even if the directly into the system. The collector cover is
screens do become f..:d with trash. The screen
26 gauge galvanized sheet metal. Those for the
near the entrance is of 2.5-cm mesh and the sludge and aliquot tanks are 26 gauge sheet
second is 1.3-cm mesh. Both screens are ie- metal; for the conveyance cha.nnel, 22 gauge
movable for easy cleaning of the tank and the galvanized sheet metal; and for the multislot
tank bottom is fitted with a drain plug.
divisor, 20 gauge galvanized sheet metal.
The multislot divisor Is a device for taking an
aliquot of runoff water. It is based on the premise
of a uniform horizontal flow velocity throughout
the head variations. The essential part is the slot
plate, which contains 9 slots 2.54 cm wide X
20.22 cm high, with a capacity of 42.471/s. Asthe
runoff flows through the slots, it is divided into
equal parts. The portion discharged by the centre
slot is retained in the aliquot tank. The heavier
214

Installation of equipment
The first step in installation was to establish
permanent plot corner markers wilh the aid of the
topogiaphic map and the survey stakes. The
primary tillage treatments will be performed by
ox-drawn implements, so a 5-mr- strip was kept
between each plot boundary to allow turn-around
space for the ozen. Each half of this intermediate
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Entrance box

Divisor box

Brace supports
Fig. 3.

Entrance box and multislot divisor alignment

strip is cropped and treated in the same manner
as its adjacent plot. In the plot area no more than
plus or minus 6 cm irregularity from the average
plane surface was allowed. The few spots exceeding this irregularity were evened out by hand
tools,

corded and checked annually to insure proper
alignment and to maintain the runoff plot slope.
A permanent bench-mark was established in a
non-cultivated area of the runoff site,
The sheet metal boundaries are easily driven
into the ground before each short rain. A jig is

Next, the sites for installing the collectors,
excavating the tank pits, digging the drainage
ditches, and constructing the access road, with
culverts and sump pits, were staked out. A
service road along the line of equipment was
constructed to provide access with vehicles. Not
all the surplus runoff could be diposed of in the
service road ditch; therefore, five 7-cm diameter
culverts, equally spaced, convey runoff under the
access road to five 2-m pits filled with rock. As
in the conveyance-channel design, the culverts
were installed so that the flow velocity would be
above 0.61 m/s (2 fps). The down-slope topography dictated the pit excavation depth, which
was calculated separately for each pit, based on
the elevation of the collector unit and the conveyance-channel slope requirements. The elevation of the various pieces of equipment is re-

helpful in keeping the boundaries aligned during
installation. At the lower end of the plotboundary.
the strips are slipped into I-cm slots cut 15 cin
deep in the ends ofthe collector end plate.
Upon completion of the boundary installation,
soil is packed around the boundary end plate
joints and around the outside of the boundaries
to increase their stability and prevent seepage.
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The collector was oelded" to the end plate
during fabrication to form one solid unit. A
trench, wide enough to allow tamping from both
sides of the end plate, was dug deep enough for
the lip of the collector to be level with the soil
surface. While digging the trench, the topsoil
was stock-piled and then replaced last after
tamping the end plate in solid with subsoil.
The conveyance channel was designed to slip
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Level line from bottom of inlet pipe
Level line from top of divisor slots

Inlet, pipe

6"
Tank for
small flows

_Entrance box

K
\S2
-S1

1/2" Mesh for S1 and 1/4" Mesh for S2

Fig. 4.

Sludge tank, entrance box, and divisor

over the rectangular collector outlet and fit into
the rectangular notch of the sludge tank. The
seams of these two connections were sealed with
roofing cement,
The space below the plots only allowed room
for a 4-m conveyance channel, so the tanks had
to be installed in excavated pits to maintain head.
Here also the topsoil was stock-piled and spread
over the subsoil after completirg the excavation
and forming the soil around the pit to keep out
surface water.
The sludge tank was placed o;,a stable level
216

platform to facilitate sampling the runoff and
cleaning the tank. These platforms are of treated
5 x 15 cm boards nailed across 10 x 10 cm cedar
planks. They are supported on concrete blocks
and the bottoms of the pits are covered with a
10cm layer ofgravel.
The multislot divisor unit functions with the
floor level and the precision strip level, It was
bolted to the sludge tank in a semi-permanent
op of t
ain t
o th
bolted
mianner and positioned so that the top of the
entrance box was level with the bottom of the
inlet pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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TREATMENTS

Aluminium access tubes were installed in the
centre of each plot to facilitate soil-moisture
measurement. During the growing season soilmoisture content was measured weekly with a
neutron probe at 30-cm intervals, starting from
the 30 cm depth. A Troxler Model 1255 was used
during 1981 and a Campbell Pacific Nuclear
Model 503 during 1982 and 1983. Each was
calibrated at KARl, Muguga.

'fable V gives details of critical dates and class
fication of the season; of the experiment.
This report describes the runoff plot treatments
during 1981, 1982, and 1983 as given in Tables
I1, Il, and IV respectively. Maize was the only
crop and was always planted in 60-cm wide rows

TABLE II-TILLAGE AND ROW DIRECTION TREATMENTS FOR 1981
Long rains
Plot No.
I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.

Short rains

Ploughing treatment

Maize row direction

Treatment

Chisel
Chisel
Chisel
Chisel
Chisel
Chisel
Mouldboard
Mouldboard
Mouldboard
Mouldboard
Mouldboard
Mouldboard

Up-down
Contour
Up-down
Contour
Up-down
Contour
Contour
Up-down
Up-down
Contour
Contour
Up-down

Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Bare failow
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contour

TABLE Ill-TREATMENTS FOR 1982

Plot No.

Long-rains treatment

Short-rains treatment

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contour

Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Bare fallow
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Maize on contour
Bare fallow
Maize on contonr

with 28 cm between seeds to produce a stand of
about S1,000 plants/ha. Fertilizer was banded
along the seed row at planting at the rate of 2020-0 kg/ha of N and P2 0, respectively. The
maize stand was maintained at about 51,000
217

- mulch

+ mulch
+ mulch
+ mulch

plants/ha for a good season or thinned to 40,000
or 20,000 plants/ha for a fair or poor season re
spectively, following the recommendations of
Stewart and Hash (1982), which include planting
time and rate, fertilizer rates, and final plant
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TABLE IV-TREATMENTS FOR 1983

SPECIAL ISSUE

population. These recommendations are based on
the date of onset of the rains
and actual amounts

Plot No.

Long-rains treatment

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12

Maize up-down
Bare fallow
Maize up-down +
Maize up-down
Bare fallow
Bare fallow
Maize up-down +
Maize up-down
Maize up-down +
Maize up-down
Bare fallow
Maize up-down +

received during the early part of the season. Ac
cordingly, side-dressings of 40 and 20 kg/ha N
were made for good and fair seasons respectively
and within 50 and 35 days from onset of the short
and long rains respectively. The mulch treatments
were 3 t/ha of maize residue, uniformly spread on
the surface immediately after planting. Then a
point transit device was used to measure the per

mulch

mulch

centage ground-cover to insure that it varied no
more than ±2 from 56%. Seedbed preparation
consisted of ploughing with oxen for the short
rains and no-till (opening a seed furrow with a
wheel-hoe) for the long rains. The 1981 long rains
were an exception, as they were ploughed as

mulch
mulch

TABLE V-CRITICAL DATES AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEASONS
1981

Planting
Onset of rains
Season
Rain (mm)
Harvest

1982

1983

L.R.*

S.R.

L.R.

S.R.

L.R.

10 Mar.
17 Mar.
Good
424
21 July

10 Oct.
25 Oct.
Poor
179
26 Feb. 1982

9 Mar.
28 Mar.
Fair
266
27July

15 Oct.
16 Oct.
Good
530
16 Feb. 1983

21 Feb.
14 Feb.
Poor
298
21 July

*L.R. = long rains. S.R. = short rains.
shown in Table II. Wceds were controlled by cultivation with a wheel-hoe and hand hoe.
The 1983 treatments listed in Table IV will be
continued until statistically valid results for
determining the USLE's factor for sole maize
and maize-with-residue and the K factor are
obtained.
Sediment samples from each plot were collected after every soil-loss event and processed in
the laboratory for physical analyses.
A wooden-framed mercury soil thermometer
was used to record the 5-cm depth soil temperature of the maize and maize-plus-mulch plots at
1200 and 1600 hours daily.

versus chisel ploughing and of running the rows
up and downhill rather than on the contour on
maize yields during the 1981 long rains demon
strate this, as shown in Tables VI and Vil. All yield
values represent the 15.5% moisture grain
weights.
The effects of mulching on maize yields during
the 1982 short rains and 1983 long rains are
shown in"able Vill.

TABLEVI--PLOUGHING EFFEC1'ON MAIZE
YIELDS EXPRESSED AS THE MEAN OF6
REPLICATIONS

Agronomic Results of Treatments

Agronomic and soil-management practices
frequently have a more pronounced effect
on soil
and water losses than on crop yields in the short
term. The non-significant effects of mouldboard
218

Ploughing treatment

Yield (t/ha)

Chisel

3.81 NS

Mouldboard

3.80

RUNOFF AND SOIL EROSION FOR AN AIFISOL. IN KENYA

Several factors may account for mulched-maize
yields during the 1982 short rains being signi
ficantly lower. For one thing, they appeared to
be more nitrogen-deficient than maize without
mulch during the first three weeks of growth.
Jack et al. (1955) report that carbonaceous
residues tie up much of the soil nitrogen during
the first seasons of surface mulching. Soil
temperatures may also have been involved. The
optimum root temperature for maize is 25 to
30'C. The daily mean and the seasonal mini
mum and maximum soil temperatures during the
1982 short rains growing season, as shown in
Table IX, do not indicate that the mulch had much
influence on them. Yet the soil-temperature
record book showed that 20.60 C or less was
recorded at 1200 hours on one occasion and at
1600 hours on two occasions for the maize
without-mulch plots. For the mulched maize
plots, the same temperature was recorded at
1200 and 1600 hoLrs on five and four occasions
respectively. It is also known (Van Doren and
Allmaras, 1978) that soil-temperature differ
ences between mulched and adjacent bare plots

TABLE VII-ROW-DIRECTION EFFECTON MAIZE
YIELDS EXPRESSED AS THE MEAN OF 6
REPLICATIONS
Yield (t/ha)

Row direction

3.78NS
3.83

Up-down
Contour

TABLE VIII-MULCHING EFFECI' ON MAIZE
YIELDS EXPRESSED AS THE MEAN OF 4
REPLICATIONS
Yield (t/ha)
Treatment

1982S.R.

1983L.R.

4.81
3.75

0.27NS
0.35

Maize
Maize + mulch

*Significant at the 0.05% probability level.

TABLE IX-RUNOFF PLOT SOIL TEMPERATURES (1982 S.R.)
Daily
Treatment

Time

Mllj (C)

Maize

1200
1600
1200
1600

24.6
25.1
24.7
24.9

Maize + Mulch

Seasonal
Min. ('C)
20.6
17.2
20.0
18.3

Max. (°C)
2h.3
31.1
30.0
31.1

treatments have improved, largely due to the
development of herbicide technology for weed
control. Low soil fertility may be another factor.
Duley and Russel (1947) report that the highest
efficiency of soil suface residues is found on
fertile land.
The average change in per-cent ground cover
of four replications and the 10 day rainfall
increments after emergence for maize versus
maize plus mulch, during the 1982 short rains
and 1983 long rains, are respectively shown in
Figures 5 and 6. The slower rate of ground-cover
development in the mulched as compared with
the unmulched maize may be partially due to the
former's greater frequency of below-optimum
soil temperatures and to greater nutrient defi
ciencies as discussed previously.

often decrease as the surface residue ages.
Where low temperatures under surface residues
do more damage to the crop than water conservation benefits it, band application of the residue
between the crop rows has proved desirable,
Allmaras and Nelson (1971) showed that 4.5 t/ha
residue between maize rows increased matrix
suction by 40 to 20 mbar from 15 to 45 cm depths,
reduced mean daily soil temperature by up to
2°C at the 5 cm depth, and increased yields over
the uniform residue placement and no residue
treatments in a moist season, but reduced all
these parameters in a wetter season. In a review
of the literature, Van Doren and Allmaras (1978)
found that few of the research reports prior to
1960 showed gains in maize yield due to surface
residues. Since then yield responses to residue
219
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Soil-water Content and Penetrometer Data

content due to treatments. The difference
between mulched and unmulched maize at 0-30
cm
depthwhen
showed
during
latter part of the
season,
theup rate
of the
decline
was more
gradual for the mulched maize. The total sea
soil's 0- 90 cm depth soil-water contents for the
treatments were: fallow, 2,026; "maize plus
plus
maize
and
m ents were:
mulch, 1,805; and maize, 1,720 mm.
Kemper (1965) outlined the basis for using
aggregate stability as an index of soil structure in
the field. Apparatus for measuring aggregate
stability was not available, so a Soil Test Model
CL-700 pocket pene(trometer was used to measure
the unconfined compressivw strength of the
surface soil at wilting point. Measurements were
taken on a one-metre grid beginning one metre
from the lower end of the plot for a total of 20
readings per plot. The average readings per plot
and number of replications for treatments after
the 1982 long and short rain,; and the 1983 long
rains are given in Table XIV. More precise
methods of field and laboratory testing and
analysis of' aggregate st:ioility are necessary to
vc rif. Such results in the future.

Water-holding capacity and soil-water release
characteristics
as influenced
by claysoil
content,
organic mataer content,
bulk density,
structure, per-cent total porosity, and pore size
distribution at 30 cm depth increments for the
disribtin
30cmdeph
a
ncrmens or he
runoff plot Alfisol, identified as field N, are discussed by Kilewe and Ulsaker (1983) elsewhere
in this special issue.
The soil-wate. content of each runoff plot as
affected by its particular treatment were measured by the neutron moderation method (luring the
1981 long rains, 1982 long and short rains, and
1083 long rains, as shown in Tables X, XI, XII,
and XIII respectively. The probe was out of order
during much of the 1981 short rains, so no data
are available for that seasor'. The average soilwater content data of three plots for each treatment during the 1982 short rains and the 1983
long rains were used to draw Figures 7 and 8
respectively. They illustrate the effect of season
and treatment on soil-water content at 30, 60, and
90 cni depths. The soi!-water content curves for
the fallow, maize, and naize-plus-mulch treat
ments are respectively drawn froni averages of'
plot numbers 2, 5, and 11; 1,8, arid 10; and 7, 9,
and 12 in Tables XII and XIII.

Rainfall Erosivitv and Soil rosion
Much effort has been devoted to the develop
mert of an erosivity index that best correlates
kith ,oil loss. Wischiieier's'(1959) El 30 index is
Ihc lot widt.ly tstlcd and is tle standard
USLE
er,i\it\ index. Idividtal slori values can he
added .to give a weekly, iioiihly, or alintial
urtivity ,altle, but ithas i11Mproved tillornilv
applicable world wide.
Ii Zimbabwe, Hudson (1971) found tie

The contrast between seasons reflects their
extreme differences in rainfall amount and
distribution. One week before planting for the
1982 short rains and 1983 long rains, 21 mi "rid
135 min of rain fell respectively. After planting,
the seasons' total was respectively 530 and 156
The amount and good distribution of the 1982
short rains resulted in small soil-water content
differences due to treatments. The greater
content at the 0-30 cm depth for maize over the
riaize-plus-niulch treatment indicates that the
former plot; on the average have a finer surface
texture. The total season's soil-water contents at
0-90 cm depth for the three treatments were:
fallow, 2,334 mam; maize plus mulch, 2,190 am;
and maize, 2,164 nim.
The first and last neutron-probe reading dates
of the 1983 long rains were omitted when figuring
the season's total soil-water contents by treatments to allow more uniform comparison between
seasons. The last reading was therefore 93 days
after planting. That for the 1982 short rains was
88 days after planting,
The low and poorly distributed 1983 long rains
resulted in greater differences in soil-water

KE>25 index to be more appropriate. It is the
total kinetic energy of tle rain falling at intensi
ties of more than 25 mmn/hr, and is a function of
drop-size distribution, velocity, and other para
meters as discussed by Kinnel (1973), Rogers
vi ,l.(1967), and 171well and Stocking (1975).
Hudson (1971) found a correlation coefficient of
0.94 for KE>25 and soil erosion. Later, when
data from other plots in the same study were
analyzed by Elwell and Stocking (1973a, b and
1975; Stocking and Elwell, 1973a, b and 1976a, b)
it was shown that for a wider range of plots, an
energy-intensity parameter was the best pre
dictor of soil erosion. The El 3 o index was super
seded by E15 and El is(energy times the maxi
mum 5-mm and 15-mm intensity, respectively),
on plots with high and medium crop cover
respectively. Elwell (1977) used the seasonal
kinetic energy, the total energy content of all
rainfall events, as the erosivity index in develop
ing his Soil Loss Estimator for Southern Africa
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TABLE X-SOIL PROFILE WATER STORAGE (MM). 1981 LONG RAINS
Plot No.

1

Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soil depth (cm)

2

Chisel up/down
53.000
30
60
90

J. Day

Darte

103
112
118
126
131
138
155
159
188
195
202

13 Apr
22
28
6Mav
11
18
4Jun
8
7jul.
14
21

90
82
80
70
77
72
70
t5
58
53
53

181
166
162
149
163
145
140
134
115
109
109

269
257
251
235
261
225
214
203
177
169
16Q

3

Chisel contour
7"2.
000
30
60
90

87
79
78
74
82
"'6
71
65
57
55
52

176
160
157
149
164
152
140
133
110
106
102

269
248
239
231
2S2
229
214
206
165
157
153

4

Chisel up/down
55,000
30
60
0

69
59
53
42
53
58
51
47
43
40
40

142
121
112
97
113
115
105
9
89
82
82

226
200
187
164
195
181
173
163
142
132
132

3

Chisel contour
60,000
30
60
90

--

79
69
67
52
66
60
50
44
36
35
35

--

-

-

-

6

Chisel up/down
54,000
30
60
90

78
69
65
55
67
68
61
59
47
43
43

162
145
145
124
14!
135
125
121
100
92
92

252
227
227
202
226
212
196
191
163
152
152

X

Chisel contour
60.000
30
60
90

79
68
68
57
68
69
57
52
42
36
36

164
148
148
129
148
148
123
115
89
81
82

255
231
228
209
234
234
193
184
143
132
131

z
>

-,

r
>
U

O
L
x
,
C:

z

Total

2.430

Plot No.

2.363

7

Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soii depth (cm)

5

1.895

8

593

9

2,194

10

2.156

11

12

Mouldbd. contour Mouldbd. up down Mouldbd. up/down Mouldbd. contour Mouldbd.contour M,)uldbd. up/down
49.000
69,000
57,00
63,000
71,000
58,000
30
0
90
30
60
90
30
60
90
30
60
90
30
60
90
30
60
90

J. Day

Date

103
112
118
126
131
138
155
159
188
195
202

13 Apr.
22
28
6 May
11
18
4Jun.
8
7Jul.
14
21

76
73
08
63
71
72
66
64
53
47
47

164
150
142
136
148
139
129
126
102
96
94

254
232
223
213
229
212
197
193
152
146
143

84
78
74
68
75
"h
68
67
53
48
48

173
159
i52
143
156
148
136
135
106
98
98

2t-7
250
241
-229
249
225
213
211
16t
156
156

85
77
72
62
71
68
66
6.3
52
49
49

177
163
158
143
157
140
136
131
109
105
105

273
259
288
233
253
220
214
207
172
168
166

89
80
67
63
75
72
64
62
52
52
51

180
168
153
145
161
145
134
129
111
110
109

273
266
247
236
257
227
209
201
174
171
170

83
78
72
59
69
72
64
61
50
50
50

173
161
161
134
153
141
131
126
104
103
103

271
258
258
224
250
224
213
205
171
168
166

85
78
78
t4
73
74
67
65
59
56
50

178
166
i66
145
161
149
141
139
122
115
110

Z83
269
269
233
261
233
223
219
187
179
174

4

7
C

Total

2.194

2,364

2.453

2,431

2,399

2,521

TABLE XI-SOL PROFILE WATER STORAGE (mm). 1982 LONG RAINS
Plot No.

1

Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soil depth (cm)
J. Day
96
103
111
117
124
131
138
145
153
167
180
194

3

Maize
39,000
30
60
Date
6 Apr.
13
21
27
4 May
11
18
25
2Jun.
16
29
13 Jul.

80
79
87
82
75
86
77
70
64
59
59
58

143
141
150
146
142
152
141
134
129
122
121
120

Total

J. Day

Date

96
103
111
117
124
131
138
145
153
167
180
194

6 Apr.
13
21
27
4 May
11
18
25
2 Jun.
16
29
13 Jul.
Total

200
199
207
205
200
210
198
193
186
179
179
177

Maize
38,000
30
60

69
62
70
63
58
09
61
60
51
44
41
41

111
111
123
122
129
137
121
118
112
87
83
83

2.333

Plot No.
Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soil depth (cm)

90

6

90

157
157
171
1'0
181
209
193
183
183
138
131
132

7

10

Maize
39,000
30
60

90

Maize
36,000
30
60

67
62
71
63
57
.0
60
59
49
40
39
38

167
167
184
182
175
199
189
183
165
142
139
138

75
71
78
73
67
79
69
65
55
48
46
47

116
115
133
130
120
142
125
121
106
90
87
86

2,005

127
128
137
139
134
148
137
127
112
100
98
99

2,030

90

183
185
191
195
192
205
194
184
169
156
153
155

Maize
38,000
30
60

85
79
88
80
72
86
75
70
62
56
54
54

149
144
156
149
144
158
144
138
126
116
115
114

2.162

12

90

220
214
225
219
213
226
216
208
196
184
181
151

Maize
37.000
30
60

74
67
77
66
61
75
66
62
52
43
43
43

130
130
145
137
131
148
137
129
112
99
98
98

2,483

5

8

9

1

Unit plot

Unit plot

Unit plot

Unit plot

Unit plot

Unit plot

84
77
83
77
78
86
82
82
79
75
74
73

152
148
154
148
14,)
164
156
158
155
150
148
146

158
;c
Z

4

60

189
189
205
198
191
210
199
191
174
158
158

2,219

2

30

90

90

30

60

90

30

60

90

30

60

90

30

60

217
214
222
217
218
237
232
231
234
227
222
220

70
65
72
67
65
73
67
67
63
62
59
59

-

-

78
72
79
74
72
80
74
74
70
67
64
64

152
147
154
150
149
162
156
155
149
143
140
139

223
221
230
230
228
247
244
242
237
227
225
221

82
77
84
79
77
85
78
79
74
72
69
68

148
147
155
151
148
164
154
154
149
144
139
140

214
215
222
223
221
174
154
238
239
225
219
218

80
73
82
74
72
81
76
76
71
65
64
62

155
147
158
150
146
103
154
151
146
138
134
123

90

30

60

90

-"

0

2,691

789

2,777

2,562

220
212
226
220
219
239
234
232
227
218
212
202
2,661

80
77
83
78
77
84
79
78
77
74
72
71

!55
154
162
158
157
172
162
161
158
152
151
148

230
233
243
240
242
263
252
252
249
242
239
238
2,923

>

z

rZ
0
;r
M
Z
"z

TABLE XII-SOIL PROFILE WATER STORAGE (mm). 1982 SHORT RAINS
Plot No.

1

Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soil depth (cm)

J. Day

Date

309
313
320
327
336
341
349
356
5
11

5 Nov.
9
16
23
2 Dec.
7
15
22
S Jan.
11

Maize
75.000
30
60

90

138
139
162
168
166
170
162
149
128
123

189
189
212
222
241
247
237
220
184
176

Unit plot
30
60

71
71
81
80
79
79
75
73
71
71

Date
5 Nov.
9
16
23
2Dc.
7
15
22
S Jan.
11
Total

Maize + mulch
57.000
30
60
90

54
54
67
66
62
66
60
53
46
45

5

Maize
60,000
30
60

90

Unit plot
30
60

64
62
75
76
74
73
72
63
62
54

182
182
219
235
241
242
234
219
204
193
2,151

109
108
134
129
126
131
120
110
96
93

157
158
198
197
202
210
195
184
162
156

60
58
69
68
65
49
63
58
47
44

90

6

>

Unit plot
30
60

>
z>
0

30

90

68
66
80
79
77
78
75
68
61
57

135
134
153
151
153
153
149
138
124
116

208
208
230
234
244
243
236
222
202
183
2.210

-

-

-

66
64
75
75
74
71
69
65
62
62

138
137
154
152
153
10
145
142
142
135

10

30

Maize
59,000
60

66
61
77
77
76
76
73
67
64
52

72
68
84
82
81
83
77
68
62
S5

135
133
152
158
161
165
154
142
132
117

207
199
233
237
247
251
239
228
223
195
2,259

56
53
68
67
67
67
62
57
62
52

90

117
113
140
137
138
14'
133
125
135
117

90

195
193
212
222
245
250
238
222
205
183
2,165

143
141
160
156
160
158
153
152
1S2
144

x
r
>
C
C
e

z
>

12

Unit plot
30
60
90

69
68
78
76
77
75
73
71
72
67

168
166
202
210
222
225
214
204
219
192
2.022

11

Maize + mulch
54,000
30
60
90

135
128
157
154
154
157
150
141
138
118

218
218
238
240
245
242
234
227
234
219
2,315

9

Maize
60,000
60

-

1,819

8

Maize + mulch
60,000
30
60
90

130
127
152
152
150
150
146
135
135
119

206
209
227
233
244
244
234
229
224
221
2,271

7

309
313
320
327
336
341
349
356
5
11

139
140
136
155
159
158
152
148
146
144

2.117

Plot No.

J. Day

90

4

r
75
74
89
86
83
84
81
73
63
60

Total

Treatment
Pit. pop./ha.
Soil depth (cm)

3

2

225
223
244
245
255
254
247
245
244
234
2,416

Maize + mulch
57,000
30
60
90

58
56
74
75
72
70
69
60
57
53

126
122
153
151
153
151
147
134
127
120

184
181
220
230
248
245
235
223
204
194

r)
>
"

2.164

M

TABLE XIII-SOIL PROFILE WATER STORAGE (mm). 1983 LONG RAINS

Plot No.
Treatment
Pit. pop./ha
Soil depth (crfi)

30

J. Day

Date

46
61
82
90
96
115
124
131
138
145
145
158

IS Feb.
2 May
23
31
6Apr.
25
4 Mav
11
18
25
25
7

92
63
76
73
72
79
82
78
76
76
74

o5

I

2

Maize
20,000
60

Unit plot
30
60
90

l6O

137
148
145
144
1-19
155
151
147
147
145
131

90

21
lq4
20204
203
208
215
210
207
207

217
-1
-0
'0
h9
82
74
73

72
71

20o

70

190

69

-7
143
141
140
139
151
148
145
144
144
142
139

148
219
216
215
213
223
227
224
221
221
218
214

Maize
mulch
20.000
30
60
90

30

69
113
110
110
10q
121
123
119
116
116
115
112

167
57
55
54
52
65
61
57
K7
55
52

221
57
55
55
54
o7
62
58
56
56
56
55

112
179
i76
176
176
18,
196
59
189
189
187
182

4

5

6

Maize
20,000
60

Unit piot
30
60
90

Unit plot
-

56
-

-

90

66
-

64
62
62
62
78
70
142
64
64
64
63

79
137
135
135
134
151
146
227
138
138
138

135

152
220
216
217
214
231
232
58
224
224
221
217

30

60

90

232
58
53
53
,53
71
62
127
.56
56

72
126
119
118
118
140
133
208
122
124

142
204
197
194
194
215
214

56

122

55

121

199
203
199
198

z

j
Total

2.261

J. Day

1.831

623

2.451

2,245

z

7

8

Q

10

1

12

>

Maize + mulch
20.000
60
90
30

Mlaize
20,000
60

30

Maize
20,000
60

90

Unit plot
90
30
60

Maize + mulch
20.000
60
90
30

c

90

Maize + mulch
20,000
30
(.0
90

Plot No.
Treatment
Plt. pop./ha
Soil depth (cm)

2,411

30

Date

78

46
61
82
90
96

IS Feb.
2 Mar.
23
31
6Apr.

71
67
61
61
61

130
137
130
127
128

197
216
2C-9
206
206

74
68
62
60
5_z

125
128
122
119
113

1 5
182
181
178
1l

76
66
55
54
55

137
136
120
116
117

202
209
1Q2
188
188

9
73
67
o4
64

136
134
130
127
127

195
193
191
187
188

79
70
66
67
66

154
146
142
142
141

240
234
228
231
227

62
57
S
56

154
135
129
127
126

220
216
208
206
203

115
124
131
138
145
158

25
25
11
18
25
7Jun.

77
*70
67
o4
63
55

144
146
141
!38
135
124

219
231
225
221
217
203

61
71
ob
60
57
55

114
124
120
114
106
103

169
178
1-5
169
160
156

6t
"0
65
63
60
57

125
142
136
132
129
122

194
219
314
210
206
197

74
77
70
67
62
57

134
142
136
132
128
117

195
203
197
194
191
179

77
72
70
68
68
67

152
150
148
147
147
145

237
238
236
235
235
232

77
67
62
60
59
54

147
146
139
134
134
125

221
231
224
217
217
205

Total

2,350

1,8q4

2,219

2.113

2,573

2,368

>
z
>
7

<
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Days after planting
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80
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20
1
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,,

100
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120

'

0 - 90 cm depth

230

210
-

.

Follow

*.----. Maize
o---o Maize + Mulch

19( 

E
170

-A-

C

field capacit%

C

0 - 60 cm depth

0

150
180
o130

150
!10
,
106

---

I

103

,

I

,

I

120 E

0-30 cm depth

E

90
90

90

fietd

planting date
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70

t.

20
-30
5~~~

0
Fig. 7.
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60
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Days after planting
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Days after planting
250 2 5
20
40i60
T - ---80 - , 100
120
I
V."field 'capacity
17
o---o Maize + Mulch
0 - 90 cm depth
2.--0.
Maize ,,i---.
230
.-- 4Fallow
4.
Followl

210/

190'

170
E

I
-"field capacity

C

) - 60cm depth

0,

, 130
-12/.

"11 110

,

-i

planting date
21 Feb. 1983

,

i

I

,

i-4I120

2

90 .
E
E
60 8

0-30cm depth

90
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70

-30
50,~

0
Fig. 8.
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100

120

Soil water content as aftected by treatment, soil depth, and rain during the 1983 long rains
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TABLE XIV-SOIL PENETROMETER READINGS (THE 1982 LONG RAINS VALUES ARE MEANS OF SIX
REPLICATIONS. THE REST ARE MEANS OF FOUR REPLICATIONS.)
1983

1982
Treatments
Dace fallow
Maize
Maize + mulch

L.R.
(kg/cm2 )

Sig.
(kg,'cm2 )

S.R.
(kg/cm2 )

Sig.
(kg/cm)

L.R.
(kg/cm2 )

Sig.
(kg/cm2 )

0.14
1.04
-

0.1

0.29
1.23
0.99

.05

0.13
0.15
0.16

NS

(SLEMSA) model to predict mean annual soil loss
from sheet erosion. Lal (1976 a, b), working on
Alfisols in western Nigeria, reported better
COl'relation coefficient of runoff and soil loss with
the A1 30 index than with either E130 or KE>25.
The A1 30 index is the product of total rainfall
amount (A) and pe - L , orm intensity (30). In the
.raingauge data, Fournier
absence of reco
(i960) related a .. ,afall distribution coefficient
(C) to suspended sediment loads in African rivers.
He defined C as p/P where p is mean raiat'all for
the wettest month of the year and P the mean
annual rainfall. This index can only predict erosion wvhen the suspended sediment load of a river
is related to the soil loss for a whole watershed.
Arnoldus (1980) proposed a modification of'

(1978) reported that no detailed analyses of rain
fall erosivity and soil loss had been made in East
Africa.

Fournier's p 2 /P value. With 1 pi 2 /P in which
I is annual preciprecipitation and
pi is monthly
pi s onhlyprciitaio
aidP
pitation, he obtained a correlation coefficient of
this index and El 3 0 for 14 West
between
0.83
raingaugcstations.
African

1983. During this time, 35 runoff events occurred
of the measured
plots.
from
each was
after eac:h storm by
Runoff
eca tor
tfter
measurin
of the run evnt,
the the size
tading
tanlks, depending onl size of the runoff event,
and converting to m 3 with a calibration curve

In East Africa, Othieno (1975, 1977) at Kericho, Kenya, studied the influence of difierent
tea-cultivation practices oi runoff and soil
erosion and found that rainfall intensity was
significantly correlated with erosion losses, but it
was included in a multiple regression with runoff
and per-cent groundcover to predict soil loss.
Rainfall intensity, runoff and per-cent ground
cover were reported to account for as much as
86% of the variability :n soil erosion. Significant
amounts of erosion wete recorded only when tile
rainfall intensity exceeded about 20 nan/hr. In
Tanzania, Temple (1972) collected data on runoff
and soil erosion while studying different cropping
practices. In a coffee experiment at Lyamungu,
runoff and erosion were produced when rainfall
amounts exceeded about 45 mm and the average
intensity exceeded 20 mm/hr.

between depth and volume for the appropriate
can or tank. Samples were taken for laboratory
analysis of the s'-dinient in suspensior; in mg/I
following the procedures of Brakensiek, Osborn
and Rawls (1979). For big runoff events, the
water was decanted down to about 4 mm of the
sludge level. Soil loss was determined by mcasur
ing the sludge deptb, co-werting to m3 with the
appropriate calibration curve, and sampling for
labor,,tory analysis of the sediment ccncentration
inmg/I according to the procedures of Brakensiek
et al. (1979). The sludge volume was sujtracted
from the rnnoff volume in determining actual
runoff.
The slopes of runoff plots 2, 5 and 11 are
respectively 7.4, 8.0 and 9.5". Consequently,
the t/ha soil loss for plots 2, 5and II was adjusted
by using LS factors 0.51, 0.57 and 0.73 respec

Apart fiom the above two studies, Moore

tively, according to procedures developed by

12

The objectives of our study were to evaluate
and compare several individual storm erosivity
been developed in tropical
cI1.."ators that have
limpates and elsewhere using soil-loss data from
ruof plots in Kenya. A soil-erodibility factor
value is also estimated using these data.
Expet imental Data
The collection of runoff and soil loss data from
three plots (Nos. 1, 5 and 11), which were estab
lished and maintained in continuous fallow as
described by Wischmeier and Smith (1978), was
as
yr m ei and Smith (
nced
May

228

conducted from 29 March

1982 through

RUNOFF AND SOIL EROSION FOR AN ALFISOL IN KENYA
TABLE XV-RAINFALL, RUNOFF, AND SOIL LOSS FOR FALLOW PLOTS

Julian day

Soil loss
(t/ha)

Runoff
(mm)

Rainfall
(mm)

Kinetic
energy
(MJ/ha)

1982
88
92
93
126
128
290
294
295
296
313
315
317
318
320
322
325
326
328
329
330
331
3,2
335
336
337
338
341

1.31
0.08
0.23
1.92
17.17
0.014
0.00-1
2.03
0.001
0.77
0.52
0.09
1.01
0.01
0.03
0.43
0.52
0.81
7.72
1.76
0.13
14.36
0.05
2.47
4.84
0.39
0.01

4.2
0.5
1.5
4.6
7.3
0.1
0.4
11.0
0.1
1.3
0.9
0.8
12.2
0.3
1.0
5.6
3.8
6.5
14.0
13.1
1.7
13.2
0.7
6.4
11.3
1.7
0.6

31.0
7.3
14.7
27.5
31.0
23.3
12.5
34.0
14.2
22.7
17.1
9.5
33.7
6.0
10.2
13.3
11.5
20.0
39.7
32.2
12.3
34.5
11.8
19.5
29.8
9.9
11.0

1983
5
45
48
49
50
51
113
116

0.07
39.41
0.05
0.11
0.05
0.001
6.43
0.51

0.4
53.1
0.6
4.7
0.8
0.1
16.1
2.9

9.3
102.68
4.8
17.3
7.3
3.7
57.7
20.0

Max. rainfall intensity
(amm/h)
15 rin

30min

0.91
2.99
5.67
5.72
3.86
2.22
7.66
1.43
4.22
3.94
1.74
6.01
0.68
2.28
2.84
3.00
5.47
7.20
4.84
2.19
6.70
1.62
3.40
0.37
1.19
2.07

6.8
26.0
32.0
22.0
20.0
20.0
44.0
5.6
19.2
24.0
17.2
28.0
6.8
9.6
24.0
28.0
36.0
-10.0
44.0
12.0
20.4
6.0
10.0
20.4
12.0
9.2


3.4
14.8
27.0
15.0
15.8
15.0
22.0
4.0
15.6
14.0
10.6
18.6
4.0
4.8
15.8
18.0
26.0
33.0
22.0
6.0
13.2
6.0
14.0
18.6
8.0
6.4

1.68
20.t)8
0.40
0.87
1.27
0.70
12.75
3.31

24.0
64. 0
8.0
18.0
9.6
12.0
52.0
15.2

12.0
44.0
4.0
16.0
4.8
6.0
42.0
8.0

Wischrncier and Smith (1978), where L
length
of slope in metres and S = per-cent slope. This
was done so that the amount of soil loss would
correspond to that which would have occurred
from a 22 m plot on a 9% slope (unit plot).

kinetic energy, 15- and 30-min intensities, rain
fall amount, and duration were obtained from a
Dines Tropical Recording Raingauge at the
station's meteorological centre, located 600 m
from, and at the same elevation as, the runoff

Total precipitation was recorded daily at 0830
hours by averaging the millimetres of rain collected by three non-recording raingauges mounted on cedar posts spaced 50 m apart along the
line of runoff plots. These were 5-cm circular,
plastic, self-reading raingauges. Each storm's

plots. The resolution of the recording-raingauge
chart was not adequate for accurate determina
(ion of the 5-min rain intensities.
The non-recording raingauges were first
checked with the recording gauge at the metero
rological centre. A paired "t" test of the varia
229
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tion between gauges in amounts recorded was
non-significant. A paired "t" test of the rainfall
variations between tiletwo locations for 46
storms was also not significant. Therefore, the
data from the recording raingauge was considered representative of the rainfall characteristics for the runoff plot site.
Rainfall, runoff, and soil-loss data for each of
the storms used in this study are shown in Table
XV. The soil-loss and runoff values shown arc
averages of adjusted values for the three fallov,
plots.
EIrosi,,itv Factors

;It'IIAL ISSUIF

Hudson (1971) found the KE>25, mentioned
earlier, to be more appropriate than E130 for
tropical and subtropical rainfall, so it is also
included. The 130 value is not required for
calculating KE>25, which is an advantage in
areas with limited rainfall data.
The factor EIA (Foster et
al., 1982) is defined
as the product of tile
130 and the souare root of
the product of the rainfall and runoff volumes.
This factor is similar to 1-.10. The difference
between them is the duration over which 130 is
assumed to he effective. For El3 the effective
duration is the entire storm. For EIA it is the
duration of runoff.

The 13 erosivity factors that were chosen for
study included several of those outlined by
SULITS ANI )IS(CUSSION
Fosterer al. (1982), some of which are under
going study in the tropics (Lal, 19 76a), aud ErosA'11 ' Facior
1
Hudson's (1971) factor.
Frosivity-factors, were
each
runThe simplest factor was rainfall amount (A),
ff-producivustorm
for evaluated
ach runofffor
plot.
Simple
which
is
a
basic
variable
related
to the two major
linear regression was used to lit the crosivi,
erosive agents,
raindrop
-and(surface
erosve
rindop
gens, impact
nipct ai~lsurace
factors to tihe soil-loss data for each plot and
runoff. It was included even though Wischmcier
:
r
le sls
a
o in [able
and
1
and Smith (1958) report that it is generally a poor
index. Runoff amount (RO)was included for tile
'(e simplest factor, rainfall amount (A),
same reason as rainfall. Another single erosivity
proved to be one of the best crosivity factors,
factor which Wischmeier vt ti.(1958) found to be
ha' irtt,
a coefficient (if
determination (r 2 ) of' 0.60i.
most closely related to erosion is the kinetic
Foster vt (I.(1982), in a similar study tor se'vcral
energy of' the rain (F), expressed in mcgajoules
U.S. stations, iund that r2 for rainfall aloull
per hectare (MI/ha). But even this has consideralone ranged from 0.11 to (.53. Wischmeier and
able unexplained variation and by itself is not
Soiith (1958) alo found it to be a poor crosivity
considered a ,ood indication of erosive potential.
factor. Ioose (1973), hiowever, found soil loss in
Maximum rainfall intensities (115 and 130) occurtile
Ivory Coast to lie significantly related to rain
ring respectively in any 15- and 30-rin period
fall
amout. Total storm kinetic energy, F, iso
during a storm were evaluated because raindrop) proved to be a relatively good erosivity factor,
erosion increases with intensity (Wischmeier and
having an r 2 of 0.0,4. When total kinetic energy
Smith. 1978). Therefore, each of these indexes
was related to rainfall amounts for the storms
indicates tie prolonged peak rates of detachment
studied here, tile
resulting relation had an r2 of
and runoff. Ti1c squares of' It5 and 130were also
0.97, indicating that nearly all variations in total
evaluated, as Foster and Meyer (1975) report that
energy calt be accotmied for bv rainfall amount.
t:icv are strongly correlated with interrill sources For this reason, rainfall amount and total storl
of cr sioin.
kintetic energy, when used as an erisivity factor,
A compiound parameter formed by the product
produced similar restlts.
oftwo or more single erosivity factors is often tie
The best single variable erosivity factor was
best estimator of soil loss. The products of the
storm-runoff volume (RO), with an r2 of 0.71.
kinetic energy of a storm and its 15- and 30-min
Even though RO is quite good, it is difficult to
intensity (El 15 and E13 0 )arc two examples. Their
use because, for soil-loss prediction purposes,
disadvantage is that the computation of' cacti is
runoff volume would also have to be estimated.
fairly involved and requires more detailed rainfall
The poorest single variable erosivity factor; arc
records than exist in several parts of the world.
Ilsand 10, having r 2 of 0.35 and 0.36, respec
The compound parameters (Alls and Al 30 ), the
tively. When 11 and 130 were used, the r 2 values
products of the amount of a storm and, respecimproved only slightly, to 0.51 and 0.,49 re
tively, its 15- and 30-nin intensity, are indices
spectively. These variables were chosen because
that are easier to compute but ignore the inFoster (1982) suggests that interrill erosion rates
fluence of kinetic energy on erosion.
are highly dependent on the square of rainfall
23(0
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TABLE XVI-REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND COEFFICIENTS OF DFI'ERMINATION, AND STANDARD
ERROR FOR VARIOUS EROSIVITY EXPRESSIONS

Erosivit, factor

a

h

rj

Std. e', -or (t/ha)

-4.81
-1.40

0.66
0.71

4.49
4.13

1. aA* + b
2. aRO + b

0.33
0.66

3. aE + b

0.0015

-3.84

0.64

4.68

0.33
0.45
0.0062
0.012
0.020
0.26

-4.92
-4.51
-1.93
- 1.55
-0.56

0.35
0.36
0.51
0.49
0.5i

6.29
6.24
5.45

-1.18
- 1.11
- 1.35
1.26
-0.60

0.71
0.69
0.73
0.72
0.75

4. aljs- b
5. alj1 + b
6. a(I01 _ + b
7. a (1())' + b
8. a(KE>25) + b
9. aElts b
10. aEll 4 b
11. aAl1s + b
12. aA Io -1 ,J
13. aEIA + b

0.35
0.0054
0.0075
0.011

5.55

5.31
4.19
4.26
4.07
4.16
3.87

*Definition of symbols: RO
runoff amount; A
rainfall amount (depth); F = kinetic energy of the rain; I
maximunm 30-nin intensity; I11= maxinurn 15-min intensity; El1 : USLE rainfall erosivity index; El1 5 =
kinctic energy X maxinmunt I5-nain intensity KE>25 = kinetic energyy falling at intensities of more than 25
m n/ hr.

intensity. The KE >25 factor did not prove as

the

efficient as Hudson (1971)

0.902:

found it to be in

following

relationship,

having

an r2 of

Zimbabwe.

El 3 0 = 9.00 A - 97.4
121
The four compound erosivity factors involving where A is expressed in nut. Equation [2] in
rainfall variables only, Ells, El 0 , Alls, Al., ali dicates that an excellent estimatc of EI- 0 can be
2
produced good results, having r ranging from
0.62 to 0.73. Foster et al. (1982) in their analyses made using rainfall volume. For rainfall amounts
had r2 ranging from 0.35 to 0.83 for EI 3 0and from less ',han 10.8 mam, equation 121 indicates that
.l 3 0 is zero or negative, and therefore no erosion
0.23 to 0.79 for Al30 . Lal (1976c) fouttd tha At
l b estit ated. ntsh ctaong of'T able XV
'. reea(
was a better erosivity factor for Nigeria than El
lie also showed that E13 0/100 in customary
reveals that 10 storms having a total E130 Of
82.4 M.IPha.h produced ,oil loss and would be
English units had the same alu;yas Alal0 in omitted. However, the total amount of soil
2
C /r. This enables soil erodibility vales "is involved is only 0.77 t/ha. During the 1.5 years of
defined by Wishneier and Smith (1978) to be rainfall data, tree storms, each over I0.8 mm
used with Al 3 o without magnitude adjustment as
an fall
59.7
t
m ,
ov e any r 
a result of different erosivity units. A similar and totalling 59.7 hamdid not produce any run
analysis for the data in this study indicates that off. These would have been added to those
a one-to-one relton between the two factors
stortos producing soil loss tsing the criteria
does not exist.
implied from eqtation 121
Cnmputation of El 30 is a fairly involved pro- Soil ErodibilitY
ceLtre, in which a rainstorm is subdivided into
periods of constint intensity (Wishmeier and
tisiig ite data from Table XV, tile average soil
Smith, 1978). Foster and Meyer (1975) suggest erodibility factor for the Alfisol at Katumani is
that El 3 0 is linearly
related
is much
simlertocmpue.
he to
a Al
egrssin
Ihis units
dne tt.0314
corresponds
to 0.24 t.hta.h/ha.M..nt.
in customary English
(CEU).
30 , whichws
simpler to compute. When a regression was done
EI-Swaify et a. (1982) report soil erodibilities in
here, the following relationt resulted, having an
CEU ranging from 0.69 in New York (Wischmbicier
r2 of 0.992:
and Smith, 1978) tj 0.14 in Indonesia (Bols,
E130 = 0.206 A130 - 3.9
[1 1978). Roose (1977) reports that the K values of

three West Africa Altisols are aI 0.25.

where units of Ell, are MJ/mm/ha.h and Ali()
are mm 2 /h. Further analysis of the data revealed

Barber et al. (1979) evaluated soil erodibilites
231
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for two Kenyan soils using a rainfall simulator
on small plots having dimensions of 1.08 m by
1.40 m. One of the soils they investigated was
an Allisol located near Katurnani In the vicinity
of the present runoff-plot site. Five replications
of three storms having intensities of 25, 50 and
100 mm/h were applied for various durations
such that a total of 50 mm of rainfall were applied
for each treatment. Each set of runs was applied
to both a dry and a wet-soil state. Calculated soil
rodibilitis in CEU range from 0.03 for the
lowest storm intensity on a dry soil to 0.60, which
occurred with the middle storm intetsity on wet
soil, calculated
soil. The crodibility in CEU for tile
from the average credibility for all the storms,
w as0.24,
arae
wrains
was 0.24-, identical with thle estimate obtained in
this study.
(ONCt. USION.S

Figure 9 shows the relation between the soilcrodibility factor and magnitude of storm soil
oss. The figure indicates that the soil-credibility

0.6

A
.-

0.5
t9

2

4
0

variable is a good erosivity factor. Other factors
involving both rainfall and runoff werc better but
create the additional problem of estimating run
off volumes. A regression equation was de
ve loped relating El 30 to rainfall amount. For the
studied, the relationship uxplaincd over
90% of tile
variance in the crosivity factor. The
reasons
that Ell 0 correlates well with
storm
rainfall amount in this part of Kenya arc that total
energy is directly related to storm rainfall volume
(Foster et al., 1982) and that 130 is relatvely
uniform for every storm, as shown in Table 20.
The equation also indicates a rainfall anilount
threshold value of 10.8 mm, below which soil loss
would not be estimated.

0.07 to 0.55 for storms prodtcing soil los'i
under
I t/ha and over I0t/ha, respectively.

.
o0.3-

(ContotLring Effects oii Soil Loss

U
a

It is well known that contour tillage reduces
both runoff and erosion. The supporting-practices
factor, P,in the USI.E reflects the effects on soil
loss of conservation practices such as contouring,
strip cropping, terraces, and contoured irrigation
P is the rato of 11loss for a spccific
practice compared with the soil loss using up and
downhill farming.

Meg.

_

Z,
Z 0.2
"6
0
SfLrrows.
0.1-

Contouring is most effective on slopes in the 3
to 8% range (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). As
land slope decreases, contour-row grades ap
proach land slope, so that tile P-factor ratio
approaches the value of 1.0. As slope steepness
increases, tilewater-holding capacity of the
tillage marks, etc., on the contour decreases and
again the P-factor ratio approaches 1.0.
Effectiveness of contouring is also influenced
by slope length. As slope length increases the

2
0
<1

1-2
2-10
>10
Storm soil loss (tons/ha)
5
6
22
67
Percentage of total soil toss

Fig. 9.

factor values range from an average of 0.07 for
storms producing soil losses of less than I t/ha to
0.55 for storms producing soil losses greater
than 10 t/ha. Figure 9 also shows percentages of
toial soil loss in each categ.ory. These range from
5% for storms causing losses of less than 1 t/ha
to 67% for storms causing soil losses of over 10
t/ha.
Fr the Kenya coritions studied, the El30

The soil-crodibility factor for tie Alfisol Iocacd
at Katumani was letermined at 0.031.1 t.ha.h/
lha.M.J.mm. This corresponds to a value of'0.24 in
customary English units. This value agrees well
with previous work conducted rising a rainfall
simulator on small plots. The soil crodibility
factor varied considerably, depending on the
magnitude of tile
soil loss. The range was from

C
,-

E

SI'ICIAI. ISSIE

Relatioi otavcrage soil crodibility and amount
of soil loss
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chances of row breakover increase. When row
breakover occurs on mechanical works such as
contouring, large amounts of erosion can occur
because runoff is concentrated at points of failure
(Hudson, 1971). Information on slope-length
limits and values for the P factor have been
quantified and presented by Wischmeier and
Smith (1978) and are shown in Table XVII.

efficiency of the contoured rows in retaining
water and soil is less in the field than on a narrow
contoured plot. The. values shown in Table XVII
reflect this loss of efficiency under field condi
tion... Because of these differences, it is felt that
the P-factor values observed here from a small
quantity of data are directly comparable to those
used in the USLE for U.S. management condi
tions.

TABLE XVII--P.FACIOR VALUES AND
SLOPE-LENGTH LIMITS FOR CONTOURING (FROM
WISCHMEIER ANI) SMITH, 1978)

COVER.MANAtEMENIEFFECT ON SOIL LOSS

Land
5slope
(%)
1-2
3- 5
6-8
9- 12
13-- 16
17-20
21-25

11factor
vale
0.60
0.50
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

Maximum
length
(l)

Estimates of t e C factor at this stage ;irc
simple arithmetic means of the soil loss for a
specified cover and management condition and
that for bare fallow.
Table XVIII shows the C-factor values calcu

120
90
60
35
25
20
15

lated over the four seasons shown for maize a lone
ont mIouldboard ploughing and no-till and to aii r
with 3 t/ha maize residue on the soil surface after
planting. Using the limited data available, the
C factor for maize alone on ploughed ground is
0.82. Roose (1977) in West Africa indicates that
maize had an annual average C factor rangin;
from 0.4 to 0.9.

TABLEI- XVIII--CROI)IlN(i-MANAGEIMINT :A(it'II(
EVALIUATIONS TIJtlOUGIH FOUR SEASONS
(1981-83)

The data collected from the treatments established during the 1981 long rains permit calculation of the P factor for contouring. During this
season, six replicates of maize planted on the
contour and maize planted up and downhill were
initiated. As can be seen froni Table XX, five
storms producing soil-loss were experienced
during the season. Runoff on Julian Days 96,
127, 133, and 135 did not produce soil loss.
The average soil loss for those plots planted up
and downhill was 67.4 t/ha and that for plots on
the contur was 44.4 t/ha after standard adjustments were made for slope length and ste,'pness.
Because the crop on each plot was maize and
subjected to identical rainstorms, the only
difference among the plots was row direction.
The average P factor for the season was calcu
lated as the ratio of the contour plot average to
the up and downhill plot average or 0.66. Cornparison of this value with Table XVII using the
average slope steepnesses for the plots shown in
an earlier table revealed that the derived P-factor
value was close, but slightly higher than that
recommended.

Adjutd soil osses It/ha)

Bare
Season
fallow
. .....
.. .....
1981 LIZ
77.6
1982 I.Z
15.7
1982 SR
126.7
1983 LIZ
57.5
Mean C
1.00
factor

'lowed
.
67.4
1W.0
0.82

Mai/c
No-till
.
.

Maizc
w/rcsiduc
.-

.1.2
13.5
13.5

40,0
1.9

0.24

0.23

For no-till maize with the residue removed, the
estimated C factor is 0.24, which is very close to
that for maize with 3 t/ha residue added (0.23).
These values are about 28% of that for maize
alone with mouldboard ploughing. Mitchell and
Bubenzer (1980) indicate that for U.S. conditions
the C factor for continuous maize with the residue remaining and no tillage ranges from 20
to 29% of that for continous maize using mould
board ploughing. The higher value is for a
moderate productivity level and the lower for
a high productivity level.

This is understandable because on the narrow
plot (3 m) it is possible to place the rows nearly
perfectly ott the contour. In a field that has been
contoured, it is not practical to ascertain that the
rows are perfectly on the contour. As such, the
233
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The C factor values obtained here, though not
yet statistically valid, are within the ranges
quoted by various sources throughout the world,
More detailed analysis of C factors using soil-loss
ratios and erosivity distribution needs to be conducted when tie crop growth and climatic data
become available,
F'ffects of Contouring and Tillage on Runoff
Runoff, in addition to soil erosion, is affeiled
by contouring and tillage. If the soil surface is
rough, more water is temporarily stored in
depressions for infiltration. The same is true
when tillage tool marks are on the contour,
When crop residues are lcI't on the soil surface,
they improve infiltration and decrease runoff by
two methods. First, the presence of residue
increases the hydraulic roughness of the soil
surface, decreasing the runoff velocity. This

SPECIAL. ISSUF

creates more opportunity for infiltration to occur.
Secondly, the residues abscrb much of the forces
created by raindrop impact. When raindrops
strike tile soil surface, impacting forces break soil
aggregates into primary soil particles. When clay
is present, these particles fill voids between
aggregates at stme small depth, creating a
surface seal. The seal, ranging up to 1 cm in
thickness, has a greatly reduced hydraulic
conductivity, retarding infiltration and increasing
runoff. During dry periods, such crusts are still
plainly in evidence but often contain cracks due
to the shrinking action of drying clay. However,
upon rewetting the cracks shut quickly and the.
seal is re-formed.
'Table XIX shows the average seasonal runoff
quantities for four seasons beginning with the
long rains of 1981. The short rains of 1981 are
absent, as they were small and did not produce
any runoff.

IAILE XIX---Mit:ASUR1I) MEAN SEASONAL RUNOFF FOR VARIOUS
'I'II.ATMENTS FOR FOUR SEASONS
Season

Treatments
Maize

Signiticalce

1981 ER

Chisel
67
.3mm
Up
and
downhill
72
.9mm

t982 R

Fallow
16.8 mm

Maize
No-till
14.5 mm

NS

Fallow
t103.3 mm

Maize
W/ResidtIc
19.9 ni

0.1

32.5mm

.01

1981 L.R

1982 SR
1t983 ER
*,i n

8

-mm

W/O Residue

92.6 mr *
56.7 inm

Mouldtoard
68.7mm
Con toured
63.1 mm

NS
.01

nfmeans connected !)Ythe Same line are not significantly different
at the 5% level t probability by Duncan's

MutIiplc Range

Test.

During the 1981 long rains, the comparison of'
maize with chisel ploughing and mouldboard
ploughing was made along with comparisons for
up and downhill tillage versus contouring. Table
XIX indicates that there was no significant differ.nicc between types of tillage. The degree of
surface sealing and subsidence of the soil surface
and tilled layer was apparently similar for both
treatments and the net result was no runoff
differences. Howevcr, the difference between the
amounts of runoff for contouring versus up and
234

downhill tillage was significant at the I per cent
level, with the contouring giving less runoff.
The 1982 long rains provided a comparison
between bare fallow and no-till maize. Both run
off values are small and not significantly differ
ent. During the 1982 short rains and the 1983
long rains, comparisons were made among
fallow, maize without applied residue, and maize
with 3 t/ha of maize residue applied. The results
for the 1982 short rains indicate no difference

IRUNOIF AND SOIL LROSION FOR AN AI.FISOL IN KENYA

treatments for the 1983 long rains were all
significantly different at the I per cent level.
Fallow was tile highest, with maize without re
sidue next, and maize with residue added the
lowest.

between the fallow and maize without residue at
either the 5 or I per cent level. However, maize
with residue was significantly lower, having a
value of 49.9 mm or about half that of the other
two treatments. Runoff differences among the

TA BLE XX-HYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RECORDED STORMS DURING THE MONITORING
2
PERIOD (IONSET OF LONG RAINS; ONSET OF SIORT RAINS)

Julian
day
4
44
45
49
72
73
761
77
77
'78
79
81

Storm
length
(hrs)
-

10.7
2.6
0.2
4.5

3.3
6.0

82

-

83

-

84

2.5
5.2
4.7
6.8
1.3
2.0
7.8
4.3
0.8
0.9
1.0
3.0
2.3
5.6
6.0
0.2
2.1
2.1
-

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
90
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
108
114
115
116
122

123
125

126
127

--

0.9
-

0.5
.0.8

Run off
Rain
(rru)

(mm)

(%)

Alit.
moist.
(um)

Kinetic
energy

Intensities
(mm/hr)
30

l

0

-

)

.28.0
28.0
-

10.7
0.3
0.5
9.9
0.6
0.8
5.2
2.0
22.4
0.1
11.1
39.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.43

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17

0.8
0.8
0
0.6
1.4
6.6
8.6
30.4
29.7
30.8

0

74.6

1

0
0
,
0
8.43
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.23
0
0
0
34.81
0
0
10.80
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

51.6

0

52.6

...

0
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
37
0
0
57
0
0
0
0
0
0

49.7
66.7
36.7
67.1
78.6
73.7
59.9
64.9
40.0
30.2
30.2
29.2
18.5
15.7
18.3
16.4
111.7
112.1
115.,I
129.6
29.2

22.0
6.0
34.0
20.0
4.0
2.0
7.2
4.0
6.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
8.0
16.8
70.0
1.6
2.0
42.4

14.6
5.0
23.0
11.6
1.6
2.6
4.0
2.,A
5.6
4.2
3.0
3.5

4.2
10.0
69.8
0.8
2.4
31.8

-

-

I.4

8.2
17.0
9.0
31.8
12.6
3.3
3.2
14.0
6.9
2.8
3.3
2.2
13.0

0.5
4.8
11.1
95.3
0.4
.3.8
19.0
6.0
0.2
0.4
2.6
1.5
1.0

0

0

0.4
3.0
0

0.3

0

0

4.4

1.0
1.3



10.0
10.0
-

-

-

-

6.4
2.0
14.6
6.0
41.2

79
43
434

-


339
142
637
230
60
44
228
100
.50
76
33
234
76
192
2347
9
59
421


-

-

6.0
-


4.0
-

-

-

9.0


94

0

0

0.2

0

0

5.7

-

-

13.0

0

0

5.9

50.0

26.0

235

236
236



-

10.0
4.0
14.4
6.0
56.0

E
(J/n1)


196
828



-

50


-
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Table 20 Cont.

Storm
length
(hrs)

Rain
(mm)

(mm)

(%)

Ant.
moist.
(mm)

127
128
128
129
130
133
134
134
135
139

1.3
1.4
1.5
4.1

2.4
1.5
1.0
27.8

0.09
0
0
10.27

4
0
0
37

18.9
20.3
21.8
22.5

140
150
192
195
196
217
218
230
231
238
239

-

256

2.2

0.1
4.5

271

-

2.7

14.7

.Julian
day

-

7.3
0.3
0.2
1.4
2.5

Run off

3.0

115

E
(J/m 2 )

130

4.0
2.0
1.6
60.0

2.0
2.4
1.8
34.2

30
15
12
615

0

0

50.3

-

-

-

0.36
0
0
0.03
0

2
0
0
1
0

30.6
50.9
52.9
25.3
30.9

11.2
8.0
0.8
8.0
7.2

7.8
4.0
0.4
7.4
3.8

390
38
24
108
44

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.1
0
0
0.2
0.4
0
0.2
0
0.2
0
0.4

-

-

-

0

0

0

9.2

5.6

0

0

0

-

-

22.8
2.0
0.2
5.9
3.2
1.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.4

Kinetic
energy

Intensities
(mm/hr)

-

-

83

0

0

0

-

292
293
297

-

-

-

4.9
3.4
0.2

0
0
0

0
0
0

2982

-

0
4.9
8.3

-

31.5

-

0

-

0

299
312

3.6

-

-

2.8
0.7

-

0
0

-

0
0

31.7
0

-

-

-

281

314

3.3

22.3

0

0

0.7

315

-

0.2

0

316
317

0

0.2
1.9

23.0

2.1
10.9

-

0
0

0
0

23.2
25.3

7.2
16.0
-

34.0

32

438

-

-

4.2
10.0

47
207

318

-

1.8

0

320
320

0

35.5

2.1
2.8

5.9
7.6

-.

0
0

-

0
0

15.0
20.9

7.2
10.8

321

4.2
5.8

-

104
137

0.2

0

0

323
323

28.3

0.5
0.1

-

2.8
0.2

-

0
0

-

0
0

15.5
18.3

324
329

8.0
0.8

-

6.0
0.4

0.4
0.2

0
0

0
0

339

16.7
0.4

6.1

-

28.9

-

0

0

340
341
349
350
351
352

-

0

1.3
1.6
0.6
0.4
2.8
1.4

0
0
0
0
0
0

353

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.7

28.9
30.2
.
0.6
1.0
3.8

7.1

0

0

5.2

355
356

-

0.6
1.8

0
0

357

0
0

1.2

11.6

0

363

-

0.2

0

20.0

15.0

55
3
-

558

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16.8

8.4

151

11.7
11-9

-

-

0

-

10.9

16.0

0

0

236

-

12.0
-

-

-

246
-
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Table20 Cont.

Julian
Julian
day

Storm
length
(firs)

365

Run off
Rain
(ram)

(mm)

(M)

Ant.
moist.
(mm)

0.5

5.0

0

0

0.2

-

0.1
0.4

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

0.4
0
0

2.0
4.0
8.4

Kinetic
energy
E
(0/m')

(mm/hr)
Intensities
t5

1y0

20.0

10.4

119

1.0
2.4
5.6

13
45
135

1982
18
41

45
63
871

0.2
0.4
0.8

1.2
2.9
6.7

0
0
0

0
0
0

88

-

31.0

90
91
92
92
93
94
98

4.22

6.8
2.0
1.2
.8
7.8
0.5
0.3

13.6

25.0
6.7
5.0
2.3
14.7
2.0
9.0

6.7

0
0
0
0.50
1.53
0
0

0
0
0
6.8
10.4
0
0

-

0.5

2.6
0.3
5.9
3.4
0.3
0.4

0

7.4
3.0
23.2
b.3
2.7
4.2

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

37.7
62.7
69.4
74.4
39.0
41.0
16.7
11.0
0
7.4
10.4
33.6
31.5
11.0

115
116
117

0.1
1.0
2.3

0.4
5.0
10.8

0
0
0

0
0
0

118
124

6.9
7.3
12.3

-

0.6
1'.0

0
0

0
0

23.1
0

0
16.6
0
0
23.6
0
0
0

1.0
5.3
32.8
36.1
45.1
67.1
32.2
6.4

99

106
107
108
109
113
! 14

I

-

-

_

13.8
3.0
3.4
1.8
14.8
1.6
14.0

466
99
61
30
299
14
175

7.2
11.6
7.2
8.0
14.4
5.6

7.8
5.8
7.8
5.4
7.2
5.0

111
60
355
174
84
45

0.2
04
36.0

0.1
0.3
22.0

200
4.0
6.8
3.6
26.0
3.2
28.0
-

1982

125
126
127
128
128
129
133
134

0.5
1.3
0.4
1.0
2.3
0.2
1.3
0.7

135

-

139

3.5

141

-

144
145
147
172
174
176
181
192
275
279
283
284

1.8
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.7
0.3
0.7
1.1

4.3
27.5
3.3
9.0
22.0
1.2
5.2
6.7
0.6

0
4.56
0
0
7.33
0
0
0
0

0

0.001

0.01

0.3

0

0

4.6
0.5
6.3
1.4
1.1
0.4
4.4
0.5
1.9
1.2
1.5
5.3

17.2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17.5
4.9
5.1
0
1.4
1.1
0
0
0
1.9
1.2
2.7

17.2

11.9

237

7.3

-

__

-

6.0
32.0
6.0
21.2
22.0
2.0
17.6
14.0

9
58
289

-

3.0
27.0
3.0
15.0
14.4
1.0
8.4
9.6

-

62
567
28
174
399
19
245
101

-

-

-

12.8

9.8

238

-

-

6.0
0.4
12.8
4.0
0.9
0.2
5.0
2.0
3.6
2.8
2.0
6.0

6.0
0.2
6.4
2.0
0.4
0.1
3.0
3.0
3.6
1.4
1.0
4.0

_

100
17
128
15
13
9
60
10
31
20
25
96
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Table 20 Cont.

Sturm
Julian

Rijn off

length

Rain

day

(hrs)

(mm)

(mm)

(/)

286
287
288
2892
290
290
291
293
294
295
296
301
303
304
305
306
313
314
315
315
316
317
318
319
319
320
321
321
322
322
323
325
326
326
327
328
329
330
331
331
332
333
335
336
337
338

0.5
1.7
0.3
1.6
1.7
0.4
2.0
1.3
1.7
2.2
2.6
0.6
0.1
0.5
0.3
0.2
2.6
0.7
1.0
1.4
0.1
1.9
4.0
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.2
1.7
1.7
0.3
1.7
1.2
0..I
0.4
0.7
2.3
6.6
5.7
0.2
3.5
8.0
0.1
1.8
3.5
6.7
1.5

2.3
11.8
0.1
8.7
20.3
3.0
9.3
4.3
12.5
34.0
14.2
2.5
0.5
2.8
2.5
0.7
22.7
4.0
11.5
5.6
0.9
9.5
33.7
1.2
0.9
6.0
1.5
5.2
8.7
1.5
5.3
13.3
3.7
7.8
2.1
20.0
39.7
32.2
3.0
9.3
34.5
0.8
11.8
19.5
29.8
9.9

0
0.01
0
0
0
0.12
0.11
0
0.37
10.97
0.10
0
0
0
0
0
1.29
0
0
0.92
0
0.81
12.23
0
0
0.33
0
0.02
0
0.97
0
5.60
0
3.78
0
6.45
14.01
13.05
0
1.71
13.20
0
0.67
6.39
11.32
1.70

0
0.1
0
0
0
0.5
1.2
0
3.0
32.3
1.0
0
0
0
0
0
6.0
0
0
5.4
0
8.5
36.3
0
0
5.5
0
0.3
0
9.5
0
42.1
0
32.9
0
32.3
35.3
40.5
0
13.9
38.3
0
6.0
33.0
38.0
17.2

339

-

0.8

340
341
343
343
344
345
346

0.2
3.1
0.2
0.2
1.0
0.7
0.1

4.0
11.0
1.0
1.1
3.8
6.0
0.5

-

Kinetic
energy

Intensities
(mim/hr)

Ant.
moist.

E

(mm)
6.8
9.1
20.9
19.5
22.9
43.2
46.2
41.4
45.6
49.4
60.1
14.2
2.5
3.0
5.8
8.3
0
0
26.7
38.2
43.6
44.5
54.0
65.2
66.4
63.3
52.2
53.7
58.0
66.7
58.7
28.2
35.5
32.2
40.3
32.3
'16.9
86.6
105.5
114.8
106.3
138.7
79.8
59..4
66.6
61.9

1Io

11

11.2
11.6
0
6.0
20.0
6.0
12.0
5.6
20.0
44.0
5.6
2.8
1.2
2.0
2.0
1.0
19.2
22.7
24.0
10.0
2.8
17.2
28.0
1.6
1.6
6.8
0.4
4.0
9.6
4.0
6.0
24.0
8.0
28.0
3.2
36.0
40.0
44.0
12.0
11.2
20.4
4.0
6.0
16.0
20.4
12.0

(J/nl)

5.6
7.0
0
4.0
15.8
3.0
6.2
2.8
15.0
22.0
4.0
2.0
0.6
2.0
1.8
0.5
15.6
6.0
14.6
7.0
1.4
1(.6
18.6
2.0
1.8
4.0
0.2
2.2
4.8
2.0
3.0
15.8
6.4
18.0
1.6
26.0
33.0
22.0
6.0
!.6
1.2
20
6.0
14.0
18.6
8.0

70
108
0
126
326
60
135
60
222
760
143
16
4
31
15
6
422
3.4
277
117
I1
174
601
10
12
67
19
60
185
43
57
284
82
218
15
547
720
484
70
149
670
22
162
340
637
119

0

0

71.0

-

-

0
0.62
0
0
0
0
0

-

0
5.6
0
0
0
0
0

71.8
60.8
25.7
26.7
17.9
20.9
26.1

4.0
9.2
2.0
1.6
10.0
7.2
2.0

2.4
6.4
1.0
0.8
5.0
3.2
1.0

48
207
11
6
78
84
9
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Tahe 20 Cotg.

Storm

Julian
day

length
(hrs)

347
349
351
352
355
356

0.7
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.2

0.3

Run off

Rain
(mm)

(rm)

5.1
0.9
0.5
3.1
2.1
0.4

0
0
0
0
0
0

9.3
5.7
0.5
3.8
0.8
0.3
8.3
2.0
102.0
4.8
17.3
7.3
3."/
0.2
5.2
1.2
3.7
6.6
10.8
46.9
4.3
10.7
14.7
20.0
1.3
8.3
6).
7
0.7
2.2
2.8
6.8
2.7
1.5
5.3

0.44
0
t)
0
0
0
0
0.01
53.08
0.59
4.68

IltcHNsifirs
hr.

AmI.(lm

(%)
0
0
0
0

12.4
15.1
6.5
1.5
3.6
5.7

0
0

energy
.
.......

I

moist.
(mm)

I

(I'm')

8,0
-

5.0
-

7.1


-

.-



I0.0
-

5.0
-

80



1983
5
6
I1
15
35
43
441
44
.15
48
49

5(
"
85
80
87
105
12
133
113
114
114
115
1112
117
118
119

123
131
132
130
156
7.1
175

0.5
0.7
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.1
4.4
0.3
7.7
0.3
2.2
0,9
(1.2
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.2
2.6
2.2
1.7
1.0
3.2
0.5
4.7
0.5
3.5
(1.7
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.4
1.2
0.7

O.kI
0.66
0
0
0
0
0
0
10.10
0
0.004
7.83
2.92
0
0.014
0.()5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1
52.0
12.3
27.1
11.3
2.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0.03
53.3
1..
0
0.17
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
7.4
2.4
0.5
0
0
0.3
8.6
10.0
112.6
117.1
124.1
29.4
1
0.2
3.9
0
0
.t0
17.4
0-.3
68.0
79.3
94.10
114.0
1(18.7
59.3

15.0
o
2.2
5.0
0
0
1.5

24.0
8.0
2.0
8.0
2.0
2.0
41.0
8.0
6-1.0
8.0
18.0
12.0
Io
)
,.8
2.0
5.2
11.2
10.0
52.1
10.0
20.0
2-1.0
15.2
2.0
.I.10
10.8
..
3.2
2.-4
) 00
,.41
0.8
12.0

12.0
2.1)
1.
.,.8
1.0
3.8
2.0
,.0
44.4
.4.1)
16.0
4.8
6.0
I
4.,A
1.0
2.0
8O
11.0
-12.0
8..)
11.0
15.0
8.1
2.0
3.0
8..)
.
1.6
1.2
4.0
3.2
0.,4
11.0

I68
41
-

39
74
38
2068
,I)
87
127
70
(1
(,7

7
2t
1"-2
191
108.I
98
236
388
331
21
91
142
30
31
57
3)
19
155
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS IN RELATION
TO EROSION
A.M. Kilewe t
INTRODUCTION
The

hyscalproprtis

o

soi

3fect

its

infiltration capacity and the extent to which it can
be dispersed and transported. Those properties
that influence erosion include soil structure,
texture, organic-matter and moisture content,
and density or
compactness,
as tewellsil.sandy
as chemical
and
chracerisicsof
iolgica
and biological characteristics of the soil.
Soil structure refers to the arrangement of the
soil particles and pore spaces between them
(Marshall, 1962). it includes the size, shape, and
arrangement of the aggregates formed when
primary particles are clustered together into
large separable units. Aggregation has a pronounced effect on such soil properties as erodibility, porosity, permeability, infiltration, and
water-holding capacity. The structure of surface
soil is usually given more attention in relation to
soil erosion than the subsoil structure, since it is
most subject to deterioration under raindrop
impact and poor agricultural practices.
For many y'ears soil scientists have attempted

to relatc the amount of soil erosion as measured
in the field to various physical characteristics of
the soil which can be measured in the la0oratory.
Work on these lines has included, either singly or
in combination, almost every soil property
capable of quantitative measurement (Middleton,
1930; Bouyoicos, 1935; Yoder, 1936; Lutz, 1934;
Ballal, 1954). Some of these studies have been
partly successful in that they have given some
indication of the relative resistance to erosion inherent in different soil types, or have allowed a
comparative assessment of the effects of alternative management practices on a particular soil.
The objective of the present study was to assess
the influence of the physical properties of soil on
its erodibility.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The soil samples used in this study were
collected from soil profiles developed on two
different parent materials at the Katumani

National Dry!aud Research Station (KNDRS),
Machakos and the Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute (KARl), Muguga.
The soils at KNDRS

are
classified
as Ferro-chromic
UNESCO
system).
They are Luvisols
shallow, (FAO/
well
drained, dark reddish-brown, hard when dry,
very friable
when
wet,
sandy clay
loamand
clay at
lower
tending
horizons
to
(Mbuvi
Van de
Weg, 1975; Barberand Thomas, 1979; Kilewe
and Ulsaker, 1983). The KARl soils on the other
hand fall within the Nitosol unit in the FAO/
UNESCO classification. These soils are referred
to as Kikuyu friable clay derived from Tertiary
trachytic lava. This is deep, well drained, dark
reddish-brown clay overlying dark red clay. They
exhibit a deep ciay bulge and deep argillic hori
zon at the lower depths.
At KARl, soil samples were collected on the
farm near the lysimeter, while at KNDRS samples
were collected from field N. At each location
samples were taken at depths of 10, 30, 60, and
100 -:m from four representative sampling areas.
In the laboratory, the soil samples were air
dried and split into four portions for the deter
rination of particle-size distribution, dispersion
ratio, water-stable aggregates (wet sieving), and
degree of aggregation (dry sieving). The portion
tor water-stable aggregate analysis was passed
without forcing through 5 mm and 2 mm sieves.
The portion remaining on the 5 mm and that
passing through the 2 mm sieve were discarded.
A 25 g sample for analysis was taken from the
fraction retained on the 2 mm sieve arid added to
the top of a set of sieves of 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.15
mam, fixed on Endecotts test sieve-shaker model
EFL 2 with wet sieving attachment. The sample
was then wct!td with ,alittle water arid allowed to
stand for ten minutes. The water was turned on
to give a fine spray on the sample and then the
shaker was switched on for 10 minutes. The frac
tion of the sample retained on each sieve at the
end of the shaking time was quantitatively
transferred into weighed evaporating dishes and
oven dried at 1050C to constant mass. The oven

1. This paper was presented for publication with the approval of the Director, Kenya Agricultural Research
InInstitute.
2. Soil physicist, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, P.O. Box 30148, Nairobi, Kenya.
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dried material vas weighed to 0.01 g and expressed as a percentage of the total sample on an
oven-dry basis.
hdermined by
The degree of aggregation was detequantity
dry sieving with a set of sieves with openings
similar to those used in water-stable aggregate
analysis and using 25 g of air-dry sample taken
froi the soil traction passing through the 5 mmga
sieve
Ti e particle-size distrihuti on was determined
by the hydrometer met hod outlined by Day
(1965). A second determination of particle-size
distribution was made using non-chemlicallydispersed samples. The two particle-size distributions were used for the determination of clay
ratio (Cr), dispersion ratio (Dr), erosion ratio
(Er), colloid-moisture equivalent ratio (CMr),
and erosion index (El) as follows:
Sand
%
..(U N".....
Cr
Silt - Clay)
..
_ULSilt + Clay) (dsrsd

Dr

Dispersion ratio
:= Colloidal content moisturc equivalent
ratio

El

...
-:i-t -rti ........
.
l iaY/ h It w c r hotdi fg capacity

Tablc I shows sonie of Ihe important physical
chaiacteristics for KAR I and KNI)RS soils. The
of organic matter contained in so,s is
inportant from nany poits oi'\'iew. With respect
to erotimilit' its greatest effect is on structure.
Thc org'anic fraction of the soil has a reater
capacity, proportionately, for absorbing and
storing water than the mineral
fractioi, but its
most important effect is in forming water-stable
aggregates that increase tie porosity and per
ineabilit of,the soil. Soils of low organic-niatter
contiet, like those found at KNDRS, are subject
to comparatively rapid erosion and arc less
retentive of' moistnre and less able to deliver to
plants that which is retained. The percentage
size distribution of aggregates after wet sieving
is shown in Table 11.Soils that break dowi into
many very small aggregates or prinary particles
arc
crodihlc than
.soils that
breakcoosidered
down into more
interniediate-size
aggregates
or
remain stable. The soil structure is therefore a
v,v important factor in soil erosio becaiuse it
largely determies time rate at which water can
cnter the soil, as well as tile resistance of, soil

sampIrt
(%
- Silt i- Clay) (undispersed sample)
Colloidal coliteili
CMr -- ,Moisture equivaleint
Er

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

paltlicles to detachment by rainfall impact and
subscotment remioval in surface runoff. The
stability of any given structural organization is
imiportant iii relation to soii erodibilit . This
irises firstly ii rela tion to the case of (etachmlent
oif,
particles froii aggregates and secondly in
relation to the detached smaller particles of clay

where colloidal comliL'lt isthe percentage sum of
and silt, which are likely to he washed into the
clay and organici-matter cont_nt, \while the otis- coarser lpores of tdie existing structure and cause
ture equivalent is the moisture content held at
a decrease in its hydraulic conductivity. The
field capacity.
piroiportion fsoil inw:ttcr-stable aggregates less
'IAB.E I-SOMEOF'TIlE IMPORTANT PHYSICAL CtARACTERIlSTICS FOR KARl AND KNDRS SOII.S

Location
and site
KARl
Farm

KNDRS
Field N

Depth
(cm)

Bulk
density
(g/cni)

0-10
10-30
30-60
60--100
0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100

1.11
1.12
1.19
1.22
1.52
1.44
1.43
1.40

Percentage particle-si/e (tistribut ion
Moisture
Organic
Water- equivaSand
Silt
Silt H
matter
capacity
lent
(2.0--0.6 (0.06Clay
clay Un- content Classifica
(%)
(%)
nim) 0.02 ram) (0.02 iirm) dispersed
('/)
tioii
642
63.7
61I
58.2
40.2
43.3
44.8
46.6

-(8.7
41.3
43.0
-45.9
25.8
21.3
27.9
23.3

28.8
24.9
13.7
10.3
67.1
63.9
55.2
51.7
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31.9
28.0
23.7
16.5
8.5
9.6
12.4
15.0

35.9
13.5
61.1
72A22.2
25.1
31.5
33.3

25.8
29.2
17.1
14.5
2-4.2
25.9
27.5
28.7

4.2
3.6
1.4
0.8
2.2
1.4
0.9
0.0

Clayloam
Clay
Clay
Clay
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clayloamn
Sandy clay
Clay
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TABLE 11-PERCENTAGE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF AGGREGATES AFTER WET SIEVING

Location
and

site
KARl
Farm
KNDRS
Field N

Percentage particle size finer than the upper limit
Depth

(cm)

5-2mm

2-1mm

1-0.5mm

0-1.10
10-30
30-6G
60- 100
0-10
10-30
30--60
60-100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

95.8
96.7
95.8
89.4
92.9
91.7
98.3
96.0

88.4
81.1
89.9
65.0
89.4
88.1
95.7
91.7

than 0.5 mm was therefore taken as an index of
soil erodibility. The percentage of aggregates less
than 0.5 mm for KARl soil decreased from 68.3%
at the surface to 4 7 .0% at 100 cm depth, while for
KNDRS soil it increased from 75.7% at the surface to 78.3% at 100 cm depth. The greater the
proportion of aggregate less than 0.5 mm, the
greater the erodibility. The erodibility for KARl
soi! therefore decreased with depth. This could
be attributed to a sharp increase in clay content,
from 31.1% at the surface to 72.4% at 100 cm
depth. The erodibility of KNDRS soil, however,
showed a slight increase with depth, probably
due to the total absence of organic matter at the
lower horizons. The sand and clay content for
this soil varied between 67.1% and 22.2%
respectively at the surface to 51.7% and 33.3%
at 100 cm depth. The sandy clay loan soils of
KNDRS, characterized by dispersed particles,

0.5-0.25mm 0.25 -0.16mm
68.3
69.5
67.4
47.0
75.7
75.8
78.6
78.3

56.7
47.2
40.3
36.1
50.3
49.4
46.3
52.3

0.15mm
46.5
44.0
34.9
24.8
31.9
29.7
26.3
26.7

are therefore more erodible than the KARl
soil because the aggregates of this sandy
slake more readily and seal the surface.
reduces the rate of infiltration of water
causes runoff.

clay
soil
This
and

The degree of soil aggregation after dry
sieving is shown in Table II. This is an indication
of a soil's susceptibility to wind crosion. The
percentage aggregates less than 0.5 mm after dry
sieving varied between 7.0% and 57.9% at the
surface to 4.3% and 43.7% at 100 cm depth for
KARl and KNDRS soils respectively. Soils vary
considerably ;n their resistance to wind erosion,
depending on their structure, the size ofparticles,
and tile organic-matter content. The fincj-
textured soils, especially those of granular
structure like the KARl soils, show the greatest
resistance. These remain undisturbed through

TABLE I1l--PERCENTAGE SIZE DIS fRIBUTION OF AGGREGATES AFTER DRY SIEVING

Location
and site
KARl
Farm
KNDRS
Field N

Percentage particle size finer than the upper limit
Depth (cm)

5-2mm

2-1 mm

1-0.5 mm

0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100
0 -10
10-30
30-60
60-100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

20.1
29.2
22.1
14.7
86.0
77.2
85.6
76.1

9.1
11.1
7.5
5.9
74.2
65.2
70.1
59.4
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0.5--0.25mn 0.25-0.16mm
7.0
8.4
5.9
4.3
57.9
52.4
50.6
43.7

5.2
4.9
3.6
2.3
32.7
28.3
27.3
25.8

0.15 mm
3.5
1.8
1.8
0.5
15.7
13.0
12.6
14.1

PIYSICAL FROPLRTIES OF SOILS IN R3I[.A FION 10 EROSION

years of culivation, although when subjected
contiruously to diminution of organic matter
under cultivation the granules bre1k down
0veniuatly, and the deflocculated particles are
then susceptible to removal by wind. The KARl
clay soil is well structured and therefore the
number of soil particles small enough to be
moved is very low and abrasion is minimal, (tue
both to a limited supply of abrasives and to the
mechanical strength of the structural units. On
the other hand, the KNDRS soil has a weak structre and ample initial supplies of erodible
material which are rapidly abraded. The state
and stability of the structural units are principally
determined by water, soil texture, organi2
cements, and disaggregating processes, and
therefore wind ciosion is more pronounced in
arid and seni-arid regions,
I he coarse texture associated with KNDRS soil
suggests high infiltration rates and thL necessity
of comparatively high velocities of runoff water to
move the individual soil particles. However,
coarse-textured soils are generally associated
with single-grain structure and less resistant to
concentrated flow of runoff water, and are theretore more susceptible to crosion than finetextured soils,

The ease and degree of dispersion of the soil
particles, together with the degree of aggrega
tion, providc the mos, useful information on the
structural stability of soil. The measurements of
dispersion and aggregation are complementary,
in that particles of soil not dispersed by water
remain aggregated or tlustered in granules,
which are favourable to infiltration of rainwater.
The disprrsion ratio for both KARl and KNDRS
soils shown in Table IV decreased with depth and
varied between 38.5 at the surface and 16.3 at
100 cm depth for KARl soil, and between 78.8
at the surface and 59.4 at 100 cm depth for
KNDRS soil. The dispersion ratio is an index
of the case with which soil particles can be
brought into suspension by the action of rain
drops or rumjoff water, and therefore the greater
the ratio the more easily the soil can be dispersed
anid eroded.
The colloid-mcisture equivalent ratio shown in
Table IV expresses the relative permeability of
the soil water. This ratio increased with depth
from 0.8 and 0.9 at the surface to 1.6 and 1.4 at
100 cm depth for KARl and KNDRS soils respec
tively. Consequently the percolation rates for
these soil profiles were considered to increase
with depth.

'TABLE IV-SOIL ERODIBILITY INDICES
Location
and site
KAPI
Farm

KNDRS
Field N

Depth
(cm)

Colloidal
content/ME

Clay ratio

Dispersion
ratio

Erosion
ratio

Erosion
index

0- t0
10-30
30-60
60-- 100
0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100

0.8
1.1
1.5
1.6
0.9
1.2
1.2
1.4

1.7
1.2
0.6
0.4
3.4
2.9
2.1
2.0

38.5
28.3
20.2
13.3
78.8
74.6
62.6
59.4

48.1
25.7
13.5
10.2
87.6
62.2
52.2
42.4

35.0
20.2
10.1
6.5
71.6
62.2
44.7
42.4

Since the erosion increases directly withdispersion ratio and inversely with colloidmoisture equivalent ratio, the erosi6n radon was
obtained as shown on table IV. The erosion ratio
decreased with depth in the two profiles and
varied between 48.1 and 87.6 at the surface and
10.2 and 42.4 at 100 cm depth for kari and
KNDRS soils respectively. The clay content for
both soils increased with depth and therefore the
erosion ratio decreased with the increase in clay

content. The erosion index values followed the
same trend as the erosion ratio values. However,
the corresponding erosion ratio values were
always higher than the erosion index values.
Since the erosion ratio is a measure of degree of
erosion and not how much soil is lost due to ero
sion, it may be substituted for by the erosion
index, whose determination is simple and less
time consuming.
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SOIL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR
APPLICATION TO AGRICULTURE
A. M. Kilwe, ad..

G. Ulusaker

2

tions than either coarse-textured sandy soils or
fine-textured clay soils.
The purpose of this study was, therefore, to
determine and interpret the soil physical charac
icristics and their application to agriculture.

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of how the physical characteristics
of the soil profile are altered by different land-use
practices is basic to land-use planning for soil and
water conservation. The physical characteristics
of the protile essential to water movement and
water storage may he defined largely inl terms of
pore space.

%1:lfItOI)S

The field work was conducted at the Kenya
Agricultural Rcsearch Institute (KARl), Muguga,
*ivi
inacromacroporostv can Capillary
and the Katuniai National Dryland Research
a
ci
porosity is the percentage of pore space filled
taken at the larS near the lysimetr, while at the
with air after the soil has drained to field capacity.
KNIDS saiples were collected from fields N, 0
These pores are sufficiently large to allow water
iand Q. At each location, disturbed and fin
to drain by gravity alone and are largely resposible for Soil aeration and for infiltration and
disturbed samples were taken at depths of 10, 30,
t0and 100 cm from tour representative samlpling
percolation rates of the water at the surface and
areas. The undisturbed cores were taken in
soil profilc,
through the different horizons of tihe
amliniui cylinders of 5.0 cii outside dliameter
Capillary porosity, on tile otIer had. is the
by
and .1.5 ci long.
percentage of pore space that may he occupied
against
capillary water. These pores retain water
Inthe laborator.v tletbottom ofthe undisturbed
gravity and are responsible for plant moisture
soilcores wa,; 'overcd with a cloth inemhrane
sipply. '[le moisture held in tile large pores is
helid in position by a strong elastic hand. 'Flre
ternied detention storage.
were the saturated by capillary action
sampi.sles
Soils (ifer widely in their total water-storage
For three daYs. 'hlie samples were then placed on
capacity. This capacity is closely related to soil
pressure
a lightly flooded
ag
e . clay soils .vsiscoti
rif 20,tile100iniitial
aiid
to cooker
suctionsafter
and suhjcitd
weighinig
containi a large
textuie. FretuS
Fine-textured
ter~ie.
weighed
were
suctpons
t
wate
an
Weiii
a
to
contribute
which
pores
capillary
of
number
cpactv nd ow ernca-33(0 cm of' water. The samples were weighed
highwatr-hldig
after a mininium equilibration period of'4, 8 and
hiighIwater-hliiig capacity ani low pernaI0 hours at each suction, respectively. After the
bilit 5', while sandy soils have more large pores,
final weighing tile soil was traisferred to pre
which are responsible for rapid drainage and low
weighed containers, oven dried at 105°C to
water-holding capacity (Baver, 1956). Fineconstant mass, and weighed. The volunetric
textiretd clay' soils hold water so tenaciously that
water content at any given suction was then
less than half is available to plants. Iii sandy soils,
Calculated for the oven-div soil by:
however, a higher percentage of total w ler at
field capacity is available to plants. Therefore, in
soils of different textures, the aniotint of' water
I
Me - i,
available to Ilants does not differ so much as the
d
0, total anount of water at field capacity. In general,
m,
medium-textured soils, such as loans, silt loans,
and silty clay loans have better moisture rela

1.Soil Physicist, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute.
2. Soil Physicist, USAII).
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where

content was determined by the loss-on-ignition
method outlined by Ball (1964) as follows:
C = 0.467L
- 1.87
OM = 1.72C

= volumetric water content at T cm of
water suction
mr
m,

SPECIAL ISSUE

= mass of core at T cm of water suction

= mass of empty core with saturated
cloth membrane elastic band
ms
= mass of total oven-dry soil
^I d
= dry bulk density of the soil.
Loose but otherwise undisturbed samples
collected at the same depth as the pressure
cooker samples were used for pressure-plated
measurements at 1, 5 and 15 bars pressure. For
each depth five replicated samples were placed in
circular plastic retaining rings of 3.0 cm diameter
and 1.0 cm depth, resting on a saturated pressure
plate. The samples were saturated on the plate
by maintaining excess water on the plate surface
prior to applying pressure. Equilibrium was
considered to have been attained when no further
outflow greater than 0.5 ml was measured over
a period of twelve hours. The samples were
quickly transferred into preweighed containers,
weighed, oven dried at 105'C to constant mass,
and reweighed. Volumetric water content was
then calculated in the usual manner,
The particle size distribution of soil samples for
each site was determined by the hydrometer
method as described by Day (1956, 1965). The
organic-carbon, and hence the organic-matter,

where
C = the organic carbon
L = the loss-on-ignition, and
OM = The organic matter content.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The bulk density, particle size distribution, and
organic-matter content for four layers in the 0
100 cn soil profiles for KARl and KNDRS soils
are shown in Table I.
The bulk density for KARl soil increased with
depth from 1.11 gcm - 3 at the surface to 1.22
gcm- 3at 100 cm depth. However, the bulk density
for KNDRS soils decreased with depth and varied
between 1.52 and 1.61 gcm- 3 at the surface and
1.29 and 1.40 gcn- 3 at 100 cm depth.
The sand and clay content for KARl soil varied
between 28.8 and 35.1
at the surface and 10.3
and 72.4% at 100 cm depth respectively. The
organic-matter content ranged from 4.2% at the
surface to 0.8% at 100 cm depth. This soil was
classified as clay loam at the surface and clay at
the lower horizons. The sand content for KNDRS

TABLE I-BUI.K DENSITY, PARTICLE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION, AND ORGANIC.MAIT[ER CONTENT
Percentage size fraction
Location
and
site
KARl
farm

KNDRS
field N
KNDRS
field 0
KNDRS
field Q

Depth
(cm)

Bulk
density
(gcm-,)

Sand
(2.00.06 mm)

0- 10
10-30
30-60
60-100
0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100
0-10
10--30
30-60
60-100
0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100

1.11
1.12
1.19
1.22
1.52
1.44
1.43
1.40
1.61
1.53
1.47
1.35
1.59
1.48
1.35
1.29

28.8
24.9
13.7
10.3
67. I
63.9
55.2
51.7
64.8
57.6
50.3
42.1
59.9
48.9
41.2
30.5

Silt
(0.06Clay
0.002 mm) (<0.002 mm)
31.9
28.0
23.7
16.5
8.5
9.6
12.4
15.0
7.6
11.8
16.5
20.1
9.3
10.4
14.5
19.3
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35.1
42.5
61.1
72.4
22.2
25.1
31.5
33.3
25.7
29.6
32.4
37.8
28.2
38.9
43.3
50.0

Organic
matter
content
4.2
3.6
1.4
0.8
2.2
1.4
0.9
0.0
1.9
1.0
0.8
0.0
2.6
1.8
1.0
0.2

Textural
classification
Clay loam
Clay
Clay
Clay
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay
Sandy clay
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay
Clay
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay
Clay
Clay

SO i PItYS ICAI. (IARA(CII.RISI(' SIN RIAI ION 10 AGIRIL('LI II R I

soils varied between 59.9 and 67.1% at tile
surface and 30.S and5l.7% at 100cm depth. The clay
content increased gradually with depth, ranging

Average moisture-release characteristics for
all sites are shown in Figs. I to 4 and Table II.
The moisture-release characteristics reflect tie

from 22.2 to 28.2% at the surface to 33.3 to 50.0%
at 100 cm depth. These soils were very low in
organic-matter content and exhibited a sandy
clay loam texture at the surface, changing with
depth to sandy clay and clay at the lower horizons,

pore-size distribution in a non-swelling soil and
therefore any point on the curves represents a
moisture content at which pores of' larget- than
tilecorresponding equivalent diameter will be
air tilled and those smaller will be water filled.

TABLE Il-SOIL MOISTURE RELEASE CHARACTFRISTICS DATA

Percentage voluniltric ioisture cnte1 n1

Location
and
site
KARl
farnm

Suction (bars)
Depth
(cm)
10
30
60
100

_

0

0.02

0.10

0.33

1

60.3
61.7
59.7
50.9
37.)
38.5
39.0
42.2
34.2

55.8
49.8
50.9
52.5
31.5
28.1
34.1
37.9
30.5

-18.7
41.3
43.0
45.)
25.8
21.3

5

15

33.7
34.8
35.8
39.9
15.1
15.8

29.8
30.8
32.7
36.8
11.6
12.2

28.1
29.0
31.5
34.
9.6
10.7

27.9

17.6

15.0

13.1

23.3
28.7

20.0
21.1

16.5
17.5

15.3
14.7

KNDRS

t0

64.2
63.7
61.4
58.2
40.2
43.3
44.8
46.6
36.3

field
0

30

40.6

37.5

33.3

27.3

24.7

21.1

18.9

KNDRS
Field Q

60
100
10
30

43.1
51.5
36.0
41.4

38.6
4.1.3
32.8
36.9

35.5
39.1
30.7
33.8

29.9
31.6
26.6
30.3

25.0
22.3
21.2
25.8

21.7
19.4
16.2
20.5

19.0
17.8
13.5
16.9

60
100

44.9
49.4

40.6
44.5

35.2
38.3

31.7
32.5

2-4.6
26.5

21.7
22.9

18.7
19.9

KNDRS
field N

10
30

60
t00

Differences between moisture-release characteristics lor different deptis at each site were
consistent with tile
observed variation in texture,
structurc, organic-iialter content and bulk
density vith depth. For all KNDRS soils, the bulk
density decreased with depth and thereforc total
porosity, and hence moisture content at 0 suetion, increased with depth. The KARI soils,
however, showed a gradual increase in bulk
density with depth "rnd therefore total porosity
aric moisture content at 01 suction decreased

differences in particle size distribution and
organic-Iiatter content. Watcr-content retention
in the higher suction range is mainly related to
texture. This explains the smaller variability
obsCrVed between replicate samples inthe higher
suction range, since the texture at each sampling
depth oti each site was fairly uniform.
ie
KA I
il hasfa more nif
oI
size distihutitii and therefore Iore of ti
Is adsorbed, so that

por

water

increase in the suction

gradually ,vth depth.

caused
a more gradtal
decrease
inwater
content.
In
the KNI)RS
:andy clay
and sandy
loam
soils,

The variation in measured water content within
each set of replicates tor each depth at each site
was aplreciable in the lower suction range.
However, in the higher suction range the variations were small. The observed variation in the
measured water content in the lower suction
range is partly due to structural differences
between replicate samples and partly to small

however, most of tilepores are relatively large

and Once they are emptied at a given suction only
a small amouit off
water remains and therefore
the suction increases rapidly. In general, it was
observed that with increased clay content at each
site and depth there was a greater water content
at any particular suction and a more gradual slope
of the moisture-release-characteristic curve.
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Fig. I.

Average moisture release dhiriitteris!ics for KAR farim.
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Fig. 2. Average moistutre release chairacteristics for field N at K N1) RS.
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Fig. 3. Average moisture release characteristics for field O at KNI)I1S.
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Fig. 4. Average moisture release characteristics for field Q at KNDRS.
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The type and arrangement of soil particles
determines the amount and nature of the pores.
Figs. 5 to 8 and Table II! show the variation in
pore size distribution with depth for KARl and
'KNDRS soils. The KARI clay soil has 64.2% pore
volume at the surface, decreasing with depth to

S'It('IAI. ISSUE

58.2% at 100 cm depth. The KNI'RS soils, how
ever, showed lower total pore voiunmc, ranging
between 36.0 and ,10,2% at the surface and 46.6
to 51.5% at 100 cm depth. This implies that the
total pore volume for KNI)RS increased ap
preciablY with depth.

TABLE III-STRUCTURAL AND HYDROLOGICAL CHiAIRACTF.RISTICS

Percentage pore-size distribution
Macropo-es
Location
and
site
KARl
farm

KNDRS
field N

KNDRS
field 0
KNDRS
field Q

Capillary pores

Depth
(cm)

Total
pore
space

Very
freely
drained

Freely
drained

Retaining
available
w: er

Retaining
unavailable
water

0-- 11
10-30

64.2
63.7

3.9
2.0

11.6
20.4

20.6
12.2

28.1
29.0

30-60

61.4

60- 1M
0-0
10-30
30-60

1.7

58.2
40.2

16.7

1.2
2.3

11.5

31.5

43.3

11.0
12.2

4.8

11.4
16.2

17.2

34.6
9.6

44.8

10.6

10.7

60-100

5.2

46.6

11.6

4.4

14.6

13.4

0-10
10-30
30-60
60-100
0-- 10

18.9

36.3
40.6
43.1
51.5
36.0

8.0

15.3

10-30

2.1
3.1
4.5
7.2
3.2

5.5
10.2
8.7
12.7
0.1

41.4

13.9
8.3
10.4
13.7
13.1

4.4

14.7
18.9
19.6
17.8
13.5

30-60
60-100

6.7

44.9
49.4

13.4

4.4
4.9

16.9

8.9
12.0

13.0
12.O

18.7
t.9

Except for fields 0 al Q at KNDRIS, all profiles
sbowed an appreciable increase in macroporosity
between the 20 and(1
50 cm depths at the expense
of "useful" capillary pores, and then decrease(]
gradually with depth.
Fields 0 and Q (Figs. 7 and 8) showed a gradutal
decrease ill Soil Solid vo:11nC With depth. As a
result the macroporosity and capillary porosity
increased gradually with depth. The "useful'
capillary pores for KARl soil (Fig. 5) decreased
with depth up to 30 cn and remaiied tin iform fr
the rest of tie profile, while the "non-uscful"
capillary pores showed a gradual increase with
depth. This behaviour is iniagreenient with
particle size dist ribution, which showed a gradial
increase in clay content with depth. In field N
(Fig. 6) both '"sefl'"and "non-uselul'" capillary
pores increased with depth. The low macroporosity observcd at the surface at all the sites
can be attributed to structural degradation due to
252

cultivation. The high soilsolid, sand content and
macroporosity observed in all KNDRS soils
makes them susceptible to drought, for they
contain insifficient water-retaining capillary
pores. Conversely, heavy clay soils, as in the
KARI samples, often lack enough iiacropores
and are likely to suffer as a result from poor
drainage and inadequate acration. Between
these two extremes lies the ideal soil, which
t
have the pore space about equally divided
betwe n acro- aid capillary pores.
Soil moisture content alone is of limited value,
since not all the moisture present in the soil at
any given moment is available to plants. That
present above field capacity (pl 2.51) or below
permanent wilting point (pt 4.2) is not utilized by
plants. It is therefore appropriate to speak of the
available water capacity of a soil. This is the
amount of water between tile
upper and lower
limits of available water expressed as per cent by
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Fig. 5. Variation of pore size distribution with depth for
KARl farm.
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volume or, more usefully, as available water
content in millimetres of water for a given depth
of soil. The available water capacity of a soil can
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therefore be regarded as an index of the a',lity
of a soil to store water and thus allow plants to
miaintain nornal grotlh during dry periods.

TABI F IV--PROFIL- WATER HOLI,,ING CAPACITY IN MM OF WA] ER

Water holding cap)acitv

Location

imm)

Profile

and
site
KARl
farm

KNDRS
field N

KNDRS
field 0

KNDRS
field Q

depth
(cm)

At
saturation

At otninum
growth condition

At field
capacity

At wilting
poiht

10
30
60
100
10
30
60
100
10
30
60
100
10
30
60
100

64.2
191.6
375.7
608.3
40.2
126.9
261.3
447.5
36.3
117.5
246.8
452.6
36.0
118.7
253.6
-151 it

60.3
183.6
362.7
590.0
38.0
115.G
233.8
102.3
34.2
109.2
224.9
402.0
32.8
106.7
228.4
.10).4

48.7
131.2
260.2
*444.1
25.8
8.4
152.3
245.3
28.7
83.3
175.1
z'). 3
26.6
87.1
182.3
.12.

28.3
0.1
180.7
3190
9.6
,31.1
71.2
132.4
14.7
52.7
111.4
182.7
13.5
47.3
103..4
182.8

Table IV shows the running totals for the niaxiniuni profile water-storage capacity at satUrition,
optinium growth coldition, field capacity, and
permUanetnt wilting point for KARl and KNDRS
soils. Wh,.'n tile soil satnllpes are saturated ill the

'Ioils for the aviailahh water capacity for four
laycts in thec0 - 100 cm
;olpitfiles for KARl arid
KNIIS are ,howtt ill Iabh V. The KARl soil
profile lold oip to .
ni.4
Itt of water at field
capacity and 31

.(,

in

zi v. iltitul toint lot the 100

laboratory the total storag , space i
tpCuied by
water. Ilhwetcr, this is not the 'ase inl the field
situatiot. ,inc(, t diwnward rather than upward
wclting of fite ,',il profi.' is Itahle to trap air ill
tile forhi of isolated huhles and irrcgular
It'ockuts, I .uolse fastest li,.%occurs in tihe lar
ctitllittti
'l'.' connected pores (Iilcwc, l)81),
The tra)ped tii has tilec effect of reducintg the
tuaxium titssille watMc-stoirage capacity and
therefor., these soils at UXI)eCted t
Ire
slightly less water in tilt_ actual field situation
thlan is shown in Table IV. Water held itt the lar9e
pores, which drains to lower dlphs, is ternud
detention storage. It tite, ,omie (t ilik wtcr

cnm profile depth. This implies that ainly 125.1 nlmn
of water is available Ir plant use atid that plant,;
w,ill wil oti this soil while there is stiil nmore than
,31.)) mtn; of waiter iiltle soil profile. On the other
hand, he total waler-storage capacity for tlte 100
-,c'i profbc depth ifit KNI)RS soils ranged from
2-15.3 to 312.3 tim of water at fi.ld capacity and
ft-ot 132. to 182.8 tint at wilting pointi. 'lh
ila.
ai ha
lr capatcity. therefore, raned
I II .G to 129.5 tttm. It therefore follows ihat
tile KARI sdi, t:s a ntucb higher water cotltent at
fi,.d eapicity than KNI)RS soils. Due to higher
sand contcnt and insufficient water-retaining
capillary pores in KNRiRS soils, as well as to the

mtay percolate lit thile imof

fhiglhcr soil and sIuract

s; Itht-iott a ilherl

'-

by recharge tile groutntdwater. 'he m)iture held
in file capillary pores is mistIy availahle for plant
giiwth Ir f(ti evaporation aid is oftetn refer, eh
as retention stirage. It can te s cz frotti Table IV
that the KARl soils h)ld narlY twice as ltlch
total

water

at

field

capacily

anid

tetlperatuires prevaleitt ill

thki region, much of the water held by KNDRS
soils is lost to dihwni, ard drainage and evaptora
lion atl it astetr rate tit ll itt KARl soil. This mtwkes
the KNDRS ,oils mare susceptible to drotught
thtatn KARl soil, aid they therefore need re
l)hetishintg Illtre oltell b1y regularly distributed
rainfall,

lirntllteilt

wilting point as KNDRS soils.
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TABLE V-AVAILABLE WATER STORAGE CAPACITY INMM OF WATER
A. ailable water capacity (rum)
Location
an i
site
KARI
farm
KNDRS
field N
KNDRS
field 0
KNDRS
field Q

Profile
depth
(cm)

At
saturation

At optimium
growth condition

At field
capacity

10
30
60
100
10
30

36.2
105.5
195.0
289.3
30.6
95.8

32.3
97.5
182.0
271.6
28.4
83.9

20.7
45.1
79.5
125.1
16.2
37.3

60
100

190.1
315.1

162.6
269.6

81.1
112.9

10
30
60
100
10
30
60
100

21.6
64.8
135.4
269.9
22.5
71.4
150.2
268.2

19.5
56.5
113.5
219.3
19.3
59.4
125.0
223.0

14.0
30.6
61.7
116.6
13.1
39.8
78.9
129.5

Plant roots can only extract water from a soil if
they can apply sufficient suction to move it out of
the pore space. As the soil dries, the suction
needed to extract water increases and the rate of
movement of water into a given length of root
decreases. If the crop is growing under conditions
conducive to high rates of trans;piration, as at
KNDRS, the actual maximum rate it can reach
decreases as the soil drics. Reccitly germinated
crops and those that are very shallow rooted will
only be able to draw moisture in the surface
layers. These will therefore be more susceptible
to periods of drought and have a qunicker cut-off
at the end of the rainy season than those crops
with deeper rooting characteristics, which have a
larger reserve of moisture content. From Table V.
the difference in soil-nioi sttre reserves available
to crops can bc appreciated. A crop roothng 1o a
depth of 30 cri in KARl and KNDRS (ficlds N. 0
and Q) will have a reserve of 45.1, 37.3, 30.6 and
39.8 mm of available moisture respectively. Hov
ever, a crop rooting to 100 cm depth will hate a
reserve of 125.1, 112.9 116.6 and 129.5 mm
respectively. It cia therefore be seen that the
amount of water actually available to plants
depends on the soil's available-water capacity
and the plant rooting depth. A high available
water capacity will not be of much use if the soil
is shallow, as at KNDRS due to the presence of
petroplinthite (murran) horizonsj (Marinai, 1977),
which restrict the rooting depth of plants. On the

other loand, very deep friable soils can supply
large amounts of water to deep-rooting plants,
which continue to grow for a considerable time
after rains have ceased.
C'ONCLtUSION
It is becoming increasingly apparent that most
of the good agricultural land in high-potential
rogion is already utilized. However, several crop
species are now being produced which mature
quickly and possess a low water requirement.
These are suitable for areas that have hitherto
been regarded as of low potential. In areas of
erratic rainfall which often occurs in brief intense
storms, tI physical condition of the soil carl be a
major factor in deciding whetherita crop is a
success or failure, for it determines how much
water from an intense storni is absorbed by (le
soil, and how much of the stored water is then
available to the plants to enable them to survive
utntil the next rainfall. In conjunction with climatic
data, soil physical characteristics can provide a
good indication of which drier areas may be
suitable for agricultural development.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MODIFICATION OF LAND
TO CONCENTRATE AND REDISTHIBUTE RUNOFF FOR
CROP PRODUCTION
A. M. Kilewe I and L. G. Ulsaker 2
INTRODUCTION
infiltration can take place slowly and continue
long then
after the
has ceased.
Water is the limiting natural factor in
i crop
rpwill
be rain
available
to wetThe
thetotal
soil rainfall
down
and
regions,
semi-arid
and
arid
production in
therefore improving the management and Con- through the profile and build up an adequate
reserve. Tile objectives of this study
servation of soil and water for increased crop nmoisture
were therefore (i) to develop low-cost land
production becomes the primary aim of agriculmanagement systems to concentrate and redis
tural research. Rainfall, the only source of mois- tribute runoff for crop production, and (ii) to
ture available in these regions, is unpredictable
determine their water-storage and crop-produc
and may not occur when needed by the crops.
tion efficiency and effectiveness in preventing
When it does occur, however, it is usually of runoff and controlling erosion.
short duration and high intensity, and much is
lost as runoff. Rains often stop before crops MATERIALS AN) METHOI)S
have had sufficient moisture to take them to
The research work was conducted at the
maturity. A reserve of moisture in the soil profile
The
reserc
wekeas codu
t ation
at this stage appoprateconervtio
is highly desirable
and
therefore
KatunMani Machakos.
National Dryland
mesurs
Station
ae
ncesary
(KNDRS),
The soil Research
at this resea~ch
appropriate conservation measures are necessary
station is classified as FerraI-Chromic Luvisols
to con.entrate and redistribute runoff. Land- and
staon
sse
a falrin
LheiSoA
crop-management(FAO/UNESCO
system; Alfasols in the USDA
taxonomy). These soils are shallow, well drained,
developed to conserve rainfall and provide addidark reddish-browti, sandy clay loam, tending to
tional moisture for crop production include
sandy clay at the lower horizons (Mbuvi and Van
fillowing, terracing, mulching, land levelling,
ce Weg, 1975; Barbar and Thomas, 1979; Kilewc
and contour tillage (Jones and Hauser, 1975;
and Ulsaker, 1983).
Musick and Dusek, 1971; Jones and Shipley,
1975; Zingg, 1940).
They tend *,) harden when dry but are very
friable when wet. They are shallow, due to the
The total amount, the intensity, and thle
distribution of rainfall are of great importance i!
presence of a petroplinthite (murram) horizon
considering the effectiveness of rainfall in crop
(Marimi, 1977). The region receives a bimodal
production. However, the actual proportion of rainfall ranging between 500 and 800 mm annual
ly and split almost equally between the long rains
rainfall available for plant growth depends on
(Math-June) and the short rains (Octoberthe infiltration rate of the surface soil, the moisJanuary).
ture storage capacity of the soil profile, and the
rooting characteristics of the crop. The infiltraTreatments were: (a) contour furrows, com
tion rate depends on the soil type and the soil
prising conventional beds and furrows forr.ed on
surface treatmL. it. The Alfasols (USDA classi- 0.75 m centres with maize planted in each furrow,
fication) common in the arid and semi-arid
(b) wide furrows, consisting of I m furrows and
regions of Kenya have a high initial infiltration
0.5 m beds with two rows of maize planted in
rate. However, this is often greatly reduced
each furrow, (c) a mini-bench, consisting of a
during the early part of the rainy season by narrow, level conservation bench terrace with
surface sealing caused by the impact of rain
five 0.75 m wide maize rows, and (d) flat beds (no
drops on the bare soil. The most effective waterfurrows) with five 0.75 m maize rows. In all cases
management systems in this region would therethe beds were about 0.20 m high. All treatments
fore be those that retain rain wherL it falls so that
were planted at a 1.05 m module using 0.75 m

1. Soil Physicist, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute
2. Soil Physicist, USAID
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row spacing arid 0.30 m crop spacing to give a
popIlation of about 44,000 plants/,ha. Each treat.
mleorllwas replicated three times. The experimental plots were Q x 4 i1. Equal quantities of
Iarnyard nun ore were used to i'c ;sti'e s+oil
fertility associated with areas cot during levellirg. No comrnercial fet tilizer was used through-

A build-up of a reserve store of moisture i" the
soil profile was achieved oit all tihe treatnment ls
that retained runotf. During the short rains of
1982 the 100 cm soil protle on the conventional
ftrr
Mts, wide fiirtl'O\i,
anidin iiei-Clh was at
field capacity for 24, 28. aid 16% of tile total
m.,rowing period rspcetivelv. 'I ite ii oittue stored

out the study

iii the eonveiitioial

period.

Soil

water

content

Wi

hirrows and wide furrows

niasored weekly at 30, 60. ard l0ti c depths in
tile liddle of each plot and using a netutron
probe. Mitinmin tillage was carried out in tile
firrows only before plaititig.

during the long rains of

RESULTS AND t)IS( USSION

Or longmrains. ''1c

1983 reached field
capacity fan- 23 and 51% of the total growing
jierit respectively. The JnoisrS;rc stored in the
100 cmi soil profile depth oi tile flat treatmett
failed to reach Feld capacity throughout tile short
short rains of 1982 were well

distributed and all the treatmcnts had attained
Some of tile importait soil physical properties
their hitliest Iniistiure eonservatit
bv tile
of' tie experimental plots ha''e been retoted byN middle oif the seaPoni. The highest nloiisuore con
Kilewe and Ulsaker (198311). Tables I
11d
! ud
s-,ertationi achieve.l on all tile treattlienls during
Figs. I

toi t6 sho,
the total wilter stor'age adl
available water contetnt (in brackets) ii
ir l'lii

Ow long raiis of 1983, llowccr,.
oceurred
caly ill the S( Isoil, wlit the ntimie, croplitd

3(0. ti0, and 100 cim soil-profile. deptis For

too
a

e:aeh
loow water requireent, and too ite ill the
treatntlenit aid raitifll receiveid bttweei ilt'itsi
t- setlli, alti the tiai/.c hail alrUady sill'fere.
nmeit dates. Durihtg the short rains, Katunilanii
sverCe noistUre stress.
Composite 13 llaiZ'e was dry..planted o- Il
Iti a mitre it
hilf
.t is wetlted 0nitY down
Soil
I
October 1982. ilten the water conteiit ill tile Soil
dith iis tar
t1;t
beltiV
sterile
1
cCiisiideitd
tiy,t
Ho+t'eV,
point.
wiltinug
peirmianent
profilc was at
as pilant growth is concerned. Therc ii*ay hi till
it thte plantiig date in rte lonq rains, 22 Febrrv
tapped silurce . of platnt nlltrients belim. bill if
1983, there were 791), 126.2, 124.0 and 107.)
tihey are Out oii reach. Bv
there ill nlio
isttre
Itii of available water stored it tile 100 ciln delilh
ot(i the Hat,. cons entiinal furrows, wide firrows,
ritiliing ilit- total
ii-,itlre-.tlragt
capcity if
tie oil, a lItlCh ilrgtlvolhlne of soil becti'tes
and nlilli-btcleh It nentit-lits respeeti (ely.\. The
availaille to r,ot grovilh and theret-ie rools gio
conventional furrows. wide uirtows, andimi 
to tap the othierwise uinavailabl_,nutrients.
bencn treatments retained all the runiffT within tI lcpr
Crop produiction in senti-atrid regilns is i 'ittd t\
tile furirows and allowed inihlttdion to contin c
inadequiate liloisture stiupply, aind tliert-forte anIy
long after the rainfall had cea;s:d. Thuis the whole
attemptto increase crop yields bytlt applicatiot
rainfall was avaiahlte to ,.et the soil down
i
of i'rilizer is ltiIned to be o11 .tiil'fective
throigh the plruilt anflid ili tip ad(utate si
tack Of Wttr. vhXiiiiuoi
tlhe crop suffers, frii LI
moisture reserve.
e~is-evatiin ut naintall ;iin its ltis eftiietut use
All the treatments that retaitned rnitillf resulteit
in scemi-arid areas lead to ,direct and idirtci
in significantly higher \wet+-stOragc capacity
thani the flat treatinlert dutiig both the Jltoil
itlpiemeiut'sa
iliti.
and lung rains. There were no significant differTable Ill shiws tilt seastol marketable litnize
enees ii water-storage capacity between the
yiclt. There were signifieant diilerenees in fil
rutnoff-retiting trleatmentls. Iovever. the %Vidtnutiial narkelabl- veld between all the treatftu'ows
iconsistently resulted in higher wateiIllents. The iaiize yields achieved on all tltc treat
storage capacity, l'olhwed iy the tonventiial
intl-itsi
during tile long rains were very much
turrows during both seasIois. Jthis could lit- altilosser than those ileitvctd during tie shot rains.
buted to the fact that the maxirtnum potential
'Ihis Could be attrituted to the dry period that
surface-water storage capacity for he wide
occutTrred ill the cary pi-t Of tile seilst.
i)uring
f'urrivs was double that of the conventional
this pe'iOd tlhe aV:ilable water Conte-nt ini the
furrows and had a better surfiace distribution of
surface layers approached permitaneit wilting
runoff than the initti-betich. The mini-tench,
point 3(1 days alter gerlination. At this early
although it had a higher maximuln potential
stage of gruwth the plants did not have a well
surface-water storage capacity than all the other
c-sablished root s vstem and wel'<I
thercfire ntomre
treatments, showed poor soil moisture distribususceptible to periods of drought thil those
tion, due to highiwater acculnation i tlie lower
crops with deeper rooting systems, which would
parts.
have a larger moisture reserve to exploit.
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TABLE I-TOTAL WATER STORAGE AND AVAILABLE WATER CAPACITY (IN BRACKETS) IN MM OF WATER FOR 30.60, AND 100CM SOIL
PROFILE DEPTHS DURING SHORT RAINS 1982

Fiat
Measure
ment dates
25.10.82
5.11.82
9.11.82
16.11.82
23.11.82
2.12.82
7.12.82
15.12.82
22.12.82
11. 1.83
8. 2.83

Total

Conventional furrows

Wide furrows

Mini-bench

30cm

60cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

60.2
(29.1)
47.8
(16.7)
42.4
(11.3)
65.4
(34.3)
63.7
(32.6)
66.1
(35.0)
61.4
(30.3)
50.4
(19.3)
45.1
(14.0)
37.8
(6.7)
33.4
(2.3)

121.5
(50.3)
105.6
(34.4)
97.5
(26.3)
130.1
(58.9)
126.8
(55.6)
135.5
(64.3)
122.8
(51.6)
112.3
(41.1)
100.8
(29.6)
85.4
(14.2)
72.9
(1.7)

186.9
(54.5)
!73.6
(41.5)
162.1
(29.7)
193.0
(61.4)
2-.3.2
(70.8)
220.2
(87.8)
242.8
(110.4)
213.3
(81.4)
196.8
'b4.4)
162.4
(30.0)
124.2
(0.0)

79.6
(48.5)
70.8
(39.7)
64.6
(33.5)
81.0
(49.9)
83.7
(52.6)
81.7
(50.6)
85.0
(53.9)
75.9
(4-4.8)
61.4
(30.3)
49.7
(18.6)
47.3
(16.2)

138.0
(66.8;
135.9
(64.7)
123.7
(52.5)
156.4
(85.2)
164.8
(93.6)
160.7
(89.5)
165.5
(94.3)
155.1
(83.9)
136.2
(65.0)
112.6
(41.4)
100.3
(29.1)

220.6
(88.2)
201.3
(68.9)
191.4
(59.0)
235.8
(103.4)
247.6
(115.2)
261.9
(129.5)
280.1
(147.7)
261.0
029.5)
238.9
(106.5)
202.7
(70.3)
172.9
(40.5)

79.2
(48.1)
68.0
(36.9)
62.6
(31.5)
80.3
(49.2)
82.7
(51.6)
80.1
(49.0)
83.6
(52.5)
78.3
(47.2)
67.5
(36.4)
55.7
(24.6)
50.5
(19.4)

146.0
(74.8)
139.2
(68.0)
127.0
(55.8)
i57.1
(85.9)
161.7
(90.5)
162.2
(91.0)
168.6
(97.4)
159.1
(87.9)
142.9
(71.7)
115.9
(44.7)
104.0
(32.8)

231.0
(98.6)
214.9
(82.5)
205.2
(72.8)
242.3
(109.9)
252.6
(120.2)
265.1
(132.7)
278.9
(146.5)
263.5
(131.1)
243.2
(110.8)
204.9
(72.5)
179.6
(47.2)

75.5
(44.4)
64.2
(33.1)
61.5
(30.4)
76.1
(45.0)
78.1
(47.0)
75.2
(44.1)
79.5
(48.4)
68.8
(37.7)
63.1
(32.0)
47.2
(16.1)
42.9
(11.8)

138.7
(67.5)
132.1
(60.9)
120.6
(49.4)
149.5
(78.3)
158.8
(87.6)
153.3
(82.1)
161.6
(90.4)
90.4
(73.T)
126.1
(54.9)
104.1
(32.9)
91.3
(20.1)

218.9
(86.5)
194.2
(61.8)
182.8
(50.4)
222.2
(89.8)
236.0
(103.6)
256.6
(124.2)
271.3
(138.9)
138.9
(114.9)
219.5
(87.1)
183.8
(51.4)
153.2
(20.8)

573.7
(231.6)

1,211.2
(428.0)

2,080.1
(631.9)

780.7
(438.6)

1,549.2
(766.0)

2,515.1
(1,058.7)

788.5
(446.4)

1,583.7
(800.5)

2,581.2
(1,124.8)

732.1
(390.0)

1,481.0
(697.8)

2.385.2
(928.8)

.i

>

2

2

0

C
2
C
r-1

n

TABLE 11-TOTAL WATER STORAGE AND AVAILABLE WATER CAPACITY (IN BRACKETS) IN MM OF WATER FOR 30.60AND 100CM SOIL
PROFILE DEPTHS DURING LONG RAINS 1983

Z
X

Flat
Measure
ment dates
22.2.83
2.3.83
18.3.83
-

31.4.83
12.4.83
25.4.83
11.5.83
25.5.83
7.6.83
1.7.83
Total

Conventional furrows

Wide furrows

Mini-bench

30cm

60 cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

30cm

60cm

100cm

>
z

66.5
(35.4)
58.4
(27.3)
38.7
(7.6)
25.5
(0.0)
42.8
(11.7)
57.1
(26.0)
50.1
(19.0)
41.8
(10.7)
30.1
(0.0)
18.2
(0.0)

144.2
(73.0)
118.1
(46.9)
104.2
(33.0)
81.9
(10.7)
90.9
(19.7)
108.2
(37.0)
116.2
(45.0)
98.9
(27.7)
84.5
(13.3)
72.3
(1.1)

212.3
(79.9)
195.0
(62.6)
180.3
(47.9)
165.4
(33.0)
160.8
(28.4)
192.5
(60.1)
197.6
(65.2)
192.1
(59.7)
84.5
(40.7)
151.5
(19.1)

79.6
(48.5)
73.7
(42.6)
59.1
(28.0)
40.7
(9.6)
65.7
(34.6)
78.6
(47.5)
75.3
(44.2)
65.0
(33.9)
173.1
(19.3)
36.4
(5.3)

158.9
(87.7)
154.0
(82.8)
130.8
(59.6)
117.4
(46.2)
134.7
(63.5)
152.2
(81.1,
159.0
(87.8)
135.3
(64.1)
50.4
(51.5)
36.4
(22.3)

258.6
(126.2)
249.6
(1!7.2)
222.8
(90.4)
210.8
(78.4)
203.2
(70.8)
233.6
(101.2)
265.8
(133.4)
231.3
(98.9)
122.7
(85.0)
93.5
(56.3)

84.3
(53.2)
81.0
(49.9)
65.7
(34.6)
49.7
(18.6)
62.4
(31.2)
85.0
(53.9)
83.6
(52.5)
71.3
(40.2)
217.4
(30.9)
188.7
(14.6)

162.6
(91.4)
160.0
(88.8)
146.1
(74.9)
112.1
(40.9)
126.1
(54.9)
161.3
(90.1)
154.8
(83.6)
140.1
(68.9)
62.0
(62.1)
45.7
(36.4)

256.4
(124.0)
264.4
(132.0)
252.3
(119.9)
235.6
(103.2)
228.7
(96.3)
257.3
(124.9)
271.1
(138.7
246.9
(114.5)
133.3
(100.1)
107.6
(71.5)

69.7
(38.6)
64.4
(33.3)
52.4
(21.3)
36.8
(5.7)
54.4
(23.3)
68.0
(36.9)
66.4
(35.3)
53.1
(22.0)
232.5
(12.0)
203.9
(0.0)

150.0
(78.8)
140.7
(69.5)
117.8
(46.6)
100.2
(29.0)
116.1
(44.9)
138.7
(67.5)
140.6
(69.4)
112.8
(41.6)
43.1
(28.6)
28.5
(10.2)

239.4
(107.0)
228.3
(95.9)
204.2
(71.8)
196.5
(64.1)
191.1
(58.7)
224.0
(91.6)
240.7
(108.3)
213.1
(80.7)
99.8
(63.3)
81.4
(35.8)

0
M

429.2
(137.1)

1,019.4
(307.4)

1,820.6

624.5

(496.6)

(313.5)

1.358.6
(646.6)

2.281.8
(957.8)

690.7
(379.7)

1,404.0
(692.0)

2.449.1

536.8

(1,125.1)

(228.4)

1,198.1
(486.1)

C

z
>

2.101.2
(777.2)
r-,
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TABLE 111-TOTAL SEASONAL WATER USE, MARKETABLE MAIZE YIELD, AND WATER-USE EFFICIENCY
FOR ALL TREATMENTS

Total water use
(mm)

Maize yield
(kg/ha)

WUE
(kg/ha)

% Annual increase
over flat treatment

Short

Long

Short

Long

Short

Long

Maize

Treatments

rains

rains

rains

rains

rains

rains

yield

WUE

Flat
Conventional

521.2

359.3

3,722

256

7.1

0.7

0.0

0.0

furrows
Wide furrows
Mini-bench

506.2
509.9
524.2

368.8
351.4
370.1

5,242
5,458
4,680

725
844
643

10.4
10.7
8.9

2.0
2.4
1.7

50.0
58.4
338

The wide-furrow treatment was superior
to all others, with an annual yield 335 kg/ha
greater than the next-highest treatment (conventional furrows), and 2,324 kg/ha greater than tl1e
M'cst treatment (flat). The percentagc :icreasc
in marketable maize yield e,,
runoff-retaining
treatments over the flat treatment ranged from
33.8% for the nini-bench treatment to 58.4% t'or
the wide furrows. The higher yield realized
on the wide-furrow treatment could be attributed
to its efficient conservation and utilization of
potential runoff.
Since water is the first limiting natural factor in
crop production in the arid and semi-arid regions,
the selection of any land-management system to
conserve soil and water should depend on the
efficiency with which the water content of the soil
can be used for increased crop production. Seasonal water-use efficiency, defined as the marketable crop yield in kg/ha per mn of water used,
for eac t.reatment during the 1982 short rains
and 1983 j,ng rains is shown in Table Ill. The
water-use et.iciency achieved during the long
rains was lower than that during the s..ort rains
for all treatments. In each season, it was lowest
on the flat treatment, which lost runoff, followed
by the mini-bench treatment. The wide-furrow
and conventional-furrow treatments retained all
the runoff and therefore achieved the highest
water-use efficiency. The differences in wateruse efficiency were not statistically significant
at the 5 % level, according to the Duncan multiple
range test. Since the benefits of runoff conservation are not often realized until the subsequent
season, more emphasis was placed on annu'd
rather than seasonal water-use efficiency. Tie
percentage increase in annual efficiencies of the
treatments that retained runoff over the flat
treatment ranged from 35.9% on the mini-bench

59.0
67.9
35.9

to 67.9% on tle wide furrows. Water-use effi
ciency is dqpcndent on total yield, and therefore
factors effecting the latter will affect the former.
The effectiveness of all the treatments for run
off control and erosion prevention was severely
tested during a 10-year frequency storm of 102
min ofrainfa!l in less than 2,i hours that occurred
at the beginning of the 1983 long rains, at a time
when the soil surface was bare. The conventional
furrows had lower surface-water storage capacity
than all th. runoff-retaining treatments and could
easily overtop during high-intensity rainstorms.
The mini-bench had a much higher surface
storage capacity than all the other treatments.
However, it was found difficult to construct level
mini-benches so as to achieve an even water
distribution on the surface. If a completely level
mini-bench is not attained, higher accumulation
of water at the lower parts may occur and cause
overtopping. The wide furrows, however, had
about twice the maximum surface-water storage
capacity of the conventional furrows, and there
fore had less chance of overtopping. The wide
furrows were also found easier to construct, for
they require only minor soil movement and the
problems of reduced soil fertility associated with
areas cut during the levelling of mini-benches are
avoided.
Since the wide-furrow system can be easily
maintained as a permanent land feature, it would
provide water conservation and considerable
protection against soil erosion on a year-round
basis, even when high-intensity rains occur after
the prolonged hot and dry non-crop periods.
Conventional furrows were found to have limited
flexibility for accommodating the wide range of
intercropping practised in the semi-arid areas.
With the wide furrows, however, it is possible to
plant two, three, or four rows per furrow at 0.75,
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EFFECTS OF FARMYARD MANURE AND FERTILIZERS
ON MAIZE IN SEMI-ARID AREAS OF EASTERN KENYA
B. M. lkombo I
INTRODUCTION
Sessional paper No. 4 of 1981 on National Food
Policy
inKenya has underscored the importance
of developing efficient crop-production systems
for semi-arid lands. However, food production int
these areas is limited by inadequate rainfall and
low soil fertility. Recently, for example, analysis
of soil collected by the author has revealed that
most of the soils in senni-arid areas of Eastern
Province are deficient in N, P, Cu, and Zn, and
are also quite low in organic-matter content.
Under these conditions, the maintenance and
improvement of soil fertility becomes funda
mental in all agronomic studies.
Several methods have been suggested for
maintaining soil fertility. In parts of East Africa
that experience pronounced dry seasons, it has
been observed that many grasses growing under
fallow explore the soil to considerable depths and
it would appear that they call effect a substantial
transfer of nutrients from the subsoil (Webster
and Wilson, 1973). Fallowing as a system, however, has been replaced by continuous cropping,
due to population pressure on
:limited land
resources.
Another effccti ,e method could be the lise of
mineral fertilizer. However, the current prices of
imtportedt mineral fertilizers are beyond the
economic capability of tile
subsistence farmer in

the seni-arid areas. Furthermore, when th
yields of the crop obtained can no longer pay fc
the fertilizer, the best option would then be t
look for other cheaper sources of plant nutrient
It is considered that in an area like caster
Kenya, where the tradition of keeping livestoc
still persists, the availability of farmyard manor,
poses little problem. Table I shows the distri
bution of livestock in three districts of Easter
Province.
According to Rukandema and Muhammem
(1982), in Mwala Location of Machakos Distric
80(P of the farners own cattle and 68% of then
use farnyard manure, while only 8% use minera
fertilizers.
This paper contains the results of farmyard
manure experiments carried out at the Katuman!
Research Station and the Kampi ya Mawc
substation, both inf Machakos District, ain(! tfie
lthookwe substation in Kitui District between
the years 1981 and 1983.

MATERIALS ANt) MEITIOl)S
The experimental sites and chemical character
istics of the soil are shown in Tables II and Ill.
Katumani and Kampi ya Mawc, being in cco
logical zone IV, are representative of much of the

TABI.E I-IIS'IgIBUTION OF LIVESTOCK PER FAMII.Y Fi EASTERN
P1ROVIN(F OF KENYA (RUKANI)I-MA
AND MIIAMMEt), 1982)

)iMstrict

Cattle/family
Goats/family
Sheep/family

Machakos

Kitui

7
t0
3

8
12
6

1.National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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(Lower) Embu
8
I0
5
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expected rainfall shown is an average for 27 years
at Karapi ya Mawe, 19 years for Katumani, and
7years for lthookwe.

semi-arid area of eastern Kenya. Ithookwe is
in ecological zone Ill, and is therefore generally
wetter than Katumani and Kampi ya Mawe. The

TABLE II-EXPERIMENTAL SITES, ALTITUDE AND RAINFALL
Seasonal rainfal! (mrm)

Site
Kanipi ya Mawe
lthookwe
Katuoma ni

Expected rainfall

1983

1981

1982

Altitude (in)

Short rains

Long rains

Sbort rains

1,250
1,233
1,600

182
431
176

287
275
261

517
803
463

lxng

Long rains

rains

328
515
20n3

263
479
294

138
116
128

Short rains

December. Each season corresponds to one
harvest.

The long rains start in March and end in May,
while the short rains start in October and end in

TABLE III-SoiL CHEMICAL CHARATERISTICS OF TE EXPERIMENTAL SITES

Site
Katumani
Ithookwe
Kampi ya Mawe

Depth
(cm)

pH
H20
(1:1)

0-20
21-40
0-20
21-40
0-20
21--40

5.8
5.8
5.5
5.5
S.1
5.4

P

(/)

(ppm)

K
( .e./o)

0.08
0.08

126
92
9
7
16

0.96
0.93
0.41
0.38
0.70
0.60

N

-

0.16
-

Soil containing 0- 16 ppm phosphorus according
to the extraction methods proposed by Mehlich
's rated as lGw, 17- 37 ppm as medium, and >38
ppm as high. Soils from all the sites except
Katumani are therefore deficient in P, arid are
also quite low in carbon and total nitrogen.

5

C
(%)

0.77
-

0.72
-

0.71
-

Mg

Mn

(m.e.%) (m.e.%)
2.3
2.8
1.2
1.2
1.8
2.0

C/N
ratio

0.83
0.74

9.6

0.72
0.49
0.60
0.39

9.0




4.4
-

The trial started in the short rains (October) of
1981 to verify the effects of farmyard manure and
fertilizers on yield of maize and the properties of
the soil and also to determine whether FYM
should be applied at high rates at long intervals
of time or at low rates at short intervals. The
manuring patterns were:

The farmyard manure was analysed lbefore
application and found to contain 1.62% nitrogen,
potash, 0.36%
1.15% phosphates, 1.62%
calcium (CaO); 1.49% magnesium oxide, 500
ppm manganese, 200 ppm zinc, 30 ppm copper,
and 15,000 ppm iron on a dry-matter basis.

1.MO: control plot where no manure or fertilizer
was applied;
2. MI: 8 tons/ha of manure applied only once in
three years (first year);
3. M2: 16 tons/ha of manure applied as MI;
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4. M3: 4 tons/ha of manure applied twice, in tile
first and third years;
5. M4: 8 tons/ha of manure applied as M3;
6. M5: 2 tons/ha of manure applied every year
(luring the short rains;
7. M6: 4 tons/ha of manure applied as M5;
8. F: fertilizer, 40 kg/ha N -- 40 kg/ha lU0,,
applied every planting season; compound
fertilizer N, P, K, 20:20:0, was used and the
rate is considered to be the -standard for the
area.

every year according to treatments. The manure
for each plot was weighed separately, spread
evenly in each plot, and then mixed with the soil.
The fertilizer was banded about 6 cm from the
seed to avoid injury and then covered with soil.
The data were statistically analysed by estab
lished pro'cdures.

The design was a randomized block replicated
fotr times at each site. During the first season
the fields were ploughed by tractor, but il 1he
subsequent seasons plots were prepared by hand
to avoid mixing soils from different plots,

-qiven in Table IV. The grain yield of the short
rains of 1981 at both sites, Ithookwe and Kampi
ya Ma e, showed that the application of farm
yard Ianure significantly (11=0.05) increased
grain yield compared to the control, indicating
that soil fertility was an inportant
factor.
At Ithookwe, the application of 16limiting
t/ha of farm
yard manure gave the highest grain yield, 4,318
ha, outyiclding the control by more than 96%,
while the application of fertilizer gave 80%
higher yield than the control.
At Kanpi ya Mawe the yields were generally
A t
i
ovra ll t ie ld
of
g e a l e
low,
withgrain
an overall
6nean
520
kg/ha.
ff The
highest
yields, 677 kg,/ha, canme from
the

Katumani maize (Composite B) was planted at
a spacing of 90 cm betwee., the rows and .30 col
between the plants, giving a population of 37,037
plants per hectare. The plots were 7 m long and
5.4 in wide. Two seeds were planted per hill and
thinned to one plant two weeks after germi nation. The plots w ere m aintained weed free and
the plants
DDT
for were
con.rolharvested,
of stalkborers.
Thedusted
four with
middle
rows
leaving out one metre at each end.
The manure was applied during the short raiis

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the first season of the trial are

plots
t/ha FYM. Nearly all the plots
wherereceiving
FYM was16aoplied
showed increased grain
yield, but, on the otner hand, application
of

TABLE IV-YIELD OF MAIZE, SHORT I'ANS 1981

Sites
Kamp: ya Mawe
Treatments

M0
MI
M2
M3
M4
MS
M6
F
Overall means
F-Test

Grain
(kg/ha)

438
568
677
567
611
624
428
243
520
*

lthookwc

Grain/cob

Grain

(g)

(kg/ha)

24.8
37.3
36.7,
30.1
33.8
39.9
26.7
20.6
31.3
NS

2,201
3,060
4,318
2,667
3,711
2.361
2.239
3,982
3,092
*

Grain/cob
(g)
40.0
48.0
62.8
49.8
50.4
44.0
45.8
69.1
51.2
NS

Note. The trial at Katumani (luring tie short rains ot 1981 was destroyed
by wild animals and therefore no yields
were obtained.
• = Significant it P = 0.05
NS = Non-significant
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fertilizer significantly decreased the yield, by
44%. The observation confirms the findings of
Holliday et al. (1965) that there are occasions
when the manure appears to give ayield response
over and above that given by fertilizer, as for
example in dry and hot summers. Stewart (1980)
has also cautioned on the use of nitrogen fertilizer
in what appears to be a dry season, and suggested
that if the risk of crop failure is fairly high it
would be most economic to forgo nitrogen
application at planting time and wait for the rainfall pattern to clarify itself.

moisture availability during the vegetative
period. Since only 182 mm of rain was received at
Kampi va Mawe during the season, the readily
soluble fertilizers may have created a region of
high osmotic pressure, the consequent with
drawal of water from the rooting zone creating
moisture stress. Alternative',y, the more readily
available nutrients front the fertilizers could have
encouraged an early vegetative growth to the
detriment of reprodtuctive growth, which occurred
mainly under conditions of limited moisture
supply.

It was noticed in the course of field observation
that maize plants in the plots that received
mineral fertilizer were taller and healthier during
the early stages of growth; however, during their
reproductive stage, when moisture became
limited, they appeared to wilt and suffer niore
ltn those
theytatpered
than
orfreceived
that
w ere unferilizend
unfertilized
farmyrd
mauretwo or received
farmyard manure,

There were no significant differences between
grain weight per cob at Kitui and Kanlpi ya
Mawe, indicating that the increased grain yield
in different trcatment! could not he attributed to
this parameter.

The reduction of maize yields by mineral
fertilization itay therefore be associated with

recorded at Katuorani under the MS treatment,
and the lowest, of 860 kg/ha, at Ithookwe in

t Tables
oseasons.
s a oV and
s Duringt
uVIi show
g fhe
t ethe
l ayield
a nobtained
M r hinMthey
loig
rains
(March-May)
of' 1982, the highest yield, of 6,558 kg/ha, was

TABLE V-YIELD OF M AlZE. LONG RAINS 1982

Sites
Kampi ya Mawc

Ithookwc

Katurmani

Grain
(kg/ha)

Grain/cob
(g)

Grain
(kg/ha)

(;rain/cob
(g)

Grain
(kg/ha)

Grain/cob
(g)

M0
MI
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

1,167
2,083
2,763
1,885
2,333
2,013
1,680

55.0
91.6
109.2
81.8
91.7
81.5
89.5

860
1,289
1,220
1,136
1.313
1,053
893

37.1
40.0
57.1
48.9
53.3
36.8
33.2

4,705
4,705
4,777
4.702
4,576
6,558
4,569

111.3
112.9
117.5
110.5
119.1
111.8
112.9

F

2,056

89.2

1,308

54.1

4,699

101.8

Overall means
F-Test

1,998
NS

86.2

1,134
NS

45.1
NS

4,876
NS

NS

Treatments

*

* = Significant at P = 0.05

NS = Non-significant

MO plots. However, these differences were not
statistically significant at all the sites. In the 1982
short rains, significant grain-yield increases were
obtained at both Kampi ya Mawe and lthookwe
(P=0.05),with 16 t/ha FYM giving the highest
yield, of 4,605 kg/ha at the former station and

fertilizer giving the highest yield, of 3,322 kg/ha,
at Ithookwe (Table VI). The highest yields for the
two consecutive seasons, 4,876 kg/ha for the long
rains and 4,129 kg/ha for the short rains of 1982,
were recorded at Katumani. This can hardly be
attributed to the effect of rainfall, as Katumani
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TABLE VI-YIELD OF MAIZE, SHORT RAINS 1982
Sites
Kampi ya Ma'.

Ithookwe

Katumani

Treatments

Grain
(kg/ha)

Grain/cob
(g)

Grain
(kg/ha)

Grain/cob
(g)

Grain
(kg/ha)

Grain/cob
(g)

MO
MI
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
F
Overall means

1,819
3,186
4,606
3,315
2,961
2.105
2,991
3,418
3,050

27.0
29.3
27.3
27.5
28.0
29.3
26.8
30.0
28.2

762
1,034
2,b76
910
1,198
746
1,140
3,322
1,349

*

NS

24.2
24.7
27.9
24.4
25.8
24.3
24.7
29.0
25.6

3,351
4,115
4,403
4,101
4,337
3,864
4,271
4,589
4,129

*

NS

33.8
33.4
34.7
36.3
35.7
34.2
36.3
36.2
35.1

NS

NS

F-Test
•

Significant at P = 0.05

NS = Not significant

had the least rain (luring the study period of the
three sites (Table I1). The increased yields may
probably be associated with the initial relatively
higher soil fertility, especially available P (Table
III), and the relatively higher altitude with cooler
temperature.
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show the yields of treatments
MO, MI, M2, MS,and F, giving a clear indication
of the general yield trends. The !jcational
performance over different seasons indicates that
there was a reasonable response to FYM through
the ranges zero to 16 t/tta, except at Katuiani,
where the fertilizer performed marginally better
than the fa,'myard manure. The application of
16 t/ha FYM gave the highest yield when the
rainfall was high; however, it would appear that
in thr -vent of limited rainfall, as at Ithookwe in
the long rains of 1982 (Fib. 2), the decrease in
yield might be more than that of lower rates of
FYM. Wigg et al. (1972), working in Tanzania,
also obtained similar results. They found that the
response of the sown pasture to the heaviest
rates of farmyard manure was very good in years
of high rainfall, when the yields were more than
doubled, but became much less in dry years. The
application of FYM at the rate of 8 t/ha appeared
to give high and consistent yields, close to that
obtained by applying the standard rate of mineral
fertilizers, indicating that this could supply maize
plants with enough nutrients,
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From these results it would appear that the
use of farmyard manure by subsistence farmers
in semi-arid areas should be encouraged, since it
can maintain soil fertility and provide a cheap
source of plant nutrients. However, since these
results are from only itfew seasons and the trials
are still in progress, no final conclusions have
been drawn.

SUMMARY
A long-term manurial experiment was initiated
in the short rains of 1981 at three sites, two in
lachakos and one it Kitui, to study toe effects
of farmyard manu-e and fertilizers on maize
grain yields. The responses to both farmyard
manure and fertilizers were very large in years of
high rainfall. Compared with the control, the
residual effect of the FYM was still apparent ,a
the third season after application. Manurial and
fertilizer responses varied with the season and
locality, but the trends on the average were fairly
constant over the three seasons. Application of 16
t/ha farmyard manure gave, the highest yield in
years of high rainfall, but decline in yields was
highest in this treatment during the dry seasons.
A rate of 8 t/ha farmyard manure gave relatively
high and consistent yields in all the seasons,
while the application of fertilizers lowered grain
yield invery dry seasons.

EFFECTS OF FARMYARD MANURE AND FERTILIZER ON MAIZE

5000

4000

1000

At

Short rains
1981

W

Long rains
1982

MO (contrcl), no manure or fertilizer
SNI 1,8 t/ha FIYM first year only
M2, 16 I/ha FYM first
ycar only

L4.
9
"-

M5, 2 t/ha FYM annually
F,fertilizer seasonally

Fig. I. Effects of farmyard manure and fertlizer on grain yield of maize at Ithookwe (Kitui)
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1

2~ 2000'
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Short rains
1981

Long rains
1982

Short rains
1982

MO (control), no manure ar fertilizer
Ni.

V.I/ha FYM first year only

M2, 16 t/ha FYM first year only
M5, 2 t/ha FYM annually
.H

F, fertilizer seasonally

Fig. 2. Effects of farmyard manure and fertilizer on grain yield of maize at Kampi ya Mawe (Machakos)
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EFFECTS OF FARMYARD MANURE AND FERTILIZER ON MAIZE
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N1 (control), no manure or fertilizer
Ni I, 8 I/ha FYM first year only

SN12,

16 t/ha FYM first year only

M5, 2 t/ha FYM annually
j

F, fertilizer seasonally

Fig. 3. Effects of farmyard manure and fertilizeron grain yield of maize atKaturnani (Machakos)
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUKURA MARK IIPLOUGH:
A MULTIPURPOSE OX-DRAWN TOOLFRAME FOR SMALL
FARMERS
R. E. FigueroaI and J. K. Mburu2
INTRODUCTION
Kenya is basically an agricultural country and
her economy depends on agricultural production.
But only about 15% of Kenya's land has enough
rainfall to allow arable cropping; the rest of the
country consists of arid and semi-arid regions
with low agricultural potential. Ninety per cent of
its people live in rural areas and derive their
livelihood from smallholdings. The average
holding for high-potential areas is 3.5 ha and
about 7.5 ha for low-potential regions. The
population growth rate in the country is high and
is contributing substantially to the fragmentation
and subdivision of arable land.
More and more people are moving to marginal
areas, whose potential has not been fully realized,
due to limitations of energy supply. The contribution of the smallholder agriculturalist to the
country's economy being quite significant, the
Government's policy is to encourage and promote
the mechanization of small farms. There has
been a growing awareness that tractors and
tractor-drawn equipment can meet the needs of
only a small fraction of the rural population
because of the limited cash income of the average
farm household. Moreover, the enormous
increases in the price of petrol and a substantial
rise in the import cost of tractors and spares have
accentuated the difficulty of such heavy investment for the small farmer. This situation has
underscored the need to give serious attention to
farm equipment innovations which are less
capital-intensive and which will also entail
smaller demands on the limited cash resources of
small farmers,
The Government has in the past made considerable research efforts to find equipment and
implements better suited to these farming conditions, and is still doing so. Hand in hand with the
Government and FAO, this task is being carried
out by the GK/FAQ/UNDP Agricultural Equip-

ment Improvement Project launched some 5 years
ago.
This paper deals with one of the by-products of
the project.
PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT FOR ANIMAL-TRACTION
EQUIPMENT
The design and development of animal-traction
equipment involves three important and closely
interrelated factors. They are draught animals,
local field conditions, and construction materials.
When these factors are taken properly into
account, the risk of failure through inappropriate
design can be reduced to a minimum.
DraughtAnimals
The tractive power available from draught
animals is one of the deciding factors in deter
ming the weight, size, and complexity of design
of :nimal-traction equipment. The limits on the
power that an animal can produce impose
limits on the whole design. The tractive effort
obtainable from a draught animal depends on
its breed, sex, age, weight, and size, the quality
of its feed, its training for work, its health, and
other factors. The variability of these factors
makes it difficult to give a precise figure that will
be applicable everywhere. A report by Goe and
McDowell (1980) stated that a well-trained,
healthy, mature animal can usually exert a force
equivalent to 10-- 14% of its body weight while
travelling at a speed of 2.4 to 4 km/hr. According
to the FAO Manual (FAO, 1972), a pair of animals
can develop a maximum instantaneous effort
from 215 to 1,000 kg, depending on their body
weight. This instantaneous force plays a very
important role in the design of an implement, and
the safety factor can be based upon it.
What spoils an implement is nct so much

1. Agricultural Engineer, FAO/UN, Nalonal Dryland Farming Station, Katumani
?. Agricultural Engineer, MOA/AMTU. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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constant normal use as the accidents that can
happen during field operation, especially in
breaking new ground. The sudden impact of
hidden obstructions such as tree stumps or
stones can easily bend, twist, or cut an implement if account is not taken of such sudden
stresses during the design of the equipment.
The use of several animals together, even if
they are well driven, results in loss of tractive
effort. The relationship between the number of
animals used together and the resulting loss of
efficiency, as reported in the FAO Manual (1972),
compared to the tractive effort ofa single animal,
is 7.5% for two animals, 15% for three, 22% for
four, 3 0 % for five, and 370/ for six. Thus itis
clearly not practical to keep and use more than
one good pair of draught animals.
LocalFifldConditions
Much of the criticism of unsuitable animaltraction equipment in developing countries arises
fron improper selection and poor adaptation to
local field conditions. Soil and climate are
crucial factors, since they determine the relative
importance of different cropping operations,
which in turn affects the type of equipment
applicable,
Inareas of low rainfall, where a growing seasoii is short, timely planting is crucial, as late
planting may cause a large reduction in yield or
even crop failure. This means that land preparation has often to be carried out before the onset of
rain, when the soil is still dry and hard. Mouldboard ploughs, for example, were designed for
moist soil, and they are unsuitable and ineffec
tive for use before the rain. Where the growing
season is prolonged by higher rainfall and
early sowing is Icss urgent, its employment is
possible and advantageous, especially on flat
land.
When there arc great differences of ecological
conditions within a country, it is most important
that the development of equipment should be
based on the local condition.
Construction Materials

This factor is crucial when the equipment is
to be produced with locally available materials,
More often than not, suitable materials are
locally available, and even if they are the chances
are that they will be of substandard quality.
During the first phase of the project, when
attention was concentrated on the testing and
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evaluating of equipment, some imported imple
ments were found to work well and to be techni
cally suitable, but when the manufacturing
aspect was considered, there were constraints
due to the non-availability of suitable materials
in the local market. A case in point that resulted
in some frustration was the attempt to use the
design of a multipurpose plough made in France.
The prototype toolframe, a T-shape chassis that
accepts various implements for cultivation, was
ideal for multipurpose operations. It was light,
weighing only 16 kg. The prototype was copied
and duplicated using the same specification and
local steel, but the locally manufactured version
poor quality of the local
due to the
was
steel.weak,
To overcome
this, the cross-sectional size
in
est
hch
is,
e a
o
ote
of the beam was increased, which resulted in
an implement double the weight of the original
plough. The decision was nevertheless made to
manufacture them in large numbers, and the
ploughs were made available to farmers. The
increase in weight tremendously increased the
draught requirement for pulling the equipment.
With only the same anima! power available,
working lte implrbent in the field became
larmers
difficult for both operator and anirfalsu
refused to buy, even at the very low subsidized
price of KSh. 350;-: for a complete set of plough
and cultivator. This hasty decision not only
caused a loss of confidence among farmers but
also huge financial losses. This project has
encountered several cases where imported
implements performed satisfactorily under local
conditions, but had to be abandoned because
they could not be manufactured using local
material without prejudicing quality.
tIS'IINtG
I)'OCF.I)UI-ES
International testing standards and procedures
exist only for tractors, and these are oric., ted
towards providing the manufacturers with data.
With animal-traction equipment, there has been
little effort to standardize data collections. Many
testing stations have developed their own
systems, and the interchangeability of results is
thus limited.
Testing equipment can involve many variables.
There is little point in spending time collecting
data that will not contribute to the final decision.
In Kenya, the 1AO Agricultural Equipment
Improvement Project decided to include only the
rnininiumi -,tailsof technical specification, and
instead to concentrate on performance and
suitability data that can be more readily under
stood by the layman. A typical Test Report is

I)li\'I()I'NIiN

attached as Appendix I. It is essential, however,
that all the factors considered should be expressed as far as possible in a quantitative
manner. The factors will vary according to the
type of equipment, but some of the commonest,
taking the plough as an example, are draught
requirement, handling characteristics, labour
requirement, quality of ork, rate of work, and
construction quality.

1.lIIHBUK IRA MARK II PI ()tGll

whether it can withstand difficult conditions and
accidental abuse. One simple test for this is to
sink a heavy post in the field and drive the
implement over it. This tests the resistance of the
beam to shock and reveals any weakness in con
struction and material.

Draught Requirenent
Draught requirement is one cf the most critical
factors in animal-tractioo equipment. One easy
way of measuring this is to use a spring-type
dynamometer placed between the implement and
the animal. Several readings are taken at various
speeds, depths, and widths of ploughing, taking
note of the prevailing soil conditions, classified
as wet, moist, or dry, light for volcanic soils,
medium for loam, and heavy for clay.

EVAI[UATION OF -Q[IIPM NT
The test results can generally indicate which
implements are technically unsuitable. But for
those found suitable, it may be difficult to
quantify their degree of suitability without
making an overall evaluation, which should con
sider, along with the technical aspect, relevant
economic and sociological factors. The wide
variability of bioclimatic, economic, and social
conditions in Xenya makes these factors a matter
of serious coyicern, especially when a new piece
olequipmlent is uinder consideration.

HandlingCharacteristics

TechnicalSuitability

The point to assess here is the drudgery
involved during the field operation. The operator's opinion is noted regarding the steerability
of the implement, whether it is heavy or light,
or difficult or easy to operate. If it is an adjustable
implement, the period it takes before an operator
can get used to operating it is noted,

Good technical performance can increase and
hasten the farmers' acceptance of an implement.
Indeed, the main value of testing an implement is
*,,obtain enough data to permit a reasonably
accurate final evaluation of the implement on the
basis of the factors quantified under the testing
procedure. Most of these values pertain to the
animals being used at the time of testing. Bear
ing in mind that an animal normally produces
10- 14% of its body mass as sustained
force, this limit must be observed strictlydraught
in the
performance evaluation to ensure that the
implement does not require more diaught
force than what is available in terms of the mass
of the common draught animals in the locality.

LabourRequirement
This is given in number of operators required
to operate the implement effectively,
Quality of Work
This is measured as poor, good, or excellent,
based on the particular field operation an imple
ment is being tested for under typical conditions.
As for a ploughing test of a mouldboard plough,
assessment is linked to penetration, inversion
and scouring of soil, and also to maintenance of
furrow depth.

ECONOMIC CRITERIA
Financial constraints are tie main reason why
so few small farmers invest in farm equipment.
As reported in the Nzaui/Machakos Farming
System Study (Ministry of Agriculture, 1981), the
average total household cash income and house
hold cash expenditure of a Nzaui farmer for 1980
were KSh. 4,845 and KSh. 4,062 respectively.
The greater part of the income was derived from
regular off-farm employment. Virtually all the
income is committed, first to food and non
farm expenditures like school expenses for

Rate of Work
This is reported in hours/hectare and measured
in relation to the draught requirement and the
time
unit area during
tie spent
set working
woring on
oa a certain
rtpaiountareak
dug
the test, including a short operational break. The
type of animal used and its weight is noted,
ConstructionQuality
This aspect is assessed on the quality of
materials used, any manufacturing defects,
durability and rigidity of the implement, and

children, clothing, etc., and there is little left
over for farm investment, of which equipment is
only one of many possible items. Most farmers
have priorities they consider much more impor
tant than just owning a piece of farm equipment,
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but such an outlook can be changed if we look at
and study their way of life.

SPECIAL ISSUE

trying to change the traditional Nzaui system of
cropping to match the new ox-tool, or should the
ox-tool be rteveloped to match the system of
e ropping?
x
mixed cropping?
In the final evaluation of equipment, factors
that may appear less influencial can form major
constraints during the test marketing exercise.
This risk can be minimized by comprehensive
evaluation of all factors that could affect the
farmers' acceptance of new equipment and
innovations.

One must consider all the factors that may
influence a farmer's demand for mechanization
and place this demand in perspective; this is the
only way one can evaluate his likely demand for
farm equipment. One such important factor is the
existing farm power bottlenecks aod the extent to
which these constrain the farmer's objectives,
Nzaui farmers are very much concerned with
risk avoidance, and obtaining an assured, adequate yield is the cropping goal. The probabi
lity of a poor yield or even a crop failure is
a constant worry. The farmer, then, seeks more
guarantee for his crop yield, and in this area
improved equipment can play a vital role,
mostly in promoting the timeliness that is so
important in senmi-arid areas. The Nzaui farmer
is likely to pursue mechanization first and
foremost to ensure timely planting qnd then to
ensure that all other practices can be properly
carried out.

D)ESIGN FEATURES OF THE BUKURA
MARK 11PI.OUGIH
1e development of the iukura Mark II
Plough, a multipurpose ox-drawn toolframe, was
started in western Kenya at Bukura, where one
ofthe substations of the FAO Agricultural Equip
mert Improvement Project is sited. During the
early stage of the project, it has made an inten
sive effort to develop farm eluipment which is
less capilal-intensive and will entail smaller

With extremely limited cash in hand, the cost
of an implement will greatly influence the
farmer's decision to invest in it.An essential
question when evaluating the economics of
implements is whether the implement is within
the financial means of the individual farmer who
is to purchase it. Also whether it will increase the
timeliness of operations that affect crop yield,
reduce manual drudgery, and give other benefits.

demands on the limited cash resources of the
small farmers. Local equipment available was
identified and tested and evaluations made. The
project also imported a wide range of sina!
farm equipment and implements that are used in
other countries with similar ecological conditions
to that of Kenya. All these have been subjected
to a course of testing, modification, and evalua
tion.

SociologicalAspcts
The introduction of' new equipment often
meets serious difficulties because its equipmuent
does not fit the social life and farming systen in
the locality and would involve changes in the
traditional ways of doing things. Most farmers
accept less efficient equipment more easily than
more efficient implements, simply because it
can be better assimilated into their 'raditins
with only minor changes in the basic values held
by the people. A typical example of this is reported in the same Farming System Survey at
Nzaui/Machakos. Mixed cropping is a traditional
practice at Nzaii. The reasons offered for the
practice are varied. The new ox-cultivation tools
being introduced by M.I.D.1P. have been mainly
developed for the cultivation of a pure-crop stand',
The Nzaui farmer may make minor changes in
his mixed cropping practices, such as row planting or regular intercropping, but lie is unlikely
to change to pure cropping without proof of striking advantages related to his objectives. f"he
question must then be asked: Should we go on
278

Alhmost all the single-purposc animal-traction
iniplenicmtts that were tested have impediments,
either technical or economic. Those found
technically suitable cost too much to make them
1cceptable equilmient for a single job. Never
theless, a study of the relative merits of all the
systems tested resulted in thi' development of
a prototype technically suited for niiltipurpo!,;e
operations.

The Buikura Mark I1Plough uses the same
working principle as any ordinary plough. It is
hitched to the draught aninial by a trek chain and
operated by one or two operators. The major
development breakthrough was its lightness,
durability, simplicity, versatility, and suitability
for local manufacture. It can work with minimum
adjustment, and such adjustment as is required
can be made without the need for special tools.
The denianding work of hitching on or dis
engaging different attachments has been totally
eliminated by devising a hole and simple pin
clip system.

DEVELOPMENT OF TlE IIUKURA MARK II PILOUGII

Pitch Regulator,

otPn

m

Drawbar
Hitch

Punch Planter

OCie

N:ouldboard plough
Cultivator frame
Desi plough
Coil stirrer
Chisel plough
Rolling punch planter
Furrow opener-cum-ridgcr
Lifters for groundnut and potato
Fig. 1 Bukura mark 11plough

Mai Toolfraie
The basic toolframe chassis has a straight
rectangular hollow beam, 60 X 40 x 3.5 mm in
cross section. It has two handles, welded almost at the middle section of the beam at a 4S
degree angle, with a vertical support that serves
to reinforce the beam. The rear end of the beam
has a hole, also reinforced, to which various
implements may be attached and secured by
two 14 mm diameter pins. The hake is welded at
the front end with a series of vertical holes. These
accept the drawbar hitch, secured to the hake by
a 14 mm diameter pin. Adjustment of the drawbar hitch can be made in five positions for
vertical setting of the plough. The toolframe
weighs only 14 kg, which accounts for the reduction in the draught required to pull the implement. The drawbar hitch has three positions for
lateral plough adjustment to reduce or increase
ploughing width.
PloughBody
The assembly consists of mouldboard, share,
frog, landside, and heel, all attached to a plough

leg with a right-angled headstock for fitting to the
toolframe. All parts are standard, except for the
share, which was provided with a bar point made
out of spring steel. This bar point has strength
ened the plough share and increased soil penetra
tion.
CultivatorFrame
Made of hollow section bar of the same cross
sectional size with that of the toolframe beam.
A right-angled headstock similar to that of the
plough leg is welded at the middle for fitting to
the toolframe. The length of the cultivator frame
is 600 mm. Cultivator components can be at
tached to the frame at desired spacings by a
special wedge-type clamp. This wedge clamp can
be loosened or tightened using a stone.
Depth Wheel
The depth wheel is fixed to a single leg with
a scraper, an innovation that minimizes the
accumulation of soil in a muddy field and the
collection of trash in a dry and weedy field, The
depth wheel is attached to the beam of the tool
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frame using a wedge clamp to facilitate the
making of adjustments.
ADAPTATION FOR DRYLAND FARMING
The Bukura Mark I1 Plough, with an improved
mouldboard, was originally developed for the wet
areas of Western Province, but provision was
made for the toolframe chassis, which was the
major innovation in the system, to be used in
semi-arid areas by developing appropriate tillage
components as attachments. When 1 substation
of the project was established at the Katumani
Dryland Farming Research Station, Machakos,
the development effort was aimed towards the
employment of the toolframe for dryland farming
cultivation.

SPECIAL ISSUE

Desi

(hisel

Average draught (kg)
183.0
Depth of cultivation (cm) 9.3
Rate of work (hr/ha)
8.1

98 0l
7.I
8..3

The objectives of tillage in semi-arid areas are
to improve soil structure, reduce bulk density,
control weeds, reduce runoff, increase infiltration
and ieduce moisture loss by evaporation (Johnston and Muchiri, 1975). The mouldboard
was found ill-adapted for most of these objectives. The problems created by low and inreliable rainfall, plus the obvious lack of farmpower available to small farmers, have imposed a
major constraint in achieving appropriate tillage
practices for dryland farming. Low rainfall and
erratic distribution dictate the necessity of
planting early to get the maximum available
moisture. A study by Stewart (1982) shows that
not only has timeliness of planting a major effect
on crop yield but that the probability of crop
failure is increased by late planting. During dry
periods and before the onset of the rains, soil
conditions make early land preparation difficult,
Ironically, the draught animals are also in their
poorest physical condition for heavy work at this
time, due to poor grazing at the end of the
drought.

The same tillage components were adapted to
the Bukura Mark I1 toolframe. The field test
obtained a much lower draught. For the Desi
plough, an average draught force of 95 kg at
a working depth of 11 cm was taken. Chiselling
has taken 100 kg at a working depth of 15 cm. The
difference in draught requirement between Sine
Hoe and Bukura Mark 11,using the same tillage
component, must be attributed to their difference
in weight. The Sine Hoe T-toolframe weighs 27
kg, while the Bukura Mark 1I toolfrine is only
14 kg.
The use of the Desi for dryland farming has
shown some success in achieving the majority of
the objectives of tillage for semi-arid areas. Cost
wise, however, its acceptance by -mall farmers
may be doubtful. The present price quoted by
Kenya Industrial Estates at Machakos for one
Desi attachment is KSh. 500, much higher than
other attachments that can do a similar job.
ill

Acees.sorie.frIrland Cultivation

Apart from the ")csi plough, several other
attachments were ueveloped by the project for
possible employment in dryland farming cultiva
tion. These are currently under comparative
field trial to establish an attachment package that
can eventually be recorimended to small farmers
in the semi-arid regions of Kenya.

Before the coming of the FAO Agricultural
Equipment Improvement Project to Katumani,
the University of Nairobi had developed a tillage
system at Katumani Station using a combination
of the Sine floe (T-shape toolframe) and the De:ii
plough. The Desi plough is an improved version
of an Indian DLsi, and was also developed by the
University of Nairobi. This attachment was
intended to replace the mouldboard plough. With
its extended wings, the Desi when used as a
plough is working like a furrow opener. A report
on the field trials conducted at Katumani by
Muchiri (1981), on comparative tillage equipment
using the Sine Hoe system, gives the following
performance under dry soil conditions:

Mouldboard Plough (with only an improved
share)
The mouldboard of the plough bottom was
removed, using only the plough share with a bar
point made from leaf spring. Without the mould
board, the share breaks the soil without invert
ing. Th is leaves the trash on the surface, which
can help reduce surface runoff and moisture
evaporation. The landside of the plough bottom
helps to stabilize the imple nent during operation,
thus making it easy to maintain a straight furrow.
The absence of the mouldboard also reduces soil
rcsistancc, giving a significant reduction in the
draught requirement of the implement.
Soil Stirrer
This is an improvement on the Ards generally
used in Libya and Egypt. The working parts are
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essentially' a share and rudimentary mouldboard
symmetrically in the vertical plane through the
draught axis. It does not have lateral forces,
which makes control simpler. During field
operations, the soil is not turned over, resulting
in furrows with slightly raised edges.

O[1:Till: BI.JK1JRA MARK I'IP.OUGHi

Weeders

Various weeding blades and soil-contacting
parts that could be attached to the cultivator
frame have been developed for the Bukura Mark
II toolframe. They are currently under field trial
at Katumani to compare and assess their effec
tiveness in eradicating weeds. Those under
ChiselPlough
consideration are A-blades of various sizes, duck
foots, sweeps, and reversible cultivator shares.
The chisel point is a triangular share. The
The Farming System Specialist of the FAO
the
soil
but
is
8.5
cm.
It
breaks
working width
Dryland Farming Research Project, with the
causes no inversion. The ground is penetrated at
collaboration of the AEIP/FAO Project, estab
a 60-degree entry angle. Deep soil penetration is
lished a field trial at Katoloni Farm for Maize,
easily achieved, but implement stability is difemploying direct tillage-planting for dryland
ficult to attain where ground surface varies i'
hardness. The chisel tends to deviate to either conditions. Before the onset of rain, the field was
chiselled and simultaneously planted with maize
side whenever it hits some obstruction o- difficult
using the rolling punch planter. This was followed
soil condition, and thus maintaining a straight
by passing A-blade cultivators between the plant
furrow often becomes difficult,
rows to eradicate weeds. This operation was done
at pre-emergence stage. There was no regrowth
Chisel/Rolling Punch Planter
of weeds as the field was completely dry. At the
the
The rolling punch planter developed by
onsct of rain, maize germinated in a weed-free
Project was adapted to work behind tie chisel.
field. The trash that had been slashed hy the A
The idea was to chisel and plant in one ( ration.
blades remained on top of the ground, minimizing
designed
was
planter
punch
rolling
fingered
The
oil erosion. Subsequent weeding cultivation was
with
to plant directly in moderately loose soil, but
s
also carried out with the A-blade cultivator. The
blades penetrate the soil horizontally and parallel
compacted and dry soil the fingers of the planter
failed to penetrate. The chisel point serves to totegri laadptiofbot4o8cm-hy
to 8 cm. They
to the ground at a depth of about 4but
drilling. With fihe
and facilitate
loosen the soil
slash tile
(o not disturb the soil surface
plnte t th chselleg th
atachd
1,,ncl
effective
for
root
zone.
It
is
most
t
weeds
in
their
tor
aterchl
le
plnter
atachlized
im
implement is stabilized for lateral movementanulgsht ifctywseonerdn
grass, but difficulty was encountered in
chselingoeraton.annual
durigplarilig
eradication of couch grass.
doring chiselling-planting operation, -the
Furrow Opener-cumn-Ridger

The employment of such a farming system for
crop establishment in dryland areas must be

A simple furrow opener, convertible into a
ridger, was also developed for the toolframe. The
share point made from leaf spring, the furrow
opener wing, and the ridger wing are easily
detachable and secured to tile main body by bolt
pins. It has a landside which provides stability
for the implement during field operation. Making
straight furrow and ridge can easily be achieved,

pursued, as it achieves the requirements of early
land preparation and planting, soil and water
conservation, and weed control. Further trial,
however, is recommended to ascertain its
successful applicability. Research must also
include other tillage equipment and farm prac
tices employing the Bukura Mark 11 toolframe
chassis.

APPENDIX
AGRICUtfTURAL EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT--KEN 74/019
SUBCENTRE BUKURA
TEST REPORT NO.4
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of equipment
Weight of toolframe
Manufacturer
Local distributor
Cost

Ox-drawn multipurose toolframe,
T-shape made of solid steel bar.
23 kg
S'MECMA Co. Ltd., Mali, W. Africa.
None
N.A.
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Pertormance Characteristics
6. Ploughing (Attachment: Mouldboard Plough)
Weight of attachment
Average width of cut
Average depth of cut
Average plough speed
Dynamometer reading range
Average dr.ft
Rate of work

22.4 kg
26 cm
22 cin
2.32 km/hr
150 to 180 kg
165 kg
27.8 hr/ha

7. Weeding (Attachment: 3 tine-tooth and 2 springtine cultivator)
Weight of attachment
16.5 kg
Weeding width
54 cm
Average depth
14 cm
Average draft
100
Rate of work per pass
14 hr/ha
No. of passes required
2
8. Score (Out of lOpoints)
PloughingOperation

Weeding Operation

Draft requirement
5
Rate of work
7
Trash burial
8
Furrow-depth
maintenance
8
Scouring ability
7
Ease of handling
6
Construction quality 8
Suitability for local
manufacture
8
Total score

Draft requirement
Rate of work
Weed removal
Ease of handling
Soil penetration
Construction quality
Suitability for local
manufacture

71%

Total score

6
8
7
7
8
8
8

74%

Ohservati,.
9. Field condition suitable with moist sandy loam soil and very light trash.
10. Vertical regulator of plough is high for local animals.
II. Bolts for clamps are very soft, refused to loosen after tightening.
12. Cultivator effective only for weeds not more than 10cm high.
13. Operator needs to push cultivator down during operation to penetrate.
14. Weeds blocked tines at close position; wider space leaves uncultivated
areas.
Te.t Status oflnrileht,nt: Needs modification of vertical regulator and further
field testing required,
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TECHNICAL SESSION 3: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (Dr D. B. Thomas : One of the major
problems of land managemeut in semi-arid areas
is soil erosion and runoff. Various studies on soil
physical and chemical characteristics to examine
possible modification measures to conserve, preserve, and improve the land resource were
conducted so as to increase and/or maintain crop
yield,
DrF. H. C. Scott: On the control plot the fuirrows
are made down, not across the slope. Does this
simulate the real situation?

with annual rainfall of up to 899 mm. However,
the internal drainage of the soil in question
should be looked into first to avoid running into
vater-logging problems.
Mr Marimi: Ridging increases the surface area
from which evaporation takes place. One can
predict that doubling the number of ridges in unit
length may double the surface area. Did you
witness faster wilting with more ridges than with
few ridges, especially when light shovers
about 10 mm-were received?

Mr L. G. Ulsaker: Soil loss from the unit plot is
used as a reference for the highest erosion rate. It
is therefore ploughed up and down the slope
instead of across it so as to stimulate the highest
possible erosion rate for that particular soil.
MrA. M. Marini: Permanent wilting points for
different crops vary from c. 10 atmospheres to c.
10 atmospheres, the lower being for vegetable
crops and the higher for xerophytic plants. Would
you be able to include 20 atmospheres (20 bars) ini
your table and calculate available water from
soils in the target area?

Mr Kilewe: This observation was not recorded.
However, the wide furrows stored more water
than the conventional furrows, which had more
ridges. This difference could be a result of the
increased surface area on the conventional
furrows, from which evaporation 'took place.
MrS. C. Ondieki: With the erratic nature of rain
fall, will manure production be constant?---since
pasture will also disappear with rain and animals
sold. So will the study be adaptive effectively?
Also has a survey been done an flow of animals
year per faaily?
thtoughout tile

Mr A. M. Kilewe: Yes, it is possible to include
the 20 bars moisture content without any problcm.
Mr F. M. Ndambuki: In one of thle tables on
water-holding capacity you showed available
moisture as the difference between field capacity
and wilting point. What reference-crop species
did you refer to for wilting point? Different crops
have different wilting points.
Mr Kilewe: Thc field capacity was determined
tension table, while the permaient
using a point was determined using a pere
pressure
wilting
species were
crop
No
laboratory.
the
plate-in

Mr Kilewe: The production of manure will
apparently vary according to av"ilability of the
feeds. The study was meant to evaluate the
available manure. However, if the animals are
would be of great use because the
sold, the study
farmer will know the best way io utilize the
manure already produced, and this probably may
help him in managing his crops until lie gets
other animals after drought.

used for these measurements.
at oof
dge
n dry
ithanother
K.meiain Machakos
m
parts
and other
most r farmers
how
Eastern Province use ox-drawn implements,
such a sstem?
into
fit
furrows
wide
the
do
for the agriculMr Kilewe: It is quite spossible
di
weeding,
tural engineers to design ploughing,
and construction implements to fit the widefurrow systems by minimal modification of the
existing implements.
M L.F. Scherer: What rainfall range are
applicable to?
Mr
furrows applicable to?

Mr J. 0. Mugah: Farmyard manure has a high
immobilize
content of carbon compounds, whichcrop.
Do you
in competition with the
nitrogen
soi!
as a factor?
sethis
Mr Ondieki: This is a factor-especially so in the
system is
case of fresh manure. A good storagemanure
to
to enable farm
therefore
and release nutrients without loss ol
decomposenecessary
ammonia.
of
form
the
nitrogen in
MrMugah: How do you explain the drastic yield
the farm
when you
observed
decrease
application
rateincreased
to 16 tonnes,'ha
yard-manure
und-rconditions oflow rainfall?
Mr Ondieki: The high rates of farmyard manure
apparently re!ease great amounts of nutrients.
The high nitrogen content encourages vegetative
growth at the early stages of plant development.
Under conditions of low rainfall at the reproduc

Mr Kilewe: This system is applicable to areas
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tive stage, the demand for water becomes more
for these plants because of the increascd mass
and evapotranspiration, and therefore they suffer
more, with a resultant decrease in yield.
Mr L. 0. Sese: Please elaborate more oil the
following: (1) rate of adoption of the multipurpose plough by farmers in Kitui and Machakos
District; (2) cost of the plough; (3) where the
plough is available,
MrJ.K. Mb:,r: (1) It is not possible now to give
an account of the rate of adoption because this
equipment has not been made available to the
farmers. The initial plan of the Ministry of Agri-
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culture and Livestock Development to have the
equipment manufactured, bought by the minis
try, and then sold to the farmers at a reasonably
loA price has not been realized. On points 2 and
3, since the equinment has not been mass pro
duced commercially the market price has not
been determined. However, the expected selling
price will be within the limited income of the
small-scale farmers. [le cost will also depend on
the number and types of implements the farmer
selects to go with the multipurpose tool frame.
After manufacturing, the plough was to be sold
from Farmers Training Centres and Agricultural
Machinery Testing Unit substations.

TECHNICAL SESSION 4

CROP IMPROVEMENT

MAIZE BREEDING AT KATUMANI: THE FIRST 25 YEARS
(ABSTRACT)
K. Njoroge 1
The semi-arid areas of eastern Kenya constitute
an important portion of the country's agricultural
land. The numerous problems found in this zone
include poor soils and an insufficient rainfall
erratically distributed over the seasons,
Maize is one of the most important food crops
of the area and a breeding programme established at Katumani in 1956 has produced several
improved early-maturing maize varieties. These
include eight synthetic varieties and three
composites. One of these varieties, Katumani
Composite B, is the most widely grown type of

1. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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maize in these semi-arid areas. There is, how
ever, evidence available that indicates that,
though widely adapted, this variety does not
flower early enough to escape drought in certain
drier areas of Eastern Province. A recently
composed early-maturing variety named Makueni
seems to hold good promise. Data presented
show that this variety flowers significantly
earlier than the well established Katumani
Composite B. Experimental evidence presented
also shows that Makueni has a wide adaptation,
similar to that of Katumani, and that reasonable
yields have not been sacrificed for earliness.

SCREENING XEROPHYTIC PLANI SPECIES FOR
ADAPTABILITY TO MACHAKOS AND KITUI DISTRICTS
(ABSTRACT)
t

L. Ulsaker

The objective of this study was to evaluate the leafed wattle ',A. saligna), salt bush (Atriplex
adaptability and potential for impr-ving efficient
nimtnularia),carob (Ceratoniasiliqua), mesquite
water use and/or conservation
soil by the (Prosopsis nigra), leucaena (Leucaena leuco
introduction of xerophytic plant Npecies with cephala), and moth bean (Vigna aconiiifolia)
economic value as food, forage, or fuel to the appear suitable for introduction on a trial basis in
predominantly subsistence-level farmers in the the drier areas if proper attention is given to the
Machakos and Kitui Districts of Kenya. Plant recommended establishment procedures and
screening began in October 1980 on the National
management practices. These are, except for
Range Research Station, Kiboko, and subsequent
moth bean obtainable from the International
studies were made at the National Dryland Farm- Centre for Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF)
ing Research Station, Katum:,ni, and on test Station, Machakos for the tree species. In areas
plots on farmers' fields. The results indicate that receiving at least 700 mm annual rainfall, peren
the plant species most suitable for introduction
nial peanut (Arachisglabrata),perennial soybean
for food production in the hottest, driest areas of (GlYcine wightii), and leucaena are more suitable.
the region appear to be: tepary bean (Phascolus
acutifolius), winged bean (PsophocarpustetraWood for fuel and other uses is expensive and
gonolobus), bambara groundnut (Voandz-eia in short supply in most of both districts. Species
subterranea), moth bean (Vigna :'oniffibia), and suitable for such uses are blue-leafed wattle
grain amaranth (Amaranthus hkvpochondriacus). (Acacia saligna), leucaena (L. leucocephala),
Marama bean (7losena esculentum) deservcs
mesquite (Prosopsis nigra), tamarind (Taan,
another trial. Mung bean (Vigna radiata), rindus indica), and in the better rainfall areas,
hyacinth bean (Dolichos lablab), and, in very August flower (Sesbania grandijiora). These
limited areas, guar or cluster bean (C'vamnopsis represent only the species that were tested in this
tetragonoloba) are already being grown but
Iudy. Information on many others that are
warrant considerably more attention to variital equally adapted is available at the ICRAF
selection, planting patterns, intercroppin?, rota- Station, Machakos.
tional sequences, fihizobium requirements,
pest control, and other cu!;ural practices. Such
Isle ciropping with ieucaena has been tested for
efforts would be desirable for most or all of the
four seasons at Katumani, and is a practice that
species that were screened, but priorities, in
appears ready for introduction via on-farm
most instances, wouid logically be assigned to verification trials. Additional research on estab
those already being produced.
lishment and cultural practices of food production
in living mulches is required before judgement of
Better adapted fodder production species may
be of equal or even more interest to many farmtheir suitablity and recommendations can be
made.
ers. Apple-ring acacia (Acacia albida), blue-

1.USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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BREEDING SORGHUMS FOR THE SEMI-ARID AREAS
OF KENYA (ABSTRACT)
I, R. Kermnali.I A. Shakoor,2 J. W. Kamau 3
Sorghum is an important cereal for the arid and
semi-arid areas of Kenya. The Sorghum Improvement Programme for these areas, based at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station,
Katumani, has the objective of developing
drought-resistant, good-quality, short-to-anedium
statured, early-maturing genotypes with insect and disease resistance, with particular
emphasis on charcoal-rot. Good grain-quality
sorghums, 76T-23, 954063 and NES 7360, have
been identified foe the medium altitudes, while

Dryland Bulk 822 and IS 8595 perform well in the
dry lowlands below 1000 m. Serena and 80/32
are suitable for the medium and low altitudes
respectively, where efficient bird searing is not
possible. Due to their pc'',iStent testa, they are
not altractive to birds. Information on breeding
for resistance to birds, droughts, pests, and
charcoal-rot and for grain quality is given and
various aspects of their implications for sorghum
production are discussed.

1. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
2. FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
3. Embu Institute of Agriculture
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT FOR RANKING BEAN
CULTIVARS WITH RESPECT TO RELATIVE DROUGHT
AND HEAT RESISTANCE
B. A. N. Masumba I
INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is the backbone of Kenya's economy, with more than 90% of the population
living in the rural areas and wholly dependent on
agriculture for a liviing (Mukunya et al., 1982).
National agricultural production largely depends
on about 19% of the total agricultural land classi
fied as having high-to-medium rainfall, and to a
lesser extent on small-holder farming. The latter
is carried on at subsistence level on the vast
expanse of land falling in the category of semiarid to arid, comprising about 81% of the total
agricultural land of Kenya 'Central Burdau of
Statistics, 1980).
In 1980, the population of Kenya stood at 16.3
million. From recent research findings of the
Population Studies and Research Institute of
the University of Nairobi, the current rate of
growth is approximately '1% per annum. By the
end of the decade the population will have
reached an estimated 23.1 million or 42% above
the 1980 level (Government of Kenya, 1981).
The rapid expansion of the population and a
shortage of unexploited arable land in the better
rainfall areas arc beginning to expose a potentially dangerous imbalance in the relationship
between food supply and demand at the national
level (Government of Kenya, 1981). One of the
major objectives of the national policy on food
will be to meet an ever-increasing demand for
food arising from a rapidly expanding population.
The required food-supply increase must conic
primarily from semi-arid iad with an annual
rainfall of 500-800 mm and of marginal agricultural potential. The development of crop varieties
more tolerance of adverse environmental conditions offers considerable promise for increasing
food production in the seni-arid areas of Kenya.
Beans are one of the most important crops
grown in these areas (Mukunya et al., 1982). The
'bean-growing areas are situated in East(i i,
Central, Western, and Nyanza Provinces at
altitudes varying from 1,500 to 2,500 in. In
Eastern Province, vwhore the bulk of the bean pro-
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duction takes place, there are two rainy seasons
with mean annual rainfall ranging between 500
and 800 mm and the early season often lasting
less than 60 days. Therefore short-maturing
varieties which flower before the rain ceases are
to be preferred in order to avoid the crop failures
that occur all to often in these areas.
Bean developincnt in Kenya is at present
mainly co-ordinated by the Thika National Horti
cultura! Research Station and implementcd at the
Katumani, Embu, Nyanza, and Western Agri
cultural Stations. In addition, the UNDP/FAO
Dryland Farming Research Development Pro
gramme based at the Katumani Research Station
and the USAID Dryland Cropping Systems
Research Programme based at the Kenya Agri
cultural Research Institute (KARl) at Muguga
rc th- two major programmes recognize beans
as a major crop for the semi-arid areas.
The research station at Katumani has identified
and 'veloped maize cultivars capable of yielding
acceptably in semi-arid areas, and work has been
going on to develop sorghims, pigeonpeas, cow
peas, and millets for these areas. Research at the
Thika Agriculturai Station in collaboration with
the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nairobi,
Ila!; resulted in the release of three bean varieties
for the main growing areas. They are GLP-24,
GLP-2 (Roko), and GLP-1004, for high, medium,
and marginal rainfall areas respectively. These
varieties have been well accepted by farmers in
the higher-rainfall areas. Unfortunately, the
variety selected for the marginal rainfall areas,
Mwczi Moja, is not sufficiently drought-tolerant
to stabilize yields in those areas (Mukunya et el.,
1982). There is therefore need to identify drought
and heat resistance in bean cultivars capable of
stabilizing yields in :he seni-arid areas of Kenya.
Drought resistance is a complex of many
physiological characteristics and it is doubtful
whether any one criterion will be adequate for
selection for drought resistance in crops. A corn
bination of desirable factors must be selected
(Sullivan and Ross, 1979; Anayaba et al., 1979).
Various attempts have been made to define

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT FOR RANKING BEAN CULTIVARS

specific physiological characteristics that are
indicative of drought .nd heat resistafice. Among
these are low stomatal conductance (Sullivan,
197i), low leaf transpiration per unit area (Wil
son, 1975), and low leaf-water potential (Turner,
1974). Other researchers (ldso et al., 1977; ldso,
1982) have shown that the differential in leaf-air
temperature
can and
be hence
used toserve
assess
watel
status
of plants
as athepractical
u oNairobi.
operational guide to irrigation scheduling.

resistance as indicated by the above parameters
and to verify the ranking by comparison with
yield performances.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiment was conducted at Kiboko,
Kenya
20'S,150
longitude
170 4S'Eof
altitude (latitude
980 in), 20about
km south-east
It was carried out in the dry season
between December 1981 and February 1982.

Two bean cultivars, Pinto and Mwczi Moja
(Phaseolus vulgaris L.), with potential for pro
ducing relatively high yields in the semi-arid
areas of Kenya, and one imported heat-tolerant
bean type, Tepary (Phaseolus acutifolius Gray)
were chosen fo, the present study.
The nmain objectives of this study were (a) to
determine at low, medium, and high irrigation
levels the comparative levels of stonatal con-

yield potential, Tepary j(Phaseolus acutfolius
Gray), Pinto ard Mwezi Moja
1Phascous Vulgaris
L., were planted on 5 December 1981.
The experimental design was the "line source"
design described by Hanks et al. (1974) and
adopted for co-ordinated 4-university studies of
maize responses to water in the USA in 1974 and

ductance, leaf transpiration rate, leaf-water
'potential, and the differential in leaf-air temperature from the three bean cultivars during the
reproductive growth weriod from early flowering
to pod filling, and (b) to determine the feasibility
of ranking the bean cultivars for drought and heat

1975 (Stewart et al., 1977).
Fig. I shows a schematic representation of the
experimental layout. The circles represent the
location of catch-cans installed to measure the
applied irrigation water. The numbers above the
circles represent the irrigation levels. Each

Three early-maturing bean cultivars with high
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irrigaion level consisted of 5 rows of beans.
Tepary bean was spaced 5 cm within rows and
37.5 cm between rows, while Pinto and Mwezi
Moja were spaced 10 cm within rows and 75 cm
between rows.
No irrigation was applied from planting to
flowering stage; the rainfall in that period was
138 mm. Variable irrigation was applied from
flowering throuph the yield formation (pod
development
filling)amount
stages.of during
water
The total
fell. bean
which no rain and
(actual rainfall plus applied irrigation) on irrigaion levels I, 2, and 3 totalled 169, 266, and 348
mm respectively. The 169, 266, and 348 mm
represent a very highly stressed level, consideably stressed level, and fully adequate water
and a slightly stressed
supply for Tepary bean,
level for Mwezi Moja and Pinto beans.
Measurements from each irrigation level were
days, I day preceding
taken at intervals of sevenmeasurements
covered
each irrigation, and the
to lack oinstruments,
a period of five weeks. Due
no measu rements were made prior to the s cor d
th day from
l
irrigation, which occurred on the
flowering. Measurements were aken between
I.00 and 14.00 hours, when photosynthetically
active radiation was nearly uniform.
on four
Leaf-water potential was measured pressure
a
using
level,
irrigation
each
leaves in
chamber. Each leaf was taken from a different
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Fig. 2. Effect of the Bean Cultivars and Irrigation
Lvels on Grain Yield

the mosit
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metwers
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n s w re Only
i sun-exposed
n b t e
n aes
d 4).A
E ELbean
expanded,
( mconsistrecently developed, fully
At all irrigation levels,IOTepary
measured.
were
canopy
the
leaves at the top of
had the lowest values flcr stomatal con
ap io ofently
following para
du~ctance and transpiration rate, with Pinto next
meter was used to measure the
and Mwezi Moja highest (Tables 1and il, Figs. 3
diffusive
stomatal
meessimultaneously:
At the highly stressed level, the relatively
transpiration
rate, air,temperature
(at
an4.
resistance, and
and quantum
in the ambient
the surface
high grain yield in Tepary bean appears to verify
(photosynthetically active radiation. Measurethe suggestion that lower values of stomatal
ments were made on five leaves in each irrigation
and transpiration rate indicate
conductance
different
a
from
level. Each leaf measured was
However, for Mwezi Moja
resistance.
drought
conplant adjacent to the catch-can. Stomatal
and Pinto beans, which had closer stomatal
of
ductance was calculated as the reciprocal
the
conductance and tianspiration rate values,
stomatal diffusive resistance (Watts, 1975.
stomatal conduc
reversed. Therefore
was transpiration
order and
rate values close together
lance
DISCUSSION
AND
RESULTS
used for ranking the bean cultivars for
cannot
droughtberesistance.
At all irrigation levels Tepary bean produced
yielded lower
the lower
irrigation level,
the highest grain yield. Mwezi Moja
at the high Theefores
orntcondc
Similarly,
of
retncere.
oeas
and Pinto lowest (Fig. 2). The measurements
transpira
and
conductance
stomatal
for
values
stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, leafbean
to a
e valuesto indicate
th appear
whe ra
differ-h tion rate found n Tepary
resistance,
water potential, and leaf-air tem perature
revest
yields,ranarain
actual
ential, through comparison with
M
were used as indicators of the relative drought
These results indicate that stomatal conand heat resistance of the threecultivars.
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TABLE I-EFFECT OF BEAN TYPES (B). IRRIGATION LEVELS (IRR) AND TIME IN DAYS AFTEL FLOWERING (T) ON STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE (cm/s)

Time after

Irrigation levels (mm)

flowering
(days)
Bean
types

7

Mwezi Moja(46x)
Pinto
Tepary
Tmeans
IRR means

21

0.19*d-i
0.19d-i
0.02ghi
0.13n

28

0.08f-i
0.01hi
0.07n

348

266

169

0.11f-i
0.01h-i
0.00i
0.02n
0.06u

35

7

21

0.03f-i
3.03f-i
0.00i
0.04n

0.9f-i
0.45b-f
0.28c-i
0.39n

0.44b-g
0.29c-i
0.05f-i
0.35n

28
0.72b
0.14f-i
0.09f-i
0.16n
0.26t

35

7

0.24c-i
0.13f-i
0.09f-i
0.13n

0.16e-i
0.74b
0.64bc
0.7in

21

28

0.76b
1.39a
0.b0bcd 0.62bc
0.58b-e 0.22c-i
0.86
0.55n
0.68s

35

B Means

0.83b
0.41b-h
0.05f-i
0.58n

0.57b-e
0.31y
0.17z

*If the letter series following any two values overlap, the values are not significantly different at the 5% level according to Duncan's Multiple-R-..ge Test.
("d-i'" = "d to iinclusive")

TABLE 1-EFFECT OF BEAN TYPES (B), IRRIGATION LEVELS (IRR) AND TIME IN DAYS AFTER FLOWERING ON LEAF TRANSPIRATION RATE
(11g/c/S)

Time after

Irrgation level (mm)

flowering
(days)
Beans
types
Mwezi Moja
Pinto
Tepary
T means
IRR means





7

21

8.9*d-j
7.9e-j
1.7ij
6.7n

5.5f-j
3.4hij
0.5j
3.1n

348

266

169
28
1.3ij
0.7j
1.3ij
1.In
3.Is

35
4.6g-j
1.2ij
0.6j
2.In

7

21

12.9b-j
20.2b-e
16.9b-g 10.3d-j
lI.lc-j
3.2hij
13.6n
11.2n

28
8.Sd-j
5.1f-j
4.1hij
5.9n
8.7r

35

7

5.0g-j
4.7g-j
3.1hij
4.3n

19.8b-e
23.3abc
20.7a-d
21.3n

21

28

32.Oa
23.3abc
15.2b-h
l7.6b-f
18.6b-e 7.7e-j
21.9n
16.2n
18.9q

35

B Mean

13.3b-i
11.Od-j
4.1hij
16.1n

12.9w
9.8x
6.4y

*If the letterseries following any two values overlap, the values are not significantly different at the 5% level according to Duncan's Multiple-Range Test
("d-i
"d to i inclusive")
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90-

ductance and transpiration rate can be used as
an indicator of relative drought and heat re
sistance only when the measurements from
different cultivars differ, as was the case for
Tepary but not for Pinto and Mwezi Moja Beans.

80

X 7At
60

all irrigation levels, high leaf-water potential
values were observed at 7 days after flowering,
tending to fall until 35 days after flowering (Figs.
5, 6, 7). At the low and high irrigation levels
there was no clear separation in leaf-water
potential among the cultivars, except that Mwezi
Moja consistently had the highest values at the
low level. These results indicate that leaf-water
potential is not a very useful indicator of relative
and heat resistance.

p
/

w
u
z/

50/

S40.
z/
U 30.

/

7drought

At all irrigation levels, Tepary had, fairly
consistently, the highest temperature 6ifferential
(Fig. 8). There was also a tendency for Mwezi

20.
20
S.

10

SPECIAL ISSUE

-

Tepar y
o- -- o Pinto

40 1 9
266
IRRIGATION LEVEL (mm)

Mwezi
Moja
3,

Fig. 3. Effect of the Bean Cultivars and Irrigation
Levels on Stomatal Conductance

Moja to have greater temperature differentials
than Pinto. However, at all irrigation levels,
differences were very small between the tem
perature differentals of the three cultivars.
These results indicate that although the
comparative temperature differentials did occur
in the same order as grain yields, the differences
between cultivars were too small in magnitude to
serve as an index of drought and heat resistance.

24.

24
.-.---.
Tepar y
o---oPinlo

22
L.

E 20

-

U

o-

-.

-/it

,P
/

Mwezi Mob

X

18

z S112.

a.
z

a.

"

UjM

-"

"

0
140

a Pinto

- ---

X
169
IRRIGATION

266
LEVELS (mm)

Mwezi

12

Moja
4TIME

7

,
14

21

28
IN DAYS

35

Fig. 5. Effect of Bean Cultivars and Days from Flower
ing on Leaf Water Potential at the Low Irriga.
tion Level (169 mm)

Fig. 4. Effect of the Bean Cultivars and Irrigation
Levels on Leaf Transpiration Rate
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT FOR RANKING BEAN CULTIVARS

22p

and his colleagues (1981) have developed a new
water-stress index which depends upon the

---.-Tepry

relationship

that exists between foliage-air
differentials and the air vapour
pressure deficit.

---o Pinto
wtemperature

,20
_

zWa

3.6.
6-

3.2.
LL

x

W
-j 12

2.8

TIME

IN

w2.4

DAYS

Fig. 6. Effect of Bean Cultivars and Days from Flowering on Leaf Water Potential at the Medium
Irrigation Level (266 mm)
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.
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a
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Tepory
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2

Mwezi Moja

s*-x
•0.8

,6
.,a..

1.0

0 14-

CL

:

Tepory

- - -o Pinto

169

266
IRRIGATION LEVELS (mm)

348

Fig. 8. Effect of the Bean Cultivars and irrigation
Levels on the Leaf-air Temperature Differential

12

SUMMARI

W,

i.ND CONCLUSION

The conclusions from this study are:
a. At all irrigation levels Tepary bean had the
highest grain yield, Mwezi Moja lower, and
Fig. 7. Effect of Bean Cultivars and Days from FlowerPinto lowest. Despite its high yield, Tepary
itg on Leaf Water Potentia, at the High Irrigarequired only 70 days to mature, while
lion Level (348 mm)
Mwezi Moja and Pinto required 80 days.
The short maturity period ofTepary resulted
Fig. 8 shows that a leaf-ar temperature differin a lower water requirement than that of
the other two cultivars.
ential in a bean plot exceeding 1.8°C signals
that the plants are experiencing water stress.
b. At all irrigation levels Tepary consistently
This is in close agreement with the findings of
showed the lowest values of stomatal
Ehrler (1973) that a 2 0 C temperature differential
conductance and transpiration rate. Pinto
signals the need for irrigat~on. However, other
was next and Mwezi Moja highest. Tepary
findings indicate that the leaf-air temperature
also showed fairly consistently the greatest
alone is not sufficient as a basis for scheduling
differentials between leaf and air tempera
irrigation (Gardner, 1979; Walker, 1980). Idso
ture, with Mwezi Moja next and Pinto least
TIME IN DAYS
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The cultivars could not be differentiated on
the basis of leaf-water potential.

SPECIAI ISSUF

11 Hanks, I. J.,Keller, J.and Iiailcr,

J, W, (1974).
Line source sprinkler plot irrigation forcontinuous
variable water and fertilizer studies on small areas.

Cucuswash 211(d)-7, Utah State University.
c. Stornatal conductance and transpiration
rate can be used as indicators of relative
171 Idso. S. B.(1982). Non-water-stressed baselines:
A k'v to measuring and interpreting plant water
drought and heat resistance only when tile
sti,.Agric. Afeteorol. 27:59--70.
nieasurements from different cultivars
differ considerably, as was the case for
181 Idso, S. B., Jackson, R. D. and Reginato, R. J.
Remale sensing of crop yields. Science
(1977).
Tepary bean but not for Pinto and Mwezi
196 : 19-25.
Moja. Leaf-water potential is not a very use
[91 ldso, S. B., Jackson, R. D., Pinler P. JI., Jr.
ful indicator of relative drought and heat
reginato, R. .1. and Iatfield, .1. L. (1181). Nor
resistance for tihe
cultivars-studied,
malizing the stress-degree-day parameter for
variability. Agric. Mettoro!. 24:
environmental
d. Although the comtparative differentials
45 --55.
between leaf and air temperature occurred
1111 Mukunya, D. M., Uathlru, E. M.,Itulva F. M.
in the same order as grain yields, tLe differand Coulson, C. L (19821. Improvement of heans
ences between cultivars were too small to
insemi-arid areas ot Kenva:. Report pre pared for
serve as an index of drought and heat
the University ofNaiobi and Hcan/C'owpea/CRSlP
Management Office, Michigan State tiniversity.
resistance. However, the results show that
a leaf-air temperature differential in a bean III] Stewart, J. I., Hanks, R..J., Danielson, R. F..
Jackson, r. B., Pruitt, W. (., Franklin, W. B.,
plot exceeding 1.8'C signals that the
Riley, .1.P. and lagan, R. M. (1977). Optimi/ing
plants are experiencing water stress.
crop production through control of water and
salinity levels in tire soil. Technical Comprletion
The demonstrated superior drought and heat
Report to tIre US )epartment of the Interior, Office
resistance of lop ir, ) alnand its short ntaturtty,
of Water Research and Technology. Joint Research
with conseqtier
,.wer water reqtiitenient, lead
by' the Consortiunr forilernational leclopmit
to the recommendation that it be considered for
(IUniversity of Arizona, tniversitv of California,
Colorado State University, Utah State
Davis,
planting in the lower-altitude zones of the
Unliversity!.
Utahl Witter Research Laborato rv
marginal rainfall areas of Kiboko. It may also be
Report PIRW 1t1 --1.
considered during the warn shtrt-rains season
eIp
1121 Sullivan, C. Y. 1971). In Drought Inur mid R
the higher-altitude zones of Machakos and Kiui
.sistancviii Crops fK . . larson and .1. I). laston,
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eds.) ('SSA Special Pub. No. 2. Madison, Wis
yields better in cooler environments,
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IMPROVEMENT OF CASSAVA FOR DRY AREAS OF KENYA
AND CONTROL OF CMD THROUGH RESISTANT VARIETIES
(ABSTRACT)
A. Shakoor. I G. M. ANigi.n, 2 A

In Kenya cassava is mainly grown in Western,

4

major constraints on its cultivation.

Nyanza, and Coast Pro'i nces. The area of Ctlltiv'a tion Lndter this crop in Eastern Province is it
present very low. As it is a drought-resistant crot
suitable for scm: -a rid area, improvement work
was undertaken during 1981 at the National
Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumi
i.
Lack of suitable varieties anl heavy losses duc to
cassava mosaic disease (CMD) appear to be the

1.
2.
3,
4.

It. Kiatriotm id B. II. Wailc

The exotic introduclions have in gcneral shown
poor adaptability inder local conditions. KME2,
a local select iou from a farmer's field in Makueni
location,
iNachakos
District, has so far shown
resistance against C I). Furthtcr tests of its
resistancc are in progress. lihe tiber character
of the resistant line KNIE2 is 1od in taste and
has no fibre.

FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katuniani
Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Rcsearch Institute, Muguga
PAPO/PULD, Fmbu
Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institutie, Muguga
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TH2 PROSPECTS OF GROWING PROSO MILLETT IN ARID
AND SEMI.ARID AREAS OF KENYA
PetraPenninkhof t
INTRODUCI JON

returns because of high labour inputs and low
Proso mill, t (Panicun miliaceu L. ) has had
yields, limited altcrn:-tive u:,.cs, eating habits,
little attention from agronomists and plat
nd not least tack of' i tirmat ion (H u!se -t al.,
breeders in the F'ast African Region. The pro a" 98o: Mbogoti, 1982).
grarnre of the East Afriea,i Agriculture and
This l.aper discusses the problems mentioned
Forestry Organization at Sercre (Uganda) carried
and seeks to find answers using field observa.
out a few variety trials in the early 1970s, but
tions and trial results collected over foul" rainy
results have not been recorded in their animtal seas ms and using inforination obtained from the
reports (Thairu, personal communication). In tiled litevalure.
Kenya, proso-millet breeding started only in 1980
with the evaluation of 191 introduced and 2 F
li)UND
locally collected varieties (M'Ragw:..

1981). The

crop is one (.T the least wrater-requiring of the
cereals with 200-- 300 min of' rainfall supporting a
crop. Its short duration Also niak ts it possibie for
proso millet to escape drought (Netherlands
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishorics. 1981).
Pintilli (1972), comparing oats and proso,
reported that the latter aepcrs to have no
permanent wiltireg point. Even when the suction
pressure in the leaves had gone up ,o 30- 60 atm
the crop yielded when watering recommenced.
In general, proso millet can be gr ,wn in places
that ar to,) hoi and too dry and tave ta)o poir a
sil for other cereals and at altitudes ranging
from sea level to 2,000 m and more (Purseglove,
1972).
Mbogoh (1982), in his study of the feasibility
of a national sorghum and millets expansion programme in Kenya, states that people living in the
marginal areas should become more independent
of the higher-potential areas. They must thereftre be encourage-I to grow their own food
requirements. Considering the fact that arorc
than 80% of Kenya receives less than 800 mm of
rain yearly (mostly in two rainy seasons), proso
millet appears to be one of the crops, next to
bulrush millet and sorghum, that have an enormous potential. However, it cannot be denied
that certain aspects of proso cultivation make the
small farmer relu,.tant to a :cept the crop as a
replacement for maize. Major constraints are low

iSt~ry

The origin of proso millet is said o be in
Central Asia, where it was domesticated around
48001t.C. Nomads used ,o g: )w it tecause of its
short duration and low water requirements,
whic., make it an
*'ycatch :rop. During the
Mi'ldlc Ages, proso was grown in Europe as a
food crop for the poore. people. Due to the
increasing popularity of raised bread it was
gradually repl:ice', by ,ther c reals. At present
the crop is grown in China where it is the second
most important millet, in Southern India. Japan,
Centrd Asia, the Middle East, Soviet Russia, and
Eastern Europe. It is ocing used for porridge,
lat bread, as rice, and for wAne making a:d beer
brewing. In some Western European countries as
welt as in the United Sates it is grown for animal
and poultry feed, using the grain or the stover
(Purseglove, 1972; Rachie, 1975).
In Africa the more important n;llets are
bulrush and Finger, most of it ,rov. utnder primi
tive conditions. Until about 30 years ago, how
ever, pros) millet was gros ir, Kenya from the
Ngong Hills down to lower Embu and 'ower
Meru ('bairu, I)er.onal communicalio ). With the
introduction of maize, proso mill'et disappeared.
1). Wood during his germ-plasm c(,llcction trip in
1980, found only two local varieties growing
"mu(h .ike a clump ef a perennial grass" (pers.
comm,. According to Dowker (1963), the hand

1. FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katunnani
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threshing meth'ods, causing dirt to mix with the
rain, and the bird problem contribute largely
to the disappearance of sorghum and millets.
Nutritive value andprocessing
In the arid and semi-arid areas of the developing world, cereals are of much greater nutritive
importance than in the so-called First World
countries. A diet showing little variation requires a proper nutrient balance in its component
foods (Hulse e; al., 1980). Therefore, before
area it is important
introducing a crop in a certain nutritive
value and
r'nit.
to obain information
and
nutriteve
tocebsing pssin btine
proccssing possibilities and problems.
Table I shows that proso compares well with
other cereals in prctein and fat contcnt. The high
percentage of indigestible fibre is due to the

AND SEMI-ARID APEAS

presence of a husk that encloses the grain. The
nutrient percentage of a dehusked sample
(obtained from another source) is given for
comparison in Table 11.The proteins of proso are
nutritionally superior to thise of sorghum.
Lysine is limiting, as in mosi cereals, but ranges
with 71
from 89 to 266 mg/l0O g N, compared the
nillets
212 mg/0to g N for sorghum. Among
297 mg/
109w.til
ores higher,
only bulrush sm/
100 g N (Hulseco rl.,hi80). Methionin content is
is
hig N(He en l. ve
the other
and
thiain
of
source
good
a
is
millet
B vitamins, which levels out the high leucine/
isoltucine balanc, which ranges from 2,4- 4.3.
.3
sltcnbancwihrgefom24
The information on mineral content shows con
but amounts
siderable variation (Table 111),
appear adequate. Kies and Fox (1975) report that
N digestibility is rather low compared with
triticale. Hovwcver, the rate of N digestibility of

rABLE I-REPRESENTA'I IVE VALUES OF NUTRIENTS IN VA RIOUS (*I-RI-AI.S (MATZ. 1909) IN

PERCENTAGES OF EDIBL.F PORTION

Protein

Fat

Fibre

CH1

Ash

Proso
Sorghum
Maize

11.7
11.3
9.7

3.3
2,9
4.0

8.
2.2
2.3

04.2
71.3
71.7

1.9
1.7
1.,I

Wheat

13.2

1.9

2.6

699

1.9

TABLE II-NUTRIENT PERCENTAGES OF ADEHUSKFD SAMPI.E OF PROSO (AYKROYD ETAL.. 1963)
INPERCENTAGES OF EDIBLE PORTION

1)t

in

12.5

Fat

Fibre

CBH

Minet s

1.1

2.3

70.4

1.9

TA BI.E Hi-CALCIUM AND IRON IN VARIOUS CEREALS (ng PER 100 g EDIBI.E PORTION) (I.IATT,

1%2;

AYKROYD, 1969)
Iron

Calcium
Platt

Aykroyd ct al.

Platt

Avkroyd etal.

11.5

Proso

20

Ii

5.0

Sorghum
Maize
Wheat

32
12
30

25
10
41

4.5
2.5
3.5
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5.3
2.0
4.9
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proso is comparable with those of sorghum and
the other millets (Hulse el al., 1980).

SI'ICA1 ISSthl

TABLE IV-NEUTRAL DETERGENT FIBRE
PERCENTAGE INSTOVER OF PROSO AND MAIZE

To obtain a more palatable end product for

human consumption, the grain of proso can be
dehusked. Observations in Machakos indicate
that the traditional method of pounding can b,:"
satisfactory, although a lighter pestle than that Pr-oso
Proso (N-40101
tN-40101 )t7.94
used for maize is required to reduce the per- M1Ii~e
centage of broken

grains.

Soaking

and

% Fbre
80.00

56.96

wet

pounding resulted in higher losacs, as the grain
becomes soft and breaks easily. Apart fromt this,
wet processing :edu,-es the protein kortent
(Hulse et al., 1980). ames (1982) reports that
mechanical dehulling, using a PRE RIIC dchulelr
with a running time of 4 minutes, leaves 10% of'
the grain unpolished, whilC the husks have to be
removed by hand winnowing. A longer dchulling
timc will cause a high percentage ol brokens and
dust. Hammer-milling of the dehuskecd grain
gives a coarse flour. Removing the husk after
milling can be difficult (Matz, 1969). The flour of
proso millet can be used in conbination vith
wheat flour for bread ntaking. According to
Lorenz and Disaver (198(), a 15% proso,/85%,
whe at mixture is acceptable. Crabtree and l)endy
(1977), on tl'c other hand, are of the opinion that

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Vurictics and cultural 1ractices and their

lof
asibilitv
In the course of the proso-millet breeding
programme at Katuniani, two promising varieties
have been identified. The yields presented in
Table V were achieved under low to mcdiun,
rainfall conditions and without the use of fertili
zcr. The very low yields in NMitirinduko during the
1982 long rains (March-,hit) were caused by a
very high weed infestatiot, tit first weeding only
taking place at flowering. 'lh i,,
w yields obtained
in lthookwe and Kainpi ya Mat% c during tile 1982

the optimum mixture is !0% proso and 90%

sh'ort rains (November-.January),

wheat, co-milled at an RH of 10%. This mixture
givcs an oltimun bread volume and has no negative effect on flavour; only crust aio crunb
cclour
get thicker.
darker while the crust is slighttly
harder and

precipitation of about 850 and 517 Inn- respec
tivelv, Ina*x indicate that high rainfall has a
tegaive itfluence on proso millet performlance.
At titpts to initrodulce the cropq 'ofariiers have
tkmt with varying degree, of
success. Farmers
give ias a naitt reason for rejecting sorghui and
millets in genera: the high labour requirements,
ittainly for bird scaring. Planting and weeding are
also mntioted is being too labour-intensive
cottparcd with maizte cutivation. Indeed, labour
tinpit itt Itan days for bird saring., as outlined by
( hiodo-. tive (1980) ard Rukadnta vi al. ( 10 83a.
b) is high

in general, however, prose is consunm d itt the
form of porridge, flat bread (chapatis), and as a
rice substitute.

Studies on proso grain for animal and poultr'
feed are many, and prso compares well with
other cereals. More important for proso cutltivation in the dryland areas, where crop arid livestock production exist next to each other, is the
feeding value of the crop residue. Two proso

It

millet varieties (Screre I and N-40101) have
therefore been tested for neutral detergent fibre
content. The high fibre percentage of proso
stover compared with that of maize (Table IV)
gives the impression that the palatability of the
former will be considerably lower. On the other
hand, unpublished data of Johnson et al. (1981)
indicate that the feed value of proso millet stover
is good. Heifers in call', fed on 100% proso
stover, had a daily weight gain of 0.5 kg. A diet of
50% proso and 50% maize and a control diet
consisting of 50% maize, 2S% alfalfa and 25%
oats showed daily %%eightgains of 0.36 and 0.44
kg respectively.

is aSSIttlMCd,

howveCVCr.

that

with a total

inadequate

platting techltiq(cs atl cultural practices are to
a large cxtCt lW catIsC of these high labour
inputs. Proper planting techniques contribute to
unitifornti l)!MIt populations and rc uricted maturity
range. with the result that the ;abour required
ftr weeding arnd bird scaring is reduced. Sixty to
-C.\enty man days per htetare are mentioned
(Netherlands Mi:tistry of Agriculture and Fisher
ics, 1981). Dry-niatter produ tion of proso can be
increased when tile soil is chiselled before
planting. By breaking the A2 horizon deeper
rooting is stimulated, the upward movement of
water into the root zone is improved, and the
effects of drought are minimized (Doty and
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Reicosky, 1978). A firm seedbed (Matz. 1969;
Arnor, 1972) has to be prepared and seeds
planted inwarm, we t soil at 1-2 cm depth will
show optimal germination,

bctween plants in the row, which caused the
plants to grow taller and to mature later.
Whiteman (1981) carried out population
density trials at Kainpi ya Mawe using fertilizer

The second important factor in determination
of final yield is tie populatio.i density. Purseglove
(1972) recommended a seed rate of 8- 11 kg/ha.
The seed rate suggested by Arrin (1972) of 25
kg/ha appears I3 be too high for the rainfall
conditions in arid and semi-arid areas. In trials
where seed rate was kept constant and row
spacing varied (Nelson, 1977), the wider spacings
yielded less, due to the higher competition

at the rate of 20 kg N and 20 kg P per hectare.
The season was very wet (598 mm) and did not
demonstrate the crop's potential (see also Table
V). The highest yields were: achieved at a density
of 800,000 plants per hectare (i.e. 25 cm interrow
and 4 cm intrarow) and amounted to 1,325 kg/ha.
!n the 1982 long rains an unreplicated trial
was conducted at Katumani (rainfall during crop
life 166 nm) without fertilizer application. In

TABLE V--YIELD DATA OFTWO PPOSO MIL.EzT VARIFTIFS SERItF-F.
AND SEASONS

N-40101) FOR SEVERAL SITES

Yield (kgiha)
Site and SeasonI

Rainfall during
crop life (rn)

S-I

N-40101

Ithookwe

81SR

-

550

404

Kampi ya Ma ,

81SR

172

710

1.329

lthookwe
Kamrt va Mawr
Katunani
Mi, rinduko
Ithookwe
Kanpi va Mawc
Kithangaini
Karopi ya Mawe

821,R
8211
82L.R
821 I
821 H
82SR
82SR
83LR

231
166
427
370
220

350
5,19
993
23
149
152
349
281

619
1,441
1,045
67
307
289
828
296

LR = Long rains

SR = Short rains
-

-: No informlationi

general the 10 cm roA spacing appearco :o be
superior to the 20 cm and 30 cm spacings (Table
VI). The broadcast plot vi,-lded only 1,862 .g /ha,
the lowest yield obtained inthis exercise. Population density at time of harvest .,'as not estimated
but appeared rather low. It is assumed that
during the first weeding, prso millet seedlings
were mistaken for grass weeds al were consequently removed. As could be expected, tillering at the narrow row spacing was low. The
numlber of effective tillers ranged from 1.0 for
the 10 cni interrow, no-thinning treatment to 3.9
for the 30 cm interrosy, 10 c1 intrarow spacing.
A trial comparing population densities and
weeding frequencies was grown in the 1982
3

short rains at Kampi ya Mawe (rainfall during
croplife 370 mam). Included were 3 intcrrow spite
ings (20, 30 and 40 cl), 3 intrarow spacings (10
cm, 5 cm, and no thinning resulting in 2- 4 cm
hetween plants), and 3 weeding frequencies (I
early weeding, 2 weedings, no w'eeding). The
trial was planted in a randomized complete block
design in three replications. Statistical analysis of
the results, presented in 'fable VII- revealed that
only inlerrow spacing has a significant influence
on yields. Thinning ;!nd weeding frequencies
seem to lave no effect. This svould iniply an
enormous 'educltion in labour requirements. The
results of the Murinduko trial inthe long rains of
1982 (sce Table V), however, suggest that one
weeding at least is needed. Whiteman (1981)
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TABLE VI-RESULTS OF UNREPLICATED PROSO MILLET POPULATION-DENSITY TRIAL KATUMANI 1982
LONG RAIN (VARIETY: SERERE-I, RAINFALL 106am: YIELDS INkg 1hw)

Spacing between plants
No thinning

5 cm

1(0cm

Mean

10cm
20 cm
30cm

1,994
3,366
2,113

4.017
2.919
2.141

4.38t
2,034
2.199

3.406
2,973
2.151

Mean

2,941

3.026

3.073

2.803

Spacing between rows

TABLE VII-YIELDS OF PROSO MILLET AT SEVERAL INTERROW AND INTRAROW SPACINGS AND UNDIER
DIFFERENT PRACTICES: AVERAGES OVER 3 REPLICATIONS (RAINFALL DURING CROP LIFE 370 m
+
KAMPI YA MAW . 1982 SR)

B

W

F

Yield
(kg/ha)

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
0
0
5
5
5
10
10
10

0
1
2
0
1
2
)
I
2

993
812
1,066
840
1,299
1,028
993
1.097
941

B
W
F
*

=
=
=
=

Treatnient

Treatment

Treatment
B

W

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

0
0
0
5
5
5
10
10
10

Yield

..

F

(kg/ha)

1B

0
I
2
0
1
2*
0
1
2

845
843
654
725
636
772
778
580
722

40
4(1
40
40
40
40
41)
40
40

Yield

W

F

(kg/ha)

0
0
0
5
5
5
10
10
10

0
I
2
0
1
2
0
I
2

795
875
833
528
771
611
479
o15
569

Interrow spacing (20, 30, 40cm)
Intrarow spacing (no thinning (0), S cm (5), 10 cm (10))
Weeding frequencies (no weeding (0), first weeding only (1), two weedings (2))
Standard practice.

reports that panicle formation occurs approximately 3 weeks after germination. As this is a
critical stage in determining the panicle size and
number of flowers, stress should be minimal and
weeds should be absent. Drought at panicle
emergence (approximately 6 weeks after germination) can reduce grain yields up to 65%
(Pintillie et al., 1972), and therefore weed infestation at that time should also be low. One
early weeding within the first 3- 4 weeks after
germination is usually suffici-nt to protect both
critical stages. Narrow rows will have an effect
on weed growth by suppressing them. The
drawback, iowever, is that during the (first)

weeding extreme care has to be taken in order
not to cover the young millet plants with turned
over soil.
A second possibility for controlling weeds is to
intcrplant proso with pulses (Netherlands Mini
strv of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1981). Yield
data from intrcropping trials carried out during
the 1982 long and short rains and the 1983 long
rains are not complcc because of sheep damage,
among other reasons. The figures for land equiv
alent ratio (LER) presented in Tables IX and X
have been derived by using the limited informa
tion available. Field observations suggest that an
arrangement of alternating single rows is su
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TABLE VIII-CALCULATED ANDTABULATED
F-VALUES (5% LEVEL) FORTHEDIFFERENTMAIN
EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS IN A PROSO MILLET
POPULATION-DENSITYTRIAL(KAMPIYA MAWE,
1982 SR)

perior to alternating double rows. Intercrop
ping studies planted in the 1983 short rains (at
the time of writing this paper) include the
arrangements mentioned as well as a 2-proso
rows, 1-pulse-row arrangement.
Lastly, yields are strongly influenced by bird
damage and time of harvest. Proso shatters
easily and birds have ready access to the seeds.
Shattering is also increased by the movement of
the birds just above or in the crop. Timely harvest will therefore reduce these yield losses.
Farmers tend to delay harvesting until all the
heads are golden yellow and leaves and stalks
have dried off. This increases the period for
which bird searing is needed. The grain is mature
when the lower part of the panicle as well as the
leaves and stalk are still green (Arnon, 1972), and

F-values
Effect/
interaction
B
W
F
B
B
W
B

x
x
x
x

Calculated

Tabulated

13.78
1.27
0.33
1.22
0.68
0.50
0.72

3.18
3.18
3.18
2.56
2.5(
2.56
2.13

W
F
F
W x F

-

harvesting by uprooting the plant should take
place at the earliest opportunity after this. The

(For key see Table VII.)

TABLE IX-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERs) OF PROSO MILI.ET INTFRCROPPIN(fRAIL,
KATUMANI, 1982 LR (RAINFALL DURII;G CROP LIFE 166 am; PI.ANTING ARRANGFMENT 2 k' iWS
PPOSO: IROW PUI.SE)

Proso/(;recn gram
Proso/'Cowpca
Proso/ Bean (Mexican 142)
Proso
Green gram
Cowpea*
Mexican 142

Yield (kg/ha)

LER

1,274/230
1,183/338
1.409/336

0.81
1.09
0.86

2.141
1,054
030
1,660

*Computed data; original yield 315.9 kg/ha; about 50% sheep damage occurred shortly before harvest.

TABLE X-YIELDS AND LAND EQUIVALENT RATIOS (LERs) OF A PROSO MILI.ET INTERCROPPING TRIAL,
KAMPI YA MAWE, 1983 I.R (RAINFAI.L DURING CROP LIFE 220 nm: AVERAGES OVER FEW DATA)

Proso:Grccn gram 1:1
Proso: Cowpea
1:1
Proso :Green gram 2:2
Proso :Cowpea
2:2
Proso
Green gram
Cowpea

Yield (kg/ha)

I.ER

2f0/333
375/388
333/333
438/229

1.25
0.89
1.33
0.74

500
167
379
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slightly higher yields that could be gained by
waiting till all panicles have matured are nullified
or worse by delaying harvest,
Summariziag, it can be concluted that narrow
rows giving less tillers and therefore a more uniform maturity can reduce labour requirements
for weeding as well as bird scaring,
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA1 IONS
Farm extension workers and even agricultural
scientists are iftzri of' the opinion that proso
millet is an inferior crop that cannot by any means
compete with maize. "this paper has tried to
challenge this view. It is stressed, however, that
it is riot intended to introduce proso in those areas
that are suitable for maize cultivation. The literature cited and trial data presented demonstrate
the prospects for proso millet. Inagreement with
Yose (1981), itis thought that it is better to produce a reasonable crop at minimum cost than to
increase the costs for a maximum positive yield;
a crop should suit the environrent it is grown iii.
More agronomic studies will have to be undertaken to develop cultural practices that will result
in an optimal crop performance under low labourinput requirements. Breeding should focus on
higher, more stable yields, higher 1.000-grain
weights, and reduced shattering. On the other
hand, labour requirements as for maize or higher
should not influence the adoption of proso millet
by the farmers in those areas where this crop,
possibly next to bulrush millet, is the onlv cereal
that can be grown arid give reasonable yields.
Whiteman (1981) calculated that the grain production per unit time is up to 40 kg/ha/day. A
100-day crop such as maize or sorghtim would
have to produce 4 tons per hectare, requiring
much more rainfall and with a higher risk.
It is appreciated that a change in attitude towards proso millet, especially regarding cating
habits, is needed. Ai organized extension effort
backed up by recommendations developed by a
well organized research programme could, however, result in tire incorporation of proso millet in
the farming systems of arid and senri-arid Kenya.
SUMMARY
Proso millet is a short-duration, Iov-waterrequiring cereal that has received little attention
in East African agricultural research. But with
over 8 0 % of the area of Kenya in arid and semiarid regions, the crop can have enormous potential. Constraints on acceptance are discussed.
Results of yield trials conducted over several
304
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seasons show considerable fluctuation, ranging
from 67 kg/ha (very poor management) to 1,441
kg/ha (proper management, no fertilizers,
231 mm of rainfall).
Preliminary agronomic studies on population
density and intercropping indicate that proper
management contributes largely to increased
production and reduced labour inputs.
The literature cited shows that the nutritive
value of proso is good compared with other
cereals. The amount of indigestible fibre of the
non-delitsked grain, on the other hand, is quite
high. Traditional and mechanical processing
have been observed in connection with food
palatability.
It is concluded that there are possibilities of
prost millet finding its place in the farming
systems of those marginal areas where livestock
is the main production factor arid where food pro
duction needs at hardier cereal such as bulrush
arid proso millet. Agronomy and breeding re
search need more attention, however. while tile
identified optir al cultural pract:ces need to be
critically examined oil the score of tlheir economic
viability, l.ast but not least, extension efforts will
play a big role inre-i ntroducing the crop.
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IMPROVEMENT OF COWPEA VARIETIES
FOR DRY AREAS IN KENYA
A. Shakoor1 , E. C. K. Ngugi2 4 M. S. Muthoka 3,
J. W. Kamau
INTRODUCTION

and soil fertility under which these crops have
been grown for many years. The low yielr! in
grain legumes is largely a matter of poor harvest
index (Jain, 1975), rather than of total biological

Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) is an
important giain-legume crop of arid and semiaid regions in the tropics. In East Africa it is

yield. There are indications that determinate
types have a better harvest index than indeter
minate types. However, it still remains to be
determined whether determinate types are likely
to erform better than indeterminate types in the
to p
e
as
eya. Teer e sypesins
dryland areas of Kenya. There are suggestions
ttieent
ypes wher vegeta
development and pod formation occur simulta
neously, perform better under drought conditions
than deterkate ypes (Chaturverdictat., 1980).
One of the major limiting factors in selection
for increased crop yields is the genotype-environmental interaction. Stabilily of performance is
a good technique for measuring the adaptability
of different cultivars to variable environments
(Eberhart and Russel, 1966).

grown on an area of about I million hectares
(Singh and van Emden, 1979). In Kenya it is the
(Sighi ndvanm dn, 1979)aIn e e aftr bs
third most important grain legume after beans
(Phaseolus vulgaris) and pigeon peas (Cajanus
cajan) and is grown on 106,000 hectares annually
(Ministry of Agriculture, 1981). About 85% of the
total area under cowpea lies in the marginalrainfall areas of Eastern Province and the remaining 15% is in Coast, Western, and Central
Provinces (Muruli et al., 1980). Cowpea is mainly
grown in mixtures together with maize, sorghum,
or pigeonpea, and rarely grown as a pure stand,
Cowpea grains contain 20-22% protein and
the green leaves are a rich source of protein and
vtamins
g
reen
l
aves are
eatchsoure
ootei
vitamins. Dry grains are eaten together with
maize, while the tender green leaves are boiled
or fried and eaten with ugali or other cereal
preparations (Acland, 1980). In Western and
Central Provinces cowpea is mainly grown for its
leaves, while in Eastern Province the crop is
grown for both grain and leaves,
It has a welt developed deep root system and
can thrive well under drought conditions. In
Eastern Province both indeterminate and semierect types are grown, while indeterminate land
races are predominant in Western and Central
Provinces. Cowpea nodulates freely with the wild
Rhizobiun strains present in these soils and can
fix atmospheric nitrogen through symbiosis with
Rhizobium for its own use as well as leaving some
nitrogen in the soil for the succeeding crop. In
some countries cowpea is grown as a forage crop,
and in some places it is used to check soil erosion
because of its rapid growth and creeping habit.
Yield potential in cowpea, as with most of the
other grain legumes, is lower than some cereals
due to the marginal conditions of moisture stress

The cowpea improvement programme at the
National Dryland Farming Research Station
(NDFRS) at Katumani aims at developing
indeterminate, semi-spreading, dual-purpose,
widely adapted, disease- and insect-resistant
es of cowpea suitable for dryland areas in
Kenya. The results obtained from various experiments are outlined in this paper.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the course of 1980, 174 accessions of cowpea
land races grown by farmers in Eastern and
Coast Provinces were collected. Later, 146 lines
were obtained through Plant Quarantine,
Muguga, and another 91 lines from IITA,Nigeria.
The local and exotic germ-plasm was evaluated
during the subsequent crop season at both
Katumani and Kampi ya Mawe for plant type,
maturity, yield, and resistance to diseases and
insect pests.
Pure lines developed from the local material

1. Plant Breeder, FAO/UNDP Project KEN/74/017, NDFRS Katumani
2, 3. Agricultural Officer, NDFRS Katumani
4. Assistant Agricultural Officer, NDFRS Katumani
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and promising lines selected from exotic germplasm were advanced for preliminary yield
evaluation during 1981-82. The preliminary
yield trials were laid out in a randomized block
design with 3 replications, at both Katumani and
Kampi ya Mawe. Individual plots consisted of
four rows each 4 m long with spacings 60 cm
between the rows and 20 cm between the plants.
Data on days to 5O% flowering, plant height,
number of grains/pod, and 100-seed weight were
recorded. The central two rows from each plot
were harvested for recording data on grain yield.
In a separate trial, 9 lines were evaluated for
leaf yield at Katumani. The design of the experiment and spacings was the same as for the variety
trial. '[he fresh leaves were weighed and then
dried at 60°C in the oven for recording data on
leaf dry-weight.

(Pathak, 1979). In the later cowpea-breeding
programme attention was focused on full exploita
lion of the local germ-plasm. 174 accessions
collected from the Eastern and Coast Provinces
were evaluated for plant type, maturity, disease
resistance, etc. A wide range of genetic variation
was observed for varioas plant characters of
economic importance. Yield evaluation and a
description of other characteristics of some pro
mising selections made from this germ-plasm are
given in this paper. In addition to the agronomic
evaluation, the germ-plasm was also screened
and studied against important cowpea diseases
and the results appear in a separate paper in
these proceedings (Waite el al., 1983).
Grain Yield

Early cowpea-improvement work carried out
at the NDFRS and the substation of Kampi Va
Mawe revealed that most of the cultivars introduced from IITA, Nigeria, were relatively more
susceptibic to various diseases, septoria leaf
spot, cercospora yellow mottle, ascochyta,
powdery mildew, and rust than local material
(Pathak, 1979; Muruli et al., 1980). In the marginal areas of Kenya diseases pose a more serious

Yield trials consisting of 7 local and 3 IITA
entries were conducted during the short rains of
1980-81 and long rains of 1981. The results
obtained are presented in Table 1. Combined
analysis was run on the data from Katumani and
Kampi ya Mawe for the long rains of 1981. Highly
significant varietal differences were observed for
each location. Katumani 80 (353), a dual-purpose,
semi-spreading indeterminate line, showed
superiority in grain yield at the two locations,
followed by Machakos 66 (012) and VITA 3.
Variety X location linear interactions were found
to be highly significant (Table I1), showing that

problem in cowpea production than insect pests

the yields are not consistent over the locations.

(Allen, 1979). Selections arising from the local
germ-plasm proved to be higher yielding than
most of the cultivars introduced from IITA

Katumani 80 has the highest mean yield for the
two locations (1,535.9 kg/ha), followed by
Machakos 66(1,335.9 kg/ha).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TABLE I-RESULTS OF THE COWPEA VARIETY YIEI.D TRIALS CONDUCI'ED AT KATUMANI AND KAMPI
YA MAWE DURING DIFFERENT RAINY SEASONS (MEAN YIELD, kg/ha)

Genotype
TVX 337-3F
Emma-60
Katumani 80 (353)
Kang'au 1
Kathoka
VITA 3
TVX 33-- IJ
Machakos 66 (012)
TVX 1999- 02E
Kang'au II
LSD 5%
LSD 1%

1980/81 SR
Kampi ya Mawe
527.6
263.5
710.9
424.5
620.3
522.9
699.7
1,562.5
613.5
599.6

1981 LR
Katumani

1981 LR
Kanipi ya Mawe

1981 LR Katumani/
Kampi ya Mawe

406.3
1,072.9
1,833.3
937.0
1,447.9
1,596.4
1,171.9
1,109.4
494.8
1,515.6

1,015.6
1,023.4
1,238.5
1,000.0
992.2
570.0
1,0-46.9
1,33.9
843.b
765.6

710.9
1,048.2
1,535.9
968.8
1,220.1
1,083.2
1,109.4

107.3
146.9

148.6
203.5
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TABLE Il-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR KATUMANI AND KAMPI YA MAWE DURING LONG RAINS 1981

Source

df

MS

Fcal

Total
Locations
Blocks
Varieties
Locations X varieties
Error

59
1
4
9
9
36

363793.1
2306.6
168152.2
157356.6
680.8

53.43***
0.34
24.70***
23.11**

C.V. = 11.9%

S.E. (Locations)= 15.1
S.E. (Varieties) = 33.7
LSD 5% = 137.5
LSD 1% = 185.3

Stability of yield is an important aspect of crop
production, particularly for dry areas of Kenya
where the rainfall is erratic and unpredictable,
resultihg in frequent crop failure. Stability of
performance as a measure of determining the
adaptability of different cultivars to different
environments, as given by Finley and Wilkinson
(1963) and Eberhart and Russel (1966), has been
extensively used in various crops, but very little
has been reported on grain legumes (Malhotra
et al., 1971). Katumani 80 has shown superior
performance
the localities
and is likely to
prombetteracross
in variable
environments.
perform bvegetable
The number of days taken to 50% flowering by
various entries in the trial varied from 45 to 66
days (Table ll). Emma 60 took 45 days to flower,
while VITA 3 was the last to flower (66 days),
100-seed weight varied from 12.4 g/100 to 20.5
g/l00 in TVX 337-3F and VITA 3 respectively.

The high-yielding lines Katumani 80 and Macha
kos 66 do not differ much in number of days taken
to 50% flowering, but 100-seed weight is higher
in Machakos 66 (16.6 g/100) as compared to
Katumani 80 (13.6 g/100). Tie number of seeds
per pod varied from 10 to 18; however, the high
yielding lines Katumani 80 and Machakos 66 had
16 and 15 seeds/, od respectively.
L'ajVegetable
Cowpea leaves are extensively used as a leaf
in various parts of Kenya. During the
dry months following each rainy season, cowpea
leaves are perhaps the only green leaf vegetable
available to the majority of the farmers in the dry
areas. One of the major objects of the cowpea
improvement programme at Katuma.i is to
develop dual-purpose varieties.

TABLE III-MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COWPEA LINES EVALUATED INTHE YIELD TRIALS
DURING 1981 LONG RAINS
Genotype

100-seed weight (g)

Days to 50% flowering

Mean no. of seeds/pod

TVX 331-3F
Emma-60
Katumani-80 (353)
Kang'au 1
Kathoka

12.4
16.0
13.6
12.4
14.0

59
45
56
57

VITA 3
TVX 33 1J
Machakos 66 (012)
TVX 1999-2E
Kang'au 11

11
10
16
13
16

205.0
12.4
16.6
14.1
18.4

66
54
52
54
57

18
12
is
14
14

55
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Nine promising lines were tested for their
fresh- and dry-matter leaf yield and the results
obtained are presented in Table IV. Significant
varietal differences existed among the genotypes.
In green leaf yield, line 353 out-performed other
entries (2,792 kg/ha), followed by No. 12 (2,475
kg/ha). On the basis of dry-matter yield, 353
maintained superiority in yield (469 kg/ha),
followed by No. 11 (467 kg/ha). The fresh-leaf
yield of No. 12 is second highest, but its dry-

OF

')WI'TA VARIETIES

matter weight is low. Large differences in per
centage dry-matter weight existed among various
cultivars. Some of the low-yielding lines pro
duced a high percentage of dry matter. Katumani
80 has 16.8% dry matter and its yield of fresh and
dry weight is highest. In cowpeas, loss in gran,
yield due to defoliation before the flowering stage
is negligible (Ezedinma, 1973). In a dual-purpose
variety leaf picking during early stages of growth
may not have adverse effect on grain yield. The

TA BLE IV-COWPEA LEAF VFG ETABLE VARIETAL YIELD TRIAL CONDUCTED AT KATUMANI DURING
1980/81 SHORT RAINS
Strain
Kang'au I1
(009)
011
0.2
(Machakos 66)
025
024
010
C26
353
(Katumani 60)
028
LSD 5%
LSD 1%

Fresh-wt. yield/ha (kg)

Dry-wi. yield/ha (kg)

Percentage of dry weight

2,308
1,708

421
467

18.24
27.34

2,475
1,300
933
2,050
2,142
2,142

313
256
150
321
390
469

12.65
19.69
16.08
15.66
18.21
16.80

1,608

192

11.94

26.5
36.5

15.52
22.29

indeterminate type can tolerate defoliation up to es, spectacular increases in yield, sometimes as
50% without any appreciable loss in grai yield
much as ten-fold, have been reported (Booker,
(Ezedinma, 1973). The flowering and immediate
1965; Kayumbo, 1975; Kochler and Mehta,
post-flowering period is the most critical period,
1972). This shows that insect pests are one of the
and rductioo in leaf area due to defoliation at
biggest constraints on cowpea preduction.
this time is likely to affect yield (Sinha and
In Kenya a number of insect pests can damage
Savithri, 1978). It is advisable to reduce leaf pickth c
e
ajor
o
ingthpst cauam
the crop, the major ones being thrips Megaluro
ing after the flowering stage when the crop is
thripsriostedtiTryhonl), leaf hoppers (Emnpoasca
being grown for grain prodluction. T1he deterspp.), legulde pod-borers (Marucatestulalis and
Thed
einate cultivars are more prone tlo.
armigera), us(lvgal
'aphids (Aphis craccivora
isicarcoresccultivars
prone
oss produce
iyieldtheliothis
ddue tin
at
to defolia.tion,
since such
cultivars
Kc)
o-ukn
ibs)
Koch), pod-suicking bugs (Clat'igralla gibbosa),
little vegetative growth after flowering producen
ltte 1978).tIn Eastern province tie (Vien and
and apion beetle 04pion solenortuin). Bruchid is
Tayo, 1978).
importance
a very serious stored-grain pest of cowpea. Of
f leaves cannot be ignored in the future cowpea
the pod-borers, Maruca testulalis is more serious
varietal improvement programme.
at the coast, while Heliothis armigera causes
Insect Pests
Cowpea suffers heavily from insect pests, and
losses in grain yield may sometimes be very high.
Farmers in Africa generally consider monoculture cowpea as a high-risk crop (Singh, 1980).
By adopting appropriate plant-protection measur-

more damage at Katumani (Muruli et al., 1980).
Considerable progress has been made in recent
years in developing insect-resistant varieties of
cowpea at IITA (Singli, 1980).
Advanced breeding lines showing resistance
against thrips, aphid, and bruchid have been
secured front IITA. Tests on their adaptability
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and reaction * these insects under Kenya conditions are in progress. The aphid resistant lines
were inoculated with aphid inttoduced fron a
cowpea field. The local check lint.; 349 and 355
showed a high aphid population, while lines IVIJ
3000 and TVU 801 were found free of any aphid
infestation. The population of thrips during tile
long rains of' 1 )83 was too low to show appreciable
differences berv,cen resistant material and tile
susceptible c ,:k. Field scre'ening of the IITA
insect-resistant material will he continued during

the coming crop season.

SPICIAl. 1SLIE

legunres in Kenya, where 85% of the area under
tis crop lies in the semi-arid areas. Both dry
grains and green leaves are eaten along with
cereals. Cowpea yields are low due to lack of
appropriate varieties arid stisceptibilty to insect
pests and diseases. The cowpea improvement
programme at the NDFRS aims at developing

seni-spreading, indeterminate, early-maturing,
widc!y adapted, insect- and disease-resistant
varieties. Katunani 80, a local selection, is a
dual-purpose, semi-spreading, high-yielding,

widely adapted line which has shown field
tolerance to various diseases. Its grain yield in
ithetrial reported was 1,535.9 kg/ha and green
cavi

Iplan
agained taous iislthescal
cope; germ.
plasm against variou~s
irnse-'
pests in collalboration with the Senior Entonmologist. National Agricultural Laboratories, Nairobi during 1983-- 84.

e

yId 2.792 kgiha.
Insect pests are a major constraint. Seeds of

Cowpea, being a drought-resistant crop, can

advanced breeding lines showing resistance
again,,t thrips, aphid, and bruchid were secured
rorn II /A, Nigeria. Preliminary investigations

thrive well under nmi.iture-stress conditions. The

hae shown that their respon-e to pests under

grainis are a rich source of protein and the leaves

local conditiors appears to be encouraging.

Ct)NCI.USION

contain 20-40; protein onra dry-nmatter basis.
depeiltdillg ol the stagC of plant grow th. (, rptO\pa
crops are prone to a nutnher of diseases alid
insect pests.
Indeterminate srri-sprealding plant t-pus ap.
pear t0 be nir0re suitahC for tile drv Arcas thal
deternminate types. Such plants have the potential
to recover better after stress and can tolerate
insect darmtage to a greater extent bec-arise of a
cttpisatOrv'elv arisri-if the first rmle
pods are (Id.est ried bY inisects t ile iii (lt
liii at
types coitinue producing nmore fltoweis airnd soi
pods (Sinigh, 1980). Katunlarni 80, a selection
from local ge-ni-plasm, is a semi-spreading
indeterminate culltivar widely adapted to lo\
altitudes (below 1,300 m) in tile dry areas of
Eastern Province. Machakos 66 is ai indeterminate (lal-purpose lype likely to performi better
at htighie-r altitittld s (above- 1.300) ili). It is s
tiblc to rust in the Makiuri antI Kiboko areas
(WVaite c a!., 1981).
Insect pests are a major problenm in cowpea
production. Most of he small farniers ill
the area
cannot afford to spray this crop and the possibility
of extending or even maintaining tile area under
cowpea is reniote. There is aill urgent need t(
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DEVELOPMENT OF DROUGHT.RESISTANT, HIGH-YIELDING
PIGEONPEA LINES SUITABLE FOR SEMI-ARID AREAS
A. Shakoorl, E. C.K.Ngugi:, P. A. Omanga3
M1. S. Aufhoka4 , S. G. Mihiu5
INTRODUCTION
Pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan (L). Millsp.), cornmonly kilown as muaazi, is one of the most
important grain legumes in marginal-rainfall
areas of Kenya. With an approi~imated area of
164,000 ha and an average production of 635
kg/ha (Ministry
Agriculture, 1981),
kg/a o"'
o~Agrculur,
(initr
181) Kenya
Keya
ranks second only to India in pigeonpea production. Kenyan farmers grow tall, late-maturing
land races with large seeds w~ich take up to 10
months to mature and are adapted to the local
farming systems. Traditionally, the crop is
generally !ntercropped with rrarize, sorghum,
beans, and cowpea (Shakoor et al., 1983). It is
rarely grown as a sole crop. However, in Coast
Province it is largely grown as a perennial Liorder
crop.
Pigeorpea is a deep-rooted legume capable of
%NitIstandingvery dry conditions. The plant can
be used as an animal feed, green manure, and a
cover crop (Khan, I1,73). The late-maturing
varieties are used as temporary shade fcr coffee,
tea, and cocoa, as a source of fuel, and for thatch.
ing and making baskets and grain stores (E,
Baridi, 1978). Pigecnpea nodulates freely under
normal conditions and rhizobia, through asymbiotic rel ition, can fix nitrogen sufficient for tie
plant's ovn ise and leave residual nitrogen of
aboit 40 kg/ha in the soil, which can be tised by'
crop (Sheldrake
the
the subsequent
subsequeta.crop.
(iheodrakead and Narayana,
laysaa

The long-maturing character of the indigenous
pigeonpea
makes it vulnerable to the drought
conditions prevalent
after the long rains, when
p
reproductive phase. More
o~ver, due to its tall stature and !ong duration,
valuable soil nutrients and limited soil moisture
are
for vegetative
growth rather
tha:ilargely
grain utilized
development.
Therefore,
eariy
g
maturing, short-statured varieties with a large
number of fruit-bearing branches are expected to
perform better in areas with low rainfall, without
affecting the existing farming system.
Previous attempts to introduce high-yielding,
early-maturing, small-grained pigeonpeas from
India did not itucceed in Eastern Province be
cause of consumers' preference for large grains
as well as of adaptation to local conditions.
However, Indian types are grown along with local
pigeonpea in Coast Province. The development of
short-statured early-maturing varieties with
medium to large grains adapted to the low rain
fall is necessary for the marginal areas. The first
early-maturing variety in Kenya was released
recently (Onim, 1983).

1979; Rao et al., 1981). Pigeonpea plays an
important role in providing an amino-acidbalanced diet in the developing tropical countries,
wherealance ectin the lop
opicl
cunti
where large sections of thc population cannot
afford
proteinandin dry
their peas
dailyare
diets.
In
Kenya, animal
both green
boiled
toey, both me and dyties poaoled
a
together with maize, and a! times potatoes can
be added to this preparation.

Realizing the importance of pigeonpea, the
Government of Kenya, with funds from UNDP/
FAO, gave the National Dryland Farming Re
thc mandate
iniproveatpigeonpea
search
Station to(NDFRS)
Katumani, production.
Machakos,
rdcin
iene
mrv
h-mnaet
Eastern, Coast, and Central Provinces are the
ao
iene-rwn
ra
fKna
major
pingeonpea-growing
Kenya.
According
to the basic reportareas
on the ofIntegrated
Rural Survey 1974- 75, Eastern Province leads in
hectarage and 90% of th,- total area under
he rag eliesn in
o tal are d to
pigeonpea
this thprovince.
Compared to
other pulses in Kenya, pigeonpea ranks second to
beans in both area under cultivation arid produc
tion. Late pigeonpea is planted in the October-

Although pigeonpea is widely grown in marginal-rainfall areas of IKenya, its improvement
through breeding has received very little attention and the yields a:e still ,ather low.

November period (short rains). It comes to flower
in June-July, after the long rains, and matures in
the month of September. Because of bimodal
rainfall patterns in most of the dryland areas of

1.FAO/National Dryland Farming Station, Katumani
2, 3, 4, 5. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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Kenya, two crops of early pigeonpea varieties
(up to 120 days) can be grown.

Observations on this germ-p!asm at Kampi ya
Mawe and Katunani revealed enormous genetic
variability for maturity, plant height, number of
grains per pod, grain haracters, and other traits.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Materials collected from the coastal areas were
early in maturity and of short stature wh!n grown
at Katumani and Kampi ya Mawe.
Most of the tall accessions had apical bearing,
while the ,c-'me length varied considerably in
the semi-dwarf and short accessions. Accessions
KCC 610 and KCC 810, of coastal origin, had 8
grains per pod. The grain colour varied from
black
purple, ofbrown,
cream,
and white, with
variousto degrees
mottling
and speckling.

*The germ-plasm collected from Eastern and
Coast Provinces was gro, n at both Katurrani and
Kampi ya Mawe durirg 1980-82 for evaluation,
Single plant selectlons made on the basis of
maturity, plant type, raceme length, grain
characters, anu grain yield were grown in plant
progeny rows.
Ninete~en promising and nearly uniform lines
wereulefora
lnes
were
bulked forproiinary
a prelimirary yieldniform
test along
was
with a late local lino as a check. The trial
conducted in a randomized block design wizh
three replications at Kampi ya Mawe during the
1982--83 season. Each plot consisted of 5 rows,
with 75 cm between rows and with plants spaced
40 cm apart. No fertilizer was applied. Two
sprays with Rogor E were given at the flowering
and graii-fornation stages. Yield data were
taken on a plot basis. After the first harvest in
March, the plants were allowed to grow on to
give a second harvest after the long rains.

In Kerya land races, the flower petals are
predominantly long and tightly overlapping. This
char-"ter ensures self-pollination unless climatic
and insect conditions interfere. A similar floral
biology has been reported by Wallis et al.,
(1981). This character is being exploited in our
breeding programme for maintaining purity of
toe lines.

A number of single-plant selections from
segregating populations 20 and 85 were evaluated
for their resistance to pod-sucking bug (Clavigralt gibbosa), using entry 109 as a susceptible
check. The plants were covered by wire-mesh
cages measuring oo:e square metre at floweri".g.
Fifteen pairs of rod-bugs (at mating time) were
collected from .;eparate pigeonpea fields and
released in the cages. Data werc recorded on
fiumber ofeg,, per cluster, days to hatching, and
mortality of nymphs.
*,he pro edure ftr screening against wilt
(Fusarium udum) is outlined in Waite et al.,
(1983).

Early maturty
A number of early-maturing lines were selected
from a heterogenenus population of accession
nunbers KCC 423 .nd KCC 422, collected from
Mwingi location in Kitui, on the basis of maturity,
plant type, raceme length, grain characters, and
grain yield during 1980-81. In 1981-82, plant
row progenies were grown and uniform-looking
lines were bulked for preliminary yield trials.
Nineteen promising early lines were included
in the preliminary yield trial, with late and
nuedium local checks. The yicld was taken on a
plot basis for the first crop. The experiment was
ratooned during the long rains of 1983. The final
harvest was completed in July-August 1983. The

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

yields of the two harvests were combined in the
case of the early-maturing lines. Due to unequal
stands, yields were adjusted using covariance
analysis.

Germ-plasm
In the recent past efforts have beLrn focused on
exploiting the indigenous pigeonpea, which has
been grown by farmers for a long time. The
pigeonpea improvement programme at the
NDFRS collected over 200 accessions from the
dist-icts of Kitui, Machakos, Embu, and Meru i
Eastern Province in 1979-80. The ICRISAT
Genetic Resource Unit, in tolaboration with the
NDFRS also collected 250 accessions from various parts of Kenya (Ramanandan et al., 1982).

Yield comparisons (Table I) revealed that fourteen entries gave significantly higher yield than
the late local check, while only seven entries
performed significantly better than the earlymaturing check (NPP 670). Entry KCS 74- I had
the highest yield 2268 kg/ha), followed by C,S
22-4 (2,241 kg/ha) and KCS 13-11(2,042 kg'
ha). Generally, the highest-yielding liies had an
average of lOg/100 seeds.
The early-maturing lines had higher yields
than the medium- or late-maturing checks. In
313
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TABLE I-RESULTS OF THE PREL IMINARY YIELD TRIAL CONDUCTED AT KAMPI YA MAWE DURING
1982-83
Ajusted yield*
Entry

g/plot

kg/ha

Matarity

KCS 7401
Local
KCS 25- 2
KCS 43- 8

5,103
2,049
3,939
3,329

2,268
911
1,751
1,480

KCS
KCS
KCS
KCS

Early
Late
Early
Early

4,077
4,165
3,783
4,463

1,812
1,851
1,681
1,984

Early
Early
Early
Early

KCC 422- 22-4

5,043

2,241

KCS 50- 3
KCS 5- 12
KCS 21- 12
KCC 576- 3
KCS 96- 7
KCS 13- 11
KCS 11 RAI
NPP 670
KCS 40- 10
KCS 21- 6
KCS 60- 8

Early

4,031
3,827
4,561
2,258
3,044
4,595
2,712
2,800
3,295
4,258
3,453

1,791
1,701
2,027
1,004
1.353
2,042
1,205
1,244
1,466
1,892
1,534

Early
Early
Early
Medium
Early
Early
Early
Early
Early
Earl',
Early

SED
LSD 5%
C.V.

631
1,279
19.8

37957880-

10
4
4
RAI

100 seed
weight (g)
10.0
13.0
14.0

11.1
9.5
14.3
10.4
11.1
9.8

11.3
11.0
10.7
16.8
10.0
13.0
9.9
17.2
12.9
10.7
13.0

*Yield adjusted using covariance analysis

fact, this was expected because of the two liarvests for the early entries. A similarly higher
grain yield in early-maturing pigeonpea was
reported in Coast Province by Nangju et al.
(1976). The yield increase of the best-yielding
line (KCS 74- 1) over the late local and early
(NPP-670) checks was 149% and 82% respectively.
The ratoonyield was 36.3% more than the first
Tharvesrto yield
wais36% mtriedt the fast
harvest yield. This may be attributed to the fact
that pigeonpea is inherently a slow-growing crop
in the early stages (Walls et al., 1975). Most of
the soil moisture during the short rainy season is
lost by the time the early lines come to flower.
During the subsequent regrowth, the already
established plants utilize the moisture from the
long rains more efficiently for both vegetative
and reproductive growth.
The general

problem

with early-maturing
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pigeonpea is its vulnerability to insect pests
(Green et al., 1979). In Eastern Province, early
maturing pigeonpea flowers when the weather
is warm and there is no other alternate crop in the
field, and hence the insect pressure is high
(Fig. 1). At present, plant-protection measures
seem to be necessary to realize the high yield
potential of the early-maturing lines until appropriate pest management methods have been
developed. However, during the ensuing long
rainy season, if the crop is ratooned by cutting
the plant at a height of approximately 25 cm from
the ground, fresh regrowth occurs and flowering
is delayed to coincide with other alternate-host
legume crops. This is likely to reduce the insect
pressure on the early-maturing pigeonpea.
Appropriate pest-management techniques and
agronomic practices need to be worked out under
the prevalent farming systems for the earlymaturing pigeonpea varieties.
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Rainfall'(mm)
Month

34,9

153.8

I

-- -[----

OCT

NOV

Traditional
late pigeopea

PLANTING

Improved
early-maturing
type

PLANTING

Intercrop with
cereals

[

I
PLANTING

83.4

46.7

41.5

I
DEC

JAN

FEB

89.3

147.6

I

65.6

I

MAR

APR

9.2

I
MAY

JUN

5.2

3.7

7.1

I

I

I

JUL

AUG

SEPT

I

FLOWERING

I-I-IFLOWERING

HARVEST

-

HARVEST/

HARVEST

RATOON

RATOON CROP

-

-

HARVEST

PLANTING

HARVEST

Intercrop

with legume
PLANTING

HARVEST

PLANTING

HARVEST

*Average for24 years (1957-80) recorded at Katumani Research Station

Fig. 1. Production system of pigeonpea in Eastern Province of Kenya

Medium and late maturity
Greenet a . (1979) observed that the maturity
period of pigonpea lines ranges from 120-270
days and that each specific maturity group is
adapted to a specific environment. They found
that early-, medium-, and late-maturity groups
are suitable for areas of low, medium and high
rainfall respectively. 'therefore, our breeding
programme on medium- and late-maturing
pigeonpeas is receiving equal attention for their
areas of adaptation. A number of promising lines
have been identified which will be evaluated for
yield and yield components during the short rains
of 1983. The progress on the late-maturing
varieties of pigeonpea isrelatively slow due to
their long duration in the field.

consistent resistance to the local wilt strains
(Waite et al., 1983). Eleven local lines have been
identified as wilt-resistant during the two years
of testing. Some of these lines are being evalu
ated for yield and other agronomic characters
adaeas
cn
sdi
h
reigpe
and are also being used in the breeding pr
gramme.
Insect pests
Among the insect pests, thrips,
seliothis,
podfly, and pod-sucking bug are the most serious
pests of pigeonpea in Kenya. In the long rainy
season of 1983, pod-sucking bugs caused maxi
mum damage in pigeonpea germ-plasm at
Katunani (Kabir and Kibata, 1983). 'he breed
ing programme on insect pests is still in the initial
stages. However, potentially resistant population
lines have been identified for further studies.
These include two selections from accession KCC
423 (Nos 20, 85) and accession KCC 610 for pod
sticking bug.
On these selections, appreciable differences
were noted in the number of eggs per cluster.
Hatching was delayed by two days and the
nymphs started dying after feeding on the resist
ant plants. Pod-sucking bug is usually gregarious,
but in the case of resistant plants, the adults were
found to be scattered. The basis of resistance
appeared to be antibiosis. A similar type of

Breedingfor disease resistance
Wilt caused by Fusarium udum is the commonest disease of pigeonpea in Kenya. Apart
from 3-4 year rotation, genetic control through
wilt-resistant varieties is considered to be the
most effective method (Neneet al., 1981). A wilt
sick plot, as described by Nenc et al. (1980),
has been developed at Katumani for screening
against wilt disease. A number of local and exotic
lines have been screened. Out of 100 lines
received from ICRISAT, only two lines showed
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resistance was reported by Ferry and Guthbert
(1975) and by Singh (1977). The lines tested are
early maturing, with desirable plant type and
acceptable grain characters. Efforts are under
way to develop true-breeding lines with good
yield potential.
CONCLUSIONS
Pigeonpea is traditionally grown as a mixed
crop and rarely grown as a sole crop. The earlymaturing short-statured types fit in the bimodal
rainfall pattern prevalent in the Eastern Province
of Kenya, where the larger proportion of the
pigeonpea crop is grown. Early-maturing pigeonpeas provide green peas during the months of
February and March, when the farmers have
nearly exhausted their previous harvest of other
grain legumes. Preliminary investigations carried out at NDFRS, Katumani, on the cropping pattern showed that the early-maturing
types are equally suitable both as a pure stand
and when grown in mixture with maize or other
legumes (Dr. John Ashley, personal communication).
The already established ratoon plants have the
potential to utilize the residual moisture more
efficiently, during the ensuing long rains, which
are relatively unreliable. Therefore,. the ratoon
crop is likely to succeed, even if the rains arc not
adequate for long-duration types or for a freshly
planted crop. More information on appropriate
crop combination, plant population, ratooning,
and other agronomic aspects needs to be gained
for fully exploiting the high yield potential of
early-niaturing typcs.
The early ty'pes are likelyh to be a target for
various inscct pests, because pigeonpea comes to
flowering at a time when there is no other legume
crop in the field. In cases of high incidence of
insect pests the crop will need one or two sprays,
particularly (luring the short rainy season.
However, during the long rains in the case of the
ratoon crop (cut back) flowering usually synchronizes
crops having common insect
pests. with
The other
traditional
long-duration pigeonpea
usually flowers late, during thie comparatively
cool dry months of June and July, when the
insect activity slows down.
This warrants a careful study to monitor the
behaviour of major insect pests of pigeonpea in
Eastern Province. Such information will have
important implications for the pigeonpea breeding programme.
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SUMMARY
Pigeonpea is an important crop in the Eastern
Province of Kenya for its grain. Tall, late varieties
are grown, intercropped with either cereals or
other legumes or both. Early-maturing lines
which fitinto the bimodal rainfall pattern of
the area have been identified from the local
germ-plasm. A preliminary yield trial at Kampi ya
Mawe revealed that KCS 74- 1,KCS 22- 4 KCS
13- 11, and KCS 21-12 among the early lines
yielded over 2,000 kg/ha. The average for ratoon
crop was 36.3% higher than the first harvcst.
Generally, the highest-yielding lines had an
average of 10 g/100 seeds. Promising material of
mcdiun- and long-maturity groups possessing
large grains has been identified. Various aspects
of the possible inplications of early-, medium-,
and late-maturity types in the existing farming
system have been discussed.
Other aspects of pigconpea breeding include
insect pests and disease resistance. Material
showing resistance to pod-sucking bug has been
identified. The mnechanisni of resistance appears
to be andbiosis.
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BREEDING FOR EARLY MATURITY, DROUGHT, DISEASE
AND INSECT RESISTANCE IN SWEET POTATO
A. Shakoorl , A. W. Kiarie2,G.M.,
Njuguna-.
4
S. G. Mihiu
INTRODUCION
In Kenya. sweet potato lpomnoea hatatas L.)
is grown on 40,000 ha annually (Ministry of
Agriculture,
Annual Report 1981)and is thc third
mosiclture,
im
ant
tubeort
a Irish
rishe potato
tadarid
most important tuber cropp after
cassava. Most of the acreage lies in the densely
p o p ula te d a re as of Ce ntra l ( 13 ,000 ha ) a nd
Nyanza Provinces (14,200 ha) (Central Burcatu
ofanza Ptaocs
se-ad
fto
of S ta tistic s, 19 77 ).(1. Inth)
In th e s e mi-a rid area
a re a s of '
Eastern Province the crop is grown in a limited
area (1,900 ha). The total production of sweet
potato is 340,000 tonnes at an average yield of
8,947 kg/ha (FAO,1974). The farmers grow local
land races depending on taste, skin, and fleshcolour preferences. White flesh-colour types are
predominant in Central arid Eastern Provinces,
while both white arid orange llesh types are
grown in Western and Nyanza Provinces. Up to
the late 1960s the use of sweet potato as a food
wvas common.
There is,however,
wasndih
commnshe
i, hof'weer, a declining
oaen
trend in the consumption (f sweet potatoes ,
particularly in Central Province. The per capita
consunption during the l964- 19(0 period \as
29.5 kg, which (hopped to 26.3 kg during 197274 (FAO Food Balance Sheets). This may be
partly due to ati increasing trend to grow more
maize and cash crops. Sweet potato, being a
long duration and less remunratic crop, is
receiving less attenion from the farmers in these

source of vitamins A, B, and C, iron, calcium,
and Philippines
fibre (Villareal
al., 1982).
the
In countries
and et
Taiwan.
the vines
like
and tubers
are frequently used as animal feed (Yang, 1982).
Sweet potato is considered a fairly drought
resistant crop and can be grown front sea level
togr2,100
1980).
races
w bm
y t(Acland,
e f m rs
e n The
al ypresent
ak 5S land
-77 months
o th
grown by the farmers
generally
take
mature.
x e t o ofAlthough
v r s a efoliar
n t v diseases,
ry e i u ,with
c op lthe s
exception of virus, are not very serious, crop loss
(file to sweet potato weevil can be very severe,
especially in dry areas (Kibata, 1973). The weevil
can damage both vines and tubers. The damaged
tuber has a bitter taste due to iponteamarone
which is released by the sweet potato (Akazawa
t al., 1960). Geterally there is no antagonistic
feeling against sicet potato as compared to
cassava. Most of the people itl this country have
a preference for it. As it is a drought-resistanit
crop,
prospects
ofextending
cultivation
on
a largethescale
in Eastern
Provinceitsare
reasonably
encouraging. In view (t'its importance, svstenma
tic work on the development of early-maturing,
(itought-resistant, weevil- and virus-resistant
arities \as undertaken dhring 1982 at the
Nrtieas
ridetakein Rrig
S2atith
(NIFRSj,
ang
eseh
Stain
Ktui.
here
inthispalcr.

areas.
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In addition to being a rich source of carbohydrate, the sweet potato also provides 4.5- 7%
protein (Purcell, 1972) depending otnthe cultivar.
The vines are a good source of animal feed and
can provide green forage during the dry months
of February, March, August, and September,
when there is a scarcity of green grass. The plant
parts above ground contain 21.7-- 31.39,() protein
on a dry-weight basis (AVP,DC, 1974). Tender
vine tops about 10 cm long are used as a green
vegetabie in various countries. They are a rich

Hybrid seed of USA origin involving drought
resistant parents was obtained through the plant
quarantine at Muguga arid grown at Katumani.
Several clones were selected from it.In the
ileantine two drought-rsistant, early-niaturing
varieties, KSP, (Vardatan) and KSP 3 (Travis),
were obtained from the USA and another nine
improved varieties were secured from the IITA,
Nigeria. Sinultanlosly, effort" were made to
assemble local germ-plasm, and at present 93
accessions are available. As a result of prelimi

1. FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
2. 4. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
3. Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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Insect transmission was carried out using the
aphid Myzus persicat, and the whitefly B'.'aisia
tabaci. Aphids reared on healthy Chinese cab
bage were starved for one hour, and then fed for
10- 15 minutes on diseased sweet potato leaves
to acquire the virus. Five aphids were then trans
allowed
sciosa
plant
ferred
plnswr
oneIpomoea
week, after
which
the and
to feed toforeach
pants were

nary screening, seven lines were selected for
preliminary yield evaluation and planted at the
NDFRS during the long rains of 1983. The rains
came late and therefore the trial was planted on
23 March. The variety trial was laid out in a
randomized block design with three replicates,
In another trial, variety KSP19 (TIS 3017) was
used to investigate the effect of root initiation on
plant establishment and tuber yield. The end
portions, measuring 30 cr and containing about

sprayed with a nicotine-based insecticide to kill
the aphids. Whiteflies reared on healthy cassava
were transferred on to diseased sweet potato and
allowed an acquisition feeding of 48 hours before
being niovedi on to Itpounoeo setosot Graft tranls
mission was carried out by top cleft graft using
infected sweet potato scions on Icalthy plants of
inteaseeoat
lpiioea setosa.

five nodes, were cut and the lower two nodes
were immersed in water, about two weeks before
the expected onset of rains. The material was
planted after the first effective rain. which was
8.5 mm followed by 49.3 mm after planting. The
experimental plot in both trials consisted of 5
rows 70 cm apart, with 8 plants/row at 50 cm
spacing between plants. No fertilizer was applied
and the experiment received two weedings.
Proper ridging was done during the second week
after planting. The crop was sprayed with
eatig
Teisect.
cop
hrveted
18
kg/ha
to controlfteleafrate
of
1.5ws
carbaryl at the
eating insects. The crop was harvested after 18
weeks and roots with a diameter of 30 nm and
above wvere weighed. The vines were measured
fro the
o base to the tip of the longest vine for
recording of the height of the plant on 5 ratndotiy
selectid plants.

RESULTS
are
The results obtained from the varietal trial
e viel tiler
fo th
obe
reslts
presented in Table I. Although the yield differ
results
are nonthie
-significant.
arieti. are
Thisquyite
may high,attrn
he the
ences amotig
bitted to unu11slal dry- weather Conitiotis itifitien

tI
ha
ill r oli s itelllen
t
melits,
tr'eat
ion
in
various
toru
chg tle tuter
The high C.V. of 107.95% indicates the nmagni
(tide of variatiin in the experiment. HIowever,
line KSP 0 (TIS 2534) ottYielded (8.21 t,ha) all
the other entries, and the lowest yield was

recorded from KSI) (t-tihe local check (1.43 t/ha).
KSP2 was the second-highest yielding line
(4.46 t/ha) followed by KSP1, (3.34 t/ha).
The total rainfall received during the growing
period was 144.4 nim. The inadequate moisture
affected the development of vines iinall the
entries and the vine length varied from 3S.00cm
(KSP is aegrect and compact bunch
to 81.60 crni
tid coepthnch
ierect
KS
is
to10,
e KSP 3 is se.i-erect. while the other entries
are thle spreading type). Thle entries dlid niot show
any disease symptoms, except for KSP 3 , whtich
A disease with typical virus symnptotis was
showed virus symptoms two weeks after planting
noticed in the yield trial plots at Katumani oi the
and continued throughout tite growing period.
variety KSP 3 . '[le plants were dwarfed, and the
The quality characteristics of these lines are
leaves mottled with vein clearing. Several plants
i
from the field were potted and taken to KARl,
given in Table 11.Tie highest yielding line,
Mtiguga, for virus indexing. Attempts were made
KSP 0 , has an attraetive creany-white flesh and
to isolate and characterize the causal agent in the
sweet taste, free of fibre ard of nioist textrr.
host-range
glasshouse
by grinding
The panel taste test was based on 21 participants,
Sap by
inoculations
were and
made insect-vector
studies.
different classes of people. Most of
by
grrepresenting
stis
Sotapoinoculaions waer masdescrie
ls
ooro
ieteoag
sweet potato leaves in wvater, as described by'tetsesddro
of
colour
flesh
theorange
like
not
did
s
taste
tKe
Sheffield (1957). The inoculum was then rubbed
.
KSP
and
KS12
had
3
which
plants
indicator
young
of
on the leaves
The experiment on root initiation before plant
been pre-darkened for 24 hours and dusted with
ing was carried out using KSPt). Data on tuber
600 mesh carborundum. The following species of
plants were inoculated: Ipomoea setosa, Cheno- yield, vine length, and plant establishment are
podium quinoa, Chenopodium amaranticolor, presented in Table Ill. The treated vines gave
Nicotiana clevelandii and Nicotiana tabacum. significantly higher yield (14.10 t/ha) as com
At harvesting time, the main stem of the plant
was scored for weevil incidence by using a scale
0- 2, where 0 indicates no visible sign of damage,
I indicates swelling at the base of the stem and 2
indicates severe damage. A scale of 0-3 was
used to measure weevil damage to tubers, 0
indicating no sign of weevil incidence, 1 holes
at the neck of the tuber, 2 holes on the root neck
extending to 5 cm down the storage root, and 3
indicating damage throughout the root.
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TABLE I-RESULTS OF SWEET POTATO YIELD TRIAL CONDUCTED AT NDFRS KATUMANI DURING
LONG RAINS 1983

Entry

Yield
(t/ha)

Number of
tubers/plant

Weight/tuber
(g)

Vine length
(cm)

1.91

2.40

44.58

57.30

None

0.00

4.46

3.5

71.58

35.00

None

1.30

2.98

2.20

75.91

36.20

Present

0.16

1.43

2.20

36.36

72.30

None

0.30

2.98

3.80

43.95

41.70

None

0.10

ViruS
incidence

Weevil inci
deuce on tuber

KSP I
KSP 2
(Vardaman)
KSPi
(Travis)
KSPto
(local check)
KSPI 5
(TIB 9)
KSP19
(TIS -017)
KSP 2 0
(TIS 2534)

3.34

2.30

81.30

44.70

None

0.07

8.21

2.80

64.29

81.60

None

LSD 0.05

NS*

NS

17.18

-

0.07
4.83

-

*NS = non-significant

TABLE Il-TUBER CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELITE LINES OF SWEET POTATO
Lioe

Skin colour

Flesh colour

Texture

Fibre

Taste

Remarks

KSP 1

Light brown

Moist

None

Sweet

KSP 2

Copper brown

Yellow with an
orange tinge
Orange

Moist

None

Sweet

KSP 3

Brown

Orange

Moist

None

Not sweet

KSPI 0

Purple

White

Dy

None

Sweet

KSPI

White

Ligh yellow

Moist

None

Sweet

KSP 1 9

White

Yellow

Moist

None

Not sweet

KSP 2 0

Purple

Creamy white

Moist

None

Sweet

Flesh colour not
attractive
Flesh colour not
attractive
Flesh colour not
attractive
Flesh colour
attractive
Flesh colour
accvptable
Flesh colour accept
able but texture
too soft
Flesh colour
attractive

TABLE III-RESULTS OFTHE EXPERIMENT ON EFFECT OF ROOT INITIATION ON TUBER YIELD, VINE
LENGTH, AND STAND IN SWEET POTATO AT KATUMANI, LONG RAINS 1983
Treatment
Rooted cuttings
Direct planting (control)

Yield (t/ha)

Vine length (cm)

14.10
10.00

104.20
83.20

320

Stand (M)
92.19
84.38
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pared to the control (10.00 t/ha). In the treated
plots the plant stand was also better (92.19%)
compared to the control (84.38%).
KSP3 is an early-maturing good yielding line
KSP 3
but is susceptible to ;he virus complex. During
the 1983 long rains, k,.SP 3 was severely affected
by virus and investigations were carried out at
KARl, >.-;uga. The results obtained are discussed here. The virus was easily sap-transmitted
to lpomoea setosa; five plants of the seven
inoculated became infected. The virus induced
severe systemic vein chlorosis and vein netting
in Ipomoea setosa 14 days after inoculation. No
symptoms were observed on the non-inoculated

controls. Local chlorotic lesions were observed
on the leaves of the five sap-inoculated Cheno
podium quinoa plants after ten days. There were
only a few local lesions, indicating low virus
concentration in the sweet potato. No symptoms
of
at.
woerveon te otee
were observed on the other index plants. Two of
three 1I ooa seosa plants grafted beanme inl
Showed flexuous
tcited.
rods 8501 ElCtron
nt in the micrograIhS
lobi"infected leaf samnples.
So far, 93 accessions have been added to the
sweet potato germ-plasm, consisting of both
exotic and local land races (Table IV). Prelimi
nary observations on this germ-plasm show that a
wide genetic variability exists for maturity period,

TABLE IV-SWEET POTATO GERM-PLASM MAINTAINED AT NDFRS, KATUMANI, DURING 1983

Country of origin

Place

Puerto Rico
USA
USA
Nigeria
Nigeria
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya

-

Number of accessions
seed samples
I
I
2
9
10
19
24
28
8
I

Mississippi
Louisiana
IITA Ibadan
IITA Ibadan
Eastern Province
Western Province
Nyanza Province
Central Province
Nairobi Province

plant type, tuber character, disease reaction, and
insect incidence. KSP 2 and KSP 3 (exotic) are
extra-early in maturity. Both take 100 days to
mature. Systematic evaluation of this material
will be continued in the ensuing seasons.
DISCUSSION
In the semi-arid areas of Eastern Province the
early-maturing drought-resistant varieties of
sweet potato fit in very well with the bimodal
rainfall pattern. The sweet potato is likely to fit
into the existing farming system based on crop
and animal production. Both tubers and vines
are a good source of animal feed (Ruiz, 1982).
The green vines and tubers are available during
the scarcity period at the end of each rainy
season, whe-i most of the other fodders usually
dry up. KSP 20 takes about 130 days to mature at
Katumani and showed a high degree of resistance
against the sweet-potato weevil. The skin colour

Type of material
Seed
Variety
Varieties
Varieties
Seed
l.and races
Land races
Land races
Land races
Land races

of the tubers is purple and they have an attractive
creamy-white flesh with no fibre. The texture of
the tubers remains moist after cooking and tastes
sweet. The yield increase over the local check is
474.13%. This large difference in yield over the
local variety may be attributed to its earliness
and drought tolerance in a bad season like the
long rains of 1983. TFile vine development was
also better than the other entries, showing that
KSPI, may also yield more foragc during a dry
season. The tubers are oblong in shape and the
average weight is 164 g. Although KSP 2 and
KSP 3 are drought resistant, take about 100 days
to mature, and give L reasonable yield, they are
likely not to be accepted by the farmers because
of their deep orange flesh. KSP 2 is susceptible
to sweet-potato weevil, while KSP 3 is susceptible
to the virus complex. The drought resistance,
earliness, and plant-type attributes of KSP 2 and
KSP 3 are being incorporated into good-quality,
well-adapted local lines.
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The flowering behaviour of tie germ-plasm is

being studied, because sonic of the lines intended
to be used in crosses (KSI,
KSP 8 ) (lid not
flower
during
tile
long
rains
of
1983. Grafting
and

ther techniqueIs will be exploited to ind(uce
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CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of earl'-maturing, drought
resistant, insect- and virus-*resistant varieties of
sweet potato
in the with
dry areas
of Kenya is not
likely
o compete
tile existing
cropping

flowering in the lines which (i not flower under slike
git a longt way to
nmay go
t improving
ing ropingthe
3 stern toand mpt
Katumani conditions. Thrips and insect larvae food and fecd supply in these areas. In these dry
feeding on sweet potato flowers were a hindrance
areas, cowpea is perhaps the only green-leaf
in obtaining hybrid seed at one stage in the vegetable at present, and there is a need to
crossing programme. Under these <ircuntstances,
exploit tie; other potential crops as well. Sweet
suitable plant-protection measures should .be
ppotatot vines andrPleaves.asobeing
os a rich source
eSe of
empl)loyed to ensure a good seed set in a crossing
vitamins, proitci, and rinierals, are being used
programme. KSP 1 and KSP2 3 freely set seed as a vegetable in some countries (Bartolini,
natural
under may
conditions, whichWang
shows(1that
a lgtanza
lines
ince sweet-potato
cnt
atolni,
be self-cor1patible.
904 these
alo
9t82).
In Nyanza Province,
leaves
lalso
are used as vegetable, particularly during the
r.!:portcd self-compatibility iin sweet potato, which
period when other green-leaf vegetables are in
could be used in a breeding programme,
short supply. The use of tender leaves as a
Availability of vines at tile time of planting is vegetable in the local food preparations needs to
a general problen elsewhere (Bartolini, 1982) as be exploited. Wheat flour can be replaced by
well as in fhe (lryland areas in Kenya, dlue to sweet-potato flour Lip to 15% without affecting
the dry spell before the onset of' the rains. To get
the quality of bread (Saitmny, 1970). Sveet-potato
a quick establishment and good stand of the crop
trotein is high in lysine and is good supplemental
is of great importance where the effective rains
protein to cereals. Replacing 30% of rice and
come tly foria short Period. The root in itiationi
wheat diets with sweet potato enhances tihe bio
by standing the vities it water imiprov,,cd the
logical value of dietary protein (Yang, 1982). Tile
staId of tile crop Ly .211 , tuber yield by 41.
addititrl
otof
sweet-potato tflour to bread would
and vine length by 25.21% In cassitva toot,
case tile ever-increasing demand for wheat.
intitiation before plantinif has rsultCd ili incrCs(f
S\w',et Potato has nilany industrial uses--as a
yield (Vichukit atd loro, I975).
s-otlrcc of starch, s atimiial feed, as (fricd chips for
Virus-affected Sweet potilto plalts getcrally htiinal coistlliption, and ais swect-ltotato flour.
,htov, stuitted growth alto[t tti N l
all bt_ InN'tanza Province and western Tanzania, sweet
greatly reduced, depending ott tile severity of the lPotatocs arc peeled, sliced, dried, and ther
disease (c,,nhardt and Joubert, 1982). A 78%
grotitd Ito tiour with sorghuiL or itaize for
re'lc litoi itt fresh root yield itt virus-affected
makitt ig li (it i i I(Aclaid, 1975).
platIs has KetI reported iin Nigeria (laltm),1979,
Sweet putatu in Kenva is at present being
while Mukibi (1977) reported that sweet-potato
cotsiitied
'O
as
sWal)I,
suptleittetital food aid
virus cauis:l :aredtlctiott ollf57"; ill ,,ield, hoth in, Ilaf vegetable to various extents in different
%Wightt and nutttbet of tbers i Ugattda. The
parts of' tile coountry. "lthere is need to develop
0tI]Y :ffective tiethid if eontrollittg sweet-potato
aljptr~q)o iattC rccipe', for1dishLs to jtoptllarie it.
virus lies in tile brecting of resistant ,'arieties

S

(Sheffield, I957. In 1te preset stintsV this
tat"rinlitted viris was also aphiid-iratistlitted,

whilch is contrary to tlte observation made by

Map

lit Kenya Most Of the aral'i toldCr sweCt potato
l-bdings co' ill. (t)70). Five of the sevet /o() i<,e lies i tl;e detSll iVpopulated areas of (enttral and
.Sebtose plaitI'
iioculated bV aphids becanme
Nyaizla Provinccs and it is growin only itl a limited
infiected. No infcton was observed on Ipomoo
alre in l:.astern Pro,,ince. Since it is a drought
.ltosl
tOCilated with whiteflies. Based oil
resistant crop, prospects for extending its cultiva
svtiptonis and atlternate hosts, it ippears that
tion it ll, dry areas Of Kenya are quite ent
Katutnaiti virus is related to the ote dlescribeod
curaging.
by Hollings ,'t il. (1976) as sweet potato mild
('ti siderig its usefutilness as a food and feed
Mottle, and b\ Slheffield as sweet potato virus 13. cropt and its ability to grow in the dry areas,
IaIbowver teng K a tai
it(Ifer anottt thid
various aspects of' sweet potato production and
above in beitig both s;alt-tratslnitted arid aphlidvaietal iittpros'eitett ut E:asternt Province hive
v
out
carried
be
to
need
studies
tlore
transmittedl.
been investigated.
to establish the relationships of this virus to the
one described by the above authors.
The major constraints ott sweet-potato produc
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tion are lack of suitable varieties and susceptibility to weevil and virus. Seven early/mediummaturing lines were yield tested at the National
Dryland Farming Research Station, Katurnani,
during the long rains of 1983. KSP 2 0 (TIS 2534),
a medium-maturing line (130 days), outyielded
all the other varieties (8.21 t /ha). K SP0 has it
purple skin, white flesh, and an acceptable taste.
It has good vegetative growth, showing its
ability to produce forage even under dry condiLions.
Large varietal diffeiences in weevil incidence
were observed and lines KSP, 0 , KSPI , and KSPI,
(TIS 3017) showed a fair degree of resistance.
Line KSF' 3 (Travis) is highly susceptible to
virus contplex. It was found that the virus in this
otl
case is only aphid-transntitted andt not both
aphid- and whitelly-transnitted like other viruses
reported previously. In tile dry areas the availability of propagation materials and establishnlent are anong the constraints on production.
End portions of sweet potato vines, placed ill
vater for two weeks to initiate roots, im1proved
tile crop as well as the tuber and vine
the
ietastand of
o1151
yild.
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PERFORMANCE OF EARLY-MATURING DETERMINATE
VARIETIES OF GREEN GRAM IN SEMI-ARID AREAS
A. Shakoor, W. K. Rono, E. C. K. Ngugi l
INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Green gram (Vigna radiata Wilczek), also
known as mung bean, is an important grainlegume crop in the warm dry parts of Eastern
Province, Kenya. No reliable statistics on area or
production are at-present available. It is conventionally shown as gram in various Government
publications, but this includes chickpeas and
black gram as well. The mung bean is grown as
both a subsistence and a cash crop.

Local germ-plasm was collected from Eastern
and Coast Provinces, and seed of some high
yielding lines was obtained from other rnung
bean-growing countries of the world. As a result
of preliminary screening of the germ-plasm, nine
promising lines were selected for yield evalua
tion. The yield trials were laid out in a randomized
block design with four replications at both
NDFRS and the substation Kampi ya Mawe
during the long rains ot 1982. Each plot consisted
of 4 rows 4 in long with spacings of 40 cm be
tween the rows and 20cm within rows.
Data on days to 50% flowering and maturity
were recorded at appropriate stages of growth.
Five plants were selected at random from each
plot to record data on number of pods/peduncle
and number of grains/pod. The central 2 rows
from each plot were harvested at maturity to
record dry weight of grain. Damaged seeds from
each sample were discarded in recording 1,000
grain weight.

In local preparations, the whole grains are
boiled together with cereal grains, while the
Asian community, the largest consumer of
mung bean in this country, use it mainly as dhal
(split grains). Its use as bean sprouts is increasing as a health food in Western countries (Chandcl
et al., 1980). The seed protein varies from 2129%, depending on the variety and the environment in which the crop was grown. Mung bean
is generally considered free from the flatulenceinducing factors that are common in many grain
legumes. Sulphur, amino acid, inethionine, and
cystine content are low, as with most other
legumes, and lysine is high (8 g/100 g protein
dry weight).
Mung bean is pan-tropical in distribution and
its ability toitsgrow
under
adverse conditions
gow
biltyinde
o aders
coditons
makes it a remarkable crop for warm dry areas. It
is considered to be more drought-resistant than
cowpea. The crop can escape the effects of
drought because of its ability to mature in a short
period (Rowe, 1980). Thle local cnijtivars /hit
races grown by the farmers are low yielding and
indeterminate in growth habit. rhe indeterminate
types do not respond to improved management
and make excese;ive veget ,tive growth in favourable environments. Unnecessary vegetative
growth in grain legumes generally results ir low
yield, and an improved harvest index has been
suggested as one way of raising yield potential
in these crops (Jain, 1975). The mung bean inprovement programme at the National Dryland
Farming Research Station (NDFRS), Katumani,
has mainly involved the development of highyielding, disease-resistant, determinate types
with good grain character,
1. Plant Breeders, NDFRS. Katumani, Kenya
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RESULTS AND DSCUSION
Highly significant differences were observed
among
for each analysis
location (Table
as wellI).asThe
in
the ,'tsevarieties
of the combined
location and location X treatment effects were
highly significant (Table 1i). The mean yield level
if all lines at Kampi ya Mawe is invariably higher
at Katumani. This may be attributed to the
than
relativelyohigherSnieaThtemocalturltataKampi
v
relatively higher mean tempcrature at Kampi ya
0
Matane (April 24°C, May 21.5'C, June 21 C) than
Katunani (April 20'C, May 18.7'C, June 17.9°C)
(luring the growing season. Mung bean requires
comparatively warmer temperatures for adequate
growth (Rowe, 1980). Significant locality effects
observed
in the warrier
indicate
areasthefo~rneed
future
to evaluation.
include more sites
The line KVR 26 outyielded other entries in
each locality as well as over the mean value of the
two localities (1,412.9 kg/ha), followed by KVR
11 (1,331.1 kg/ha). KVR 26, with a determinate
growth habit, took 44 days to flower and matured
in 74 days, as compared to the indeterminate line

EARLY-MATURING DETERMINATE VARIETIES OF GREEN GRAM

TABLE I-RESULTS OF GREEN GRAM YIELD TRIALS CONDUCTED AT KATUMANI AND KAMPI YA MAWE
DURING LONG RAINS 1982 (MEAN YIELD, kg/ha)

Genotype

Katumani

Kampi ya Mawe

Mean of two localities

11
13
8
9
14
26
10
12
22

1,271.3
895.0
807.2
735.0
865.0
1,295.0
740.6
1,093.4
698.8

1,331.1
1,316.4
1,282.8
1,199.4
1,414.7
1,530.9
1,261.6
1,304.4
1,208.1

1,301.2
1,105.7
1,045.0
967.2
1,139.9
1,412.9
1,001.1
1,198.9
953.5

LSD 5%
LSD 1%

93.7
127.1

190.8
258.7

103.3
137.9

KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR

TABLE 11-GREEN-GRAM YIELD TRIAL 1982-KATUMANI AND KAMPI YA MAWE-ANALYSIS OF
VARIANCE FOR GRAIN YIELD OF THE GREEN GRAM VARIETY TRIALS CONDUCTED AT KATUMANI AND
KAMPI YA MAWE DURING LONG RAINS 1982

Source

df

MS

F

Total
Location
Blocks
Treatments
Location x treatments
Error

71
1
6
8
8
48

263,828.5
441.13
20,160.41
5,888.39
611.39

431,52**
0.7215 NS
32.9748***
9.6312***

C.V. = 6.9%
S.E.
S.E.
LSD
LSD

(Treatments)
8.7
(Localities)
4.1
(Treatments) 5% = 24.8
(Treatmnts)5% = 24,S

1% = 33.1
I% = 15.6

TABLE Ill-MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF VARIETIES INCLUDED IN THE YIELD TRAILS DURING
LONG RAINS 1982

Genotype
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR
KVR

11
13
8
9
14
26
10
12
22

Days to 50%
flowering

Days to
maturity

58
48
50
55
54
44
54
49
55

98
79
79
82
91
74
86
85
92

Number of
Weight of
pods/peduncle 1,000 seeds (g)
13
14
17
20
11
14
20
19
10
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44.9
41.7
43.7
34.7
43.7
60.3
36.9
43.0
48.2

Mean yield
(kg/ha)

No. of grains
per pod

1.301.z
1.105.7
1,045.0
967.2
1.139.9
1.412.9
1,001.1
1,198.9
953.5

12
10
II
10
7
I1
I1
10
10
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KVR 1I which matured 2.4days later under
Katumani conditions. In Eastern Prov ice the
effecti\ e rains extend for a period of 0 -8 weeks
ridany short-duration type capable of maturing
within 10--- 11 weeks is more likely to escape

drought than the long-duration cultivars. KVI? 26
yielded 8.5% higher than the best indeterminate
improved line. KVR iI,under normal spacings,
However, the compact genotypes can be planted
more closely in order to reali:ze their high yield
potential (Chandel et a/.,
1980).

SPECIAL ISSUE

The new improved type KVR 26 isdeterminate,
early aturing, relatively synchronous inimatur
i'v, and has attracive large grains. It is con
venient to harvest, can cope with drought be'ter,
:od is suitable for closer planting to obtain higher

*yields per unit area. In Kenya. consumer pre
ference, particulr.rl: inpulses, is generally for
large grain siue' therefore the use of srrall-graiin
pulses has renrat.d limited inthe past. With the
devehyment of large-seeded varieties of ntung
bean. this grain legume is likely to gain popularity
in local prepr'xations and is expected to go a long
way indi e!, ift\ , oo
a is
i
,
food habits.

The high-vielding line l:VR 26 has briglht lightgreen, bold grains (60.3 g/I 1,000 grains) with a
prolific hearing habit, producing 14 pods,
peduncle. The plant is short statured with a sout
Si\tMARY
stem. The upright plant type exposes tite leaves
Lc
well to sunlight for better photosytithesis. AI
W ocA]a d exotic germ-plasm of Illlttg derng
thotgh pod mattriy is not completely synchrci  180--82 at tileNatiotal
aryltand Fir'uing
o ns,
morm than 85% of pods m ature at the sa
e
a
t ation
an t y and
wari
,
time, which makes harvesting much easier. The
icst rch Station for ilant type ang otw ruro
pla'its at maturity can be uprooted and tras- nvmire
characters. Nine pronising hie,tver
ported to the threshing floor to separate I ild-tte ltg Kauini 2
e Kap
. 2,
grains by heating. Losses in yield dtte to shatter
ing, if any, cati be reduced ly avoiding iiarvest .\,iIded on average 1.412 9 kg/ha. followed by
during the noon hours, w%,hen the dry pods :l' K VR I I (1,301.9 kg ih a)
more liable to shatter while hiandling.
The high-vielding line KVR 26 is dclerrinite.
The seed of' KVI? 20) was first dis;
el-,l~eri stakes 7- days to niature under Katuniari condi
dtiing
rains (if 1982- -83 to the trrnrers
pos;eses attractive large light green
taking the
part shrt
in the pre-exteas
1s. sio n' tileLn ir lions,
rains 160.3 g/I,00() grains), and is prolific (14
reaction in general is quite encouraging, Tlli\
pods'phdrnule). The pods areio a ,sgreatextent
liked it for its better yield, earlines', rid large
snr o
s
t
y
n this pcrmits the
grain size (Bakhtri et a/.,1983). 'lic Ministry of
a stini; of plains at maturity, wren they can
pulled and threshed. It performed very well ill
Agr'iculture, i! ollaborationr with the Mactakf's lhe
he
lipre-extenision
trials and has been readily
Integrated Development Proramme, plans to
distribute seed to a large number of farmers in
Machakos District for further trials during the
sho:'t rains of 1983-84.
ItFI RI1ENCF..S
(ONCI.USIONS
The major drawbacks to the present-day mung
bean cultivars grown in Eastern Province are late
maturity, irregular ripening offtIle pods, and
small grain size (Bakhtri et al., 1982). In tle
senii-arid areas of Eastern Province, the effective
rains are confined to the first few weeks of the
growth pe iold; th refore lortg-rluratioti indt'terminate types are likely to suffer more front
drought when the crop is simuitaneouslv blooniing and growing. The indeterminate types are
irregular in maturity and require 2 to 3 pickings
to reduce losses in yield due to shattering.
to
r221-
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Ill 13Akhtri, M. N., Gavoti, S., Odhrianibo, S. and
Npiluu, S. (1983). Iteport, 1980n - December 1982,
on Farming Systems Rlc.earch at the NDFRS,
Katumani (with special reference to senii-ari:
areas
of Eastern Province of Keny;.).
121Chandel, K. P. S.,Joshii. B. S and Parrt, K. C.
(1980). Breeding mung bean (Vigna raditaWilczek)
'or
phototo yellow
sistaince
insensitivity,
high yield
mosaic virus.
ind field
re
Trrp,Grain
Leunic
Bull1, 17/t8:29- 32.
131 lain, 1t. K. (1975). Developmnt of high-yielding
varieties of nulses: Perspective, possibilities and
experimental approaches. In Proceeditngs q/" the
International Workshop on Groin Legumres,
iCRISAT, India, /3--16,noer. 1975.
!4IRowe, A. G. (1980). Alternative crops 3: Grain
legumes. Zinrhabwe ApriculturaI Journal 77:
227.

THE USE OF MALE STERILE LINES TO MEASURE
THE NATURE AND MAGNITUDE OF HYBRID VIGOUR
IN PIGEONPEA (ABSTRACT)
PaulOnianral

Pigeonpea (Cajanus cqjan (L.) Millsp.) improvement by breeding has been limited to the
testing of existing varieties and practising
selection from available landraces. If a major
breakthrough in yield is t- be achieved, the
future improv.*!ment in pigeonpea must be based
on planned hybridization to identify parental
combinations likely to produce superior segregates or to obtain FIs with high heterosis.

The present investigation, involving three
male-sterile and seven fertile lines, was designed
to cellect information on the nature and magni
tude of heterosis in pigeonpea hybrids derived
from geographically and genetically diversified
parents.
Three male sterile lines, MS.3A, MS-4A and
MS-Prabhat and seven fer .' liies we'e crossed
in a line × tester fashion to 'IV' -rmine the nature
and magnitde of hybrid vigour in pigeolpca.
The hybrids bloomed earlier, were taller and had

The biological requirement for successful
commercial hybrid seed production, which inclu les the pres,!nce of hybrid v -" r, elimination
of fertile pollen in the fema"
ent, adequate
pollination by the male parei. - .d synchronization of flowering, has limited its usc in a number
of crops. Hybrid vigour has been reported in
pigeonpea. With the existence of male sterility
and a considcrable degree of natural outcrossing
by bees, it is possible to easily test a large
number of germ-plasms and exploit commercially
the hydrid vignur which may be present in the
crop.

more grain yi !dthan their parents.

Heterosis fo,- grain yield and other characters
were much larger for crosses involving MSPrabhat than for MS-4A crosses. C-II among the
male parents had the best general combining
ability effects from grain yield. ICP-7035 and
ICP-9150 ihowed the highest GCA for 100-seed
weight. For short plant height and earliness,
BNN-1, C-322 and Roves were the btest while
ICP-9150 and ICP-9180 were best combiners for
tallness and lateness.

I. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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TECHNICAL SESSION 4: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (Mr B. N. Ala iisu): Selection for suitable crop varieties in the dry areas is a notable
contribu,ion to overall crop production. The selection objectives in the crops reported include the
yield, early maturity, and tolerance to drought,
insect pests and diseases. There are, however,
economic limitations on research investment ln
sonic of the popular food crops because low yield
ceilings are already set by rte biologic" I po
tential of dryland farming areas.
MrJ. G. M. M *isyi, 7arm,-rs in the hill masses

recent cycle has been initiated. If it is proved that
the latest cycles are indeed superior (significantly
different within the acceptable limits of usual
distinctiveness, uniformity, and stability) then
consideration will be given to tile possibility of
releasing the latest cycle under a different name.
A L F Schrr: What speciically do te dis
tricts neel to do to determine the proper varieties
fo r the different are'as within them?
%tr I. R. Kermali: Help the Katuniani sorghum
hreeder to maintain observi;tion trials in selected
fields. This will involve getting the seeds from
Kairu maui planting, weeding. thinning, bird

in the na,-ginal areas, for example, Iveti, Kilungu,
etc.. have found the present Katuniani Cornposite B and hybrid varieties not suitable to their
areas. What action is being taken to breed an
appropriate variety?

scaring, harvesting, threshinig, and taking tile
necessary
data.
'[lelatest
Director,
Katunuani, should
he contacted
for the
information.

Alr K. Niorogc: This is true, and this problem
lrL. 0. Sese: In view of the importance bulrush
has been brought to the attention of breeders millet has as a major food crop in the drvland
both at Embu Station and at Katumnani and, with
With particulir reference to lower Meru
the recommendation of the National M
aa slri, wha trcular rfrnc
to loer Merit
is gointg ott to
breediitg
l istric, %%,wlat
Reseach Specialist Committee, a serious and ' improve
the varieties
of prtgtantmte
high yield and
resistance
vigorous hybrid programme has now been to pests and diseases?
started at Katuniiiti. These areas are, however,
not rated high in priority at Katunani as they Air Krmali: Improved pearl millet composite is
neither constitute a very expansive area nor are in ihe pipeline. It gives higher yields than local
they really scrti-arid. The hybrid progranme just cultivars. We hope to clean it up further for four
mentioned is a joint venture between Embu and seasis and release it to the farming community.
Katumani. To repeat, the problem is being Anothcr composite (line, derived from local
handled seriously but results will take some time ctiltivars) has been formed and will also be re
before they are available itt a torm useful to the leased if it performs better than the parents.
farmers.
V!r S. C. Ondieki: Is there anybody Working on
Mt BI. M. Ikotbo: (I) It appears that since 1968,
when Katumani Composite B was produced, tile
programme has slowed down. What is tile cause
of this? (2) How has the present Katunani
Composite B flee:,, improve(] as compared to the
original one produced in 1968?
, r D. K Muthoka: Tilc maize-breeding programme slowed down at Katumani basically
because of staff changes. However, it was
realized that for this programme to develop new
varieties of maize, there was a need to have staff
stability in the programme. Since the adoption of
this policy, the Katumani maize breeding programnuc is making steady progress towards the
development of new varieties to replace Katumani Composite B.
Ar Nioroge: Mainly, improvement has been in
yield while still maintaining the original range of
maturity. In fact, testing to compare the original
cycle of Katumani Composite B with the most

bulrush millet, which is widely grown in the dry
areas, rather than working on proso millet, which
is probably unknown and unpalatable?
k1r Keritoli: Yes, Mr M'Ragwa is working ott
millets and has obtained substantial results. Ms
Pentinkhoff has also worked on millets and more
infonrmation should be available at Katumani.
DrlIH. C. Scott: The 1982 short rains were very
good, and the local pigeonrpea developed strongly.
Nevertheless, most of the pigeonpea did not yield
after the poor long rains. Did the early-maturing
variety yield satisfactorily under this situation
artd thus has it drought-escaping properties that
may be more important than its two yields per
year characteristic?
Dr A. Shakoor: The early-maturing, short
statured pigeonpea varieties are likely to perform
better under low-rainfall conditions as compared
to the tall, long-duration types. The root system
in the early-maturing types is equally extensive
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and deep and can exploit the limited moisture
more efficiently.
Dr H. A. van Rheenen: (1)Isthere a breedIng
programme and what methodologies are used?
(2) How many local and introduced accessions
have been screened? (3) What steps are being
taken to maintain the germ-plasm?
genetic variabiDr Shakoor: There is enormous
lity in the local germ-plasm for most of the
economic characters and selection as a breeding
method appears to be quite effective. We have
about 450 accessions in our pigeonpca germplasm which will be documented in the near
future, and the station has one full-time scientist
to maintain the germ-plasm.

Mr Muas a: Bearing in mind the shortage of
fodder crops in arid areas, is the programme
contemplating breeding for high quality and
quantity of vines for livestock feed?
Dr Shakoor: The sweetpotato breeding pro
granine at Katuniani is primarily focused on
tuber yield, but does not ignore the possible use

Whiteman: I recall that the local
valued as a late dry-season fodder.
reaction to the new short-season
respect of fodder?

of vines as animal feed.
Dr11.11. Waite: Do all the sweet-potato lines you
are working with flower under Katumani condi
lionts?

DrShakoor: Fali pigeonpea cultivars are general1ywoody at harvest time and the farmers usually
I:owse the animals after the harvest. However.
the early-maturing pigeonpeas have a relatively
thin stem, convenient For chop. Preliminary
experiments carried out at Katuniani by the
aninal-production section have foind the early
matming pigeonpea residue a good torage.

)r ShtiAoor: Some of the exotic as vell as the
local lines did not flower during the long rains of
I983. The material will he studied during the
short rains as well. The lines intended for cross
ing., in ease tiey do not flower under normal
icld conditions, will be grafted on to the stalk
of Ihe prolfisely flowering lines for flower in

Dr van ?heerte: (1) One of the tables shown

Dr C. L..Coo/son: D

of tubers and this we plan to investigate in future.
However, the early maturity is combined with
weevil resistance and so the farmer can prolong
harvest according to his requirement.

Ifr R..M'Ragwa: I would like to know why ill
your progranmme you prefer short-internode
grecit-gritnl ideotypes to long ones or increased

Mr P. T. S.
pigeonpea is
What is the
pigeonpea in

MrF.M. Ndambuki: Apart from drought escape
through selection for earliness, which is the most
important drought-tolerance mechanism in the
sweet-potato plant, and how isthis manifested?
Dr Shakoor: In our breeding programme we are
at present concentrating on developing lor
eariness and appropriate plant type as a inea
sure of drou~ght tolerance.

inldiction.

',il know anvthing of the

gives yields ranging from 1.13 to 8.21 tonnes per tubhcrization-- soil tenlperature relationship and
Ieaf area- tuherization rclationship in sweet
hectare and the differences were not significant.
Could identification of ''best" varieties, there- Pot ,110?
fore, be on the basis of cht-/s resista ice?
O l2) I)r
r Shakoor: The titil leaf arca iii sweet potato
rooted and non-rooted planting vine,,: were the has little effect on tuber yield; it is the sink rather
yield differences significant?
than source which is tile
more important. There
Dr Shko,,r: The noi,-xignilicuunt results could be appears to be a linear relationship bctween soil
attributed io a high coeflcient of variation and temperature and tuberization. starting from 20'
soil in that field. Ftr any conclusive results to 40'C.
tile
we need at least three seasons' results. The dif- ',. S,.Se: Comparinig the two grcen-grant crops
terences in the root-initiation experiment were
itthe Meru farmer's field and at Kampi ya Maxwe
significant.
in Machakos in the trial, the Meru crop looked
at Kam pi ya
crop
incomparison
v igoroushii
tile Mawve.
Mr Ondicki: Whiat work has been
your opinition with
whIiattihe
wits
the reason for
sinc - done
inalloil the
thifeference
traditionally
since
crop,
this
of
storage
differenclce?
tiffis
farmers harvest tile
tubers when they waiit to
eat them immediately? Also, in breeding for
/r '. C. K. Ngu'oi: Green grain normally grows
early maturity, how will tihe tubers be use( wCll inder warm conditions. The differences in
during the dry periods when there is an acute ithe growth of the crop at Kanipi va Mawe and
food shortage?
Neru are more (tile to differences inplant types;
indeterninate while in
crop
wasdeterminate.
Meruya the
DrSakoor: We have not so far looked t storage ill
Kampi
Mawe
it was
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number rather than short ones.
Mr Ngugi: Any reduction in plant height should
not be associated with reduction in number of
nodes, which ultimately would affect the number
of fruit-bearing branches.
Dr Coulson: Have you noticed any relationship
between pod number and the amount of rain and
differences between the varieties?
Mr Ngugi: The crop can grow well with a minimum of 200mm of'rain. However, severe drought
stress may induce abscission of flowers,
Dr van Rheenen: Do farmers grow undeterrninate varieties? And if so, is there not a reason
for them to do so? Is the underterminate type
possibly preferable?
MrNgugi: The farmers' traditional varieties are
undcterminate, grown under low fertility and
minimumn
and consequently
realiz
ing
a lowmanagement
harvest index.
The high-yielding
varieties suitable for improved cultural practices
should be determinate and should possess a high
harvest index,
is
Dr Waite: What is the resistance of green gram
KVR26 to yellow virus?
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Dr Shakoor: KVR26 has shown resistance to
yellow virus across the locations listed so far.
Dr L. V. Peters: What factor (environmental or
chemical action) within the plant makes the
plants flower early arid all at once?
MrNgugi: The flower induction under Katumani
conditions is not environmental but genotypic.
7he chemical action within the plant, however,
remains to be studied.
Mr Sese: While I appreciate the tremendous
effort made by research workers to improve
suitable crops for the drylands, very little of these
materials are reaching the majority of farmers in
these areas. In your opinion, by what means or
ways
theseavailable
materialsto be
multiplied
and
pulkedshould
and made
farmers,
to avoid
resource wastage in the research work if these
materials never reach the farmers as required?
Dr Shakoor: Efforts are under way to strengthen

seed multiplication of the dryland crops on exist
ing farms. Another way of hastening this process
to identify progressive farms through agricul
tural extension,
where the seed of new varieties
can be multiplied and distributed in that parti
cular location.

TECHNICAL SESSION 5

CROP PROTECTION

EVALUATION OF BEAN DISEASES IN THE GRAIN
LEGUME PROJECT TRIALS,
KATUMANI RESEARCH STATION
11. A. I. Stoetzer and B. Hi. Waite 2
rollhi" are fairly common.

INTRODUCION

search has been carried oti

However, little re

on the survival of

pathogens in seni-arid areas between growing

Eastern Province has the largest hcLarage

Seasons in the absence of the hosts and when pro
under grain legumes in Kenya (Table 1). The bulk
longed drought reduces the inoculhni of the
of bean (Pwhseollhs vuliaris) production in this
iM11h0,t (lidli, lt)1l).
province is froni Embu, Meri, Machakos, and
0lthough
Kitui Districts (Njugunah et al., 1981),
World-wide. about 15(0 funrgal, bacterial.
the percentage of the total production of Kenya
nix'ycopla.sinlalI. antid viral diseasCs Ii .,C bee n
which is produced in tile semi-arid zones is not
reportcd on heaills (Schwarit z anid Galvel I80).
known. Tb e sen1i-arid zone (zone IV in tie
Most off lien] are of minor econoic im portance.
NationalAtlas ojfKenva (1970) and zone V in tile
li Ken.ya, 19 fungal, -1 bacterial, and 2 viral
Agro-Clinrtic Zone Map of Kenya by Sombrock
diseases of beans hav been reported (Stoct/er.
et al. (1982)) constitutes the major area of pro1983). as sniiumariied in Table II. l)iseases in the
du. ' i in Eastern Province, but semi-hunid to
scii--id areas of Kenva have also been listed by
humid areas also occur, the latter around Mount
(;ailiuru and Mukuinva (19)3, (;crlagh t1982).
Kenya. Relatively good growing cotiditions exist
Grain lepunie Project reports (1977-- 1981).
ill Machakos and Kitui Districts, especially in
Itlubbcliing (1973), Mukunva and Ke\a (1975),
hilly areas (Bratin, 1977). Other bean-growing
Miikuti*va et al. (I182), Muthangya (1980).
zones in Kenya are shown in Fig. I.
gtutilu and Mukunya (1979), Mutitu and Musyini
(19)80), Roosje and lubbeling (1977), Schiiherr
I general, a semi-arid tropical agroclinuate is
u'nd Mbuoiia (1970). and Waitec alo.(1982).
unfavourablc for pathiogeiis of all crops, although
smuts, sonic of the rusts, and soil futgi such as
Macrophomino

phaseolina

and

This

Sclerotinia

lti .r

discusses

TABLE I-ESTIMATED AREAS UNDER GRAIN LEGUMES BY FROVINC

and

simanrizes

IN TIlE 1974- 1)75 CROP YEAR

Area (0(X) hla)
Province

Beans

lligceonpeas

(owpas

Field peas

Other

Total

Eastern
Central
Nyanza
Western
Rift Valley
Coast

284.6
232.4
73.6
148.4
7.0
17.5

104.5
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.5

208.A
7.

30.2
0.0
78.2
I.1
0.0
1

630.5
258.0

13.2
0.0
38.9

2.8
13.6
1.7
0.4
0.0
..

Total

763.5

115.2

271.2

25.9

37.4

1204.2

163.4
7.0
67.1

Source: Thairu. 1979.

1. Grain Legume Project. National Horticultural Research Station, Thika, Kenya
2. Dryland Cropping System Research Project, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute. Muguga, Kenya
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Ministry of AgAculture (1976- 1979), as a
.. ""nonocrop at row spacing of 50 cm qnd with 10
cm
between plants in the rows. In the germ-plasm
collection row spacings were increased to 75 cm.
Fertilizers were applied at the rate of 40 kg P 0
2 5
and 40 kg N per hectare as superphosphate and
calcium-ammonium nitrate until 1979, when the
recommendation changed to 200 kg diammonium
phosphate per hectare. Maize intercropped with
1,,"ans was grown as recommended by the
Ministry of Agriculture (1977) at a row spacing of
i
75 cm and an intrarow distance of 30 cm. Super
phosphate and calcium-ammonium nitrate were
applied at rates of 40 kg P2 0 5 and 40 kg N per
hectare respectively. Beans were planted
until
1979 in single rows between two maize rows with
15 cm between plants and without extra fertilizer.
Since 1979 two rows of beans have been sown
between the maize rows at 25 cm spacings and
with 10 cm between tile rows. Diammonium
phosphate was applied at 100 kg/ha to the beans.

The cematic data (dirini)the Prowirt
,aons
of the short and long rains from 19/0p to 1983,

BEAN-PRODUCING AREAS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8.
9.
10,

Western Province
Nyanza Province
Rift Valley Province
Nyandarua District
K iambu District
Murang'a District
K irinyaga District

telative to bean-disease development at the
Katumani station, arc presented in Fig. 2 and
Table IV. Only the first two months are given,
as most disease scores were carried out either
late in May or early in June for the long rains,

l
i
or late in December and early in January for the

Nyeri District

Meru District
Embu District

short rains. Fig. 2 shows total rainfall over each
10-day period of tile 60 days of the growing
seasons.
Normally, beans are planted in the last
week of March
and October. Growth to flowering

11. Kitui District
12.
District
13. Machakos
Coast Province

Fig. I. Bean-producing areas of Kenya
NjugunaheraL, 1981)
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(Source:

incidence of seven important 'lean diseases in
various trials carried out from thL period of the
short rains of 1976/1977 to tile long rains of 1983
by the Grain Legume Project (GLP) at the National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katuniani. Attempts were made to relate disease
incidence to total rainfall for the growing period
as well as to 10-day periods within the season. In
addition, there was an effort to relate incidence to
origin and seed type for halo blight, scab, and
angular leaf spot.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Most of the observations on diseases were
recorded in breeding trials from the GLP. These
were basically cultivar trials or evaluations of the
germ-plasm collection (Table I11). The beans
were grown as recommended by the Kenya
334

for all varieties is about 30-45 (lays. During this
period the plants are most susceptible to the
diseases discussed in this paper. The number of
days with 5 mm or more rainfall in each 10-day
period is also shown in Fig. 2. Five mm rainfalls
arc considered to be approximately the minimum
for effective dissemination of rain-splashed
pathogens. Table IV shows the temperature
means and number of days with 5 mm or more
precipitation for the 60-day periods of the growIng seasons.
The GLP trials at Katumani were not always
planted over successive years in the same loca
lion. Thus the possibility or importance of build
up of pathogen inoculum in a particular location
could not be evaluated.
The severity of all diseases
in the trials was
scored on a scale from 0 to 5, where 0 was an
absence of symptoms and 5 indicated very heavy
infection or death caused by disease. Although
more exact disease-assessment keys for beans
have been published (James, 1973; Larios and

EVALUATION OF BEAN DISEASES AT KATUMANI

Fagundo. 1979). the 0-5 scale provides a sufficient estimate of disease severity expressed by

visual symptoms and is the only practical system
for scoring many plots or cultivars.

TABLE II-ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF BEAN DISEASES IN KENYA

Diseases

Pathogen

Importance*

A. Bacterialdiseases

Halo Blight
Cott mon Blight
Bacterial Brown Spot
Brown Rot

Pseudoponasphoseolitcol1
Xonthoonas phase,0li
P~seudoronas sygirigm'
Pseodomonas solontcea rot

M
0
0

B. Fungaldiseases

Angular Leaf Spot
Anthracnose
Rust
Scab
Ashy Stem Blight

Phavoisuriopsis griscolh
Colletotrichiu, lid,,tulhih,,um

Fusarium Yellows
Fusariun Root Rot

Ftusurium oxvsporum f. sp. phosmoli
Fusurium sohtni f. sp. phascoli

Rhizoctonia Root Rot
Southern Blight
Black Node Disease
Powdery Mildew
Speckle Disease
Loaf Spot Disease
ty,hium Root Rot

M
M

Rhizoctonia sohuni

Phoma exigua var. exigua
Stagonosporopsis horten.sis

M
M
0
0
0
0

Pythi:,

spp.

White Mould

0

ScIrotipnha se'rotioriio

0

Alternaria Leaf Spot
Floury Leaf Spot
Yeast Spot
Cercospora Leaf Spot
C. Vi us diseases
Bear Common Mosaic
Bea i Yellow Spot

Uromyces appendiclIahtus

Elsinoo phsi'oli
Macrophomino phaseolinia

Sch'rotinia roli

Phoma exigua var. diversispora
Erysiphe polygoni

A iernariaspp.
Mycovellosivlla phoseoli
Nenutaospora coryli
Cercospora spp.
Bean Common Mosaic Virus (BCMV)
Bean Yellow Spot Virus (BYSV)

I-M
I-M
I-M
M
M

0
0
0
0
I
0

Source: Stoetzer, 1983
*1= Important and very prevalent
M = Moderately important, regularly locally important
= Less important, occasionally locally important

The diseases observed are listed in Tables VIXV, and are further described under "Results".
Only monocrop scores are given, as the incidence
in inonocultures of beans is for most diseases
severer than wh,n the crop is interplanted with
maize (van Rheenen et al., 1981). Tables VI,
Viii- X1, XIII, and XV indicate observed suscepti
bility and resistance to the seven diseases under
consideration. Where severity scores were low,
oily the most susceptible entries are indicated.
The degrees of resistance are not absolute for
each entry but are in comparison with the other
335

entries in the trials of the same season. All
observations were made in plantings under
natural growing conditions, without additional
irrigation or artificial inoculation.
IESULTS
The scoring results are presented in the Tables.
Each disease was scored separately on a season
and trial basis and is shown in the Tables as an
average per season. The information provided in
Tables VI, VIII- XI, XIII and XV is the average
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TABLE 1Il-MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BREEDING TRIALS OFTHE GRAIN LEGUME PROJECT
FOR LONG AND SHORT RAINS, 1976- 1983
Number of :rial

Name oftrial

Years*

Design

Objectives

I

Bean cultivar
trial

LR 1976SR1979/80**

Split plot

2

Selections from
farmers' ficlds
Screening germplasm for
suitability in
mixed cropping
Evaluation of
germ -plasm
collection

SR 1976/77SRI 1977/78
LR 1977SR 1978,79

Systematic, not
replicated
Split plot

Test cultivars against a local
selection, in pore stand and in
association with maize
Test and select local bean
germplasm
Test germ-plasm under mono
and mixed cropping

LII1977SR1978/ 79,
LR 1980SR 1981/82
LR 1978SR 1979/80

Stystcmatic, not
replicated

Evaluate the germ-plasm
collection in observation plots

Raindomized
block

Test and select local bean
germ-plasm

SR 1979/80

Systematic.
3replications

Evaluate marketable cultivars
selected from previous years'
trials

1ER
19801R1983

Split plot

Compare new cultivars with
recomtnenided ones

SVstCmatit, 2
replications

lest red haricot cilivars with
pure stand and in association
with maize
Test red haricot bean cultivars

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

Selections from
farmers' ficlds
Evaluation of
germplasin
collection
National Bean
Performance
Trial
Red harico t
varietY irial
National Perforniatrite Trial
Red I
clicot

SR 1980/81
IR1982

--

SR 1982/83.
LR 1983

Split plot

*LR = long rains
SR = short rains
*Trial was not carried out during LR 1979

disease score, which gives an indication of
disease resistance (R) or high levels of susceptibility (VS). Where entries are not indicated there
was less susceptibility but resistance was not
noted. The mean incidence of halo blight, scab,
and angular leaf spot as correlated with seed type
and origin are summarized in Tables VII, XII and
XIV respectively. Table V identifies the bean
germ-plasm evaluated in Tables VI, VII-- XI,
XIII, and XV, indicating the GLP number, name
and year of introduction, country or district in
Kenya of origin, and seed type. A brief description of each disease evaluated is given before the
results of disease incidence, as indicated in the
Tables.
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Halo Blight (Pseudomonasphaseolicola
(Burk.) Dows.

This bacterium is favoured by cool to moderate
temperatures, less than 28'C; invasion of the
pathogen occurs directly through the leaf stomata
in the presence of free water. On the leaves,
small soaked spots appear, generally on the
lower surface, and are surrounded by a halo of
greenish-yellow tissue. These spots generally
enlarge and coalesce with others. Stem lesions
may appear as water-soaked spots that gradually
enlarge, become dry, and split longitudinally
,long the stem. Infected pods commonly exhibit

TABLE IV-CLIMATIC DATA FOR KATUMANI STATION: TEMPERATURE MEANS AND NUMBER OF DAYS WITH RAINFALL OVER 5mm DURING
THETWO OBSERVATION MONTHS OF THE SEASON
Average maximum temperature

)

Mean
76-83
Mean
6years
(1)
Average
14 Years

Nov.

Dec.

15.7
16.1
15.6
15.7
15.6
18.1
15.5
16.0

14.2
14.6
13.1
13.9
15.2
14.6
14.5
14.6

14.9
15.4
14.4
14.8
15.4
16.3
15.0
15.3

15.7
15.3
14.8
14.6
15.3
14.5
15.1
-

15.2
14.8
14.5
14.4
14.6
14.5
14.7
-

24.2

16.0

14.3

15.2

15.0

24.6

24.3

15.6

14.2

14.9

24.2

24.2

15.8

14.3

15.1

Apr.

25.7
23.5
24.0
24.0
24.3
24.8
24.2
-

23.5
23.2
22.9
24.9
24.4
24.7
23.9
-

24.6
23.4
23.5
24.5
24.4
24.8
24.0
-

24.3

24.4

23.9

24.7

24.7

23.9

24.1

24.5

24.2

Nov.

25.1
24.3
24.1
24.3
26.1
23.9
24.7
27.0

24.5
23.9
23.0
22.9
24.4
23.0
22.9
24.6

24.8
24.1
23.6
23.6
25.3
23.5
23.8
25.8

24.9

23.7

24.7

24.8

LR76
SR76/77
LR77
SR77/78
LR78
SR78/79
LR79
SR79/80
LR80
SR80/81
LR81
SR81/82
LR82
5R82/83
LR83

May

Nov.
+Dec.

Dec.

May

Apr.

Apr.
+
May

Nov.
+
Dec.

Apr.
+
May

Season and
year

Average mean temperature

Average minimum temperature

Nov.

Apr.
+
Apr. May

May

+
Nov Dcc.

20.4
25.4 20.2
15.0 19.9
14.7 20.0
14.5 20.8
15.0 21.0
14.6 20.1
14.9 -.-.21.5
-

19.3
19.3
18.1
18.4
19.8
18.8
18.7

19.8
19.7
19.0
19.2
20.3
19.9
19.4

20.7
19.4
19.4
19.3
19.8
19.7
-

19.6

20.6

14.7

14.9

20.5

19.0

19.7

19.7

19.4

19.6

14.9

14.1

14.5

20.2

19.5

19.9

19.4

19.4

19.4

15.0

14.4

14.7

20.4

19.2

19.8

19.6

19.4

19.5

Dec.

19.3 20.0
19.0 19.2
18.7 19.1
20.2 19.8
19.5 19.7
19.6 19.
-18
-

No of days with
Smm+
rainfall
6

1s
17
16
11
13
17
11

1
12
10
7
13
7

t

>
c"
>
z

O
12
>

>

*SR = short rains, LR = long rains
(1) Source: Siderius and Muchena, 1977.
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water-soaked spots having a typical greasy appearance. Infection may become systemic, with
severe leaf chlorosis and without the appearance
of much external infection. Seeds are readily infected and are an important primary source of

inoculum. Infected plant debris is also important
as a source of the bacteria, which must be dis
seminated to and between plants by splash dis
persal and winds during periods of rainfall. 'ables
VI and VII refer to the results for halo blight.

TABLE V-GRAIN LEGUME PROJECT (GLP) IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION FOR BEAN GERM-PLASM
EVALUATED IN TABLE Vl- XV

Variety or

varietal group name

Introduction

__Seed

Year

Origin

type*

1972
1972
1972

Netherlands
Netherlands
Kenya

I
2
3
4
7
8
10
12
16
18
20
21
22

Renka
K20
Wairimu
Gitune
Ganadian Wonder
Black Foodbean
Mwezi Moja
Kambumbu
Kaw Panmix x Confinel
S40 x Confinel
Confinel x S 153
Kenseed 10
Kenseed 74

1072

Kenya

24

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1974
1974

GLP-6 selection

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Kenya
Kenya

re
rc
rh
cw
cw
bl
mm
rc
rc
cw
rc
cw
rc

Io.

25

GLP-18 selection

1,.,lnya

1974

Kenya

Cw

26
32
37
38

Canadian Wonder
White Haricot
Saginaw
White Haricot
Diacol Ninia X Verdon
Great Northern Jules
Great Northern Nebraska No. 1

1974
1972
1972
1972

Kenya
Kema
Kenya
Kenya

cw
wh
wh
wh

1972

Uganda

wh

1975
1975

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

1975

U.S.A.

wh
wh

1975
1975
1975
1974
1974

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Puerto Rico
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

1974
1972
1972
1972
1972

U.S.A.
Uganda
Uganda
Kenya
Uganda

1975
1975
1975
1975
1975

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Colombia

1975
1975

rc
cr
cr
er
bI

Colombia
Colombia

pu
gr
cw

42
53
54

(4

Top Crop

65
67
69
70
71

Dark Red Kidney
Michelite
Santa Ana
Charleroix Dark Red Kidney
Macosta Light Red Kidney

72
78
79
96
99
110

Manitou Light Red Kidney
S129 x S 68D-Tk 16
S40 X Confinel, Tk 21
Mwezi Moja
Kawanda Penmix x Confinel

154
161
171
23C

Gikara
45/9/2/3 Cream
Dura Cream
22/7/5/5 Cream
P-326-B.L

231
234

P-449-A-L
P-498-A-L

240

Canadian Wondei

1975

Kenya

242

Canadian Wonder

245
249
253
261

1975

Kenya

Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Rose Coco
Rose Coco

1975
1975
1975
1975

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
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cw

br
cw
wh
rh
cw
cw

cw
rc
b1
mm
rc

cw
cw
cw
rc
rc
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Table 5 Cortd.
Variety or
varietal group name
263
267
276
288
291
292
301
303
305
306
308
310
311
312
317
322
326
331
332
333
336
344
346
347
348
349
350
353
354
356
359
360
362
363
364
365
367
369
389
414
418
423
425
438
455
456
462
463
481
527
536
546
547
562
570
574
582

Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Mwezi Moja
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco,
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Rose Coco
Red Haricot
Red Haricot
Red Haricot
Red Haricot
Red Haricot
Red Haricot
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Black Bean
75-N2A-Mex-235.1-2.1BK
Red Mexivan U137
Light Red Kidney
75
-N2B-2829-5.1BK.IBK
75-N2B-2829-5-2BK.I BK
75-N2B-48-R27.2BK.2BK
75-N2B-48-R27-6BK-I BK
75-N2B-IOR-29-1-4.3BK
75-N2B-2829-16.1 BK-!BK
Thika LR/74 520
Black Turtle Soup
P270-A-L
Pinto 11
Pinto 114
Epicure
Manitou
P.I. 150414
Red Mexican U136

Introduction
Year
Origin
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
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Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Puerto Rico
Netherlands
Netherlands
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico
Kenya
U.S.A.
Colombia
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Seed type*
re
rc
mm
rc
rc
re
rc
re
re
rc
rc
rc
re
re
rc
rc
re
rc
rc
r
re
rc
rc
rc
rh
rh
rh
rh
rh
rh
cw
Cev
cw
cw
cw
cw
cw
cw
bl
rh
rh
Cw
rh
rh
bl
bi
mw
rc
cw
b
rc
mw
mw
br
cw
rh
rh
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Table 5 Contd.
Vat i-,-ty orIntroduction
Var iety cor

______

____Seed

Se
type*

varietal group name type*

Year

584
585
593
621
621
639
640
649
650
654
662
681
683

1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Kenya
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia

cw
rh
mw
wh
wh
re
cw
cr
re
rc
mw
rh
rh

1976

U.S.A.

wh

1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
'977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1971
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976

Keiya
U.S.A.
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Kenya
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Kenya
Colombia
Colombia
Turkey
Uganda
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
(enya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya

rc
rh
mw
mm
rc
mw
rc
cw
rh
wh
rh
rc
bl
bi
bl
wh
cw
mm
re
rc
wh
rc
re
cw
ew
cw
cw
cw
cw
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mw
rc
mw
rc
rc
rh
mm
wh
wh

693

694
697
703
705
706
707
709
736
766
868
870
884
902
909
940
973
981
1004
X.1
X.2
X.4
X.33
X.41
X.44
X.48
X.49
X.55
X.60
X.62
X.78
X.81
X.84
X.85
X.88
X.89
X.90
X.92
X.97
X.102
X.117
X.136
X.139
X.143

Royal Red
Rufus
d.S. No. 5 Pinto
G.L.P. LR.-74-748
G.N. Tara
Holetta
Canadian Wonder
Bountiful
Held 18-P29
Small Wado
Pinto
Wollamo Soddo Melkassa
Field P 18-P50 Holetta
Phazseolus nmultijlorus
G.L.P. LR.-74-510
Red Mexican Ul 36
Mwitemania
Mwezi Moja
Kikala
Karnala (Bean 144)
LFB LR.-73-113
I.FB L.-73-145
LFB LR.-73-218
Michelite 62
Red Mexican Ul 34
SR/72/LKY 14
51051
FF 00004-22-l-mF5
FF 00016-11 F3
Mountenier White Half Runner
Mexico 235
Katumani Local
Panameno
Highvillo
NB-4
Kabanima
Rose Coco
Gituru
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Canadian Wonder
Mwezi Moja
Mwezi Moja
Mwezi Moja
Mwezi Moja
Mwezi Moja
Mwitemania
Rose Coco
Mwitemania
Gikara
Rose Ceco
Red Haricot
Mwezi Moja
Gacheru
Michelite
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Table 5 Contd.
Introduction

Variety of
varietal group name
X.144
X.146
X.152
X. 188
X.202
X.224
X.263
X.264
X.265
X.271
X.321
X.322
X.323
X.324
X.349
X.359
X.364
X.370
X.373
X.378
X.380
X.392
X.393
X.395
X.436
X.451
X.459
X.464
X.'69
X.,191
X.495
X.501
X.505
X.506
X.524
X.541

Year

Krobesta
Mexican 142
White Haricot
Black Rose Coco
Black Rose Coco
'Breeding material
'Breeding material
'Breeding material
'Breeding material
'Breeding material
Red Mexican UI 35
Red Mexican UI 35
Red Mexican UI 34
Red Mexican UI 3
--


























X.542

X.568
X.579
X.597
X.602
X.604
X.606
X.608
X.609
X.613
X.616
X.634
X.639
X.640
X.655
X.662
X.664
X.679
X.688
X.693
X.696






















-

Leakey'
Ieakey'
Leakey'
Leakey'
Leakey'

1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
j976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976

1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
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Origin

Seed
type*

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Uganda
Ugancla
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Netlctrlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Machakos District
Enbu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Fnbu District
Emhu District
Embu District

wh
wh
wl
r,.
rc
wh
IT
rc
re
cr
rh
rh
rh
rh
rc
mm
mm
mw
mw
mw
mw
in II
mm
mm
rc
cr
rc
rc
cw
re
rc
rh
rh
rh
rc
rc

-

re

tImbu District
Embu Digtrict
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Ennbu District
Emhu District
Embu District
Embu District
Embu District
Kisii District
Kisii District
Kisii District
Kisii District
Kisii Disti ict
Kisii District
Kakatnega District
Kakamega District
Kakamega District
Kakamega District

cw
cw
re
re
rc
re
rh
rc
rc
rc
ze
rh
rc
rh
bl
rc
rc
ye
rc
rc
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Table 5 Contd.
Introduction
Variety or
varietal group name
X.730
X.731
X 732
X.733
X.734
X.743
X.749
X.753
X.754
X.765
X.769
X.778
X.783
X.784
X.806
X.807
X.808
X.811
X.903
X.921
X.1129
RH-7
RH-27

Year
-

-

-

(GLP-2 X GLP-16)
(GLP-574 x GLP-4)
NB-84**

1976
1976
1976
197C
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1976

Origin
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kian,.bu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Kiambu District
Embu Show
Embu Show
GLP
GLP
Not known

Seed
type*
cw
cw
cw
cw
cw
rh
rc
rc
rc
rh
rh
rc
re
rc
ze
rh
ze
re
cw
mm
re
rh
rh

*bl = black bean
br = brown bean
cr = cream bean
cw = Canadian Wonder
gr
grey bean
mm= Mwezi Moja
nw
Mwitemania (= Pinto)
pu = purple bean
rc = Rose Coco
rh = red haricot
wh = white haricot
ye = yellow bean
ze
zebra bean
**N B number in the collection of the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Nairobi (Dr. Mukunya).

Common blight (Xanthomnonasphaseoli

Seeds are typically infected through the pedicel
and the bacteria pass into the seed coat. Light
coloured bean cultivars exhibit discoloration on
the seed coat, but this may be difficult to observe
in the darker cultivars. Stem infection may result
in girdling and subsequent wilting of the plant.
Stem rot may develop at cotyledonary nodes if
the plants originate from infected seed. As with
halo blight, infected plant debris is important
in the carry-over of the bacteria in fields, where
wind and splash dispersal arc important in
spreading the disease. The results for common
blight are given in Table VIII.

(E.F. Sm.) Dows)
The common-blight bacterium is favoured by
higher temperatures than those optimum for the
halo-blight pathogen. Initial infection is evident
as water-soaked spots on the underside of leaves.
The spots enlarge irregularly and coalesce with
adjacent lesions. At first the lesions are surrounded by a narrow zone of yellow chlorotic
tissue which eventually becomes necrotic. Pod
lesions appear as water-soaked spis which enlarge and become darkened and slightly sunken,
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TABLE VI-HALO BLIGHT (PSEUDOMONAS PHASEOLICOLA
) INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI STATION

Season and
year*

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score

Number
of
entries

LR 1977

!,2,3,4

1.9

346

SR 1977/1978

1,2,3,4,

1.9

346

SR 1978/1979

3

0.5

15

Observed resistance (R) or susceptibility (VS)
R: GLP-2, 3,332,585, 662, 683, 703, X.62,
X.92, X.102, X.202, X.506, X.696.
VS: GLP-I, 4, 21,24, 65, 70, 110, 240, 349,
423, 570, 584, 639, 706, X.33, X.90,
X.263, X.501, X.524, X.608, X.743.
R: GLP-12, 26, 253, 263, 292, 301, 305,308,
310, 311, X.370, X.451, X.495, X.505,
X.604
VS: GLP-2, 10, 24, 65, 96, 110,245, 276,
331,546.593,640,649, 705, X.78,
X.188, X.469, X.608, X.639, X.730, X.743,
X.807, X81 1.
no reliable data

*LR = long rains
SR = short rains
"See Table 3 for descriptions

TABLE VII-HALO (PSEUDOMONASPHASEOLICOLA) INCIDENCE
AT KATUMANI STATION IN
RELATION TO ORIGIN AND/OR SEED TYPE

Mean scores*
Seed Type"

Origin of seed

Type of seed

Origin**

Kiambu District
Embu District
Kakamega District
Machakos District
Kisii District

Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types

2.5 a
1.8 ab
1.3 b
1.3 b
1.2 b



w



-

-

3.2 a

1.6- a

3.0 a
2.3 b
1.8 be
1.7c
1.3 c
1.8 c

U.S.A.

Canadian Wonder

Kenya
Kenya
Uganda
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya/Uganda

Mwezi Moja
Canadian Wonder
Rose Coco
Red Haricot
Mwitemania
Rose Coco
Rose Coco

-

***

Origin and seed Origin and seed
type****,**** Type*$**, ****,




-

-

-

2.1 a
1.5 a

--

1.8 a
1.4 a

0.5 a
1.2a

Treatment means not followed by the same letter vertically
differ significantly (P 0.05) according to L.S.D.--test
for samples of unequal size.
* Means for trials of long rains 1977 and short rains 1977/1978
**Trial 2 (see Table 3)
***Trial 4 (see Table 3)
****Trial 3 (see Table 3)
*****For the same origin and/or seed type different lines within
the same type were tested in the three trials.
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TABLE VIII-COMMON BLIGHT (WANTHOMONAS PHASEOLI) INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI

Number
of
entries

Trial(s)**

Avetage
diseases
score

2,3

1.0

84

1,3,5

1.1

48

1,3,4,5

0.7

147

R:

LR 1980

4,7

0.5

1,017

VS:
R:
VS:

LR 1981
LR 1982

8
7

0.5
0.5

86
12

VS:
VS:

Season and
year*
SR 1977/1978
LR 1978
SR 1978/1979

Observed resistance (R)or susceptibility (VS)
R:
VS:
R:
VS:

GLP-3.
GLP-X.102.
G.P-24, X.62, X.602, X.616.
GLP-10, 1004, X.48, X.85, X.89, X.604,
X.732, X.734.
GLP-3, 24, X.4h, X.00, X.92, X.152,
X.602, X.616.
GLP-2, 79, 99, 1004, X.81. X.85, X.734.
GLP-X.380.
GLP.22,154, 161, 171, 230. 231, 322,
350 354,356,389,527, 501. 621,650,
709, 736. 909, 940. X.33, X49. X364.
GLP-870, Rh-7.
GLP.X.1129.

*LR = long rains
SR = short rains
"*See Table 3 for descriptions

INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI
TABLE IX-ANTHRACNOSE (COLLETOTRICIIUMLINDEMUTItANUM)
STATION

Season and
year*
SR 1982/1983

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score

Number
of
entries

9

0.5

12

Observed resistance (R) or susceptibility (VS)
VS: GLPI-343

*SR = short rains
**See Table 3 for descriptions

DIVERSISPORA) INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI
TABLE X-BLACK NODE DISEASE (PHOMA EXIGUA VAR
STATION

Season and
year*
SR 1978/1979

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score

Number
of
entries

1,3

2.0

27

*SR = short rains
**See Table 3 for descriptions
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Observed resistance (R)or susceptibility (VS)
R: GLP-10, 1004, X.81, X.85.
VS: GLP-8, 12, X.78, X.90, X.152, X.542.
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TABLE XI-SCAB (ELSINOEPHASEOI.I) INCIDENCE
AT KATUMANI STATION

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score

Number
of
entries

SR 1976/1977

1,2

2.1

541

LR 1977

4

0.7

LR 1977

1,2,3

0.8

96

5
6

0.5
0.5

is
70

Season and
year*

SR 1978/1979
SR 1979/1980

Observed resistance (R)or susceptibility (VS)
R: GLP-8, X.349, X.373, X378, X392,
X.395, X. 753. X.754.
VS: GLP-I, 2, 4,10, 12, local ", X.393,
X464, X.541, X.579, X.662, X.688,
X.693, X.749, X.769, X.778, X.783,
X.784.
VS: GLP-65, 70, 71, 72, 96, 288, 303, 305,
V50
312,317,322,336, 346,423,438,481,
570, 639, 705.
R: GLP-3, 8, X.62. X.92, X.102, X.117,
X.152, X.202, X.263, X.264, X.265,
X.321.
VS: GLP-I. 10, local **, X.49. X.78, X.81,
X.90, X.359, X.609, X.634, X.808.
no reliable data.
VS: GLP-21, 23, 26, 249, 267, 306, 309,329,
344,359,360, 362,364,365,536.

*LR = long rains
SR = short rains

**See Table 3 for descriptions
***Local: local Mwezi Moja, from which GLP-1004 was selected.

Anthracnose (Colletotrichum lindernuthianuni
(Sacc. & Magh.) Scrib.)
Bean anthracnose development is especially
favoured by temperatures between
130 and
26'C; temperatures above 30'C limit infection
and development of the fungus. High humidity,
greater than 92%, or free moisture is necessary
for infection. Symptoms of the disease may
appear on any part of the plant. Initial symptoms
on leaves are small black lesions, especially on
cotyledonary leaves. On older leaves large
necrotic spots may occur in addition to lesions
along the surfaces of the veins. Petiole and
branch infection is also common. Pod infection
appears as pink or rust-coloured to dark-brown or
black spots which develop into sunken cankers
containing masses of pink or orange-coloured
spores. In cases of severe infection, young pods
may be completely shrivelled and dried. Infected
seed and crop debis are primary sources of
inoculum. The fungus is readily seed-borne. Free
water is necessary for the dissemination of the
spores from these sources of inoculum and
between infected plants. Several races or bin-
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types of the fungus are known to occur. Table IX
shows the observations of anthracnose at Katu
mani Station.
Phoma leaf spot or black node disease (Pkioma
exigua var. diversispora (Bub.) Boerema)
This fungus is not widely distributed in bean
producing areas throughout the world. Ncverthe
less, it is reported to be endemic in East Africa
(Bocrema et a!., 1981). Under conditions of high
humidity the fungus can cause large, rapidly
developing necrotic spots on the leaves. These
are greyish or brown in colour and often show
concentric rings of fungus sporulation. Stem
infections can also occur. Affected leaves turn
yellow, dry up, and fall. Infected pods may be
blackened and shrivelled at both ends. Infection
may kill the plant while still in the pod-forming
stage. The fungus has been shown to be seed
borne, and infected seed produced in East
Africa is reported to have caused disease out
breaks n Europe. While information on the
importance ofinfected plant debris as a hold-over
of the fungns in bean fields is not reported in the
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little that has been published, it is almost certain
that debris is important as a source of inoculum.
Table X shows the observations at Katumani
Station.
Scab (Elsinoc' p/wseoli Jenkins)
Detailed temperature and humidity requirements for disease development have not been
determined, although in general it has beer
observed that high temperatures and humidities
favour development of the fungus (Mutitu and
Mukunya, 1979). Probably a period of at least
several hours of wetness is necessary for fungal
penetration. The fungus attacks all parts of the

foliage, but not the flowers. On the pods greyish
to brown raised or sunken lesions are up to 1 cm
in diameter and are usually irregularly distri
buted, producing a scabby appearance. The
small elongated lesions on stems may coalesce
and sometimes completely encircle the stem. The
seed-coat surface may be invaded by the fungus,
but lesions havc not been ,+ -rv,-od on the ,,vary
wall. Little of the biology of E. phascoli is known.
However, several races or biotypes of the fungus
are known to occur, based on their ability to
infect particular species of legumes. The obser
vations for this disease are shown in Tables XI
and XII.

TABLE XII-SCAB (ELSINOEPHASEOLI) INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI STATION INRELATION TO THE
ORIGIN AND/OR SEED TYPE
Mean disease scores
Seed type*,
Origin of seed

Type of seed

Kiambu District
Kakamega Ditrict
Embu District
Kisii District
Machakos District
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Kakamega District
Embu District
Embu District
Kiambu District
Machakos District
Kakamega District
Kiambu District
Kisii District
Kisii District
Kiambu District
Machakos District
Kisii District
Embu District
Machakos District
Uganda
U.S.A.

Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Rose Coco
Canadian Wonder
Red Haricot
Zebra
Mwezi Moja
Mwitemania
Rose Coco
Canadian Wonder
Rose Coco
Red Haricot
Rose Coco
Red Haricot
Rose Coco
Red Haricot
Rose Coco
Canadian Wonder
Mwezi Moja
Canadian Wonder
Red Haricot
Mwitemania
Rose Coco
Canadian Wonder

Origin*

Origin and
seed type*

Origin and seed
type **, ***

-

2.4 a
2.2 a
2.2 a
1.9 a
1.2 b

-

--

2.2 a
2.1 ab
1.9 be
1.8 abc
1.4 c
0.3 d
-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.5 a
2.5a
2.2ab
2.lab
2. 1abc
2.0abcd
2.Oabcd
I 6abcd
1.6 bed
1.6 bed
1.4 d
1.4 bcde
1.4 cd
0.3 e
-

-

0.8 b
0.6be
0.4 be
1.8 a
0.0 be
--

-

0.1 C
2.6 a

L.S.D.--test
Treatment means not followed by the same letter vertically differ significantly (11 0.05) according to
for samples of unequal size.
*Trial 2, short rains 1976/1977
**Trial 4, long rains 1977
***For the same origin and/or seed type different lines within the same type were tested in the two trials.
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TABLE XIII-ANGULAR LEAF SPOT (PHAEOISARIOPSIS GRISEOLA)
INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI STATION

Season and
year*
SR 1977/1978
SR 1978/1979

LR 1979
SR 1979/1980
LR 1980

LR 1981

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score

Number
of
entries

2,3
1,3,4,5

0.5
2.0

156

5

2.0

20

1,6
4

0.5
0.5

82
1,005

8

0.5

86

Observed resistance (R) or susceptibility (VS)

84

VS: GLP-X.4S9, X.495, X.597, X.734.
R: GLP-7, 22, 24, 26, 78, 261, 414, 574,
681, 694. X.62, X.78, X.92, X.102, X.616,
X.655, X.696.
VS: GLP-10, 18, 20. 65, 71, 72, 326, 344,
346, 359,360,362,363,364,365,369,
46.3, 640, 1004, X.81, X.85, X.90, X.202,
X.265. X.730, X.731, X.733, X.734.
R: GLP-X.542, X. 568, X.696.
VS: GLP-1004, X.364, X.393, X.436, X.640,
X.730, X.806.
VS: GLP-21, 79, 333, 347, 359, 360, 364, 369,
VS: GLP-12, 20, 37, 38, 53. 54, 64, 67,161,
291. 353, 455, 45u, 462, 868, 884, 902,
973,981.
VS: GLP-425, 585.

*LR = Long rains
SR = short rains
**See Table 3 for descriptions
TA BLE XIV-ANGULAR LEAF SPOT (PHAEOISARIOPSIS GRISEOLA)
INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI STATION
IN RELATION TO THE ORIGIN AND/OR SEED TYPE

Mean disease scores
Seed

Origin and seed

Origin and seed

Origin and seed

Origin of seed

Type of seed

Kenya
Kenya
Kenya
Uganda

Rose Coco
Canadian Wonder
Mwezi Moja
Rose Coco

Embu District

1.8
2.1
2.0
2.5

2.1
3.6
3.3

Mixed Types

-

-

-

1.4

-

2.8

-

-

-

2.1

-

Machakos District
Kiambu District

Machakos District
Machakos District

Mixed Types
Mixed Types
Mwezi Moja
Mwitemania

type*, ****

type

**

-

type ***


-

1.6
2.0

-

-

.-

type***, ***,

-

3.1
25

All treatment means do inot differ significantly (P = 0.05) according
to L.S.D. test for samples of unequal size.
Trial 4, short rains 1978/1979
** Trial 3, short rains 1978/1979
***Trial S, long rains 1979
****For the same origin and/or seed type different lines within
the same type were tested in the three trials.
Angular leaf spot (Phaeoisariopsisgriseola Sacc.)
This fungus is favoured by moderate tempera.
tures (18 ° - 25°C) and periods of high humidity
or moisture; it infects the plant through the leaf
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stomata. Leaf spots generally appear first on
the lower leaf surfaces as grey spots which later
turn brown. At first the lesions are angular in
shape, being delineated by the veins and veinlets
of the leaf. Brown, angular or more round-shaped

EVALUATION OF BEAN DISEASES AT
KATUMANI

TABLE XV-RUST (UROMYCESAPPENDICULATUS)

Trial(s)**

Average
disease
score,

Number
of
entries

SR 1976/1977
LR 1977

1
1,2,3,4

0.5
0.5

12
346

SR 1977/1978
LR 1978
SR 1978/1979

2,3
1,3,5
1,4,5

0.5
0.5
0.5

84
47
127

LR 179

S

1.6

21

LR 1980

4,7

0.5

1017

LR 1981

7,8

0.5

98

SR 1981/1982

4,8

0.5

372

SR 1982/1983

9

0.5

12

Season and
year*

INCIDENCE AT KATUMANI STATION

Observed resistance (R) or susceptibility (VS)
VS: GLP-3, 4.
VS: GLP-4. 242, 367, 418, 547, 582, 707,
X.321, X.370, X.602, X.743.
VS: GLP-X.224, X451.
VS: GLP-X.89, X.92, X.152. X.370.
VS: GLP.2, 253, 1004, X.60, X.90, x.92,
X.602, X616, X.732.
R: GLP-X.393,
X.903, X.921.
VS:
GLP-X.370,
X.380,
VS: GLP-32, 38, 42, 234,X.765.
635. 654, 831, X.92,
X.102. X.380, X.491.
VS: X.491.
GLP-69,X.730.
418, 697, 831. 870, X.380,
VS: GLP-348, 350. 766, X.I, X.2, X.4, X.41,
X,44, X.49, X.55. X.84, X.88, X.92,
X.97, X.136, X.139, X.143. X.144,
X.146, X.271. X.309, X.323, X.324,
RH-27.
No reliable results.

*LR = long rains
SR = short rains
**See Table 3for descriptions
spots develop on the upper surface
of the leaf.
Under very favourable conditions of
high humidity, stems and pods may be affected,
although
this condition has only rarely been
observed in
Machakos District. Lesions become evident
by 9
days after infection on all plant
parts. Leaf
lesions may increase in size, coalesce,
and result
in yellowing and drying of the leaves,
followed by
premature defoliatic i in extreme
cases. The
fungus is seed-borne but survives
primarily in
bean-producing areas on infected plant
debris
and in the soil. It is disseminated by
splashing
water or soil particles and, from
sporulating
lesions, by wind. The data from
Katumani
Station for angular leaf spot are
compiled in
Tables XIII and XIV.

consisting of thousands of spores.
If infection
occurs early in the growing season,
before the
period of flowering, severe losses
may result
after defoliation of susceptible cultivars.
Pod
infection may also occur. Numerous physiological
races of the fungus are known; Howland
and
Macartney (1966) identified eight races
of bean
rust in East Africa. Depending upon
these races,
the cultivar of bean, and the environmental
conditions existing, pustules may be
surrounded
by a chlorotic or necrotic border. The
rust patho
gen can survive in dried plant debris
in fields,
but both primary and secondary inoculation
is
largely due to spores being blown in by
wind over
long distances. The fungus is not
seed-borne.
The Katumani Station observations are
presented

in Table XV.
Rust (Urmnyces upPendiculatus(Pers.)
Some Other Potentially Important orMinor
Unger. = U. phaseoli(Rcbt n) Wint.)SoethroenilyIptatoMir
Diseases of Bean Occurring
in Seni-arid Areas
Infection by this fungus is favoured
by moderbut not Evaluated in This Report
ate temperatures between 17' and 27C
and proAshy stem blight (Macrophominaphaseolina
longed periods of high relative humidity.
It is
(assi) Goid)
reported that temperatures above 32 0
the fungus. Early symptoms of rust C may kill
infection are
Ashy stem blight infection occurs
in regions
small chlorotic spots on both sides
of the leaf
with high temperatures (above 30°C)
and moder
which rapidly develop into typical rust
pustules
ate to high moisture conditions. Typically,
young
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plants or seedlings are invaded near the base of
the stern or at the point of emergence of the
cotyledons. Sunken cankers with sharply defined
margins typically occur on the stems. Older seedlings and plant infections mayv also result itn
stunting. chlorosis, defoliation, and root rot,
Older enlarged lesions may cover almost the
entire stem. These become grey in colour and
contain the small black sclerotia or phycnidial
fruiting structures of the fungus. *fle pathogen
can also invade the sccds, which can therefore
serve as an important primary source of iuoctilum. In senli-arid areas, tile disease becomes
especially apparent in mature plants and at
flowering if soil-moisture levels are ton low anrd
the plants are under drought stress.
In a dronght-resistance trial at Thika Station
with different water-application levels, ashy
stem blight incidence was significantly higher
levels than under
under lower water-application
higher levels (Floor-Drces. personal conmunication, 1983). Severe outbreaks of the discase have
KitWi
been locally observed in Machakos and
poorly-drained
motre
the
ini
especially
Districts,
areas (if bean fields. During the Iong rains of
1983 the drought resistance trial at Kanpi ya
Maime was severely affected by asilv stern blight,
results show thatidietreices il resistarnce
Initial
between the cultivars exist (Stoetzer and FloitrDrees. unpublished data, 1983), e.g. GI.P-1004
is more susceptible to this discase than G1.P-2
or GLP-X.92.
Bean Commnt Mosaic liean Citonlilltir Mosaic
Virus, BCMV)
Symptoms of bean comonllmosaic niay vary
according tt tie strain ofthe virus. the degree of
resistance of the host cultivar, age Of the plant.
and different environmental conditions (especially temperature). Symptoms include light and
dark leaf' mottling typical of mnisaics in general.
In addition, there rmay be leaf puckering, blistering, and reduction in leaf and plant size. Leaves
lay also be abnornial in shape and exhibit a
downward cupping from the margins. Occasionth e le av es
a ly , n ecro sis o f t e g row ing tip ofplant. This
occurs, resulting in wilting of the
caused b\
svniptom is called black root disease,
on hosts
virus
the
of
strain
a necrosis-inducing
gne.Trasmisionof ile
withthedomnantI
of the
Transitssi
with the doginat I gene
virus throfgh seeds constitutes the prinary
mitted in pollen grains. Aphid species are
of the
responsible for secondary dissemination
Susceptible
virus from infected to healthy plants.

ISSJLJ:

weed hosts mas serve as reservoirs of the virus
during periods free of bean groN%Ill in particular
arcas. Disease incidence in bean plants may vary
from a few scattered plants affected to 100%.
Hox ever, in Machakos District the incidence
noted has been very low.
Root and Sternl Rots
FusariunLi root rot (Wosuriunm solni f. sp.
phascoli Snyder and Hansen) produces synp
Ions of reddish-coloured lesions on primary roots
soon alter germlination. .ventually these cover
the entire root system. Severe cracking of tlhe
al)root in a' occu r aind sCnia ry roots develop
rotl .Plants are
above the lesions of tIlth Iriiar,
usually not killed lut yields arc greatly reduced.
Rhli/, t ia rtot rot (Rhi:c*i ia.olani Kuhn)
cntisists of' (tie production of reddish-to-brown
carkCrs onlthie 1tairn root and hylOp)cot' . These
hcave a well defined border and may advance into
thc pirh Tle fungus causes damping tf in young
bt-arn latils.
irlthtril blight I'ch'rthitnm rollsii (('urzi)
Ws,,t initially results in water-soaiked lesions on
the stem or hvocot\I below tilesoilsurface.
Yelloving and wilting of Ica\Cs occurs aisinfec
(ion proceeds into t he taproot and cortex, followed
lix death of the plant.
(rtp rotation and wider spacings between
plants inthe row rsultl in lower discase incidence
for the above three diseases. Drought stress can
increase disease incidence (Flhor-Drees, personal
1983).
crn icommunication,
CONCILJSIONS AN t)DISCUSSION
Disease Incidence iinRelation to the Growing
csiiri: Sht rlRains 197 U,,77 - - Long lairis 1983
Sa
The short rains of 1976/77 were mediun wet
(211 mm), with the rainfall evenly distributed
during the scason and lasting through December.
During tie two months of the season there were
12 daxs with niore than 5 rnni of rainfall. The
were
12axilitt tlcratiresrof Ntlveniber
th e
we r eI.50C.
es
a4e
i gh e t n te
the
while
averages,
higer than tre 14-year
in one
l)ecembr wercabove average, resulting
g in one
D fceh ewa re above Sab in in
ofthei warmest seasons. Scab incidence was quite
high, agreeing with the observations of Mutitu
and Mukuna (1979) that the disease is favoured
by warm and wet conditions. Rust incidence was
very loxw, only one line being susceptible.
Heavy precipitation (412 nm)occurred during
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the long rains of 1977, which were evenly distributed with 17 days having more than 5 nin.
Mean temperat tires were about the same as
for
tile
14-year average, although the mean maxi.
mum was slightly under average and tie
nrean

ninini

was slightly over. Halo blight was

relatively severe, probably dle to continuous
favourable rainfall for tie pathogen. Also,
tile
seed for these trials was partly selected
'rom
lb rniers' fields throtgIiot Kerya during
1970.
and may have been somewhat infected with
lialo
blight. Seal) inciderlce was ho.\(less thant
1.0 for1
pod and lea'rieaditgs. There is ioclear explanalion for- tilelow incidence of scab under
these
crditions, \which should lave favoured
its
development. Possibly this was
ldue
to lio
inoctnlunl potential ofithe scab fungtis ill
tie plots

anrd

tile Sorievhat

hlo

incidence was also slight,

leiiperirttres.

list

l 1ION

I
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The long rains of 1979 were favourable for bean
growth, with 17 days with nimre than 5 mm
of
i-ainfall. which occurred partic ularly in April,
resulting in) a very wet season (304 me) with
a
somewhat uneven dist ribut ion of the preeipita
tion. Halo blight incidence was not noted. Cor

lorl light and scab were also not evident:
biut inlcidences of argh
iIar leaf spot and rust wer:e
high. The sudden increase in rust w'as especially
riote wortIvl ImunkrlolVii
r
reasons.

The long rains of 1980 were very lov
at tile
onmset but tapered off unrrtil tire eil of,
Decen.
her: there were 11 (lays with more than
5 trni
ot' rainldall. 0 of these OcCurrring (ril'irg tile
first
10( days of tire season. Tie total precipitation
\\as 20 mUin. There were no important litferenrces
ill
tilet

averagC ill
tire iraxinuuorr

tlperar;itires,

althourgih it was slightly warmer illDecember.
the inimumii tel[eraure_'s were nrimtal.
Precipitation for the short rains rft197778
Itwas
was
:ipoor scason for disease developmret:
high (284 ini1i). witI one 10-day (irv period
scati and
ill argular-lcat-spit incidnce. \'as very
IvOand It(
carlv December, resulting in a f irly.
evel ipst \\as recorded.
distribution over til,
season. Ther..e'"re l(idays
with iiore than S nn OF rain. N'.ixinnii
dai
ThaeI
l rnlis
9'aiS
u0ratltile
temperaturres \ser'r
sliglrlv lo\evr than average,
Onset.
Raiirl'all. amrrorurntir g ir total to 190 rIini,
\'hrile inillinltrnl
ireadings were near averarge.
as largelY cort'rit:llra
ted over a -I-week period
IHali blight w'as relatively severe, possibly
(fle to
roum about 10 April to I0 Mav. with
t I days
these favourable teilperaturs and
rairifall.
having ovcr 5 rin PricciliItationr.
Maxiritn
('orrirnr
blight was light, ard iiiud,_nices 0t'
terinller'lTurt", \\'ere slightly higher thair
r1nrmtlal,
angular leaf'pot and rurst \ere also vcry low.
CSliciall
'\Inil The niinulnl
tnilperatures
of May \were also slightly
higher, resulting ill
The uineveily
*v(listrHimutell rahtall
In tof
higher Cinlpetaurats, for the
the lon g r ains of 19 78 wa s low\er th an(22)
ea11Co
th a t of hIlre"slightly
0'
lC
tiresea
so n. A , , l owi nide1r
n c eof
mtire
on
previous tWO SeCaSuIiS and w\'as
corlCertrated ill
the i i, ht tas
t
crded,'
aMd
angtlear-i.(ifc-SOrr
fir-st
ard
40 (days willh II day,,s
having mci 5 riii or
i ,
ar
rarid
tileentire s,-asOn1.
NhCa
tCrner'alti'cs werT
lower fur all rrnnths, rcstiltilg
illtilecoolest
The 1980,'81 shloil rains \ere leav'v at
the
observed season. There was a low incidence
of
onset birt dropped Off rapidly by tretiled
of
corrinlon blight and a very lo\\'
inicidene o1' rurst-.
Novemiber. There \were 12 da',,with mnore
than
Probably the medirm rainfall was too rrrneverly
5 mni of' raitifall
but 7 of these occurred during
distributed over tile
sCasir for tre devehlopnent
tile
first
7 days ot'
Noveruinbr. The total precipita
oft iiSt diseaes.
tihllwas 178 mni. Maximruii ari(trlininunm
The Short rains of' 1978/79 were cornsidered an
tlepeatlres wv'rc abort niormiral, No diseases
irierniediat e season. \with a total rainfall
of
24S
"\ere
olisr'ved.
un, evenly distribted ocr the season. A
period
The long rains of 1981 were nioderaie at
onset
\\it
hoot rain occurred at the end of'December,
but
ulitte period It- 20 April had heavy
rains,
there \%ere 13 days in the season with more
than
resulting illa total of 270 nnl unevenly
distri
5 rn1 prccipitatiOl. Maxiiinlrii temperatures
biuled oter the sm':tson, There wsere 10 days
with
\\'re Soillewhat lowecr than average, arid
the
pricipitatiri nOtirior. than 5 irini-. Mean teripera
aver-ag
niieai below rnorIal., restltirig illa
tin-es \%'ere
acrage f r tileeason, although tile
relatively col scasor. Ilcidencc of halo
btiliht
averagy of the rainia was orne rtegrce behow
the
and Corlnii
m
blight was verlow, but black r,..
14-year average, while tir niinima were
more
disease and airgilar leaf spot \e re rather
severe.
than i(e degree above average. Incidences
of
Black node disease is reported to be favoured
by
common blight, angular leaf spot, and rust
were
cool and humid conditions (Boerenra et al..
19811.
slight. It wa.s a p)oor season for disease
develop.
Scab and rust incidence was loW.
Merit.
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The 1981/82 short rains season was very dry
(96 mam), with 7 days over 5 nm of rainfall. The
little rain was evenly dlistributed over the season.
Temperatures were close to the means for the
of rust was noted.
season. Only a slight incidence
•
(192
1982 were
long rains
Thle bTwere
er heavy (9
nthea
d not
wellof'distrib
mam), but were well distributed over the period.
There were 13 days with more than 5 nmI of rain.
Maximum temperatures were slightly below
normal, especiallyv in May, while mininma were
:Is
gl
about average. Incidence of common bliht
very slight, and no rust or angular leaf spot was
r,_ecorded.
Apparently thie prolonged period of relatively
low rainfall from the short rains of 197)'/8( to
the 1982 long rains was responsible for the low
incidence of all disea.ses.
The short rains of 1982/83 were heavy (35.
mam), with 18 days having more than -5 mim,
The
the season.
unevenly distributed over In
spite of' highly
temperatures were normal.
favourable condition,; for (isease development
there was no halo blight, while anthracnose and
rust incidence was slight. This could le (fue to
lack of inoculum residue in the arit bcC.aise itf
previous low-raitifall seasons, and to thc eleati

Mukunya (1983), suggesting that even after a
couple of rather dry seasons enough seed-borne
inocuilum remains present to catuse high disease
incidence under favourable conditions for halo
Muthangya (1980) observed that bight of
blight.
hcbans associatedl with Xolnlh~ooas (probably
enasoitdwhXnhuois(pbbl
common blight) was more severe in areas where
the farmers were using their own seed season
after season, and also where farmers purchased
the seeds from local markets. From the comments
M disease incidences for the short and long rains
given above, it is evident that predictions of out
breaks (based on total rainfall, distribution of
rzinfall, and temperature variations) for any
The only general
particular disease are lifficult.
conclusion that can he made is that drier seasons
itKatumani favour reduced incidence for all
bean diseases, with ashy stem blight as an excep
ties. However (for reasons unknown), this
disease has not been observed during drier
scasons at Katuitani Station.
Incitence of l)iscixse in Relation to Origin and
Sed TYpe

In Kcnia. plants grown front seed of mixed
types selected in Kianliti District are more
susceptible to halo blight than those selected
(itl other districts (latle VII). Ifseed trans
a factor,
mission of the halo-blight pathogen were
seed planted.
in
it ii\iuld lie expcted that thte seed produced
se
se
t
i li strct wittd reslt
The long rain- of 1983 \%re a failure (120 mil).
t wouhl result ina higher disease
si ric
Kisui
Almost all the rain for the sasotin fell i ollne
that district has it long history of
.Since
ilidcncc
hot
was
Mav
10-day period at the end of April.
itifectioti byvthe hiacteriuti . Thuts it can be
andsed
of plnts
iuilT
at cr
Ii l t
and dry, although iitinitum temperatures for
L',luded that increased susceptibility of plants
No disease
the seasm were aboit avcrag.
rom Kiam bu selected liles is duc to ecetic
incidetce was rcorded.
r-.stils. Platnts grown froiit (aadian Wonder
typcs triginated from the U.S.A. and those fron
Soie diseases not obsersed ItItlte trials during
Ni\itCniatia liles sClcted in Kcny'a alst appear
the 14 seasons are considlcred of potentta
le rItore susceptible tt halo liliglt. The other
most
The
/onies.
semi-arid
the
importance for
general,
importint is ashy stem blight, which reached a seed types frott - Kenya and Uganda, ill
incidence
halo-lilight
lower
with
ts
ilan
pritoced
1983
dry
extrctnlCl
the
during
high incidetnce
'lTablC VIt.
long rains at the Kanipi \a Mawe Substation and
in farmers' fields in Machakos and Kitui Dis
Ue ill MWit eiaia ain Mceki
SLtab inlemri
tricts, is observed iv the authors. Observations
lies selected in Machakis
fron
plants
1iija
by the authors and liv lor-I)rees (perstal
to be lower than in liles
aippeared
1vDstrict
dry
under
sites
communication. 1983) at various
How
districtsfor(Table
tther
o
i
ng
riitati
Rose XII).
Coco front
Cr
, this waLS 11t evident
1)
'
vPait
conditions confirn the conclusions iy Pall|
(1981) that ashy sten blight is aggravated I y Ndhachakos I)itrict. In addition, we cannot ill
gcneral state that plants grown ftrom Mwezi
drought stressofthehost,
originating front
After the short rains of 1977, 78 halo blight did Moia seed, protlced from liles
Kensa, aretmore resistant than plants fromt other
not reach epidemic levels itthe KatutuMani StaCoco group offlies
tio. Even during the verv wet short rains of sc(d-t\pc groups. The Rose
hrom Ken\ a appears to le relatively susceptible
1982/83 halo blight was not recorded at the Katulines from Uganda.
mani Station, although in farmers' fields in to scab \\htell compared to the
the U.S.A. are also
from
liles
Wonder
Canadian
oboften
was
it
Districts
Kitui
and
Machakos
Mwitemattia liles
while
sean,
to
suceptibilc
very
served by the authors and also by ;atliuru aid
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from Kenya are the most resistant of all bean
group types tested. No other general conclusions
can be made from the data in Table XII for the
remaining seed types and origins because of
the short period of observations.
There were no significant differences in
angular-leaf-spot incidence in plants from seed
selected in the different districts of Kenya ni
among the bean types (Table XIV). Angular leaf
spot is widespread throughout the country and
the continuous exposure of local germ-plasm to
the pathogen would be expected to result in some
level of resistance in lines originating from all
areas in Kenya. The results appear to show that
Rose Co:-o lines from Kenya are more resistant
than Rose Coco lines from Uganda or Mwezi
Moja lines from Machakos District. However,
these differences are probably not significant,
due to the small sample size taken in this particular evaluation for angular-leaf-spot incidence,
Disease Resistance
The observed resistance to halo blight in
GLP-X.92 (Table VIII) has proved to be very
reliable. This cultivar, which may be released
soon, withstood the severe halo-blight epidemics
of race I and race 2 in Kisii (Kinyua ,t al., 1981;
Stoetzereta., 1983).
Ten entries showed resistance to coin ion
blight (Table VIII), but as the average disease
scores were low the observations should be
treated with caution. However, the resistance of
GLP-3, GLP-24, GLP-X.602, and GLP-X.61 6
appears to be fairly consistent. It should be
mentioned that GLP-24 (a Canadian Wonder
type) is one of the cultivars released by the Grain
Legume Project.
Four cultivars showed some resistance to black
node disease (Table X), including GLP-1004, V
Mwezi Moja type released by the Grain I.egume
Project for the seni-arid regions,
The scab resistance as observed during the
short rains of 1976/77 can be considered as
reliable (Table XI); however, the observations
during the long rains of 1977 should be treated
with caution. The resistance of the black-se cded
cultivar GLP-8 is consistent.
The resistance to angular leaf spot (Table XIII)
includes the above-mentioned GLP-24 and GLPX.92 cultivars.
As disease incidences for bean rust were low
'during most seasons, only a few resistant lines
were observed (Table XV). It should be noted
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that GLP-X.92, which was recorded as rust
susceptible during several seasons, has been
observed to be resistant in sonic other areas by
the authors. Probably this can be attributed to
pathotype differences.
SUMMARY
Observations on bean diseases during 14 bean
growing seasons over 7 consecutive years in trials
of the Grain Legume Project at the National Dry
land Farming Research Station, Katumani,
showed that the severity of the different bean
diseases is highly variable from one season to
another. During the 14 seasons the total amotnots
of rainfall and its distribution within the season
were also variable. Five seasons were relatively
wet (250-300 um) to very wet (>300 in). Three
seasons had medium rainfall (200-250 mam),
while 6 seasons were dry (150-200 am) to very
dry ( <150 mim). Mean disease scores are given
for halo ,light, common [)light, angular leaf spot,
rust, scab, black node disease, and anthracnose.
Halo blight
seasons
withwasanrather
during
two wet
evensevere
rainfall
distrilbution.
saons wigt
aeve
rin
sibution.
Common blight was observed during six seasons,
but disease severity was low to very low. Angular
leaf spot was severe in only' 2 seasons. while it
was at a very low incidence during 3 other
seaVoms. Rust severity was always low, except
during one season when a nedium score was
recorded. Scab was severe during one wet season
%%ith evenly distributed rainfall and a fairly high
'nean temperature. Black node disease appeared
during only oe s xason with rather high scores.
Ihis season was coo! compared with the 14-year
mean. Anthracnose was observed during only
one vry wet season, and incidence was low. In
general, in the drier seasons there appear to be
lower disease incidences for all bean diseases,
with the possible except ion of ashy stem blight.
Resistant germ-plasm is indicated for halo
blight, common blight, angular leaf spot, rust,
scab, and black node disease.
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BEAN SEED QUALITY LOSS IN KENYA DUE TO YEAST
INFECTION (NEMATOSPORA CORYLI) AND ITS EFFECT
ON YIELD (ASBTRAC;T0
B. tt. Waite.1 .1. B. tv'ang-,ri. 2 ,t. i1.

Seed of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris,
variety Mwezi Moja) produced in Katumani
(Eastern Province, Kenya) was found to be

infected by the yeast Nematospora cortIi. Pathogenicity was conlirned by needle inoculations of
cultured yeast cells and transmission by the podsucking bugs Acanthomia tomentlosicolli.s and
Nezara viridula on developing seed pods. Seeds
were graded into three categories, based on the
severity of external symptoms. The emergence of
heavily infected seeds and the survival of seedlings was greatly reduced in ureenhotuse tests.
In field trials, severity of seed infection was

aIv',s 2

correlated with poor emergence and reduction in
yield per plant. At Katurnani, plants grown from
the most severely affecced seeds produced a

proportionately larger number of poor-quality
seeds, while at the National Agricuitural Labora
tories (NAL), Nairobi. plantsi grown fronm severely
affccted seed did not produce lroportionat'.ly
larger numbers of poor-quality seed. Thic
difference could be attr~but.d to higher insect
activity at Katumani as comfpared to the NAL.
Small farmers in Kenya can reduce losses -:
yieldk by planlting only seed, fret! of disease
yinlptoms.

J. Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
Muguga
2. National Agricultural Laboratories, Nairobi
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SOME OBSERVATIONS OF DISEASES OF MAIZE,
SORGHUM AND MILLET IN THE DRYLAND AREAS
OF EASTERN PROVINCE
B. H. Waitet and K. Njoroge

2

reveal any incidence of virus diseases in maize.
Louie (1980) reported no incidence of SCMV in
16 fields examined in Kitui and Machakos Dis
tricts in 1977- 78 and less than 2% MSV/MMV.
We therefore concluded that virus diseases in
these dryland areas are of little importance.
When they occur locally, the individual diseased
plants should be rogued.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, general observations of the most prevalent diseases of maize,
sorghum and millet have been made in small
farms of the Machakos. Kitui, Embu and Meru
Districts. Although litle quantitative information
on disease inciderce in these crops has been
obtained, reasonably reliable conclusions have
been reached about the importance of these
diseases.

Leopard spot, which could be confused with a
leaf disease caused by a virus or fungus, is a
physiological disorder characterized by numerous yellow spots between the veins which may
coalesce to form streaks. Occasional individual
plants appear among otherwise completely
healthy-looking plants. All the leaves of these
single affected plants may exhibit the symptoms.
The disorder is not spread between plants and no
control measures are necessary.

Descriptions of the discases, with comments
on their relative importance and possible means
of control, are outlined below for each of these
crops.
Maize
Virus diseases

Turcicum leaf blight, caused by Helnintho
sporium turcicum, occurs particularly under
conditions of high humidity and low tempera
tures during the earlier growing stages. If condi
tions are favourable during the silking stage, leaf
damage can be of economic importance. The
large elong, ted lesions are typical of the disease.
These occur first on the lower leaves and con
tinue to increase in size and number as the plant
develops.
Evaluations of blight were made in per
fernlnce trials with three maize entries at
Katumani and Kampi ya Mawe in the long rains
of 1981. Results are shown in Table 1.

Maize mosaic, maize stripe, and maize streak
are all reported to be present in the area (Louie,
1980; Kulkarni, 1973). The "maize mosaic",
which is more properly called sugar-cane mosaic
in maize (SCMV), can easily be confused on the
basis of symptoms with true maize mosaic
(MMV) and with maize siripe, which also occurs
in Kenya. Symptoms appear as chlorotic spots,
short lines, ard broken to nearly continuous, fine
to broad chlorotic stripes along the leaves,
Sugan-cane mosaic is transmitted by aphids,
while stripe is spread by leafhoppers. Maize
streak (MSV) is typified by long discontinuous
chlorotic streaks which may fuse partially or
completely to leave irregular green areas be
tween the veins. It is also transmitted by a leafhopper. The separation of these three viruses by
eye is very difficult and can only be done reliably
using clinical techniques. These viruses can also
occur on sorghum and wild grasses.
General observations in the Katumani, Kamlpi
aMawe, Kitui, and Makueni areas in the period
of the long and short rains, 1979- 1982, did not

From the results in Table Iit can be concluded
that DLC I was more susceptible to blight than
KCB or 7 X 8. However, since yields were not
affected it was concluded that the incidence of
the disease was net important. Observations at
Katumani in subsequent seasons have confirmed
the relative unimportance of turcicum leaf blight.
Rist, caused by Puccinia sorghi, is also

1. USAID/Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga

2. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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TABLE I-INCIDENCEOFTURCICUM BLIGHT IN
THREE MAIZE ENTRIES, LONG RAINS, 1981

Entry and disease incidence
Location
Katumani
Kampi ya
Mawe

Rep.

KCB*

7 x 8*

DLC 1*

1
2
1
2

3**
J
1
0

2
1
1
1

4
5
3
2

8 = hybrid 7 x
*KCB =Katuinani Composite B; 7
8;KC
Makueni Composite
I
8; DLC =KauaniCompositeB181%
**Disease rating scale 1- 10: 0 = no blight; 10 =
heavy blight

lbrine produces more rot under hot, dry condi
tions. The latte is commonest in Machakos and
Kitui Districts. Infected kernels develop a
cottony, often pink, but usually white mould
while still on the cob. Kernels infected late in
their development may develop whitish streaks
oin the pericarp. Infection may follow injuries by
borers, or other insects, as well as by
arworms,
twbirds.
On the whole, disease incidence is negligible
while ears are still on the plant, but rot may
increase under storage to result in a problem of
considerable importance. Proper storage (below
for shelled
for cars and 15% ftefnu
ilpeetfrhrgot
kres moisture
kernels) will prevent further growth of the fungus
folloN ing harvest.
Sorghum

favoured in its development by cooler tempera-

tures and high relative humidity. Under these
conditions, the lower leaves of young plants can
produce the powdery pustules which are typical
of the disease. These are brown in the early
stages of infection but later turn darker as the
leaf epidern' is ruptured.
Rust has frequently been observed in young,

Charcoal rot (Macrophomina phaseolina): the

description of this disease in maize applies also
to sorghum. Poor grain filling is characteristic
of stalks which do not lodge. However, a high
incidence of lodging may result in practically
entire loss of the crop.
Covered kernel smut, caused by the fungus
Sphacelotheca sorghi, was widespread in sor

actively growing maize at Katumani on lower
leaves, but incidence has been light. It is coneluded, therefore, that the disease is of little
or no importance in this area.
is caused
stem decay of maize,
rot, a asmc
Charcoal
isItsd
yom hasize,
fungus
byCtheo

ghum-producing areas of Meru and Embu Dis
tricts in 1982. The fungus enters the plant at an
early stage of growth but .oes not become
evident until it enters the flower heads. The
individual developing grains become filled with
fungus spores and are covered with a light.

it it is
n.

warm,
dcstructive. The leaf spot may appear at any

to the time
coloured skin which often persists up
It is
by the fungus Macrophomina phaseolina.
of threshing. The smutted grains can be few to
commonest during hotter periods and incidence
is
incidence
many in number on the head. Smut
increases when plants are near maturity and are
progressively
in
planted
is
seed
when
undergoing water stress during periods of reduced
soils.sVarietal resistancesisere
rmer damp
esstems,
the
of
parts
internal
damp soils. Varietal resistance is re
drought. Thepecillynea
is-warmer,
blck
grundleve, sow
ported in tlfc literature to be important where the
pecially near ground level, show a black disdisease is common and incidence may be high.
coloration and shredding of the vascular bundles.
Seed treatment with Captan or Thiram fungicides
This often results in a tip-over of the stalk. Once
is also feasible where disease may be severe.
established in the soil, the fungus always beSpores from infected seeds easily pass to healthy
comes active when conditions are favourable for
seed during threshing operations. Farmers
rot development. Therefore maize should not be
should never use seed from an area where the
repeatedly planted in areas where there is a
disease is present.
frequent.
is
sti
-ss
if
drought
or
disease
history of
On the other hand, moist soils dun'g dry periods,
Anthracnose is produced by the fungus
especially after tasselling, result in reduced
Colletotrichu'n graminicola, which causes both a
incidence of charcoal rot.
leaf-spot disease and a red stalk rot. Under
Losses to charcoal rot in Machakos and Kitui
humid conditions the disease can be very
Districts have not

been evaluated,

apparent that they could be locally important.

stage of plant development as small circular to

Fusarium ear rot, caused by several species of
the Fusarium fungus, is the commonest disease
of maize ears. Fusariun roseum is favoured by
cool, humid conditions, while Fusarium monili-

elliptical spots. If favourable humid conditions
exist these may increase in number and enlarge
to cover much of the leaf. The midribs of the
plants may also be infected. The red-rot phase
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may occur in stalks as well as flower heads and
is characterized by large reddish coloured circular
cankers. When split open, infected stems show
red discoloration, which may be continuous over
a large area, giving a marbled appearance
throughout the affected portions. Diseased stalks
frequently break below the seed head. The
fungus survives on various grass species, includ-

SPECIAL ISSUE

Smut, caused by Tolvposporiutn penicillariae,
was also observed to be the cause of medium to
scvere losses in Enthu ant Meru Districts. The
fungus pathogen infects the flowers and trlans
forils thein into large sacks containing the black
snut spores. These sacks (sori) are larger than
tile
non-infected developing seeds and are easily
distititished froin theln. Control Measures arc

ing maize, and may be carried on the seed.
Varietal resistance is important in control,

tilesame as those applied to sorghuti for the
control ofcovered kernel smut.

Turcicum
leaf blight
(telhninthosporium
turicum) call also affect sowghun as well as
Inia ze. SOrghlni, however, is colnsilered to be
generally mote resistant to the fingLIs than
maize. Nevertheless, during paticularly favourable dam p pertodts w hich make for rapid developnietit of the fungus, dalmage can be extensive.
Although most sorghuln varieties show sote
I esistalce to the ftlltgus, this may vary according
to tle environmntlal cotnditions.

SUMMARY

Rust, caused by IPucciia ptrprca, is similar
to rust in maize, although in sorghum rust is
Caised by a differentit spcies of tli(' iti tls. Ill tle
nmost susceptible varieties of sorglullittie
typical rust ptStIles develo) iiaittly oti the lo\vcr
leaf SUlt-accS. These rUlpltlre to release tht
powdely iniasses of spores. Itnhighly stsceptile;
varieties the pusttules Call occur so dletisel tl
almost the entire leaf tissue is destroyed. I
resistant varieties Olly small flecks, which are
tmore noticeable oti lt
c tippe r leal 5suIrace, coC',
Itainily oi the lower leaves of tilell:t.
Rust
usually apl)cars too late ill
tile
grok itg seasol to
cause much injury.

Millet
Charcoal
rot
(Alacrophominaa
aseohiu):
L.ocalized niedilitil to heavy losses due to lodging
caused by this disease were observed iti 1982 in
Enibu and Meru Districts, following a period of
severe
t'ess.
"
the first knovn
drought
This is
report of charcoal rot in millet ill Kenya.
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The discases obser',ed ill
nmaize, sorghtlill :1l1d

nillet in larluels' fields since 1979 are briefly
described and, where possible, estimates of their
relative import alicC are considered. Co ntilc ts
apply mainly to outbreaks inthe Katumani area
but reports are also given ior disease incidence in
the other dry areas of Eastern Province. Charcoal
rot represents tihe greatest threat to all hosts,
ultett rIesuhling in c essive lodging. Covered
stn1ut of Sl'rgrghln and s1ut Of tuillet have bcctt
observed locally to cause severe losses. Anthr'c
tio
atld grey leafl spot of sorglull Cat also
IsItil illyield redllCioti in sevCre outbreaks,
, ic lCaf blast is tileitost iportatnt disease
allectitg ilger tillet.
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EVALUATION OF RESISTANCE OF SORGHUM VARIETIES
TO CHARCOAL ROT (MACROPHOMINA PHASEOLINA)
3
2
B. H. Waite,1 A. Shakoor, 1. R. Kermali
andJ. W. Kamau 4

INTRODUCTION
Recent increases in the dryland farming of
sorghum in Kenya as well as further progress in
the breeding and selection of sorghum for semiarid areas have emphasized the importance of
charcoal-rot disease in the production of this
crop.
The disease was first recognized as being due
to Macrophomina phaseolina in the sorghumbreeding trials at the Kampi ya Mawe agricultural substation following the long rains of 1981.
Prior to that date it was not realized that the
excessive lodging in the trials could be related to
a fungus pathogen. Field trips in the Ishiara and
Tharaka areas of Embu District following the
short rains of 1981/82 revealed a high incidence
of charcoal rot in farmers' fields. As a result of
these observations, there was an increasing consciousness of the problem in the sorghumbreeding programme at the National Dryland
Farming Research Station (NDFRS), Katumani.
The resistance of selected sorghum lines to
charcoal rot, using artificial inoculation methods,
was further evaluated at the Kiboko substation,
Machakos District, with a view to identifying
types and sources of resistance that could be
used in a breeding programme. Results of these
inoculation studies are reported in this paper.

resistant to temperature and humidity extremes.
Under natural conditions, sclerotia tend toappear
in great quantities when the host tissue is drying
cut and may be produced in such large amounts
as to blacken the tissue; hence the name for the
disease: charcoal rot. In some countries, pycnidia
(small flask-shaped structures producing conidial
spores) are produced in infected sorghum tissue,
but these have not been observed in the semi
arid areas of Kenya. The sclerotia are transported
through the soil, in water, on plant debris and
through the air by wind.
The most common symptoms of charcoal rot in
sorghum are stalk lodging, poor grain filling, and
the premature senescence of leaves. In advanced
stages of the disease, the stem pith is dis
integrated and the remaining fibro-vascular
bundles are covered with numerous black sclero
tia, barely %isible to the naked eye. In some varie
ties of sorghum the diseased stalks are dry and
brittle, while in others they remain soft and
The fungus enters through the feeding roots of
growing plants and thereafter ascends into the
stem. Although the base of the stalk may be
invaded by the fungus early in its development,
symptoms of stalk rot and lodging do not appear
until plants are approtching maturity.

Causeand Symptoms of CharcoalRot

Factors ifluencingDiseaseDevelopment

Charcoal rot is caused by the fungus Macro
phomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid. (Synonomy:
Macrophomina phaseoli (Maub.) Ashby; Macrophoma phaseolina Tassi; Sclerotium bataticola
Taub.; Rhizoctonia bataticola (Taub.) BritonJones). The flnguz, is typified by the production
of numerous small, hard, black, shiny bodies
composed of fungus tissue rich in oil globules
which are called sclerotia. These constitute the
principal propagules of dissemination and are

Roots weakenrd by adverse soil conditions or
those of plants subjected to poor growing condi
tions, especially water stress, are most liable to
invasion (Edmunds, 1964; Odvody and Dunkle,
1979). However, root-infection phenomena are
not completely understood and may involve addi
tional interactions of the soil environment, soil
microflora, host roots, and the fungus scleroia
(Odvody and Dunkle, 1979). In addition to
moisture stress and high femperature, normal

1. Plant Pathologist, TISAID Project 615-080, KARl, Muguga, Kenya
2. Plant Breeder, FAO/UNDP Project KEN/017, NDFRS, Katumani, Kenya
3. 4. Sorghum Breeders, NDFRS, Katumani, Kenya
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seed production is also essential to predisposition
to charcoal rot (Edmunds and Voight, 1966).

SIT( IA1 ISSUI

In greenhouse tests under controlled conditions, it has been determined that no infection
occurs at 80% or more available soil moisture. At
25% available soil moisture, plants that bloomed
14-28 days before inoculation were killed within
5-6 days or 3-5 days after inoculation at soil
temperatures of 35°C and 40'C respectively. No
appreciable stalk rot occurred in Inoculated
plants that had bloomed less than two weeks
earlier at either soil temperature. Only negligable

early- and medium-maturity types. Eighty-four
-were exotic lines, mostly from the ICRISAT world
c'ollection; 21 were local land races collected from
farmers' fields.
The 105 lines were planted during tie short
rains of 1982/83 at the Kiboko field station.
Becatse of the high temperatures favourable to
sorghum growth, combined with frequent
periods of drought stress, Kiboko was considered
to be an ideal site for evaluations of charcoal rot
resistance. Average rainfall during November
l)eccmber, the period most favourable to sor
ghtin growth, is about 3(0) mm, with November
as the month with highest rainfall (average 145
min). Maxinium temperat tires during these
months are about 28"C and minima are 18'C.
The elevation at the Kiloko station is 980 m.
Seed was planted in an area where sorghum or
other host plants of thc pathogen were not knowi,
to have been previously cultivated. Plots for each
line consisted of two rws, 3 m in length. Each
plot was replicated twice. Planting distances
between rows were 75 cra, witl 20 cm between
plants. Date of planting was 24 October 1982.
Rains ceased 59 days after planting and no
supplemental irrigation was applied thereafter;
total October-December rainfall was 430 mmn.

saprophytic growth of'Alacrophotnina phaseolina

occurs in dead sorghum stalks, is evidenced by
cessation of rot and rapid development of sciero-

tia after death of the host. The entire rot process
through to foirmation of sclerotia may be conpleted in 24--48 hours (Edmunds, 1964).
Soil structure has an influence upon the
development of charcoal rot. Well-drained soils
during periods of drought are more likely to lead
to plant stress. Heavier soils do not react to
drought conditions as rapidly and therefore tend
to retard the effects of drought stress on plants.
Control with Resistant Varieties
Resistance to charcoal rot in sorghtim has
largely been tested in the United States (Texas.

When about half of the plants were in the

New Mexico, and Oklahoma) aid in India. Hmo,

'boot

Reddy, Williams and House (1978) reviewed
these reports of screening for resistance anid have
developed their own procedures for resistance
testing. Based on the results in their publication,
they designed a breeding programme to produce
superior resistant varieties, and this wvas initiated
in the 1977/78 growing season at the International Crops Research Institute for the SemiArid Tropics (ICRISAT), India.

stage"

of flowering,

inoculations

with

A!acrophomina phaseolina were made on each
plant in the row. At least 20 plants of each line
were inoculated. Inoculations were made on 31
January 1983, and recordings of disease severity
on 2 and 3 Ma-ch, 129 days after planting (30
days after inoculation). The data recorded were
days to 50% flowering, mean plant height, mean
nunber of stern nodes crossed by the rot, mean
length of rot spread front point of stem inocula
tion, percentage of plants lodged, and charcoal
rot ratings based on atscale of 1-9, Although all
105 lines were inocuiated ard evaluated, only 36
elite lines, represetiatig a single maturity growth
group, were selected for evaluation in this report.
Preparationoflnoculht andInoculation
Procdture

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selection oj'Sorghum Linesfor Testing
A series of collections of local and exotic
sorghum lines ivas screened for different agronontic characteristics at Katumani and at ix
other localities in dryland areas of Machakos,
Kitui, Embu, and Meru Distrcts during the
period 1978- 1981 (NDFRS annual reports,
1979- 1983). During periods of drought stress
in these localities it was noted that most of
the high-yielding exotic and local lines showed a
high percentage of lodging due to charcoal rot.
Accordingly, 105 agronomically superior lines
from these two groups were selected for further
disease-resistance trials. Both groups contained

Bits of fibrovascular bundles covered with the
small black sclerotial bodies were obtained from
field-infected sorghum plants, surface sterilized
with 1%sodium hypochlorite, and placed on the
surface of potato-dextrose agar for the culture of
Macrophomina phaseolina. After 5 days' growth
in the laboratory, the fungus was further sub
cultured to remove any possible contaminating
fungi or 'jacteria. A liquid culture medium
360
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(peptone I g, honey 5 ml, distilled water 94 nil)
was prepared a., described by Rao, Reddy,
Williams and House (1978). Match sticks with tile
heads removed were boiled twice to remove
impregnated wax, packed upright into widemouthed Kilner jars, and sterilized at 15 psi for
20 minutes. Small bits of the fungus culture front
the potato-dextrose agar were suspended in the
sterilized liquid medium, shaken to allow even
distribution of the inoculum, and poured under
asceptic conditions into the Kilnerjars containing
the match sticks. Enough medium with the added
fungus was poured into the jars to cover abotut
one-third of the length of the match sticks. The
jars were then placed in an incubator at 35'C.
Within several days a thick fungal growth began
to cover the match sticks. Within 7 days they
were covered with mycelia and sclcrotia of M.
phaseolina
and sorghum
were ready
for use to inoculate
the field-grown
plants.

H iS 10 CitARCOAIL ROI

type, showed a high number of nodes crossed but
a very low percentage of lodging, in spite of the
extended spread of the disease in the stem. It
appears, therefore, that this line has a degree of
field tolerance to charcoal rot which could be
utilized in a breeding programme.
Serena, a popular local variety grown in the
drier areas of Kenya, showed high susceptibility
to stalk rot and a high percentage of lodging. In
contrast, PI/T.Sel. had heavy stalk rot but
lodging was low.
In the evaluations shown in Table I it is evident
tlat sorghum response to charcoal-rot infection
may he evaluated on the basis of either (a) spread
of rot within the stalk, or (b) degree of lodging.
Fable It shows the most promising lines that fall
into one or the other of these two categories.

RESULT. AND DISCUSSIONS

Two lines, 80/133-4 and TX 430, both showed
high levels of resistance to spread of the
disease
in stalks as well as high lodging resistance.
However, both varieties arc lacking in grain
quality and yield when grown in very dry areas.
Nevertheless, they may be useful in a breeding
programme. Line 80/139-4, with moderate
resistance to stalk rot, and 2KX17, with high
resistance to lodging, could also be used to study
the genetic mechanisms responsible for re
sistaniC To both spread of stem rot and lodging.

Results of the inoculations of the 36 lines are
shown in Table I. The disease failed to cross aiv
node from the point of inoculation in only two
lines, 80/65 and 80/139-4. Both are highquality local selections front Meru District. Line
80/65 was rated as the most promising early line
according to the scoring system, because of
least spread of rot and low percentage of lodging,
Although lodging was 100% in 80/139-4, only
12% of the length of the stem above the point of
inoculation was affected and lodging could be
attributed primarily to the tall stature of the
variety rather than to the intensity of charcoal
rot.

The evaluation results strongly suggest the
need for further studies on the genetics of
sorghum in relation to charcoal-rot resistance. As
part of this effort, all agronomically elite materials
for breeding programmes or new introductions
should be field tested early for resistance to the
disease. Further, there is a need to investigate
the possibility of the association of charcoal-rot
susceptibility with other characters, such its
earliness of maturation, height, plant senescence,
drought resistance, and larger sink size.
The typical rainfall and temperature conditions
of the Kiboko area (as well as of other areas in
Eastern Provii'ce) are highly favourable for

Seven lines, consisting of two local tall jvpes
and five exotic short types showed the disease
crossing only one or two nodes. Lines 80/102- 7,
80/139-4, and Lulu Dw. had a low number of
nodes crossed and a low percentage of plants
lodged.

charcoal-rot development. These involve suffici
ent rainfall and high temperatures during the
early growth of the plants, followed by drought
stress during the later period of growth when
grain filling occurs.
Although it has been argued that artificial stem

All the exotic short-statured types exhibited
lodging, varying from 12% (TX 430) to 60% (M
90895). These lines are from Texas and the
ICRISAT collection respectively. Among the
promising Serere lines, 2KX17, a short-statured

inoculations with the charcoal-rot fungus do not
simulate natural conditions, and may bypass
some host resistance, it is also recognized that
such inoculations are useful in that they identify
host genes conditioning levels of resistance.

The match sticks were inserted into a hole
punched obliquely into the stalk by a nail I cm in
length. Inoculations were made just above the
first node. Care was taken to avoid emergence
of the match stick through the other side of the
stem, which would have resulted in rapid drying
of the inoculum.
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TABLE I-RESULTS OF INOCULATION OF SELECTED ELITE SORGHUM LINES WITH CHARCOAL ROT,
KIBOKO, 1982/83 SHORT RAINS

Line
80/96-2
80/102-7
80/102-8
80/111-2
80/118-4
80/119-5
80/133-5
80/135
80/65
80/139-4
80/32
80/44-4
80/68
80/133-4
80/225A-2
Makueni local
Katengu local
2KX17
954063
76TI  23
NES 7360
IS 8595
PP- 1- 662
Lulu DW.
SPV 260
TX 430
M 90894
M 90895
Serena
Seredo
PIO/T. Sel.
110
IS 16233
V- 70- -1- 1
E 525 Ht. Red.
SC 566- 14

Days to
50%
flowering
54
55
55
57
54
53
53
56
58
50
54
46
53
54
53
58
55
55
54
50
50
49
56
55
51
58
55
54
50
so
51
51
50
52
54
49

Mean plant
height
(cm)
210
218
212
223
190
205
215
200
195
190
165
222
195
200
186
243
200
118
123
132
138
205
123
118
117
102
145
123
153
143
160
123
207
150
155
127

Mean No.
of nodes
crossed

Mean
length of
spread in
stem (cm)

%of
stem
length
rotted

% of
plants
lodged

1.3
1.0
2.3
2.1
1.5
2.2
1.2
1.9
0.5
0.1
2.6
1.6
2.1
3.3
3.2
2.2
2.9
4.0
3.0
2.3
2.9
1.8
1.6
1.8
2.9
1.4
3.0
2.3
2.9
1.7
2.8
4.2
2.7
2.7
3.2
2.7

23.0
16.3
36.6
38.8
24.9
35.6
23.6
29.0
14.2
23.6
36.4
32.1
36.6
21.7
36.7
35.9
38.4
30.5
24.1
25.8
23.9
24.0
13,7
18.8
27.0
10.6
28.9
20.4
37.3
20.1
28.6
40.6
40.7
37.7
32.1
21.1

I1
8
17
17
13
17
11
15
7
12
22
15
19
11
20
15
19
26
20
20
17
12
I1
16
23
10
20
17
24
14
18
33
20
25
21
17

57
56
75
95
75
93
63
50
29
100
95
54
81
14
75
89
83
15
42
76
85
54
44
22
67
12
92
60
90
47
20
56
82
100
48
95

Field
Rating at
Kampi ya
Mawe
(natural
infection)*
5
4
5
5
4
4
3
5
6
1

6
7
3
1
3
7
7
7
7
6
7
5
7
7
7
2
4
4
5

*Based on a 1-9 scale: I = slightly infected; 9 = heavily infected.

Further, direct stalk inoculation measures the
degree of stalk-tissue senescence, a factor of
primary importance in the development of the
pathogen (Rao et at., 1978). Thus disease resistance studies
at Kiboko
shouldmethods
continueas to in
corporate
artificial
inoculation
tel
as take advantage of the natural inoculum of
Macrophominaphaseolinanow present in the soil
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where the experiments reported in this paper
were carried out.
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TABLE I1-CLASSIFICATION OF CHARCOAL-ROT RESISTANT SORGHUM LINES

Entry

Stem spread*

Lodging*

Nodes crossed**

80/96-2
80/133-5
80/65
80/139-4

HR
MR
HR
MR

MR
MR
MR
LR

L
M
L
L

80/133-4
2KX17
PP- 1- 662
Lulu Dw.
TX 430
M 90895
Serena
-eredo

HR
LR
HR
HR
HR
HR
LR
HR

HR
HR
MR
MR
HR
MR
LR
MR

H
H
M
M
M
M
H
M

PI0/T. Sel.
SC 566- 14

MR
HR

HR
LR

M
M

*H R = High resistance to stem spread/lodging
MR = Moderate resistance to stem spread/lodging
LR = Low resistance to stem spread/lodging

Source and growth
characteristics
Local, very tall
Local, very tall
Local, very tall
Local, very early, very
tall
Local, very tall
Serere, short statured
ICRISAT, medium
Sercre, short statured
Texas, short statured
ICRISAT, short
Serere, very early
Serere, very early
(SD x 135/13/1/3/1)
Screre, ve-y early
Texas, very early

**H = Many nodes crossed by rot
M = Few nodes crossed by rot
L = One or no rodes crossed by rot

121 Edmunds, L. K. and Voight, R. L. (1961). Role of
parasite relattons. Phytopath.69:250-254.
seed production in predisposition of sorghum to
141 Rao, K. N., Reddy, V. S., Williams, R. J. and
:876.14RaKN.RedVSWilmsR.Jan
charcoal rot. Phvtopath.56
c o8House,
L. R. (1978). The ICRISAT charcoal-rot
[3] Odvody, G. N. and Dunkle, L. D. (1979). Charcoal
resistance program. In Sorghum Diseases:A World
rot of sorghum: Effect of environment on hostReview. pp. 315-321.
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PRINCIPAL DISEASES OF PIGEONPEA, COWPEA,
CHICKPEA AND GREEN GRAM IN THE SEMI-ARID AREAS
IN KENYA
B. H. Waite, A. Shakoor,2 W. Son ga,2 and
3
E. C. Ngugi
INTRODUCTION
In addition to common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris), four other grain legumes are of increasing importance to the agriculture of the
semi-arid and arid areas of Central and Eastern
Provinces. Pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) are the most important
of these crops, although production of green
gram (Vigna radiata)and chickpea (C;-er arietinum) is increasing substantially.
Kenya is reported to be the world's secondlargest pigeonpea producing country (Remanndan, Shakoor and Ngugi, 1982), exceeded only by
India. The Kenya Ministry of Agriculture (1981)
reported 164,000 ha under pigeonpea. The crop is
grown over a wide range of soil types and is
almost always intercropped with such crops as
maize, bean, or sorghum. It is also grown as a
hedge or as a windbreak on small farm holdings.
The development of early-maturing pigeonpea
lines at the National Dryland Farming Research
Station, Katumani, has been reviewed by
Shakoor, Muthoka, and Ngugi (1983). Onim
(1983) has also reported on the release to farmers
of a new short-season variety for marginal rainfall areas in Kenya. Diseases and insect pests are
increasingly destructive in all pigeonpea areas.
Cowpea t.,v-s second to pigeonpea in productivity. The hctarage under cowpea production
for 1981 was repo:-ted by the Kenya Ministry of
Agriculture to be 10o 000 ha. Of Keny a's cowpe",
production 80% is in (he arid and semi-arid areas
of Eastern and Central Provinces (l'athak, 1974).
In all areas where cowpea is produced, the
leaves and green pods as well as the dried grain
are utilized for food. Muruli (1983) reported that
of the three most common vegetables sold at the
Westlands City Council market, Nairobicabbage, cowpea leaves, and 'sukuma Awiki"
(kale)-cowpeas are the most expensive. This is
an indication that cowpea production for use as
a vegetable should be encouraged. For both

vegetable and dry-grain production the cowpea
varieties grown in the drier areas of Kenya are
usually indeterminate in growth as well as
drought resistant. Because of the use of leaves as
a vegetable, even minor diseases of the plant are
cconomically important.
Chickpea production remains relatively low in
Kenya compared to that in Asia, but market
demand is steadily increasing. Although chick
pea production for Kenya does not appear in FAO
Production Yearbook statistics, this country
appears to have a much greater area of the crop
than has previously been reported (Shakoor and
Kumar, 1982). Chickpea is grown almo;t entirely
on the heavy black cotton soils of Machakos and
Embu Districts. One centre of production is on
the Mwea plains, while another is aroind the
township of Machakos. Chickpea is planted near
the end of the Ion,; rains to utilize the residual
soil moisture and to take advantage of the cooler
temperatures during the period of growth. How
ever, on (he Yatta plateau (Masinga area)
planting in an area of about 160 sq km follows
both the long and short rainy seasons, mainly in
a maize-chickpea intercrop (Shakoor and Kumar,
1982). Almost all chickpeas in Kenya are of the
small brown-seeded desi types, Wilt diseases are
controlling factors in the production of chickpea.
Green gram (sometimes called mung bean) is
another grain legume which is becoming in
creasingly important as a food crop in drier areas.
Production still remains low. The Kenya Ministry
of Agriculture Report for 1981 gives 46,000 kg as
the total production of all grams, presumably
including chickpea. Green gram is highly drought
resistant, some varieties perhaps even more than
cowpea. The close botanical relationship of green
gram to cowpea accounts for disease problems
which are common to both crops.
To (late, field trials have been carried out by
the authors of this paper to determine possible
sources of resistance in (a) pigeonpea against

I. Agricultural Research Department, Kenya Agricultral Research Institute, Muguga
2. FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station. Katumani
3. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katurnani
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Fusarium wilt (b), cowpea against yellow mottle
virus, septoria leaf spot, Ascochyta leaf spot,
scab, rust, and powdery mildew, (c) chickpea
against Fusariumn wilt, and (d) green gram
against yellow mottle virus. These diseases are
described and the results to date of the field trials
given. In addition, other principal diseases of
these crops are described, although experiments
to determine resistance to them have not been
canied out.
Principal diseases, their economic importance,
and means of control

To date, control has been accomplished almost
entirely through field resistance to the pathogen.
Early attempts at reducing wilt incidence through
crop rotations and the incorporation of additives
to the soil have met with some success (Nene,
1980) but these methods are not recommended
for control.

Wilt resistance field trials
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A wilt-disease plot for the evaluation of pigeon
pea lines for disease resistance was established
in August 1980 at Katumani in an area where the
PIGEONPEA
crop had previously not been grown. Stems and
Fusariumwilt, caused byFusariumudumn Butler
riots of diseased plants from farmers' fields in
The pathogenicity of this, the most important Kitui and Machakos Districts were brought to
disease of pigeonpea, is similar to infections by Katumani, chopped into small pieces and incor
physiological biotypes ofFusarium oxysporurn in porated into the soil to build up an inoculum
source of the pathogen. The lines tested were
other crops. Hence the pathogen is sometimes
referred to as Fusarium oxysporurn, forma planted in October 1980. These included lines
specialis udum. Wilt symptoms can occur at the with known resistance from the International
seedling stage and at all subsequent stages of Centre for Research in the Semi-Arid Tropics
growth. Plants may not flower or may drop their (ICRISAT), local land races from Kenya, and
flowers before plant maturity. Leaves become improved strains from the breeding programme
yellow, wilted, and eventually shrivelled. Dis- at Katumani. No known highly susceptible con
coloration of the vascular system can be traced trols were incorporated into this planting.
from the root zone and up one or more of the Pigeonpea plants were grown in 5 m rows, with
stems. Often only one branch or stem shows 75 cm between rows, and 50 cm between plants.
symptoms, although the entire plant will even- Each line was replicated three times. However,
tually wilt and die. Frequently, the vascular germination varied greatly among the different
discoloration may be traced externally by the lines, as did the numbers of plants subsequently
presence of a dark purple streak extending along evaluated. Since 1980, known highly susceptible
one side of a branch. Sporulation of the fungus, lines from ICRISAT have been included as
controls in the planting system in every fifth row.
as evidenced by a brick-reddish discoloration,
These are ICP-2376 and ICP-6997 (Nene and
is sometimes observed along this streak.
The pathogen is a soil-borne fungus apparently Kannaiyan, 1982).
Wilt incidence was evaluated 2 weeks after
capable of survi ing in the soil for at least eight
a evaluateda2 eeafter
Wiltinidn
years (Nene, 1980). There are indications that
races of the fungus, with preferential ability to germination and every 10 days thereafter to
20% wiltsamples
incidence
less thanRandom
Linesaswith
exist neturity.
of the host, may
varieties
infect only specific
(Nee ad
Knnayan
192).Altoug
inectonwere
scored
resistant.
of
(Nene and Kannaiyan, 1982). Although infection tissue were taken from diseased plants to confirm
can only take place through the root system,
Fusarium udum has been detected on the seed the presence of Fusarium udum by laboratory
(but not internally) as a contaminant (Nene,
Starting with the 1980 short rains and through
1980).
Economically, Fusariurnwilt is very important. the long rains of 1981,38 lines from ICRISAT and
Plant losses on small farms in Kenya vary from 77 local land races were tested. In the short rains
5% (Katumani) to 90% (Kampi ya Mawe) with an of 1981 and during 198?, an additional 28 ICRISAT
lines were tested as well-as 44 new local land
average of about 16% (Kannaiyan, Nene, Reddy
races and 21 improved Katumani lines. In 1982
and Raju, 1981). For thethreecountriesofKenya,
Tanzania and Malawi, annual loss from the and during the long rains of 1983, 57 ICRISAT
lines and 52 improved Katumani lines, but no
disease has been estimated at SUS 5.2 million
additional local land races, were tested. Twenty
(Kannaiyan, Nene, Reddy and Raju, 1981).
Incidence of disease is higher on the lighter three of the ICRISAT lines had been previously
sandy loam soils, although the wilt occurs cn all tested in 1981- 1982; thus these were double
checked for resistance in 1983.
soil types.
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After scoring for resistance, diseased plants
were further incorporated into the soil in the test
plot to increase the fungus inoculum for future
evaluation trials.

SPECIAL ISSUE

With the addition of more local material and
ICRISAT lines in 1981-. 1982, 15 lines from
ICRISAT (Table I), 11 local land races, and 5
improved Katumani lines showed resistance
(Table 11).
During 1983, wilt incidence was very
high, due to increase in soil inoculum and
favourable conditions for wilt development. Only
2 of the ICRISAT lines were resistant (Table 1).
Undoubtedly, many lines had escaped infection
because of low inoculum in earlier plantings.

RESULTS
Of the material planted during the short rains
cf 1980 and the long rains, 1981, 7 lines from
ICRISAT and 11 local land races were resistant,

TABLE I-INCIDENCE OF WILT ININCRISATFUSARIUM- RESISTANT I'IGEONPEA LINES
IN
WILT-DISEASE PLOTS, KATUMANI

Accession No.
ICP 11290
ICP 2376*
ICP 9156
ICP 11299
ICP 9142
ICP 11294
ICP 10960
ICP 10957
ICP 11295
ICP 11292
ICP 9145
ICP 9155
CNo. 74363
ICP 11287
ICP 9147
ICP 9149
GP 125D
ICP 11288
C. No. 74360
ICP 6997*
ICP 10958
ICP 11297
ICP 9141
1CP 8864
ICP 9177

No. of plants
evaluated

1981/82
%wilt

No. of plants
evaluated

1982/83
% wilt

21
21
13
24
13
19
22
10
21
28
7
25
17
25
13
7
17
21
19
10
21
14
16
19
'8

28.5
43.8
7.6
8.3
6.25
26.3
9.1
0.0
33.3
40.2
0.0
20.0
5.8
16.0
30.7
42.8
23.3
4.7
21.0
10.0
28.5
0.0
6.25
5.2
0.0

12
21
18
10
4
13
9
24
11
14
19
8
15
15
1
12
24
19
10
16
16
4
17
21
21

75.0
47.6
22.2
10.0
100.0
53.8
22.2
87.5
63.6
100.0
47.3
62.5
33.3
66.6
100.0
50.0
100.0
36.8
50.0
50.0
12.5
100.0
64.0
71.4
66.6

*Lines of known high susceptibility to wilt at ICRISAT, India.
Cercospora leaf spot, caused by Mycovellosiella
cajuni (P. Henn.) Rangel ex Trotter (synonym:
Cercosjpora caiani P.Henn.)

pods may become infected and ripen premature
ly. Infection occurs first on older leaves and is
mostlybranches
confinedexposed
to the centre
those
of humidity,
the plant or to
to higher

This leaf spot consists of small dark-brown
round or irregularly shaped lesions with a black
border. Spots may enlarge to several mm in
diameter. Older spots have ashy centres. Heavily
spotted leaves quickly become chlorotic, resulting in leaf drop. When infection is severe, green

Spores of the fungus are carried by wind during
periods of excessive moisture in the rainy sea
sons. Unless favourable moisture conditions pre
vail over extended periods of time, diserse
incidence remains low or disappears. Thus the
disease has become of only sporadic importance
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TABLE 1-FUSARIUM WILT-RESISTANT SELECTED LAND RACES AND IMPROVED PIGEONPEA I.INES.
DISEASE-PLOTS, KATUMANI, 1981/82

Local land races

No. of plant, evaluated

% wilt

20
8
14
16
25

10.5
12.5
14.2
18.7
12.0

KCC 69

7

14.2

KCC 33

It

18.1

KCC 54
KCC 34

9
II

11.1
9.1

KCC 59
KCC 80
Improvedlines
KCC 423- 18--9

19
16
-17

21.0
12.5
5.8

KCC 423- 17-4
KCC 423-78- 12
KCC 423- 109- I

25
18
24

8.0
11.1
20.0

KCC 45- 1
KCC83- 3
KCC 81-3
KCC 52- 1
KCC 364-3

KCC 466- 14

8

in localized areas of Central and Eastern Provinces during relatively short periods itt tile rainy
seasons or during prolonged cool cloudy periods
at more
mid-year.
At higher elevations, where
rainfall
ts
prlnedsaeincidence
increases,

0

may be diffuse or delimited by tile veins. Older
leaves become more susceptible with maturity.

In general. Cecospora lcafspot is not consisteitl 'y ofeconomicimport ance in the aridand semiarid areas of Kenya, although periods hihlv favourable to the spread of the disease may
result in excessive defoliation of pigeonpea
plants (Kannaiyan, Nene and Raju, 1981). Infrequent outbreaks of leaf spot have been noted
in the Katumani Research Station variety plots
which resulted in heavy leaf drop after extended
wet periods from June to August. The return of
dry, warmer weather resulted in recovery.
Serious yield losses in the wetter areas of Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania as a result of the disease ill
localized areas have been reported in past years
(Onim and Rubaihayo, 1976). No trials have been
carried out by the authors of the present paper to
determine possible sources of resistance.
Powdery mildew, cause.! byLetveilltla ttrica
(Lev.)Arnaud.
Powdery mildew is characterized by yellow
chlorotic spots on the upper leaf surface which
develop necrotic centres. Otl the lower surface
the spots have a faint white, powdery appeai'ance
which may be difficult to discern due to the
normal leaf hairs of the pigeonpea. The spots

Tihe fungus
favoured bytheconditions
of rela
ticylow
h isidtdung
day followed
by
cool, humid nights but complete absence of
rain.
Disease incidence is usually patchy due to tile
exacting environmental conditions favouring
fungal growth. Slight to medium infection was
noted in a 1979- 1980 survey report in the drier
areas of Kenya (Kannaivan, Nene, Reddy and
Raju, 1981). In this report, heavier infection was
noted in the Kitui area. However, no losses of
economic importance have been reported. There
is no evidence of differences in susceptibility
among the pigeonpea lines grown in this area.
i,,, mosaic
A mild yellowtmottling ott some of the leaves of
pigeonpea plants has been occasionally noticed in
the variety trials at the Katumani Research
Station. During the 1979- 1981 survey on the
incidence of pigeonpea diseases in Kenya, only
one locality (Wamunyu) reported the mosaic. Dr.
K. R. Bock, plant virologist (personal com
munication), has only once determined a virus on
pigconpea; cowpea mild mottle virus was isolated
from a plant of pigeonpea ill Coast Province.
Bock considers that pigeonpea is highly resistant
to legume viruses and that there is no evidence
that they are of importance itt the cultivation of
the crop.
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ing of varieties for resistance combined with high

yield.

Virus disess

Several

viruses have

been

identified

from

Several virus diseases of cowpea have been
recognized in Kenya but not all have been identified or their insect vectors determined,

infected cowpeas in Coast Province (Bock, per
sonal communication), East African cowpea
aphid-borne mosaic virus is mechanically and
The most commonly observed virus disease at
aphid transmitted. It is a pot'vvirus with long
the Katumani Research Station and in the sot-- flcxuous rods, related to potato virus Y(Kulkarni,
rounding Machakos District has been termed vel1972). Symptoms of mottling and vein banding,
lows or yellow mottle.
exhibit aa sitrton
sligh't
to characteristic
of this virus,has
have
beenconfirmed
observed by
at
losevrorigyellow
tl Leaves
shibt
Katunani. Identification
been
severe bright yellow chlorosis, but leaf distortion
mechanical inoculation and aphid transmission
or blistering has not been noted. The virus has not
been identified to date nor the vector relation- byAphis cruccivoro (.1. . NI. Njuguna, personal
ships determined. Attempts to transmit the virus communication)) and by electron microscopy
by Aphis craccivora, a coniia,,n insect pest of (RD. Woods, t)ersonal communication).
cowpea in Central and Eastern Provinces, were
Cowpea (yellow) mosaic virns has also been
not successful. Transmission thiough seed or by isolated by Bock f'rom cowpeas grown at the
mechanical inoculation under greenholt.e condicoast. The virus particle! are isometric and be
tions at KARl was also unsuccessful. Three long to the comovirus group. It is transmitted by
samples of infected leaves from the Katuimani
beetles. Singh and Allen (1979) and Williams
Research Station were sent to R. D. Woods at the
(1975) report that different isolates of this virus
Rothamsted Experimental Station, England, for and different cowpeai cultivars show variations in
electron-microscope observation. Virus particles
symptoms ranging from an inconspicuous green
were observed in only one sample. These were
mottling to severe mosaic, leaf distortion and
spherical in shape and of two sizes, 28 and 42prri.
blistering. The occurrence of cowpea (yellow)
The smaller particle size fits the description of mosaic virus in Central and Eastern Provinces
cowpea mottle virus found in Nigeria, according
remains to be demonstrated.
to Bock. However, unlike the Kenya yellow mottle
virus, the Nigerian cowpea mottle virus is readily
2owpea mild mottle, mechanically and white.
transmitted mechanically. Smithson (1973), cowfly transmitted, has been identified only from the
pea breeder from Nigeria, noted the presence of coast (Bock, personal communication). The virus
the leaf yellows of cowpea in the interior of
particles are flexuous rods belonging to the
Kenya but not on the coast. He indicated that the
carlavirus group.
disease appears to be different from that reA golden mosaic of cow,pea with which a
corded in West Africa. Pathak (1974) indicated
geminivirus is associated, similar to the co%-wpea
that all cowpea varieties received from the Inter,
golden mosaic described by Singh and Allen
national Institute of Tropical Agriculture (ITA),
'1979) and transmitted by whitefly (Wemuisia
Nigeria, and tested by the University of Nairobi
tabai) has also bee described by Bock from
in semi-arid and aid areas of Kenya were
Coast Province (personal communication). To
susceptible to the local yellow mottle virus,
confirm the presence of the coastal viruses in
Extreme susceptibility to yellow mottle virus was COWl)Ca froni Central and Eastern Provinces re
noted in all varieties from the IITA Cowpea Uniquires further intensive investigation.
form Cultivar Trial No. I, carried out at Katu
mnani during the short-rains season of 1977 by
Muruli and his colleagues (1980). The accunt. vtort leaf "pot, causd by Sp'tria vt'l0
lated evidence from published refe:ences and
P. Henn.
trip reports indicates
disese fthat
theeendesribd
yellow mottle eseKnyahasnot
virus
This is the commoniest leaf spot of cowpea in
disease of Kenya has not been described elseCentral and Eastern Provinces. It is characterized
where and remains unidentified.
by clark red or reddish-brown circular or irregular
To ideti!fy or characterize tile yellow moottic
virus will require a !engthy research investigation. The availability of high-yielding resistant
varieties for the drylands areas, however, has
precluded the immediate need for such studies,
Thus priority has been given to field plot screen368

spots, 2-5 rim 1, 4 amneter. Individual spots
may coalesce to form large areas of blight. Spots
are almost identical on both upper and lower leaf*
surfaces. Lower leaves become infected first, the
disease then moving to the younger leaves.
Severely spotted leaves turn yellow and abscise.

Spores of Septoria are readily moved from plant
to plant during periods of wetness. The fungus is
reported by Emechebe and McDonald (1979) to
be seed-borne only to a minor extent. Primary
sources of infection in Kenya are undoubtedly the
infected plant debris from previous cowpea
crops.
Scab caused by Elsinoe phascoli lnkins
(Splhaceloma sp).
This disease can be ,ery severe even in areas
of low annual rainfall. However, development of
the disease is dependent upon relatively pro
longed periods of leaf wetness. Symptoms consist
of silvery or grey scabby lesions, usually circular
or oval in shape, on the stems, peduncles, and
petioles. These may coalesce to girdle the tissues
and result in distortion. Leaves are often distorted
and cupped, with numerous lesions along the
veins. Flo.wer production may be prevented by
the infection or flowers may abort. Pods may be
infected at any stage of development,
The perfect or sexual stage of the fungus
Elsinoe phaseoli, while the imperfect, conidial
stage, Sphacelonia, is responsible for disease
dissemination (Emechebe, 1980).
The biotype of the fungus attacking the common bean is apparently not able to infect cowpea
(Mutitu, 1979). Both bean scab and cowpea scab
can be observed at the same time, however,
attacking their respective hosts in the semi-arid
and arid areas during the long and short rains,
Symptoms in the two are practically identical.
The pathogen can be carried on the surface as
well as within the seed coat. The fungus spores
are carried in drops of water by wind to infect
neighboring plants. Probably survival of the
pathogen on host debris is the most important
means of holdover betwen crops of cowpea.
Rust. caused by lUrom3,ce('U5
opp~eidiculatus
!Pars.) Frios (synon.vm: Uromycet's vign)ae
Barcl.)
Although rust is widespread throughout all
cowpea-producing areas in the dr'land zone,
severe outbreaks appear to be only sporadic.
Dispersal of rust is reported to be highly favoured
by cloudy weather with heavy dew and temperatures of 21-27°C (Singh and Allen, 1979).
Pustuies develop on both leaf surfaces and where
infection is severe can result in heavy defoliation
by mid-flowering time. The pustules are characteristically reddish brown and may be surrounded
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by a yellow halo. The uredospores produced in
the pustules are readily disseminated by wind
from infected leaves and constitute the principal
source of inoculum. The cowpea rust fungus,
which can infect bean and other Phaseolus spp.,
is reported to have over 35 physiologic races
(Laundon and Waterson, 1965), which compli
cate'i breeding for resistance. However, we have
no knowledge of the number of races attacking
cowpea in Kenya. Because of the factor of race
distribution, cowpea varieties found to be re
sistnt to rust in one area may prove to be
susceptible in another.
.A(j(hwI*lceaf
h'blight, caused by/A.'cOchytj
Ih E'()/rItU Sacc.
This fungus causes a leaf and pod sp, t on a
wide range of leguminous plants. The leaf spot is
pale brown to grey with a darker margiil an J is
often surrounded by a yellow or light-green halo.
Lesions may be zonate (hence the name target
spot) and torn in the centre as they ealarge. Fully
developed lesions may be 2- 3 cm in diameter.
Excessive leaf attack results in defoliation.
The disease is favoured by cool humid condi
tions and is thus limited in distribution in the
drier areas of Kenya. Control is largely cultural
through the planting of disease-free seed and the.
removal of infected debris from areas of previous
infection before planting a new crop. Localized
pockets of infection have been noted in the Katu
mani area following periods of excessive humidity
but no reduction in yield as a result of the disease
has been evident.
Powdery mildew, caused by Ersiphe polvgoni
DC ex St.-Am.
This disease is worldwide on cowpea but is
favoured by relatively dry, rainfree conditions.
The pathogen is reported to germinate on the leaf
surface and penetrate under a wide range of
relative humidities bu
not under rainfall.
Powdery mildew is an unmis-akable disease. The
fungus at first forms superficial powdery white
patches on the leaf surface which may eventually
cover the entire leaf. Severe infection of cowpea
in Kenya has occasionally been noted in semi
arid areas, resulting in leaf drop. Differences in
varietal susceptibility to the disease can be strik
ing. Specialized physiological races of the fungus
are known to exist but these have not been shown
to occur on cowpea.
Another powdery-mildew fungus, Leveillula
taurica,is present on pigeonpea and guar in the
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same areas where cowpeas are grown. Possibly
this species may also be pathogenic on cowpea.
Spore dissemination of both powdery mildews is
by wind. Weed hosts may play a role in the
survival of the fungus in the absence of cowpea
in some areas.
Disease-r2si stance field trials
MATERIALS AND METHODS
One hundred and ten local land races of cow
pea selected from farmers' fields were planted
during the short rains of 1981 and long rains of
1982 at Katumani. In 1982 supplementary overhead irrigation was necessary due to insufficient
rainfall. Plants were grown in 4 m rows, with 50
cm between rows, and 20 m between plants in
the rows. The plants were continuously scored
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During the long rains of 1983, 80 improved
cowpea lines from IITA, Nigeria, and tile Katu
mani field station were planted in several nursery
yield trials -it Katumani. Because of the late
onset of rains, planting was delayed and growth
and maturity of tile crop occurred to a great
extent during the post-rainy period under lower
temperatures and cloudy skies, conditions
favourable for powdery-mildew development.
General observations on susceptibility to powdery
mildew were made and are discussed below.

TABLE III-LOCAL COWPEA LINES OBSERVEDTO
BE RESISTANtTO YELLOW MOTTLE VIRUS
AND SCAB, KATUMANI, LONG RAINS 1982*

throughout the growing period for incidence of

---

yellow mottle virus, Septoria leaf spot, A scochyta

Line

Maturity

285-4
285--3
289-4
246- 2
294- 2
245- 1
283- 1
241- 1
335--2
334-- I

late
late
late
medium
late
medium
late
medium
late
late

leaf spot, and scab.

Table III lists the cowpea lines, all indeterminate in growth habit, which were noted to be
completely resistant to all four diseases, i.e. no
symptoms were observed.
During the short rains of 1982, 2 0 , local selections of cowpea were also planted for disease
evaluation at Kiboko substation, with the same
planting distances as those used at Katumani.
Because of differences in the enviroihment
between the two localities, evaluations of disease
incidence for the same lines cannot be compared.
Table IV lists those promising agronomic lines
which showed the highest degree of susceptibility
to Septoria leaf spot and rust. No other diseases
were noted.

110 local land races were evaluated in this ial.

TABLE IV-SOME OF THE PROMISING LINES FROM THE COWPEA IMPROVE VIENT PROGRAMME
SHOWING SUSCEPTIBILITY TO LEAF SPOT OR RUST, KIBOKO, SHORT RAINS 1982/83
Line

l.caf spot

352

S*

Machakos 66
Kathoka
Makueni 39
14- 1
Vita-3
254- 2
TVX 1999-- 20E
Machakos 68

S
S
S
S

Rust

erect

-

S
R
R
R
S
S

R
S
R

-

S

*S = susceptible
R = resistant
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Growth habit
intermediate
indeterminate
determinate
determinate
indeterminate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate

DISEASES OF PIGEONIT[A, (O\VPFA, CHItCiL A .AND
GRliN (RAM

RESULTS

previously been grown in the area. Three rainy
seasons were necessary to build up sufficient
Of the 80 improved lines planted in the yield
nurseries onlynursheiendoofyeachegrwwingrseasonntheodiseaeed
three were resistant to powdery
inoculum for reliable evaluations to be made. At
the end of each growing season the diseased
mildew. These were accession numbers TVXplants grown in the plot were incorporated into
466-07E and IT82E-27, both from IITA, and
the soil to increase inoculum potential. Because
Katumani-80, from Kenya. All three are mediummaturing, dual-purpose lines (for seed and leaf of low disease incidence no evaluations were
consumptionl, with good grain characteristics.
made for the first two seasons. Chickpea plants
were grown in 5 m rows, with 50 cm between
CHICKPEA
rows, and 20 cm between plants. A known
Fusarium (race unknown) susceptible control
Fusarium wilt, caused by fungus Fusarium
line from ICRISAT, 4951, was planted in every
o.sisporum 1'.sp. ciceri Snyder and Hansen
sixth row. Results of determination of wilt
incidence for the 23 lines from ICRISAT planted
Wilt is the most serious and common disease of
(luring the long rains of 1983,are shown in Table
chickpea in Kenya. The disease is reported to
V. Lines with less than 20% wilt incidence were
be identifiable about three weeks after sowing
scored as resistant.
(Nene, Haware and Reddy, 1978). However,
Virus unt reported m e caused kvpea
observations of Fusarium wilt in Kenya have only
vir'
s
been made on older plants approaching flowerhal-rull virus
ing. Adult plants show dropping of leaflets,
chlorosis of the older leaves, and eventual dying
Diseased plants are typically stunted and with
and drying of all leaves. External root symptoms yellow or reddish-brown foliage. Leaflets may be
before complete drying are not evident. Internalsmaller than normal i size and stems and leaf
ly, the central portion shows a dark-brown
lets stiffer or thicker than normal. Discoloration
d&coloration in the pith and xylem. This is mainly
of the phloem near the collar region of the stem is
evident in the collar region of the plant but may the most noticeable diagnostic symptom. This
extend into -he main stem and branches as well
can be observed by ,:craping away the outer
as
down into the taproot. Occasionally only afew
tissue with a finger-nail until the phloem is
branches
are affected, the remaining being cortex
exposed. Unlike Fusarium wilt, the woody
apparently healthy,
cylinder, including the xylem, is not discoloured
when plants are infected only with stunt. Both
The disease is caused by a soil-borne vascular stunt and Fusarium wilt may occur in the same
wilt pathogen, s;milar to Fusarium udunt in plant, however. In addition, other root-attacking
pigeonpea. LikeF. udum, the fungus can survive fungi can produce wilt symptoms. Thus the
in the soil for many years in the absence of the precise cause of wilt diseases under field condi
host. At least four physiological races of the
tions is not always easy to determine. In India,
fungus have been reported from India, based on
references are sometimes made to "wilt corn
their ability to cause disease in 10 chickpea
plexes" in chickpea. Fusarium wilt can be con
cultivars (Haware, 1982), but race determinafirmed by laboratory culturing of the fungus
tions have not yet been made in East Africa.
pathogen, but there are no readily easy methods
'[he wilt pathogen has becn repo ed by of identifying the stunt virus from diseased
Haware, Nene and Rajeshwari (1978) to be trani- plants. Complete descriptions of botlh diseases
mitted internally in the seeds of chickpea.
are given by Nene, Haware and Reddy (1978).
Although pea leaf-roll virus has been reported
Wilt-resistance field trials
to be the cause of stunt in chickpea in Ethiopia
and Sudan (Nene, 1980), Bock (personal com
MATERIALS AND METHODS
munication) indicates that to his knowledge this
A wilt disease plot for the evaluation of chickvirus has not been proven to occur in Kenya to
pea lines received from ICRISAT as part of the
date. In Asia the virus is reported to be a pathogen
international Fusarium wil screening nursery of
other legumes, including cowpea (Kaiser and
was established at Katumani for the short rains
of 1981. Stems and roots of diseased plaints iLom
farmers' fields were chopped into small pieces
and incorporated into the soil in the same manner
as that used for pigeonpea wilt. No chickpea had
371

Danesh, 1971). One of the aphid vectors of the
virus,Aphis cracciv:ra,is a common pest of cow
pea in the drier areas of Kenya.
No experimental trials have been conducted in
Kenya to determine possible sources of resistance
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TABLE V-INCIDENCE OF WILT INICRISATFUSARIUM-RESISTANT CHICKPEA LINES IN WILT-DISEASE
PLOTS, KATUMANI, LONG RAINS, 1983
Accession No.

No of plants wilted

No. of plants evaluated

%wilt

ICC 10136

13

7

53.8

ICC 4918
ILC 519

10
14

10
14

62.5
100.0

ICC 11529

15

11

73.3

4951 (control)*
ILC 1922

17
12

8
10

47.0
83.3

ICC 1932

14

10

71.4

ICC 5810
4951 (control)

19
11

13
3

68.4
27.2

ICC 5003

10

7

70.0

ILC 482
ILC 1929
ILC 1934
ICC 4948
4951 (control)
1931
ICC 11524
ILC 1919
ILC 3256
Gram Pusa 209
4951 (control)
Gram Pant- 114
Gram C235
Gram Pusa- 212
Gram JG. 62- 404
Gram H 208
4951 (control)

14
11
12
18
17
16
16
13
11
10
8
8
12
11
10
9
20

14
10
9
10
10
13
5
8
10
4
4
4
4
7
2
6
14

100.0
90.9
66.6
55.5
58.8
81.2
31.2
61.5
90
40.0
50.0
50.0
33.3
63.6
20.0
88.8
70.0

*A line of known high susceptibility to wilt at ICRISAT.

to virus stunt. General observations in farmers'

Kenya. However, this extremely destructive

fields have led to the conclusion that the disease
is widespread and losses are often heavy.

disease has been recorded in Ethiopia and
Tanzania and the possibility of the pathogen
being introduced into Kenya on infected seed is
strong. All above-ground parts of the plant are
attacked. Leaf lesions can result in complete
defoliation. Stem lesions can girdle the stems so
that in severe attacks the plants are killed. The
disease is particularly destructive in the Mediter
ranean region, South West Asia, and the Indian
infection, both on the surface
subcontinent.
and within theSeed
seed, is very important in trans

Rust, caused by Uromyces ciceris-arietini
(Grogn.) Jacz. and Boy)
Heavy rust infections occur in localized areas
when the maturation period of the plants coincides with cool weather. Leaves may become
heavily blighted with numerous brown rust
n s
elingd inithe
pusuesil
pustules, resulting
the nerous
death of the ble
leaves,
Rust incidence has been noted to date in plants
grown at Katumani. No trials have been conducted to determine possible resistance in lines
of chickpea, since disease intensity was low and
wa3 noted only in 1981.

mitting the disease into new areas. Infestation of
seed has been reported to be 50-60%. Thus
strict quarantine measures should be undertaken
in introducing chickpea seed into Kenya from
other countries. Sources of resistance in some
countries have been reported (Holliday, 1980).

Blight, caused byAscochyta rabiei(Pass.)
Labrousse

CREEN GRAM
As indicated earlier, to our knowledge yellows

Ascochyta blight has not been reported in

or yellow mottle virus of cowpea is the same virus
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that causes yellow chlorosis of green gram at
Katumani station. In green gram yellowing in the
early stages of growth tends to increase in
severity to the flowering stage. Thcrdafter
symptoms usually become less distinct. Consequently, the effect ol gruin yield appears to
be negligible.
Fifty-one local selections of green gram and 19
introduced exotic lines (from India, Pakistan, and
lanzania) were planted in the short and long
rains of 1982 and 1983 for agronomic and disease
evaluation. Seeds were planted in rows 50 cm
apart and 20 cm maintained between plants. The
exotic liles KVR 9 and KVR 10 showed severe
symptoms of yellowing before flowering, while
most of the local lines were relatively resistant.
However, yields of the KVR lines were high in
spite of the disease.
Powdery mildew, Leveillula taurica, may be
severe oilgreen gram if early growth of plants
occurs during cool cloudy periods at the end of
the long rains. Disease attack may be severe
enough to result in excessive leaf drop, thus
leading to reduction in yield. No lines have been
,Observed to be completely resistant to powdery
mildew.
DISCUSSION
Pigeonpea. Although the numbers of plants
evaluated for wilt varied among the different
lines clue to irregular seed germination, there is
evidence to late that ICRISAT lines ICP- 11299
and ICP-10958 are somewhat resistant under
Katumani conditions. The remainder of the
ICRISAT lines iii Table I were all more than 20%
infected during the 1982/1983 testing seasons.
ICP-8864, reported to be resistant in India (Ncnc
and Kannaiyan. 1982), was not resistant al
Katumani. It is possibie that local physiological
strains or races of Fsarium udum occur in Kenya
which are not present in India. Thus it is imperative that the races of the fungus be identified
in greenhouse experiments using as inocula pure
single spore cultures of Fusarium udtin isolated
from diseased pigeonpea lines from different
areas. Screening all lines for resistance to the
specific races of the fungus should follow the
procedures described by Nenc and Kannaiyan
(1982). It is interesting to note in their studies,
however, that of 11,000 lines which were fieldtested in India, only 33 were rcsistant to the one
-;train of Fusariumudumn occurring at ICRISAT.
Obviously the soil characteristics at Katumani,
as well as temperature and rainfall during the
period of wilt evaluation, have been favourable
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for wilt development. However, these factors
vary within tilepigeonpea-producing areas of
Kenya and must be considered in relation to
disease incidence. Also, if physiological races of
the fungus do exist in Kenya, it is possible that
they are not equally distributed in all areas. One
or more races might be present in a particular
area and absent in another.
Cowpea. Under the 1981/1982 testing conditions
at Katumani, only about 10% of the locally
vollected cowpea land races were apparently
completely resistant to the four major diseases of
interest. Since the environmental conditions for
the development of these diseases were favour
able during the period and inoculum potential of
the pathogens was in general high, it can be coneluded that resistance in all these lines will
probably hold up in Machakos and Kitui Districts
during most rainy seasons. However, unusually
favourable seasons for the pathogens could result
in varying degrees of disease incidence in
cowpea-producingareas.
The 1982 short rains at Kibokowere unusually
favourable for cowpea growth, although condi
tions did not remain sufficiently wet over e 
tended periods for the build-:ip of Septoria leaf"
spot. Ideally, complete resistance to leaf spot
should be sought for all semi-arid areas in
Eastern Province, since the major use of the plant
in these areas is as a green vegetable. If only
grain use is under consideration, low to medium
incidence of Sepioria leaf spot would probably
not e a factor in reduction of yield.
Rust has only appeared as a problen, at Kiboko
at Katuimani. It has also been observed in
aIId riot
Matiliko sublocation in the Makueni area. At
present, there are no indications that rust could
bccomne a problem in those parts of Machakos
and Kitui Districts which receive ample rainfall
fo,"
good growth and maturation of cowpea. As
wit hSeptoria leaf spot, however, even a very low
incidence of rust would not be acceptable for
cowpea as a leaf vegetable, although low in
cidcnces of the disease would have little or no
effect on grain yield.
The late arrival of the 1983 long rains and low
rainfall for the entire seaton, followed by low
temperatures and cloudy skies, resulted in a high
idn
of powdery mildew in varieties that
ordinarily would not be affected tinder favourable
growing conditions. The three lines that we.e
highly resistant to mildew should be further field
tested in different areas of Machakos and Kitui
Districts under conditions favourable to build-up
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of mildew to confirm the results obtained at
Katumani.
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possible sources of resistance of these crops to
some of the diseases: n) pigeonpea against
Fusariurn wilt, b) cowpea against yellow mottle
virLs, Septoria leaf spot, Ascochyta leaf spot,
scab, rust, and powdery mildew, c) chickpea
against Fusarium wilt and d) green gram against
yellow mottle virus. The symptoms of these
diseases are deqerihvd and the results to date in
the continuing evaluations of resistance are
given. In addition, other diseases
of these crops
in the semi-arid areas of Kenya are described
although expei'iments to determine resistance to
them have not been carried out. Recommenda
tions for future field and green-house research to
determine sources of resistance in the crops are
discussed.

Chickpea. Results of the chickpea trials at Katumani indicate that possihly only one line of the
ICRISAT
accessions,
Grame JG-62-404, is somew\Ihat
resistant
to Fusariun
wilt. Lines must be
tested in wilt-disease plots for at least five years
teste inial-dseaematis o rlesstave
before reliable determinations of resistanceyears
can
Numerous factors are operating in the Katuniani wilt-disease plot which have a bearing on
the evaluation of disease resistance. We have no
knowledge of the physiological race identification
of Fusarium oAvsporun f. sp. ciceri in Kenya.
Virus stunt has been confirmed in some plants on
the basis of visual observations of phloem
discoloration. However, wilt incidence due to
Fusariuni alone, or to F'usariutm and virus, or
to one of these two pathogens with possibly other
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STRATEGIES OF INSECT.PEST CONTROL IN THE
DRYLAND AREAS OF KENYA (ABSTRACT)
G. N. Kilata I
5oil pests can be controlled by the use of persistent insecticides, e.g. Aldrin or Dieldrin.
applied as seed-dressing or spat-spray treatment. Crop rotation as a means of alleviating soilpest problems couldl be further explored. The
breeding and selection of insect-resistant sweet -

would contribute to improve control. The use of
insecticides applied at appropriate regimes to
coincide with the incidence of major pulsc-crop
pest, reduces crop losses. It is, however, en
visaged that the discovery of a source of re
sistance to pod-sucking bug in local pigeonpeas

potato lines will be a major contribution to the
improvement of swcet-potato prioduction. The
use of' plarntirng materials free from ca'wsava
iosaic disease is I.comIniCTedd as.a JIiUlla
of
reducing the spread f theCdkis anul ensuring
ncrease ( Pro et i .

\\ill he extetided to other major pests of pulse
trops and provide a long-termi
basis for insect

The recommended mcasurc,, tbr the cont- ol of
maize stalk-horers are effect'ive. but further
research into the population dynamics of the pest

dicusscd in the context of establishing appro
priate insect-pest control strategies for dryland
larming in Kenya.

1. National Agricultural Laboratories. Nairotbi
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lpcst

mialleernt.

The implications of farm surveys, insecticide
trials, host resistance, and cultural practices are

GRAIN STORAGE IN THE DRYLAND AREAS OF KENYA
(ABSTRACT)
S. K. MuhihuI
Post-harvest losses are of great economic imaportance in the cereal grains, mai; , sorghums,
and millets, and in the pulse gr. s, cowpea,
pigeonpea, grams, and Dolichos labib. Both the
cereal grains and the pulse grains form important
staple foods for the region. In mai/.c, a 4.6%
weight loss is incurred in this orca through
insects and 1.45% through rodent pests, anod
higher losses, up to 17% we ight, have also been
estimated nationally. In the study reported, it
was found that for cereal grains Sitophilus

Insecticide dusts are important as a practical
tool for use in small-scale farm storage, since
intcstation under the present storage systems is
inevitable. Malathion, bromophos, pirimiphos
nie tyl, tctrachlorvinphos, and ctrimiphos have
been tested and found effective and are recoin
mended for use. Wood ash and diatomite dust

zeamais, Sitophilus or3,zae, and Sitotroga cereal-

were found to be inferior to these chemicals.

ella contribute most to these losses, and that
bruchids, particularly a Callosobruchus sp.. are
most important for pulse grains. Parasites on
these insects, though common, are insignificant
;,s control agents. Preharvest loss is in1portant,
especially
on cereal
grains, zeamais
an
tip to
damage due
to Sitophilus
has 11.8%
been
observed on maize at harvest

On the whole, studi s on the biology, ecology
and economic importance of insect and rodent
pests are incomlete in this region. The entire
storage in o rlte in h s erio t o tie
storage system for the preharvost period to the
stag
e of storage
food uteirization
sanodd
eandst effe
iec
sui table
dlesigris determined
tyive pest-control measures. which should incor
porate phys'.al and chemical methods,
deter
mined, tv.king into consideration the socio
economic and cultural factors.

Traditional farm storage structures require
detailed testing to determine suitable modilications in relation to drying efficiency and case of

pest control. Structures in current use are not
durable and do not incorporate features to mini
miize storage losses.

1. National Agricultural Laboratories, Nairobi
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TECHNICAL SESSION 5: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (Mr G. N. Kibata): Named pests and
diseases have been found to be of economic
importance in the dry areas of Kenya. Observations and screening trials have been conducted
in order to identify the best control measures.
During the session the following issues were
raised.
Dr F H. C. Scott: I understand that the University of Nairobi has been working onFusarium wilt
on pigeonpea for some time. Are you working in
conjunction with tie University of Nairobi on this
disease?
Dr B. H. Waite: Because of administrative
reasons and lack of an official working agreement
with the University of Nairobi we have not cooperated with Dr Onini and his group in the study
of pigeonpca v.ilt.
In tile future, however. I
strongly suggest closer co-operation.
Mr S. C. Ondieki: Is the research on lcgtinie
diseases considering intercropping systems and
the possible effects other crops inight have oi

observed on leaf margins shown in some of your
slides is very similar to boron toxicity smptoms.
How do you tell if the symptoms you are showing
are due to boron toxicity or to disease?
Dr Waite: By experience with the diseases
studied (often confirmned in the laboratory) we are
able to recognize them in the field. We have not
noticed boron toxicity to date in the Katumani
areas where the studies were carried out
Mr Ondieki: Ir the last two years, black larvae
with black stinging hairs, the adult quite large
and beautifuliv coloured (orange, purple, and
cream), have been observed to do considerable
damage on legumes (cmvpea and beans) in Kitui
District. It tends to appear during the short rains.
Are researchers aware of this and has any work
been initiated? Also. it is said to have been
introduced during the yellow-nraize importation.
What role is the plant-quarantine unit playing,
lha
rticularl y when such big a nounts are imported
into tle country, so as to avoid further introduc

disease incidence?

tion of such pests?

Dr Waite: Yes, most leaf blights of legunies are
reduced in severity when intercropped with
iiaize. Intother cases certain legune viruses ii1a.
be increased by build-up of insect vectors, such
as aphids, which build tip oi naize.

M'r G. N. Kibata: Your description of tile larvae
can fita wide range of pests; for exarple,
IBachroa qoadripuictataWallgr. (LyMiantriid ae)
has stinging hairs and appears ingreat numbers

Mr Ondieki: When was chickpea introduced to
Kenya and what is its relative iiiorlancr: to

tiin would be based on specimens. This pest,
unless you are referring ti a different one, is
indigenrus and not imported.

oi crops and at homesteads. The best identifica

Kenya's agriculture with particular referernce to

arid aind senii-arid areas?

The National Plant Quarantine Service is still
cffective in the role of preventing introduction
Dr lVa'l,: I don't know exactlV but chickpca is It of exotic re-sts and diseases. However, tire
populkr pulse with Asians and proiably camein
svstei in
ard we occasionally
Kenya early creaingy
introduce
persons
with Indian
settlers.
in- bserve
scre that
ir at knowledgeable
Ke~a
oe
f pi i
i air
or Asians
siasIt is
oc sit
cop
iniprtat
li
creasiingly importairt
crop fkir
iinKeuiya
irfected lilarrt materials wvithout due regard to
is
le ritar
and well suited to black-cotton soils during the iellatris
our phytosa,itary regulations. 'file sit,,ion is
cooler months following tle long rains.
Iadc
even more difficult when large aniiounts of
Mr P. A. Onanga: A rioniber off
pigeonpea lines emergency food grains have to be imported and
of Kenyan origin have been found to be resistant distributecd urgently.
to wilt under ICRISAT conditins. Were thiese
ir L. 0. Su'su:. Iii the past tw\ir seasoins iniMeru
irlcuded ill your screening? How did they per
District the incidence of' cutworms has been pre
forni ?
v\aleit a! c.nompared to tileprevious year. What
Dr Wate: Almost all of these were included in reason do yiir think has led ii this incidence?
the screening trials at Katurmani and will coni

Mr Kiiata: One of' te causes of cutworm
tinue to be screened there. Practically all of them
are susceptible to wilt in Kenya, which suggests IlOillatirin increase could be continuous cropping
that different
races (If the Ftusariw wilt fungus of a susceptible crop without airy rotation. The
occur
at ICRISAT
in India.
irther could be introduction of pest through
manures. Cutworm outbreaks
occur in patches,
Mr J. 0. Alugah: The effect of "burning"
which could be controlled by spot treatment with
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Aldrin 2.5% dust applied into seed rows or planting holes.
Mr
W. Makokia:
What is the best strategy to
control
large
M
ammal pests, such as squirrels
and baboons in drylandpras? What repellants
could be used?

Kenya. What is the extent of infection in eastern
Kenya? (2) In some parts of the country, there is
a type of cassava which is poisonous (high
cyanide content); are you making sure that this
is not incorporated in your breeding progranim?
And has this variety been identified?

Mr Kibuta: Control of large mammal and bird
pests is internationally difficult. One method of
scaring, snares and traps, though costly, is effective. A few chemicals have been tested in Kenya
and appear to repel mammals and birds for
example, methiocarb-sold as Mestirol by Bayer
Chemicals,

Dr A. Shakoor: At present bacterial blight
disease of cassava is confined to western Kenya
and has not been reported in Eastern Province.
Strict control measures should be taken when
introducing cassava cuttings tor propagation
from western Kenya to other parts of the country
to check its spread. Breeding for low cyanide
content is receiving equal importance in our programme. Preliminary observations have shown
that these CMD resistant clones have sweet
tubers.

Ar J. N. Chui: I would like you to comment on
the (,onomics of pesticide application by a smallscale farmer. Does the crop damage experienced
by a small-scale f rmer warrant the application of
pesticides? Also, pesticide technology is not new,
but small-scale farmers rarely use it to protect
their crop.. Couid you guess about the adoption
of pesticide application by small farmers in the
dryland areas of Kenya?
Mr Kibata: As agricultural practices improve, in
the large- or small-scale sector, the farmer
realizes the loss caused by pests and will readily
use effective pesticides. It must be emphasized
that some form of pest scenting is important to
avoid excessive use of pesticides by routine
sprays which are not most effective. The small
farmer will therefore adopt this technology and
use pesticides if lie is convinced by the agricultural staff through continous training.

fo s o en
e
Trtis w
cylindrical structures were used for storage and
grain wa dusted with cow-dung ashes and could
keep for about a year. Could this technology be
reconiiiicded to the farmers?
crlindrical

Mr S. /. Mohiiu: Some control is obtained
itl,:.ugh the use of wood ash and cow-cting ash,
but this is by far less effective than the use of
dilute inseclicide dusts like melethrin and
pliriniiphosmethyl, which are quite safe when
used at the recommended doses. Hence. while
the use of traditional materials is not to be
discouraged, it should be emphasized that better
c'otrol is obtained through the use of insecti
ides.

Mr Makokha: How much work has been done in Mr Ii. M. Ikombo: It has been reported that
undcer Kat umani conditions, iialathion tends to
biological pest control, and in your view how does
disintegrate with time, thus becoming iioeffec
this approach compare with pest control by
tive. Under what conditions is nialathion effec
resistant varieties in the short run?
t;vc? After how long will the seeds need to he
Mr Kibata: Biological control or management
retreated ?
occurs naturally, but in most cases it has to be
Air Mt/hih: The instability of' malathion, espe
enhanced by introducing exotic and superior
cially when used on partially dried grain (15%) is
parasites and predators. Current work reveals
common. Under dryland conditions the control
that existing biological control is inadequate.
obtained from dilute dusts, including nialathion,
However, resistant varieties will go a long way
tends to break down faster than in other areas,
towards improving pest management in dryland
probably due to the high temperatures and high
farming. The two approaches are complementary
rates of development and multiplication of in
and should be improved for successful control of
sects. A reapplication of these insecticides be
pests.
comes necessary any time after 6 months. Farmc rs should inspect their grain stores regularly for
talk
AMr Ondicki: (1) Recently there has been
timely retreatmeit.
about cassava bacterial wilt disease in western
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TECHNICAL SESSION 6

IMPROVEMENT OF PASTURE
AND ANIMAL
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

THE INFLUENCE OF STOCKING RATES AND GRAZING
MANAGEMENT ON LIVEWEIGHT CHANGES IN CATTLE,
SHEEP AND GOATS GRAZING NATURAL PASTURES
S. Tessema I and E.E. Emojong'2
INTRODUCTION
primary source of feed
are the
pastures
Natural
s mace fares in ted
ow sebye
Nlvestock
for livestock owned by small-scale farmers intie
dryland areas of Eastern Province, Kenya
(Machakos, Kitui and the lower parts of Embu
Districts). On 51 % of the farms surveyed in lower
Machakos (Rukandema et al., 1981), about 75%In
grazing.
of the holdings were under natural
owners
livestock
the
of
%
81
District,
Machakos
graze their animals exclusively on their own land,
while in lower Embu District more than 95% of
the owners graize their animals on communal
grazing land outside the boundaries of their
farm:.. These differences arise because of
differences in land adjudication. In Machakos
District there is little communal grazing land,
whereas in Kitui and the drier parts of Embu
Districts land adjudication is less advanced.
Such varying degrees of adjudication have restilted in different forms of usage, which are in
most cases not appropriate. Farmers close to
communal grazing lands keep as many livestock
as they possibly can. They have neither the
incentive for nor the responsibility of lookil'g
after the grazing lands and tend to maximize
their share from the common grazing land by
increasing their herd sizes. This has resulted in
degraded pastures and eroded soils. Farmers
who graze their livestock within the boundaries
of their farms also tend to keep livestock at a
stocking rate that far exceeds the best use of their
grazing lands. From the survey in lower Machael al. (1981 )estimated a stock
kos, Rukandemna
f 0.64a. (1981estcnitd ar stkos, radema
ing rate of 0.64 ha per livestock unit for thec
averag farm.of'
average farm.
The pattern of utilization of the natural grasslands is veiy similar throughout the dryland
areas. Livestock herds are grazed extensively by
day and returned at night te an enclosure, as a
security against predators and theft. Grazing

takes place wherever edible herbage is available.
Stock numbers ale not normally reduced in the
dry season, and supplementary feeding is not
normally given, except perhaps small amounts of
crop residues to a few selected animals. Regularly
grazed lands become progressively overgrazed
al during the oty season the stock are forced to
roam increasing.y greater distances insearch of
raming
grazing.
Water is a major problem for the majority of
the livestock owners, particularly during the long
dry season. Its scarcity in the uninhabited hilly
aleas often causes poor herbage utilization,
cause livestock are concentrated ,andovergraze
grasslands near settled farming areas while
pasturage some distance from water may not be
utilized.
As population pressure and land shortages in
the higher-potential areas push people out fron
them into the drier and marginal areas, the better
and more accessible grasslands are being
directed to the production of food crops. Although
this process is continuing, there still remain large
tracts of less tillable natural pasture land and
grazing on or off the farm still remains the basis
for small-scale stock feeding in the dryland areas
of the Province. It is therefore essential to regard
natural pasture as an important starting-point
tile
iniatrational approach to improved and more
productive animal-feeding systems for small
,cale farms.
Earlier research work on the natural grasslands
eel
asenPoic
fdyadaeso
dryland areas of Eastern Province reveals
limited animal-performance trials conducted for
short periods (Katumani Research Station Annual
Reports, 1956-76). A number of ecological
surveys have been made (Kenya Marginal/SemiArt,! Lands Pre-investment Inventory: Livestock
and Range Management, Report No. 8 1978).

1.FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station. Katumani
2. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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These surveys tended to be floristic in nature and
did not provide information on seasonal drymatter yields, nutritional values, or animal
performances.

SPICIAL ISSUE

sponses for other areas of the Province by
merely using knowledge about pasture species
and climatic factors. This, to a certain degree,
may obviate the necessity of having to carry out
grazing experiments at other sites in the Pro
vne

T'he experiments reported in this paper are

part of a series of trials designed to assess the
productivity and value of these natural grazing

-.i'peri 'mental
methods

lands in planning their cont ibution to Year-round
feeding systens. Four experiments were pro-

1. .'tockting rat' trial(1981/82)

jected in this study. A stocking-rate trial was

wo stockin

conducted during 1981/82 and a grazing-management trial during 1982/83; both are reported 'n
this paper. A supplementation trial is now under
way and will be concluded in mid-1984. These
experiments were designed to generate information on animal live-weight production potentials
of natural pastures at optimum stocking rates and
.,n the advantages or disadvantages of sone
torms of grazing systems and the benefits, it
any, of supplemental feeding during the drv

rates were selected

i.e. .54 and

.5 livestock units (LU)* per hectare. These rates
etiese tc u it tle
u
r e LSLy
lose tW the olitimum, as our interest was to
define the response relationships closely about
this
e rponsrla
p
l
.sttted optintui.
Fixed stocking rates were used and animal
numbers were adjusted on fixed areas of land.
Small-scale Farmers (10 not have tile elasticity in
stock numbers or management capability to
runable them to reduce or increase aninial ntn
hers at will (liritlti/diflerrnt seasols ofthe sear. In
view of this it was important to use fixed stocking
rates and carry tlut the grazing expetiment in
the conttext of the actual Farming system. telow
is ilte desi)-.: of the experillcint shtiwing tile
number of animals and the lati areas at tile
diterent stocking rates.

season. From basic information collected from
these trials a fourth trial is planned, vhich is

intended to integrate and test the effects of the
various variables studied and their interaction in
the production system. At that stage it may lie
possible to use results of the studies done at the
Research Station to develop models which can
extrapolate artd predict aninial-prodiction re-

Aninmal types itnu nutuhrs

Stocking rate
t) .54 L.U/ha

2) .34 t.Utha

Land area and

replication

Zebu steers

Red NMasai sttet)

(ala and Small
F .A. goats

Rep. I = t9 .011a
Rep. I1= 19.0 ha

7
7

t-1
I-1

t,1
1.

Total
.18 ha.
Rep. I  N9.0 ha
Rep. II 19.0 ha

14
5
5

28
0
tO

28
10
t

Total

I0

20)

20

38 ha

The major treatnmen' in tie experiment was the
effect of stocking rate on live-weight changes.

The treatnments were replicated, and a ran(lnized complete block design was used. The
replications were mainlv for renioving the effect.
of pasture differences and to use the interactions
as a basis for measuring experimental errors.
Grazing pressures on the replicated paddocks
were adjusted so that the mean initial liveweights
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of the stock in each treatnient group were similar.
Mixed species of livestock consisting (if cattle

(steers), sheep and goats were grazed together
and assigned to the various stockihig rates. Fach
species was divided into 4 weight groups and

*One 1.11

an it ttimal of 250 k; tiveweight.

STOCKING R.V ES, GRAZING MANAGENILN

allocated to the treatment. All animals were
drenched with antihelminthics to control internal
parasites prior to the start of the experiment and
this was continued at intervals. All animals were
also dipped twice a week to control external
parasites. Weights were measured on the same
day every two weeks. Initial and final weights
were averages of weights of three consecutive
days.

AND LIVEWEIGHT CHANGES

samples were clipped at 2 cm stubble height from
10 enclosures ramdomly placed in the grazing
paddocks. The samples from each plot were
combined and weighed immediately for green
weight and then a subsample was oven dried for
48 to 72 hours at 65'C for laboratory analysis.
h
he basi, experimental data used for statistical
analysis were average daily liveweight gains or
losses during each of the four seasons and for
each of the three species of animals at each
stocking rate. The data arc analysed and pre
sentcd in terms of mean figures with the appro
priate analysis of variance.

Liveweight data used for analysis were derived
from animals that completed the period with no
apparent problems. Animals that became
demonstrably sick or died in the course of the
experiment were eliminated from analysis. In
such instances, replacements with animals of
similar weight were immediately made in order
to maintain the prescribed grazing pressure.
Data from the replacement animals were, however, not used in the analysis,

2

This trial was not replicated. There were two
groups of animals composed of 4 dairy cows, 18
sheep and 18 goats each. The initial average
The experiment was carried out on the eastern
weight of each group was adjusted so that the
hillside grazing lands of the Katumani Research
livestock units per treatnent were similar. Treat
Station on an arei of 76 hectares. The pasture
ments were allocated to te pastures strictly at
land was cleared of bushes and shrubs and
random and the paddocks were arranged so as
divided into 6 paddocks. Grazing time approxito equalize size differences as much as possible.
mated
to hati.e.is animals
generally practised by smallTe
otn the continuous grazing treatment
scale farmcrs,
were kept in borea  were group
kept i a 19 hectare pasture and the uroup
night Thr ~eaninias
ag ot 8t
onp rotational grazing were rotated between two
n igh t. T he ea zing tim e wa s aaer
a n a vei rag
e of 8
d ok f . i
a h Theh rotation
o a i n sc-dule
hours each day. Water was1 provided
s h d l
in troug~hs
at
paddocks
of 9.5 ha each.
all times .
Wbllowed
was such that the paddock which had
been grazed was allowed a
rest period. Part of
Herbage samples from the different paddocks
this rest period was during a growing season so
were collected at 22-day intervals for dry-matter
that the pasture had a chance to regrow. The
and nutrient-content determinations. These
schedule was as follows:
Dates

Paddock No.

Rotational schedule

I
2
I
2
I
2
1
1

graved

2 August to 15 November
2 August to 15 November
16 November to 15 February
lb November to ISFebruary
1b February to 2 May
1t February to 2 May
3 May to 2 August
3 May to 2 August
The stocking rates for both continuous and rotational grazing were similar and were adjusted to
.54 LU per hectare.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rainfatllatnounts anddistribution
Rainfall amounts and distribution are the
385

rested
rested
grazed
grazed
rested
rested
grazed
climatic factors most closely related to the total
amount of herbage produced and the length of
time forage maintains high quality. The dryland
areas of Eastern Province as a whole are charac
terized by a bimodal pattern of rainfall with two
peaks occurring in April and November, for the
long rains and short rains respectively. The
long rains last from March to May while the short
rains begin in mid-October and continue up to the
end of December. The short rains are considered
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dry season between the long and short rains. In
50%, of the years, soil moisture was reduced to
zero by 15 January, after the short rains, and I
June, after the long rains. The number of days in
the short-rains period varied from 21 to 143, with
50% of the years having less than 65 days. For
the long rains the corresponding numbers were
Sand 126. with 50% of the years having less than
72 days. There appears to be little difference in
tho lengtls of the two seasons despite the
commonly used terms of short and long rains.

to be more reliable than the long rains but for
both seasons the rains are very erratic in distribution and intensity.
t
Table I gives the mean monthly rainfall for 1 )
years (Dennet et al.. 1982). We observe that
April and November are the rainiest months.
According to the above authors, although the
mean monthly rainfalls in January. February,
and March are about 50 ram, rainfall is neglible
in about 20% of the years. Rainfall is unlikely in
July and Augumt and therefore there is a distinct

TABLE I-RAINFALL AMOUNTS AND NATtJRAL PASTURE PARAMNIFT-RS AFFFCTIN(; IIVEWEIGHT
GRAINS OF GRAZING ANIMALS AT KATUMANI RFI-AR('H STt.\ VION

Rainfall
aiounts

Neutral

In vitro

dt etergent
tibre (%)
f)

dry-matter
digest

4.5
3.4

75
75

51
49
So
71
58

( 19 years

Dry-mtter
(kg/ha)*

Crud'.

Months

Season

average)
trm )

January
February

Green
Dry

5
43

876
410

March

Dro'

75

330

7.()

70

April
May

Green
Green

I1I
64

750
1205

10.2
6.4

June
July

",'en

I1
4

1080
752

S.()
5.3

71
74

4
7
29
154
80

342
250
2i-,
663
909

5.3
5.0
4.7
10.2
9.9

August
September
October
November
December
Annual

Gk -Pn/dry
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry/green
Green

642

pru)ttin (

74
73

72
71
74
68
75

50

56
51
51
.18
63
01

2147

*On dry-matter basis.
It has been suggested that "green season" be
used instead of "wet season" when discussing
the relationship between climate :.nd he!bage
production (McCown, 1980). This is because the
com'mon terms "wet" and "rainy" ignore the
fact that when rain has ceased, there remains a
peiiod when there is still a substantial amount of
stored moisture for herbage growth. The effects
of rainfall amounts and distribution in relation
to pasture growth and quality seem to be best
described by the term "green season", and this
term is therefore used in Table I to divide the
year into seasons corresponding to the availability
of pasture herbage.
Vegetation
The vegetation of the natural grmsslands of the

dryland areas is generally described as a tree
savannah (Rossiten, 1974), defined as a con
tinuous grassy ground cover with scattered trees
and shrubs of variable size and density. The
grasses, varying widely in height, are for the
mcist part coarse tufted perennials. These plants
are growing on soils that are frequently senile,
strongly leached and deficient in nutrients,
especially in nitrogen and phosphorus, a charac
teristic transferred to the grasses growing in
them.
The plants that were most commonly found in the
experimental paddocks are listed below. Al
though Katumani Research Station is not entirely
typical of the semi-arid areas of the Province as a
whole (it has a slightly higher rainfall in normal
seasons) and though the experimental grazing
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lands are cleared of bush and relatively improved,
the plant species found in the paddocks also exist
in other grazing lands of the region, though
perhaps at different percentage composition.
Grassspecies
1. Therneda triandra
2. Aristida adoensis
3. Pennisetum ,ezianum
4. Sporobolusfimbriatus
5. Eragrostissuperba
6. Cynodon dactylon
7.Bothriochloa insculpta
8. Harpachneschimperi
9. Rhyuchelytrurn roseum
10. Chloris pycnothrix
11. HyparrheniaflIipendula
Trees, shrubsand herbs
1.A cacia tortilis
2.Acacia gerrardii
3. Acacia brevispica
•4.
A cttcia drepanolohium
5. Acacia nilotica
6. Comnbretum spp.
7. Commiphora africana
8. hndigqr,,endr'cophy'la
9. Solanum ilCIr'lill

variations are observed. Plant growth in one
month depends upon water stored in the soil
and/or the precipitation which fell in the previous
two or three months. When looked at in this
manner, the data show that forage yield was most
closely correlated with total precipitation. The
rate of growth was highest in May and June as a
result of the long-rains precipitations in March
and April. This fact indeed gives support for the
use of the term "green season" in reference to
pasture production. In this particular situation, if
we accept that the short rains are more reliable
than the long rains, then we can use this pheno
menon to predict and describe pasture dry
matter yields of the dry season between the short
and long rains. The gap in the availability of
forage between the short and long rains as seen
in the table is indeed not as serious as the one
between the long and short rains. The second dry
season, which lasts for about 156 days from July
to November, is therefore the critical period in
the feed cycle in so far as the grazing animal is
concerned.
Table ii shows the total dry-inatter yield per

hectare per year as determined by measuring
regrowth herbage from the ten cages placed in
the experimental grazing paddocks. The herbage
was cut from metre quadrants with regrowth
herhage cut every 88 (lays. The herbage was cut

10. Ocimum anericanun

on four successive dates, 22 days apart, during a

The monthly rates of dry-matter accumulation
are shown in Table I and marked seasonal

season. The sum total of the initial cutting and
three regrowth cuttings was taken as the annual
yield.

TABLE II-DRY-MA'I'ER YIELD OF NATURAL PASTURE HERBA(;E AT DIFFERE.NT SEASONS OF TIHE
YEAR (KATUMANI RESEARCH STATION I981/82)

1st regrowth

lstCut
Date
9/12/81
31/12/81
13,/2/82

2nd regrowth

kg/ha

Date

kg/ha

Date

670
750
672

7/3/83
29/3/82
12/5/82

149
-.o8
1030

3/6/82
25/6/82
8/8,'82'

kg/ha
1410)
814
326

Average yield
(kg/ha)

663

789

497

Pasture yield per unit of land is a reflection of
the number of animals a pasture will carry when
grazed at optimum pressure to permit maximal
performance. The total annual dry-matter
yield (2,147 kg/ha) shows a reasonably high rate

3rd regrowth

Total

Date

kg/ha

kg/ha

31/8/82
21/9/82
3/11/81

203
178
155

2432
2050
2183

189

2147

of dry-matter accumulation from natural pas
tures. This is undoubtedly a function of the
bimodal rainfall pattern and its favourable effect
on the growth cycle. If we assume a dr %-matter
intake of 2.5% of body weight for a 250 kg steer,
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plus a grazing wastage of 25% of that intake, the (r=.39), confirming that
crude-protein content is
daily dry-matter requirement for one such animal
a more limiting factor than fibre content in so far
would be 7.8 kg. Based on these assumptions,
as digesiibility is concerned.
therefore, the number of steer-days per hectare
The chemical composition and digestibility of
for each ot tile
periods shown in Table II would be clipped herbage is a., unreliable index
of the
equal to 85 days during the first growing season
chemical composition of herbge selected by the
(9/12 to 13/2); 64 days during the first growth
che
imal
n of
her e fe
be te
period (7/3 to 12/5) 102 days during the second
grazing animals and may therefore be quite
regrowth
to 8/8): and 24 days during
misleading with regard to estimating the value of
the
third period
regr'owt(3/6perio(d.
Of course these ar
tile~~ivperiod.
trhiing
regowt
coragethicharis pasture under grazing conditions.
eats Through selec
only theoretical estimates. Intake of forage.
tive
grazing,
the
animal
eats forage which is
wilch is influenced by itsquality, varies con- appreciably higher in nutritive
siderably thluighoudt t iSealon and arsa con- the total grass cover.
value than that of
According
to Ried et al.
setuiutee the carrying capacity cannot be a
contaast figture throughout thle season. We sh
see later tile
potential oulpt per animal and pcr

(i98). atoptimum stocking rates the oppo tuijiy
wfor
selective
results in an upgrading of
lie
diet by 10grazing
to 251% in
total digestible nutrients.

hectare frn lierbage produced in the paddocks

during lite experinrela l period.

Stocking-rate trial (1981,182)
Sonic m asures of the nutritive vale of' lie
natural vegetation are given illTab'c I. Crudt
Ll'-ueight!/atnperanimal
proteini dcierliination was by the Kjeldahl
The intlueince of stocking rates on the live
method. The procedtires de.icribed by Goering
weight changes of livestock grazing the natural
and val Sotst (1970) were used for deterinia- pastures at different seasons
of the year is shown
tiol tif NDF (neuitral det,.-rget fibre). In vitro iii Tables Ill, IVand V,
forsteers, sheep arid goats
digestibilitics were carried (ort at the Kihoko
rcspectivclv. Stocking rate, as shown in tile table,
Range Research Statio, using tileniyhlr-hag
is defined as tile
number ,faninials per hectare.
ltthnique.
Although the performance of each speties is
It i S.
hiown ilrseparate tables, it should be remem
is
seen frin tie table that the timls of high
bhcred that all three species in each treatment
nutritional 'alu.e of the iatural vcgetation are
group were grazed tigethe in the paddock.

limited to short periods of rapid growth which
last niotiiiore than two nioiitlis at rost. A ratpiid
aiid ver a)preeialle intcrease in etd- rott i
coingii is observed ill
eConse t.o the first i*iis,
dFring Noheniwardther
and we
er 9 r
g
From theln
ar lds ihe dro wa very ra10id risiig
again iC March (7.d',o arid April (10.2( ,) Th
o
vweight
4.7% for March aid Oct ober repectivcly.

gr it
inlsis rl're e 'seits
nican liveweight
_asure lerits ol 25 successive weighing dates at
2-week intervals during four consecutive ;easons
tarling in tile
long dr\ season. Analysis of var
anct comparing the differences among treat
lients aind between seasons as %%ell as the
interactions between variousI factors in respect to
of the various species are also shown in
lit tables.

The fibr
NIF) fraction sliowel little trenil
For the analysis
the coIitinuous data on
with maluriv adiI gcnerall\ high valoes weiore
aualysio,
obl~served fbr all irionilhs. I'.ven diiriii, yo
uglts
_,
were converted
ina four seasonal
sg e o r all
h I .Nt .Cl e adu rig,
yotii classes accordint- to the approximate dates on
stages of' growuih (i.e. Novemiber arid April) t1! he\\htich one season ends and another begins. Thre
n esned
rdaohrbgn.fl
fibre contents were it
nex pectedl,. high. The pas- finalc weight
aken at the cud of one season was
flirt
passed
qu~ickly
front
tile
StLCCIIellt
high poseinqid
Stage 01 used
ia aseg
htn
esvo
a
digesibility,
to leiltagre
the tak
initialna
weight of the f'o
next season. We
carhroaCeis ad
dibrous
stagestb
dldtlopnent.
are aware that this method of analysis is pro
bleiiatic, as liveweight gains may not be se
Mature grasses in Februarv arn(
October
quentially independent. The method can also
dropped to 419and 48": digestibilit" and Crudecreate differences in initial liveweights between
protein levels of 3.4"i, and 4.7',%respectively. A
Ircatinieits after the first season. This can make
highly significant oetfficient of corretation {r=
the data sonewhat erratic and difficult to inter
.911) was observed between the crude protein
pret, arid has indeed done so. But since the effect
content and invitov dry -niatter digestibility. The
of seasons on liveweight gains is or prime inter
correlation

coefficient between fibre and digestibility, on the other hand, was not significant

est, this was the only way to extract the informa
tion from the experiment even if it was not very
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TABLE ill-THE INFI UENCE OF STOCKING RATES ON THE WEIGHT GAINS OF STEERS AT DIFFERENT SEASONS OFTHE YEAR WHEN
GRAZING NATURAL PASTURES AT THE NATIONAL DRYLAND FARMING RESEARCH STATION. KATUMANI

Period (seasons)

c

Number of' ays
Treatments
Stocking rates in
stock units (*) per
hectare
Number of animals
Initial average
weight (kg)
Final average
weight (kg)
Average daily gain (g)

Dry

Green

Dry

Green

Whole year

13/8/81- 7/11/81

7/11/81-29,:1/82

28/"1/82-9/4/82

9/4/82-2/7/82

13/8/81-2 '7/82

I

1

.54

35

.A

.35

.54

I

11

323

85

71

92

87
I

1

I

II

lI

I

.35(TI)
10

14

10

0

.54

.35

.54

II

14

10

14

19

14

246

260

279

277

299

297

299

298

246

260

279
369

277
198

299
250

297
241

299
-2

298
20

308
104

312
162

308
189

312
161

z

C,

N

z

Summary of the analysis of variance

0

Source
Treatments
Field
Treatment x fields
Error
S.E.
(*)
• *=

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f

35853**
792(NS)
4338(NS)

1
I
I

19565**
96(NS)
3710(NS)

1
1
I

4882(NS)
SI(NS)
7375(NS)

z

1334
8.2

20
12.6

2234
15.0

20
20.5

5857
24.2

z

d.f

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

1
I
1

170516*
913(NS)
973731***

1
I
1

402(NS)
5192(NS)
215776**

I
1
1

20
52.7

38869
62.3

20
8.6

19025
10.2

20
6.9

*

Z
0

m
K
>

One livestock unit = 250 kg

5%
1%

• **.1%--

NS = rot significant

z0M

-4

TABLE IV-TIlE INFLUENCE OF STOCKING RATES ON THE VEIGHT GAINS OF SHEEP AT DIFFERENT SEASONS OF THE YEAR WHEN GRAZING
NATURAL PASTURES ATTHE NATIONAL DR 'IAND FARMING RESEARCH STATION. KATUMANI

")

z

Drv
Periods (seaso;s)
Number of days
Treatments
Stocking rate in
livestock units (*)
per hectares
Number of animals

13/8/81-

(reen

7/11/81

!I 81

-

87
I

2

-

I 82

o

Green

28 I 82-) 4,82

9,'4!82-2/7/82

2
11

.54

I

.35

71
I

.54

.35

Whole vear
13/8/81-2/7/82

85

I

II
.54

I

323
II

I

!t

28

20

28

20

28

.35
20

.54
28

.15
20

.54
28

20

31

32

32

31

39

38

37

39

31

.12

32
6

31
-17

39
88

38
0

37
-29

39
13

41
41

41
37

42
30

42
31

Initial average

weight (kg)
Final average
weight (k8,)
Average daily gains (g)

l)rv

.

>
_

.35

C
z
r-

Summary of the analysis of variance
Source

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

M SStF)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSStF)

d.f.

MSS(F)

Treatments
Fields
Treatment x fields
Error
S.E.

1
I
I
44
9.5

15600*"
3834(NS)
276(NS)
2541
11.3

1
I
I
44
8.6

831NS)
Io10MNS)
537(NS)
2080
I0.2

I
I
I

17396***
161(NS)
28867***
1094
7.4

1
1
1
44
5.1

200(NS)
4961 *
3474*
72(
6.0

I
I
I
44
2.9

9(NS)
30(NS)
239(NS)
239
3.5

(*)
One livestock unit = 250kg
*=5%
N* = 1% s"
= .1%
N S =not significaint

44

6.3

.

C'

TABLE V-THE INFLUENCE OF STOCKING RATES ON THE WEIGHT GAINS OF GOATS AT DIFFERENT SEASONS OF THE YEAR WHEN GRAZING
NATURAL PASTURES AT THE NATIONAL DRYLAND FARMING RESEARCH STATION. KATUMANI

Periods (seasons)
Number of days
Treatments
Stocking rates in
livestock units(*)
pcr hectare
Number of animals
Initial average
weight (kg)
Final average
weight (kg)
Average daily gain (g)

Dry

Green

Dr,

Green

Whole year

13/8/81-7/11/81

7/11/81-28/1/82

28/1/82- 9/4/82

9/4/82- 2/7/82

13/8/81-2/7/82

I

II

323

85

71

82

87
I

I1

1

II

I

II

I

II

.54
28

.35
20

.54
28

.35
20

28

20

.35

54

28

20

28

.35
20

30

28

31

31

35

40

34

39

30

29

31
18

30
-91

35
57

40
112

34
-17

39
-9

38
45

42
28

38
25

42
36

.14

.35

.54

0

N
Summary of the analysis of variance
z
Source
Treatments
Felds
Treatment x fields
Error
S.E.
(*)One livestock unit
*
5%
S1%

d.f.
1
1
1
44
7.3
250 kg

MSS(F)
8362*
520(NS)
533(NS)
1489
8.6

d.f.
1
1
1
44
6.9

MSS(F)
35853***
792(NS)
4388(NS)
1334
8.2

d.f.
1
1
I
44
7.0

MSS(F)
718(NS)
35(NS)
2538(NS)
1376
8.3

d.f.
1
1
1
44
6.8

MSS(F)
13282**
13282**
76(NS)
1302
8.1

d.f.
1
1
1
44
2.2

MSS(F)
1509(NS)
1509,NS)
240(NS)
140
2.6

n
z
>

rn
0

*** = 1%
NS = not significant
z
0t
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precise. However, of major importance was the
analysis of variance that pointed out differences
between stocking rates for the whole grazing
period,

further examination of the data also shows that
the variance among animals within the lower
stocking-rate (.35 LU/ha) groups was much
larger than that of the groups on the higher stock
ing rate (.54 LU/ha) and contributed to the error
inthe analysis of variance. It seems therefore
that the differences observed in rates of gain
during the dry season between the two treat
ments were due toexperirnental error.
The rate of liveweight gain of the steers during
the following green season again showed a bias
towards the group oil the higher stocking rate.
The differences were not significant. However,
tire interaction between the stocking rate and the
field was highly signiticant, indicating that the
slightly larger gains made by the steers on the
high stocking rate was due to the fact that the
field they were grazing on was better than the
tield on which the group on low stocking rate
were grazing. During this period, which was the
growing season , there was sufficient herbage
for the animals to make gains even when they
were grazed at a high stocking rate.

responsetheof all groups
The mean
shown
in the liveweight
tables illustrates
pronounced
seasonal differences. Rates of weight change
reflect the intake and digestible dry matter
(Minson et al., 1976). The relation between
weight gain and digestible-dry-matter intake is
linear over a range of liveweight gains encountered in grazing trials. The steers in both
stocking rates made unexpectedly high rates of
gain during the dry scason of August to Novenrber. Average daily gains were 37-) and 195 g for
tire 54 LU/ha and 35 LIJ/ha stocking rates
respectively. The differences were highly significat (P<.0I). Gains of this magnitude during
tile
dry season as well as the observed higher
rate of gain at higher grazing pressures were contrary to expectations. Prior to the commencenent
of the grazing trial, animals were excluded front
the experimental paddocks for 6 months. until
fenc ng and the provision of watering facilities
were completed. It is believed that the unused
pasture provided sufficient good-quality herbage
for the animals to make such gains (luring the
dry season. In addition, such a high rate of gain
during a dry period may also be explained by
the phenomenon of compensatory growth, as
the steers had been kept on rough grazing land
at a high stocking rate pri -to the beginning of
the trial.
Although th rasns given above may explaii
the weight gains made during the dry season,
they do not explain tile higher rates of gain niade
at higher grazing pressure. Gcnc,-allv as stocking rate is increased, gain per animal is iecreased, and the relationship has tecnr accepted
as linear by several workers (.Jones and Sandland,
1974; Riewe, 1961; McMeekan and Walshe,
1963; Mott. 1961). Cowlishaw (1962) has shown
this relationship to be curvilinear. These linearities were not observed in this study. Differences
in pastures that could affect the results were
initially minimized by distributing the size varia(ions among groups. In tile analysis of variance,
the presence or absence of field-time/stockingrate interaction was examined, in order to see if
pasture differences were responsible for fire
observed but unexpected higher weight gains of
steers at the higher stocking -ate. The it'eraction
was found to be highly significant (P-.01),
which meant that the effect of the stocking rate
was dependent upon the pasture differences. A
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ahi n
ry seaso
eneteen
the short and long
rains resulted in little or ro gain, although highly
significant differences (P<..Ol) were observed
between the stocking rates. Steers on the low
stocki'lg rates made sniall (20 g) daily gains while
tt: steers on the high stocking rate made insigni
ficant hrsses (2 g daily).
' lie steers in both treatments niade gains
during the following green season and the
lilferences between stocking rates were highly
te lo stock
.ignrteining.ore (162 g dail hn toeo
ing rate gaining more (162 g daily) than those on
the high stocking rate (104 g daily). These gains
were not as high as those during the first green
season, perhaps because the steers were ap
proaching mature weights.
The analysis of variance for the whole year
indicates that there were no statistically signi
ficant differences iii rates of liveweight gain of
steers between the two stocking rates. However,
the steers on the higher stocking rate gained
slightly more (189 daily) than those on the lower
tocking rate (161 g daily). We have observed
earlier that tiere were significant interactions
between treatments and fields where higher
rates of gain were mad, at high stocking rates. It
wars concluded therefore that the fields grazed by
tire group on the higher stocking rate were
better awl that there was abundant good-quality
forage enabling thc, animals to make larger gains
than those on the lower stocking rate fields.
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Sheep on low stocking rates lost weight (17 g
daily) and those on high stocking rates gained
weight (6 g daily) during the long dry season,
The differences were highly significant (P<.01).
It will be remembered that steers, sheep and
goats were mixed in each treatment group in this
experiment and grazed the assigned paddocks
together. The performance of the sheep was
therefore similar to that of the steers discussed
above, i.e. animals on high stocking rates performed better than those on low stocking rates
We will notice that quite the reverse happened
during the short dry season (February/March).
Sheep on the high stocking rate lost weight
(26 g daily) while those on the lo, stocking rate
made gains (13 g daily). The differences were
highly significant (P<.01). The analysis of
variance also shows that there was a highly
significant (P<.01) interaction between treatments and fields, indicating that the response in
weight change during this season wasIalso
dependent upon the condition of the pasture and
not only on the stocking rate.
During the first grcre season (November
January) sheep on both stocking rates niade
substantial gains and tire differences betwectn the
stocking rates wt're not significant. The rates of
gain during tile second green season (April-.iune)
wCle only halt those of the first green season,
perhaps due to the animals having aliproached
mature weights. During this period, the sheep otl
the higher stocking rate showed a slightly higher
rate of gain, hul the differences were again not

Weight changes of goats during the various
seasons were very similar to those of sheep in
terms of direction and magnitude. It is well
known that goats tend to browse on shrubs rather
than graze on grasses. This preference for
browse allows them to have a nutritionally better
diet, especially during the dry season when there
are, in the pasture, a lot of deep rooted shrubs
and trees that are not affected by seasonality.
As it happened, however, in the experimental
paddocks used, bush clearing was done so
indiscriminately that very few browse species
were left to enable goats to take advantage of
their strategic feeding behaviour.
During the dry periods goats lost weight
regardless of tie stocking rate, at a time when
sheep and steers either maintained their weights
or gained. This indicates that the goats are
disadvanitaged when browse is scarce, even
though grazing may he available.
(;oats on the lower stocking rates had a higher
rate of, gain than 11hore ol tihe higher rate during
the first green seWiOnl, llld Ihe dtiTCrCees \%ere
highly signiicarlr (P -. 01). On tire other haud,
(lu-ing tilre ,,.-COlld itreeri seaso., tihe reverse was
true; i.e. goats on the higLher ,tocking rate had
a higher rate of gain thtan Illo, ofi tile lower rate.
Over the whole-year period, however, no stalisti
calllSignificant differences were ohserved in
eight gain letsveen the two stocking
rate"it
rates, although the goals on tire low rate had
lightly higher rates of gain (30 g daily) than
those on the higher rate,, (25 g daily).

gains per hectare
iviht
significant. The analysis of variance shows thai tLive
there were significant differences (--..01)
The liveweight gains per heCtare are estirttated
firlal tire productl of the animal days per hectare
between fields within a stocking rate and that
there was a significant interaction Iietweer
and the average daily gain per aninral. For tile
treatments and fields. However, over tile wholemo stocling rates studied, tire following are the
year period tie rates if' gain between the two esrliihnated gains per hectare for the 323 days
stocking rates were again not %ignificant.
un der study.

Stock rate
I. 54 LU/ha
(a) Steers
(b) Sheep
(c) Goats
Total
2. 35 LU/ha
(a) Steers
(b) Sheep
(c) Goats

Averag,- daily train,'
aririal (kg)
.189
.030
.225

Anirial (lays per
hicruectare
rec re
Y
X
x

(54 x 323)
(54 x 323)
(54 x 323)

1iCe L'ie011'ti
ain Ier
(kg)

=

=

32.96
5.23
4.36
42.55

.161
.031

.036

X
X
X

Total

(35 x 323)
(54 Y 323)
154 x 323)

=
=

18.20
3.50
4.07
25.77
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These measurements reflect not only the net
gains obtained per hectare but also the weights
maintained on the he'tare during the 323 days,
even though the animals had gone through
weight fluctuations. Sustained liveweight gains
between 160 and 180 gper day for steers and 2536 g per day for sheep and goats were achieved
during the 323 days. However, for about 5
months of the year production was barely above
maintenance and short periods of weight loss
occurred,

Sl't:('IAI.
ISSII

area than on production per animal, due to the
seasonality of animal growth. Compensatory
gains during the green season will offset losses
made during the dry season. Therefore, whether
to aim for maxintum yield per animal or maxi
mum yield per hectare depends upon pasture
land availability, animal costs, and grazing
managemcnt costs. A high stocking rate requires
higher investment in animals and management
and may run the risk of a shortfall in feed supply,
while cost of land is to be considered in connec
tion with low stocking rates. Heavy stocking rates
no doubt result in tie deterioration of the pasture
over the year, vhile low grazing pressures with
rapid growth periods allow forage to develop and
mature so that individual animal response may
be reduced by low forage quality and reduced
intake ot'
digestil-.- nutrients. Effective grazing
nroagent s, stems in these seasonally marked
dryland areas ,':lve little elasticity in animal
numbers or in the capability of conserving
surphs forage. But the possibility of short
duration intensive utilization of the natural
pasture for high output per animnal and per unit
land area are clearly demonstrated.

The higher stocking rates resulted in both
higher yields per animal and higher yields per
hectare. Higher outputs per hectare at heavier
stocking rates may be expected, but the output
per head decreases under normal circumstances,
This has been tilemost common relationship
found by many workers (McMeekan and Walshe,
1963; Jones and Sandland, 1974; William and
Gillard, 1971). These kinds of relationship were
tiot foLind to be true in this study. While the
cause of the absence of these relationships in
our study may be traced back to the significant
effect of pasture differences, tilepossibilit v
cannot be ruled out that tfhe carrying capacity of
these natural pvstures for short periods of time i:, As tie pasture area used for these experimets
very high. High production per individual aniimal is not cxactly representative of the larger part of
lepe nds on a high level of nutrient intake. If the tire
Province, direct application of these results
quality and quantity of pasture is adequate,
to other areas would tiot yield accurate predic
outlput per animal at high stocking rates may not tions. As one stocking rate cannot be appropriate
decrease. which1may in fact be tile
case in this for the whole grazing year, so one rate cannot be
sLudy.
appropriate for the whole region. 'File optirium
stocking rate cati only be ati optimun range. And
The point of niaximuni yield of aninial product with good knowledge of the past Lire/climate
defines carrying capacity, and this is sometimes interrelationships across the Province, it may be
considered as the optiium stocking rate. But tie possible to use the infortoation inthis study to
optitium stocking rawc is also that which allows
make extrapolations. One niay argue that even
grazing aninmals to produce at the niost ccono- extrapolations noay be dangerous onisuch limited
mical rate. Since the rates of gain in the two evidence, but it may also be argued that limited
stocking rates were riot significantly different, c sidence is better than none.
one may be temptedt to conclude from this trial
that the higher stocking rate is aileconomically
better management system. However, the Grazing-maaug(,ment trial (198 2 /83J)
optinium rate will not be exactly tie same fron
year to year because of variations in the weathei
Natural pastures itt the dryland areas are
An increase in grazing pressure results in in- normally grazed continuously, as they form the
creased animal yield per unit of land only up to main source of feed for the livestock of small-scale
a point. The correct decision about stocking rates farmers. Continuous grazing, especially in un
thereftire catt only be properly based oina much controlled situations, results in seasonal over
larger body of knowledge over a range of good grazing and undergrazing, since the number of
and bad years.
livestock kept by small-scale farmers remains
more or less constant. Alternations of rest periods
Within the dryland environment, it would be with grazing periods increase the output of her
expected that the variation in climate would have bage dry matter, although not necessarily of nutri
a greater effect on animal production per unit cnts available to the animal (Spedding, 1965).
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Since digestibility of herbage falls with maturity,
the mere accumulation of dry matter may be of
only limited benefit to the animal under these
circumstances. A desirable grazing-management
system, especially where herbage production is
markedly seasonal, would seem to be that which
combines the efficient use of the herbage during
the season of flush growth with a rest period that
allows the herbage to grow further for use during
the season of no growth. This would be some
form of "deferred" rotation grazing. The itssumed advantages of rotation grazing include the
more efficient utilization ofherbage, the provision
of resting and seed-setting opportunities for the
more desirable herbage species, and the coinsequent avoidance of undesirable changes
induced by selective grazing (McKay, 1971).
The objective of this trial was therefore to
compare the performance of animals grazed
under continuous-grazing management with
those grazed under a rotational system of management. It is well recognized that small-scale
farmers cannot be expected to fence a number of
paddocks to operate a complicated rotational
grazing system. It seems possible, however, that
farmers can demrarcate their grazing lands as
upland, lowland, etc. for periodic grazing punposes without having to fence them, if the
advantages of rotational grazing are found to he
clear. Therefore, the design of the trial, as
dictated by the system within which its results
are bound to operate, is a simple two-paddock
rotational grazing system.
Tables VI and VII give tie weight changes of
sheep and goats at different seasons of the year
under continuous and rotationai grazing systems.
The analysis does noi include the dairy cows that
were part of the treatment groups. This was
because somne cows finished their lactation very
enrly in the trial while others continued even
after the trial was stopped, although they were at
the same stage of lactation at the start of the trial,
As milk production was the main item of interest
in measuring treatment effect, it was not possible
to make valid comparisors since the response
was confounded with the lactation length of the
animals. For this reason, the cows were excluded
from the analysis, although they were kept on the
trial throughout, in order to maintain the grazing
pressures prescribed for the treatments.
It will be observed in the two tables that there
was great variation in weight gains between
seasons. Grazing management, however, had

very little influence on the weight changes of
either sheep or goats. There were no statisti
cally significant differences In rates of gain
between continuous and roation grazing duiring
any season of the year or over the whole grazing
period.
Goats tended to have higher rates ofgain during
both dry seasons under the rotational system.
With sheep, the reverse was true; i.e. they
gained less during the dry season under the rota
tional system than under the continuous system.
The differences in both cases were, however,
not significant. The goats may have taken
advantage of their ability to utilive whatever
browse was presentl during the dry season. The
analysis of variance indeed shows field-times
treatment interaction in tie case of goats during
the dry as well as the green season, indicating
that the effect of the management system was
not independent of the pasture differences.
During both green seasons sieep made slightly
higher gains with rotational grazing than with
continuous grazing, although again the differ
ences were not statistically significant. With
goats there was no consistency in the effect of the
grazing management on rates of gain (luring the
green seasons.
Both sheep and goats made greater gains (50
to 100% more) during this grazing-management
trial than the sheep and goats that were on the
earlier stocking-rate trial of 1981/82. Sustained
liveweight gains between 43 and 46 g per day
were achieved by sheep and goats respectively
during this trial, as opposed to 25 to 36 g achieved
during the previous year. The outputs per animal
and per hectare were similar for both continuous
and rotational grazing itanagements.
It is recognized that long-term effects on
pasture productivity, which in turn will influence
animal productivity, cannot be determined front
a one-year grazing-management trial. It is
possible that the rotational paddocks have been
more uniformly grazed, which might result in
better managed and more productive paddocks
for subsequent grazing. However, findings in
this study are in agreement with work done on
grazing systems in temerate areas (McMeekan
and Walshe, 1963; Stobbs 1969), in which it was
concluded that, with equal stocking rates, graz
ing methods show negligible differences in
animal production,
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TABLE VI-THE INFLUENCE OF GRAZING MANAGEMENT (CONTINUOUS VERSUS ROTATIONAL GRAZING) ON WEIGHT CHANGES OF SHEEP
AT DIFFERENT SEASONS OF THE YEAR WHEN GRAZING NATURAL PASTURES AT THE NATIONAL DRYLAND
FARMING RESEARCH STATION, KATUMANI

Periods (seasons)

,

c
r)

Dry

Green

Dry

Green

Whole year

2/8/82- 3/11/83

3/11/83-27/1./33

27/1/83- 8/4/83

8/4/83- -4/7/83

2/8/82-4/7/83

Number of days
93
Grazing manage
ment'
Continuous
Number of animals
18
Initial average
weight (kg)
17.2
Final average
weight (kg)
18.8
Average daily gain (g)
17.3

>
z>n

84

70

87

336

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

I

z
0

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

Rotational
18

L

-4

-<
17.2

18.8

18.4

23.7

24.4

27.8

18.4
13.7

23.7
57.5

24.4
71.6

27.8
56.7

27.2
41.1

32.2
55.9

27.2
32.2
56.6

17.2
32.7
46.2

17.2

0

32.2
44.7

>

X

Summary of the analysis of variance
Source

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

Treatments
Fields
Error
S. E. (Treatments)

1
I
33

115.9(NS)
28.8(NS)
87.8

I
I
33

1776.6(NS)
!779.4(NS)
543.3

I
I
33

2789.6(NS)
165.9(NS)
915.4

1
1
33

8.4(NS)
73.9(NS)
351

I
33

21A.(NS)
327.6(NS)
80.9

2.2.

3.6

7.1

4.4

2.1

* = The stocking rate for both continuous and rotational grazing was similar and was adjusted to .54 LU/ha(1LU = 250 kg).
NS = Not significant
F,,

r

TA BLE VII-THE INFLUENCE OF GRAZING MANAGEMENT (CONTINUOUS VERSUS ROTATIONAL GRAZING) ON WEIGHT CHANGES OF GOATS
AT DIFFERENT SEASONS OF THE YEAR WHEN GRAZING NATURAL PASTURE AT THE NATIONAL DRYLAND FARMING
RESEARCH STATION. KATCMANI

Period (seasons)

t

Dry

Green

Dry

Green

Whole year

2/8/82- 3/11/82

3/ 1/82- 27 1'83

27 '1 83- 8'4/83

8,4/83-4,7,83

2 8'83-47 83

93
Number of days
Grazing manage
Continuous
ment (*)
18
Numberofanimals
Initial average
15.7
weight (kg)
Final average
17.3
weight (kg)
16.7
Average daily gain (g)

84
Rotational
18

Continuous
18

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

336

87

7,
Votational
18

Rotational
18

Continuous
18

Con'inuous
18

Rotational
18

15.7

17.3

17.4

22.5

22.7

26.5

26.5

15.7

15.7

17.4
18.8

22.5
61.1

22.7
61.1

26.5
53.6

26.5
66.3

30.6
45.0

30.0
40.6

30.0
44.1

42.8

z
L)

N

Summary of the analy-i, of variance
Source

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.
I

I
33

39.3(NS)
180.5(NS)
78.9

MSS(F)

d.f.

M SS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

d.f.

MSS(F)

.925(NS)
1776.6*
238.7

I
1
33

67.8(NS)
7744.0***
519.9

I
1
33

179.1(NS)
3763.8*
508.8

I
1
33

21.8(NS)
327.6(NS)
80.9

z
>
n

Treatments
Fields
Error
S.E.
*

33
3.6

5.4

The stocking rate for both continuous and rotational grazing was similarand was adjusted to .54 LU/ha(1LU

1%
***= 1%
**=

N.S.

2.1

5.3
250 kg).

m
Z
>
z
M

r,

Not significant
Ln
rn
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SUMMARY
The primary source of feed for livestock on
small-scale farms in the dryland areas of Eastern
Province is the natural pasture. inprovement in
the management and utilization of this important
feed resource should thus be an essential point of
departure leading towards a positive and more
productive livestock-fet-ding

system. To effect

this improvenent, it is essential to establish tihe
major factors that limit tie productivity of pasture
in order to specify the contributions it makes
in
the overall feeding plan.
Two trials, a stocking -rate trial and a grazingmanagement trial, were undertaken from 1981 to

1983 on the natural pasture landsofthe Katunoani
Research Station. Although Katumani itself is

not entirely representative of tile
grazing lands of
the dryland areas as a whole. it was believed tha.
relationships established between stocking rates,
grazing management, and aninial responses
could serve as a good basis for making reasonahle extrapolations tootler areas of the Province.
In order to carry oit tile expcriments in the
context of tileprevailing farming system, tile
design of both tilestocking-rate and grazingmanagenment trials was kept sim ple and relevant;
i.e. two fixed stockiog rates that are assumed to
be close to the optinium were used to define the
response relationships between stocking rates
and animal perfornmarnces, and a simple twopaddock rotation-grazing system was comnpatred
with a continuolius grazing systern to study the

effect of managernent

SI'TIAI. ISSUE

gains of between 160 and 180 g per day for steers
and 35 to 40 g per day for sheep were achieved
during a year's cycle.
During the green seasons, however, rates of
gain were as high as 90 g for sheep ani goats and
250 g for steers, clearly showing the possibility of
.hort-duration intensive utilization of tilenatural
pasture.

The liveweight gains per hectare per year
'mgedfrom 25 to 43 kg it-li optinum stocking
ktu
oi
rate.
Grazing nanagenent had very little influence
ol weight changes. There were no significant
differences in rates of' gain hCtweeit ContintIoIs

and rotation grazing during any seasons of the
year or over the whoc-year period.
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reasonably high rate ot dry-matter accumulaion
from niatLral pastures, and was the result of
improvermenit made by bush clearing alone.

Trends in nutritive values, especially crude protein, followed the sante pattern as drv-niatter
yields and values of 9.0 and 10.0%,were obtained
during December arid April.
Mean liveweight responses front steers, sheep

arid goats at different stocking rates showed

pronounced seasonal variations. Over the whole-

year grazing

cycle,

however,

no

significant

differences were observed between aninals graz-

ing at the rate of .54 LU/ha and liose grazing at
the rate of .35 LU/ha. Comnpensatory gains
during the green season offset tile
losses lade
during the dry season. Sustained liveweight
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on] animal responses.

Herbage yield of the •natural pasture was most
closely correlated with high precipitation and was
heaviest du'ing May and ,ltte. Total aninal drymatter yields of 2,147 k, per hectare were
obtained fron clipping leaslrenents. This is a

t"
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STOCKING RATES, GRAZING MANAGEMENT AND LIVEWEIGHT CHANGES
1121 Speddng, C. R. W. (1965). Grazing management
for sheep.HerbageAbstract35:77[13] Stohbs, T. H. (1969). The use of Vive-weight gain
trial 'or rasture evaluation in the tropics. The
mteasurement of large pasture diffrrences. J. Br.

Grassland Soc. 24:177-83.
1141 Williams, W. T. and Gillard, P. (1971). Pattern
analysis of grazing experiments.Ast. J. Agr. Res.
12.
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FEEDING OF DRAUGHT OXEN FOR IMPROVED
AND MORE EFFICIENT POWER
S. Tessemai andE. E. Emnojong
INTRODUCTION
The majority of small-scale farmers in the
dryland areas of the Eastern P-ovince of Kenya
rely on animals as a source of power for land
cuiti%, tion. Table I shows the percentage of
farms owning plough and oxen and the average
number of oxen owned in three farm-size classifications in three localities in the Province. It will
be noticed that the cultivated areas do not increase with an increase in farm size. Regardless
of the sizu of the holding, farmers in all localities
keep, on the average, 2 to 3 oxen. Even when
farmers have large holdings and are able to maintain more oxen, the area cultivated is still limited,
suggesting that the problem is not the availability
of land or oxen but lies with other factors related
to draught-power availability.
Due to the shott growing periods of the bimodal
rainfall cycle, schedules for land preparation are
rigid; tillage time is very linited and the amount
of land a family can farm depends on how much
they can till by the optimum planting dates,
Ploughing and planting are generally late, since
farmers have to wait until after the rains have
softened the ground sufficiently to allow penetra.,
tion by the plough. This is because oxen do not
provide sufficient draught power to break the
dry soi, since they are generally underfed at this
time. Late planting reduces yields by about 6%
per day after the first 20 mm of rain have fallen
(Mbithi, 1972), but completing the basic land
preparation before the rains start can make it
possible to plant early and so take advantage of

2

all the moisture available, to carry out thorough
and effici-.nt cultivation without being hurried,
and to increase the area which can be effectively
cultivated.
The effect of increased and efficient cultiva
tion, apart from increased crop yields, is that
mcre crop residues become available for animal
feeding and more land can be cultivated, to the
extent of including cultivated pasture and fodder
crops in the cropping system. Thus, the develop
ment of improved and efficient draught power is
a very importint link inthe interaction between
crop cultivation and livestock production.
Early and efficient land preparation, however,
requires that oxen are well fed and in good condi
tion to be able to penetrate and break the dry soil
with an appropriate implement. High daily rates
of energy expenditure by oxen are required for
efficient cultivation. It may also require the use
of more, heavier, and stronger types of animal
than the smali-framed Kvmba oxen at present
being used by the small scale farmer.
A series of studie. on the performance of
draught animals were made at the Katumani
Station with the objectives of (a) determining the
type of draught animals best suited to provide
increased and efficient power and (b) developing
appropriate feeding system: that will satisfy the
needs for maintenance and work, based on feeds
available or the farm during cultivation periods.
The results of thee completed experiments are
reported here.

TABLE I-PERCENTAGE OF FARMS OWNING PLOUGH OXEN AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF O(YEN OWNEI)
Lower MacLakos

Southern Kitui

Farm Size (ha)

%

Number

%

Number

0-5
5-10
> 10

54
82
93

2.0
2.4
3.0

22
35
34

2.5
2.0
3.0

1.FAO/National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
2. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
400

Lower Embu
%
5
8
17

Number
2
2
2
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ing time was, 4 hours, which corresponds to pre
sent practice on smlall-scale farms.

EXPERIMENT No. I
draught animals and
In this trial two types of
twb feeding levels were used. The oxen were
indigenous Kamha Zebu and Sahiwal/Friesian
crosses. There were four teams of two animals
each from each type of oxen, making a total of 8
teams and 16 arimals.

In the esccnings the oxen were offered the
concelitratc mixture, composed of grain, grain
by-products, oil cake and minerals. The mixture
P. The group ol
contained 75% TDN and 16%
maintenance level were offered 1.5 kg of this
mixtore pci head per day and the group on 1/
level were led 3.3 kg of the
tines nintenhrce
ix re per enad per dv.

Two teams from each type were fed at mainat I i
tenance level and the other two teams to all
The feed offered
level.
maintenance
times
groups was the same, the only differcnc,_' being
in the level of feeding: grazing on natural pasture
supplemented with a concentrate iixture. All
teams were assigned to work on uniform land,
doing similar and normal agricultural tasks
(ploughing and weeding), and working to a
,,imilar rate and timetable.

The p,:rforrnance of the oxen (in teams) at the
time of ploughing was nieasurcd by draught pull
(using a drawbar dvnamometer), depth and
width of cultivation, speed of operation, area
cultivated per unit of time, and weight gain and
losses during the study period. The ;mplements
used in cultivation \were the inmouldboard plough
and ducksfoot cultivator developed at the station
by another deparltie.

Each team was assigned to an area of 2 ha of
land on which it operated throughout the growing
season. All teams were adequately trained well
ahead of tie start of the trials.
The oxen were grazed on
day, except during times of
these times they worked in
8.30 till 12.30, and were
pasture during the afternoon.

ORAL (iI

RstvIts
The cultivation perforntatoes of two groups of
oxen on the two feeding levels are shown in Table
11. The eorresponding awt:h,-is of variance.
compai'ing the differences hc(cen breeds and
between feeding levels of each breed, arc shown
ilt Table Ill.

natural pasture a'1
cultivation. During
the mornings from
grazed on natural
The effective work-

FABLE II-CULTIVATION PERFORMANCES OF TWO TYPES OF DRAUGIT OXEN ON TWO FEEDING
LEVELS DURING A PERIIOtF 85 DAYS

Treatments
11 X Maintenance level**

Maintenance level*

Item
Average body size
(one pair)
Average depth of
cultivation
Average speed (km/hr0
Average draught
used (kg)
Tractive HP
Average weight loss/
gain (kg)
Average area
cultivated ha/br
ha/day

Zebu

Friesiati-Saliwal
cross

Zebu

Friesian-Saltiwal
cross

626.000

774.000

556.000

862.000

10.750
3.210

13.750
3.140

11.400
2.950

12.300
3.60

96.600 (15.5%)
1.170
-l-6.250
0.072
0.286

88.500(11.4%)
1.020

93.400 (16.8%)
1.020

84.00(9.8%)
0.960

0.069
0.174

0.076
0.303

+24.000
0.073
0.291

*Maintenance level = natural pasture plus 1.5 kg of the dairy meal (75% TDN and 16% DP) per head per day
**1112 times maintenance level = natural pasture plus 3.3 kg dairy meal/head/day
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LAnalysis
z
0

of the data shows that there were no
statistical differences (P>U.05) observed be
tween breeds or energy levels with regard to
speed of operation or depth of cultivation. For
dry-season ploughing, the depth of cultivation of
all groups, which ranged from 10.75 to 13.75 cm,
was found to be acccptable for planting crops and
shallow-rooted grasses and weeds. The
draught required to pull the mouldboard plough
in these soils at a reasonable depth was therefore
not greater than that produced by even the small
Kamba Zebu animals.
Differences in pulling power between energy
levels were also not significant. At both feeding
the Zebu oxen pulled more in relation to
their body weight than the Sahiwal/Friesian
crosses. The type of land worked was a regular
agricultural soil for both types of oxen, and thus
any variation in output was due to type of oxen
not to soil type. The Zebu team exerted force
to 15.5% and 16.8% of their combined
body weight at maintenance and twice-maintenance feeding levels respectively. The Sahiwal/
V
Friesian crosses exerted force equivalent to
11.4% and 9.8% under maintenance and twice
maintenance levels of feeding respectively. It
has been reported that a Aell trained and well
pair of healthy oxen can exert a force equiva
to 10 to 14% of their combined body weights
while travelling at a speed of 2.5 to 4 km per hour
(Goe and McDowell, 1980; FAO, 1972). The trac
efforts measured in our studies are more or
less similar to those reported by other workers,
although the range is slightly wider.
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The Sahiwal/Friesian crosses used a slightly
tractive effort, due to their larger body
weight. This suggests that these animals can
provide the same tractive effort for longer periods
time without becoming tired, while Zebu oxen
may have greater difficulty in maintaining their
strength with the same effort. For these reasons
the Sahiwal/Friesians also cultivated a slightly
larger area of land each day than did the Zebu
oxen. But differences between feeding levels
breeds were not significant.
Differences observed between breeds with
regard to weight changes (gains) during the
operational period were significant (P<0.05). All
animals on both feeding levels gained weight
during the period, the Sahiwal/Friesian crosses
gaining more than the Zebu breeds at both
maintenance and twice-maintenance levels. It
was
that the oxen would be able to consumeestimated
natural pasture
herbage at the rate of 1.5%
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of their body weight and that the herbage would
402
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nlolasses-Ltlea-nineral mixit re. The stover was
ih an alk di solution. Since
cltetiCallv tr;ItL't(
spctcallk stltw rs and straws, are
CVrop residuc.
(f l0\ lotriti\ C \ialc. Ire.atinoCi \ ith alkali solu
lion has beCll Used as a otlllals of increasing the
availability of energy frolt these teed sources
IL)8) ll.Th alkali treatenest solubilizes
lacksont,
the ligno-cellulose layers coating the cell walls
oftIle sltovtr so0 as1 to enable' ite entells, ige of
'it
C slic the C1 \*
t
theS
li rn
the nttitrilits lntad1e available.

Hie supplementary
contain about 40% TDN.
concentrate imtixture contained 75% TI)N. Based
on these assumptions, it \was calculatld that the
oxen on maintenance level were getting 3.00 kg
and 3.5 kg ofTl)N daily, for the Zebu and Sahiikal
Friesian breeds respcclively. Similarly, the oxen
onl I I '-times maintenance level were getting 4.2
and 5.1 kg ofl)N dailly fhr ttle two breeds,

In vic\ of tile fact that all lie oxen g i n'ed
weight at both feeding levels, which was nut
Je energy conintended, it is apparent that
lreatitit \\as eat'lied ot by sprinkling the
surned from file latural past'irc glailg aod
solttlitII, \vhicl was ttsed
u
Urel
Stv'r with a 5
on't ltrate lixtlrc supplemtient was bevond that
as atsource ofIthe alkali. lllollia. neC kilogaln
required ftor maintenance and work tot both
of urea imixe(l itt 20 litres of*water wvas adett+ute
groups. GOC and McDtwell (lq180) reported that
1t \wtl 21) kilogramjs ol stmor. Tht' ,+aterial \,as
an ox weighii,, 35) kg and pulling -12 kg dralght
tl'l stol'td ill ceeit bins for 20 days belore
at a speed ,' 3.2 kltl, It \would require 5.1 kg TI)N
f u"reca as a sourc ulalnnia
Ise
e'
being fed.
for a h-hour period of wrk. exciudillg taillOr calciul
lot alkali trtlll1lt. ill',ts td of sodi tllll
tetlanit.e n1ec{ls. It is not to bIe expctcd that oxen
hetdroxides. \!1iCl are the alkalis cotmnlonly
Canl obtitaill these levels of iDN ul slnall-scilhe
lsed, hitas tte atded iad\lllagc tihal it supplics
tarm. durilng tile periud of land pcparaioo,
ilCh Can be Iuselfd tIlr
ll 1ll pi'Fhitn ililtog'n l
when f'clille is largelv lilmild to dr -s'eattitilial ",\ll sihc o pr)iltili.
o
gralily ol Iill ral paileture and sotll tI o lll
crop residues. ilthe 05-dav feeditg period ill thils
ed
(ltiltermll itti
lil,
tttullenseo
of cultivatihnt
p'riod
.tltdv beoe
incllded a .31-day
tlo lite ltealtedI s tu)\te cottlaitte'l.
;1
a a[I sl)llltelil
a
"
h c
tillth lills
anld i 35-(loy period ofl pla nthnlg
1 ig. t .%(
ll'8
tu,
loiil"tsscs
l-"4; Ilica, iitd tt%
tlitterals. Tis is a citltletcial ptritlctldutll a
AltCr the rains began.
aid \wCCdilg alte Lnhc.
I .1 0 ISt IS 10.1)
K1'lt.
i
st
co
a
t
a
Tis'i
llil
t'li-sI
l
the
the digestible t cfrgv alnd prttein c itlteilt
.2
$j
o
fKh
oflilaCo,
faritn
trittti
some~i
rttfal-tttwit
pct
kg4.
It
is
available
"m-oi
quikly
.ill.t
hc
ot'il
llallralIt)+ge
lut~ovtd
olxetl
thle
and
qulickly
niptro\(d
ittiral tiag
s ti ve wt t hes1
t ti atil il n f le
l lt
i ek. I
i
l
ob v io u sly o b !a illtc d h ig h e r lev els o f l I)N I r.totl
es
c i lie i lio ll
.l
wmalstri tat
pa stu re g l li n gail tltt
ia tu t
tcadily digestibIle enelgy aitd nitrogen sources
illreases tle cliciency of utili/ation of the
estimated; hence they tll made gainls.
lover, li ihis respect, molasse.s itil only im
ltrll\s the palatibilily of lte Stlver, bul also
and in
t.illloVcs tticrobial aitivlty ill tile runillt

EXPFNXIMFNI No. 2

,

Ai important factor that has to be Considered

in the feeding of draught oxel tit smiall-scale
farns is that the supplemental feeds available
durinlg cultivation periods are mainily eli
residlues. Grail, and oil-cake mixtiures are lltot
only expensive but are also nilot rcadily available
(isiitg
to the small-scale tarnier. The plrpotset'
sucht a mixture in Experhtlenit I was to assess tile
ct(ittler a
pertormance tf' title twov tpes IIf' oxn
feeding system (If known TDN levels. The aim of'
subsequent experimets was therefore the
development of imnprved ways of using crop
feeding. l.eastcost
residues for raloll
draught-oxen
wold
baedof+lhce
eedrcsitrce
seem to be the only alternative for thu small-scale
farmer for feeding his draught oxein at ploughig

ItattiCillar is ised i a soturice 01t 'leergy f0r Ihe
ttili/atioti tl the turca. Altihugh ',he mixture used

ill this exper'illill is alsoYcxeilsivC, it is used in
alit) tle citcentrate
tpttuch sttall'r qIlallliics
I, so that it may be
tllitire used in Lxperimnttt
feasible for sittall-scale taritr, tio use it if belle
it',i fitn intprtved draittlgthlerlorniances are
cleallv ltt1iittlld.
The iixture Wis fed alt a level of 700 g per
animal per day. At this level, the urea fed
98 g it l. asstiing a 10kg total dry
mttr
ittake per day from grazing and maize
as approximately
a
dxmate
lttcr the
taeantunl
pe ttfurea
r a from
fedwas
stilvel',
I % , wIhich is the recoimcnded anount of urea

iii the total ratito. The mixture was fed at the

the farm at that time.

sinlc level to both types of oxen, although they
tacre of diftfere',t body sizes. The amount of
supplement used was mainly designed to provide

In this experiment the diet of the oxen was
supplemented with treated maize stover and a

energy and nitrogen levels that would increase
the efficicntcy of utilization of the stover. As the
40)3
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treated stoser was fed ad libiturn, it was expected
that the animals themselves would adjust their
own intake levels,
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above are shown in Table IV. The Sahiwal/
Friesian crosses cut the dry soil slightly deeper
and cultivated a slightly larger area of land per
day than did the Zebu oxen. They also used less
tractive effort (10.9%) in relation to their body
weight when compared to the Zebu oxen (16.5%),
suggesting again that these animals can provide

Results
The cultivation performances of the two types
of oxen under the feeding system described

TABLE IV-CLTIVATION PERFORMANCE OF TWO TYPES OF
TREATED MAIZE STOVER AND MOLASSES, UREA, MINERAL OXEN SUPPLEMENTED W.ITH A DIET OF
MIXTURE DURING APERIOD OF 70 DAYS
(STOVER WAS FEDAD LIBITUM AND SUPPLEMENTARY MIXTURE
WAS FED AT 700 g PER
ANIMAL PER DAY)
Type of oxen
Item of interest
Average body size (one pair) (kg)
Average depth of cultivation
Average speed used (kg)
Average draft used (kg)
Tractive HP
Average weight gain/loss (kg)
Average area cultivated ha/hr
ha/day

Zebu

Friesian

618.000
12.300
2.750
102.000 (16.5%)*
1.130
+55.000
0.081
0.324

X Sahiwal

Cross

916.000
13.500
3.000
100.000 (10.9%)
1.140
-,." 000
-1.088
0.352

*Indicates percentage of body wJght used for draft.

a sustained effort for a longer period of time.
These differences between the two breeds were
similar in magnitude and direction to those
observed in Experiment 1, where the oxen were
supplemented with a grain-concentrate mixture,
The heavier (916 kg) Sahiwal/Friesian team
consimed more of the treated stover (6 kg per
head per day) than the lighter (618 kg) Zebu pair,
which consumed the treated stover at the rate
of
4 kg per head per day. At an estimated TDN level
of 55%, the treated stover + molasses, urea, and
nieral mixture diet would provide the Sahiwali
Friesian oxen with 3.3 kg and the Zebu with 2.0
kg of TDN per day. The natural pasture grazing
would provide an additional 2.75 kg and 1.85 kg
of TDN respectively, from 4 hours of grazing each
day. This brings the daily total feed equivalent to
6.05 kg and 4.05 kg of TDN to the Sahiwal/
Friesian and Zebu breeds respectively. Both
breeds made gains at the end of the cultivation
and supplementation period, as seen in Table IV.
The supplement was fed for a period of 70 days,
which included 30 days before the rains began
and 40 days aftervards. The gains made by both
groups were substantial. Differences in weight
404

gains between the two breeds were not signifi
cant. Here again, the energy consumed from
grazing and supplementation was found to be in
excess of the amounts required for maintenance
and work.
EXERIMENTN.

3

The feed requirement for work is difficult to
quantify, since it varies according to such factors
as the type of work the animal performs and the
duration of the work, as well as the animal's
weight, breed, and age. In the above two experi
nients, the feeding ievels were above the require
ments for maintenance and work, since the oxen
gained weight in the course of the cultivation and
feeding periods. There would be no advantage
in feeding oxen to gain weight during cultivation
periods, since the animals would only lose it
again when supplementation ceased. In a system
where animal feed is already in short supply, this
factor can be of critical importance. The aim in
feeding working oxen should therefore be to
maintain their liveweight rather than allow it to
fluctuate.

I-EDING I),,AUGIIT OXEN FOR IMPROVED POWER

The design of this experiment was exactly the
same as that of Experiment 2, except that the
a
edf suplemngtatiowasreducewithathe
aim of reducing the cost of s-pplementation
without affecting performance. The oxen were
supplmented with urea-treated maize stover fed
ad libilum, plus the mlolasses, urea, and mineral
mixture at the rate of 200 g per animal per day.
The period of supplementation was 30 days,
which included a feeding period of 20 days prior
to ploughing and 10 days of ploughing operations
before the rain, began. Each team of oxen
ploughed an area of 2 hectares during the 10-day
period.

Results
The cultivation performance of the two types of
oxen under the feeding system described above
are shown on Table V. No differences were
observed between the two breeds in depth of
cultivation or speed of operation. The depth of
p!oughing for both groups was deeper during this
trial than in the two earlier trials. This was
deliberately enforced on the oxen to see if other
performances would be affected, but neither the
speed of operation, nor the area covered per day
were affected by the deeper ploughing.
The Sahiwal/Friesians still used much less

TABLE V-CULTIVikTION PR-F1t:ORMANCE OF TWO TYPES OF OXEN SUPPLEM ENTED WITH ADIET OF
TREATED MAIZE STOVER AND MOLASSES. UREA, MINERAL MIXTURE DURING A PERIOD OF 70 DAYS
(STOVER WAS FEDAD LIBIIUM AND SUPPLEMENTARY MIXTURE WAS FED AT 200 g PER ANIMAL
PER DAY DURING PER1OI) OF30 DAYS)

Typc of oxen

Item of interest
Average
Average
Average
Average
Tractive

body size (one pair) (kg)
depth of cultivation
speed (km/hr)
draft used (kg)
HP

Average weight gain/loss (kg)

Average area cultivated ha/hr
ha/day

Zebu
803.000
15.8000
3.200
97.000 (12.1%)*
1.150
-4.500
0.099
0.396

Friesian x Sahiwal Cross
1360.000
15.700
3.400
113.000 (8.3%)
1.400
- 15.000

0.109
0.426

*Indicates percentage of body weight used for draught.

tractive effort (8.3%) in relation to their body
weight when compared to the Zebus (12.1%).
They again cultivated a slightly larger area of
land (0.436 ha) per day than the Zebu breeds
(0.396), though the differences observed were
not large.
Large differences were observed in the weight
changes between the two breeds. At the end of
the ploughing period, the Sahiwal/Friesian
crosses had lost considerably more weight (- 15
kg) than the Zebus (-4 kg). Although the
average dry-matter intakes of treated stover were
similar to those of Experiment 2, i.e. 6 kg and 4
kg per animal per day for the Sahiwal/Friesian
and Zebu breeds respectively, the fact that the
supplementary molasses, urea, and mineral mixture was reduced from 700 g to 200 g per animal
per day must certainly have affected the effici405

ency of utilization of the treated stover and thus
reduced the TDN available from the diet, con
sequently causing weight losses in the oxen
during i.he time of cultivation. The fact that the
Zebus lost less weight than the Sahiwal/Friesians
may indicate that they utilized the treated stover
more efficiently, even though they used more
tractive effort (12.1% as against 8.3%) in relation
to their body weight. In any case, as output in
terms of energy used is inevitably linked with the
energy available from feed, it is obvious that the
oxen in this trial were underfed. However, since
the changes in liveweight were recorded at the
end of the ploughing period in this experiment,
whereas they were recorded at the end of the
weeding period in the two previous experiments,
it is most probable that the gains made by the
oxen in the earlier experiments were made after
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ploughing operations had been conpleted and
when the animals had begun to gain access to
lush green growth from natural-pasture grazing
in addition to the supplemental feeding. Although both groups lost weight, their performances in depth of cultivation, speed of opera
lion, and area of land cultivated per day were not
less than their performances in the two lre\,ious
experiments. when thcv were supposedlv over
fed. Itfollows, therefore. that for short periods
of wrk
beadeuat
t my
to eepoxe
in
ot work it maY be
to keel) oxen ic
fit worl,ing condition by appropriate feeding prior
to cultivation periods, even if they tend to los
weight during the cultivation itself. There is
certai..i., no advantage in supplicrienting oxen
after the ploughing period has ended, as ile
energy requirement for subsequent operations
such as ilantig and weeding, ca l be et frn n
gra z i rg ne-v regrow thof ira tura I tia 5tre Iand.I

SUMMARY
TIhe devclopmcnt of inl)rov-ed arid CffiiCt
aninal draught power is a %cry important link il
tire interactinlbetwc-en cr op)Cltivationl alld I\Cstock produictioni iii -oniall-fari sstcL- s. Ti lv
Co lpletion of bhisic land picparat n before th
ra ins sta rt is versy critica l illthe se d ry la nd
arcas
At present, ploughig and planting are g'2iicrally
carried o
iffter tlhcrains hlave starcd, ,ilk
dratigfit oxen all- t1 weak io break thc cr' sO
before tie rains begin. Feed soulrces irS. scaic C
and feed quality vcrv poor, anld otxeni arc inderfed at tile
time of last lircparatioli. Late

PI
1I('IA.
ISSLU

pluh varying levels of a molasses, Urea, aln(
mineral mixture. Animal pcrforlancc at the time
of culthvation was measured by dIraught pull,
depth of cultivation, speed of operation, area
cultiVatCd per unit of time, and weight gains and
losses during tie study period. The implements
used in cultivation were those that are being
developed at tie station.
No staiisiea
ves observed e
tween brec-ds or difierenees
enecrgy levels
with regard to
p
idequati
and depth of cultivation
Speed of operation
t when
the two types of oxen were fedla maitoetiance
and at I 2-tilics mai rtenance Icvc]. The Sahiwal/
riesians exerted less ho-ce at the two levels of
Fediig than did tle h oxen. ile cosshreds
ploughed slightly d-eper and orkec at a slightly
fh t rgh
ed li h
e er a
wtfr
h
ia ricghtly
faster speed than the Ze
ous.
These perforrianees
we r' ohbserved wSle i t le O(Ix wer-.
v
onla (liet (if
natural pasturc grazing
supph!enielted with a
LVaiti
ad til-cake Conicenitrate mixture. When the
stiplcnicilary fccd% was changed toi a diet of
rt

riiai/C

StOVer

this molasscs. urea, and

ioral mistire CAlilato provide adctuate
cniegy Iolniiain tenlalice al\l work, the cultivation
pc rforil
liccs Of ilc.'
tIO ty'pces lf oxcn were
similar ill Imagniitid- and directim
l is Cf %tec- tc e
wec- Sui l en Itlthose
ted with
11
L.g
r
n
cclle
e
t
at
lcle.
ll
T h es feeding
fed i ng
tic grainl
llicc1tiaic- rIixt
These

igilires were star'c-( at
cast 30 cays prior to
cultivation and wre con,inued for 40 days to
lilc-c planting and weeding operati-ns. As
"ceding operations \\ere carried olt after tile
liils o
tile
lIecl had access to good quality
r, tOrag fron latUral piasture grazing , tilestipple
redues crop1yield )!-i abouit ti', pecr (lay afteIll,the
a.
edn
\'t On 0h ileCS
ftl
first20 mill o)f
rainl hiac fallen. It is thefi'fIre
ltwier
.yfceuirg
wts found
elnIrgs'
c iniexccss carried!
rceclirc-ientrs
lt tihe
for ihicto Iperationls
important itdevclhlp appropriate fediiig sxsterni
o
that will satisfy tice ned for nraintcn-icc ad
aiil tieef'o
of tic c - n nd i eeig
efficient draught pow-r production(for work * pris ait
cl!
rcen
df ti-h cultivation at
fec ling
Froni increased and efficient cultivation,
alal't
r i.itcl
ductle lsveri
fecig thle)pe t lost
Of
from increase (]crop vielh s, iore crop residlesi
sh
lit
, tt e r d
fecdlg
O X-ll l l
become available
aninial
and lorce terriis
teigt of (Ic-ltt
lan cn for
b chia~c,
but their
o te fecding
xtIVofincudng
cu liationtspeedt
peredOrnrance
tin
uit cutltivationi
of lipetatilin,
land ean be cultivate-d ,itl til- extent it including
ad aita f' land cultivatcd per day was not less
culti\ated pastill-C a cIlfodder crops ill ilt
cropping system.
fcdal
n
fed highvr leve
lcvul, hf
of ene
energy .
A series of studics wcrc made oti lte pcrh sc rslts idicae that, given tice iliple
formances of draught aimrias with the objectisCe
nMUM
ts ised
at prSCnI tic rc
t
Iuld be
ino ir
of determining the type 4animnl aln (le feeding
system best suited to provide iit'casel arid
tagc ii ising crossbred oxer 11'cr indigenous
efficient power or) Small-scale fariis
breeds. PrO)Iperly
adCliiatcty
indigcnous
oxen aind
lerforl
.5 ws'ell sipl)leiiclnteCd,
as the bigger

Two typies of experi nrc-ta aiinlials, indigerillis
Zebu and Sahuiwal, Friesian crossbrecds, \\ere
used. They were grazed on niatural pasture anld
supplemented with either a grain and oil-cake
concentrate mixture or swith treated maize stover
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and stronger crossbred anihals. As a tircc ftune
tion of their larger bcdy weights, the crossbreds
requi re moie fcdlIran the Zeb txel
andtalso
requnire more care and attention. These facts (t
not justif'y their use as draught anirials under tihe

feeding systems described, unless draught requirements are changed because of the development of new and improved implements.
Both breeds of oxen performed reasonably well
in terms of depth of cultivation, speed of opera
ton, and area of land ploughed per day when
they were on natural pasture grazing and were
offered a supplementary diet of treated maize
stover fed d libitum plus a small amount of a
molasses, urea, and mineral mixture. Soil conditions apparently did not dictate greater tractive
effort than could be provided by the oxen when
they were at these energy levels.
The "ise of these small levels of supplements
for feeding draught oxen for short periods of titc
prior to cultivation would seem to be warranted
when one assesses the economic consequences of
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early ploughing and planting and the consequent
increase in productivity per hectare, as well as
the possibility of increasing the area cultivated
per unit of time.
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UTILIZATION OF MAIZE AND SORGHUM STOVER BY
SHEEP AND GOATS AFTER FEED-QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
BY VARIOUS TREATMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTS
S.

T'essetaatdlE.E. lEinoiong2

INTRODUCTIION

lignin content. A low-lignin mutant would thereCbrp hrcof great use in tle improved utilization of
these residues by livestock.

Crop residucs and farm hy-products are the
most readily available livestock feeds and
sometimes the only feeds available during tbe
Inmprovement of the nutritive vaILie of these
dry seasons in dryland areas. Although maize
fecdstuffs call be achi eved( through (a) treatment
stover is the most abundant residue, others, like
methods that increase the availahility of nutri
sorghum stover, millet stover, pigeonpea stover,
tlts, and (b)suppler entation imethods that add
cowpea leaves, cassava leavcs, ad groLiiidiiiit
deficielit nutrients or correct nutrient inil alanccs.
vines and haulnis can also be found illvarious
It has been established by nunicrous research
quantities. The majority are bulk vind lpo r%olrkcrs(.Jackson, 1978) that processing f poor
quality cellulosic roughages with high fibre, lo(1 qality roughiages by plhysical ad
chemical
protein, poor mineral coinposition and low
lia is can considerably increase the availability
digestibility. Weathering front imiproper [ostot nltrients front these feeds. In his review,
harvest storage causes major loss s of'tnltriens
Jackson reported that 10 to 201)% incre ents in
and the quality further deteriorates.
ecause of
digcstitily ind moc than 100 % increnints in
the difficulties arising fron thestc tactOrs,0' Nt a
votuntail- " intakC Clll he achieved liv processing.
small part of the thousands ofttols ot the ,se r_',i- PIhysical treatiillets, ',tcl as choppiing do not
dues available is used as feed and, where aitt
iltrase digt stibili'v but have tilt advlilliage of
when used, tile efficiency ofutilization is very lw.
Itdtii ing wastageS by prevTeltilig setlctcion 1) the
alifiiah. It mlay also increase the ailliilit tcoiii
Altho gh these feedstuffs have at the present
Miliied.
liniiyal treatileit i,biased oil sotibili
tinie so ie impo ta nce ill the feeding of ftarn
iLi ' ll'd. ' i C Ctl
lrnL t i lt l tei
ii
animals, their production and utilization are
. l s lt t 1iglint clis.e aeSof coiti lit
cell
likely to increase further in the future, since (1)
crop production is likely to increase fIllowing
fit'e digsftivc Iract to digest t' liiitri ' its lilde
increases il aICeagCS aid tech,lical inpuitsv
ild
aItilllh. (r;lniiiaceoiiS lignil all)l)Ciars
to he
L'Onltittitc.d of plvinly
cri/ted sublstituted pictltyl
(2) acreages of grazing lands and lands inder
e ii
iii
Po lli dt
i it
fallow are likely to be reduced. The developmient
acid, teri-ed tY
ln .I"iollh'
o
s
of suitable methods that iiiprovc the utiliation
thIarkiii, 1973).''l'tllnll'' "'i alkli saPo
L ihes
of' these feeds should therefore be given high
this l ili e it incii se suii
tt
ll i
odiut
priority in aninial-feeding-aid -niiragctient redigt'stiiilit 'is ililcreaeld Ii',
st.l
irially. Sodiumii
search programncs espccially with regard t
%ito i e i s temi
trt l
tpiedt
lo
the finding of solutions to problems of dlry-seasonii
o idt ireld chemical treatiliLCt a
01'lied
t ip r
animal feeding oi small-scale farms.
[iiiicsiiig
iif"low-i]utality
q).
liy Sr. igl
iges .' lie techniques
rouiigh.ages (if
t initlrove
toi
lieiiioal
Being deficient in several nutrients and conth 'it qullity have been practised in Europe and
taining a number of' factors that limit ONptiuni
North America for a liig time. These involved
utilization, these feed resources are of little value
alkali treatlient with large vilIunles of solution
when fed as they exist. Lignin is the principal
(so,.!king) as well as treatment under high ten
factor, giving them a low nutritive value. Lignifiieraires and pressure cooking. Obviously, such
cation is promioted by high envirolnmental
hig i-,po,'cred technologies have n( apiplicability
temperatures and the short photo-periods
iosmall-s: ale farms. They will have tI be iiodi
characteristic of the tropics (Deinum , 1976). fie
led aid iiade siiile and iexpesive to fit ile
development by plant breeders of stiff'-stalked
5,,cio-ecollinic status of the small-scale farmer.
and insect-resistant varieties of maize and
sorghum may also contribute to the increased
With respect to supplementation, it is re
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cognized that conventional energy and protein
feeds such as grains and oil cake are not only
unavailable but are also too expensive for the
small-scale farmer. It is therefore necessary to
consider cheaper, preferably home-grown,
supplements, e.g. fodder shrubs such as Leucaena leucocephalaand pigeonpea stover. These
feedstuffs, being high in nitrogen and energy,
are used in small quantities, and should greatly
improve the efficiency of utilization of poorquality roughages.
The objectives of the experiments undertaken
were:
1. to determine the effect of farm-level alkali
treatment of maize and sorghum stover
ui.on chemical composition, in vitro drymatter digestibility, and voluntary intake;
2. to determine the effect of supplementing
maize and sorghum stovers with molasses,
urea, minerals or the fodder plant Leucuena
leucocephala and pigconpea stover upon
the performance of !:heep and goats;
3. to determine the cost/benefit relationships
of treating and supplementing stovers with
weight changes in sheep and goats fed with
these materials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Maize and sorghum stover were used without
distinction in all trials,
2. The stover was choppc d by a hand chopper to
lengths of 2- 3 cm.
3. Simple farm-level equipment, e.g. buckets,
garden sprinklers and hay forks, were used
in the preparation of the treated stover.
4. The alkali employed in the treatment was
NaOH. The optimum NaOH treatment rate
of 5% (as recommended by other workers,

e.g. Jackson, 1978) was adopted in considera
tion of costs and ease of handling.
5. The chopped stover, spread on a cement floor,
was sprinkled with NaOH solution so that it
was uniformly wetted. This was achieved by
mixing 1 kg of NaOH in 20 litres of water.
which would be adequate for wetting 20 kg of
s~over. The material was continuously turned
over by hay fork while being sprinkled. The
material was left on the floor for 24 to 36 hours
before it was fed. A fresh batch was prepared
daily.
6. The supplements used were molasses, urea,
and mineral mixture, the fodder plant Leuca,
no I,,uoc,,phala. and residue from pigeonpea
crops. The molasses, urea, and mineral mix
lure was reconstituted with water and sprink
led on the stover. The Leucruna and the
pigeonpea residue were chopped and sprink
led on.
7. Growing sheep and goats (both male and
female) were used in all these trials.
RESULTS AND )ISCUSSION
l.'fect o/5% NaOfi Treatment on Chemical
Composition
llant cell wall, measured by NDF, is the most
fundamental feed characteristic determining
feeding value. This fraction is only partially
available, depending upon the degree of lignifica
lion. Table I shows that treatment decreased this
component by 14.6 percentage units, thus
bringing the level of cell solubles of the treated
stovers from 14.2% to 28%. The amount of cell
solubles of a feed determines the proportion of
completely available nutrients. The cellular contents comprise the bulk of the protein, starch,
sugars, lipids, organic acids, and soluble ash.

TABLE I-EFFECT OFNaOH (5%)TREATMENT UPON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANDIN VITRO
DRY-MATTER DIGESTIBILITY OF MAIZE STOVERS

Composition (%)
NDF
ADF
ADL
CP
IVDMD

Untreated
stover

Treated
stover

85.80
51.00
5.60
3.19
35.90

71.20
49.40
5.60
3.86
44.50
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Treatment thus increased the soluble and easily
digestible portions of the stover. The acid
detergent fibre (ADF) consists of cellulose,
lignin, silica, and other acid-insoluble minerals.
In Table Itit is shown 1hat alkali treatment
resuited in only a slight ecrease of ADF. The
hemicellulose content decreased considerably ,
from 34.8 to 21.8%. indicating an extensive
degradation of this fraction by alkali treatment,
rendering it more readily available for digestion.

SPECIAL ISSUE

As expected, lignin, which is essentially
indigestible and also the principal factor limiting
the availability of the cellulosic fraction, was not
affected by alkali treatment. The crude-protein
composition remained virtually the same after
treatment.
Eff'cto5%NaOH Treatment on
Digestibility
'Fhe most reliable technique for assessing the

TABLE Il-EFFECT OF NaOH (%)TREATMENT ON INTAKE OF MAIZE STOVER BY SHEEP AND GOATS
(JI.Y/O(Tl'OBFR 1981)
,\;vcrage DM intakes (g,'ariinal/day
Chopped maize stover as the onl
source of feed

Animals
Sheep and goats (48)

Chopped maize stover plus natural
pasture grazing

Untreated

Treated

Untreated

Treated

650'

674"

470'

715"

a, b Means with different superscripts were different at the P 0.5 level.
effectiveness of any treatment method is to gen (NPN) should improve intake and digestibi
determine tile difference in in vitro digestibility
lits' beyond \%,hat was achieved by treatment
between treated and untreated stover, since such
alone.
values are not influenced by aninal factors. 'file
5% NaOH treatment increased in itro dryEOli-c toI5% NaOltTreatmient onlIntake
matter digestibility to 3.5%, as shown in Table .
Dry-iattcr intake values of treated aid un
This degree of improvement was expected,
treated stover using sheep and goats are given in
According to Jackson (1978), roughages treatedable II. When stover was the ony feed offered,
with 4I--S kg NaOli100 kg have rarely' beeni
wot t in have increased digestibility b more
sheep and goals consumed 650 and 674 g dry
than It percentage units, whereas when,
r matter per day for untreated and treated stover
level of percentee uitsre
s w
higher
respectively, sh.owing no significant difference
levels of'NaOH were used (7--9) digestibility
inintake (tie to treatment. The measurement of
increased
17%.
But should
straw treated
with
8 kg NbyaOasl biuch
100
Of kgas dry,
matter
be fed
volnt-ry
l n a y intake
i t k inn stch
s c a situation
i u t o iss rather
rt e
difficult tand
unrealistic, as ai number of
factors,
mixed with other
ingredients
in
the
diet
and not
sepaatey,
itis omehat
s
npaatalee.g.
levels of ene'rgy arnd protein and the condi
separately, as it is somewhat unpalatable.
tion of tie animal, affect intake levels. In this
Digestibility predictions of such low-quality
particular trial, deaths occurred in both the un
roughages cannot be directly determined as tie
treated and treated groups when stover was the
coefficients obtained do not accurately reflect tie
olIs feed made available. This was because in
nutritive value these feeds have when properly
take levels and the nutrients derived front these
suppllemented. Crude protein is the major factor
levels were not adequate to maintain sheep and
limiting intake and digestibility of low-(, - lity goats weighing on tie average 28 kg. However,
roughages when fed alone (Campling et al.,
intakes were significantly improved (from 470
1962). As seen in Table I, the crude-protein levels
and 715 g per day of untreated and treated stover
of both the untreated and treated stover were
respectively) \%,lien levels of energy and protein in
very low; i.e. 3.2 and 3.9% respectively. Supplethe diet were increased through additional
mentation of such feeds with non-protein nitro- grazing.
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Effect of5% NaOH Treatm'n, and
Supplementation olfMaize atidSorghum
ont A nimalPer/irmanee

niented with various forms of stover during tile
Ory and wet seasons.
Gains made during the dr season (Table I11)

In the earlier part of the study on voluntary
intake, when stover was the only source of feed
made available to sheep and goats during a
127-day feeding period, all animals lost weight
considerably, ,.nd sonic even (lied, on both
treated a I untreated stever diets. In the following series of studies we compared the performance of grazing sheep and goats when supple-

by grazing sheep and goaLs were small when
supplemented with both treated and untreated

TABLE Ill-I-E

EI:FFCt ON NaOlt !

stover, although these gains were significantly
higher (P 0.05) than the control group, which
were on grazing alone. However, there were no
significanl difl'erences between weight gains with
untreated and treated stover. Similarly, there
were no signilicant differences betwen \\eight

'IRFATMFNT

AND CON( FINT RA!IE St IF'

NtFNIA ItION Of1!

MAIZE AND SORG t UM STOVF.R WIIEN FE1)TO GRAZING StIlI' AND GOA I'S t)IRIN(;TiI )Y SEASON
Treatments
NaOI I-tireated
Untreated
iola/-ts
, rea,
and
i
it eral
Illixii.Iie'

Item of

stover f
inolases, urea
atnd mineral
mixture

Grazing
alone

Untreated

NaOll-lreatcd

(2(X)g'

21) g/

slover

s over

aninialdavy

ainal/day)

No. of a nimals

16.0

16.0

1600

0.00

1.00

No. of davs ol
trials

90.0

90.0

90.00

90.00

()0.01

Initial average
wt (kg)

24.0

24.0

23.)0

23,0

24.20

18.0

25.7

25.50

25.30

26.20

interest

Final average

wt (kg)
Average daiy
gain (g)
Average DM
intake/ day (g)

22

-

.0a

0
1 9 .j

ab

18 .0 0 a

271.0

b

2 1.0 0

ab

22.00

420.00

516.00

730.00

0.51

0.36

0.92

28.33

17.14

441.82

a

Daily feed cost
(KSh.)
Feed cost/kg
gain (KSh.)

-

-

a, b. Means with different subscripts were different at the l'0.05 level.
gains of animals when a limited amount of
molasses, urea, and mineral mixture was added
to the liet. As the control group had a highly
s:gnificant weight loss during the experhnent,4l
period, the gains made by the groups fed various
forms of'stover supplements indicate the value of
even untreated but chopped stover as a dryseason supplemernt. We wvill note that feed costs
per kg of gains made were very high in all cases.
When we consider net gains made we can see
that treatment of stover by 5 % NaOH is a very
411

expensive proposition, at the prescnt prices of
NaOHl.
Diets based solely on low-quality roughages
and non-protein nitrogen (NPN) and minerals
barely provide maintenance requirements for
ruminants (Coombe and Tribe, 1962). These
results have led to the conclusion that low
quality rouglha, s are unsatisfactory energy
sources for protein synthesis from NPN in the
rumen. The inferiority of low roughages as sub

EAST AFRICAN AGRICULTURAL AND :ORPSV R -J(URNA?

strates for NPN utilization is due to a slow rate
of digestion in the rumen. Hence, the utilization
of diets based on low-quality roughages plus
NPN should be expected to improve with alkali
treatment, since treatment increases the rate of
digestion of the total dry matter in the rumen.
This phenomenon was not found to be true in
our studies.

SPI'(AA1. ISSUE

A study was conducted with another group of
sheep arid goats during the wet season (Table
IV). Amounts gained during the wet season were
considerably higher than in the dry season, for
obvious reasons. Analysis of variance shows that
there wvere significant (P 0.05%) differences
between treatments. Slightly higher weight gains
were made by sheep and goats when supple-

TABLE IV-PERFORMANCE OF SHEEP AND GOA I'S
WH1EN FED VARIOUS SUPPLEMENTS WHILE
GRAZING NATURAL PASTURE DURING THE WET SEASON

treat nwnts

Item of
interest
No of animals
No. of days
Initial average
wt (Vkg)
Final average
wt (kg)
Average daily
gain (g)
Average DM
intake/day (g)

Grazing
alone

NaOl 1-treated
stover 4

NaOtl-trealed
stover -

lnoltasseS, urea

molasses, tirea stover -1

mineral mixture mineral mixture

NaOtl-treated
Le'tiuolan *

Untreated
stover -1
leiciuno *

8.0
112.0

8.0
112.0

8.0
112.0

8.0
112.0)

8.0
112.)

35.9

35.0

35.2

35.6

34.6

32.1

39.4

40.4

40.4

38.0

39.0(b)

46.0(b)

43.0(b)

38.00))

_3 4 .0 (a)**
-

21 3.0

290.0

250.0

350.0

*Leucaena h'ucocephala was fed -is green chop and mixed with chopped stover at 20% of the dry matter
offered.
a, b. Means having diferent S lbscripts were different at te P1)
0.05 level.

mented with treated rather than untreated
stover. However, when tle molasses, urca, and
mineral mixture was added to these two forms of'

stover, the animals on untreated stover gained
slightly more than those on treated stover, showing that treatment does not in fact pay.
The Effect oj*Diferent Leve,lsof Letcaeia
Tue ffet oIiftren
Lr''els / euccnaorganis
Supplementation on the Perfiormancei,/Sheep
and Goats
In an attempt to find other, less costly protein

arid energy supplements that can be used with
maize and sorghum stover, the leguniinous plant
Leucaena leucocephalia was mixed with treated
and untreated stover and fed to grazing sheep
and goats. The performances of animals fed
wn n T ble
the s e an d o t h the
er sesup
u pa pdlen
leomher
eent
n ts aar
r e ssh
h o~
w n in T ab le
V.
One known disadvantage

in the feeding of
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Leti'aena to shcep and goats is its high content of
lihe ion-proein amino acid inimosine, which
'results intoxicity in aniimals at high intake levels.

Ilowevcr, it has been observed fhat ruminants in
sonic countries, c g. IHawaii, Mexico, and the

Philipiines, can, take high levels of Letcaena
without deleteriotis ltel'ctk. It is suggesed that
these animals may possess certain micro
nis capable of break ing down thle Mimio
sini li
apii
ofect.
As th fo
'i[w to avoid itstoxic effect. As this fodder
sitiwect good promise as a siupplcenet to poor
quality roughages, it was thought important to
know the level at which Let'caena can be fed to

sheep and goats without danger of toxicity.
Leueoenawas fed at two levels, i.e. 30 anI
50. of the daily dirv-matter intake. There were
1
.
12
grow ing shoats in
each
, c i~iil)osed of
6 l e p a d 6 g t s Th L group
uc i n w s c o p d
fIsheep) andI 6 goats. [lie Lc'ucoenia
s',as chopp~ed
and mixed with chopped
Bana grass ind this
mixture constituted the diet for ithe animals for a

ULTiII.ZA lION OF iAIZ[ AND SORGHUM STOVER

TABLE V-PERFORMlANCE OF SHEEP AND GOATS SUPPLEMENTED WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
LEUCAENA LEUCOCEPHALA
Treatments
50% Li'ucaena

30% Lei. acna

Item of in.erest
No of animals
No. of days
Initial average wt.
(kg)
Final average wt tkg)
Average daily/gains/
loss (g)
Average DM-intake/
day (g)
Leucaena
Bana grass

Sheep

Goats

Sheep

Goats

6.0
48.0

6.0
48.0

6.0
48.0

b.0
48.0

15.70
16.00

17.0
14.3

15.6
17.0

16.7
14.6

i 1.07

-95*

46.8

453.00
126.00
327.00

474.0
132.0
242.0

456.0
212.0
235.0

-76.4
416.0
196.0
218.0

*One goat in this group had severe diarrhoea for 8 days.

period o" 48 days. The results of this trial are
given in Table VI.
nhe trial was conduc ed during the dry season
and weight gains in general were aw. In erage
tream0nt
daily gains made by the different
there were no significant differences (P 0.05)
ith
observed bttween animals supplemeted
treated stover, treated stover plus rnolasssurea-rineral

mixture,

treated

stover

groups and all groups were fed ad libttum. With
only one such trial, involving a small number of
animals and a short period of time, it is doubtful
whether we can at this time conclude that sheep
can handlh high intake levels of Leucaena better
than goats. Additional studies along the same
lines are being unldertaken in ordcr to draw
definite conclusions.

plus

Leucaeno, and uitreated stover plus Leucaena.
This indicates that Leucaena, a much cheaper
and home-grown supolement, when fed at 20%
of the dry matter intake, can effectively replacthe molasses, urea, and mineral mixtures fed at
200 g per animals per day. The daily weight-gain
differences between these treatments also shows
that it is uneconomical ',o treat stovers when
ohe
ical
thait is une
Leucaena is available,

Lj 'fctqf 5% Urea Treatment atdSupplementation ofMaize Stover with PigeonpeaResidue
o).Aiimal Perfrnzance
In view of our findings that cost benefit rela
tionships did riot warrant the use of NaOH for
treating low-quality roughages, it was thought
that urea may offer a better alternative, due to
fact that it is cheaper and readily available to
the farmer as fertilizer. It is also easier to handle.

It will be observed that at both 30% and 50%
Leucaena levels goats lost weight, while sheep
made gains, gaining significantly more at the
50% level than at 30%. The sheep were a mixture of Red Masai (indipznous) and Dorper
(exotic) breeds, while the goats were a mixture
of Galla (indigenous) and Small East African
breeds. Apart from the goats losing weigh, and
one goat from the group on 30% Leucaena
developing a severe care of diarrhoea, there was
no other observable toxic effect. There were no
differences between the dry-matter intakes of the

Jackson (1978) and Sunstol et al. (1978) have
shown that ammonia can be a good alternative
to sodium hydroxide in the treatment of low
quality roughages. The use of ammonia foralkali
treatment has the added advantage that it
supplies non-protein nitrogen which can be used
for ruminal synthesis of protein. Ureac innused as
a source of ammonia.
In this trial, urea at a concentration of 5% of
stover weight was dissolved in water and the
solution was sprinkled on the chopped stover.
413
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The wet material was put it,small bins covered
with a plastic sheet and weighed down to prevent
the ammonia from evapo ating. The material was
stored for 20 days to complete the trea.tment
process before it wa, fed to the animals. Amionia is a slow-re:acting alkali requiring processing times v, several (lays (Waiss et al.,
1972). But a sh rt treatment time v'as necessarty
since farmer- do not hav.e large storage capacity
and must :iake small amounts at a time. The
stover tu ned dark in colour and had the distinct
smell ,'iammonia even after the material dried
out, indicating that treatment was effective.

SPECIAL ISSUE

Table VI shows the performances of sheep and
goats when fed urea-treated and -untreated
maize stover mixed with pigeonpea residue while
grazing iatural pasture during the dry season.
Intakes of growing sheep and goalu, on treated
stover plus pigeonpea residue averaged 200 g/
animal/day, while similar animals *)n untreated
stcver plus pigeonpea residue averaged 200 g/
animal/day. The weight gains made reflected
th, , differences in ntake levels. The animals on
treated stover plus pigeonpea residue gained 71
g/day while those on untreated stover plus
pigeonpea residue gained 77 g'day. Improve-

TABLE VI-PERFORMANCE OF SHEEP AND GOATS WHEN FFD UREA-TREATEID
AND -UNTRFATED
MAIZE STOVER MIXED WITH PIGEONPEA RESIDUE WVHILEGRAZING
NATURAl. PASTURE DURING THE
DRY SEASON
Treatments

Item of interest
No. of animals
No. of days
Inital average wt. (kk)
Fina average wt. (kg)
Averige daily gain/ animal (g)
Avera,, DM-in ake/day (g)

Urea-treated maize stover 4pigeonpea residute*

Untreated maize stover +
pigeonpea resid ne

8.00
88.00
17.52
22 50
77.00
229.00

8.00
88.00
17.93
24.20
57.00
200.00

*Urea trcaiment was at 5% level aid the material was fed after being treated
for 20 days in an airtight bin. Pigeon
pua ro ,.s
fed as green chop and mixed wifh the chapped stover at 50, of the drv matter
offered.

nomn-,s inintake with urea treatment were si ouilt:t
euc-l'aena, while both groups were on natural
tothose obtained previously with NaOlt-treated
pasttire grazing (hiring the dry season. These
stomer. These findings are in cotformity with Irestilts Cu0ld
of course Iave he ienaffected by
those ot other workers "''arrelt vi l., 1974;
differences in pastuire quality in different years
Martyn )r, 1972).
11od the weight,. of the experimental animals. The
Pigeonpea residue is f(tL(t to be a varluable
results indicate, however, that (iets of even
Ieed for supplenmenting rnaize soser. Although
ttreated st(ver supplenented with pigeonpea
roit
as high as it'Waen1 in protein content and
residue, which is found otnalmost JIl farits, will
dry-matter yield, the advantarie that pigeonpa
not only prevent weight losses bLit a!so result in
has over l iycaeni, is that it stays gceen through
h a ~~
 itmodest gains ingrowing
se u u n i s t at ii
'-r
r
sheep and goats during
i th o g h
ltsg
1 d lr
y sea so n.
")ut
the dry season. Wlietn Le(caena
~ tOstopsgrow
in,and becomes (Iry duritig the latter part of the
dry season pigeonpea is still green, and infact is
SUMMARY
removed only because farmers have to prepare
The most readily available livestock feeds
the lane for the next planting season. Average
in the dryiand areas are crop resitdtjes. Although
daily gains made by sheep and goats fed maize
maize stover is the most abundant residue,
stover supplemented with pigconpva residue
oithers like sorghum stover, millet stover, pigeo.
(Table VI) were higher than those made by sheep
pea leaves and tens, cassava leaves, etc. are
and goats fed maize stover supplemented with
found in various quantities. The majority are
41H
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poor-quality cellulosic roughages with high fibre
and low protein, poor mineral composition, and
low digestibilty, which make them of little ,'alue
when fed as the' exist.
I stover by
The treatment of maize and sitrghIun
sprinkling the chopped material with a 5% solition td'NaOH reduced the fibre traction by about
i5% and IredCrCd the soluble fraction More
readily available. In vitro dry-matter digestibilities increased by an average of 8.5% and vol1nttar\, intakes w,rc also substantially improved, by

about 60

when stover was trcatc( with 5

NaOH.

daily when the stover was untreated and 71 g
daily when it was treated.
e'0 o(
an(in fii r, of Li' o
Te o
(1l11ah1 are its ability to withstand drought and
repteat edd Itoliatioil, its high prodtlction of
high palatability, and very high crude
proteinl co.ltCni . 'The ability of the pigeonpea
rcsiduC to remain green wth high protein content
throuitghout the wNhole dry season makes these
feed reCsonrC,s ideal suppliCnlts to add deficient
mllitrictits to correct nutrient inmbalances in the
toraLle

fcedilog of poor-quali!v ron
t1

agcs to livestock oil

small ;artlis of dryaild areas.

Gains made by grazing sheep and goats were

small when stppltincitcd with either treated or

untreated stover during tite dry season, althonugh I
these gains were significatitly higher than the
Il I
howcontrol group oil grazing alone. 1, gelleral,
'
observed
c
\v
differences
significant
ever, no
fed
of sheep and goats
between \%-eight gains
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treated or untreated stover when stover itIOi
wIs the supplemnlnt. When the Cne.2rgy a11d
protein levels of the stover were inmproved by the
1.1
addition of urea, molasses, and minerals, animials
oil the treated stovcr gained better, although
differences were still ,lot significant when cOnjCtMc-i,llncous
pared with those fed untreated stover. Cost/
[4]
benefit relationships indicate that the improvcnieits brought about by ""%alk:dii treatment to
not warrant tile expienditure at the current price
of NaOH. Although supplenentatioti of Ihe
stovers with molasses, urea, and minerals Offters
1.I
a more reasonable economic return thait the
applicability
its
NaOhl,
with
stover
of
treatment
cuestionahle
in small-farm systems is still
because it is tiot easily available to the farmer.
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Supplementation with home-grown pr,/teinatceoils plants such is Llcuna I'coph[ato or
pigeonpea stovcr offered the most econom
benefit. Animals supplemetnted with untreated
naize st ovcr nix¢e.d w ithLt cci'i'n perforn edjusl
treated maize
as wetl is those supplemiented with
Urea, and minerals. Graz
stover plus molasses,
ing sheep and goats, supplent ted with laize
stover nixe d with pigeonpea stover at a one-toone ratio, on the dry-matter basi, gained 57 g

., Walkcr, I-. "., Ir.
.i1z,
I'll Waiss, A. C., .Jr.,
and Garrett, W. N. IW1)72). Improving the digestiti
lily of stravs f 'r ruminant fecd by aquc us anli
noiia.,!. Anit.Sci. 3.5 : 109.
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A REVIEW OF PASTURE-RESEARCH WORK AT KATUMANI,
KENYA (ABSTRACT)
P. F. Wandera I
In early work carried out by Sands and his
colleapues, varieties of Cenchrus ciliaris, Chloris
gayana and Panicum maximum were identified
among the pasture grasses as being most suitable for the area. During initial adaptation trials
some varieties of Pcnnisetun purpureum (local,
from Ghana, and from Cameroon) appeared
suitable for areas receiving about 700 mm of
rainfall, while recent work produced the variety
Bana. Legumes that survived in better years
were
Phascolus
atropurpureus.Dolichos
Clioria argentius,
tenatca, Glycine
javanica,
and
Stylosanthcsgraciis,
For the establishment of pasture grasses a
coarse seedbed is required, to trap most of the
incident rainfall and to shield the grass seedlings
from
sun and
Present
workreduces
shows that
ploughing
after wind.
the first
showers
weed
pinfestaftior
Bete
ft
shoer
ore
w
e e-od
infestation. Because of the poor water-holding
capacity of the local soils the aiding of water
p e n etra tion a n d re te ntio n is ess e n tia l fo r s u c ces s 
ful pasture and fodder establishment. When
water is limiting, fertilizer should be used
sparingly.

1. National Dryland Farming Institute, Katumani
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On dry-season feeding, Rossiter envisaged a
potential system of wet-season exploitation,
based on pasture grasses such as Guinea grass
for the first 4 weeks of the season, followed by
a cut of fodder grass for the succeeding four
weeks, then grazing of pasture for 2-3 more
weeks, and finally the use of cut fodder regrowth.
However, seasonal productivity must be
considered, especially in the March-April "long
rains",
the dry
season
follows,
cover
ing
4-5since
months,
is the
mostthat
critical
in animal
production.
shrubs
been studied as
dry-season Fodder
supplementary have
feeds together with
crop residues.
In the iitereropping system of Leucuena
I
an maize, there has been atsigni
lic
an
d
maize
ran
igli
ticant (12%)
reduction of maize grain
yields.
However, the DM yield of Leucaena and maize
stover under such a system has provided a 0.67:
1.0 nmixing ratio of the feeds. The effect of such a
1 .0 of ra
t
io
f enedosn.
prduc
to sn
level of supplementation on animal production is
at present under study at Katumani.

CLIMATE, GROWTH AND ANIMAL PRODUCTION
IN A RANGE AREA OF KENYA (ABSTRACT)
H. L. Potter1
The paper reports on attempts to develop a
predictive model relating primary (plant) and
secondary (animal) productivity to climate and
soil parameters in a range area. The results
indicate the importance of a "threshold" amount
of water required to initiate growth of the sward
after drought, the role of herbage selection in
animal performance, and the differences be-

tween the effects of defoliation by machine and
by the grazing animal.
Growth rates of 350-400 g per head per day
on a year-round basis are routinely obtainable
with beef steers on unimproved semi-arid range
land without any supplementary feeding, pro
vided that an appropriate stocking rate is used.

1. Animal Production Research Department, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Muguga
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TECHNICAL SESSION 6: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (Mr J. D. Wachira): Eight-live per
cent of Kenyan land receives less than 750 mm of
rain per year and most of this zone is regarded as
rangeland. lmprovement in the management arid
utilization of the natural pasture and crop r--sidues coupled with specified human and livestock population densities are a prercquisite to
increased livestock productivity, which is a in-ljor
source of income in arid and semi-arid areas,
Dr. R. K. Jones: Sonic of you may be amare of
the exciting work by ILCA in northern Nigeria,
where legumes are being grown in
f'odder
banks" which are grazed in the dry season. Work
is now being directed at quantifying the value of
the legumes to subsequent crops grown oillie
area. There are mutual benefits iii integrating the
cropping and livestock enterprises. I understand
that the cropping and livestock enterprises are
segregated in tile Machakos - Kitui area. Wiry
is this so, and does it always have to be that way?

Air Potter: Such work is requireJ , of course, and
has ill fact been planned. However, the lack of
information about the whole subject when tlhe
prograirrle reported was tIlanlned meant that
year-roulnd set stocking was used as tile baseline
s.,st
,i,
for initial examination. The sale of
excess stock during the dry season to reduce
degrala ion requires careful consideration. Tim
ing of sales may have toi take into considera
tion tile season alit y f' requi renints fOr cash for
farri or farnily, as well a, tIe factors of' forage

MrF.P. Wand'ra: The unit farnis iii Machakos

availability, soil conditions,

beneficial it a research programme wcre carried
out to deteriniju the maximunm stocking rate
daring the wet seasons and the optimum stocking
rate during the dry season? This would also re
q uirc close liaison with extension officers and
inproving the marketing system so that farmers
are advised to sell surplus animals during the dry
season to prevent degradation o!' vegetation and
soil.

allilnal condition,

and K itui have both crop and livestock enter-t is ret . Th
st tilroc
ils l hFr
tosale(l
al iiay,
-hee becst
aV iin]c ftfact, , liee if]
thec
illati
prises integrated. Farmners grow crops and keep early ran sea-oi, to allow greater
accumulation
livestock.
of ftorag arid 1iFtIItId covt-selling in Ite dry
Mr A.

M.

Afurtnmi: Different

rate, or
spacing lead to different seedling dtnsities.
which iii turn im ply different rates of dh-llrather
seed

selie. l 11a\ bc too late because degradafttill inay
ahady be ill prlgress.

Ir

An
,
11io Mature
,'l h
,l u

grass -wards
grass wa r

tprobably
pro bably

a c c u n u la t i onfo r a n i n n alfe e d . D)
o ' \ , l c otlrid e r
that farmers could rnanipulate thest' density
la a l ecls to o btaln a dquat +eealy-I feed? If ,.

tinc ide nt
raintill so tli rainwater which rach es the soil is
L Crhilitlv avai
thl. rnlder
tios circumstances

\\oid sull atl adv nta e warrant tIhe additional

( I
'
'
I. t hatc b'ti
reportcd. Of' course these high
Ialtes :l its loig
he sward is sVet. Don't you
it'
think ia F, rtlio , oftlis ril'iritiie
would signi
ailyth
afleet
it aCcLracy o t Your tprediction
l ,,dl,,"

cost?

AJr IVandra: The secd rates normallY rctulirended are tire optirtirri For )M production arnd
seedling competition for ni,:rllts ani space. The
nartipilatioi of rates Csadvaltageolils
loti dilfcr
cnt seed-het prepiarations to elable easislt
establishrient. Buit experiments toiestablish t
advantage of incurring additional cost ill terfs if
supplerientar water arid nutrient applicition
have not be rri hic ini tile scrlli-arid areis.
Air J. K. A lui'o: Taking into accoirt th
physical impact on siil oi'grazing animals and tie
impact of rain oinsuch soil. would \On still rco nm end this high ratc if stockiu g--- 2 ha; htad"

Air 11. L. Potter: Ten years of grazing ar 2 ha
head shows io physical damiage ti the s,ard iir

soil or bush encroachnent, so that for the site in
question the level of 2 ha/head is not excessive.
Mr /. K. Oilvang: Don't you think it would be
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di il a) ho ld c o nsid erab l e w ate r

lr Pwir Ycs,
h
tV
nc
fhe

rs

;f l] lso lil
long period of
sward in the dry season will

It
peIal,
thilcr,
Cel
though l e sward
h eerenial. rIhe result,
i,
ia date da indicate,
Io\%Ccvc, that rainfall a l
may hc adequate as
an i licaion of water availability, rather than the
\ery iuch more coiplex water-balance-derived
ualtutrirarspi:ratio cslilmate.
Dr l 'uc/ir a It is iip rar that we recogrize the
I Or ifOflivestocuk
/i\T SI t is
l Wt ilI r iif'
Ofw
rco gthrough
e h e
rufle
asingrrera:tiur+s
inic'onic
i rcasd productirn of' ieat, rmilk, eggs, and
()uhftr iininial piroducts. rather than as I source of

dlati.h
pf'r.

pOwer aid Inanure for crop production

TECHNICAL SESSION 7

FARMING SYSTEMS AND THEIR
MANAGEMENT

FARMING-SYSTEM RESEARCH:
THE KATUMANI APPROACH (ASBTRACT)
J. K. Mavua t
relevant and acceptable to him and to solve his
farming problems.
The approach operates on the premise that

A farming system can be defined conceptualy
as any set of agricultural elements or components
which are interrelated and interact among themselves. A farming system is influenced by the
physical, biological, and socio-economic environments within which it operates. At the centre of
these interactions and interrelations is the
farmer.
The primary aim of agricultural research is
to increase and sustain the productivity of the

effective agricultural research begins and ends
with the farmer. Three phases are identified:
I. identification, delineation, and description
(dignosis);
2. formulation and generation of technology;
3. testing, evaluation, and feedback under
farmers' conditions, and derivation of farmer
recommendations.

farming system in the context of the entire range
of private and societal goals, given the constraints
and potentials of tie existing farming system.
The farming-system approach to agricultural
research is an approach which seeks to integrate
all research disciplines in the process of identidelineat
f\'ing, deieating, and describing existing parming sstems, problems, constraints, and priorities of the farmer, and his goals and objectives, ill
order to formulate relevant research programmes
which are geared to generating appropriate
technologies which when tested on the farmer's
fields under his own conditions are found to be

Th multi-disciplinary and integrated nature of
the approach is noted as crucial and critical to its
success. It is farmer-based, comprehensive,
prohlem-:olving, dynamic and socio-econonically
responsive. The approach entails mainly applied
and adaptiv: i c-earch which is on-farm based
farrs'
conditions.
The approach makes agrictiltural research
farmher orientated and generates technologies
that are relevant and appropriate to the farmer
and his farming conditions.

I. National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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FARMING SYSTEMS OF SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA:
A COMPARISON
A4iwita R ukanh'ma I

INTRODUCTION

District

Location

This paper is based on three farm-manage ment
studies in three different Locations in the semiarid parts of Kenya's Eastern Province. The
three completed studies are part of a larger farmn'anagement research programme which aims
at providing detailed descriptions of identified,
and quite distinct, farming svstcnis existing in
the drier parts of the Province.

Machakos 2

Mwala

The primary objective of these? studies is o
provide detailed background intormation fo" the
bioiogical and other scientists at the National
Dryland Farming Research Station (NDFRS),
Katumani, so that they may better tailor their

from the respective District Land Offices. as
farms in the selected research sites had been
government demarcated, surveyed and re
gistered. in contrast, the sampling frant' for
Kitui had to be generatel from farm household

rscarch

to

enuneration, because farms in the District are

identified problems facing small farmers in the
target area. Secondary objectives include:
provision of benchmark data for future gauging
of the impact of research/development programmes; provision of planning data for future
investment programmes; and highlighting policy
areas in need of government action.

not yet surveycd. Stratified farm random samples
were drawn as shown in Table I.
Farm stratification and sampling were simpler
and moe precise in Machakos and lower Embu,
-wheresize!; of individual farms were known. In
K
Kitui, on thle other htand, farm -size estimation
axas made visually with the help of farmers at
the time of household enumeration. It is there.
fore quite certain that substantial errors exist
which will tend to obscure intcrclass differences.

programmes

to finding solutionis

METHODS
Following an exhaustive review of the current
literature (non-existent for the most part) on
prevailing farming systems in semi-arid eastern
Kenya, a rapid but carefully planned presurvey
was undertaken which, on the basis of a set of
criteria, led to a preliminary classification of the
target area into fairly distinct farming-system
types. This process was then followed by the
formal study, selecting at least two research sites
(Sublocations) within each farming-system type
so as to capture whatever intrasystem variation
might exist. The three completed studies were
conducted in the following areas:

Sublocation

I. Myanyani
2. Kyawango
I. Kathera
Evurore
Lower Embu
2. Kamarandi
Southern Kitui Mutono
I. Kawelu
2. Kibiuni
Sampling frames for farmers in Machakos and
Embu were compiled front land registers obtained

With these points in mind, certain features
may be noted from Table I. Kathera Sublocation
in Embu District is characterized by a pre
ponderance of very small farms. Severity per cent
of the farms there arc of 2 hectares of less. This
is in sharp contrast with the situation in Macha
kos, Kanarandi and southern Kitui, where,
respectively, 23 per cent, 21 per cent and (prob
ably) less than 20 per cent of the farms are of 2
hectares or less. Two further adverse factors in
Kathera are its very rough terrain and widespread
rockiness, both of which render the prospect of

I. For example: crops and cropping patterns; production techinology; liveock types and owmcrshi p patterns; live

stock-management systems; land-tenire systems: etc.
2. In Nfachakos, the two sublocations were so similar that they were tr-atcd as one research site.
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TABLE I-FARM SAMPLES IN THE THREE STUDY AREAS

(a) Machakos District
Sample

No. farms

Farm size group (ha)
0.1 -2.0
2.1 - 5.0
5.1 - 10.0
10.1 4
Total

25
25
25
25

160
180
180
172

23
26
26
25

692

100

100

(b) Lower Embu
Kamarandi

Kathera
Farm size group (('a)
1.0
0.1
1.1 -- 2.0
3.0
2.13.1 I4
Total

No. farms

0

Sample

No. farms

)
7
14
15
04
100

392
389
154
173

35
35
14
16

50
20
25

37
76
77
340

1108

100

145

531

No. farm'-,

50

Sample
10
20
22
93
145

(c) Southern Kitui
Kibiuni

Kawelu
Farm size gioup (ha)
Lksu than 4
4-- 8
More than 8
Total

Sample

No. farnis

1%

Sample

79
124
212

19
30
51

20
30
50

152
172
312

24
27
49

415

100

100

030

100

mechanizing (or "oxenizing") agriculture practically impossible. Clearly, Kathera will require
special consideration in technology development
and policy design.
Farm resources
1. Land availability
Table 1I gives average farm sizes in each farmsize class for Machakos and Lower Embu.
Broadly speakng, farms in Machakos are still
relatively larger than those in lower Emhu.
Note that already nearly 50 per cent of the
farms in Machakos average 1.30-3.24 hectares
in size, and the trend is definitely towards eveen
smaller farms because of the rapidly rising rural
3. It was not possible to calculate sizes for Kitui.

25
25
50
lO0

population. Thus, in a few \,ears' time, the situa
tion in Machakos is likely to be very similar to
that existing today in lower Embu. The table
gives further emphasis to the special small-farm
problem in Kathera, where the sampled 4.
farms averaged only 2.10 hectares each.
In Kitui, on the basis of the information that
Kawvln 2S'mioc;ttioa1 is 35 kin' in size and Kihiuni
240 km (1979 Kenya Population Census), and
applying the number of households we enumer
ated in each area during the presurvey (Table I),
gross land-holding per household was estimated
at 8.43 hectares in Kawelu and 37.7 hectares in
Kibiuni.
Land quality
Samples of farmers in the three study areas
were asked to name land- and soil-related factors
which they believed limited the productivity of
423
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TABLE Il-AVERAGE SIZES OF SURVEYED FARMS

Farm -size class (ha)

Mean

Standard deviation

0.1- 2.0
2.1 - 5.0
5.110.0
10.1 +

1.30
3.24
7.54
17.80

0.S0

All farms

7.47

7.27

(a) Machakos
0.89
1.73
6.23

(b) Lower Embu
Kathera

Kamarandi

Mean

S.D.

Mean

SI).

0.1
1.0
1.1 - 2.0
2.1- 3.0
3.1 +

0.78
1.57
2.52
5.20

0.23
0.29
0.26
1.90

0.70
1.76
2.88
11.74

0.24
0.35
0.51
7.53

All farms

2.10

1.91

8.65

7.64

their farms. Their responses are shown in Table
Ill.

Embu, particularly in Kathera. These responses
tally very well with our own observations on the

Most of these factors are of course interrelated;
for example, soil erosion leads to soil infertility,
cultivation of steep slopes leads to soil erosion,
soil erosion exposes otherwise subsurface stones
and rocks, and so on. Nevertheless, the factor
mentioned by a consistently high percentage of
farmers in all the areas is soil erosion. This is
followed by soil infertility and sand/rocks/stones,
Steep slopes are a special problem in lower

slate of farmlands in these areas. There should
be little doubt that soil conservaity progranmas
ought t) be Viven a high priority in seni-arid
CKnya.
2. Farm labour
Farm family conposition by age and sex in the
three stu
areas is shown in Table IV.
Taking the age group 16- 60 years as the eco-

TABLE Ill-FAC'ORS LIMITING LAND PRODUCTIVITY IN SEMI-ARID EASTE.RN KENYA

% Farmers mentioning
Machakos
Factor
Soil erosion
General infertility
Sand/,ocks/stones
Steep slopes
Waterlogging
Other

61
41
52
12
1

Ermbu

Kitui

Kathera

Karnarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

53
38
50
74
-

54
75
24
52
I

70
47
35
-

66
53
23
3

-

2

-
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Table IV-FARM HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION IN SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA

0- 10 yrs
M
Machakos
M + F
% Total

175

II - 15 yrs
F

M

160

58

335
38.3

16- 60 yrs

F

M

58

164

116
13.3

Over 60 vrs

F

M

199

29

363
41.5

Total

F

M

31

426

164

8.74

176

96

340
36.1

60

186

213

19

31

399
42.2

156
16.5

377

50
5.2

157

6.5
150

94

73

176

167
17.9

307
32.9

228

30

404
43.4

23

457

53
5.8

118

6.4

154

36

272
38.0

55

150

91
12.7

190

4

340
47.5

8

308

12
1.8

95

407
715
100

Mean household size
Kibiuni
M + F
% Total

474
931
100

Mean household size
F'itui
Kawelu
M + F
% Total

468
945
100

Meat. household size
Karnarandi
M + F
% Total

448
874
100

60
6.9

Mean household size
Emnbu
Kathera
M + F
% Total

F

7.15
140

233
30.3

71

52

151

123
16.0

209

29

360
46.8

24

344

53
6.9

Mean household size

7.69

nomically most active, it will be noted that it
constitutes between 41.5 and 47.5 per cent of the
farm population. Even though youths (11- 15
years) and even children (0- 10 years) may help
in farm work, especially in livestock herding and
bird scaring, their contribution to farm produc-

Machakos
Embu: Kathera
Kamarandi
Kitui: Kaw lu
Kibiuni

425
769
100

tion is basically small not only because of their
age but also because a majority attend school.
Thus, all the three study areas exhibit rather high
dependency ratios. A further aspect to note is the
male/female ratio in different age groups. This is
summarized below:

0- 10 yrs

11- 15yrs

16- 60 yrs

60+ yrs

1.90
0.93
1.05
0.77
0.66

1.00
1.60
1.30
0.65
1.36

0.82
0.87
0.77
0.79
0.72

0.93
1.63
1.30
0.50
1.21

The male/female ratio is consistently lowest in
the age group 16-60 years, the economically
most active group, reflecting, most likely, a
425

higher rate of male out-migration in search of
wage employment to augment farm incomes. It
means that the rural labour force is dominated by

EAST AFRIC\N AGRICL I-UR..\I AND Ft)RFS-T RY .10: RNAI

women. Closely related to this point is the percentage of farms which were being managed by
women. This was found tobe as follows:
% Farms managed by

SPECIAL. ISSUE

Thus almost one-quarter to one-half of the
farms in semi-arid eastern Kenya are managed
by women. This fact should always be borne in
mind when designing agricultural extension pro
grammes, especially farmer training courses,
which tend to favour male farmers.

women

Machakos
Embu: Kathera
Kamarandi
Kitui: Kawelu
Kibiuni

47
23
28
45
41

Farinereducation
In the main, farmers in semi-arid eastern Kenya
have had little or no formal education, as in
dicated in Table V.

TABLE V-FARMER EDUCATION INSEMI-AR IDEASTERN KENYA
Number with
some schooling

Machakos
Embu: Kathera
Kaimrandi
Kitui: Kawelu
Kibiuni

45
78
74
30
44

Number without

Average

%

schooling

%

yrs schooling

45
54
51
30
44

55
67
71
70
56

55
46
49
70
56

5.1
3.0
4.0
5.1
3.5

Quite significant numbers have no formal
education, and even those who went to school
received only %,ery limited exposure. Kitui
farmers are the least exposed to formal schooling,
followed by Machakos farmers. These statistics
have important implications for effective agricu:tural extension and research approaches.
Hiredlabour
In all the three study areas, the mr:in source of
farm labour is the farm family itself. On average,
only 10-20 per cent of the sample farmers
reliorted hiring paid labour. mainly for weeding.
3. Farmingimplements
Probably the greatest variation in the farming
systems of semi-arid eastern Kenya occurs in the
possession and use of farming implements. Table
VI indicates possession of common farm imple
ments in the three areas studied.
Starting with the ox-plough, it is noted that the
cent,
per cntis
achaos farmers,
armrs, 788 pr
Machakos
majority of majoityof
possess this important implement. At the other
extreme are the Embu farmers, whose use of the
plough is virtually nil; they rely overwhelmingly
on simple hand tools. Somewhere in between are
426

Kitui farmers, one-third of whom possess the
implement. Thus, on the basis of this implement
alone one could characterize the three farming
systems as: an oxenized system (Machakos), a
semi-oxenized system (southern Kitui), and a
hand-tool system (lower Embu). Non-use of the
plough in lower Embu is explained partly by an
adverse physical environment (Kathera) and
partly perhaps by sociocultural factors. The ox
cart, a potentially very important farm imple
ment, is owned by only 26 per cent of farmers in
Machakos and is practically non-existent in the
other two areas. Possession of sprayers and
wheelbarrows is negligible in all the three areas,
despite, as will he shown later, farmers' serious
conceri, about crop pests and farmyard-manure
transportation.

Cattle, goats, sheep, chickens and to a much
lesser extent, donkeys are the livestock com
farms.
foundinon
monly
indicated
Table
VII. The extent of ownership
Goats are the most widely kept animals, fol
lowed by cattle and sheep, Cattle ownership is
more widespread in Machakos than in the other

FARNMING SYSTENMS OF SENII-ARID EASTERN KENYA

TABLE VI-POSSESSION OF VARIOUS FARMING IMPLEMENTS

Farmilers possessing
Kitui

Machakos
Kawelu

Kibiuni

Kathcra

Kai-n arldi

78
26
7
10
96

34
2
13
0
97

32
2
8
2
100

0
0
1
0
59

16
0
0
4
71

-

-

-

70

74

Implement
Ox-plough
Ox-cart
Wheelbarrow
Sprayer
At least one hoe
At least one digging
panga 2

Embu

1.2. A hoe is a wide-bladed metal implement fixed to a wooden handle at right angles, whereas a digging panga is
a pointed piece of metal fixed to a wooden handle at 180 degrcss. The digging panga here is different from the
ordinary cutting panga (machete).

TABLE VII-LIVESTOCK OWNERSHIP IN SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA

Fa rmers owninrg
-nihit

Machakos
Livestock type
Cattle
Goats
Sheep
Donkeys

Kitti

Kathera

Kanmaraidi

Kawelh

Kibiuni

80
82
49

54
74
21

03
68
43

54
71
53

--

--

-

19

41
65
47
28

two areas. The donkey emerges as an important

cash (whenever the need arises) and milk (especi

means of transport (water and produce haulage)
in Kitui. Thus, typically, farms in semi-arid

ally from cattle and to a lesser extent from goats).

eastern Kenya are mixed farms, raising both
crops and livestock. However, as will be shown
later, the degree of cotnplementarity between
these two farm subsectors varies significantly.

sc o ftrinr. ,'rLrcc'"
I. Land use
Crop and livestock production

arc the two

Average herds/flocks per farm household are

primary uses ot i.,rmland in all the three areas,

shown in Table VIII. Average herd and flock sizes
are largest in Kitui, followed by Machakos, with
lower Embu taking the third position. This varia-

while secondary uses include production of fuel
wood and building materials. The amount of
fari land put under crops per season is shown in

tion is most likely due to differences in grazingland availability in the three areas.

Table IX.

The main purposes of keeping livestock in
these areas, as has been reported elsewhere
(Rukandema et al., 1981, 1983a, 1983b), are

per farm family are land availability and source
of farm power (animal or human). These two
factors are particularly limiting in lower Embu. In

The basic determinants of cultivated hectarage
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TABLE VIII-HERD AND FLOCK SIZES IN SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA
Average number per owiirig hoi.,holt

Machakos
Livestock type

Embu

Kitui

Kathera

Kaynarawdi

Kawclo

Kihitni

Cattle

7

Goats
Sheep

4

4

10
3

II

8
I

12

9
2

11
7

10
4

TABLE IX-CLILTIVATED HECTARAGES il7R SEASON INTHETIIRE" STIIDY AI,? FAS
Machakos
.:arm -size classI
1.02

2

3
4
All farms
I .c

I m hbli

Kiw i

Kathera

Kamnaraniti

0.48

0. ,5

1.62

0.77

1.92
3.24
1.05

0.91
0.88
0.70)

Kawelc

Kibilmi

1.04

.%

1.85

3.22

2.47

I.18
I.3(;
1.01

3.38

3.13

-

-

2.85

2.48

Ta!,le I for cla ,s specifications.

Kathera the hand-tool technology interacts with
small farms to limit cultivated areas to under I
hectare. In Kamarandi, where farms are relativelY larger, especially in the fourth farms class, the
hand-tool technology sets the ceiling for cultivtcd areas at around I hectare. The situation is
quite different in Machakos, where farms are still
relatively larger and where the use of ox-ploughs
is widespread. In the first three farm classes
cultivated hectarage is limited by the need to
leave a portion of the farm for livestock grazing,
In the fourth class, where farns ave~age nearly
18 hectares (Table I1), the main limiting factor to
expanded crop hectarage is the amount of labour
available for weeding, as this operation is mainly
done by hand. As for Kitui, recalling the rough
method used for classifying farms, the picture is
broadly similar to that of Machakos. Relatively
large farms and limited use ot the plough result
in an overall cultivated area of about 2.5- 3
hectares. The conclusion to be drawn from these
comparisons ik that if land is not Nimiting, a handtool technology limits the cultivated area per
family to about I hectare, while the use of animal
428

draft power, mainly for land preparation, raises
the cultivated hectarage to about 3 hectarcs, at
which roint labour for weeding becomes !imiting.
Cops
The range of crops, grown almost entirely in
vat ions mixturec, is sh'wn for the three study
areas in Table X.
The very range of crops and the relative
importance of drought-sensitive crops such as
beans in a particular farming system are a
reflection of relatively favourable climatic con
ditions. On this basis, Machakos ranks first,
followed by Kawelu. Kibiuni, Kathera, and lastly
Kamarandi. The unversal presence of maize to
the same degree in all systems (except in Kama
randi) is due to a relatively recpnt shift in con
soumer tastes in favour of this crop rather than to
it,, environental adaptability. In fact, its failure
rate is very high in all tie systems studied. How
ever, note that while sorghum and bulrush millet
have largely disappeared from Machakos (very
important crops early in this centuty), they are
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TrABLE X-CROPS OF SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA
Farmers growing
Kitu;

Enibu

Machakos
Kathera

Kariarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

90

23

100

100

56

92

84

87

Bulrush millet

100
11
1

70

94

32

Finger millet
Beans
Cowpeas
Pigconpeas
Green grams
Co:ton
Ca-,sava
SNcct potatoes
It ish potaloes
.,tnlhwer

22
04
-1
100
5
75
74
37
2
9

4
31
83
39
85
34
30
24

-

28
62
100
9"
1e

84
10


-

-

Bananas

3

35

-

2

8

Faw paws

24

14

3

29

66

Mlangoes

33
63

2

14
-

3
24
-

17
99
3
12
68
15

57
71
4
86

Crop

Maize
Sorghum

(urds

Citrus
l[blab beans

(astor
lonithcs
Tobacco

1
85
2
85
6
I
-



-

I


-

7
2

-

-

80
47
-

-

68

2'

8

39
100
98
66
12
42
13
3

-

.....

important cereals in lower Embu and Kitui.
important
With regard to pulses, the most
by
imortnt
istgrown
is
whichmo~which
the
cowpea,
pl
be
to eardthe
seems
Wisto
The
areas.
three
almost every farmer in all the
other pulses exhibit marked variations across the
different farming systems. Pigeonpeas are very
relatively
important in Machakos and Kitui but beans
arc
unimportant in lower Embu. Similarly,
quite important in Machakos and Kitui (Kawelu)
but much less so in lower Embu and lower
Kitui (Kibiuni). Green grams, which are importalit cash earniers in Embu and Kitui, arc virtually
l
mchakos.
not grown in M
The remainder of the food crops in Table X are
minor crips in the sense that they either occupy
tiny plots, usually around the homestead, or else
are found scattered randomly among the major
crops. Note the various fruit trees which, though
low yielders at present, suggest a potential for
horticulural development,
Livestock grazing
Farmland not under crops is generally given over

to livestock grazing. However, there is an import
ant variation in grazing practices between
and Kitui
rcetflihand and Embu
ahas,8
Machakos on the one
onheterIn
of live
ter cent
81
Machakos,
In
other.
the
on
their
stock owvners reported that tl;._2y graze hvi
fa
own
thai
ersirepon
anicl
In
areas.
ther
no access to necighbours tarm o
normal
the
is
gra.ing
communal
contrast,
practice in lower Embu and Kitui; livestock
another'./
two
access Liofonethese
'[le implication
land.unrestricted
grazing have
owners
to
e
uf
implat
is
!and.
grazing
grazing systems is that animal/pasture improve
ment programmes will stand a better chance of
success in lachakos than in the other areas,
where farmers have no control over their grazing
land.
estock interactions
(ropr a ;d ib,
In an ideal mixed-farming system, livestock
and crops are highly interdependent for their
mutual benefit and for maximum farm produc
tion. 'lthough ,his ideal situation does not exist
in any of the farming systems studied, there are
varying degrees of complementarity in the
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systems. Table XI summarizes the extert of
crop/livestock complementarity in semi-arid
eastern Kenya.
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The degree of complementarity is highest in
Machakos and lowest in lower Embu, with
southern Kitui occupying an intermediate

TABLE XI-COMPLEMENTARITY BETWEEN CROPS AND LIVESTOCK INSEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA

%Farmers repoling
Machakos

Ownin, ploughs/oxen
Applying manure
Feeding crop residues

Embu

Kitui

Kathera

Kamarandi

Kawelu

Kibinni

0
14
18

16
6
3

34
25
10

32
13
10

78
68
92

position. Put another way, livestock and crops are
managed almost separately in lower Embu,
semi-separately in southern Kitui, and quite
closely in Machakos. The limited use of animal
manure is due largely to an absence of carts
lack of knowledge of its usefulness, and limited
quantities of ndemt-ta.,
the
in some parts (Ruka983 input
andb).sorghum/millet-dondin,ted
ndena eti., 1983 a and 1Embu,

weeding, bird scaring (Embu and Kitui) and
harvesting. The relative labour requirements of
these operations in a given season are sum
marized in Table XII.
In Machakos and southern Kitui, the operation
in
hkos a our itui,
the
requiring the most labour is weeding.
the
system But
of in
lower
bird scaring becomes the most labour

2. Labour Use
Cropproduction

consuming task. This activi:y is important also in
southern Kitui, where sorghum and millet are
grown on a significant scale, but it is absent in
Machakos,
where these cereals are not produced

The main crop-production operations which
demand significant amounts of labour in the
study areas are land preparation and planting,

(Table X). Weeding is still quite lkbour-demand
ing in the sorghum/millet-dominated lower
Embu system, taking the second place after bird

TABLE XII-RELATIVE LABOUR REQUIREMENTS OF VARIOUS CROP PRODUCTION OPERATIONS

Per cent of otal labour
Machakos
Operation
Land prep./planting
Weeding
iird scaring
Harvesting
Other (e.g.
manuring)
Total

23.6
48.8
-

20.9
6.7
100.0

input

's

Embu

Kitui

Kathera

Kamarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

18.9
20.5
48.6
12.0

16.3
20.3
50.1
13.3

15.3
42.9
18.7
23.1

12.0
32.1
26.7
29.2

-

-

-

-

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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scaring. Differences in labour requirements for
land preparation and planting are basically a
function of local practice as wel! as of the nature
of soils. In the hand-tool system of lower Embu
and the semi-oxenized system of southern Kitui,
land preparation is done lightly (mainly trash
clearing), followed by broadcasting of seed which
is then covered superficially using hand-tools. In
Machakos, however, land preparation and planting entail deep ploughing of fields with an oxplough and placing the seed in the furrow behind
the plough. The seed is then covered by the
plough on the return run. Widespread soil capping makes ox-ploughing quite arduous, a situation which is largely avoided by shallow land preparation in the hand-tool farming systems. Har
vesting labour is a function of crops grown and
their yield levels, the latter in turn depending
mainly on the nature of the season when the data
were collected,
An impor,ant aspect which nccds crmphasizing,
particularly in the sorghum/millet-dominated
systems, relates to the degree of competition for
family labour between different farming operations. It may easily be falsely assumed that land
preparation, planting, weeding, bird scaring and
harvesting are performed at different times in
a season and that therefore they do not c.impete
for the available family labour. That land preparation, planting and weeding do overlap in
peasant agriculture because of the common prac
tice of staggering these operations over time is
now a well documented fact. In addition, where
birds are an important hazard to irop production,
bird scaring imposes an extra strain on tlie available family labour. Bird scaring requires undivided attention daily from dawn to dusk, right

from the time when the affected crop reaches a
certain maturity stage to its harvest, a period
which may stretch over three months or more.
But during this time other crops (or the same
crop on different plots) need to be weeded or
even harvested. An absence of even only a few
i-inutes can lead to severe crop loss to birds.
Clearly,, in bird-prone cropping systems competition for family labour assumes greater intensity,
resulting in a loss in potential production. It is
also worth noting that bird scaring takes place
largely during the months when schools in Kenya
are in session (January/February; May/June/
July), and when children are therefore not avail
able to help.
Animalproduction
Since significant numbers of farm households
in all the study areas keep animals, livestock
labour requirements, especially for herding and
watering, are an added and relatively fixed
demand on the available family labour resources.
During the dry season, animals in sonic location;
must be driven tens of kilometres to watering
places.
3. Use of modern purchasedinputs
The extent to whici farme's in the various
farming systems use purchased, yield-increasing
modern inputs is indicated inTable XIII.
In lower Embu and southern Kitui, the use of
purchased production inputs is minimal. Macha
kos farmers are on a slighdy higher level, with 8
per cent using chemical fertilizers, 31 per cent
purchasing Katumani maize seed seasonally, and
nearly 15 per cent applying field pesticides. On

TABLE XIII-USEOF MODERN PURCIHASED INPUTS IN SMI-AilI) I-AST:RN KFNYA

S

Chemical fertilizers
Katumani maize seed a
Field pesticidcsb
Storage pesticides

8
31
14.7
21.3

Kitui

Emtu

Machakos
Inputs

Farmers using

Kathera

Kamarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

2
2.8
0
44.4

1.4
4.1
0
20.5

0
7
0
13

0
1
0
10.5

a. Those buying Katumani Composite B maize seed seasonally.
b. Those applying pesticides on food crops only, i.e. ignoring cotton.
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the other, hand, slightly higher percentages of
farmers in all the study areas apply storage
pesticides.

ing hazard in semi-arid eastern Kenya is limited,
unreliabie and erratic rainfall, which leads to
highly variable farm-production levels. The

The overall picture is that of traditional farm..
ing systems dependent on family labour and
land, with a minimum of improved technology.
Reasons given by farmers for not using various
purchased inputs are reported elsewhere (Rukandemaet al, 1983 a and b).

second most important farming hazard, perhaps
generally less appreciated, is the )est probleai.
This includes insects, birds, rodents and wild
animals, probably in that order of importance,.
Farmers' views about the seriousness of the
insect attacks on their major food crops are
indicated in Table XIV.

Farminghazards

With respect to field insect pests, and except
ing millet, a large majority of farmers in each
study area are of the view that insect pests pose

As is generally well known, the greatest farm-

TABLE XIV-FARMER:i' VIEWS ON TIIl- INSICT PEST I)OIII.I M
% Farrnlers rcportilng pioblcni t

Machakos
Crop

o scrious

E-tabu

Kitni

Kathcra

Kamarndi

Kawclu

Kibitij

o)

91

79

a. Fi'ieldinsects
Maize

4

Sorghum

NA

Millet
Cow pcas
Pigconpcas

NA
74
68

47
88
I00

62
85
NA

42
(t
8S

79
1)
26
97
85

b. Sturt ge insects
Maiic
Sorghunm
Millct
Cowpcas

57
NA
NA
38

95
91
32
97

Pigconpeas

85
90
57
89

82
72
26
42

59

100

67
67
37
27

NA

61

51

84

74

7?

NA -- not applicablc.

a serious problem for their major food crops. The
same holds true for storage pests, although the
picture here varies somewhat. The low figures for
Kitui could be a reflection of, more than anything
else, low production levels which do not last long
in stores. Given this high level of concern about
the problem, what do farmers do to minimize its
effects? Their responses are shown in Table XV.
The contrast between the two sections of the
table is quite remarkable. With the slight exception of Machakos, farmers in these areas do not
protect their crops at all against field insect pests.
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In contrast, significant numbers do attempt to
protect harvested crops, using either purchased
chemic:ils or ashes. Asked why they do not pro
tect their crops against insects in the field,
farmers re.'porndod as shown in Table XVI.
Clearly, the most important reason is lack of
information on how to deal with the pest problem.
However, although the responses suggest that
lack of cash and non-availability of chemicals are
minor factors at present, these would certainly
become very important once the information
constraint had been removed.

FARMING SYSTEMS OF SEIMI-ARID I'ASTERN KINYA

TABLE XV-FARMERS' ACTION TO MINIMIZE I' SECT PEST DAMAGE
% Farmers carrying out action

Action

Kathera

Kamarandi

Kawel

Kibiuni

100
0
0

100
0
0

100
0
0

100
0
0

a. F;ieldinsects

Do nothing
Apply pesticides
Apply ash

80.3
14.7
5

b. Storageinsects

Do nothing
Apply pesticides
Apply ash

14.4
21.3
64.3

Kitui

Embui

Machakos

51.8
20.5
27.7

38.8
44.4
16.8

65.5
10.5
24

60.3
13
26.7

TABLE XVI-FARMERS' REASONS FOR NOT PROTECTING THEIR FOOD CROPS IN FIELDS
% Farmers reporting

No knowledge of what
to do
Lack of cash
Chemicals not
available
Damage little
Other

Kibitmi

98
1

99
I

75
10

90
5

0
4
1.3

0
0

0
0
0

3
12
0

0
IS
0

100

100

100

1
100

THE FARM/ItOUSEHOLD ECONOMY

fod

Kawelu

91
3.7

100

I.i/i

Kamarandi

Kathera

Reason

Kitui

Eribu

Machakos

'conbonit'

modity is maize, reflecting its high ranking by
consumers (as elsewhere in Kenya) as well as
its high rate of failure in seni-ari( astern Kenya.

As a general rule, farm households in semi-arid
eastern Kenya do not produce enough food to
carry them through the year. At one time or
another during the year, they must enter the
market to buy some of the foods they themselves
produce. The low levels of production are a function of low per-hectare yields and limited cropped
shows some of the food
XVII
hectarage. Table
coThisnistheusohcalledyhnfarmpermod"es
crops
crops commonly purchased by farm families
during any given year.

Beans come second, most likely for the same
reasons, followed in the third place by cowpeas.
Of more significance, however, is the timing of
purchases during the year. Table XVIII shows
mrnthly food buying by farm families in the
study areas.
Food shortages appear to be most serious
during the period September-January in all
areas. This is the so-called "hung' period" It
that the short-rains crops are
should be noted
planted during October-November and harvested

By far the most commonly purchased com-

during January-February, while the long-rains
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TABLE XVII-FOOD PURCHASES BY FARM FAMILIES
% Farmers families purchasing
Machakos
Commodity
Maize
Beans
Cowpeas
Pigeonpeas

100
39
39
24

Sorghum

-

Millet
Other

-

15

Embu

Kitui

Kathcra

Kamarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

96.7
61.7
61.4
2.5
1.7
4.2

66.4
37.8
26.9
-

81
20
27
27

62
2
12
11

6.7

33

31.1
1.7

-

18
-

6
_

TABLE XVIII-MONTHILY FOOD PURCHASING PA-rFERNS
IN SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA

% Farm families reporting buying f(X
Machakos
Month

Embu

Kitui

Kathera

Kalnarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

January
February
March
April
May

23
is
8
8
21

June

46
17
8
3
2

28
19
13
18
17

13

23
I
3
5
3

July
August
September
October
November
December

5

28
9
4
3
.i

14
20
33
36
42
44

13

9
12
47
29
52
66

-

8
17
67
70
69
51

3

3
55
29
40
45
43

crops are planted during March-April and harvested during July-August. Thus the hungry
period coincides with a very busy agricultural
season when land preparation, planting and
weeding are being performed. In other words,
some of the most energy-demanding tasks are
performed when energy levels are lowest, people
are more prone to sickness and other health
hazards, and some family members must of
necessity take time off to look for food to augment
the low family food resources. There can be little
doubt that seasonal food shortages are an
important constraint on increased agricultural
production in semi-arid eastern Kenya.
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5
12
28
62
69
63

2. The ftrrn economy
In interpreting and comparing farm incomes in
the three farming systems studied, cognizance
must be taken of the different seasons when the
various surveys were carried out, as well as of the
real and general error problem, which is very
common in estimating farm incomes, more
particularly in a semi-subsistence agriculture.
Partly for this I ason and partly for ease of
presentation, income estimates presented in
Table XIX are averages for the areas studied and
no attempt is made to compare different fain
size classes.

F,.\RNIIN

SYS II;NIS

iF St:NII-ARIID IASI-RN KENYA

TABLE XIX-LEVELS. STRUCTURE AND SOURCES OF ANNUAl. FARM AND FAMILY INCOMES IN
SEMI-ARID EASTERN KENYA

Kathera

Income component

Kitui

'l bu

Machakos

Kamarandi

Kawelu

Kibiuni

1,505
35
45
70
676
2.181
363

2,640
77
23
88
3,261
5,901
843

2.535
87
13
85
2,308
4,843
605

Mean gross farm

income (KSh.)
% Crops
% Livcstock
% Subsistence
Mean off-farm income
Mean family income
Per capita

2,940
70
30
71
2,368
5,308
590

1,810
01I
39
78
704
2,514
419

Although admittedly these estimates may
contain large error margins, the overall picture
they reveal is one of very poor farm families. This
is particuarly indicated by the per capita incomes,
which range between KSh. 363 and 843 ($US
27-62). In relative terms, lower Embu seems to
be at the bottom of the scale. Finally, and not
surprisingly, farming in semi-arid eastern Kenya
is typically subsistence in nature, with more than
70 per cent of farm output retained for domestic
consumption.
SUM MARY AND CONCLJSION
The major objective of this paper was to
attempt to decribe as fully as possible the various
farming systems found in the semi-arid parts of
Kenya's Eastern Province. The data presented
were derived from three farm-management
surveys conducted in lowland Machakos, lower
Embu and southern Kitui.
It has been shown that there is a high degree of
variability in the quantity of resources, especially
land and capital, available to farm families. The
common denominator in respect of farm resources is that they are of poor quality and, consequently, low productivity. Farms are typically
mixed farms, but only nominally, as crops and
livestock tend to be managed separately. But
here also there is a significant degree of variation
across the three systems, with Machakos showing the highest degree of complementarity and
lower Embu the lowest. Livestock grazing
systems also vary, being communal in lower
Embu and Kitui, but individualized in Machakos.
While sorghum and millet have virtually
disappeared from the Machakos farming system,

they are extremely important crops in the other
two systems. As a consequence of the presence
of these crops, birds are a big problem to farmers
o
p',)o.t,;; onfg:
:mIn a
c tw ,;
in
farmers' time is spent guarding the crops.
Another important farming hazard, besides the
well known unreliable rainfall, is the prevalence
of insect pests. However, despite the fact that
most farmers are concerned about crop losses to
insects, very little is done to protect crops,
especially in fields, basically because people lack
information on how to deal with the problem.
The application of yield-increasing, purchased
inputs in all the systems is minimal to nil, with
labour and land being the dominant production
inputs.
Farm production in all the three systems is
subsistence oriented, while in general all the
agrarian economies are characterized by low
production and productivity, seasonal food short
ages, and extremely low living standards.
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THE ECONOMICS OF FERTILIZER USE IN KATUMANI
MAIZE PRODUCTION: AN APPLICATION OF
RESPONSE-FUNCTION ANALYSIS (ABSTRACT)
J. K. Mlvua I
Production of any crop depends upon the level

of utilization of all productive agents. The produc-

tivity of each agent depends on thc level of utili
zation of other productive agcnts, some of' which
cannot be varied at will in the fie.d

It is now recognized by both agronomists and
economists that recommendations to farmers
should be based on data and principles drawn
from both sciences and taking into account the
farmers' goals and farming situations. Agronomic data must fit farmers' agrononic conditions and the economic evaluation be consistent
with their goals.
Machakos District is an area of Iow-tO-iediuLim
potential, with 500- 800 nun of rainfall annually.
divided between two seasons. Only short-period
maturing drought-resistant or tolerant c;ops can
be grown to utilize c cll s,2ason's rainfall. h'lh
area is subject to frequent droughts and hence
famine due to crop failure. 'laize development at
Katunrani has been at, effort to alleviate this
problem.
This study explored the ecoionic response o

Katu mani maize to tihe application of the current

fertilizer reconlriendation of 150 kg/ha of
20:20:0 compound fertilizer. File main aim was
to illustrate the methodology of applying economic criteria to experimental data in order to

draw conclusions that are relevant to forming
advice for farniers.

An experiment using five treatment levels was
carried out in the long rains of 1978 at Katumani
and Kampi ya Mawe and the results were
subjected to response Function analysis, that is,
using a production function of quadratic form. A
revenue function was usedl to estimate different
profi-nmaxini'ng inputs of fertilizer for different
prices of maize and fertilizer. The effect of labotnr
input associated with fertilizer use was also
analysed.
A iodified value function incorporating the

laboor function was used to arrive at the optinmm

inuttesel offeriilizcr.
The results of the economic analysis indicate
how sensitive input recomlmendations are to
changes in input and output prices. Advice to
farmers should not only he adjusted to variations
in agro-ccological conditions buit also to changes
in market conditions.
'[le results show clearly that the identification
of ain ec(nonlic olptini u for input use is quite
different front the identification of a yield iliaxi
nium input level. The analysis indicates the need
to take into account farmers' circumstances when
arriving at various recommendations for them.

1. Agricultural Economist, National Dryland Farming Research Station, Katumani
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ON-FARM RESEARCH AT KATUMANI: THE
PRE-EXTENSION TRIALS EXPERIENCE (WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO SEMI-ARID AREAS OF EASTERN
PROVINCE OF KENYA)
M. N. Bakhri 'S. Gaeotti2 andJ.K. Kinemia3
Embu and Meru. These sites are shown in Map
I. At the start of the pre-extension trials 24
Definition
farmers were selected, 8 each in Machakos and
Pre-extension trials is a term adopted a Katu- Kitui, and 4 each in Embu and Meru. After the
mani to refer to trials conducted onl a farmer's first season, 8 fairmers were dropped because
field with the farmer as the main experimenter, they were either not willing to participate or had
in order to test the performance, feasibility and other more absorbing off-farm activities which
acceptance of improved technology, before itis conflicted with the pre-extension trials.
released to other farmers.
PRE-EXTENSION TRIA LS

Objectives
The main objective of the pro-extension trials
reported on here was to test the improved
technology on a large scale and over wider agro
ecological zones and tinder farmers' actual
conditions in order to ge-nerate information on its
performance, adoption rate, and associated
problems requiring further research work.
The second objectivewas to assess the actual
yield levels of the crops grown in the target area,
under both traditional and improved technology
in order to be able to define the relati,,e advan
tages.
also assumed that, by working together
It va:;
with the extension agents, it would be possible
to bridge the gap that exists between researchers
and extension workers. To help towards this
objective, technical assistants covering the preextension farnmers were trained in aspects of
research at Kattimani,

.while

PROVINCE

NAIOBI
AC HAKO o

research scientists

K lUI
,

have focused more on tile farmers' problems by
visiting them.

E.T.
E.T.FARMERS
R

NIET I Ot)OLOGY

Selection of sites and farners
Sites for pre-extension fairmers were selected
in the four districts covered by the project,
namely Machakos, Kitui, and the lower parts of

NtA P 1. Location of'pre-extension trials

I, 2. FAO Agronomists, Dryland Farming Research and Development Project
3. Farming Systems Agronomist, National Dryland Farming Research Station. Katumani
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The criteria adopted for selecting the farmers
were as follows:
-- the persoi selected should be a full-time, average farmer;
-he should have both crops and livestock;
-he
should be willing to participate in this
research activity by providing labour and other
inputs, be able to accept and implement advice
given, and be willing and able to collect simple
data and share his experience with other
farmers;
-his farm should be located near a road for easy
access to enable frequent visits to be made by
both research and extension workers.
These criteria were based on the findings of
farm surveys and pre-surveys conducted in
Machakos District (Rukandema el al., 1981). In
Machakos District the farmers were selected
from among those included in farm surveys and
are representative of different farmer clusters. In
the other Districts, where results of farm surveys
were not available, farmers were selected on
advice given by the extension agents,

SPECIAL ISSUE

stand; beans-about 100,000 plants/ha in pure
stand);
-introduction of fodder (Bana and Bajra grass)
and improvement of natural pasture.'
However, as will appear in Table IV (rate of
adoption), use of farmyard manure as well as
fertilizer and chemical pest control have been
implemented by only a few of the co-operating
farmers. This was du,. to shortage of labour and
lack of transport in the case of farmyard manure,
and to lack of cash in the case ,:' chemicals and
fertilizers.

The roles of farmers, researchers and extension
agents
li this type of trial, the farmer is the main
experimenter and is responsible for the timely
execution of the farm operations, providing
labour and other inputs, and hearing all possible
risks. He is free to decide whether to confine the
improved technology to only one field or to adopt
it in the whole farm. A small quantity of 'seed ofC
new varieties not yet available on the market is
Some of the farmers initially chosen proved
the only input given. Researchers, on the other
unable to fit in with the laid-down criteria and hand, are supposed to advise fhe farmers on
they were therefore dropped and replaced withi improved technology and visit the farmers . ,
others, when farm survey information became often as possible, but -)articularly during ger
available. At present there are 18 participating ruination, crop-establisimnlent and grain-filling
tarmers, 7 in Machakos, 5 in Kitui, 3 in Embu,
stages. The extension agents are supposed to
and 3 in Meru.
convey the recommendations arid make sure that
they are followed. They are supposed to report
The recommended technology
back on specific problems, and on the impact of
the teehooyo egbuigfres
hnology on neighbouring farmers.
The recommended technology is of a dynamice
kind; it has been modified and improved, as new
findings and feedback froim farmers became
Data collected
available, to suit different farm practices and
The size ofpre-extension trials is usually about
individual farmers' requirements.
0.5 ha. Yield is assessed from random sample
The current recommended farm practices are
plots of 100 m2 . The main observations made are:
as follows:
-rainfall in niai;
-early land preparation (immediately after
-planting date;
harvesting);
-germination percentage;
-dry or early planting;
-plant population after emergence and before
-use of good-quality seed of improved varieties;
harvest;
-- mechanized weeding using improved ox-drawn
-pest and disease incidence;
implements;
-labour requirements.
-- control of pests i 1i field and store (including
Besides these, data are collected I other
seed dressing);
-improvement of soil fertility by use of farmyard
qualitative parameters like method of land
manureor 20 kg N and 20kg POq/ha;
preparation, sowing, weed competition, and
-soil- and water-conservation measures;
major limitations of the technology.
-intercrop maize with pulses when appropriate;
-selection of crops and adjustment of plant
I. The livestock component will not be discussed here,
populations according to soil fertility and rainsince it has already been presented in a previous
fall (maize-about 40,000 plants/ha in pure
paper.
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common problems are due to farmers' lack
of knowledge and in some cases to the absence
of effective extension services, particularly in
Rainfall data
areas with poor communication facilities.
Moreover, farmers generally lack good tools
Rainfall data recorded in the different PET
and good-quality seed of improved varieties.
sites indicate great variability among seasons
(Table I). The long rains of 1981 and short rains -Soil problems leading to low leld germination
(30%). The plant population in farmers'
of 1982, with 492 mm of rain on 26 days and 524
fields hs been found to be usually much lower
mm on 26 days respectively, were largely above
than that rcaicomendcd (38,000 for maize pure
average, while the short rains of 1981 and long
stand; over 100,000 for beans pure stand).
rains of 1983 with 239 mm on 15 days and 192 mm
Very comnmonly this is due to poor soil struc
on 8 days respectively were much below. Acture; surface sealing and capping after dry
cording to our experience an average season is
spells and waterlogging during heavy rains are
regarded as one receiving an amount ranging
comnmon problems in soils which have been
between 250 and 400 mm on 15 to 20 rain,, days.
cropped for several seasons without the addi
Above 400 nn and below 250 inn arc regarded
tion of organic matter. There is compaction
as good and poor seasons respectively,
and poor porosity, and consequently poor
Yield assessment
rooting and plant establishment. The use of
farmyard manure together with the addition
above,
[he yield is assessed as explatined
of more crop residues to tie soil and proper
There isgreat variation between ile different
RESULTS

sea son s and farners'

conditioins.

tillage

The average

shows tilerestilts froin Machakos District atnd is

expected yields
used to give allidlication of tile
of maize when inercropped with a pulse in a
good, average, o- poor season. In Table IIIthe

results obtained fro ni lie traditional teclology
ire shown. The average yield increase due to the
improved techiiology in'Machakos is 407 for
maize and 59% for pulses.
Tis yiel inticrcase ohbtained by fariiiegrs using
the recoininendled technology, mainly based oi
sinmple husband r, changes and the adoption of

arid

soil

nanagenment

practices

can

inliprove the soil structure and the field ger

yields aclieved are shown inTable I. Table 11

nlillatioii rate.

-Ptest damoge (24%). This is a widespread
which greatly reduces yields. Pest
lhroble
con t roilis ulsoually not practised because
lack knowledge of control neasures,
farmers
a
chemicals are not always available at village
level, and there is a general lack of sprayers.
Moreover, most chemicals requiie the use of
dwater, which is often very scarce. Tlie most
prevalenit pests in the field have been the
4canthoimia
following: pod-sucking bugs
Iomelfos
i Collis),

pod borers (Alaruca testilalis

and lhliotlis armigera), apion (Apion sol
eatun) and tlirips (To,:niothrips) on cowpeas,
pigeonpeas, and to v lesser extcnt on beans;
aphids oil cowpeas, and stalk borer (Busseola
dust is known
lusca) on maize. The use of I)DTI"

the imiproved varieties. has leeni confiriled also
for Kitwi, tEmbu aid Meru Districts (B3akhitri
et al., 1982- 1983); however, wide variations still
occur aniong farte rs. i, inly due to the different
lanilagelent levels.

to tile majority of' tilefarmers. Chafer grubs

Identification of problems
(Schionycha spp.) and cutworms (grotis
are t he riain soil pests; although site
ipsilon)
with
together
rainfall,
low
and
The very erratic
specific, they , re of serious concern for maize,
the general low level of organic matter and fertisorghunli and beans. Termite. are a major
lity of the soils, are the main problems that limit
problem in all crops. They at'ack standing
crop production in the area. The commonest
plants in the field as \well as crop harvest and
in
l)roblenis observed as affecting production
crop residues. Rodents and birds can also
farmers' fields have been grouped into four
cause severe losses (Kabir 1983).
the
indicates
different categories; the percentage
nuniber of times the problem has been ranked as -Inmnsive soil erosion in cropped land (15%).
Due to lack of proper methods of soil and water
the rost limiting factor, based oti visual observaconservation, soils ire becoiling sliallow,
lion, for each farmer over four seasons.
rocky in some areas, and depleted if organic
niatter and nutrients. When terraces cannot be
--Poor crop husbandr., (31%) includes improper
dug due to shortage of labour or lack of cash,
practices like late or poor land preparation,
other methods of soil and water management
late planting, wrong planting technique and/or
like ridging (using ox-drawn implements)
seed rate. and poor weed control. These
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TABLE I-AVERAGE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF PRE-EXTENSION TRIAL PLOTS (ALL YIELDS REFER TO
INTERCROP SITUATIONS)
Long rains
1981

Short rains
1981/1982

Long rains
1982

Short rains
1982/1983

long rains Average tour
1983
season;

Rainfall

570 ram/
27days

245 mnim
lIdays

352 mm/
16 da.s

51 7 nmn/
27 days

16911
mm1!
7days

Machakos
(7 farmers)

M 1,397
P
631

M (C)
P

M
P

M
P

Crop lailurc M 1,016
for all seaI' 466
sonal crops.
Pigeon pea.;

383
177

879
492

1,412
502

I

anid SlleC

cotton have
been har

vested.

S= sorghum
var. IS76

Rainfall

195 mm/
27 days

229 ram!
17 days

240 mm/
16 days

410 nun/
26 dass

150 ma!!
7 days

Kitui
(5 farmers)

M 1,800
P
400

M
P

M 1.1018
P1 524

M 1.000
P) 338

(topfailhtre
for all sea-

M 170

sonal crops.

P -112

714
387

maize

(Katumani
Composite B)
P= pulses
(cowpea, beans,
green gram,
pigeonpeas)

Pig'eon peas
have 61:10

harvested.

Rainfall

Embu &
Meru
(6 farmers)

501 ram
23 days
(Ishiara)

243 inan,
13 davs

4 ') am!

644 toni/

20 days

24 days

S
1.312
MLT 659

S
KIL'

S
143
MLT 471
)
298

S pure stand
NIL12hntreCrop Iaiitic
stand 1.,83 forseasonal

281
153

25-7 Im,/
10 days

NII= Ililrush
Millet Screre
Composite 11
S
MI.T

653
633

cI op-.

Ony
l-cotion
aind

pigeltn pvas

hav\e been
u1

harvested.
TABLE Il-EXPECTED CROP YIELDS UNDER
IMPROVED TECIINOLOGY (kg/ha)*

I A 131- III--IR-SEN'I lI)

Traditional teclogy

Good season Average sea- iPor season.
(.> 400 mti)
son (250('250) n)

Average

400 i I I )

Maize
Bcans
Co%%peas
Pigeonpeas

1,370
808
788
615

880
,150
-1()8
138

.EVEl.
(kg/ha)*

390
106
148
167

klai.te
Beatus
('owpeas
Pigeon eas

Good scIaIn

sl1ason

Poor season

977
319
329
438

627.5
180
364
312

278
12
115
180

*Average from PET results in lower parts of Machakos
*llese are averages roto ifferett surveys in MaclaDstriet only; yields refer to intercropping arrange.
kose
Drc
befrestt p re
it trvia
Mactt
ent, i.e. maize plus
e plse. Only farmyardthe
pre-xtnsion trial progra
manure has been used to improve soil fertility.
star
te
reropping arrangetent as it lable II.
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TABLE IV-RATE OF A I)OPTJON OF THE
RECOMIlvENDEDTFCtNOILOGY

Colponcnt

Adoption oil PT Adoption Onthe
plot(%)
whole farni ()

Earl' land prepatra-

lion (inimmediately
after hatrv-est)
iarl.\ panting
Recoin/m ended
interrow spacing
Right plant populatii)n
Use ot manure
Use offertilizer
Use of improsed
varieties
Fick] pest Cmntrol
Weeding witi
anials
Using sweeps

39
78

-

50

1(0

72

100
72
22

70
28
11

100
17

t00

55
15

.55
Is

cereats with ptlses: they weed
nh
by tand
and rarely apply nltirc. tile It) lack of tralsl)(irt.
the RitetiHdIcntRIC ttcht1gy
Rate of adop)tiont
A farner \\ill aldopl a
it new tchnlogy il' it
contributes to the acties 'lient of his
umainly it it:
-- p'rvides a subustantiatl vield increase:
-- inllplo'es labour productivily:
-is easy atd cheap to intpleticiit.

17

following the contours, strip cropping,
grass strips sholtid be developed.

The co-operating farmners use different levels
of tcch nlogy, Four of' then are advanced
fattmers who usually apply fer'tilizer or nianure to
I'00( crops, sv cd using animals,aind practise
crop rotlaion Oinjtl'r-Staltd fiids. 'lirCe I'arlners
atc growing all crops iii a liaph:t./ard wixturv,
u,-ing only hand labour and to -.onie extent
plactisitg shifting cnitt atiot %ithiti the. fartli
tfitId rotation . Tlre test o tile co-Opert';ltlg
fartl'lS are bitCettn these two eatego'ric; the'
use ix-plhtgtis tor plantit g iii rows and intercrop

and

Distribution of fariters acco rdini to diftfcret
cropping systetms and levels oftcclhtnlgy

oals,

01r1 itt'fsinIt'Of tHie rate of adoptiotn iv furtners
is based iainly oi tile extent of iniplenitltation
\%ithii the same farn of the dilterent cotponents
t, tile techliulogy tested itt tile pre-extenision plot.
It was observed that fallters adopte', ciimpnttentls
4 t the IcCliMiogy selectivClVy, acre ptinig those
that Int their goals, ratheil
rtan
the 'all package.

This ria be (tile to the faut that the techooligy
has brettn assembled to suit a relatively large
grotlp of fartners representing difteret manage
ment levels atnd ecological zones in the project
-A
ttaize/bean system is predominant above
alea, rather tllta aiming only at oilie hoal target
1,300 tn altitude; this sstem is cmntnmon in tile
',titilp of fartners (Cotllin,sotl 983). Table IV
upper Machakos and Kitui Districts, arouitnd
,l-,ms the rate ot adoptio tl' soni coliponents ot
Is hi ara township, etc. Two CtO
-op)' ra tt gtnII ti rect
i in llt_ ted i)ackage.
farmers are ws'ell represented by this systeim;
-A tnaize/pigeonrpea/cowpea systel is found in
Ceedback ant retncnent of recoinmeidatiins
areas hetween 900 and 1,30()0
itt altitude, it
Utsolved trehirucal pttblems and recoi
the lower MaclIakos and Kitui Districts. These
require efinetnii t arec incorporateda:s; priorities
are potentially sorghunt-growing areas, hut
because of bird damage, availability of earlyrltie
rierth
ir
itctmes. At a rioritie
In the research programtmes. As atresult of thle
maturing Katunimani maize, and change in food
pre-extension trials some progranins have been
habits, farmers prefer growing maize, which is
influenced or
odified t fouses harnbers'
at present the dominant cereal. Pigeonpeas
priorities. The fiolou\ing are a fc\v examples of

Three different cropping systemns have been
identified ill the project ar.uea, rainly(tCI)Ctdent
t
ot altitude and rainfall.

and colftpeasae
are also grown, although the risk if failure is
greater. Thirteen of the pre-extension trial

fediack prtvided by tIe PET programme
theifeedacoiited to the rET
ofthe
y.tltg
tecit t
teccittniene dU

-- A sorghuttm/bulrush millet syster is practised
in areas below 900 m, in lower Embu, lower
Meru, and southern Mutomo. Cowpeas and
green gram are the most coimon pulses.
Three co-operating farmers are mainly sorghum/millet growers.

-- The nmultipurpose implenment, which vas found
to be too heavy for tile snial-size oxen corn
monly found it tlue area, has been modified
into it similar but lighter one. Unfortuniately,
500 units of the heavy version svere nianufac
tured heforc being properly tested by the

farms are found it this group.
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farrrers and are at present unsold,
-Pest damage to pulses having proved a major
limiting factor, and farmers not being prepared
to apply chemical pest-control measures,
plant-improvement research work is currently
emphasizing the identification of pest-tolerant
varieties, mainly of pigeonpea and cowpcas.

SPECIAL ISSUE

information obtained; these data can be used
confidently in planning future work. The assump
lion that tile improved technology, if successfully
implementel by the farriiers ill tile pro-extenision
trial plot, may later m he adopted on tile whole
flarin and also on nicighbou ring fill'ins hIas beeni.
confirmed.

For cxalpW)!t.

50

[Wr

cent of, the

-Te .', ronomy programme is focusing on crop
arrangement, intercropping, and manure
application in order to find solutions which suit
the real situations of the farmers. It also aims
to suggest vialle alteinatives to tile use of
chemical fertiliw rs, which are still out of Ihe
reach of the majority of the small-scale subsistence farmers of the semi-arid areas,
-More
attention has been devoted to the
development of an ox-drawn ridger which can
help in soil and water conservation and contribute to better crop establishment in difficult
soils.

farnwrs were actually growing IOt iniproved
varieties (11the whole farm after tile third season.
These farmers have also reported that they have
ibeen giving or "c!ling sniall quantities of in
proved-variety seeds to ncighbouring farmers,
w lho have also started adopting the sa
ticc ho
logy. Fina):y, this work oi pre-extenionltri:[s
has brought the research scientists and exte sion
ageti; closer. thus bridging the gal that has
always existc( betweel the two. The close work
ing link between the two will help inl the formula
iion of, all appropriate, soiund, and acceptalle
tcch nology for the sei i-arid areas of Kenya.

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

The pre-extension trials conducted for five
Oi-fari trials conductled for five collsecutliyc
consecutive seasons in the project target area
seasois froii 1980 I 1983 are introduced ill t
have been a very efficient tool "or gaining a ctext of farming systentls rtsearch at the
deeper undcrstanding of farmers' present
Katuniani National Dryland I'aruting Rcsa:utcl
practices, problems, and priorities. The eighteen Station.
farmers c'trrently participating in the PET
ltmrC-CxCnsion trials started dtlritg tihe short
programme are representative of the project rains of 1980 with 24 farnicis selected
within the
target area; they arc found in different ceozones,,
ploject target area, which covers Machakos,
and they represent various management levels.
Kitui and the lower arcas of I-lnihi and Mert
Although the improved and appropriate
ristricts: ill presnlt Sevei farmers iil Machakos,
technology was not actually available at the time
five in Kitui and three each ii Erunbu and Mere
when these trials\were started, it appears that the are participating in the progratnlie.
stiategy adopted at Katumani-to start working
The objcctives of tile trials. ile methodoligy
straight in the farmers' fields--has been hene- used, and the technology tested
are briefly
ficial. The following things have been achieved:
discussedl in the paper.
-Good relationships have been established will,
The main resIlts include:
the participating farmers, which is impoitat
for the implementation of the whole-farm
-yield assessment for the improved techno
approach.
logy;
-Yield levels achieved by both the traditional
-identification if farters' problems;
and improved technology have been assessed.
-distribution of farmers according to different
This forms the basis for modelling a future
cropping systems and level of technology;
development strategy.
-rate of adoption of the recommended techno
-The cornonest problems and constraints have
logy;
been identified, and this will facilitate the
-fee:Iback and rcfinement of recommenda
formulation of the appropriate technology.
tiolns.
Impact points or components of the improved
The positive outcome of' the trials carried out
technology that have substantial effect on crop b the farming systems group at
Katumani is
production have also been identified,
summarized :n the conclusion. Three major
achievemnents are identified:
The nature of the trial, with the large sire of
the plots, clusters of farmers, and replicated -good working relationships have
been estab
seasons, warrants reliance on the data and
lished with the participating farmers, which
442
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is important in view of the implementation of
the next phase, the "whole-farm approach";
-reliable information has been produced on
yield levels, farmers' problems, and impact
points;
-a strategy to reduce the distance between
research and farmers has been set up
through better links with the extension
service; this will help in the formulation
an appropriate, sound, and acceptable
technologv for the semi-arid areas of Kenya.
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TECHNICAL SESSION 7: REPORT ON DISCUSSION
Chairman (DrM. P. Collinson: A recent notion

in agricultural research is the farming-systems
approach, which seeks to integrate all research
disciplines. Through this approach an existing
farming system is identified, delineated, and
described, taking into account farmers' problems,
constraints, priorities, and goals. Work at Katuniani has endeavoured to generate appropriate
technology and relevant research prograrones
for the farm ing com m unity in the dry areas.
Ar J. M. Mftu.sva: When the speaker listed the
problenis which farmer respondents mentioned,
it was noted that the time spent drawing water
was omitted. Could he coninetnt on it?
Dr Ad. Rukandema: Yes, this problem was riot
envi.,aged outright.
Afr W. Makokhu: Could you either give me a
brief on what formnula to use to arrive at the
optimum quantities of various inputs-for
example, pesticides in cotton, fertilizer in maize,
beans, cofle, etc.-l give rle a chlar showing
tile approximate quantities of the same for
various crops at the rate 20/2 per man day?
ArJ. Alfaia.: I had worked oil maize response to
fertilrzer application and the labour used in planting, weeding, f'ertili/er applicatii', and harvesting but fornlulac Imfor
the other crops can be worked
out using the solic tunction if the data are available.

Air P. A. Omanga: Your tables showed how to

predict the rate of fertilizer from tie prices of
fcrtilizer/kg and niaize'kg. Since maize is the
end product and its prices vary with production at
the end of the season, how call you make predictiors from it? Which maize prices were you using
in your predictions?
Air Alavua: The tables show a range of maie
and fertilizer prices and all that is needed is to
cross-check in the table in the appropriate
columns.
Mr Makoha: Since you used data that reflect a
true situation and a formula that is recommended
for analysis of these." data, don't you think this
system of analysis is confusing and needs to be
cautiously applied as it is likely to lead to reconmendations that contradict other established
recommendations?
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4ir Mfaviia: This analysis was to illustrate how

cco mmic criteria can b superinpsed oil agro
notlic dlata to derive i'arniotr rec
lorre 1rdat ions,
hut one season's data are totally inadcluate to
make
any
reconlitiendations.
Incidentally.,
nothing is established, everything is subject to
change.
r
.i
lr
iN.
tA.ieisu.Drrwker
Pbserev in 1963 that
incr s e the
t it acrecages
acrea s t er
rginc ten
e t s
increalse
uinder sorghtiriii
rillets
after experiencing a series of bad seasons vheri
nai/e crop failed. Was this phenomenon observed
during your sur\'eys?
fDr. uka'ond'nao
Although this did
riot conic oit
ill the surveys, it is true. This usetd to happen in
Machakos when sorgllurir, iiillcts were grown by
riany farmers. At present they are riot, except in
Meru, Kitui. and Lower Eiibu.
D)r 1". iC.
Scott: Corornlnring oi )r Majisu's
point: farmers have increased their interest in
sorghum after tre previous bad rains once a late
onset of these rains is observed. [heir cropping
pattern is thcref,,re seen ti be open tio adjust
1cnt in relation to rccent rairn-seasonl perform
lince and expectations of tile next rains.
Dr 11. Anumdl'ayaustkerm: At tihe tine tile con
ce:pt (f FSR was introdruced on.ly a f'w rescarchers
had any experience in fhe methodology. But the
nirajority of them used the terninrlogy and
lurnped evervthing under FSR. This created cot
fusiorr for national practilers. Now they are
trying to sort out the confusion-FS'Rl FSR. iE.
etc. At this stage Yu are pronroting another
crcept--Sl). What do woir think this will do to
the understanding gained hv tle national prac
tiolers and the implementation of ifhe national
progriltir?
Dr t. Koou'rt (FAO): FSI) is rut a methodology,
it is an approach. While a few years ago emphasls
\%as laid on integrated rural development,
emiphasis is no\w laid or farming-systers de
velopment rhrough speciai programnes by
USAID. FAO, and International Research.

*Dlowker, P. D. (1963). Sorghurn and millet in
Machakos District. E. A/. Agric. For. J. 52-57.

